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II. INTRODUCTION
Data from OGO satellites have provided new
knowledge concerning the solar wind, the near-
interplanetary environment, the bow shock, the
transition region, the magnetopause, the magnetotail,
, the radiation belts, the plasmasphere, the terrestrial
magnetic fields, the auroral regions, and the upper
atmosphere. The OGO data acquisition period,
which extended from September 1964 to June 1971,
encompassed a complete range of solar activity and
a time interval when other I satellites such j as[ IMPsi
', B-G, ATS f 1 & 3, and INJUN 4 & 5 were measuring
similar phenomena throughout the magnetosphere and
interplanetary medium near the Earth. The extremely
high data rate of OGO allowed measurement of
various processes on a time scale previously unavailable
for space experiments. All of these factors contributed
to the extensive role which OGO data have played
in our understanding of the near-Earth environment.
Although there continue to be articles appearing
in the published literature concerning OGO, the
majority of them have been written, particularly for
OGOs 1-4, and one is now able to take a measure
of the accomplishments of this program. Since the
OGOs were in many ways the most complex scientific
spacecraft ever attempted by NASA, it is not surprising
that some of the scientific objectives were not achieved
on the earlier missions. All OGOs, however, yielded
useful results from at least one half of their experiments
and at least 96 of the 132 OGO experiments can be
considered successful. There has been an average of
3.3 papers per OGO experiment in refereed journals.
Some additional interesting statistical data pertaining
to the literature will be discussed later.
In the following section of this document an
overview of the OGO program is presented which
provides a discussion of the objectives, the relationships
to other programs, spacecraft major characteristics, f
typical orbits and mission profiles, technological
accomplishments, as well as the scientific results of
OGOs 1-4. (Since many research papers based upon
OGOs 5 and 6 continue to appear in the literature,
the scientific results of OGOs 5 and 6 will be presented
as a supplement to this Program Summary.) Brief
descriptions of the six OGO spacecraft and of the
experiments on each are given in Section IV which
includes statements concerning flight performance from
which one can appraise the potential success of each
spacecraft and experiment. This section is ordered
by spacecraft and last name of the principal investiga-
tors of the experiments.
In order to provide some measure of final ac-
complishment and to provide the interested reader
with more extensive details, a bibliography for each
spacecraft and for each experiment is identified in
that section. Because a large number of the cited
documents are concerned with more than one OGO
experiment or spacecraft, the actual citations and
abstracts are provided in accession order in Section
VI. The documents are identified by their A, N, or
B accession numbers. These numbers are explained
in the beginning of Section VI. Since the Spacecraft
and Experiments Characteristics section provides
identification and affiliation of project and experiment
personnel as well as common names, other names
and identification numbers of individual spacecraft and
experiments, an index section directly follows the,
Characteristics section. The personnel affiliations given
are those at the main phase of the program, not current
affiliations. There are three experiment indexes: the
first is ordered by spacecraft name and principal
investigator last name, the second gives original
institution of the principal investigator, and the last
gives principal and co-investigator names.
NSSDC maintains a computerized file on all
spacecraft and experiments known as its Automated
Internal Management File. All of the information
presented in Section IV, with the exception of the
bibliographies, were extracted from this file. Many
other characteristics of spacecraft, experiments, and
data obtained by them exist in this file. Two major,
periodic publications of NSSDC, Report on Active and
Planned Spacecraft and Experiments and the Data
Catalog of Spacecraft Experiments are produced
directly from the AIM file. Any one interested in
obtaining more information on these documents and
other Data Center publications should request NSSDC
and WDC-A-R &S Document A vailability and Distribzt-
tion Services (NSSDC 74-10) by writing to:
Code 601
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
In Section III the experiments are identified by
the project number. NSSDC uses an identification
number that is based on the spacecraft international
designation assigned on behalf of COSPAR by the
IUWDS World Warning Agency for Satellites. To
assist readers in translating between the project
number, NSSDC-ID, and the principal investigator
last name, Tables II-I through II-4 are provided. Since
the experiments on OGO 1 and OGO 3 were nearly
!1-1
()GO I Experiments
Project No. NSSDC ID
A -01 64-054A - 12
A-02 64-054A- 13
A-03 64-054A- 14
A-04 64-054A- 15
A-05 64-054A- 16
A-06 64-054A- ! 7
A-07 64-054A- 18
A-08 64-054A-19
A-09(P) 64-054A-20
A-09(P) 64-054A-21
A-'I 0 64-054A-0 I
A- I 1 64-054A-02
A- 12 64-054A-03
A- 13 64-054A-04
A- 14 64-054A-05
A- 15 64-054A-06
A- i 6 64-054A-07
A- 17 64-054A-08
A- 18 64-054 A-09
A-19 64-054A-10
A-20 64-054A- I I
Principal Investigator
Anderson, K.A.
Wolfe, J. H.
Bridge, H. S.
Cline, T. L.
Konradi, A.
McDonald, F. B.
Evans, D.S.
Simpson, J. A.
Van Allen, J. A.
Frank, L. A. (1)
Winckler, J. R.
Winckler, J. R.
Smith, E. J.
Heppner, J. P.
Sagalyn, R. C.
Whipple, E. C.
Hargreaves, J. K.(2)
Fritz, R. B.(3)
Taylor, H. A.. Jr.
Bohn, J. L.(4)
Helliwell. R. A.
Haddock, F. T.
Mange, P. W.
Wolff, C. L.
(1) J. A. Van Allen, Univ. of Iowa, was original Pi
(2) R. S. La_rence, ESSA-Boulder, was original P!
(3) J. K. Hargreaves, ESSA-Boulder, was original PI
(4) W. M. Alexander, GSFC, was original PI
(P) Part of
T_BLE i!-1
Institution
U of California, Berkeley
ARC
MIT
GSFC
GSFC
GSFC
GSFC
U of Chicago
SUI
SUI
U of Minnesota
U of Minnesota
JPL
GSFC
AFCRL
ESSA-Boulder
ESSA-Boulder
ESSA-Boulder
GSFC
Temple U
Stanford U
U of Michigan
NRL
GSFC
OGO 3 Experiments
Project No. NSSDC ID
B-01 66-049A -0 I
B-02 66-049A-05
B-03 66-049A-06
B-04 66-049A-04
B-05 66-049A-10
B-06(P) 66-049A-02
B-06(P) 66-049A-07
B-07 66-049A-03
B-08 66-049A-08
B-09(P) 66-049A-23
B-O9(P) 66-049A-22
B- 10 66-049A- 12
B- I I 66-049A- I 1
B-12 66-049A-13
B-13 66-049A-14
B-14 66-049A-16
B-15 66-049A-15
B- 16 66-049A- 21
B- 17 66-049A- 17
B-18 66-049A-18
B- 19 66-049A- 19
B-20 66-049A-20
O
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()GO 2 Experiments
TABLE 11-2
Project No. NSSDC ID Principal Imestigator Institution
C-01(P) 65-081A-01 Haddock, F.T. U of Michigan
C-01(P) 65-081A-21 Haddock, F.T. U of Michigan
C-02 65-081A-02 Helliwell, R.A. Stanford U
C-03 65-081A-03 Morgan, M.G. Dartmouth College
C-05 65-081A-04 Smith, E.J. JPL
C-06 65-081A-05 Cain, J.C. GSFC
C-07 65-081A-06 Anderson, H.R. Rice U
C-08 65-081A-07 Simpson, J.A. U of Chicago
C-09 65-081A-08 Webber, W.R. U of Minnesota
C-10 65-081A-18 Van Allen, J.A. SUI
C-il 65-081A-09 Hoffman, R.A. GSFC
C-12 65-081A-10 Reed, E.I. GSFC
C-13 65-081A-il Mange, P.W. NRL
C-14 65-081A-12 Barth, C.A. U of Colorado
C-15 65-081A-13 Jones, U M. U of Michigan
C-16 65-081A-15 Taylor, H.A. GSFC
C-17 65-081A-20 Newton, G.P. GSFC
C-18 65-081Ao14 Nilsson, C.S. SAO
C-19 65-081A-19 Donley, J.L.(I) GSFC
Chandra, S.(2) GSFC
C-20 65-081A-17 Hinteregger, H.E. AFCRL
C-21 65-08iA-i6 Kreplin, R.W. NRL
(1) R. E. Bourdeau, GSFC, was original PI
(2) J. L. Donley, GSFC, was original PI
(P) Part of
OGO 4 Experiments
Project No. NSSDC ID
D-01 67-073A-01
D-02 67-073A-02
D-03 67-073A-03
D-05 67-073A-05
D-06 67-073A-06
D-07 67-073A-07
D-08 67-073A-08
D-09 67-073A-09
D- 10 67-073A- 10
D- 11 67-073A- 11
D-12 67-073A-12
D-13 67-073A-13
D- 14 67-073A- 14
D-15 67-073A-15
D- 16 67-073A- 16
D-17 67-073A- 17
D-18 67-073A-18
D-i9 67-073A-19
D-20 67-073A-20
D-21 67-073A-21
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Project No.
E-01
E-02
E-03
E-04
E-05
E-06
E-07
E-08
E-09
E-lO
E-II
E-12
E-|3
E-14
E-15
E-16
E-17
E-18
E-20
E°21
E-22
E-23
E-24
• E-26
E-27
NSSDC ID
68-014A-01
68-0 i 4A-02
68-014A-03
68-014A-04
68-014A-05
68-014A-06
68-014A-07
68-014A-08
68-014A-09
68-014A-10
68-014A- 11
68-014A-12
68-014A- 13
.68-014A- 14
68-014A-15
68-014A-16
68-014A- 17
68-014A-18
68-014A-20
68-014A-21
68-014A-22
68-014A-23
68-0!4A-24
68-014 A- 26
68-014A-27
TABLE 11-3
OGO 5 Experiments
Principal Investigator
Boyd, R. L. F.
Sagalyn, R. C.
Serbu, G. P.
Anderson, K. A.
Cline, T. L.
West, H. !., Jr.
Frank, L. A.
Hutchinson, G. W.
Meyer, P.
McDonald, F. B.
Ogilvie, K. W.
Van De Hulst, H. C.
Coleman, P. J., .It.
Coleman, P. J., Jr.
Heppner, J. P.
Smith, E. J.
Snyder, C. W.
Sharp, G. W.
Haddock, F. T.
Thomas, G. E.
Blamont, J. E.
Kreplin, R. W.
Crook. G. M.
Aggson, T. L.
Simpson, J. A.
Institution
U College London
AFCRL
GSFC
U of California, Berkeley
GSFC
LRL
SUI
U of Southampton
12 of Chicago
GSFC
GSFC
Netherlands Inst
UCLA
UCLA
GSFC
JPL
JPL
Lockheed
U of Michigan
U of Colorado
CNES, France
NRL
TRW
GSFC
U of Chicago
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Project No. NSSDC ID
F-01 69-051A-01
F-02 69-051A-02
F-03 69-051A-03
F-04 69-05 IA-04
F-05 69-051A-05
F-06 69-05 IA-06
F-07 69-051A-07
F-08 69-051A-08
F-09 69-051A-09
F-10 69-051A-10
Foil 69-051A-11
F-12 69-051A-12
F-13 69-051A-13
F-14 69-051A-14
F-15 69-051A-15
F-16 69-051A-16
F-17 69-051A-17
F-18 69-051A-18
F-19 69-051A-19
F-20 69-05 IA-20
F-21 69-05 IA-2 I
F-22 69-051 A-22
F-23 69-051 A-23
F-24 69-05 i A-24
F-25 69-05 ! A-25
F-26 69-05 IA-26
(1) R. A. Pickett, GSFC, was original PI
TABLE II-4
OGO 6 Experiments,
Principal Investigator
Sharp. G. W.
Nagy, A. F.
Hanson, W. B.
Reber, C. A.
Taylor, H. A., Jr.(l)
Hanson, W. B.
McKeown, D.
Kreplin, R. W.
Bedo, D. E.
Regener, V. H.
Blamont, J. E.
Clark, M. A.
Barth, C. A.
Blamont, J. E.
Evans, D. S.
Farley, T. A.
Williams, D. J.
Lockwood, J. A.
Masley, A. J.
Stone, E. C.
Cain, J. C.
Smith, E. J.
Aggson, T. L.
Heiiiweil, R. A.
Laaspcr¢, T.
Donahu¢, T. M.
Institution
Lockheed
U of Michigan
University of Texas, Dallas
GSFC
GSFC
University of Texas, Dallas
GD, San Diego
NRL
AFCRL
U of New Mexico
CNES, France
Aerospace Corp.
U of Colorado
CNES, France
GSFC
UCLA
GSFC
U of New Hampshire
MD
Cal Tech
GSFC
JPL
GSFC
Stanford U
Dartmouth College
U of Pittsburgh
23
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/ TABLE il-4 /_
()GO 6 Experiment 5, //t"
Project No. \SSD(" ID P_al Investigator /__l_stitution
F-01 69-051A-01 Sharp. G._7. - Lockheed
F-02 69-051A-02 Nagy, A.F. U of Michigan
F-03 69-051A-03 Hanson, W.B. University of Texas, Dallas
F-04 69-051A-04 Reber, C.A. GSFC
F-05 69-051A-05 Taylor, H. A., Jr.(l) GSFC
F-06 69-051A-06 Hanson, W.B. University of Texas, Dallas
F-07 69-051A-07 McKeown, D. GD, San Diego
F-08 69-051A-08 Kreplin, R.W. NRL
F-09 69-051A-09 Bedo, D.E. AFCRL
F-10 69-051A-10 Regener, V.H. U of New Mexico
F-II 69-051A-I1 Blamont, J.E. CNES, France
F- 12 69-051 A- 12 Clark, M.A. Aerospace Corp.
F-13 69-051A-13 Barth, C.A. U of Colorado
F- 14 69-05 IA- 14 Blamont, J.E. CNES, France
F-15 69-051A-15 Evans, D.S. GSFC
F-16 69-051A-16 Farley, T.A. UCLA
F-17 69-051A-17 Williams, D.J. GSFC
F-18 69-051A-18 Lockwood, J.A. U of New Hamp-_hire
F-19 69-051A-19 Masley, A.J. MD
F-20 69-051A-20 Stone, E.C. Cal Tech
F-21 69-051A-21 Cain, J.C. GSFC
F-22 69-051A-22 Smith, E.J. JPL
F-23 69-051A-23 Aggson, T.L. GSFC
F-24 69-051A-24 Helliwell, R.A. Stanford U
F-25 69-051A-25 Laaspere, T. Dartmouth College
F-26 69-051A-26 Donahue, T.M. U of Pittsburgh
(I) R. A. Pickett. GSFC, was original PI
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• " INTRODUCTION
identical and similarly on OGO 2 and OGO 4, these
pairs are shown together in Tables II-1 and II-2,
respectively. It should be noted that a few experiments
have been separated by NSSDC into two uniquely
identified parts. This is done when the Data Center
recognizes that the data will be provided independently
for archival use and where many of the publications are
related only to the separate parts of that experiment.
In a few cases the original principal investigator
selected by NASA Headquarters was replaced. The
names shown in Tables II-1 through II-4 are the
investigators who served as principals throughout the
most important phases of each mission and the analysis
of the data. For these cases, the originally selected
PIs are given in footnotes.
As discussed in the Foreword, the Data Center
maintains a computerized literature file which contains
fields for the identification of experiments discussed
in the document. This file is known as the Techni-
cal Reference File. Because the NASA Scientific and
Technical Information •Facility maintains abstracts,
author affiliations, and contract or grant numbers,
these items are not present in the TRF. There is an
item or field in the TRF which classifies a document
for each associated experiment as to whether it was
written by: (a) peopl_ associated with the principal
orl other investigators directly connected with the
experiment, (b) scientists not directly associated with
• thei above group, or (c) personnel under contract to
the principal investigator -- these contractors are
usually involved with the construction and/or calibra-
tion of the_ instruction or with certain phases of the
data analysis. In addition, this field also allows the
classification of the content of the article as to whether
it deals with the experiment or the data derived from
the experiment in a major or secondary manner.
In most scientific papers, the introduction discusses
previous work in the fields of interest and refers
implicitly or explicitly to other spacecraft experiment
results. Such references do not merit secondary
i recognition in the TRF classification scheme. Only
i if data from experiments are used or discussed in
• 5 some explicit manner to support conclusions or to
compare with the data of the main experiments
presented in the paper are those experiments identified
.i and classified as secondary. In a general review article
_ where numerous experiments are mentioned, each such
experiment is classified as secondary.
In the bibliography portion of Section IV, a two
letter code is used to classify the article. A first-
letter P is used to denote the principal investigator
group, including other investigators associated formally
with the experiment although they may be in a
different institution from that of the PI. A first letter
O is used to denote all other authors except those
under contract to the PI. This latter group is denoted
by the two letter code PC, and it is a safe assumption
that such a paper will deal with the given experiment
in a major way. The major or secondary content
appears as the second letter .,M or S. Consequently,
the five classifications for the experiment papers are:
PM, PS, PC, OM, and OS. A similar classification
of spacecraft papers into these five categories is also
made. However, since the meaning is slightly different
in this case, the explicit description of each appears
with each spacecraft/mission bibliography.
The classification of author type is straightforward
but the major or secondary classification is somewhat
subjective. In order to provide some measure of
consistency, only one person (JIV) has made this
classification for all the articles which appear in this
Summary. It is recognized that differences of opinion
may exist as to the secondary classification. It has
been our intent in so classifying the articles that the
less experienced reader can be guided to those papers
which clearly provide a major discussion of the given
experiment and the data obtained from it. It has
not been our intent to downgrade the implicit influence
that another measurement may have had on the author
in reaching his conclusions.
In order to obtain as complete a bibliography as
possible for this OGO Summary, the following,
procedure was used. All articles in the TRF with
identifiers for each of the six OGO spacecraft and its
associated experiments were printed out with author,
title, and citation. All articles in the three files 1AA,
STA R, and OSTARE (See Section VI) of the NASA
:system with keywords of the common name or alternate
names of the OGO spacecraft listed in Section IV, as
well as the keyword "Geophysical Observatories," were
printed out. A comparison of these two printouts
was made and missing articles were added ap-
propriately to both the NASA files and the NSSDI
TRF. The NASA accession numbers for each article
were entered into the TRF. Similar comparisions
were made at different times; the final such comparison i
was made with the printouts of July 1, 1974. In l
November 1974, a search on contract or grant_
number on the NASA files produced about 15_I
previously unidentified documents. I
Because of certain problems with older documents
for which NSSDC no longer possessed a hard copy
version, it was not possible to enter these into the
i NASA system. In addition, in attempting to include
! OGO-related preprints which were acquired by NSSDC
after July 1, 1974, and previously identified preprints
which were published in journals or symposium
proceedings after this date, it was necessary to
identify these by the TRF accession number (B number)
if time had not permitted the assignment of a NASA
system number.
One other ooint should be clarified. A preprint I
which_enters the NASA System w_i_l!_recei_,e _an N_
O
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iden'ical and similarly on eGO 2 and eGO 4, these
p:,irs are shown together in Tables II-1 and II-2,
respectively. It should be noted that a few experiments
have been separated by NSSDC into two uniquely
identified parts. This is done when the Data Center
reco__nizes that the data will be provided independently
_and where many of the publications are
_%L r- relate_---dh-_'to the separate parts of that experiment.
In a few cases the original principal investigatorselectedby NASA Headquarters was replaced. The
_ .:k-tiE. names shown, in Tables II-1 through II-4 are the
investigators who served as principals throughout the
most important phases of each mission and the analysis
_]1_ of the data._ For these-cases, the originally selected
_ "r . PIs are given in footnotes. ,... : . :::=:._::A_-:,_i;:.. t--:J :-.
_?_- As discussed i,:t:h_:Foreword,::'th_Data Center [
_-._ S. maintainsacomputerizedliteraturefile-which contains [
77::_ " ": fields, f0r.the identification (of experiments discussed [
--_-_.:--_ in the document. Thi_file is knowr_:_as-the _-Techni-- t
:._.--_-77:"c:cal Reference File. _:.Been'rise-the- NASA Scientific and [
__ ::: .:-Technical_Informatior_Eacility:-:-maintains.--:abstraets, [-
:::.:::z_;;.._:authoE_,affiliations, _and: 7contract:ror_ grantLnumbers,. [
-_-_- 7-- these-items, are-not prese-n-tin tlieTRF_"-There is an l
::,:---.: item or fielcL in- the-TiZRF.:which, classifies.-a_document i
-_-_:_ --for each:iiSs0ciated experiment:- as: to- whether it was i
.... written.--by:.-i-.--.(0 peop le_sociated:,.,with_-Ahe-- principal !
_;:!_b_rl other_:investigatorg_directly=coiinected:with:_.the
C:_erimeriw(b) sciehfisi_fibt - directiy_:associatecL-:with j
_-7 ...... thel above-;group,- or:-"(c)_pers0nnet_undet!_contract-_t0 |
. t_.=:- -t-he_ princiigal .irtvestigato_'z_._these_contractors, are.. I
_._-_j:_. -: usually involved with the_:e6nstruction?and/or- calibra-- i
_-_--_- tion of:th:_ instructiona_-6EBvith certafrr phases of.the i
7_: i i: data analysis.: In addition#this=field also, allows-the _iclassification-of the content:of the article as to •whether •
it deals, with-the experiment or:the-dataTderived from I
- the experfment,in-a-maj0_pr: secondary;manner. .-:: ]
:._._,.:=._:-_ __ In. mdst,_ scientifiepapi_fs, the introduction discusses.
:_-_-__=_.:_. prev]ous-_work in the_fields,:of intercst-, and :refers..
_:--.. .... -" implicitly[orexplicitly:_[o_!other spacecraftexperiment.
:7_4:,+:_ resuits.--_Such referend.'s do not-_:m_erit_secondary..
-'_-_:¢.: _ recogniti0B in the TR_classification!-scheme=_ Only.-
_-":"-'>t_ if data ffbm " " "_ =-_ ....... "expenments:are used or-dtscussed m
-!._: _ some explicit manne_to_support=conclusions or.to
compare_with the data_:of the: main-experiments
:_-_- : presented in the paper are_those experiments identified
• - 2_ and classified as secondary._ In a general review article
=-_ " _ where numerous experiments are mentioned, each such
experiment is classified asTsecondary. :....
.tt_=.r--._.
.-. _ ,z• ,., . . " .... 7-. -
.... In the bibliography -pdrtion-_of Sec_i0n IV, a two
: - letter code is used to-classify the article.. A first-
letter P is used to denote the principal investigator
group, including other investigators associated formally
with the experiment although they may be in a
different institution from that of the PL. A first letter
O is used to denote all other authors except those
under contract to the PI. This latter group is denoted
by the two letter code PC, and it is a safe assumption
that such a paper will deal with the given experiment
in a major way. The major or secondary content
appears as the second letter _Xl or S. Consequently,
the fi_e classifications for the experiment papers are:
PM, PS, PC, OM, and OS. A similar classification
of spacecraft papers into these five categories is also
made. However, since the meaning is slightly different
in this case, the explicit description of each appears
with each spacecraft/mission bibliography.
The classification of author type is straightforward
but the major or secondary classification is somewhat
. subjective. In order to provide some measure of
consistency, only one person (JIV) has made this
-classification for all the articles which appear in this
Summary. It is recognized that differences of opinion -
may exist as to the secondary classification. It has t
been our intent in-so classifying the articles that the
-less experienced reader can be guided to those papers .
which clearly provide a major discussion of the given
experiment and the data obtained from it. It has ?-_.::_._
not been our intent to downgrade the implicit influence - _-_:_=:::
that another measurement may have had on the author ___.--_,_7_
in reaching his conclusions. _:_. _:_
associated experiments were printed out with author,.
title, and citation. All articles in the three files IAA,:,
STAR, and OSTA RE (See Section VI) of the NASA
:system with keywords of the common name or alternate
names of the eGO spacecraft listed in Section IV, as
well as the keyword "'Geophysical Observatories," were
printed out. A comparison of these two printouts
_w.as made and missing articles were added ap-
:propriately to both the NASA files and the NSSDC
TRF._ The NASA accession numbers- for each article
were entered into the TRF.. Similar comparisions
were made at different times; the final such comparison
was made with the printouts of July 1, 1974. In
t
_November 1974, a search on-contract or grant
:-_number on the NASA files produced about I5
: previously unidentified documents .... -
Because of cert-ain problems with older documents
for which NSSDC no longer possessed a hard copy
version, it was not possible to enter these into the
NASA system. In addition, in attempting to include _
eGO-related preprints which were acquired by NSSDC'
after July 1, 1974, and previously identified preprintsl
which were published in journals or symposium'
proceedings after this date, it was necessary-to
identify these by the TRF accession number (B number)
if time had not permitted the assignment of a NASA
system number.
_One other ooint should be clarified. A preprint
.which enters - the NASA - syste_m_)yi]l rege_iy ¢ a_n___N
In order to obtain as complete a bibliography as_ _--_--:--::-::........ -
possible-for, this--eGO Summary, the following:.-_.--'-_-_-:_,
- ' h .--: %_procedure was used. All articles in the TRF w_th .... _ _::._
identifiers for each of the six eGO spacecraft and itsl . _5_
.... " _-'_ "-t
C--7:-{i_
: _---__.:,:_-X,:_ -_ •
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number.Whenthatpreprintor someslightlyaltered
versionincludingtitle(becauseof areferee'soreditor's
comments)appearsin a publishedjournal or book,
it will receive,aftersometimedelay,an A number.
The A number has been used to identify the article
in all such cases.
There are a large number of documents (either
N or B numbered) which have not been included in
the bibliography because they would add considerably
to the bulk of this Summary v,ithout being very useful
to most readers. The classes of these OGO documents
are listed below and many are available, mainly in
microfiche, from NSSDC.
1. Certain NASA News Releases
2. Flight Evaluation Reports
3. Operations Summary Reports
4. Brochures for E×periments
5. Specifications for Spacecraft
6. Specifications for Experiment Interfaces
7. Tracking and Data Acquisition Support
Plans
8. Working Group Transactions
9. Experiment Test Gathering Minutes by
the Project
10. Experiments Proposals
11. Telemetry Data Processing Plans
12. Operations Requirements Documents
13. Thermal Analysis Reports
14. Schematic Drawings
15. Experiment Bulletins
16. Program Bibliographies (superseded by
this one)
17. Description of Tape Formats for
Experiments (available in NSSDC Data
Catalogs)
18. Orbital Operations Final Reports
19. Post Launch Reports
20. Data Index and Catalog for Telemetry
Data
21. National and Organizational Annual
Reports to COSPAR
22. Project Development Plan
23. Data User's Notes (written by NSSDC
personnel)
24. System Engineering Documents
All the available experiment progress reports have been
included because they contain some useful information
and summaries of results. In addition, it was our
desire to demonstrate that only a few of these reports
reach NSSDC or the NASA Facility.
We conclude this section with some statistical
information on the bibliography eont_incd in Section
VI. There are 774 documents included: 415 are articles
in refereed scientific or technical journals: 150 arc
INTRODUCTIO,'q
articles in proceedings of symposia (we have lumped
proceedings from all types of publications except
refereed journals, including books, NASA special
publications, university, industry, and the COSPAR
publication, Space Research). The remaining reports
are classified as: Book Articles (6), Government (68),
University (101), and Industry (34). The journals in
which most of the articles have been found and the
number of articles are given in Table 11-5.
TABLE !1-5
Journals Where Most OGO Experiment
Appear
Journal Name
Annales de G6"ophysique
Astrophysical Journals Pts. 1, 2, & 3
Journabl-of Geophysical Research -
Space Science
IEEE Proceedings (all)
Journal of Atmospheric & Terrestrial
Physics
Physical Review Letters
Planetary and Space Sciencc
Radio Science
Solar Physics
Space Research (COSPAR)
Space Science Reviews
Other Journals
Articles
No. of Articles
7
22
243
21
9
6
19
8
23
31
9
17
It is clear by examiningTable II-5 that the predominant
journal for publication of OGO results was the Journal
of Geophysical Research and, since that journal divided
into 3 separate parts, the Space Science part. Included
in the university reports are approximately 25 PhD
theses.
Of the 736 documents which were related to
experiments, as opposed to spacecraft, the distribution
was PM = 588, OM = 17, PS = 59, OS = 63, and
PC = 9. Since a given document could be related
to more than one OGO experiment, a single code
assignment was made on the basis of the hierarchy
PM, OM, PS, OS, PC. As expected, the majority of
documents cited were written by the PI group and
discussed as a major topic of an OGO experiment.
In order to demonstrate the time period required
to produce OGO scientific results in the archival
literature, the graphs, Figures ]l-I and II-2, are given.
The abscissa is the time after launch, and the ordinate
shows the cumulative number of experiment-related
articles published in journals in 6-month intervals for
each spacecraft. Any article associated with two or
more spacecraft is included in the most recently
launched spzlcccraft. Consequently, any paper associ-
ated _,,ith an OGO 1 experiment and some other OGO
...}
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<
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3criment bill not appear in the OGO I graph. The
peak publication rate occurs for 2 to 3 years beginning
some 2 !/2 to 3 years after launch. About 50% of
the publications occur later than 3 to 3 1/2 years
after launch, allowing an average time of 6 months
for publication. From this it is clear that a large
fraction of the important experimental results are
produced well after prime data analysis funding has
ended. These charts indicate that additional support
after prime data analysis is essential if most of the
scientific results are to be understood and made
accessible to the scientific community in an acceptable
manner.
The last data point for each of the OGO publica-
tions graphs in Figures il-I and II-2 represents the
total number of publications for the corresponding
OGO missions near the end of 1974. Figure 11-1
indicates that the number of publications for OGO
1, OGO 2, and OGO 3 had increased very little during
the previous 2 years. Figure II-2, however, shows
that the total number of publications for OGO 4,
OGO 5, and OGO 6 was still increasing at a high
rate. The OGO 4 overview had to be revised several
times because of the continued growth in publica-
tions during the preparation of this report. Numerous
revisions were required in other sections of the report
as well. It was therefore decided to publish the
overview of OGO 5 and OGO 6, as a supplement to
the present report. The supplement will include an
updating of the publications by experiments, additions,
and corrections to the bibliographic citations (and
abstracts). Comments from OGO participants
concerning any portion of this report will be most
welcome,
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A. The OGO Program
!. Objectbes and Background
An overview of the OGO program might begin with some
reflection upon the explosive growth of the Space Program in the
United States during the late fifties and the early sixties and with
the realization that the development of OGO as a >third-generation"
spacecraft-was already well underway in 1960; three years after
the launch of Sputnik-1. Manyof the great discoveries of our
_Z_ near-Earth environment, such as.the radiation belts, the magneto-
_:=.; sphere., and the solar wind, had already been made by-the early
=o_:::/-:;.; exploratory satellites, such as Explorers !, Ill IV, and XI, Vanguard
- , i, and Pioneers III and IV. In the early sixties (1960-1963), these
_ _ i discoveries were investigated, in- greater- detail by a dozen or. so
_ "second-generation" spacecraft characterized by greater weight and
7-_--_':_:" t experiment carrying capability::. By_ 1960, however, At had become
_] evident that the more definitive space investigations would require
third-generation research tools,..i.¢, large spacecraft:which would
allow simultaneous observations by many different, experiments
and would: provide a very-high: bit rate telemetry: The third
generation _spacecraft were named observatories to emphasize the I
mo_ comprehensive nature.of the research_program which would
be conducted. The Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (OGO) is
one of several types of observatories conceived.and initiated circa
_-.-:___:-_:._ -.- Th¢coni_pt of the OGO was developed by the:Goddard Space
_..;_:-| Flight Center=(GSFC) of the National Aeronautics and Space
_f3_::__ ] Administration (NASA)._-The prime contractor for the. OGO
_=-L,_:| spacecraft; theTRW Systems Group, Redondo-.Beach, California,
_!.=_-_'[ was directed.to proceed on the 0(30 effort through a-Letter Contract,
"_-:'=='-:_l dated 6 January, 1961. The definitive NASA Contract was received
_.-7-| by TRW on-3 August 1962 and by this date the NASA selection
_:__:_] of experiments for OGO 1 had also been completed.: : . . _
_!_:![ : The scientific objective of the OGO program was to conduct a
_::/:_=_[ large number of diversified and interrelated physical experiments
_:] within the-Earth's atmosphere and magnetospher_ and in cis-lunar
_._L._. i space in order to gain better understanding :of. Earth-Sun r¢-
_;_ _-_-_[ lationships andof the Earth,:itseif, as a planet. The technological
_.-'#'..+-_._ objective of the program-to •enable achievement-of the: scientific
-:_-_-'_-,= _ objectives-was to develop and operate a three-axis-stable:standard
_:_#_:-_ ;:, observatory" which could be used repeatedly to carry-large numbers
_-=_-] of easily integrated scientitic.experiment_ into appropriate orbits_ _
_ 7_-_[ As indicated earlier, thelexplo_'ation of the near-Earth environ--
_._/:-':-} ment was-.welL under way whewthe OGO program was initiated,
_ _-: [ The programs:uv'd for these-preliminary explorations became,, to
_:-_ ._.-_] some extent, parallel or even competing efforts after the launch of
_'_-___'_] OGO L=Thix-was usually a. vc0/.-healthy situation_ _o_the 0(30
:_.:- - _ program, .Ieadmg to extensive interchange of _deas find provsdmg
_:{_-:=l a strong in.centive for the rapid dissemination of impOrtant results.
.;.._;: .= The objecttves of related programs such as the Energettc Parttcle
_._ :_=_[ Explorers, the Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (IMP) series,.
_:_,2 ;'_i.] and the International Satellites for Ionospheric.Studies (ISIS) were
_i_ _:- I actually-quite different from the- OGO objective, and the results
_ ---i_: related to 0(30 were, in most cases, complementary. For example,
_:_;_:_ imulti-satellite exploration of the-magnetosphere-and near-
, interplanetary space made possible the concurrent performance of
"C
i: :_.. related experiments studying energetic particles_ and_ the[ magnetic ]
i_:':_: -. ......... 7---- ....... _ ......... • - ......
7 cosmic rays, solar particles, _¢omagnetically trapped particles, and f
• --_-.- the galactic, interplanetary , and terrestrial magnetic fields. !
OGO 2 expefir_nt$ was terminated and re-directed toward the analysis o| moreb'
promisio s data ft'om other programs:
2. Approach and 3lis_,ion Proiiles
The scientific goals of the OGO program _ere accomplished
through a series of regularly scheduled launches in two basic orbits.
An eccentric orbit (EGO) mission with apogee at about 150,000
km (95000 mi) and initial perigee at about 300 km (190 mi) allowed
the observatory to sweep through the natural radiation belts
surrounding the Earth, providing a capability for a thorough
mapping and study of phenomena associated with the magnetosphere
and the near interplanetary space. The polar orbit (POGO) mission
was conducted at Lower altitudes with apogee and perigee typically
at 1000 and 400 km (620 to 250 mi), respectively. This orbit, with
inclination of 85 degrees or greater, provided thorough coverage
of the Earth's atmosphere and lower ionosphere including the polar
regions. The OGO spacecraft _aere launched one each year over a
period of six years beginning in 1964, as shown in Table !i!-1, ,t
with the two subseries alternating in sequence.
Spacecraft E/P Launch date ..... -_; ".....
OGO ! E 5 September 1964
OGO 2 P 14 October 1965 --: "
OGO 3 E 7 June 1966 ! !i_i-
OGO 4 P 28 July 1967
0(305 E 4 March 1968 _. _-_.- _:. :{_ _6"OGO 6 P 5 June 1969 .
• = __:2_
The scientific program planned for the six OGO's is summarized : - -- "a
in Figure 111-1. Also shown in Figure 111-1 is the alternating- _
EGO/POGO launch sequence. The OGO I and 2 spacecraft were -_
launched during a period of minimum solar activity. The OGO ! _
and 2 experiments were essentially duplicated on OGO 3 and 4, - " -
respectively, because the original plan was that OGO 3 and 4 would _ - -_ _
continue the OGO I and 2 studies during the rising and maximum =_'::"_
periods of the solar cycle. The OGO orbits are indicated in the . _ ?:"::--_'--7"__-
frontispiece in relation to a somewhat stylized rendition of the ./:;_-5_.Z'_:.
magnetosphere in the noon-midnight meridian plane. Some of the _--_ :_:_ _
scientific highlights are also indicated in the frontispiece, with the _._-_;_-_./
items listed on the right-hand side pertaining to-EGO missions ::_:-:__,_:_-
and the items on the left relating to POGO missions. The OOO I :;-_--_7-.;:_i
and OGO 3 orbits arc also illustrated in Figure I11o2 essentially as _,.
they would project on the plane of the ecliptic. The magnetospher_
cross, section outlined in Figure III-2 is essentially at right angle
to the magnetosphere cross-section shown by the frontispiece. Both
the frontispiece and Figure Ill-2 illustrate the thorough coverage
of the magnetosphere, particularly of the magnetopause and bow
shock, which was possible with the EGO missions.
Because of their long lifetimes, the EGO missions overlapped,
making it possible to obtain data simultaneously from two (and
even three) EGO missions. The magnetospherie regions which could
be explored simultaneously by OGO 1 and OGO 3 are indicated
in Figure 1II-2 for the period 1 September 1967 to 30 November
1967. It is seen that the local times for OGO I and OGO 3 apogees
were actually seven hours apart. Thus, for.example, OGO 1 could
provide, information for the magnetospheri c tail region while OGO
3 was gathering data in the magnetosheath or at one of the
magnetospheric boundaries. Figure 111-2 also shows that the Idea1
time at apogee for OGO i and OGO 3 changed by about six
hours in a three-month period, making it possible for either
spacecraft to survey all local times in a one year period.
An essential feature of the technological approach was the
standard-observatory concept: an orbiting "experiment box,"
111-1
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complete with solar power, attitude control, data storage, and
telemetry, which would provide well-defined interfaces between the
spacecraft subsystems and the experiments, thus allowing each
experimenter to integrate his instruments with a minimum of effort.
This concept (sometimes referred to as the "street-car' principle),
together with the relatively large payload capability, not only
provided flexibility in selecting experiments, but also allowed
incorporation of a limited number of high-risk experiments whose
subsystem support requirements would have been prohibitive in
smaller spacecraft where experiments and subsystems were highly
intermingled. The same basic spacecraft [(except for minor
alterations) was used for the two types of orbit• The eccentric and
polar orbits_ however, required different launch vehicles (Atlas -
"Agena and thrust-augmented Thor-Agena) and _tiffe_'ent launchsiiCs"
(Eastern and Western Test Ranges), respectively. Total weight in
orbit ranged from 479 to 635 kg (1050 to 1394 Ib), of which 68.1
to !18.0 kg (150 to 260 lb) were assigned to experiment sensors.
and electronics.
31 Description of the OGO Spacecrait
3.1 Overall Conilguration
A typical OGO deployed configuration is shown in Figure 111-3.
The main body was a 0.9 x 0.9 x 1.8 m (3 x 3 x 6 ft) rectangular
:prisfia,. and its orientation (maintained by the spacecraft attitude;
i ; /.
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)lete '._ith solar po_cr, attitude control, data storage, and
.,,, which would provide ,,_cll-defincd interfaces betv, ecn the
spacecraft subs_,stcms and the experiments, thus allom, ing each
experimenter to i'ntcgrate his instruments '_ith a minimum of effort.
This concept {sometimes referred to as the "street-car' principle),
together v, ith the relatively large payload capabilit}, not onl}
provided flexibility in selecting experiments, bu_. also altov.ed
incorporation of a l]mitcd number of high-risk experiments ,ahose
subsystem support requirements would have been prohibitise in
smaller spacecraft v_here experiments and subsystems were highly
intermingled. The ,:,_c basic spacecraft {except for minor
alterations) _,as u._d for the two types of orbit. The eccentric and
polar orbits, ho',,,ever, required different launch vehicles (Atlas -
Agena and thrust-augmented Thor-Agena) and different launch sites
(Eastern and "_estern Test R,_ngcsl, respectively. Total weight in
orbit ranged from 479 to 635 kg (10.)0 to 1394 Ib), of which 68.1
to I1_.0 kg (150 to 260 Ib) v,ere assigned to experiment sensors
and electronics.
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3.1 Overall Configuration
A typical OGO deployed configuration is sho_n in Figure Ill-3.
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control system) was intended to be such that one 0.9 x 1.8 m (3 x[
6 ft) face would be continuously pointed toward the Earth. This
face and its opposite each had 0.6 sq m (6 sq It) of area on which
experiments could be mounted. The second purpose of the attitude
control system was to maintain the solar arrays perpendicular to
the rays of the sun. The cubical boxes near their extremities are
the solar oriented experiment packages (SOEP's), each providing
0.1 sq m (1 sq ft) of experiment-mounting area on both the Sun-facing
and anti-Sun-facing surfaces. At one end of the main body was a
shaft mounted normal to the face which is pointed toward the
Earth. Attached to this shaft I were I two i orbit_plane_ experiment
i.
OVER_IE_ f_ /jg,,_
packages, OPEP-1 an<J OI3E-P-2.-T-he-tllird purpose dflih-e attitude _ ,_._
control system was to keep One face of eacli OPEl_]alw-a.vs,-fz_dJ 0_"
forward along the velocity vector.1 "_x_--_-_
Two 6.7 m (2240 long booms (EP-5 and EP-6) and'Rm'r"l'_m
(640 long booms (EP-I through EP-4) were provided to house
experiment sensors whose sensitivity or viewing requirements made
it necessary to remove them from the main body. Additional booms
were provided for antennas; the most prominent in the figure is
the turnstile Yagi directional antenna in the right foreground. Also
shown in the figure are two antennas, typical of special experiment
characteristics which can be accommodated. One was a long
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control s)stem) _as intended to be such that one 0.9 ,( 1.8 m (3 x
6 ft) face would b_ continuously pointed toward the Earth. This
face and its opposite each had 0.6 sq m (6 sq ft) of area on ,,.hich
experiments could be mounted. The second purpose of the attitude
control system was to maintain the solar arrays perpendicular to
the ra)s of the sun. The cubical boxes near their extremities are
the solar oriented experiment packages ISO[_P'sL each providing
0.1 sq m tl sq [t) of experiment-mounting area on both the Sun-facing
and anti-Sun-facing surfaces. At one end of the main body was a
shaft mounted normal to the face _,hich is pointed toward the
Earth. Attached to this shaft v,ere two orbit plane experiment
OVERVIEW
packages, OPEP-I and OPEP-2. The third purpose of the attitude
control s,,stem v.as to keep one face of each OPEP always faced
forward along the velocity vector.
Tv, o 6.7 m (22-ft) long booms (EP-5 and EP-6) and four 1.8 m
16-ft) long booms (EP-I through EP-4) were provided to house
experiment sensors ',,,hose sensitivity or viewing requirements made
it necessary to remove them from the main body. Additional booms
'acre provided for antennas: the most prominent in the figure is
the turnstile Yagi directional antenna in the right foreground. Also
shown in the figure are two antennas, typical of special experiment
characteristics which can be accommodated. One was a long
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tubular spring bronze antenna, supplied by an experimenter, which
could be extended from the end of the paddle after the spacecraft
was in orbit, to a distance of 9.1 m (30 ft). The other was a
rhomboid antenna made of metal tape and mounted to one of the
long booms. This antenna was also deployed by radio command
after the spacecraft had been stabilized in orbit. Several sensors
for the same experiment could be installed in different appendages
if data correlation or weight limitation reasons necessitated this.
lnterconnection was accomplished at the central junction box. This
arrangement made it possible to accommodate installation of an
experiment late in the prelaunch test cycle, should this have proved
to be desirable•
3.2 Deplo)ment Considerations
OGO had 13 major appendages which were deployed in orbit,
subsequent to spacecraft separation, from a folded or stored
configuration (Figure 11I-4) to the operational or deployed
configuration (Figure 111-3). The rather weird deployed configuration
geometry (_ hich resembled an oversized insect) was chosen to achieve
the necessary mass properties control and experiment location with
respect to the spacecraft and other experimental equipment, as well
as support rigidity and minimum envelope in the folded configura-
tion. The deployment operation was divided into two major
sequences to avoid interference during appendage deployment.
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This figure actually shows OGO5; other OGOs were very similar in
appearance. The letters "X," "Yj" and "Z" refer to the OGO
coordinate systeL The experiment package OPEP-I (not shown) is
directly below OPEP-2. The OGOdimensions are approximately 60 £t
along the Y axis and 20 gt across the tips of the solar array.
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r..,bular spring bronze antenna, supplied by an experimenter. _hich
,gould be extended from the end of the paddle after the spacecraft
_as in orbit, to a distance of 9.1 m (30 ft). The other _as a
rhomboid antenna made of metal tape and mounted to one of the
long booms. This antenna was also deployed bv radio comnland
after the spacecraft had been stabilized in orbit. Several sensors
for the same experiment could be installed in different appendages
if data correlation or v, eight limitation reasons necessitated this.
Interconnection v, as accomplished at the central junction box. This
arrangement made it possible to accommodate installation of an
experiment late in the prelaunch test cycle, should this have proved
to be desirable.
3.2 I)eplosmen! ('on_ideralion,,
OGO had 13 major appendages which were deployed in orbit,
subsequent to _pacecraft _cp_Nation, from a folded or stored
configuration (Figure 111-41 to the operational or deployed
configuration (Figure 111-3). The rather weird deployed configuration
geometry (v.hich teach, bled an w, ersized insect) was chosen to achieve
the necessary mass properticr, control and experiment location with
respect to the spacecraft and olher experimental equipment, as well
as support rigidity and minimum envelope in the folded configura-
tion. The deployment operation was divided into two major
sequences to avoid inter|erence during appendage deployment.
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This figure actually shows OGO 5; other OGOs were very similar in
appearance. The letters "X," "Y," and "Z" refer to the OCO
coordinate system. The experiment package OPEP-I (not shown) is
directly below OPEP-2. The OGOdimensions are approximately 60 _
along the Y axis and 20 gt across the tips of the solar array.
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The appendages deployed in the first sequence were
EP-I (400 MHz antenna included), EP-2 (136 MHz
antenna included), EP-5, EP-6, and the +X and -X
solar paddles. Total elapsed time from explosive valve
actuation to hinge locking of EP-5 was to be less
than 20 seconds. The appendages deployed in the
second sequence were EP-3, EP-4, two attitude control
nozzle support booms, OPEP-I, OPEP-2, and the high
gain antenna, which was supported by and released
simultaneously with OPEP-I. The total elapsed time
from explosive valve actuation to hinge locking of
EP-3 was less than 10 seconds.
3•3 Major Subsystems
The observatory concept led to the development
of a standard spacecraft, incorporating a high degree
of flexibility for accommodating many types of
experiments. This was a marked departure from
design practices used in earlier spacecraft, where
weight limitations had led to a very tight integration
of experiments and spacecraft systems. To achieve
the desired flexibility, the OGO spacecraft included
five separate and well-defined systems:* (1) the
spacecraft main body and appendages where experi-
ments could be mounted, (2) the attitude control
system, (3) the thermal control system, (4) the power
supply, and (5) the communication and data handling
systems. This standardized arrangement made it
possible to use the same basic spacecraft for the six
OGO missions.
The overall configuration of the OGO spacecraft
(described earlier)made it possible to accommodate
simultaneously a large number of experiment require-
ments, such as Sun or anti-Sun orientation, Earth or
anti-Earth viewing, specified attitude relative to the
velocity vector, or a high degree of isolation when
needed from the spacecraft and other experiments.
The attitude control system consisted of horizon
scanners, servo-mechanisms, gas jets, electrically-
driven flywheels and associated electronics. The system
could stabilize the spacecraft in all three axes to within
2 deg of the local vertical, 5 deg of the Sun, and 5
deg of the velocity vector.
The thermal control system combined active and
passive thermal-control techniques. Aluminized Mylar
insulation was provided for the main body +Z,-Z,
and -Y faces intermittently exposed to the Sun, and
controllable radiating surface areas (louvers) were
provided on the +X, -X, and +Y faces always exposed
to outer space. Bimetallic actuators operating between
10 deg and 24 deg C moved the louvers from the
fully closed to the fully opened position. Individual
thermal control was provided as needed for externally
mounted experiments.
Electrical power was supplied by two solar panel
arrays providing about 550 w to two 28-volt nickel-
cadmium storage batteries• The average power allotted
for experiments was 50 w.
The Communication and Data Handling System
included the following: (1) tracking equipment,
consisting of two redundant 100-row, 136 MHz
Beacon transmitters and one 10-w, 136 MHz Beacon
transmitter; (2) command equipment, consisting of
two parallel 120 MHz command receivers, two
redundant digital decoders (providing up to 254 relay
commands), and one tone command decoder (provid-
ing up to 12 extra commands); and (3) telemetry
equipment consisting of two redundant wide-band
PCM Systems, each using a 400 MHz, 4-w transmitter,
and a special purpose analog telemetry system, using
a 400 MHz, 0.5-w transmitter. The real-time data
* Fo¢ a detailed dcscriplion of the OGO spacecral't system, see "I'he '
,Orbiting Geophysical Observatories', by W.E. Scull and G.H. ludwig. _.
Proceedinssof the IRE, 50, 2287-2296,Nov. 1962. [
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rates were 1, 4, 8, |6', and 64 ki|obits per scc. A total data storage
capacity of 86 million bits was provided by two recorders. The
data could be stored at I or 4 kilobits per sec and played back at.
64 or 128 kilobits per scc. Up to 32 alternate formats could be
selected by ground command for experiment data sampling.
4. Technological Accomplishments
The technological accomplishments of the eGO programs can
be divided into two major categories. The first includes the overall
performance of the six eGO missions_., basically the length of
time for which each spacecraft provided_'_ful data. The second
includes the performance of specific subsystems, particularly those
for which new and challenging technological problems had to be
solved.
!4.1 Operation Summa_
• A ver.y good indication Of the overall success of the eGO
missions ts the phenomenal volume of data (see Figure 111:5)
!
which was acquired from the six eGO Spacecraft. During the period
1964 to 1971, over two million experiment hours of data were
acquired, divided as follows: 364,000 from eGO 1; 72,000 from
eGO 2; 440,000 from eGO 3; 260,000 from eGO 4; 636,000
from eGO 5 and 312,000 from eGO 6. This is comparable to the
combined total of all other scientific satellites previously orbited
by NASA. The longevity of the 0(30 spacecraft, as indicated by
Figure II1-5, was also quite spectacular. The duration of routine
operations for the six spacecraft ranged from a minimum of 2
years (eGO 2) to a maximum of 5 1/2 years (eGo 1). The periods
of routine operations were in all cases followed by a stand-by
period (during which the spacecraft were still operable). The duration
of these stand-by periods ranged from I to 4 years, the shorter
stand-by periods being the result of a general termination of eGO
spacecraft support during 1971 - 1972. All spacecraft, however,
were.still operable when operational support was terminated. Figure
111-5 also illustrates the manner in which the eGO Missions
overlapped, making it possible to obtain data simultaneously (but
in different locations) from at least three eGO Spacecraft from
1966 to 1971.
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rates were I, 4, 8,16'4 and 64 kilobits per sec. A total data storage
capacity of 86 million bits was provided by two recorders. The
data could be stored at I or 4 kilobits per sec and played back at,
64 or 128 kilobits per sec. Up to 32 alternate formats could be
selected by ground command for experiment data sampling.
4. Technological Accomplishments
The technological accomplishments of the eGO programs can
be divided into two major categories. The first includes the overall
performance of the six eGO missions, i.e. basically the length of
time for which each spacecraft provided useful data. The second
includes the performance of specific subsystems, particularly those
for which new and challenging technological problems had to be
solved.
4.1 Operation Summary
A very good indication of the overall success of the eGO
missions is the phenomenal volume of data (see Figure I11:5)
which was acquired from the six eGO Spacecraft. During the period
1964 to 1971, over two million experiment hours of data were
acquired, divided as follows: 364,000 from eGO I; 72,000 from
eGO 2; 440,000 from eGO 3; 260,000 from eGO 4; 636,000
from eGO 5 and 312,000 from eGO 6. This is comparable to the
combined total of all other scientific satellites previously orbited
by NASA. The longevity of the eGO spacecraft, as indicated by
Figure 111-5, was also quite spectacular. The duration of routine
operations for the six spacecraft ranged from a minimum of 2
years (eGO 2) to a maximum of 5 1/2 years (eGO 1). The periods
of routine operations were in all cases followed by a stand-by
period (during which the spacecraft were still operable). The duration
of these stand-by periods ranged from I to 4 years, the shorter
stand-by periods being the result of a general termination of eGO
spacecraft support during 1971 - 1972. All spacecraft, however,
were.still operable when operational support was terminated. Figure
111-5 also illustrates the manner in which the eGO Missions
overlapped, making it possible to obtain data simultaneously (but
in different locations) from at least three eGO Spacecraft from
1966 to 1971.
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_,ere I. 4. 8.16. and 64 kilobits per sec. A total data storage
capacity of 86 million bits was provided by two recorders. The
data could be stored at I or 4 kilobits per sec and plated back at
64 or 12_, kilobits per sec. Up to 32 alternate formats could be
,_clcctcd by ground command for experiment data sampling.
4. Technological Accomplishments
The technological accomplishmentsj_OGO programs can
be di_,idcd into two major cate_orie_)l_e first_ includes [he overall
performance of the six OGO missi'6n_, i.e. b,_ically the length of
time for which each spacecraft proviqed u_ful data. The second
includes the performance of specific stl'h._ems, particularly those
for which new and challenging technological problems had to be
solved.
4.1 Operation Seminary
A ver.y good indication of the overall success of the OGO
missions Is the phenomenal volume of data (see Figure 111-5)
_hich v, as acquired from the six OGO Spacecraft. During the period
1964 to 1971. over two million experiment hours of data were
acquired, divided as follows: 364,000 from OGO 1; 72,000 from
OGO 2:440,000 from OGO 3" 260,000 from OGO 4; 636,000
from OGO 5 and 312.000 from OGO 6. This is comparable to the
combined total of all other scientific satellites previously orbited
by NASA. The longevity of the OGO spacecraft, as indicated by
Figure 111-5, ',,,as also quite spectacular. The duration of routine
operations for the six spacecraft ranged from a minimum of 2
,,ears (OGO 2) to a nlaximum of 5 I/2 years (OGO 1). The periods
of routine operations ,a,ere in all cases followed by a stand-by
period (during s,,hich the spacecraft v, ere still operable).'The duration
of these stand-by periods ranged from 1 to 4 years, the shorter
stand-by periods being the result of a general termination of OGO
spacecraft support during 1971 - 1972. All spacecraft, however,
werestill operable when operational support was terminated. Figure
111-5 also illustrates the manner in which the OOO Missions
overlapped, making it possible to obtain data simultaneously (but
in different locations) from at least three OGO Spacecraft from
1966 to 1971.
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4.2PerformanceofSpacecraftS3stems
4.2.1()_erallPeriormance
The longevity and the data output of the various OGO missions
(as summarized by Figure II1-5) pro_ide ample proof that the power,
thermal, and data handling systems functioned extremely well. The
basic spacecraft design for OGO 1 was sound, and it was used
essentially unchanged (except for minor corrections and modifica-
tions) for the other five OGOs. The OGO spacecraft could also
(and did) yield very useful data in the spin-stabilized back-up mode,
whenever the attitude control system failed to maintain the desired
three-axis stabilization.
4.2.2 The Attitude Control System
From the technological viewpoint, perhaps the major challenge
offered by the OGO design was the stabilization and orientation
requirements. Although--in principle--the pointing accuracies
required of OGO, were not difficult to achieve (they varied from
2 to 5 deg), the three-axis stabilization was difficult to achieve
with the complex configuration and deployment geometry of the
OGO spacecraft.
The stabilization history of the six OGO spacecraft was as
follows: OGO 1 failed to stabilize because of incomplete boom
deployment; OGO 2 was stabilized for 10 days only, because of
faulty horizon sensors causing premature control gas depletion;
OGO 3 was stabilized for 46 days until a power converter failure
occurred; OGO 4 was stabilized for 18 months; OGO 5 was stabilized
for 41 months; and OGO 6 was stabilized for 24 months, i.e. until
the end of its mission.
The failure to achieve or maintain stabilization on OGO 1, 2,
and 3 was in general traceable to somewhat sophisticated aspects
of design which were very difficult to anticipate and were not
revealed by ground testing. The in-orbit problems were in general
not due to quality control or test oversight; and because of their
complexity, these problems revealed themselves gradually, i.e.
following the successive design corrections. Thus the OGO 2 horizon
sensor problems could not be detected, until the OGO I deployment
problem was corrected. Similarly, the 10-day OGO 2 attitude-
controlled operation did not last long enough to lead to the power
converter failure eventually seen on OGO 3. Once corrected,
however, a given problem never occurred again.
4.3. Summary of Technological Accomplishments
Compared to earlier space investigations, the orbiting geophysi-
cal observatories represent major advances in both precision and
comprehensiveness. The technological accomplishments of the OGO
program include:
(1) near-perfect orbits for all six missions;
(2) the successful deployment of a very complex spacecraft
configuration in all cases except OGO !, for which a
partial deployment failure occurred;
(3) three-axis stabilization accomplished for 10 days on the
second OGO and maintained much longer oll
subsequent OGOs;
(4) the successful simultaneous operation of a large number
of experiments with very different requirements;
(5) an extremely high information handling capacity;
(6) a very high reliability of experiments and spacecraft
systems, which, combined with the high data rate,
resulted in a record breaking volume of scientific data;
(7) the skillful use of backup modes of operation to
overcome in-orbit problems and extend the usefulness of
a mission.
B. SCIENTIFIC RESULTS
!. OGO ! Results
Although all the OGO I experinaents operated in orbit and
acquired data, approximately half of these were severely degraded
OVERVIEW
because of the failure of the attitude control system and because
two of the eleven appendages failed to deploy properly. The
experiments which failed to yield significant results, and the major
reasons for their degraded operations were as follows. Experiments
A-19 (Geocoronal Lyman-Alpha) and A-20 (Gegcnschein Pho-
tometr_r) were critically dependent upon anti-solar orientation.
Experiment A-I (Solar Cosmic Rays) required solar orientation to
meet its objectives. Experiment A-Ig (Radio Astronomy) could not
operate properly because of incomplete antenna deployment. Spin
modulation was very detrimental to experiments A-13 (Planar Ion
and Electron Trap), A-16 (Interplanetary Dust Particles), and A-5
(Trapped Radiation and Scintillation Counter). Experiment A-8
(Trapped Radiation Omnidirectional Counter) also suffered from
degraded OGO 1 operation, and although some measurements were
made, the results were not considered of sufficient value for
publication in the open literature. Insufficient protection against
electrical interference led to a very high noise level in the data
from experiment A-4 (Positron Search and Gamma-Ray Spectrum).
Although experiment A-4 has not yet led to any publication, the
data are currently (1975) being re-examined to see if they reveal
any of the recently discovered gamma-ray bursts.
Very significant scientific results were nevertheless obtained with
OGO I because:
a) many of the experiments were not critically dependent
upon specific spacecraft orientation;
b) high-resolution measurements were made possible (for
the first time) by the high data rate of the OGO
telemetry system; and
c) the OGO 1 orbit was very well suited for a detailed
investigation of the magnetosphere, in particular the
magnetopause, magnetosheath, and bow shock (see
Figure 111-2).
1.1 Magnetic Field Experiments
The extensive study of the outer magnetospheric regions by
the two magnetic field experiments on OGO 1 was a major
accomplishment, and the scientific results have been extensively
quoted in review articles and in textbooks. Historically, magnetome-
ters have provided the most comprehensive coverage of magneto-
spheric activities, and this was certainly true of the two magnetometer
experiments on OGO 1, namely Smith's search coil magnetometer
(Experiment A-10) and Heppner's fluxgate magnetometer (Experi-
ment A- I 1).
I.!.1 Shock Structure (A-II)
From a study of numerous OGO 1 shock crossings observed
with experiment A-II, Heppner et al (1967) derived a model of
the average field profile for a typical shock crossing. The shock
thickness was described in terms of three dimensions. As the shock
is first encountered from the interplanetary space side, there is a
narrow "outer shell" less than 20 km (12 mi) thick where the
interplanetary field becomes slightly disturbed. This is followed by
a second region about 70 km (45 mi) thick where the field changes
rapidly to a new level. In the third region the field settles gradually
to its magnetosheath value over a distance of about 200 km
(120 mi).
Two classes of field oscillations were frequently observed
superimposed on this average shock structure: 1) coherent circularly
polarized ULF waves with frequencies typically between 0.5 and
1.5 Hz, and 2) higher frequency (ELF) fluctuations.
The thin nature of the bow shock and the associated wave
phenomena were important observations which henceforth had to
be considered in theoretical models of the bow shock (Tidman
1967, Tidman and Northrop 1968).
!.1.2 Waves in the Niagnetosheath (A-10)
Smith's search coil magnetometer experiment (A-10) was
particularly well suited for the study of ELF magnetic fluctuations
and it was shown by Smith et al (1967) that 3-300 Hz magnetic
111-7
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4.2 Performance of Spacecraft Systems
4.2.10)erall Performance
The longevity and the data output of the various OGO missions
(as summarized by Figure Ill-5) provide ample proof that the power,
thermal, and data handling systems functioned extremely well. The
basic spacecraft design for OGO 1 was sound, and it v, as used
essentially unchanged (except for minor corrections and modifica-
tions) for the other five OGOs. The OGO spacecraft could also
(and did) yield very useful data in the spin-stabilized back-up mode,
whenever the attitude control system failed to maintain the desired
three-axis stabilization.
4.2.2 The Attitude Control System
From the technological viewpoint, perhaps the major challenge
offered by the OGO design was the stabilization and orientation
requirements. Although--in principle--the pointing accuracies
required of OGO, were not difficult to achieve (they varied from
2 to 5 deg), the three-axis stabilization was difficult to achieve
with the complex configuration and deployment geometry of the
OGO spacecraft.
The stabilization history of the six OGO spacecraft was as
follows: OGO 1 failed to stabilize because of incomplete boom
deployment; OGO 2 was stabilized for 10 days only, because of
faulty horizon sensors causing premature control gas depletion;
OGO 3 was stabilized for 46 days until a power converter failure
occurred; OGO 4 was stabilized for 18 months; OGO 5 was stabilized
for 41 months; and OGO 6 was stabilized for 24 months, i.e. until
the end of its mission.
The failure to achieve or maintain stabilization on OGO 1, 2,
and 3 was in general traceable to somewhat sophisticated aspects
of design which were very difficult to anticipate and were not
revealed by ground testing. The in-orbit problems were in general
not due to quality control or test oversight; and because of their
complexity, these problems revealed themselves gradually, i.e.
following the successive design corrections. Thus the 0(30 2 horizon
sensor problems could not be detected, until the OGO 1 deployment
problem was corrected. Similarly, the 10-day OGO 2 attitude-
controlled operation did not last long enough to lead to the power
converter failure eventually seen on OGO 3. Once corrected,
however, a given problem never occurred again.
4.3. Summary of Technological Accomplishments
Compared to earlier space investigations, the orbiting geophysi-
cal observatories represent major advances in both precision and
comprehensiveness. The technological accomplishments of the OGO
program include:
(1) near-perfect orbits for all six missions;
(2) the successful deployment of a very complex spacecraft
configuration in all cases except OGO 1, for which a
partial deployment failure occurred;
(3) three-axis stabilization accomplished for I0 days on the
second OGO and maintained much longer on
subsequent OGOs;
(4) the successful simultaneous operation of a large number
of experiments with very different requirements;
(5) an extremely high information handling capacity;
(6) a very high reliability of experiments and spacecraft
systems, which, combined with the high data rate,
resulted in a record breaking volume of scientific data;
(7) the skillful use of backup modes of operation to
overcome in-orbit problems and extend the usefulness of
a mission.
B. SCIENTIFIC RESULTS
I. OGO l Results
Although all the OGO I experiments operated in orbit and
acquired data, approximately half of these were severely degraded
OVERVIEW
because of the failure of the attitude control system and because
two of the eleven appendages failed to deploy properly. The
experiments which failed to yield significant results, and the major
reasons for their degraded operations were as follows. Experiments
A-19 (Geoeoronal Lyman-Alpha) and A-20 (Gegenschein Pho-
tometry) were critically dependent upon anti-solar orientation.
Experiment A-! (Solar Cosmic Rays) required solar orientation to
meet its objectives. Experiment A-18 (Radio Astronomy) could not
operate properly because of incomplete antenna deployment. Spin
modulation was very detrimental to experiments A-f3 (Planar Ion
and Electron Trap), A-16 (Interplanetary Dust Particles), and A-5
(Trapped Radiation and Scintillation Counter). Experiment A-8
(Trapped Radiation Omnidirectional Counter) also suffered from
degraded OGO 1 operation, and although some measurements were
made, the results were not considered of sufficient value for
publication in the open literature. Insufficient protection against
electrical interference led to a very high noise level in the data
from experiment A-4 (Positron Search and Gamma-Ray Spectrum).
Although experiment A4 has not yet led to any publication, the
data are currently (1975) being re-examined to see if they reveal
any of the recently discovered gamma-ray bursts.
Very significant scientific results _ere nevertheless obtained with
OGO ! because:
a) many of the experiments _ere not critically dependent
upon specific spacecraft orientation;
b) high-resolution measurements were made possible (for
the first time) by the high data rate of the OGO
telemetry system; and
c) the OGO ! orbit was very well suited for a detailed
investigation of the magnetosphere, in particular the
magnetopause, magnetosheath, and bow shock (see
Figure !11-2).
l.I Magnetic Field Experiments
The extensive study of the outer magnetospheric regions by
the two magnetic field experiments on OGO 1 was a major
accomplishment, and the scientific results have been extensively
quoted in review articles and in textbooks. Historically, magnetome-
ters have provided the most comprehensive coverage of magneto-
spheric activities, and this was certainly true of the two magnetometer
experiments on OGO I, namely Smith's search coil magnetometer
(Experiment A-10) and Heppner's Iluxgate magnetometer (Experi-
ment A-I 1).
l.l.l Shock Structure [A-If)
From a study of numerous 0(30 I shock crossings observed
with experiment A-li, Heppner ©tal,i (1967) derived a model of
the average field profile for a typical shock crossing. The shock
thickness was described in terms of three dimensions. As the shock
is first encountered from the interplanetary space side, there is a
narrow 'outer shell' less than 20 km (12 mi) thick where the
interplanetary field becomes slightly disturbed. This is followed by
a second region about 70 km (45 mi) thick where the field changes
rapidly to a new level, in the third region the field settles gradually
to its magnetosheath value over a distance of about 200 km
(120 mi).
Two classes of field oscillations were frequently observed
superimposed on this average shock structure: !) coherent circularly
polarized ULF waves with frequencies typically between 0.5 and
1.5 Hz, and 2) higher frequency (ELF) fluctuations.
The thin nature of the bow shock and the associated wave
phenomena were important observations which henceforth had to
be considered in theoretical models of the bow shock (Tidman
1967, Tidman and Northrop 1968).
1.1.2 Waves in the Magnetosheath (A-10)
Smith's search coil magnetometer experiment (A-10) was
particularly well suited for the study of ELF magnetic fluctuations
and it was shown by Smith et al (1967) that 3-300 Hz magnetic
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4.2 Pertormance o| Spacecraft Systems
4.2.1 O_erall Performance
The longevity and the data output of the various OGO missions
(as summarized by Figure 111-5) provide ample proof that the power.
thermal, and data handling systems functioned extremely bell. The
basic spacecraft design for OGO 1 _as sound, and it was used
essentially unchanged (except for minor corrections and modifica-
tions) for the other five OGOs. The OGO spacecraft could also
(and did) yield very useful data in the spin-stabilized back-up mode,
whenever the attitude control system failed to maintain the desired
three-axis stabilization.
4.2.2 The Attitude Control System
From the technological viewpoint, perhaps the major challenge
offered by the OGO design was the stabilization and orientation
requirements. Although--in principle-othe pointing accuracies
required of OGO. were not difficult to achieve (they varied from
2 to 5 deg), the three-axis stabilization was difficult to achieve
with the complex configuration and deployment geometry of the
OGO spacecraft.
The stabilization history of the six OGO spacecraft was as
follows: OGO 1 failed to stabilize because of incomplete boom
deployment; OGO 2 was stabilized for 10 days only, because of
faulty horizon sensors causing premature control gas depletion;
OGO 3 was stabilized for 46 days until a power converter failure
occurred: OGO 4 was stabilized for 18 months; OGO 5 was stabilized
for 41 months; and OGO 6 was stabilized for 24 months, i.e. until
the end of its mission.
The failure to achieve or maintain stabilization on OGO I. 2,
and 3 was in general traceable to somewhat sophisticated aspects
of design which were very difficult to anticipate and were not
revealed by ground testing. The in-orbit problems were in general
not due to quality control or test oversight: and because of their
complexity, these problems revealed themselves gradually, i.e.
following the successive design corrections. Thus the OGO 2 horizon
sensor problems could not be detected, until the OGO l deployment
problem was corrected. Similarly, the |0-day OGO 2 attitude-
controlled operation did not last tong enough to lead to the power
converter failure eventually seen on OGO 3. Once corrected,
however, a given problem never occurred again.
4.3. Summary of Technological Accomplishments
Compared to earlier space investigations, the orbiting geophysi-
cal observatories represent major advances in both precision and
comprehensiveness. The technological accomplishments of the OGO
program include:
(i) near-perfect orbits for all six missions:
' (2) the successful deployment of a very complex spacecraft
configuration in all cases except OGO I. for which a
partial deployment failure occurred:
(3) three-axis stabilization accomplished for 10 days on the
second OGO and maintained much longer on
subsequent OGOs;
(4) the successful simultaneous operation of a large number
of experiments with very different requirements;
(5) an extremely high information handling capacity:
(6) a very high reliability of experiments and. spacecraft
systems, which, combined with the high data rate,
resulted in a record breaking voh, me of _eientific data:
(7) the skillful use of backup modes of operation to
overcome in-orbit problems and extend the usefulness of
a mission.
B. SCIENTIFIC REStI,TS
I. OGO I Results
Ahhough all the OGO 1 experiments operated in orbit z_d
acquired data, approximatel_ half of these _erc se_erel> degraded
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because of the failure of the attitude control system and I_ecause
two of the eleven appendages failed to deploy properly. The
experiments which failed to yield significant results, and the major
reasons for their degraded operations were as follows. Experiments
A-19 (Geocoronal Lyman-Alpha) and A-20 (Gegenschein Pho-
tometry) were critically dependent upon anti-solar orientation.
Experiment A-I (Solar Cosmic Rays) required solar orientation to
meet its objectives. Experiment A-18 (Radio Astronomy) could not
operate properly because of incomplete antenna deployment. Spin
modulation was very detrimental to experiments A-I3 (Planar Ion
and Electron Trap), A-16 (Interplanetary Dust Particles). and A-5
(Trapped Radiation and Scintillation Counterl. Experiment A-8
(Trapped Radiation Omnidirectional Counter) also suffered front
degraded OGO I operation, and although some measurements were
made, the results were not considered of sufficient value for
publication in the open literature. Insufficient protection against
electrical interference led to a very high noise level in the data
from experiment A-4 (Positron Search and Gamma-Ray Spectrum).
Although experiment A-4 has not yet led to any publication, the
data are currently (19751 being re-examined to see if they reveal
any of the recently discovered gamma-ray bursts.
Very significant .scientific results were nevertheless obtained with
OGO 1 because:
a) many of the experiments were not critically dependent
upon specific spacecraft orientation:
b) high-resolution measurements were made possible (for
the first time) by the high data rate of the OGO
telemetry system: and
c) the OGO I orbit was very well suited for a detailed
investigation of the magnetosphere, in particular the
magnetopause, magnetosheath, and bow shock (see
Figure 111-2). z
O
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!.1.2 "Aa_es in the Magnetosheath _A-I0)
Smith's search coil magnetometer experiment {A-IO) was
par',icularl._ _ctl suited for the study of ELF magnetic fluctuations
and it v,as ,,hown b} Smith ct al (t067) their 3-300 Hz magnetic
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1.1 Magnetic Field Experiments
The extensive stud],, of the outer magnetospheric regions _,_ 0
the two magnetic field experiments on OGO 1 was a ma r
accomplishment, and the scientific results have been extensiv_ •
quoted in review articles and in textbooks. Historically, magneton-,.- --,I
ters have provided the most comprehensive coverage of magnet ,-
spheric activities, and this was certainly true of the two magnetonle:cr
experiments on OGO I, namely Smith's search coil magnetometer
(Experiment A-10) and Heppncr's fluxgate magnetometer (Experi-
ment A-Ill.
'.'.' Shock S,ructure (.-,-Ill) ......... _ "i t
Front a study of n_rous 0(30 1 shock crossings observed |
with experiment A-II. /tteppner ct al (1967) d,e4ived a model of |
the average field profil_ for a typical shock ._i:ossin_,. The shock |
thickness was descril_d l'_terms'of threN.dih_ensions._As the shock _
is first encountered from thTe -in_rpt_fietarv space side, there is a a &£_narrow 'outer shell" less than 20 km (1-_ mi) thick where the ,0_{
interplanetary field becomes slightly disturbed. This is followed by
a second region about 70 km 145 mi) thick where the field changes
rapidly to a new level. In the :tlird region the field settles gradually
to its magnetosheath _alue over a distance of about 200 km
(120 mi).
Two classes of field oscillations were frequently observed
superimposed on this a',crage shock structure: I) coherent circularly
polarized ULF v, aves v, ith frequencies typically between 0.5 and
1.5 Hz, and 2) higher frequency (ELF) fluctuations.
The thin nature of the bow shock and the associated wave
phenomena were importunt observations which henceforth had to
be considered in theoretical models of the bow shock (Tidman
1967, Tidman and Northrop 1968).
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noisewaspresentthroughoutthe entire magnetosheath with higher
amplitudes near the boundaries• especially near the shock• It was
found that the power spectral density in the 3- to 300-Hz frequency
range had an inverse cube dependence on frequency• The results
of experiment A-10 extended upward the previous observations,
which had been limited to the 10 .3 to l0 "l Hz range• and suggested
that a change in frequency dependence occurred somewhere between
0.1 and 1.0 Hz.
1.1.3 Shock and Nlagnetopause Motions (A-10, A-I I, A-2, A-3)
Observations made prior to the eGO t launch had revealed
that the shock and magnetopause were capable of considerable
motion. The extent and persistence of this motion became fully
appreciated with the eGO 1 observations which frequently revealed
multiple shock and magnetopause crossings in a single orbit pass.
As many as 15 identifiable magnetopause crossings were observed
on a single OGO 1 pass. Multiple crossings were observed by
experiments A-10 (Holzer et al, 1966) and A-li (Heppner et al,
1967) discussed earlier and by experiment A-2 (Wolfe et al, 1966)
to which we will return later• These multiple crossings suggested
an oscillatory motion of the boundaries. The average amplitude,
period, and mean velocity were estimated by Holzer et al, (1966)
to be 1.5 RE, 60 rain., and l0 km/see (6.2 mi/sec), respectively
for the shock front; and for the magnetopause 0.25 RE, 20 rain.,
and l0 kin/see (6.2 mi/sec), respectively. Heppner et al, (1967)
arrived at similar estimates for the motion of the bow shock, but
concluded that the average velocity of the magnetopause motion
had to be at most 2 km/sec (1.2 mi/sec)• This minor disagreement
was probably duo to the great variability of the boundary motion
and to the difficulty of defining average parameters, particularly
with a single spacecraft. In any event, these results contributed
new and significant information concerning typical boundary
motions under quiet geomagnetic conditions.
Large-scale motions of the shock that occur during geomag-
netic storms were investigated by Binsack and Vasyliunas (1968),
using data from the Ot30 1 Faraday cup experiment (A-3, Bridge)
and simultaneous IMP 1 and IMP 2 observations. The conclusion
was that the large-scale motion is associated with an overall
compression of the entire magnetosphere-magnetosheath system in
response to the enhanced solar wind dynamic pressure.
1.1.4 Mapping of the Dayslde Magnetosheath (A-10, A-ll)
The eGO I orbit (see Fig. 2) made it possible to conduct a
detailed mapping of the dayside magnetosheath over a period of
approximately 6 months. Another accomplishment of experiments
A-10 (Holzer et el, 1966) and A-I! (Heppner et el, 1967) was to
provide the first detailed dusk-to-dawn mapping of the mag-
netosheath. This study revealed the slight 3- to 6--deg misalignment
between the axis of symmetry of the magnetosheath and the
Earth-Sun line, which had been expected from the aberration effect
caused by the orbital motion of the Earth around the Sun.
The magnetopause in the sunward hemisphere was most
typically observed by experiment A-ll (Heppner et al, 1967) as a
smooth transition over a distance of about 100 km (62 mi),i.e.,i
comparable to the ion cyclotron radius. -
1.1.5 Nightside Magnetosphere (A-10) I, IZ,j
A number of important observations were made in the
nightside magnetosphere by experiment A-10 (Heppner et al, 1967).
For example, near the magnetopause in the dawn sector and within
geomagnetic latitudes + or - 15 deg, the field was found weaker
than in the transition region, implying that the plasma pressure
had to be greater than the magnetic pressure. In such a region the
magnetopause boundary is poorly defined magnetically and difficult
to identify from field data. Inferences concerning the magnetospheric
plasma were also made, based upon middle latitude data obtained
between 5 and 10 REI near midnight, which showed that the magnetic
field was greater than predicted. This was interpreted as being the
result of plasma pressure near the equator at similar distances and
times. To illustrate further the versatility of magnetometer
experiments, one can mention the correlations which were made
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between the nightside field observations and auroral activities which
led to the conclusion that the onset of a negative bay had to
originate within the closed magnetosphere•
!.2 Lo,n-Energy Plasma Experiments
Some of the most important eGO I results were obtained
from experiments designed to investigate low-energy plasmas in
the magnetosphere with energies from thermal up to about 50 keV.
These experiments have produced two notable "firsts," namely the
first clear identification of the plasmasphere and the first radial
mapping of the plasma sheet.
!.2.1 Mapping of the Plasmapause (A-15, A-12)
A clear concept of the plasmapause, the envelope or outer-
boundary of the terrestrial ionosphere, did not exist before the
eGO 1 launch. Prior in situ measurements were limited to those
made during two crossings by Soviet lunar vehicles, which showed
that the ionospheric electron density decreased rather abruptly at
middle geomagnetic latitudes at a geocentric distance of about 4
R E. Strong but indirect evidence for the existence era sharp decrease,
or "knee', in the equatorial electron density profile at about 4 R E
had been provided by ground-based whistler observations (Carpen-
ter, 1963).
The in situ observations were considerably widened in scope
and detail through the mass spectrometer measurements on eGO !
(Experiment A-15, Taylor). Taylor etal, i(1965) described the
observations as revealing "a belt of thermal ions that appears to
expand and contract with changes in magnetic activity'. They referred
to 'an outer boundary characterized by a reduction in both the H
and He concentrations by a factor of 10 or more' and they also
stated that there was a significant correlation between their findings
and Carpenter's whistler knee.
Although Taylor et al exercised commendable caution and
restraint in presenting their results, it was obvious that the existence
of Carpenter's knee was now spectacularly confirmed, not only in
the equatorial plane, but also at other latitudes. It was clearly a
three-dimensional phenomenon, and its geomagnetic control had
been clearly established. The next step was to find a more suitable
name for this new geomagnetic boundary. Carpenter (1966),
hastening the demise of the anthropomorphic Carpenter's knee
designation, proposed the terms plasmapause for the boundary and
plasmasphere for the region inside. Both terms have now gained
wide acceptance.
Information concerning the plasmapause was also obtained
with the spherical electrostatic analyzer (SEA) aboard eGO 1
(Experiment A-12, Sagalyn). The results presented by Ahmed and
Sagalyn (1972) are consistent with those from the ion mass
spectrometer (Taylor et al, 1965), although some differences exist.
For example, the densities from the SEA experiment can be greater
by a factor of two or more than the densities from the mass
spectrometer. The SEA measurements showed more fine structure
and greater variability in the sharpness of the plasmapause. The
SEA results, unfortunately, lost much of their value because of
their late publication date (1972). By 1972, a number of additional
plasmapause studies conducted with eGO 3 and Ot30 5 had already
been published.
A
_4 _lj
1.2.2 Mapping of the Plasma Sheet (A-3)
Bame et al (1967), using data from the Vela 2B satellite
(launched 2 months ahead of eGO 1), showed that a plasma sheet
of low-energy electrons stretched across the Earth's magnetotail
from the dusk-to-dawn boundaries of the magnetosphere. The
Vela data showed that these electrons had a quasi-thermal energy
spectrum peaking anywhere between a few hundred eV and a few
keV. Because of the circular Vein 2B orbit, the observations were
limited to geocentric distances between 15.5 and 20.5 R E .
The radial extent of the plasma sheet was first revealed by the
eGO 1 Faraday cup data (Experiment A-3, Bridge). These data
were obtained in the evening sector of the magnetosphere, and
they showed that the plasma sheet had an inner boundary,
characterized by a rapid and substantial decrease in electron flux
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noise was present throughout the entire magnetosheath with higher
amplitudes near the boundaries, especially near tile shock. It v, as
found that the power ,,pectral density in the 3- to 300-Hz frequency
range had an in_er_e cube dependence on frequency. The result_s
of experiment A-10 extended upward the previous observations
which had been limited to the 10 .3 to 10"1 Hz range, and suggested
that a change in frequency dependence occurred somewhere hetv, een
0.1 and 1.0 Hz.
I.I.3 Shock and Magnetopau_ Motions (A-10, A-II, A-2, A-3)
Observations made prior to the OGO I launch had revealed
that the shock and magnetopause v,ere capable of considerable
motion. The extent and persistence of this motion became fully
appreciated v, ith the OGO 1 observations v, hich frequently reveale_t
multiple shock and nlagnetopause crossings in a single orbit pass.
As many as 15 identifiable magnetopause crossings were observed
on a single OGO 1 pass. Multiple crossings were observed by
experiments A-IO (Holzer et al. 1966} and A-II (Heppner et al,
1967) discussed earlier and by experiment A-2 (Wolfe et al, 1966)
to which we will return later. These multiple crossings suggested
an oscillatory motion of the boundaries. The average amplitude,
period, and mean velocity were estimated by Holzer et al. (1966)
to be 1.5 R E, 60 min., and 10 km/sec (6.2 mi/sec), respectively
for the shock front: and for the nlagnetopause 0.25 R E. 20 rain..
and 10 km/sec (6.2 mi/sec), respectively. Heppner et al, (1967)
arrived at similar estimates for the motion of the bow shock, but
concluded that the average velocity of the magnetopause motion
had to be at most 2 km/_c (I.2 nil/see). This minor disagreement
was probably due to the great variability of the boundary motion
and to the difficulty of defining average parameters, particularly
with a single spacecraft. In any event, these results contributed
new and significant information concerning t)pical boundary
motions under quiet geomagnetic conditions.
Large-scale motions of the shock that occur during geomag-
netic storms v, ere investir, ated bv Binsack and Vasvliunas (1968),
using data from the OG() I Faraday cup experimen]. (A-3, Bridge)
and simultaneous IMP 1 and IMP 2 observations. The conclusion
was that the large-scale motion is associated with an o'_erall
compression of the entire magnetosphere-magnetosheath system in
response to the enhanced solar wind dynamic pressure.
I.I.4 Mapping o1 the Dayside Magnetosheath(A-10, A-II)
The OGO 1 orbit (see Fig. 2) made it possible to conduct a
detailed mapping of the dayside magnetosheath over a period of
approximately 6 months. Another accomplishment of experiments
A-10 (Holzer et al. 1966) and A-II (Heppner et al, 1967) v, as to
provide the first detailed dusk-to-dawn nlapping of the mag-
netosheath. This study revealed the slight 3- to 6-deg misalignment
between the axis of symmetry of the magnetosheath and the
Earth-Sun line, which had been expected from the aberration effect
caused by the orbital motion of the Earth around the Sun.
The magnetopause in the sunward hemisphere was most
typically observed by experiment A-II (Heppner et al, 1967) as a
smooth transition over a distance of about 100 km (62 mi), i.e.
comparable to the ion cyclotron radius.
I.!.5 Nightside Magnetosphere (A-10)
A number of important observations were made in the
nightside magnetosphere by experiment A-10 (Heppner et al. 1967).
For example, near the magnetopause in the dawn sector and within
geomagnetic latitudes + or - 15 det_, the field _as found ",,,eaker
than in the transition region, inlpl_'ing that the plasma pressure
had to be greater than the magnetic pressure. In _uch a region the
magnetopause boundar,, is poorly defined magnetically and ditlicult
to identif_ from field dal.a. Inferences concernin_ the maL, neto,,oheric
plasma v,ere also made, based upon middle k_-titude data t_bt,ained
betv, een5and IORt near midnight,_hich sh_;_edthattIlc magnetic
field was greater than predicted. This _as interpreted as being the
result of plasma pre,sure near the equator at similar distances ;rod
limes. To illustrate further the versati_it_ of nlaL, nctometcr
cxpcrinlents, one can mention the correlatior_s v, hich _ere made
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between the nightside field observations and auroral activitie; which
led to the conclusion that the onset of a negative bay had to
originate within the closed magnetosphere.
1.2 Lo_-Energ_ Plasma Experiments
Some of the most important OGO I results were obtained
from experinaents designed to investigate low-energy plasmas in
the magnetosphere with energies from thermal up to about 50 keV.
These experimems have produced two notable "firsts," namely the
first clear identifi_'ation of the plasmasphere and the first radial
mapping of the l_lasma sheet.
1.2.1 Mapping _ the Plasmapause (A-15, A-12)
A clear con_pt of the plasmapause, the envelope or outer-
boundary of the terrestrial ionosphere, did not exist before the
OGO 1 launch. Prior in situ measurements were limited to those
made during two crossings by Soviet lunar vehicles, which showed
that the ionospheric electron density decreased rather abruptly at
middle geomagnetic latitudes at a geocentric distance of about 4
R E . Strong but indirect evidence for the existence of a sharp decrease,
or "knee', in the equatorial electron density profile at about 4 R E
had been provided by ground-based whistler observations (Carpen-
ter, 1963).
The in situ ob_rvations ,_ere_etr.,,,idcrabi_ned in scope
and detail through the mflt_pectrometer nleasureme'nt-"_on OGO I
(Experiment A-15, Ta'_lor). Taylor et al (1965) described the
observations as re_,ealin_g ;a belt of thermal ions thqJ/appears to
expand and contract with ct_.e,__s in magnetic a_Thev referred
to "an outer boundary characteri_e-'ff'_y_"_ion in both the H
and He concentrat_toA_ of 10 or more" and they a ,,_
stated that ther, e,,_as _'q_nifica_4, co'l_relation between their findi; ..:,
and Carpenters w_ler knee. _)_J
A.Ithouglh Tgylor et al eK.d'r_i_/d commendable caution a;
restraint m p_heir results_ was obvious that the existe; ,,.
of CarpenterT"_,_nee was now_ctacularlv confirmed, not only
the equatorial pl"Xner--l_r"_-'_so at other latitudes. It was clear[_
three-dimensional phenomenon, and its geomagnetic control t_ :.:
been clearly established. The next step was to find a more suita .
name for this new geomagnetic boundary. Carpenter (196,,.
hastening the demise of the anthropomorphic Carpenter's k_ce
designation, proposed the terms plasmapause for the boundary and
plasmasphere for the region inside. Both terms have now gained
wide acceptance.
Information concerning the plasmapause was also obtained
with the spherical electrostatic analyzer (SEA) aboard OGO 1
(Experiment A-12, Sagalyn). The results presented by Ahmed and
Sagalyn (1972) are consistent with those from the ion mass
spectrometer (Taylor et al. 1965), although some differences exist.
For example, the densities from the SEA experiment can be greater
by a factor of two or more than the densities from the mass
spectrometer. The SEA measurements showed more fine structure
and greater _ariability in the sharpness of the plasmapause. The
SEA results, unfortunately, lost much of their value because of
their late publication date (1972). By 1972, a number of additional
plasmapause studies conducted with OGO 3 and OGO 5 had already
been published.
1.2.2 Mapping o1 the Plasma Sheet (A-3)
Bame et al (1967). using data from the Vela 2B satellite
(launched 2 months ahead of OGO 1), showed that a plasma sheet
of Io_-energy electrons stretched across the Earth's ma_netotail
from the dusk-to-dawn boundaries of the mat,.netosphere. The
Vela data _ho_ed that these electrons had a qu_si-thermal energy
spectrum peaking an}where between a few hundred eV and a few
keV. Becau_,c of the circular Vela 2B orbit, the obser_atlons were
li;_itcd tc geocentric di_,tances bet_een 15.5 and 20.5 R E.
The radial extent of the plasma sheet was first revealed by the
OGO I [=aradav cup data (Experiment A-3. Bridge) These data
_crc obtah,cd in the evening _ector of the magnetosphere, and
the_ _hc,_,ed that lhe. plasma sheet had an inner boundary,
cl_aractcrized by a rapid and substantial decrease in electron flux
z
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|and electron energy in the Earth's direction (Vasyliunas, 1968a).
The inner boundary was typically found at !1±1 RE under
geomagnetically quiet conditions, and at 7-,-i R E under disturbed
(storm) conditions. The existence of a sharp, well-defined inner
boundary was a remarkable and unexpected feature; it showed
conclusively that the plasma sheet and the radiation belt were distinct
entities, each containing its own particle population.
1.2.3 Investigation of the Magnetusheath Plasma (A-2)
The general characteristics of the magnetosheath emerged very
gradually during the 1959 to 1963 period from data obtained by
many spacecraft (Luna I, 2, and 3; Explorer 10, 12, and 14; IMP
1, etc.). By 1964, it was known that the magnetosheath plasma
was significantly hotter than the solar wind and that its energy
spectrum measured in the spacecraft coordinate system was much
broader than the more nearly mono-energetic solar wind
spectrum. Some disagreement existed, however, concerning the extent
of plasma flow (if any) in the magnetosheath.
Results obtained with the Ames plasma probe on OGO I
(Experiment A-2, Wolfe) provided qualitative information which
helped clarify the earlier findings, due partly to improved resolution
(100 to 19,000 eV in 30 steps) and partly to the opportunity of
making simultaneous measurements from several spacecraft at widely
separated locations. The plasma probe on OGO 1 (Wolfe et al,
1966) showed that the magnetosheath plasma was flowing around
the magnetopause at a velocity at least one-half that of the solar
wind. Comparisons between similar Ames probes on OGO ! and
IMP 2 (Wolfe et al, 1966) showed that the plasma temperature in
the transition region was about an order of magnitude greater
than the plasma temperature in nearby interplanetary space. Finally,
by comparing observations made within a relatively short time
interval inside the magnctoshcath by the Ames plasma probes on
0(30 1 and IMP 2 with observations made by the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory on Vela 2B, it was shown (Wolfe et al, 1966)
that plasma characteristics were remarkably uniform throughout
the magnetosheath (for a given interplanetary solar wind
condition).
Because of the clear and prompt presentation of the data by
Wolfe ct al (1966), the above observations have been quoted
extensively in review articles. In many eases these reviews included
also a reproduction of the energy spectra which Wolfe et al (1966)
used to illustrate their findings.
1.3 Energetic Particle Measurements
Another group of experiments which contributed significantly
to the success of the OGO 1 mission was concerned with the
measurement of particles having energy typically in the range 0.1
to 100 MeV. These included experiments to investigate cosmic rays
(galactic and solar) and the trapped radiation belts.
Some of the major scientific results of the OGO 1 mission
were obtained with the electron spectrometer and ionization
chamber experiments from the University of Minnesota (Experiment
A-9, Winckler). in this case, however, it is often difficult to make
a clear distinction between the OGO ! results and the results from
identical experiments on OGO 3, because Winckler and his colleagues
treated the two sets of data as one continuous set of observations
for the period September 1964 to July 1968. Since the OGO !
data base was the most extensive (4 years of OGO 1 data compared
to 2 years of OGO 3 data), it seems appropriate to include this
topic under the OGO i results.
1.3.1 Radiation Belt Studies (A-9)
The magnetic deflection electron spectrometer on OGO I was
the first instrument to measure the electron spectrum of the inner
radiation zone without bremsstrahlung and proton contamination•
The early OGO 1 observations revealed a pronounced slot in the
energetic electron distribution near L = 3, presumably enhanced
because of sunspot minimum, and most clearly seen because of
improved directional and energy selection, (Pfitzer et al, 1966).
The extended data coverage (provided by OGO i and OGO 3)
made possible a definitive study of the long term variation of the
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electron population in the inner radiation zone (Pfitzer and Winckler,
1968).
The natural injection of electrons into the inner zone was
observed for the first time following the solar event of September
2, 1966 (Pfitzer and Winckler, 1968). It was shown that following
large magnetic storms subsequent to solar flares, natural increases
of one order of magnitude of the electron fluxes between 40 keV
and 700 keV can appear far into the heart of the inner zone.
Pfitzer (1972) also investigated the time history of the inner-zone
flux intensity (following natural or artificial injections) and
showed that the depletion could be explained quantitatively by the
radial diffusion theory.
A unique study (Pfitzer, 1972) made possible by the varying
orbit inclination of OGO 1 and OGO 3 was the study of the
high-energy tr;apping boundary. The OGO 1 and {:)GO 3 satellites
experienced a gradual increase in their orbit inclination front nearly
equatorial at launch to nearly polar several years later. Thus, the
complete high-energy trapping boundary could be sampled during
the lifetime of the satellite, and a full three-dimensional survey of
the radiation belt could be carried out. An interesting result was
the observation that the trapping boundary was relatively insensitive
to magnetic activity. The ionization chamber was used to map the
trapping boundary because this instrument had a sensitivity
threshold several orders of magnitude lower than that of the electron
spectrometer.
Because of its high quality and extensive time (and space)
coverage, the University of Minnesota data are the best source of
information for the radiation zone particle population during the
period September 1964 to July 1968. These data were made available
to NSSDC, and they were used extensively for studies of the radiation
belt. For example, the AE-5 model (league and Vette, 1972) is
based largely upon the OGO ! and OGO 3 electron spectrometer
data provided to NSSDC by Professor Winckler.
1.3.2 Solar X-rays and Total Radiation in Space (A-g)
The University of Minnesota ionization chamber was a
multi-purpose instrument which could be used to monitor a wide
variety of radiation. A major study was made with this instrument
of the solar X-ray and radio emission correlations (Arnoldy et al,
1968). Using OGO 1 and OGO 3 data approximately thirty X-ray
events associated with solar flares were investigated between
September 5, 1965 and June 20, 1966. This study made more certain
than ever the close relationship between X-ray bursts and microwave
(and a lack of correlation with metric bursts). A new result of this
study was the finding of an approximate proportionality between
the X-ray and radio emission over a limited range of radio frequencies
and for a portion of the energetic X-ray spectrum.
The total radiation in space was monitored with the ionization
chamber on OGO 1 and OGO 3 at distances varying from 15 to
25 earth radii. A most intriguing phenomenon observed was the
solar cycle 'hysteresis' effect on galactic cosmic-ray modulation,
characterized by the high-energy particles dropping first with the
onset of new solar activity and the low energy particles afterward
(Kane and Winckler, 1969).
!.3.3 Cosmic-ray Spectra and Flaxes (A-7, A-6)
The cosmic-ray experiment from the University of Chicago
(Experiment A-7, Simpson) extended the knowledge of cosmic-ray
spectra and fluxes to the previously unexplored energy region below
200 MeV per nucleon. This work led to the first precise determination
of the low-energy fluxes of proton and alpha particles in the energy
range of 2 to 20 MeV/nucleon under "quiet' solar conditions (Fan
et al, 1965). Of particular interest also was the investigation by
the University of Chicago experimenters of the energetic proton
streams which co-rotate with the Sun (Fan et al, 1965). This led
to the discovery of a helium component, continuously associated
with the protons, with an energy spectrum of E 2 MeV/nucleon in
the energy range 2 to 20 MeV/nucleon. It was also found that the
proton flux was not confined to the co-rotating regions, as previously
believed, but was instead present at all times with lower intensity
and different spectra.
Another significant first was the measurement of the relative
abundances of the low-energy (30 to 300 MeV/nucleon) stripped
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nuclei in the cosmic radiation (Comst0ck et al, 1906). These
measurements of cosmic ray composition and fluxes at low energy
have provided new and important constraints on hypotheses for
the origin of galactic cosmic radiation.
Experiment A-6(McDonald) on eGO I yielded cosmic-ray
composition data (Balasubrahmanyan etal, i 19661 in agreement
_ith those of Comstock et al (1966). The data from experiment
A-6 were of poorer quality, however, having suffered some
degradation from the failure of boom EP-6 to deploy and clear
the cosmic-ray telescope.
1.4 Radio Physics Experiments
The eGO 1 mission also led to some significant progress in
Radio Physics, a discipline which includes a number of research
activities based upon the propagation of radio waves in ionized
media. The eGO 1 experiments belonging to this discipline were
the VLF studies, the ionospheric profile measurements, and the
radio astronomy investigations.
i.4.1. VLF Investigations (A-17)
The eGO I satellite was the first to provide VLF data
(Experiment A-17, Helliwell) at altitudes of 6,000 - 12,000 km (3,700
to 7,400 mi) and at magnetic latitudes of 15 - 30 deg, a region
previously unexplored by vehicles carrying VLF receivers. These
data revealed a number of phenomena which could not or had
not been observed at lower altitudes.
Two new types of non-dueled whistlers were discovered and
interpreted, the MR and the Nu whistlers (Smith and Angerami,
19681. it was shown that the magnetospherically reflected (MR)
whistler results from dispersive propagation of lightning energy in
the magnetosphere. The MR whistlers usually exhibit multiple traces
due to successive reflections in the magnetosphere. The Nu whistler,
which derived the name from its resemblance to the Greek letter
v, is a modified MR whistler. The minimum "cross-over' frequency
of the Nu whistler was found to be related to the electron density
near the satellite, a result which offered possibilities for studying
the properties of the ambient medium.
The eGO 1 data have also provided the first in situ
observations of whistler ducts. Near L = 3, the equatorial separation
between ducts ranged from 50 to 500 km, (31 to 310 mi) and the
equatorial thicknesses were about 400 km (250 mi) according to
Smith and Angerami (19681.
Three distinct types of noise were discovered in the eGO !
data and.studied in detail: banded chorus, high-pass noise, and
broadband noise. From their study of the banded chorus, Burtis
and Helliwell (19691 concluded that these discrete emissions are
generated inside the magnetosphere beyond the plasmapause and
near the equatorial plane.
A survey of VLF noise observed by. eGO 1 was carried out
over the first hundred orbits. The region surveyed includes all
local times and the range of dipole latitude from 0 to 50 degrees.
It _as found that high-pass and broadband noise occur primarily
in the dark hemisphere (Dunekel et al, 1970), whereas
whistler-mode (audio-frequency) noise occurs mainly near the noon
meridian (Dunckel and Helliwell, 19691.
The upper frequency of the VLF receiver on eGO 1 (100
kHz) was too low to reach the peak of the high-pass noise. It has
been shown more recently (Gurnett, 19741 that the high-pass noise
discovered on eGO I extends up to 500 kHz with a peak near
200 kHz. Because of the intensity of this emission, the Earth is a
significant planetary radio source.
i.4.2 ProtonospherJc Electron Density Proiiles (A-14) _
The eGO I propagation experiment (A-14 Hargreaves) was
the first attempt to measure the electron concentrations in the
protonosphere* by a combination of Faraday and differential
Doppler measurements. In spite of experiment degradation caused
by the failure to achieve three-axis stabilization, a few electron
* The upper region of the terrestrial ionosphere where H_- is the predominant ionlc
constituent is sometimes called the protonosphere. At midlatltudes, th S wOU d
correspond t)pically to altitudes greater than 2000 km. '_
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density profiles were obtained by da Rosa and Garriott (19691
during the early months of the eGO I mission, at altitudes between
6,000 and 15,000 km (3,700 to 9,300 mi).
2. eGO 2 Results
The failure of the eGO 2 spacecraft attitude control, 10 days
after launch, had a crippling effect on at least 12 of the 20 eGO
2 experiments. Proper orientation was an essential requirement for
the two solar monitoring experiments (C-20 and C-21), for the
radio astronomy experiment (C-01L for the three photometric
experiments (C-12, C-13, and C-14), for three in-situ
atmosphere/ionosphere experiments (C-15, C-16, and C-19), for t_o
cosmic-ray experiments (C-08 and C-091, and for one directional
trapped particle experinaent (C-I I). Experiment C-17, also
critically dependent upon proper attitude, failed at launch and
experiment C-18 yielded no useful data because its design was based
upon incorrect dust particle information, causing the sensitivity
threshold to be set much too high. The data from the magnetic
field experiment C-05 were of very poor quality because of spacecraft
spin.
Thus 10 days after launch, 15 of the eGO 2 experiments were
either severely handicapped or completely useless. Much effort was
spent trying to extract useful information from some of these
experiments, but these attempts were eventually abandoned
because of the difficulties involved* and because the experimenters
could accomplish much more with their very successful (but otherwise
identical) eGO 4 experiments. Thus in many cases the eGO 2
data analysis effort was transferred to eGO 4.
As a result of the eGO 2 attitude control failure, the eGO
program failed to provide the planned measurements in the
terrestrial atmosphere and lower ionosphere under conditions of
minimum and rising solar activities• Although only 21 months
separated the eGO 2 and eGO 4 launches, the solar activity rose
during this period from its minimum value to 83 percent of its
maximum value. The eGO 4, 5, and 6 missions were all conducted
under conditions of sunspot maximum, and when the eGO program
was terminated, the next solar minimum was still at least 3 years
away. The current ISIS 2 and AE-C missions began in late 1974
to provide some of the 'near sunspot minimum' measurements which
eGO 2 had failed to obtain in late 1965 and early 1966.
A number of important results were nevertheless obtained by
some of the attitude sensitive eGO 2 experiments during the first
10 days of operation while three-axis stabilization was maintained,
particularly in the case of experiments performed for the first time
where even a few hours of good data could provide valuable new
scientific information. In most cases the attitude sensitive
experiments operated long enough with proper orientation to check
their in-orbit performance and to discover design deficiencies, if
any, which were subsequently corrected for the OGO 4
instrumentation. Thus the technological information obtained from
the 0(30 2 flight experience was an important factor in the overall
success of the OGO 4 mission.
A considerable amount of scientific information was obtained,
however, from a number of experiments for which attitude was
not critical; namely the magnetic field measurements, the VLF
studies, and the omnidirectional cosmic-ray investigations. The
various scientific accomplishments of the OGO 2 mission will be
summarized by disciplines using the same order as was used for
OGO 1, and adding new disciplines afterwards, as required.
2.1 Magnetic Field Experiments
2.1.1 World Magnetic Survey (C-06)
One of the major goals of the IQSY cooperation was the
measurement of the Earth's main magnetic field on a global basis.
To carry out this World Magnetic Survey, the routine ground-based
monitoring at fixed locations was supplemented by aircraft, surface
ship, and satellite measurements. Magnetic surveys by satellites were
given additional importance by being designated as one of the
three areas of peaceful cooperation in outer space between the
* "['he lack of iournal publications from the low energy particle experiment C-t0
may also have been due to data processing difficulties.
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nuclei in the cosmic radiation (Comstock et al, 1966). These
measurements of cosmic ray composition and fluxes at low energy
have provided new and important constraints on hypotheses for
the origin of galactic cosmic radiation.
Experiment A-6(McDonald) on OGO I yielded cosmic-ray
composition data (Balasubrahmanyan et al,i(1966) in agreement
with those of Comstock et al (1966). The'data from experiment
A-6 were of poorer quality, however, having suffered some
degradation from the failure of boom EP-6 to deploy and clear
the cosmic-ray telescope.
1.4 Radio Physics Experiments
The OGO 1 mission also led to some significant progress in
Radio Physics, a discipline which includes a number of research
activities based upon the propagation of radio waves in ionized
media. The OGO ! experiments belonging to this discipline were
the VLF studies, the ionospheric profile measurements, and the
radio astronomy investigations.
1.4.1. VLF Investigations (A-17)
The OGO I satellite was the first to provide VLF data
(Experiment A-17, Helliwell) at altitudes of 6,000 - 12,000 km (3,700
to 7,400 mi) and at magnetic latitudes of 15 - 30 deg, a region
previously unexplored by vehicles carrying VLF receivers. These
data revealed a number of phenomena which could not or had
not been observed at lower altitudes.
Two new types of non-ducted whistlers were discovered and
interpreted, the MR and the Nu whistlers (Smith and Angerami,
1968). It was shown that the magnetospherically reflected (MR)
whistler results from dispersive propagation of lightning energy in
the magnetosphere. The MR whistlers usually exhibit multiple traces
due to successive reflections in the magnetosphere. The Nu whistler,
which derived the name from its resemblance to the Greek letter
v, is a modified MR whistler. The minimum 'cross-over' frequency
of the Nu whistler was found to be related to the electron density
near the satellite, a result which offered possibilities for studying
the properties of the ambient medium.
The OGO I data have also provided the first in situ
observations of whistler ducts. Near L = 3, the equatorial separation
between ducts ranged from 50 to 500 km, (31 to 310 mi) and the
equatorial thicknesses were about 400 km (250 mi) according to
Smith and Angerami (1968).
Three distinct types of noise were discovered in the OGO 1
data and studied in detail: banded chorus, high-pass noise, and
broadband noise. From their study of the banded chorus, Burtis
and Helliwell (1969) concluded that these discrete emissions are
generated inside the magnetosphere beyond the plasmapause and
near the equatorial plane.
A survey of VLF noise observed by 0(30 1 was carried out
over the first hundred orbits. The region surveyed includes all
local times and the range of dipole latitude from 0 to 50 degrees.
It was found that high-pass and broadband noise occur primarily
in the dark hemisphere (Dunckel et al, 1970), whereas
whistler-mode (audio-frequency) noise occurs mainly near the noon
meridian (Dunckel and Helliwell, 1969).
The upper frequency of the VLF receiver on OGO 1 (100
kHz) was too low to reach the peak of the high-pass noise. It has
been shown more recently (Gurnett, 1974) that the high-pass noise
discovered on OGO 1 extends up to 500 kHz with a peak near
200 kHz. Because of the intensity of this emission, the Earth is a
significant planetary radio source.
1.4.2 Protonospheric Electron Density Profiles (A-14)'_
The OGO 1 propagation experiment (A-14 Hargreaves) was
the first attempt to measure the electron concentrations in the
protonosphere* by a combination of Faraday and differential
Doppler measurements. In spite of experiment degradation caused
by the failure to achieve three-axis stabilization, a few electron
* The upper region of the terrestrial ionosphere where H+ is the predo_ninant ionic
constituent is sometimes called the protonosphere. At midlat tudes, th s woud
correspond typically to altitudes greater than 2000 kin.
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density profiles were obtained by da Rosa and Garriott (1969)
during the early months of the OGO 1 mission, at altitudes between
6,000 and 15,000 km (3,700 to 9,300 mi).
2. OGO 2 Results
The failure of the OGO 2 spacecraft attitude control, 10 days
after launch, had a crippling effect on at least 12 of the 20 OGO
2 experiments. Proper orientation was an essential requirement for
the two solar monitoring experiments (C-20 and C-21), for the
radio astronomy experiment (C-01L for the three photometric
experiments (C-12, C-13, and C-14), for three in-situ
atmosphere/ionosphere experiments (C-15, C-16, and C-19), for two
cosmic-ray experiments (C-08 and C-09), and for one directional
trapped particle experiment (C-I l). Experiment C-17, also
critically dependent upon proper attitude, failed at launch and
experiment C-18 yielded no useful data because its design was based
upon incorrect dust particle information, causing the sensitivity
threshold to be set much too high. The data from the magnetic
field experiment C-05 were of very poor quality because of spacecraft
spin.
Thus 10 days after launch, 15 of the 0(30 2 experiments were
either severely handicapped or completely useless. Much effort was
spent trying to extract useful information from some of these
experiments, but these attempts were eventually abandoned
because of the difficulties involved* and because the experimenters
could accomplish much more with their very successful (but otherwise
identical) OGO 4 experiments. Thus in many cases the OGO 2
data analysis effort was transferred to OGO 4.
As a result of the OGO 2 attitude control failure, the OGO
program failed to provide the planned measurements in the
terrestrial atmosphere and lower ionosphere under conditions of
minimum and rising solar activities. Although only 21 months
separated the OGO 2 and OGO 4 launches, the solar activity rose
during this period from its minimum value to 83 percent of its
maximum value. The OGO 4, 5, and 6 missions were all conducted
under conditions of sunspot maximum, and when the OGO program
was terminated, the next solar minimum was still at least 3 years
away. The current ISIS 2 and AE-C missions began in late 1974
to provide some of the 'near sunspot minimum' measurements which
OGO 2 had failed to obtain in late 1965 and early 1966.
A number of important results were nevertheless obtained by
some of the attitude sensitive 0(30 2 experiments during the first
10 days of operation while three-axis stabilization was maintained,
particularly in the case of experiments performed for the first time
where even a few hours of good data could provide valuable new
scientific information. In most cases the attitude sensitive
experiments operated long enough with proper orientation to check
their in-orbit performance and to discover design deficiencies, if
any, which were subsequently corrected for the OGO 4
instrumentation. Thus the technological information obtained from
the OGO 2 flight experience was an important factor in the overall
success of the OGO 4 mission.
A considerable amount of scientific information was obtained,
however, from a number of experiments for which attitude was
not critical; namely the magnetic field measurements, the VLF
studies, and the omnidirectional cosmic-ray investigations. The
various scientific accomplishments of the OGO 2 mission will be
summarized by disciplines using the same order as was used for
OGO 1, and adding new disciplines afterwards, as required.
2.1 Magnetic Field Experiments
2.1.1 World Magnetic Survey (C-06)
One of the major goals of the IQSY cooperation was the
measurement of the Earth's main magnetic field on a global basis.
To carry out this World Magnetic Survey, the routine ground-based
monitoring at fixed locations was supplemented by aircraft, surface
ship, and satellite measurements. Magnetic surveys by satellites were
given additional importance by being designated as one of the
three areas of peaceful cooperation in outer space between the
The lack of journal publications from the low energy panicle experiment C-IO '
may also have been due to data processing dilliculties,
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nuclei in the cosmic radiation (Comstock et al, 1966). These
measurements of cosmic ray compositi_t low energy
have provided new and impor__ h_otheses for
the origin of galactic cosmic rp_tia'tion. _ \
Experiment A-6(McDon/ald) on OGO l yiel4e"d _cosmic-ray
composition data (Balasubra_manyan et al Oi_66)}in]agreement
with those of Comstock et a_(1966). The data fronyfexperiment
A-6 were of poorer quaiity,_however, having sj_fered some
degradation from the failure _[, boom EP-6 to_ploy and clear
the cosmic-ray telescope. _ " -
!.4 Radio Physics Experiments
The OGO I mission also led to some significant progress in
Radio Physics, a discipline which includes a number of research
activities based upon the propagation of radio waves in ionized
media. The OGO 1 experiments belonging to this discipline were
the VLF studies, the ionospheric profile measurements, and the
radio astronomy investigations.
1.4.1. VLF Investigations (A-17)
The OGO 1 satellite was the first to provide VLF data
(Experiment A-17, Helliwell) at altitudes of 6,000 - 12,000 km (3,700
to 7,400 mi) and at magnetic latitudes of 15 - 30 deg, a region
previously unexplored by vehicles carrying VLF receivers. These
data revealed a number of phenomena which could not or had
not been observed at lower altitudes.
Two new types of non-ducted whistlers were discovered and
interpreted, the MR and the Nu whistlers (Smith and Angerami,
1968). It was shown that the magnetospherically reflected (MR)
whistler results from dispersive propagation of lightning energy in
the magnetosphere. The M R whistlers usually exhibit multiple traces
due to successive reflections in the magnetosphere. The Nu whistler,
which derived the name from its resemblance to the Greek letter
p, is a modified MR whistler. The minimum "cross-over' frequency
of the Nu whistler was found to be related to the electron density
near the satellite, a result which offered possibilities for studying
the properties of the ambient medium•
The OGO 1 data have also provided the first in situ
observations of whistler ducts• Near L = 3, the equatorial separation
between ducts ranged from 50 to 500 km, (31 to 310 mi) and the
equatorial thicknesses were about 400 km (250 mi) according to
Smith and Angerami (1968).
Three distinct types of noise were discovered in the OGO 1
data and studied in detail: banded chorus, high-pass noise, and
broadband noise. From their study of the banded chorus, Burtis
and Helliwell (1969) concluded that these discrete emissions are
generated inside the magnetosphere beyond the plasmapause and
near the equatorial plane.
A survey of VLF noise observed by OGO 1 was carried out
over the first hundred orbits• The region surveyed includes all
local times and the range of dipole latitude from 0 to 50 degrees.
It was found that high-pass and broadband noise occur primarily
in the dark hemisphere (Dunckel et al, 1970), whereas
whistler-mode (audio-frequency) noise occurs mainly near the noon
meridian (Dunckel and Helliwell, 1969).
The upper frequency of the VLF receiver on OGO 1 (100
kHz) was too low to reach the peak of the high-pass noise. It has
been shown more recently (Gurnett, 1974) that the high-pass noise
discovered on OGO 1 extends up to 500 kHz with a peak near
200 kHz. Because of the intensity of this emission, the Earth is a
significant planetary radio source•
!.4.2 Protonospheric Electron Density Profiles (A-14) !
The OGO 1 propagation experiment (A-14 Hargreaves) was
the first attempt to measure the electron concentrations in the
protonosphere* by a combination of Faraday and differential
Doppler measurements. In spite of experiment degradation caused
by the failure to achieve three-axis stabilization, a'few electron
* The upl_r region of the terrestrial ionosphere where H+ is the predominant ionic /
constituent is sometimes called the protonosphcre. At midlatitudes, this would
correspond typically to altitudes greater than 2000 kin.
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density profiles were obtained by da Rosa and Garriott (1969)
during the early months of the OGO 1 mission, at altitudes between
6,000 and 15,000 km (3,700 to 9,300 mi).
2. OGO 2 Results
The failure of the OGO 2 spacecraft attitude control, 10 days
after launch, had a crippling effect on at least 12 of the 20 OGO
2 experiments. Proper orientation was an essential requirement for
the two solar monitoring experiments (C-20 and C-21), for the
radio astronomy experiment (C-01), for the three photometric
experiments (C-12, C-13, and C-14), for three in-situ
atmosphere/ionosphere experiments (C-15, C-16, and C-19), for two
cosmic-ray experiments (C-08 and C-09)0 and for one directional
trapped particle experiment (C-IlL Experiment C-17, also
critically dependent upon proper attitude, failed at launch and
experiment C-18 yielded no useful data because its design was based
upon incorrect dust particle information, causing the sensitivity
threshold to be set much too high. The data from the magnetic
field experiment C-05 were of very poor quality because of spacecraft
spin.
Thus 10 days after launch, 15 of the OGO 2 experiments were
either severely handicapped or completely useless. Much effort was
spent trying to extract useful information from some of these
experinaents, but these attempts were eventually abandoned
because of the difficulties involved* and because the experimenters
could accomplish much more with their very successful (but otherwise
identical) OGO 4 experiments. Thus in many cases the OGO 2
data analysis effort was transferred to OGO 4.
As a result of the OGO 2 attitude control failure, the OGO
program failed to provide the planned measurements in the
terrestrial atmosphere and lower ionosphere under conditions of
minimum and rising solar activities. Although only 21 months
separated the OGO 2 and OGO 4 launches, the solar activity rose
during this period from its minimum value to 83 percent of its
maximum value. The OGO 4, 5, and 6 missions were all conducted
under conditions of sunspot maximum, and when the OGO program
was terminated, the next solar minimum was still at least 3 years
away. The current ISIS 2 and AE-C missions began in late 1974
to provide some of the "near sunspot minimum' measurements which
OGO 2 had failed to obtain in late 1965 and early 1966.
A number of important results were nevertheless obtained by
some of the attitude sensitive OGO 2 experiments during the first
10 days of operation while three-axis stabilization was maintained,
particularly in the ease of experiments performed for the first time
where even a few hours of good data could provide valuable new
scientific information. In most cases the attitude sensitive
experiments operated long enough with proper orientation to check
their in-orbit performance and to discover design deficiencies, if
any, which were subsequently corrected for the OGO 4
instrumentation. Thus the technological information obtained from
the OGO 2 flight experience was an important factor in the overall
success of the OGO 4 mission.
A considerable amount of scientific information was obtained,
however, from a number of experiments for which attitude was
not critical; namely the magnetic field measurements, the VLF
studies, and the omnidirectional cosmic-ray investigations. The
various scientific accomplishments of the OGO 2 mission will be
summarized by disciplines using the same order as was used for
OGO 1, and adding new disciplines afterwards, as required.
2.1 Magnetic Field Experiments
2.1.1 World Magnetic Survey (C-06)
One of the major goals of the IQSY cooperation was the
measurement of the Earth's main magnetic field on a global basis.
To carry out this World Magnetic Survey, the routine ground-based
monitoring at fixed locations was supplemented by aircraft, surface
ship, and satellite measurements. Magnetic surveys by satellites were
given additional importance by being designated as one of the
three areas of peaceful cooperation in outer s_ace between the
* The lack of journal publications from the low energy particle experiment C-IO
may also have been due to data processing difficulties.
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|U. S. and the U.S.S.R.* Experiment C-06 (Cain) was selected for
OGO 2 as the U.S. space contribution to the IQSY World Magnetic
Survey and to the cooperative venture between the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R. It was therefore particularly gratifying that experiment
C-06 turned out to be one of the few successful OGO 2 experinaents.
The objectives of experiment C-06 were fully met and the resulting
data led to a description of the geomagnetic field improved by an
order of magnitude over previous models (Cain et al, 1967). tt
was also shown that a globally accurate description of the main
terrestrial field could be maintained using only satellite data. A
comparison of OGO 2 and U.S.S.R. results in the region of the
Brazilian anomaly showed excellent agreement (Cain et al, 1968).
2.1.2. Secular Field Variations (C-06)
OGO 2 data were also used in conjunction with older survey
data to define the gross secular change of the main field during
the first half of this century. It was shown by Cain and Hendricks
(1969) that the main dipole was drifting westward at an increasing
rate (0.07°/year in 1969) after a reversal of its eastward drift in
about 1920. A slight slowing of the rate of decrease of the dipole
moment was also observed.
2.1.3 Magnetic Storm Studies (C-06)
OGO 2 studies by Langel and Cain (1968) of the first major
sequence of magnetic storms since the solar minimum in March
1966 resulted in information on the structure of polar ionospheric
electrojets and the asymmetric ring current. The polar electrojets
were seen to follow the classical 'two-cell' model and be definitely
located at ionospheric altitudes. The source of the lower-latitude
disturbance was seen to be extra-ionospberic both in its symmetric
(Dst) and asymmetric (DS) components. The strong polar currents
were seen to follow contours ol L, to appear prior to the main
phase of the magnetic storm, and almost to vanish at the beginning
of the recovery phase when the ring current became symmetric.
An extension of this study was published by Langel and Sweeney
(1971).
2.2 Low-Energy Plasma Experiments
2.2.1 Global Sampling of Ion Composition (C-16)
Excellent data were acquired by experinaent C-16 (Taylor)
from October 14 to 24, 1965, while three-axis stabilization was
maintained. These data yielded the first detailed description of the
latitudinal variation of the ion composition, and it provided evidence
of strong solar and geomagnetic control of the topside ionosphere
and plasmasphere (Taylor et al, 1968b). These measurements made
in a dawn-dusk orbit showed that in the altitude range of 415-1525
km (260-950 mi) the major ions were O-_ and H+, and the minor
constituents were N+ and He+. Solar contro_ was revealed by the
latitudinal asymmetry in the distribution of O+_and N+, while the
greater symmetry in the distribution of H+ and He+ was evidence
of the strong solar-geomagnetic control of the light ions. ,
2.2.2. The High Latitude Plasmapause (C-16, C-02)
Experiment C-16 also revealed a pronounced light ion trough
near 60 dug invariant latitude (L = 47 corresponding to the high
latitude boundary of the plasmasphere. The light ion trough was
found to correlate extremely well (Taylor et al, 1969) with similar
rapid reductions in the propagation of both man-made and natural
VLF signals received at the satellite by experiment C-02
(Helliwell).
2.3 Energetic Particle Measurements
The ionization chamber used for experinaent C-07 (Anderson)
had an isotropic response to incident radiation _xcept for 2
Exchange of letters between President Kennedy and Chairman Krushchev in
1962.
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percent of 4,-r steradians subtended by the OGO body and ion
chamber neck. This omnidirectional characteristic made experiment
C-07 insensitive to spacecrah orientation. During its 6 months o[
operation, experiment C-07 provided a complete sampling of local
times.*
2.3.1 Radiation Belt Studies _C-071
The high latitude boundary of 'trapped' radiation was found
to occur at invariant latitude 67 - 70 dug, (Anderson et al, 1968).
A few degrees lower, narrow spikes of intensity were observed on
about 34 percent of all passes (McCoy, 1969). Their frequency of
occurrence increased markedly with increased values of the
magnetic disturbance index Kp, and they were seen at all local
times. Spikes observed above the boundary appeared predominantly
in the dawn hemisphere. The spikes above the boundary were
attributed to quasi-trapped electrons, injected front the
magnetospheric tail and drifting part way around the earth.
2.3.2 Solar Cosmic Rays o_er the Polar Caps (C-07)
Hudson and Anderson (1969) reported large fluctuations in
the intensity of solar protons over the polar regions during two
solar proton events on March 24, 1966, separated by 3.5 hours.
Simultaneous observations made on OGO 1, 13 RE! sunward of
the Earth by Kane and Winckler (Experiment A-9) showed no
such fluctuations. These differences were interpreted as spatial effects
due to the field structure over the poles.
2.3.3 Galactic Cosmic Radiation (C-07)
The cosmic ray knee (using balloon observation terminology)
was investigated extensively with experiment C-07 (George,
1970a). The knee was interpreted as a position in the geomagnetic
field where the cosmic-ray cutoff rigidity was about 1.2 Gv for
the OGO 2 measurements. The invariant latitude of the knee was
found to decrease with altitude at the rate of (2.5 ± 0.5) x 10-3
dug /km and to have a value of 59.1 dug at the Earth's surface
in 1965-1966. Measurements of cosmic ray ionization over the polar
regions with experiment C-07 (George, 1970b) yielded the following
results. Extrapolating to the top of the atmosphere and to infinity,
the ionization values were 550 ± 10 and 985 ± 6 ion pairs / (cni 2
sec arm), respectively, and splash albedo contributed 10.4 ± 2.3
percent of the total ionization at the top of the ionosphere. These
results were for early November 1965.
2.4 Radio Physics Experiments
2.4.1 VLF Investigations (C-02, C-03)
A study with experiment C-02 (Heyborne et al 19697 of signals
received from ground-based VLF transmitters revealed an abrupt
signal cut-off (as severe as 40 db within a latitude change of 2
dug) occurring near 60 dug invariant latitude. The correlation of
this cut-off with the plasmapause is discussed under section 2.2.2.
Propagation studies with experiment C-02 also led to the
identification of a new type of non-ducted whistler: the walking-trace
(WT) whistler, (Walter and Angerami, 1969). The WT whistlers
are characteriT.ed by rising tones, occurrence localized within a few
degrees of 51 dug invariant latitude, and rapid increases in travel
times with latitude so that on frequency-time spectra a succession
of WT whistlers appear to "walk through" other whistlers with
unchanged dispersion. The WT whistlers have been explained by
magnetospheric equatorial ionization profiles incorporating small
gradients across L shells.
A unique, stationary type of VLF auroral hiss was discovered
.with experiment C-02. This unusual type of hiss is limited to the
_* For the OGO 2 orbit the local time decreased by one hour in 12 days due to the
combined effects of precession and of the Earth's motion around the Sun.
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region of the auroral oval and it provides a tool for monitoring
the auroral oval by means of satellite VLF observations (Jorgensen
and Bell, 1968).
VLF observations made with experiment C-03 (Morgan), which
used a 2.7 m (9 ft) electric dipole antenna, revealed phenomena
somewhat different from those detected by the (magnetic) loop
antenna on experiment C-02. The most significant result obtained
with experiment C-03 was the frequent observation of lower-hybrid
resonance (LHR) emissions. Since these LHR emissions were not
seen by experiment C-02, it was definitely established that the LHR
emission was an electric wave phenomenon (Laaspere et al, 1969).
2.4.2. Satellite Wake Study (C-01)
Although the Cosmic Radio Noise mapping planned with
experiment C-01 (Haddock) was not possible due to the 0(30 2
orientation problem, the observations made with experiment C01
yielded useful information concerning the OGO 2 wake. (Yorks
and Well, 1970). The wake study was possible because experiment
C-01 included an antenna impedance measuring capability at 2.5
MHz and because the impedance of a short dipole in the ionosphere
is very sensitive to nearby electron concentrations (or electron
depletions caused by a satellite wake).
2.5. Airglow and Auroral Measurements (C-12)
During the 10 days of stabilized operation, experiment C-12
(Blamont/Reed) obtained approximately 2 hours of airglow data
while OGO 2 was in the Earth's shadow. Tbese limited observations
were of interest because they were the first of their kind. They
confirmed the suspected extensive latitudinal extent of airglow and
revealed very cleady the two airglow layers, (the lower one centered
near 100 km (62 mi) and the upper one centered near 250 km
(155 mi)) showing conclusively that vertical airglow profiles could
indeed be derived from satellite measurements. A few auroras were
also seen over the northern polar cap (Reed and Blamont, 1966).
An unexpected high background noise level present in the main
body photometer showed the need for additional shielding. The
observed background noise was due to energetic particles and it
led to a useful mapping of energetic particle intensity (Reed et al,
1967). The 0(30 4 main photometer was provided with the additional
shielding and the background noise was reduced by two orders of
magnitude.
3. OGO 3 Results
As originally planned, the 0(30 3 mission was a continuation
(during a period of rapidly increasing solar activity) of the 0(30
1 mission (launched at sun spot minimum). The two spacecraft
carried the same experiments (except for one very important new
experiment on OGO 3, Frank's LEPEDEA experiment, B-8), and
the observations from the two missions should have provided
essentially a continuous data base. This was indeed the case for a
number of experiments which were not critically dependent upon
orientation and, as pointed out earlier, many of the findings described
under the (3(30 1 results were based upon both 0(30 I and OGO
3 data. A number of orientation-sensitive experiments were able
to obtain for the first time a limited amount of high-quality data
during the initial 46 days of OGO 3 stabilized operation. Also
the proper boom deployment on (3(30 3 led to improved
performance of some experiments, particularly the fluxgate and
rubidium magnetometers (Experiment B-I l, Heppner).
The most important difference between OGO 1 and 3,
however, was in the continuity of data coverage. As shown in
Figure !11-5, the OGO I operation was restricted to spring (March,
April, and May) and fall (September, October, and November).
This was due to the inertially fixed orientation of the 0(30 I spin
axis, causing the solar aspect to be periodically unfavorable for
the 0(30 1 solar cells. Control of the spin axis orientation was
maintained on OGO 3, resulting in continuous data coverage as
shown in Figure 111-5, and making possible a more complete study
of the magnetosphere than could be done with the O430 1 data.
Nineteen of the twenty-three experiments on O430 3 yielded
useful data, and each of these experiments led to at least one
111-12
' major publication. The four unsuccessful OGO 3 experiments
included B-02 (Wolfe), which could not operate properly due to
spacecraft spin, experiment B-O6a (McDonald), which failed 90 hours
after initial turnon, experiment B-06b (Evans), which suffered from
a very high background noise, and experiment B-14 (Fritz), which
interfered with the command receiver. Before the interference
problem from experiment B-14 could be overcome, the attitude
system failed causing subsequent data from experiment B-14 to be
useless.
3.1 Magnetic Field Experiments
On OGO 1 the 3-to-14,000 gamma rubidium vapor
magnetometer (Experiment 13-1 !, Heppner) was inoperative because
the 6.9 m (22 ft) boom EP-6 (on which the experiment B-il
magnetometers were located) failed to deploy. The 0-to-500 gamma
fluxgate magnetometer worked on 0(30 1 in spite of the EP-6
failure but at a somewhat reduced accuracy. The proper operation
of these magnetometers on OGO 3 (and the continuous 0(30 3
operation) made it possible for the first time to acquire extensive
and very accurate data throughout the inner magnetosphere (2 to
8 RI0. Measurements with improved accuracy also became possible
at greater distances. An important aspect of the data analysis
effort on experiment B-I 1 was therefore to conduct a comprehensive
magnetic field survey of the inner magnetosphere.
3.1.1 Detailed Mapping of the Magnetic Field in the
Magnetosphere (B-! 1, E-15)_
Since fairly good models of the geomagnetic field B were
already available when the study was undertaken, the new
observed values I Bobs | were compared (Suglura et al, 1971) to
the value predict©d by the existing theoretical field model
I Bth-cory[_,: and the new measurements were expresS_, initermsl _
Of the parameter AB,_
" wherei AB = I_Bobs [ - [ Btbeory|
it was concluded from this study that the AB values could be
viewed as perturbations (st magnetospberic heights) upon an
otherwise essentially correct model of the geomagnetic field. It
was found that a negative AB region existed near the dipole equator
and that there was a positive AB region at middle to high lantudes
in the nightside magnetosphere. The magnitude of the perturbation
was found to increase with the value of the Kp index.
The very large volume of the magnetosphere, the gradual
manner in which this volume is explored by an EGO satellite (see
Figure 111-2), the gradual increase in orbit inclination and in perigee
altitude, and the effect of Kp upon the AB data made it difficult
to obtain an adequate number of data points with one satellite.
The AB study was initiated with the 0(30 3 data, but the published
results (Sugiura et al, 1971) included approximately an equal number
of OGO 3 and 0(30 5 observations.
3.1.2 The Equatorial Ring Current (B-II, E.15) i
The interpretation of the equatorial AB region (discussed under
3.1.1) led to a new concept of the terrestrial ring current (Suglura,
1972). The existence of an equatorial ring current at a distance of
a few earth radii was originally postulated to explain
ground-based observations of geomagnetic disturbances. A toroidal
shape was the commonly accepted image of the ring current.
On the basis of the AB distribution, Suglura (1972) showed
that the ring current was a quasi-permanent feature of the
magnetosphere and that this current was disk-like rather than
toroida[, extending from a geocentric distance of about 2.5 RE out
to the neutral sheet in the magnetospheric tail. This conclusion
led Sugiura and Poros (1973) to propose a revised model of the
geomagnetic field which included the effect of this concentric
disk-like ring current•
3.13 ELF Noise in the Magnetosphere (B-I0)
The data from the OGO 3 triaxial search coil magnetometer
(Experiment B-10, Smith) was used to describe the morphology of:
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region of the auroral oval and it provides a tool for monitoring
the auroral oval by means of satellite VLF observations (Jorgensen
and Bell, 1968).
VLF observations made with experiment C-03 (Morgan), which
used a 2.7 m (9 ft) electric dipole antenna, revealed phenomena
somewhat different from those detected by the (magnetic) loop
antenna on experiment C-02. The most significant result obtained
with experiment C-03 was the frequent observation of lower-hybrid
resonance (LHR) emissions• Since these LHR emissions were not
seen by experiment C-02, it was definitely established that the LHR
emission was an electric wave phenomenon (Laaspere et al, 1969).
2.4.2. Satellite Wake Study (C-01)
Although the Cosmic Radio Noise mapping planned with
experiment C-01 (Haddock) was not possible due to the 0(30 2
orientation problem, the observations made with experiment C-01
yielded useful information concerning the OGO 2 wake. (Yorks
and Well, 1970). The wake study was possible because experiment
C-01 included an antenna impedance measuring capability at 2.5
MHz and because the impedance of a short dipole in the ionosphere
is very sensitive to nearby electron concentrations (or electron
depletions caused by a satellite wake).
2.5. Airglow and Auroral Measurements (C-12)
During the 10 days of stabilized operation, experiment C-12
(Blamont / Reed) obtained approximately 2 hours of airglow data
while OGO 2 was in the Earth's shadow. These limited observations
were of interest because they were the first of their kind. They
confirmed the suspected extensive latitudinal extent of airglow and
revealed very clearly the two airglow layers, (the lower one centered
near 100 km (62 mi) and the upper one centered near 250 km
(155 mi)) showing conclusively that vertical airglow profiles could
indeed be derived from satellite measurements. A few auroras were
also seen over the northern polar cap (Reed and Biamont, 1966).
An unexpected high background noise level present in the main
body photometer showed the need for additional shielding. The
observed background noise was due to energetic particles and it
led to a useful mapping of energetic particle intensity (Reed et al,
1967). The OGO 4 main photometer was provided with the additional
shielding and the background noise was reduced by two orders of
magnitude.
3. OGO 3 Results
As originally planned, the CIGO 3 mission was a continuation
(during a period of rapidly increasing solar activity) of the OGO
1 mission (launched at sun spot minimum). The two spacecraft
carried the same experiments (except for one very important new
experiment on OGO 3, Frank's LEPEDEA experiment, B-8), and
the observations from the two missions should have provided
essentially a continuous data base. This was indeed the case for a
number of experiments which were not critically dependent upon
orientation and, as pointed out earlier, many of the findings described
under the OGO 1 results were based upon both OGO 1 and OGO
3 data. A number of orientation-sensitive experiments were able
to obtain for the first time a limited amount of high-quality data
during the initial 46 days of OGO 3 stabilized operation• Also
the proper boom deployment on OGO 3 led to improved
performance of some experiments, particularly the fluxgate and
rubidium magnetometers (Experiment B-I l, Heppner).
The most important difference between OGO I and 3,
however, was in the continuity of data coverage. As shown in
Figure Ill-5, the OGO I operation was restricted to spring (March,
April, and May) and fall (September, October, and November)•
This was due to the inertiaily fixed orientation of the OGO 1 spin
axis, causing the solar aspect to be periodically unfavorable for
the 0(30 i solar cells• Control of the spin ax_s ori.entation was
maintained on OGO 3, resulting in continuous data coverage as
shown in Figure I11-5, and making possible a more complete study
of the magnetosphere than could be done with the OGO I data•
Nineteen of the twenty-three experiments on OGO 3 yielded
useful data, and each of these experiments led to at least one
.111-12
major publication. The four unsuccessful OC_d) 3 experiments
included B-02 (Wolfe), which could not operate properly due to
spacecraft spin, experiment B-06a (McDonald), which failed 90 hours
after initial turnon, experiment B-06b (Evans), which suffered from
a very high background noise, and experiment ILl4 (Fritz), which
interfered with the command receiver. Before the interference
problem from experiment B-14 could be overcome, the attitude
system failed causing subsequent data from experiment B-14 to be
useless.
3.1 Magnetic Field Experiments
On OGO 1 the 3-to-14,000 gamma rubidium vapor
magnetometer (Experiment B-I 1, Heppner) was inoperative because
the 6.9 m (22 ft) boom EP-6 (on which the experiment B-II
magnetometers were located) failed to deploy. The 0qo-500 gamma
fluxgate magnetometer worked on OGO 1 in spite of the EP-6
failure but at a somewhat reduced accuracy. The proper operation
of these magnetometers on OGO 3 (and the continuous 0(30 3
operation) made it possible for the first time to acquire extensive
and very accurate data throughout the inner magnetosphere (2 to
8 RE). Measurements with improved accuracy also became possible
at greater distances. An important aspect of the data analysis
effort on experiment B-! 1 was therefore to conduct a comprehensive
magnetic field survey of the inner magnetosphere.
3.1.1 Detailed Mapping of the Magnetic Field in the
Magnetosphere (B-I 1)
Since fairly good models of the geomagnetic field B were
already available when the study was undertaken, the new
observed values I Bobs J were compared (Sugiura et al, 1971) to
the value predicted by the existing theoretical field model
I Btheory[!, and the new measurements were expressed in_ terms
of the parameter AB,
where: AB = I Bobs I - I Btbeory|
It was concluded from this study that the AB values could be
viewed as perturbations (at magnetospheric heights) upon an
otherwise essentially correct model of the geomagnetic field. It
was found that a negative AB region existed near the dipole equator
and that there was a positive AB region at middle to high• latRudes
in the nightside magnetosphere. The magnitude of the perturbation
was found to increase with the value of the Kp index.
The very large volume of the magnetosphere, the gradual
manner in which this volume is explored by an EGO satellite (see
Figure Iil-2), the gradual increase in orbit inclination and in perigee
altitude, and the effect of Kp upon the AB data made it difficult
to obtain an adequate number of data points with one satellite.
The AB study was initiated with the OGO 3 data, but the published
results (Sugiura et al, 1971) included approximately an equal number
of OGO 3 and OGO 5 observations.
3.1.2 The Equatorial Ring Current (13-11)
The interpretation of the equatorial AB region (discussed under
3•1.1) led to a new concept of the terrestrial ring current (Sugiura,
1972). The existence of an equatorial ring current at a distance of
a few earth radii was originally postulated to explain
ground-based observations of geomagnetic disturbances. A toroidal
shape was the commonly accepted image of the ring current.
On the basis of the AB distribution, Sugiura (1972) showed
that the ring current was a quasi-permanent feature of the
magnetosphere and that this current was disk-like rather than
toroidal, extending from a geocentric distance of about 2.5 RE out
to the neutral sheet in the magnetospheric tail. This conclusion
led Sugiura and Poros (1973) to propose a revised model of the
geomagnetic field which included the effect of this concentric
disk-like ring current•
3.1.3 ELF Noise in the Magnetosphere (B-10)
The data from the OGO 3 triaxial search coil magnetometer
(Experiment B-IO, Smith) was used to describe the morphology of t
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°ELF noise (0.1 to 1.0 kHz) in the magnetosphere. This study
revealed two distinct populations of noise within the magnetosphere:
steady noise (ELF hiss) occurring primarily in the plasmasphere
and in the dayside outer magnetosphere at magnetic latitudes near
45 deg; and noise bursts (chorus and whistlers) at low latitude in
the dayside outer magnetosphere (Russell et al, 1969, Russell and
Holzer, 1970)•
Although the ELF hiss band is variable, it extends typically
from 500 to 700 hertz. An ELF emission having a frequency
typically 1/10 that of the ELF hiss was discovered by Russell et
al (1970) during their very comprehensive survey of ELF hiss. This
lower frequency has been named the sub LHR hiss because its
frequency spectrum is always below the Lower Hybrid Resonance
frequency. The sub LHR hiss is extremely localized in space. " It
has been observed only within about 2 deg of the magnetic equator
and only in the outer two earth radii of the plasmasphere. No
explanation has yet been proposed for this emission•
3,1A Bow Shock Structure (B-10)
A very comprehensive study of the bow shock structure was
conducted with the search coil magnetometer data (Experiment B-10,
Smith) using OGO 3 data obtained during the first six months
after launch. During this period OGO 3 crossed the Earth's bow
shock over 500 times, and from these events a set of 494 crossings
was selected for analysis (Olson and Holzer, 1974). Most of these
data were obtained at the 1 kbs telemetry sampling rate, which
placed an upper limit of 2.17 Hz for the frequency of the observed
waveforms. This study showed that the dominant pattern,
comprising about 85 percent of the shock crossings, consisted o|
waves having frequencies ranging from one to a few hertz upstream
of the main shock compression and lower frequency waves, typically
0.3 Hz, downstream. The remaining 15 percent of the crossings
exhibited a much more complex pattern, at times apparently
chaotic.
On approximately thirty occasions the crossings were
monitored at the high data rate (64 kbs). Of these, eleven crossings
were suitable for analysis. This unique data set made it possible
for the first time* to observe the high frequency structure of the
magnetic fluctuations at the bow shock (Olson et ai, 1969). Power
spectra for frequencies between 1 and 140 Hz were obtained at
successive positions near the shock, showing how the special
characteristics of the quiet interplanetary medium is gradually
modified, first upstream in the presence of the shock precursor,
then at various positions within the shock, and finally in the
magnetosheath downstream from the shock. The average energy
density in the region l<f<140 Hz was found to be 4.9 x 10 q4,
4.3 x !_ "It, and 6.8 x 10"13 erg/cm 3 for the quiet interplanetary
medium, the maximum shock noise, and the magnetosheath,
respectively.
3.2 Low-Energy Plasma Experiments
3.2.1. Mapping of the Plasmapause (I]-!5)
The mapping of the plasmapause, which was started with OGO
1 experiment A-15 (see section 1.2.1 of the Overview), was
continued with the similar B-15 experiment on OGO 3. Using
data obtained during stabilized operation, Taylor etal _ (1968a)
investigated the position of the plasmapause as a function of the
magnetic index Kp and found that the position of the plasmapause
moved inward and outward from the earth in an inverse correlation
with Kp, indicating significant expansion and contractions of the
plasmapause. As the OGO 3 apogee moved gradually into the
duskside and nightside magnetosphere during the initial stabilized
period, a detailed in situ study of the duskside plasmapause was
made possible for the first time (Taylor et al, 1970a). This study
showed that the duskside bulge (Carpenter, 1966) was indeed a
persistent feature of the plasmapause and that it was frequently
characterized by sharply structured concentrations of hydrogen ions.
This structured appearance lent. further support to the plasma
The high data rate could not h¢ used on 0(30 I when the spacecraft was more
than 10 RE away, because of the fast 0(30 I spin rate (:5 rpm). The 0(30 3 was i
not subject to this restriction because the spin rate was much slower (0.5 rpm). l
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convection models of Nishida (1966) and Brice (1967), which
predicted a region of plasma turbulence in the afternoon sector.
The turbulent region corresponded to the interface between the
maximum opposing flow regimes of plasma, which either corotated
with the Earth or flowed outside the plasmapause in a non-corotating
manner. It was also found (Kikutchi and Taylor, 1972) that the
irregular structure in the bulge region (and at other locations in
the nighttime plasmapause) correlated quite well with ground-based
Pc 1 observations.* This correlation suggested that Pc I events
were associated primarily with the plasmapause.
3.2.2 Effects of Satellite Potential (B-13)
Whipple etal (!974) showed theoretically that typical satellite
potentials could have large effects upon the ion currents measured
by an experiment such as an ion-mass spectrometer or an ion
trap. The above theoretical considerations yielded calculated
current-voltage curves in excellent agreement with the ion
current-voltage data obtained near the plasmapause with experiment
B-13 (Planar Ion and Electron Trap, Whipple). The ion densities
which Whipple et al (1974) inferred from their analysis were shown
to be as much as one order of magnitude different from what,would
• have been inferred from previous analyses. . __
3.2.3 Study of the 0 to !000 eV Plasma (13-12)
The low-energy magnetospheric plasma was also investigated
by Sagalyn and Smiddy (1967), using the data from two
omnidirectional spherical plasma probes (Experiment B- 12, Sagalyn).
The flux, energy distribution and concentration of ions and electrons
were measured in the energy range 0-1 keV over the altitude region
1.1 - 20 RE. One interesting result of this investigation was the
very rapid variation in the ion-electron densities which was observed,
at geocentric distances ranging from 2 to 4 RE_, as the spacecraft
went into and out of the shadow of the earth. The average energy
of these low-energy particles was found to increase from about 0.2
eV at !.1 RE, to 6 _: 2 eV at 5 - 7 R_. The flux of particles in
the 25 - 1000 eV range was measured in the outer magnetosphere
and found to decrease by a factor of 4 following solar flares.
3.2.4 Study o| the 40 to 2000 eV Plasma (B-3)
Experiment B-3 (Bridge) on OGO 3 provided the first detailed
mapping of the low-energy (40- to 2000-eV) electron distribution
in the dayside magnetosphere. This study was a continuation of
the plasma sheet mapping initiated with the corresponding A-3
experiment on OGO 1 (see section 1.2.2). It was found (Vasyliunas,
1968b) that low energy electrons, in the 40 to 2000 eV range, were
present throughout most of the dayside magnetosphere. In contrast
to the distribution of more energetic electrons (E>40 keV), which
is roughly symmetrical with respect to the noon-midnight meridian,
the low-energy electron flux was observed to be much more intense
in the dawn sector than in the dusk sector.
3.2.5 Study of the 100 to 50,000 eV Plasma (B-g)
A remarkable wealth and diversity of information was obtained
with experiment B-8 (Frank), the only OGO 3 experiment which
had not been previously carried on OGO 1. Better known as the
LEPEDEA experiment (Low-Energy Proton and Electron
Differential Energy Analyzer), experiment B-8 was designed
specifically for studying the magnetospheric plasma within the energy
range 100 eV to 50,000 eV. The energy range was subdivided
into 13 energy intervals, and the sensitivity was about 100 times
greater than the sensitivity of instruments previously used for this
purpose. Excellent data were acquired during the initial 46 days
of attitude-controlled operation, and these were used to provide a
comprehensive survey of the low-energy proton and electron
intensities in the evening-to-midnight quadrant of the magnetosphere
[or L values ranging from 3 to 15.
The proton data (Frank and Owens, 1970) revealed the
persistent presence of a partial ring current of protons, centered at
Pc I events are geomagnetic micropulsations with periods ranging from 0.2 to
seconds.
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IELFnoise (0.1 to !.0 kHz) in the magnetosphere. This study
revealed two distinct populations of noise within the magnetosphere:
steady noise (ELF hiss) occurring primarily in the plasmaspher¢
and in the dayside outer magnetosphere at magnetic latitudes near
45 deg; and noise bursts (chorus and whistlers) at low latitude in
the dayside outer magnetosphere (Russell et al, 1969, Russell and
Holzer, 1970).
Although the ELF hiss band is variable, it extends typically
from 500 to 700 hertz. An ELF emission having a frequency
t}pically 1/10 that of the ELF hiss was discovered by Russell et
al (1970) during their very comprehensive survey of ELF hiss. This
lower frequency has been named the sub LHR hiss because its
frequency spectrum is always below the Lower Hybrid Resonance
frequency. The sub LHR hiss is extremely localized in space. • it
has been observed only within about 2 deg of the magnetic equator
and only in the outer two earth radii of the plasmasphere. No
explanation has yet been proposed for this emission.
3.1.4 Bow Shock Structure (B-10)
A very comprehensive study of the bow shock structure was
conducted with the search coil magnetometer data (Experiment B-10,
Smith) using OGO 3 data obtained during the first six months
after launch. During this period OGO 3 crossed the Earth's bow
shock over 500 times, and from these events a set of 494 crossings
was selected for analysis (Olson and Holzer, 1974). Most of these
data were obtained at the 1 kbs telemetry sampling rate, which
placed an upper limit of 2.17 Hz for the frequency of the observed
waveforms. This study showed that the dominant pattern,
comprising about 85 percent of the shock crossings, consisted of
waves having frequencies ranging from one to a few hertz upstream
of the main shock compression and lower frequency waves, typically
0.3 Ha, downstream. The remaining 15 percent of the crossings
exhibited a much more complex pattern, at times apparently
chaotic.
On approximately thirty occasions the crossings were
monitored at the high data rate (64 kbs). Of these, eleven crossings
were suitable for analysis. This unique data set made it possible
for the first time* to observe the high frequency structure of the
magnetic fluctuations at the bow shock (Olson eta[, 1969). Power
spectra for frequencies between 1 and 140 Hz were obtained at
successive positions near the shock, showing how the special
characteristics of the quiet interplanetary medium is gradually
modified, first upstream in the presence of the shock precursor,
then at various positions within the shock, and finally in the
magnetosbeath downstream from the shock. The average energy
density in the region l<f<140 Hz was found to be 4.9 x 10 "14,
II 13 3 e4.3 x I_ , and 6.8 x 10r erg/cm for the quiet interplan tary
medium, the maximum shock noise, and the magnetosheath,
respectively.
3.2 Low-Energy Plasma Experiments
3.2.1. Mapping of the Plasmapause (B-15)
The mapping of the plasmapause, which was started with OGO
1 experiment A-15 (see section 1.2.1 of the Overview), was
continued with the similar B-15 experiment on OGO 3. Using
data obtained during stabilized operation, Taylor etal,:_ (1968a)
investigated the position of the plasmapause as a function of the
magnetic index Kp and found that the position of the plasmapause
moved inward and outward from the earth in an inverse correlation
with Kp, indicating significant expansion and contractions of the
plasmapause. As the OGO 3 apogee moved gradually into the
duskside and nightside magnetosphere during the initial stabilized
period, a detailed in situ study of the duskside plasmapause was
made possible for the first time (Taylor et al, 1970a). This study
showed that the duskside bulge (Carpenter, 1966) was indeed a
persistent feature of the plasmapause and that it was frequently
_:haracterized by sharply structured concentrations of hydrogen ions.
This structured appearance lent. further support to the plasma
* The high data rate could not be used on 13GO I when the spacecraft was moreh
than I0 RE away, because of the fast 0(30 I spin rate (5 rpm). The OGO 3 wast
not subject to this restriction because the spin rate was much slower {O.5 rpm).
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convection models of Nishida (1966) and Brice (1967), which
predicted a region of plasma turbulence in the afternoon sector.
The turbulent region corresponded to the interface between the
maximum opposing flow regimes of plasma, which either corotated
with the Earth or flowed outside the plasmapause in a non-corotating
manner. It was also found (Kikutchi and Taylor, 1972) that the
irregular structure in the bulge region (and at other locations in
the nighttime plasmapause) correlated quite well with ground-based
Pc 1 observations.* This correlation suggested that Pc 1 events
_ere associated primarily with the plasmapause.
3.2.2 Effects of Satellite Potential (B-13)
9
Whipple et..._.a_1974) showed theoretically that typical satellite
potentials could have large effects upon the ion currents measured /_
by an experiment such as an ion-mass spectrometer or an ion
trap. The above theoretical considerations yielded calculated
current-voltage curves in excellent agreement with the ion
current-voltage data obtained near the plasmapause with experiment
B-13 (Planar Ion and Electron Trap, Whipple). The ion densities
which Whipple et ai, (1974) inferred from their analysis were shown
to be as much s_ Order of magnitude different from what would ,..,.a_"s._] "_
• have been inferred from previous analyses. " -1
) "-
3.2.3 Study of the 0 to 1000 eV Plasma (B-12)
.!
The low-energy magnetospheric plasma was also investigated ; o
by Sagalyn and Smiddy (1967), using the data from two 0
omnidirectional spherical plasma probes (Experiment B-12, Sagalyn).
The flux, energy distribution and concentration of ions and electrons o"
were measured in the energy range 0-1 keV over the altitude region t_
i.1 - 20 RI_. One interesting result of this investigation was the --t
very rapid variation in the ion-electron densities which was observed,
at geocentric distances ranging from 2 to 4 RE, as the spacecraft "_1
went into and out of the shadow of the earth. The average energy
of these low-energy particles was found to increase from about 0.2
eV at 1.1 RE to 6 _- 2eV at 5- 7 RE. The flux of particles in
the 25 - 1000 eV range was measured in the outer magnetosphere
and found to decrease by a factor of 4 following solar flares.
3.2.4 Study of the 40 to 2000 eV Plasma (B-3)
Experiment B-3 (Bridge) on OGO 3 provided the first detailed
mapping of the low-energy (40- to 2000-eV) electron distribution
in the dayside magnetosphere. This study was a continuation of
the plasma sheet mapping initiated with the corresponding A-3
experiment on OGO ! (see section 1.2.2). it was found (Vasyliunas,
1968b) that low energy electrons, in the 40 to 2000 eV range, were
present throughout most of the dayside magnetosphere. In contrast
to the distribution of more energetic electrons (E>40 keV), which
is roughly symmetrical with respect to the noon-midnight meridian,
the low-energy electron flux was observed to be much more intense
in the dawn sector than in the dusk sector.
3.2.5 Study o| the 100 to 50,000 eV Plasma (B-8)
A remarkable wealth and diversity of information was obtained
with experiment B-8 (Frank), the only OGO 3 experiment which
had not been previously carried on OGO I. Better known as the
LEPEDEA experiment (Low-Energy Proton and Electron
Differential Energy Analyzer), experiment B-$ was designed
specifically for studying the magnetospheric plasma within the energy
range 100 eV to 50,000 eV. The energy range was subdivided
into 13 energy intervals, and the sensitivity was about 100 times
greater than the sensitivity of instruments previously used for this
purpose. Excellent data were acquired during the initial 46 days
of attitude-controlled operation, and these were used to provide a
comprehensive survey of the low-energy proton and electron
intensities in the evening-to-midnight quadrant of the magnetosphere
for L values ranging from 3 to 15.
The proton data (Frank and Owens, 1970) revealed the
persistent presence of a partial ring current of protons, centered at
1
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Pc I events are geomagnetic micropulsations with periods rangins from 0.2 tO 5
seconds.
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ELF noise (0.1 to i.0 kHz) in the magnetosphere. This study
revealed two distinct populations of noise within the magnetosphere:
steady noise (ELF hiss) occurring primarily in the plasmasphere
and in the dayside outer magnetosphere at magnetic latitudes near
45 dee; and noise bursts (chorus and whistlers) at low latitude in
the dayside outer magnetosphere (Russell et al, 1969, Russell and
Holzer, 1970).
Although the ELF hiss band is variable, it extends typically
from 500 to 700 hertz. An ELF emission having a frequency
typically 1/10 that of the ELF hiss was discovered by Russell et
al (1970) during their very comprehensive survey of ELF hiss. This
lower frequency has been named the sub LHR hiss because its
frequency spectrum is always below the Lower Hybrid Resonance
frequency. The sub LHR hiss is extremely localized in space. It
has been observed only within about 2 dee of the magnetic equator
and only in the outer two earth radii of the plasmasphere. No
explanation has yet been proposed for this emission.
3.1.4 Bow Shock Structure (B-10)
A very comprehensive study of the bow shock structure was
conducted with the search coil magnetometer data (Experiment B-10,
Smith) using OGO 3 data obtained during the first six months
after launch. During this period OGO 3 crossed the Earth's bow
shock over 500 times, and from these events a set of 494 crossings
was selected for analysis (Olson and Holzer, 1974). Most of these
data were obtained at the I kbs telemetry sampling rate, which
placed an upper limit of 2.17 Hz for the frequency of the observed
waveforms. This study showed that the dominant pattern,
comprising about 85 percent of the shock crossings, consisted of
waves having frequencies ranging from one to a few hertz upstream
of the main shock compression and lower frequency waves, typically
0.3 Hz, downstream. The remaining 15 percent of the crossings
exhibited a much more complex pattern, at times apparently
chaotic.
On approximately thirty occasions the crossings were
monitored at the high data rate (64 kbs). Of these, eleven crossings
were suitable for analysis. This unique data set made it possible
for the first time* to observe the high frequency structure of the
magnetic fluctuations at the bow shock (OIson ©t al, 1969). Power
spectra for frequencies between 1 and 140 Hz were obtained at
successive positions near the shock, showing how the special
characteristics of the quiet interplanetary medium is gradually
modified, first upstream in the presence of the shock precursor,
then at various positions within the shock, and finally in the
magnetosheath downstream from the shock. The average energy
density in the region l<f<140 Hz was found to be 4.9 x 10 "14,
4.3 x 10 "it, and 6.8 x 10 "13 erg/cm 3 for the quiet interplanetary
medium, the maximum shock noise, and the magnetosheath,
respectively.
3.2 Low-Energy Plasma Experiments
3.2.1. Mapping of the Plasmapause (B-15)
The mapping of the plasmapause, which was started with OGO
I experiment A-15 (see section 1.2.1 of the Overview), was
continued with the similar B-15 experiment on OGO 3. Using
data obtained during stabilized operation, Taylor et alw(1968a )
investigated the position of the plasmapause as a function of the
magnetic index Kp and found that the position of the plasmapauae
moved inward and outward from the earth in an inverse correlation
with Kp, indicating significant expansion and contractions of the
plasmapause. As the OGO 3 apogee moved gradually into the
duskside and nightside magnetosphere during the initial stabilized
period, a detailed in situ study of the duskside plasmapause was
made possible for the first time (Taylor et al, 1970a). This study
showed that the duskside bulge (Carpenter, 1966) was indeed a
persistent feature of the plasmapause and that it w_ts frequently
Characterized by sharply structured concentrations of hydrogen ions.
This structured appearance lent further support to the plasma
The high data rate could not be used on 0(30 I when the spacecraft was mo_
than l0 RE away, because of the last OGO I spin rate (5 rpm). The ()GO 3 was
not subject to this restriction because the spin rate was much slower (0.5 rpm).
convection models of Nishida (1966) and Brice (1967), which
predicted a region of plasma turbulence in the afternoon sector•
The turbulent region corresponded to the interface between the
maximum opposing flow regimes of plasma, which either corotated
with the Earth or flowed outside the plasmapause in a non-corotating
manner, it was also found (Kikutchi and Taylor, 1972) that the
irregular structure in the bulge region (and at other locations in
the nighttime plasmapause) correlated quite well with ground-based
Pc I observations.* This correlation suggested that Pc 1 events
were associated primarily with the plasmapause.
3.2.2 Ef|ects o| Satellite Potential I B-13)
Whipple et al (1974) showed theoretically that typical satellite
potentials could have large effects upon the ion currents measured
by an experiment such as an ion-mass spectrometer or an ion
trap. The above theoretical considerations yielded calculated
current-voltage curves in excellent agreement with the ion
current-voltage data obtained near the plasmapause with experiment
B-13 (Planar Ion and Electron Trap. Whipple). The ion densities
which Whipple et al (1974) inferred from their analysis were shown
to be as much as one order of magnitude different from what would
have been inferred from previous analyses.
3.2.3 Study of the 0 to I000 eV Plasma IB-12)
The low-energy magnetospheric plasma was also investigated
by Sagalyn and Smiddy (1967), using the data from two
omnidirectional spherical plasma probes (Experiment B-12, Sagalyn).
The flux, energy distribution and concentration of ions and electrons
were measured in the energy range 0-1 keV over the altitude region
i.1 - 20 RE. One interesting result of this investigation was the
very rapid variation in the ion-electron densities which was observed,
at geocentric distances ranging from 2 to 4 RE!, as the spacecralt
went into and out of the shadow of the earth. The average energy
of these Iow_nergy particles was found to increase from about 0.2
eV at 1.1 RE to6 -'- 2eVat 5- 7 RE,. The flux of particles in
the 25 - 1000 eV range was measured in the outer magnetosphere
and found to decrease by a factor of 4 following solar flares.
3.2.4 Study of the 40 to 2000 eV Plasma (!]-3)
Experiment B-3 (Bridge) on OGO 3 provided the first detailed
mapping of the low-energy (40- to 2000-eV) electron distribution
in the dayside magnetosphere. This study was a continuation of
the plasma sheet mapping initiated with the corresponding A-3
experiment on OGO I (see section 1.2.2). It was found (Vasyliunas,
1968b) that low energy electrons, in the 40 to 2000 eV range, were
present throughout most of the dayside magnetosphere, in contrast
to the distribution of more energetic electrons (E>40 keV), which
is roughly symmetrical with respect to the noon-midnight meridian,
the low-energy electron flux was observed to be much more intense
in the dawn sector than in the dusk sector.
3.2.5 Study of the 100 to 50,000 eV Plasma (B-8)
A remarkable wealth and diversity of information was obtained
with experiment B-8 (Frank), the only OGO 3 experiment which
had not been previously carried on OGO 1. Better known as the
LEPEDEA experiment (Low-Energy Proton and Electron
Differential Energy Analyzer), experiment B-8 was designed
specifically for studying the magnetospheric plasma within the energy
range 100 eV to 50,000 eV. The energy range was subdivided
into 13 energy intervals, and the sensitivity was about 100 times
greater than the sensitivity of instruments previously used for this
purpose. Excellent data were acquired during the initial 46 days
of attitude-controlled operation, and these were used to provide a
comprehensive survey of the low-energy proton and electron
intensities in the evening-to-midnight quadrant of the magnetosphere
for L values ranging from 3 to 15.
The proton data (Frank and Owens, 1970) revealed the
persistent presence of a partial ring current of protons, centered at
Pc t events arc geomaSnetic microputsations with periods tan$in s from 0.2 to 5
seconds.
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L = 6.5 during all magnetic conditions. Increased proton intensities
and penetration to L values (of 3 or less) deep within the outer
radiation zone were observed during geomagnetic storms. The
above observations constituted the first in situ detection and survey
of the extraterrestrial, "storm-time,' ring current protons. Frank's
conclusion that the elusive ring current had finally been detected
was based upon: i) excellent correlations between observed
proton intensities and typical magnetic storm histories and 2)
theoretical calculations showing that the total energy of the measured
particles was adequate to account for the disturbance field (Frank
1967b).
The peak in the proton distribution at L= 6.5 under magnetic
quiescence was identified as the "quiet-time' ring current (Frank
and Owens, 1970). It was subsequently shown by Sugiura (see
section 3.1.2) that the 'quiet-time' ring current must extend over a
range of geocentric distances greater than that indicated by Frank.
Thus Frank's 'quiet-time' ring current must be only a part of the
total equatorial current, responsible for 'quiet-time' geomagnetic
perturbations at magnetospheric heights. It should be noted that
Sugiura's refinement of the 'quiet-time" ring current concept has
had no adverse impact upon Frank's 'storm-time' ring current
concept. Frank's conclusions concerning the major 'storm-time'
component continue to be widely accepted.
The electron data also displayed a rich and varied behavior
(Frank, 1967a). These data were used to investigate the
earthward edge of the plasma sheet and its relationship to the
plasmapause (Shield and Frank, 1970). The importance of the
proton and of the electron data was further enhanced by the fact
that high-resolution spectra of low-energy protons and electrons
had--for the first time-been obtained simultaneously. These
simultaneous observations permitted detailed investigations of the
relationship betwocn the plasma sheet, the ring current, the trapping
boundary, and the plasmapa.use (Frank 1971).
3.3 Energetic Particle Measurements
Some results from the O130 3 energotic particle measurements
have already beon discussed in sections 1.3.1, 1.3.2, and 1.3.3. This
was done whenever the 0(3;0 3 experimenters had treated the data
from their identical OGO 1 and OGO 3 experiments as one
continuous data base. In such cases, the OGO 3 data were used
mainly to extend the time or space coverage provided by OGO 1.
Some of the results described under 3.3 are based upon joint 0(30
1 and OGO 3 data, but in these cases a two satellite operation
was an essential aspect of the experimental procedure.
3.3.1 Radiation Belts (13-9)
The major contribution of experiment B-9 to our knowledge
of the radiation belts has already been discussed under sections
1.3.1 and 1.3.2. A result not previously mentioned was the insight
into the nature of the outer zone variation which was gained by a
close comparison of the electron fluxes measured with similar
spectrometers on OGO 3 and ATS 1 (Pfitzer and Winckler, 1969).
By comparing these two satellites at different places on a common
drift shell, it was possible to measure the time delay of increases
of electron flux, which could be identified as drifting eastward due
to the gradient of the magnetospheric field and originating near
local midnight during a magnetospheric substorm. The importance
of the magnetospheric distortion which accelerated electrons as a
source for the outer radiation belt was established.
3.3.2 Solar X Rays and Total Radiation in Space (B-4, B-9)
The knowledge of solar X rays was advanced significantly by
experiment B-4 (Cline), which was the first to provide differential
energy spectra in the range 80 keV to I MeV. (Experiment B-4
provided measurements at 16 energy levels equally spread between
80 keV and ! MeV.) Investigations conducted with experiment
B-4 during the solar flare of July 7, 1966, revealed a greater intensity
in hard X rays than ever observed in a solar event previously, and
indicated a non-thermal bremsstrahlung origin for the X rays (Cline
et al, 1968). The investigation of solar X rays conducted with
experiment B-9 (Winckler) was discussed under sectio, 1.3.2.
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A study, which required simultaneous observations by the
identical OGO ! and OGO 3 ionization chambers (experiments
A-9 and B-9), was conducted to determine whether or not solar
protons with energies greater than 12 MeV have free access to the
outer magnetosphere. The "screening" effect of the magnetosphere
was determined by comparing simultaneous measurements of the
particle intensity inside the magnetosphere and near the outer
magnetospheric boundaries. (Kane et al, 1968). It was found that
magnetospheric screening was indeed observable and could at times
be complete for a duration of as much as 110 minutes in the tail
of the magnetosphere.
3.3.3 Cosmic-Ray Spectra and Fluxes (B-7)
It is well known that the sun can produce large fluxes of
cosmic-ray particles with energies less than 20 MeV per nucleon.
These fluxes, which are easily observed during solar flares, are
much more difficult to measure during "quiet' periods. The study
of 'quiet-time' protons and alpha particles, in the energy range 2
to 20 MeV/nucleon, was begun in 1964 at the University of Chicago
using a cosmic-ray telescope on OGO I (see section t.3.3). This
study was continued during 1967 with an identical experiment (B-7)
on OGO 3 (Fan et al, 1969). No significant changes were observed
in spite of increased solar activity. These later results were not
consistent with the assumed presence of a 'quiet-time' solar
component, which would presumably be a function of the solar
activity.
3.3.4 Solar Flare Protons (13-1 and 15-5)
The proton event of July 7, 1966, was studied simultaneously
by detectors on OGO 3 (Experiment B-I, Anderson), Imp 3, and
Explorer 33. The measurements (Lin et al, 1968) revealed a narrow
"core,' about 3 degrees wide for electrons>40 keV, surrounded by
a symmetric 'halo' of less intense >40 keV electrons and 0.5- to
20-MeV proton fluxes. The core was connected magnetically back
to the flare region.
The same proton event was investigated by Konradi (1969) in
the energy range 135 to 1650 keV using the data from experiment
B-5. The results were similar to those of experiment B-I (above),
i.e. the observations in the lower energy range also revealed a
halo, trapped on field lines which connected back to the flare
region. Two additional features of the protons were observed in
Konradi's study; namely, the isotropy of the incident flux in the
magnetosheath and the tail, and a relative depression of proton
intensity in the magnetosheath.
3.3.5 Search for Positrons (B-4)
Experiment B-4 (mentioned earlier under section 3.3.2) was
used also to search for interplanetary positrons. The observed
positron intensity in the range E>0.5 MeV was 2 decades higher
than the maximum value expected from cosmic ray meson production
(Cline and Hones, 1970). This indicated either that the low-energy
end of the galactic cosmic-ray spectrum was more intense than
commonly believed, or that the positron origin was different than
assumed.
3.4 Radio Physics Experiments
3.4.1 VLF Investigations (B-17)
Although the MR whistlers, the Nu whistlers, the banded
chorus and the whistler ducts were first observed and clearly
identified with the OGO 1 experiment A-17, the detailed
investigations of these VLF phenomena by Helliwell and his
associates were based upon both OGO 1 and OGO 3 data.
Experiment B-17 (HeUiwell) on OGO 3 was essentially the same
as A-17 except for one important difference. The antenna on B-17
could be connected either as an electric sensor or as a magnetic
sensor. The electric antenna was a new feature, which made it
possible to observe on OGO 3 lower hybrid resonance noise bands.
It was shown by Burtis (1973) that the LHR data could be used
o.
to calculate electron densities near the plasmapause and that the
lculated values agreed with the ion-mass spectrometer results
xperiment B-15) within a factor of 2.
As mentioned under Section 1.4.1, the first in situ evidence
for the existence of VLF ducts was provided by the data from
A-17 on OGO i. The OGO 3 data have provided similar, but
much more elaborate, examples of in situ observations, thus making
possible the most complete study of duct properties conducted up
to that time (Angerami, 1970). Some of the major conclusions
reached from this study are as follows: it was confirmed that
whistler ducts are enhancements of ionization, the relative
enhancements ranging from 6 to 20 percent over the background;
it was concluded that the duct thicknesses in L space were about
0.05 RE, and their width in longitude 4 to 8 times as much at the
equator. The rising tones associated with these whistlers were
interpreted as leakages from ducts that are beyond the satellite in
L space.
Abrupt changes of whistler occurrence and noise
characteristics were observed during plasmapause crossings on both
OGO 1 and OGO 3. The plasmapause positions detected on one
OGO ! crossing and on one OGO 3 crossing were compared with
the corresponding data from Taylor's ion mass spectrometers on
OGO 1 and OGO 3, respectively; both comparisons yielded
plasmapause positions which agreed within 0.1 RE in L value
(Carpenter et al, 1969).
3.4.2 Radio Astronomy (B-18)
The objective of experiment B-18 was to measure the dynamic
radio spectrum of solar radio-noise bursts in the 2- to 4-MHz
range. The planned observations included frequency drift rates,
frequency bandwidth, and duration of bursts. The investigation
program conducted with experiment B-18 followed very closely the
stated objectives, and it led to the first large sample of high _
time-resolution information on low-frequency solar bursts (Haddock
and Graedel, 1970). During the period June 7, 1966 to September
30, 1967, 218 type II1" bursts were detected in the 2 to 4 MHzl
band. The type V continuum radiation following type I!I was',
seen in only 4 cases, and other types of bursts (1, !I, and IV) were I
seen at all. Approximately 70 percent of the observed type
solar bursts were found to be associated with flares (Graedel,
970).
It is of interest to note that type III solar noise bursts were
also observed below 100 kHz on OGO 3 (Dunckel et al, 1972).
These bursts tend to follow type !!I bursts observed at 2-4 MHz
by about 10 minutes. Observed drift rates and decay times
correspond roughly to those extrapolated from higher frequency
measurements.
3.5 Optical Experiments
3.5.1 Geocoronal Lyman Alpha _,B-19)
Experiment B-19 (Mange) yielded the first profiles of the
h_,'drogen Lyman-alpha intensity as a function of geocentric distance
(Mange and Meier, 1970). The data were acquired during the
first six weeks of OGO 3 operation, while attitude control was
maintained. A total of eleven profiles was obtained for altitudes
ranging from 5 to 19 earth radii. The variation of intensity with
distance implied a hydrogen density at 50,000 km of about 20
atoms/cc for the summer 1966 epoch in the antisolar hemisphere.
An extraterrestrial background of about 750 rayleighs was observed
at apogee. The data suggested that regions near the galactic plane
were brighter by about 150 rayleighs.. The background intensity _
seemed to correlate with solar activity, suggesting that a portion
of the background .was solar-related.
The classification of solar bursts is based upon their trequency-vs-time characteristics.
The type III burst is characterized by a short duration (about 10 seconds) and by
a rapid drift from high to low frequencies.
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3.5.2 Sky Brightness at Visible I,Vavelengths {13-20)
Some useful data concerning the optical environment were
obtained by the Gegenschein experiment (B-20, Wolff) during the
initial stabilized OGO 3 operation (Wolff, 1967). An upper limit
to the brightness of the daytime sky near a large unmanned satellite
was obtained and found to be about 30 times less than the
darkest daytime sky brightness previously reported by astronauts.
The Gegenschein experiment, however, was unable to monitor the
brightness of the antisolar region of the sky (its primary objective),
because of light scattered by a very long radio antenna. The
maximum value of the sky brightness was actually inferred from
an investigation of this scattering effect, as the angle between the
antenna and the optical axis xaried during the OGO 3 orbit.
3.6 Interplanetary Dust Particles {B-Ib)
The data from experiment B-16 {Bohn) on 0(30 3 represented
the first measurements of dust particles in cislunar space since
Pioneer I (1958). Data were obtained for 1505 hours and at
altitudes primarily between 50,000 and 110,000 km. The flux derived
from these observations was: 4, = 2 x 10 -3 events m-2s-l(2r: ster) "l
[or particles greater than 2.0 x 10 "t3 gram (Alexander et al, 1973).
More recent measurements, however, have raised doubts
concerning the validity of the data from experiment B-16. Berg
and Gr_m (1973) have shown that microphone data (such as those
of experiment B-16) can be severely contaminated by cosmic rays.
3.7 The Storm of January 13 - 14, 1967 (13.-10)
Major distortions of the Earth's magnetosphere were observed
during the geomagnetic storm of January 13-14, 1967. Although
the OGO 3 study of this storm could have been discussed under
section 3.1, various aspects of this study justify a departure from
a strictly discipline-oriented presentation. The event was apparently
the strongest storm ever encountered in space up to that time,
and it led to the greatest compression of the magnetosphere ever
recorded on the sunward side. The locations and instrumentation
on five spacecraft (Imp-D, Vela 3A, Vein 3B, ATS 1, and OGO
3) during the storm permitted an unusually complete and large-scale
measurement of this event.
The shock front from the sun was first detected (1150 UT
January 13) by IMP-D at a range of 66 RE and at an angle of 23
deg (forward) with the Sun-Earth line. The IMP-D observations
yielded the average velocity of the shock front and its deceleration
by the preceding slower moving solar plasma (Cummings and
Coleman 1968). At 1204 UT the shock front encountered Vela 3A
at 19 RE and at 55 deg from the Sun-Earth line (Bame et al,
1968). Shortly afterwards the shock was seen at Vela 3B on the
opposite side of the earth (20 RE and -54 deg). Twelve hours
later, the ATS 1 satellite at 6.6 RE had moved to the sunward
side of the Earth, and it crossed the magnetopause at 0007 on
January 14, showing that the magnetopause had penetrated
substantially below 6.6 R E (Opp, 1968 and references quoted
therein).
At 0055 on January 14, OGO 3 encountered the bow shock
abnormally close to the earth, which confirmed the ATS 1
observations. At 1900 January 14, OGO 3 crossed the bow shock
at a point as far out as it had ever been measured, showing that
the magnetosphere had reacted to the storm-induced compression
by rebounding to abnormally large dimensions. (Russell et al,
1968). The post storm inflation was confirmed by VELA 3A and
3B, when they crossed the magnetopause on January 14 at 1100
UT and 1900 UT, respectively (Bame et al, 1968).
Other examples of space research based upon data from OGO
3 and from one or more additional spacecraft have been given
earlier under the appropriate disciplines. The study of the January
13-14, 1967 storm has been singled out, however, as representing
perhaps the best example of OGO 3 participation in a multi-satellite
study requiring observations from many points in space and time.
4. OGO 4 Results
By maintaining 3-axis stabilization for nearly 18 months, the
OGO 4 spacecraft far exceeded the performance of its
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predecessors (the longest previous stabilized operation was 45 days
with OGO 3), and many POGO experimenters were able for the
first time to make measurements on an extended time scale. Except
for an oscillation problem caused by the 18.3 m (60 ft)
radio-astronomy antenna (Experiment D-01L which required
extensive manual controls from the ground during the entire
stabilized period, the OGO 4 spacecraft wotdd have been the first
"nearly perfect" spacecraft of the OGO program. The oscillation
problem was solved on the next OGO simply by reducing the
antenna length to 9.1 m (30 ft), and the completely normal spacecraft
envisioned by the designers at the beginning of the program was
finally achieved with OGO 5.
About 15 of the 20 OGO 4 experiments can be considered
completely successful since each of these 15 experiments led to at
least one major journal publication. For about half of the successful
experiments the number of significant publications is five or greater.
The five experiments which cannot be considered "completely
successful" include: D-20 (Hinterreger) which failed two weeks
after launch before it could yield any useful data; D-17 (Newton)
which developed a large background ion current preventing the
measurement of atmospheric densities at OGO altitudes; D-18
(Nilsson) which experienced a severe degradation due to a high
level of noise in the data; D-01 (Haddock) which was also partially
disabled by high noise levels in the data; and D-15 (Jones) which
yielded data in a commutated format too complex for analysis.
Most of the above unsuccessful experiments had not been previously
performed in a satellite (except in the very unsatisfactory OGO 2
mission). These new and untried experiments were nevertheless
included in OGO missions because a few "high risk" experiments
could be included in the very large OGO payloads (see last paragraph
of section 2 under Ill.A).
The OGO 4 results are presented by major scientific
disciplines, following the order used previously for OGO 1, OGO
2, and OGO 3..
4.1 Magnetic Field Experiments
4.1.1 World Magnetic Survey (D-06)
One of the major objectives of the OGO 4 mission was to
continue, extend, and refine the World Magnetic Survey which
had been initiated with OGO 2. The magnetic field experiment
D-06 (Cain) on OGO 4 obtained over 500 days of data, which
were equivalent to about 50 pole-to-pole magnetic surveys. When
the processing of the OGO 4 data for the period July 1967 to
December 1967 was completed, the resulting measurements were
combined with the OGO 2 data for the period October 1965 to
September 1967 to produce the POGO (10/68)* geomagnetic field
model (Cain and Langei, 1968). The same OGO 2 and OGO 4
data were used with data from other sources to derive the
International Geomagnetic Reference Field (Cain and Cain, 1971).
By adding the OGO 4 measurements for the period January 1968
to May 1968 to the POGO (10/68) data base, an improved POGO
(8/69) model was derived (Cain and Sweeney, 1970). These
measurements showed that accurate vector maps of the Earth's
field could be derived using only total field data.** The POGO
geomagnetic field models have been used extensively as supporting
data for other satellite experiments.
4.1.2 Secular Field Variations (C-06)
Because of the extent and quality o[ the data, the
magnetometer data analysis was extended well beyond the basic
objectives of the World Magnetic Survey. Thus the data were
used to study the secular changes in the geomagnetic field. It was
found that the Earth's main dipole (as represented by the first
The parenthetical notation (10/68) refers to the date when the model was[
completed. I
Typical accuracies at POGO altitudes for the X, Y and Z field components were i
20, 40 and 50 gammas respectively.
two spherical harmonic components of the field) continues to col-
lapse although the total field (which includes the higher _ order
harmonics) remains approximately constant (Cain, 1971 and Cain,
1968).
4.1.3 Crustal Anomalies (C-06, D-06, F-21)
Magnetic materials in the Earth's crust (i.e.sdown to a
maximum depth of 20 km) produce magnetic anotfialies, _hich
can be quite strong near the Earth's surface. These effects, however,
weaken rapidly with altitude, and at satellite altitudes of 250 to
500 km, the effects are comparable to the time variations of external
sources. It had therefore been assumed that crustal anomalies
would be undetectable from satellite altitudes. The data from
Cosmos 49 (launched October 24, 1964 in a very low 250-400 km
orbit) gave the first indications that these crustal anomalies might
be detectable. A subsequent statistical analysis of the low-
,altitude, minimal-geomagnetic-activity data from OGO 2(C-06),
OGO 4(D-06) and OGO 6(F-21) showed conclusively that crustal
anomalies could indeed be detected. (Regan et al, 1973)
4.1.4 Studies of the Equatorial Electrojet (D-06, F-21)
The term "'equatorial electrojet" refers to an ionospheric
current assumed responsible for the very large values of the solar
quiet (Sq) daily magnetic variation (/IF) observed near the magnetic
dip equator. A very comprehensive investigation of this phenomenon
was conducted using data from experiment D-06 on OGO 4 and
from experiment F-21 on OGO 6, which jointly provided over
2000 mid-day traversals over the electrojet during the interval 1967
to 1970. The electrojet was typically characterized by a sharp
negative V- Signature in the AF data, centeredwithin 0.5 deg of
the dip equator. Numerous departures from the basic V-pattern
were also noted, particularly, but not always) during geomagnetic
disturbances (Cain and Sweeney, 1972).
4.1.5 Detection of Field-Aligned Current (D-05, D-II)
One particularly interesting result obtained with the OGO 4
search coil magnetometer (Experiment D-05, Smith) was the
detection at high latitudes of magnetic fluctuations which seemed
to be produced by field-aligned currents. To test this interpretation
the measured magnetic field disturbances were compared with
simultaneous observations of low-energy precipitated electron fluxes
measured with the OGO 4 auroral particles detector (Experiment
D-I l, Hoffman). Definite correlations were found by Bcrko et al
(1975) during many nighttime satellite passes between the magnetic
fluctuations and the electron fluxes (with energies greater than 1
keV) measured by experiment D-II. The absence of correlations
for daytime observations suggested that the daytime magnetic
fluctuations were due to current fluxes with energy less than 1
keV.
4.2 Low-Energy Plasma Experiments
4.2.1 Global Sampling of Ion Composition (D-16, F-05)
The data from experiment D-16 (Taylor) on OGO 4 and
experiment F-05 (Taylor) on OGO 6 represent the most
comprehensive set of ion composition data acquired prior to 1974
in the 400- to ll00-km altitude range. A statistical study of this
extensive data base was undertaken to determine the average global
characteristics of the principal ionic species (Taylor, 1973). The
results of this continuing study will provide a major ion composition
input to the current international effort for the development of an
empirical ionospheric model between the altitudes of 100 and 1000
km.
4.2.2 The High-Latitude Light-Ion Trough (D-16, F-05)
It was discovered with OGO 2 (see section 2.2.2) that light
ions such as H+ and He+ exhibit a sharp drop in density at 60
deg invariant latitude, i.e. at the high-latitude boundary of the
plasmasphere. This drop or "'trough" was much less pronounced
¢-.-
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predecessors (the longest previous stabilized operation was 45 days
with OGO 3), and many POGO experimenters were able for the
first time to make measurements on a-n extended time scale. Except
for an oscillation problem caused by the 18.3 m (60 ft)
radio-astronomy antenna (Experiment D-01), which required
extensive manual controls from the ground during the entire
stabilized period, the OGO 4 spacecraft would have been the first
"'nearly perfect" spacecraft of the OGO program. The oscillation
problem was solved on the next OGO simply by reducing the
antenna length to 9.1 m (30 ft), and the completely normal spacecraft
envisioned by the designers at the beginning of the program was
finally achieved with OGO 5.
About 15 of the 20 OGO 4 experiments can be considered
completely successful since each of these 15 experiments led to at
least one major journal publication. For about half of the successful
experiments the number of significant publications is five or greater.
The five experiments which cannot be considered "'completely
successful" include: D-20 (Hinterreger) which failed two weeks
after launch before it could yield any useful data; D-17 (Newton)
which developed a large background ion current preventing the
measurement of atmospheric densities at OGO altitudes; D-18
(Nilsson) which experienced a severe degradation due to a high
level of noise in the data; D-01 (Haddock) which was also partially
disabled by high noise levels in the data; and D-15 (Jones) which
yielded data in a commutated format too complex for analysis•
Most of the above unsuccessful experiments had not been previously
performed in a satellite (except in the very unsatisfactory OGO 2
mission). These new and untried experiments were nevertheless
included in OGO missions because a few "high risk" experiments
could be included in the very large OGO payload,_ (see last paragraph
of section 2 under Ill.A).
The OGO 4 results are presented by major scientific
disciplines, following the order used previously for OGO 1, OGO
2, and OGO 3. •
4.1 Magnetic Field Experiments
4.1.1 World Magnetic Survey (D-06)
One of the major objectives of the OGO 4 mission was to
continue, extend, and refine the World Magnetic Survey which
had been initiated with OGO 2. The magnetic field experiment
D-06 (Cain) on OGO 4 obtained over 500 days of data, which
were equivalent to about 50 pole-to-pole magnetic surveys. When
the processing of the OGO 4 data for the period July 1967 to
December 1967 was completed, the resulting measurements were
combined with the OGO 2 data for the period October 1965 to
September 1967 to produce the POGO (10/68)* geomagnetic field
model (Cain and l.angel, 1968). The same OGO 2 and OGO 4
data were used with data from other sources to derive the
International Geomagnetic Reference Field (Cain and Cain, 1971).
By adding the OGO 4 measurements for the period January 1968
to May 1968 to the POGO (10/68) data base, an improved POGO
(8/69) model was derived (Cain and Sweeney, 1970). These
measurements showed that accurate vector maps of the Earth's
field could be derived using only total field data.** The POGO
geomagnetic field models have been used extensively as supporting
data for other satellite experiments.
4.1.2 Secular Field Variations (C-06)
Because of the extent and quality of the data, the
magnetometer data analysis was extended well beyond the basic
objectives of the World Magnetic Survey. Thus the data were
used to study the secular changes in the geomagnetic field. It was
found that the Earth's main dipole (as represented by the first
It,
The parenthetical notation (10/68) refers to the date when the model was[
completed.
Typical accuracies at POGO altitudes for the X, Y and Z field components werel
20, 40 and 50 gammas respectively, l
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two spherical harmonic components of the field) continues to col-.
lapse although the total field (which includes the higher order
harmonics) remains approximately constant (Cain, 1971 and Cain,
1968).
4.1.3 Crustal Anomalies (C-06, D-06, F-21) _ ....
/
Magnetic materials in the Earth's crdst (i.e., dow,n to a
maximum depth of 20 km) produce magnetic anom'_, which
can be quite strong near the Earth's surface. Thr_;e-effects, however•
weaken rapidly with altitude, and at satellite altitudes of 250 to
500 km, the effects are comparable to the time variations of external
sources, it had therefore been assumed that crustal anomalies
would be undetectable from satellite altitudes• The data from
Cosmos 49 (launched October 24, 1964 in a very low 250-.400 km
orbit) gave the first indications that these crustal anomalies might
be detectable. A subsequent statistical analysis of the low-
altitude, minimal-geomagnetic-activity data from 0(30 2(C-06),
OGO 4(D-06) and OGO 6(F-21) showed conclusively that crustal
anomalies could indeed be detected• (Regan et al, 1973)
4.1.4 Studies of the Equatorial Electrojet (D-06, F-21)
The term "equatorial electrojet'" refers to an ionospheric
current assumed responsible for the very large values of the solar
quiet (Sq) daily magnetic variation (AF) observed near the magnetic
dip equator. A very comprehensive investigation of this phenomenon
was conducted using data from experiment D-06 on OGO 4 and
from experiment F-21 on OGO 6, which jointly provided over
2000 mid-day traversals over the electrojet during the interval 1967
to 1970. The electrojet was typically characterized by a sharp
negative V- Signature in the AF data, centeredwithin 0.5 deg of
the dip equator. Numerous departures from the basic Vopattern
were also noted, particularly, but not always, during geomagnetic
disturbances (Cain and Sweeney, 1972).
4•!.5 Detection oI Field-Aligned Current (D-05, D-I !)
One particularly interesting result obtained with the OGO 4
search coil magnetometer (Experiment D-05, Smith) was the
detection at high latitudes of magnetic fluctuations which seemed
to be produced by field-aligned currents. To test this interpretation
the measured magnetic field disturbances were compared with
simultaneous observations of low-energy precipitated electron fluxes
measured with the OGO 4 auroral particles detector (Experiment
D-II, Hoffman). Definite correlations were found by Berko et al
(1975) during many nighttime satellite passes between the magnetic
fluctuations and the electron fluxes (with energies greater than 1
keV) measured by experiment D-! I. The absence of correlations
for daytime observations suggested that the daytime magnetic
fluctuations were due to current fluxes with energy less than I
keV.
4.2 Low-Energy Plasma Experiments
4.2.1 Global Sampling of Ion Composition (D-16, F-05)
The data from experiment D-16 (Taylor) on OGO 4 and
experiment F-05 (Taylor) on OGO 6 represent the most
comprehensive set of ion composition data acquired prior to 1974
in the 400- to il00-km altitude range. A statistical study of this
extensive data base was undertaken to determine the average global
characteristics of the principal ionic species (Taylor, 1973). The
results of this continuing study will provide a major ion composition
input to the current international effort for the development of an
empirical ionospheric model between the altitudes of 100 and 1000
km.
4.2.2 The High-Latitude Light-Ion Trough (D-16, F-05)
It was discovered with OGO 2 (see section 2.2.2) that light
ions such as H+ and He+ exhibit a sharp drop in density at 60
deg invariant latitude, i.e., at the high-latitude boundary of the
plasmasphere. This drop or "'trough "• was much less pronounced
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for the heavy ions (O--,N+). Although the OGO 2 discovery
v, as based upon only 10 days of dawn-dusk observations, it was a
first step in clearing a puzzling observation resulting from the
Alouette 1 electron density data. The Alouette 1 data exhibited a
well-defined trough in electron density at 60 deg invariant on the
nightside of the earth, but this trough was not seen on the dayside
(M utdrew, 1965).
A much more comprehensive study of high-latitude trough
occurrence for light and heavy ions was conducted by Taylor and
Walsh (1972) using data from OGO 4 (Experiment D-16) and from
OGO 6 (Experiment F-05). It was found that the trough was
present at all local times for light ions, but only at night for the
heavy ions. Thus in the daytime when O+ is typically the dominant
ion, the total ion density (and hence the electron density) does not
exhibit a trough. The OGO results therefore showed that the
plasmapause is primarily a light-ion boundary.
4.2.3 Plasmapause Structure (D-16)
Under quiet magnetic conditions, the iplasmaPausc_ is typically
characterized by a sharp and smooth drop in proton density•
Under disturbed conditions, the plasmapause is often poorly defined
due to large and irregular variations in the proton density. These
structured variations were investigated by Taylor et al, (1971) using
OGO 4 data (Experiment D-16) obtained at high latitude during
five consecutive satellite orbits following the peak of the magnetic
storm on September 21, 1967. The observations were interpreted
as evidence of a plasmatail (or elongation of the plasmasphere)
which tends to corotate with the Earth. The general features of
the plasmapause structure were found consistent with the dynamic
plasmapause model developed theoretically by Grebowsky (1971).
4•2.4 The Equatorial Helium-Ion Trough (D-f9, D-16)
The data from experiment D-19 (Chandra) and from experiment
D-16 (Taylor) both revealed the presence of a pronounced nighttime
depletion of helium ions at the equator in the altitude range of
700 to 900 km (Chandra et al, 1970; Taylor et al, 1970b). It was
concluded very recently by Chandra (1975) that the nighttime He+
trough at 700 - 900 km was produced by the same basic mechanism
which produces the well-known daytime ionospheric equatorial
anomaly* at lower altitudes.
4.2.5 Measurements d ionospheric Temperature (D-19)
Using data from experiment D-19, Chandraietal_! (1970)
- -investigated the latitudinal variation of electron temperature for
both nighttime and daytime conditions, and the latitudinal variation
of ion temperature Ior nighttime only.** The daytime electron
The equatorial anomaly refe_ to the fact that a graph of noon valt_'s of electron
density at fixed height versus latitude exhibits a trough _entered at the magnetic !
dip equator with peaks 15 to 20deg north and south. This behavior was considered /
anomalous when first discovered because simple theoretical considerations had t
predicted a single low-latitude peak at the subsolar point with densities decreasing /
monotonically north and south towards the poles. |
A highly negative (-2 to -7 volts) spacecraft potential in the daytime on O430 4
interfered with the daytime ion temperature measurements. This negative potential
also interfered with the daytime ion composition measurements of experiment
D-16.
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temperatures v, ere typically 2000 deg K at the equator and 3000
deg K at high latitudes. The nighttime ion temperatures were
found to be about 1500 deg K a_d relatively independent of
latitude•
It should be mentioned at this point that some disagreements
have existed in the pa_t among the results obtained by the various
plasma temperature measuring techniques (Benson, 1973)• Many
comparisons have been made to evaluate the true extent of the
disagreements and hopefully to help resolve the differences• Such
a comparison _vas made at night between the ion temperatures
measured by experiment D-19 and the ion temperatures measured
simultaneously by the Jicamarca Incoherent Scatter Radar. It was
found by McClure and Troy (1971) that the OGO 4
measurements yielded values greater by a factor of 1.4. Recent
investigations show that these discrepancies could be explained by
a two-temperature plasma (Benson and Hoegy, 1973; Benson,
1973)
4.2.6 Ionospheric Phenomena Associated with 3,1idlatitude Red Arcs
(D-19)
Data from the OGO 4 retarding potential analyzer (experiment
D-19) and from a similar experiment on Explorer 31, were used
by Chandra et al (1971) to investigate the relative merits of three
competing theories for the production of midlatitude (subauroral)
red arcs. This investigation produced the first experimental evidence
for accepting the thermal conduction mechanism proposed by Cole
(1965) and for rejecting the de electric field theory and the
low-energy electron precipitating flux theory.
4.2.7 Field-Aligned 2.3 keV Electron Precipitation ( D' ! !)
The OGO 4 Auroral Particle experiment (D-I I, Hoffman) was
the first experiment capable of measuring unambiguously the pitch
angle distribution of electrons at a given energy level in the auroral
regions.* This experiment provided a remarkable set of data which
led to 13 publications in refereed journals. One of the major
accomplishments was the discovery of field-aligned electrons
(Hoffman and Evans, 1968), which led to the conclusion that the
electron acceleration mechanism was due to electric fields parallel
to the magnetic field.** A synoptic study of these field-aligned
electrons was conducted by Berko (1973) to determine their spatial
distributions and spectral characteristics, and by Berko and Hoffman
(1974) to investigate their altitude and seasonal variations.
4.2.8 Identification of Particles Associated with Auroras (D-II)
Hoffman (1970) showed that the relatively steady, diffuse,
subvisual aurora known as the mantle aurora was associated with
electron fluxes having their peak energy at several keV. At slightly
higher latitudes, within the auroral oval, Hoffman and Berko (1971)
found that the dominant flux was at 0.7 kcV which was the lowest
energy level monitored by experiment D-Ii. They showed that
these very low-energy fluxes were the cause of the high-altitude
red auroral forms which define the auroral oval on the dayside.
A more extensive investigation of electron fluxes measured by this
experiment and of their relationship to the auroral oval was
conducted by Gustafsson (1973).
In the auroral zone the magnetic field is nearly vertical, i.e.,aligned with the_
vertical Z axis of the stabilized spacecraft. The D-I I detectors therefore measured
pitch angles which _vere essentiaUy the same as their respective spacecral't angles.
The existence of these electric fields was not consistent with the conductivity concepts F
of the ear y stxtles. The • ectnc fie ds, however, could be explained by the newly i
developed theories of anomalous plasma resistivity. I
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3for the heavy ions (O÷,N+). Although the OGO 2 discover)'
was based upon only 10 days of dawn-dusk observations, it was a
first step in clearing a puzzling observation resulting from the
Alouette 1 electron density data. The Alouette I data exhibited a
well-defined trough in electron density at 60 deg invariant on the
nightside of the earth, but this trough was not seen on the dayside
(Muldrew, 1965).
A much more comprehensive study of high-latitude trough
occurrence for light and heavy ions was conducted by Taylor and
Walsh (1972) using data from OGO 4 (Experiment D-16) and from
OGO 6 (Experiment F-05). It was found that the trough was
present at all local times for light ions, but only at night for the
heavy ions. Thus in the daytime when O+ is typically the dominant
ion, the total ion density (and hence the electron density) does not
exhibit a trough. The OGO results therefore showed that the
plasmapause is primarily a light-ion boundary.
4.2.3 Plasmapause Structure (D-16)
Under quiet magnetic conditions, the_plasmapause_ is typically
characterized by a sharp and smooth drop in proton density.
Under disturbed conditions, the plasmapause is often poorly defined
due to large and irregular variations in the proton density. These
structured variations were investigated by Taylo t_1971) using
OGO 4 data (Experiment D-16) obtained at high latitude during
five consecutive satellite orbits following the peak of the magnetic
storm on September 21, 1967. The observations were interpreted
as evidence of a plasmatail (or elongation of the ptasmasphere)
which tends to corotate with the Earth. The general features of
the plasmapause structure were found consistent with the dynamic
plasmapause model developed theoreticatiy by Grebowsky (1971).
4.2.4 The Equatorial Helium-Ion Trough (D-19, D-16)
The data from experiment D-19 (Chandra) and from experiment
D-16 (Taylor) both revealed the presence of a pronounced nighttime
depletion of helium ions at the equator in the altitude range of
700 to 900 km (Chandra et al, 1970;.,Taylor et al, 1970b). It was
concluded very recently by Chandra (1975) that the nighttime He+
trough at 700 - 900 km was produced by the same basic mechanism
which produces the well-known daythne ionospheric equatorial
anomaly* at lower altitudes.
4.2.5 Measurements of Ionospheric Temperatures (D-19)
Using data from experiment D-19_ndra etal,, (1970)
investigated the latitudinal variation of eqectron_re for
both nighttime and daytime conditions, and the latitudinal variation
of ion temperature for nighttime only.** The daytime electron
* The equatorial anomaly rcf©rs to the fact that a graph of noon values o| ek'ctron i
• " t"
dens*ty at hxed beight versus latitude exhibits a trough centered at the magn¢ ic
dip equator with peaks 15 to 20 dq north and south, This behavior was considered I
anomalous when first discovered because simple theoretical considerations had [
predicted a single low-latitude peak at the subsolar point with densities decreasing [
monotonically north and south towards the poles, |
** A highly negative (-2 to -7 volts) spacecralt potential in the daytime on O(30 4 [
interlcrad with the daytime ion temperature measurements. This negative potential
also interlcred whh the daytime ion composition measurements of experiment
D-t6.
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temperatures were typically 2000 deg K at the equator and 3000
deg K at high latitudes. The nighttime ion temperatures were
found to be about 1500 deg K and relatively independent of
latitude.
It should be mentioned at this point that some disagreements
have existed in the past among the results obtained by the various
plasma temperature measuring techniques (Benson, 1973). Many
comparisons have been made to evaluate the true extent of the
disagreements and hopefully to help resolve the differences. Such
a comparison was made at night between the ion temperatures
measured by experiment D-19 and the ion temperatures measured
simultaneously by the Jicamarca Incoherent Scatter Radar. it was
found by McClure and Troy (1971) that the OGO 4
measurements yielded values greater by a factor of 1.4. Recent
investigations show that these discrepancies could be explained by
a two-temperature plasma (Benson and Hoegy, 1973: Benson,
1973)
4.2.6 Ionospheric Phenomena Associated with Midlatitude Red Arcs
(D-19)
Data from the OGO 4 retarding potential analyzer (experiment
D-19) and from a similar experiment on Explorer 31, were used
by Chandra et al (1971) to investigate the relative merits of three
competing theories for the production of midlatitude (subauroral)
red arcs. This investigation produced the first experimental evidence
for accepting the thermal conduction mechanism proposed by Cole
(1965) and for rejecting the dc electric field theory and the
low-energy electron precipitating flux theory.
4.2.7 Field-Aligned 2.3 keV Electron Precipitation (D-li)
The OGO 4 Auroral Particle experiment (D-I 1, Hoffman) was
the first experiment capable of measuring unambiguously the pitch
angle distribution of electrons at a given energy level in the auroral
regions.* This experiment provided a remarkable set of data which
led to 13 publications in refereed journals. One of the major
accomplishments was the discovery of field-aligned electrons
(Hoffman and Evans, 1968), which led to the conclusion that the
electron acceleration mechanism was due to electric fields parallel
to the magnetic field.** A synoptic study of these field-aligned
electrons was conducted by Berko (1973) to determine their spatial
distributions and spectral characteristics, and by Berko and Hoffman
(1974) to investigate their altitude and seasonal variations.
4.2.8 Identification of Particles Associated with Auroras (D-II)
Hoffman (1970) showed that the relatively steady, diffuse,
subvisual aurora known as the mantle aurora was associated with
electron fluxes having their peak energy at several keV. At slightly
higher latitudes, within the auroral oval, Hoffman and Berko (1971)
found that the dominant flux was at 0.7 keV which was the lowest
energy level monitored by experiment D-II. They showed that
these very low-energy fluxes were the cause of the high-altitude
red auroral forms which define the auroral oval on the dayside.
A more extensive investigation of electron fluxes measured by this
experiment and of their relationship to the auroral oval was
conducted by Gustafsson (1973).
* In the auroral zone the maSnctic field is heady vertical, i.e.,aligned with the i
vertical Z axis of the stabilized spacecrat't. The D-II detectors therefore measured I
pitch angles which were essentially the same as their respective spacecraft angk_. I
** The existence of tbesc electric fields was not consistent with the conductivity concepts [
of the catty sixties. The electric (folds,. I_owcvcr. could, be captained by tbe newly i
developed theories of anomalous plasma resistivity, t
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for the heavy ions (O+,N+). Although the OGO 2 discovery
was based upon only 10 days of dawn-dusk observations, it was a
first step in clearing a puzzling observation resulting from the
Alouette 1 electron density data. The Alouette 1 data exhibited a
well-defined trough in electron density at 60 deg invariant on the
nightside of the earth, but this trough was not seen on the dayside
(Muldrew, 1965).
A much more comprehensive study of high-latitude trough
occurrence for light and heavy ions was conducted by Taylor and
Walsh 11972) using data from OGO 4 (Experiment D-16) and from
OGO 6 (Experiment F-05). It was found that the trough was
present at all local times for light ions, but only at night for the
heavy ions. Thus in the daytime when O + is typically the dominant
ion, the total ion density (and hence the electron density) does not
exhibit a trough. The OGO results therefore showed that the
plasmapause is primarily a light-ion boundary.
4.2.3 Plasmapause Structure (D-16)
Under quiet magnetic conditions, the'plasmapausel is typically
characterized by a sharp and smooth drop in proton density.
Under disturbed conditions, the plasmapause is often poorly defined
due to large and irregular variations in the proton density. These
structured variations were investigated by Taylor et a!_i971) using
OGO 4 data (Experiment D-16) obtained at high lafltude during
five consecutive satellite orbits following the peak of the magnetic
storm on September 21, 1967. The observations were interpreted
as evidence of a plasmatail (or elongation of the plasmasphere)
which tends to corotate with the Earth. The general features of
the plasmapause structure were found consistent with the dynamic
plasmapause model developed theoretically by Grebowsky (1971).
4.2.4 The Equatorial Helium-Ion Trough (D-19, D-16)
The data from experiment D-19 (Chandra) and from experiment
D-16 (Taylor) both revealed the presence of a pronounced nighttime
depletion of helium ions at the equator in the altitude range of
700 to 900 km (Chandra et al, 1970; Taylor et al, 1970b). It was
concluded very recently by Chandra 11975) that the nighttime He+
trough at 700 - 900 km was produced by the same basic mechanism
which produces the wall-known daytime ionospheric equatorial
anomaly* at lower altitudes.
4.2.5 Measurements of Ionospheric Temperatures 1D-19)
Using data from experiment D-19, Chandra et a1111970)
investigated the latitudinal variation of electron temperature for
both nighttime and daytime conditions, and the latitudinal variation
of ion temperature for nighttime only.** The daytime electron
The equatorial anomaly relcrs to the fact that a graph of noon values of electron
density at fixed height vcrsas latitude exhibits a trough centered at the magnetic
dip equator with p_aks 15 to 20de g north and south. This behavior was considered [
anomalous when first discovered because simple theoretical considerations had
predicted a single low-latitude peak at the subsolar point with densities decreasing [
monotonically north and south towards the poles. J
A highly negative (-2 to -7 volts) spacecraft potential in the daytin_ on OGO 4
interfered with the daytime ion temperature measurements. This negative potential
also interfered with the daytinr¢ ion composition measurements of experiment
D-16.
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temperatures were typically 2000 deg K at the equator and 3000
deg K at high latitudes. The nighttime ion temperatures were
found to be about 1500 deg K and relatively independent of
latitude.
It should be mentioned at this point that some disagreements
have existed in the past among the results obtained by the various
plasma temperature measuring techniques (Benson, 1973). Many
comparisons have been made to evaluate the true extent of the
disagreements and hopefully to help resolve the differences. Such
a comparison was made at night between the ion temperatures
measured by experiment D-19 and the ion temperatures measured
simultaneously by the Jicamarca Incoherent Scatter Radar. it was
found by McClure and Troy 11971) that the OGO 4
measurements yielded values greater by a factor of 1.4. Recent
investigations show that these discrepancies could be explained by
a two-temperature plasma (Benson and Hoegy, 1973; Benson,
1973)
4.2.6 Ionospheric Phenomena Associated with Midlatitude Red Arcs
(D-19)
Data from the OGO 4 retarding potential analyzer (experiment
D-19) and from a similar experiment on Explorer 31, were used
by Chandra et al 11971) to investigate the relative merits of three
competing theories for the production of midlatitude (subauroral)
red arcs. This investigation produced the first experimental evidence
for accepting the thermal conduction mechanism proposed by Cole
(1965) and for rejecting the de electric field theory and the
low-energy electron precipitating flux theory.
4.2.7 Field-Aligned 2.3 keV Electron Precipitation (D-il)
The 0(30 4 Auroral Particle experiment (D-11, Hoffman) was
the first experiment capable of measuring unambiguously the pitch
angle distribution of electrons at a given energy level in the auroral
regions.* This experiment provided a remarkable set of data which
led to 13 publications in refereed journals. One of the major
accomplishments was the discovery of field-aligned electrons
(Hoffman and Evans, 1968), which led to the conclusion that the
electron acceleration mechanism was due to electric fields parallel
to the magnetic field.** A synoptic study of these field-aligned
electrons was conducted by Berko (1973) to determine their spatial
distributions and spectral characteristics, and by Berko and Hoffman
(1974) to investigate their altitude and seasonal variations.
4.2.8 Identification of Particles Associated with Auroras (D-ll)
Hoffman (1970) showed that the relatively steady, diffuse,
subvisual aurora known as the mantle aurora was associated with
electron fluxes having their peak energy at several keV. At slightly
higher latitudes, within the auroral oval, Hoffman and Berko (1971)
found that the dominant flux was at 0.7 keV which was the lowest
energy level monitored by experiment D-II. They showed that
i these very low-energy fluxes were the cause of the high-altitude
i red auroral forms which define the auroral oval on the dayside.
! A more extensive investigation of electron fluxes measured by this
experiment and of their relationship to the auroral oval was
; conducted by Gustafsson (1973).
i In the auroral zone the magnetic field is nearly vertical, i.e.laligned with the i
vertical Z axis of the stabilized spacecraft. The D-I I detectors therefore measured
pitch angles which were essentially the same as their respective spacecraft angles. [
* The existence of these electric fields was not consistent with the conductivity concepts [
of the early sixties. The electric fields, however, could be explain_ by the newly i
l developed theories of anomalous plasma resistivity. !
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4.2.9 Erosion of the Dayside .Magnetosphere {D-i I)
The magnetopause has been observed to move inward following
a reversal of the vertical component of the interplanetary field
from northward to southward. This inward motion has been
explained by an erosion mechanism whereby the outer, closed,
dayside magnetic lines combine with the interplanetary field and
become open tail lines. The transition region between open and
closed field lines moves southward as a result of this field-line
transfer. The transition region is of considerable interest since it
appears to provide a funnel (polar cusp*) through which low-energy
electrons can travel from the magnetosheath down to the lower
atmosphere. The position of the transition region can therefore
be determined from a mapping of the low-energy electron flux.
Burch (1972), using the low-energy electron-flux data from
experiment D-I 1, found that the polar cusp moved southward at
a rate of 0.1 degree per minute following an abrupt north-to-south
reversal of the interplanetary field. This was the first time that
such a measurement was made and it provided the first quantitative
results concerning the erosion rate of the dayside magnetosphere.
The initial study which applied to abrupt reversals of the
interplanetary field was later extended to include gradual changes
in the interplanetary field (Butch, 1973).
4.2.10 Electron Precipitation Patterns and Substorm Morphology
(D-Ill
Closely related to the topics discussed under 4.2.7, 4.2.8, and
4.2.9 is the subject of soft electron fluxes associated with the
development and recovery of auroral substorms. A major study
of this subject was conducted by Hoffman and Burch (1973) who
identified five phases in typical substorms and the corresponding
electron-flux patterns and auroral forms. This investigation also
provided some evidence suggesting the existence of neutral lines in
the magnetospheric tail.
4.3 Energetic Particle Measurements
4.3.1 Radiation Belt Studies {D-10)
Using the data from the trapped particle detectors in experiment
D-10 (Van Allen), Fritz and Krimigis (1969) measured the ratio of
trapped alpha particles to trapped protons, at energies lower than
had previously been measured and within several energy intervals.
The results indicated that solar wind protons and alpha particles
of the same velocity were most probably thermalized upon entering
the shock transition region.
4.3.2 Solar X-rays (D-21)
The Solar X-ray Emission experiment (D-21, Kreplin) provided
solar X-ray fluxes in four bands, 0.5-3 A, 1-8 A, 8-16 A, and 44
to 60 A with much greater time resolution and dynamic range
than had previously been available. The data from experiment D-21
made it possible to investigate for the first time the detaited history
of X-ray emissions during solar X-ray flares in several wavelength
bands (Kreplin etal, I 1969). It was shown that the i-8 A flux
maximum occurred 1.5 rain after the 0.5-3 A flux maximum, and
that the 8-20 A flux reached its maximum 5 min later. The
0.5-3 A flux was observed to rise and fall more rapidly than the
softer radiation.
The improved data obtained with experiment D-21 were also
used as a data base for other studies. For example, it was first
shown by Kreplin et a1_(1970) that X-ray flares of photon energy
greater than 20 keV (0.6 A) matched microwave bursts closely in
initial time, total duration, and detailed structure. Matching
Although not labelled, the polar cusps can b¢ seen on the frontispiece; the!
magnetosheath Ilux leakage is indicated by the u_ of identical cro_ hatching in I
the magnetosheath and in the polar cusps.
structures were not evident, however, for the softer X-ray bursts
(with energy less than 20 kcV). Other examples of studies based
upon the D-21 data include the first detailed correlation between
enhanced solar X-ray flux and short wave fade-outs (Schwentek et
al, 1971) and one of the first efforts to derive solar electron
temperatures and emission measures* associated with solar flares
(Horan, 1970).
4.3.3 Latitude Dependence of Cosmic-Ray Cut-off (D-08, D-09,
D-07I
Using data from experiment D-08 (Low-Energy Proton and
Alpha-Particle Measurements, Simpson) Fanselow and Stone
(1972) investigated the vertical geomagnetic cut-off for cosmic-ray
protons at seven energy intervals between 1.2 and 39 MeV. This
study yielded nearly one order of magnitude more data during
geomagnetically quiet times (Kp<l+) than had previously been
reported at even one of these energies. In addition, the energy
resolution was significantly better than for previous instruments.
The observations, which were organized as a function of magnetic
equatorial time, showed that the cosmic-ray cut-off at midnight
occurred essentially at the same invariant latitude (65 deg) for the
seven energy intervals. The cut-off latitude at noon exhibited a
much greater energy dependence (66 deg for 24.4 MeV protons
and 72 deg for 1.3 MeV protons).
The Galactic and Solar Cosmic-Ray experiment (D-09, Webber)
was basically capable of resolving both the energy (within the range
50 to 2000 MeV/nucleon) and the composition (up to Z = 10) of
cosmic rays. Considerably improved data, however, became
available from later spacecraft shortly after the OGO 4 data analysis
had gotten under way, and the OGO 4 studies were limited to a
few weeks' worth of proton and alpha-particle data. The OGO 4
effort (Sawyer, 1975) yielded proton cut-off rigidities in the Earth's
magnetic field under both quiet and solar flare conditions. The
results, which included much higher energies than previously
measured, showed that the quiet time cut-offs were at lower latitudes
than predicted from field models. From the latitude dependence
of this cut-off, it was concluded that ring currents were the main
cause of the cut-off depression.
The data from the Ionization Chamber (Experiment D-07,
Anderson) was used to extend the study of the cosmic-ray knee
initiated with the corresponding OGO 2 experiment {see section
2.3.3). The OGO 4 results showed that the knee latitude was 0.6
deg lower (closer to the equator) in August 1967 than measured
by OGO 2 during the October 1965 to February 1966 period (George,
1970).
4.3.4 Electron Polar Cap (D-08)
Observations of energetic electron flux (with energy greater than
a few hundred keV) reveal a nearly constant flux in the polar
regions corresponding to the open geomagnetic field lines. This
region, known as the electron polar cap, exhibits a sharp boundary
at the latitude separating open and closed field lines. Using electron
data (E >,530 keV) from experiment D-08, Evans and Stone (1972)
conducted a mapping of the boundary between open and closed
field lines (under geomagnetically quiet conditions) which was much
more comprehensive than that previously available.
The electron flux near the edge of the polar cap frequently
, exhibits brief and rapid increases, by typically one order of
magnitude. These increases, known as electron spikes, have been
investigated extensively by Brown and Stone (1972). This study
i which included• over 750 spike observations, showed that the
f
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4.2.9 Erosion of the Days[de Magnetosphere (D-ll)
The magnetopause has been observed to move inward following
a reversal of the vertical component of the interplanetary field
from northward to southward. This inward motion has been
explained by an erosion mechanism whereby the outer, closed,
dayside magnetic lines combine with the interplanetary field and
become open tail lines. The transition region between open and
closed field lines moves southward as a result of this field-line
transfer. The transition region is of considerable interest since it
appears to provide a funnel (polar cusp*) through which low-energy
electrons can travel from the magnetosheath down to the lower
atmosphere. The position of the transition region can therefore
be determined from a mapping of the low-energy electron flux.
Burch (1972), using the low-energy electron-flux data from
experiment D-il, found that the polar cusp moved southward at
a rate of 0.1 degree per minute following an abrupt north-to-south
reversal of the interplanetary field. This was the first time that
such a measurement was made and it provided the first quantitative
results concerning the erosion rate of the days[de magnetosphere.
The initial study which applied to abrupt reversals of the
interplanetary field was later extended to include gradual changes
in the interplanetary field (Burch, 1973).
4.2.10 Electron Precipitation Patterns and Suhstorm Morphology
(D-If)
Closely related to the topics discussed under 4.2.7, 4.2.8, and
4.2.9 is the subject of soft electron fluxes associated with the
development and recovery of auroral substorms. A major study
of this subject was conducted by Hoffman and Burch (1973) who
identified five phases in typical substorms and the corresponding
electron-flux patterns and auroral forms. This investigation also
provided some evidence suggesting the existence of neutral lines in
the magnetospheric tail.
4.3 Energetic Particle Measurements
4.3.1 Radiation Belt Studies (D-f0)
Using the data from the trapped particle detectors in experiment
D-10 (Van Allen), Fritz and Krimigis (1969) measured the ratio of
trapped alpha particles to trapped protons, at energies lower than
had previously been measured and within several energy intervals.
The results indicated that solar wind protons and alpha particles
of the same velocity were most probably thermal[zeal upon entering
the shock transition region.
4.3.2 Solar X-rays (D-21)
The Solar X-ray Emission experiment (D-21, Kreplin) provided
solar X-ray fluxes in four bands, 0.5-3 A, 1-8 A, 8-16 A, and 44
to 60 A with much greater time resolution and dynamic range
than had previously been available. The data from experiment D-21
made it possible to investigate for the first time the detailed history
of X-ray emissions during solar X-ray flares in several wavelength
bands (Kreplin etal,[ 1969). It was shown that the 1-8 A flux
maximum occurred 1.5 min after the 0.5-3 A flux maximum, and
that the 8-20 A flux reached its maximum 5 rain later. The
0.5-3 A flux was observed to rise and fall more rapidly than the
softer radiation.
The improved data obtained with experiment D-21 were also
used as a data base for other studies. For example, it was first
shown by Kreplin et a1¢(1970) that X-ray flares of photon energy
greater than 20 keV (0.6 A) matched microwave bursts closely in
initial time, total duration, and detailed structure. Matching
Although not labelled, the polar c_ps can I_ seen on the I'rontispiecc; the!
magnetosheath flux leakage b indicated by the use of identical cross hatching in I
the magnetosheath and in the polar cusps.
structures were not evident, however, for the softer X-ray bursts
(with energy less than 20 keV). Other examples of studies based
upon the D-21 data include the first detailed correlation between
enhanced solar X-ray flux and short wave fade-outs (Schwentek et
al, 1971) and one of the first efforts to derive solar electron
temperatures and emission measures* associated with solar flares
(Horan, 1970).
4.3.3 Latitude Dependence of Cosmic-Ray Cut-off (D-08, D-09,
D-07)
Using data from experiment D-08 (Low-Energy Proton and
Alpha-Particle Measurements, Simpson) Fanselow and Stone
(1972) investigated the vertical geomagnetic cut-off for cosmic-ray
protons at seven energy intervals between 1.2 and 39 MeV. This
study yielded nearly one order of magnitude more data during
geomagnetically quiet times (Kp< 1+) than had previously been
reported at even one of these energies. In addition, the energy
resolution was significantly better than for previous instruments.
The observations, which were organized as a function of magnetic
equatorial time, showed that the cosmic-ray cut-off at midnight
occurred essentially at the same invariant latitude (65 deg) for the
seven energy intervals. The cut-off latitude at noon exhibited a
much greater energy dependence (66 deg for 24.4 MeV protons
and 72 deg for 1.3 MeV protons).
The Galactic and Solar Cosmic-Ray experiment (D-09, Webber)
was basically capable of resolving both the energy (within the range
50 to 2000 MeV/nucleon) and the composition (up to Z = 10) of
cosmic rays. Considerably improved data, however, became
available from later spacecraft shortly after the OGO 4 data analysis
had gotten under way, and the OGO 4 studies were limited to a
few weeks" worth of proton and alpha-particle data. The OGO 4
effort (Sawyer, 1975) yielded proton cut-off rigidities in the Earth's
magnetic field under both quiet and solar flare conditions. The
results, which included much higher energies than previously
measured, showed that the quiet time cut-offs were at lower latitudes
than predicted from field models. From the latitude dependence
of this cut-off, it was concluded that ring currents were the main
cause of the cut-off depression.
The data from the Ionization Chamber (Experiment D-07,
Anderson) was used to extend the study of the cosmic-ray knee
initiated with the corresponding OGO 2 experiment (see section
2.3.3). The OGO 4 results showed that the knee latitude was 0.6
deg. lower (closer to the equator) in August 1967 than measured
by OGO 2 during the October 1965 to February 1966 period (George,
1970).
4.3.4 Electron Polar Cap (D-08)
Observations of energetic electron flux (with energy greater than
a few hundred keV) reveal a nearly constant flux in the polar
regions corresponding to the open geomagnetic field lines. This
region, known as the electron polar cap, exhibits a sharp boundary
at the latitude separating open and closed field lines. Using electron
data (E >530 keV) from experiment D-08, Evans and Stone (1972)
conducted a mapping of the boundary between open and closed
field lines (under geomagnetically quiet conditions) which was much
more comprehensive than that previously available.
The electron flux near the edge of the polar cap frequently
exhibits brief and rapid increases, by typically one order of
magnitude. These increases, known as electron spikes, have been
investigated extensively by Brown and Stone (1972). This study
which included over 750 spike observations, showed that the
1
The emission measure which is defined as J'N_ 2 dV provides some indication of
the size and density of the emission region• The only previous attempt to measure
electron tempcratull and emi_ion measure during an X-ray flare was by Hudson
et al 0969).
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4.2.9 Erosion of the Dayside Magnetosphere (D-II)
The magnetopause has been observed to move inward following
a reversal of the vertical component of the interplanetary field
from northward to southward. This inward motion has been
explained by an erosion mechanism whereby the outer, closed,
dayside magnetic lines combine with the interplanetary field and
become open tail lines. The transition region between open and
closed field lines moves southward as a result of this field-line
transfer. The transition region is of considerable interest since it
appears to provide a funnel (polar cusp*) through which low-energy
electrons can travel from the magnetosheath down to the lower
atmosphere. The position of the transition region can therefore
be determined from a mapping of the low-energy electron flux.
Burch (1972), using the low-energy electron-flux data from
experiment D-I l, found that the polar cusp moved southward at
a rate of 0.1 degree per minute following an abrupt north-to-south
reversal of the interplanetary field• This was the first time that
such a measurement was made and it provided the first quantitative
results concerning the erosion rate of the dayside magnetosphere.
The initial study which applied to abrupt reversals of the
interplanetary field was later extended to include gradual changes
in the interplanetary field (Burch, 1973).
4.2.10 Electron Precipitation Patterns and Substorm Morphology
(D-II)
Closely related to the topics discussed under 4.2.7, 4.2.8, and
4.2.9 is the subject of soft electron fluxes associated with the
development and recovery of auroral substorms. A major study
of this subject was conducted by Hoffman and Burch (1973) who
identified five phases in typical substorms and the corresponding
electron-flux patterns and auroral forms• This investigation also
provided some evidence suggesting the existence of neutral lines in
the magnetospheric tail.
4•3 Energetic Particle Measurentents
4.3.1 Radiation Belt Stedies (D-10)
Using the data from the trapped particle detectors in experiment
D-10 (Van Allen), Fritz and Krimigis (1969) measured the ratio of
trapped alpha particles to trapped protons, at energies lower than
had previously been measured and within several energy intervals.
The results indicated that solar wind protons and alpha particles
of the same velocity were most probably thermalized upon entering
the shock transition region.
4.3.2 Solar X-rays (D-21)
The Solar X-ray Emission experiment (D-21, Kreplin) provided
solar X.ray fluxes in fo_, 0.5-3 A, 1-8 A, 8-16 A, and 44
to 60 A wj.th-nea_ae_eater tim"e,,.resolution and dynamic range
than ha)P_revio),_y bee_"available. '_he data from experiment D-21
made.Jl possj, bTe to "investigate t2_thc_ first time the detailed history
of X/tray _fa_issions during solar X_gEy flares in several wavelength
band_(.lKreplin ¢t alj 1969). It _s shown that the I-8 A flux
maxiht.dm occurred f.5 mix af_erthe 0.5-3 A flux maximum, and
that th¢.._8-20 A flux r_3Nne_d its maximum 5 rain later. The
0.5-3 A fluid to rise and fall more rapidly than the
softer radiatiot2,----..,_
The im_'_tained with experiment D-21 were also
used as a _data base for_"l_r studies. For example, it was first
shown by _Kreplin et al (1970_l_at X-ray flares of photon energy
greater tha_ 20 keV (0.6--_) m_'_hed microwave bursts closely in
initial time,_tal duration,__ detailed structure• Matching
Although no.t_usps can be seen on the frontispiece;
the*
magnetosheath flux leakage ts indicated by the use of identical cross hatching in
the magnetosheath and in the polar cusps.
structures were not evident, however, for the softer X-ray bursts
(with energy less than 20 keV). Other examples of studies based
upon the D-21 data include the first detailed correlation between
enhanced solar X-ray flux and short wave fade-outs (Schwentek et
al, 1971) and one of the first efforts to derive solar electron
temperatures and emission measures* associated with solar flares
(Horan, 1970)•
4.3.3 Latitude Dependence of Cosmic-Ray Cut-off (D-08, D-09,
D-07)
Using data from experiment D-08 (Low-Energy Proton and
Alpha-Particle Measurements, Simpson) Fanselow" and Stone
(1972) investigated the vertical geomagnetic cut-off for cosmic-ray
protons at seven energy intervals between 1.2 and 39 MeV. This
study yielded nearly one order of magnitude more data during
geomagnetically quiet times (Kp<l+)than had previously been
reported at even one of these energies, in addition, the energy
resolution was significantly better than for previous instruments.
The observations, which were organized as a function of magnetic
equatorial time, showed that the cosmic-ray cut-off at midnight
occurred essentially at the same invariant latitude (65 deg) for the
seven energy intervals. The cut-off latitude at noon exhibited a
much greater energy dependence (66 deg for 24.4 MeV protons
and 72 deg for 1.3 MeV protons).
The Galactic and Solar Cosmic-Ray experiment (D-09, Webber)
was basically capable of resolving both the energy (within the range
50 to 2000 MeV/nucleon) and the composition (up to Z = 10) of
cosmic rays. Considerably improved data, however, became
available from later spacecraft shortly after the OGO 4 data analysis
had gotten under way, and the OGO 4 studies were limited to a
few weeks' worth of proton and alpha-particle data. The OGO 4
effort (Sawyer, 1975) yielded proton cut-off rigidities in the Earth's
magnetic field under both quiet and solar flare conditions. The
results, which included much higher energies than previously
measured, showed that the'quiet time cut-offs were at lower latitudes
than predicted from field models. From the latitude dependence
of this cut-off, it was concluded that ring currents were the main
cause of the cut-off depression.
The data from the Ionization Chamber (Experiment D-07,
Anderson) was used to extend the study of the cosmic-ray knee
initiated with the corresponding OGO 2 experiment (see section
2.3.3). The OGO 4 results showed that the knee latitude was 0.6
deg lower (closer to the equator) in August 1967 than measured
by 0(30 2 during the October 1965 to February 1966 period (George,
1970).
4.3A Electron Polar Cap (D-08)
Observations of energetic electron flux (with energy greater than
a few hundred keV) reveal a nearly constant flux in the polar
regions corresponding to the open geomagnetic field lines. This
region, known as the electron polar cap, exhibits a sharp boundary
at the latitude separating open and closed field lines. Using electron
data (E >530 keV) from experiment D-08, Evans and Stone (1972)
conducted a mapping of the boundary between open and closed
field lines (under geomagnetically quiet conditions) which was much
more comprehensive than that previously available.
The electron flux near the edge of the polar cap frequently
exhibits brief and rapid increases, by typically one order of
magnitude. These increases, known as electron spikes, have been
investigated extensively by Brown and Stone (1972). This study
which included over 750 spike observations, showed that the
i
The emission measure which is defined as J'Ne 2 dV provides some indication of i
the size and density of the emission region. The only previous attempt to measure !
electron temperature and emission measure during an X-ray I]are was by Hudson I
et al (1969). 1
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tspikes could be divided into three distinct populations depending
on whether they occur at latitudes below, at, or above the local
limit of trapping.
4.4 Radio Physics Experiments
4.4.1 VLF Investigations (D-02, D-03)
A remarkable variety of VLF phenomena, first identified with
OGO experiments, has been described in sections 1.4.1 lOGO I),
2.4.1 lOGO 2), and 3.4.1 lOGO 3). With the OGO 4 experiments
the long list of accomplishments in the VLF discipline continued
to grow very significantly.
The following phenomena were first identified with the data
from experiment D-02 (Helliwell): equatorial erosion, which is a
steady decrease in the high-frequency cut-off of whistlers as the
satellite approaches the magnetic equator (Scarabucci, 1970);
banded _histlers, which are broadly dispersed whistlers discontinuous
at one or more frequencies (Paymar, 1972); whistler striations, which
are amplitude enhancements in bands of frequencies exhibiting either
a steady increase or decrease (in frequency) over extended periods
of time, and giving rise to a striated appearance on compressed
frequency-vs-time records (Kimura, 1971; Dantas, 1972); and
band-limited ELF hiss (BLH), a continuous noise band observed
from 10- to 55-deg dipole latitude and exhibiting an upper cut-off
in the vicinity of 600 Hz, which is nearly independent of satellite
altitude and latitude (Muzzio and Angerami, 1972).
Propagation studies conducted with experiment D-02 led to
the identification of the pro-longitudinal (PL) mode, a new type
of non-ducted whistler propagation in the magnetosphere. The
original identification of the PL mode was greatly aided by measuring
on OGO 4 the same signal with two receivers having very different
bandwidths. This made it possible to estimate the Doppler shift,
an essential parameter for the interpretation of these observations
(Scarabucci, 1969).
The information obtained with experiment D-02 was also used
as a data base for other studies, such as the investigation of
magnetospheric substorms by Carpenter and Chapp¢ll (1973). in
this particular case, the VLF data were used to monitor the gradual
erosion of the plasmapause during a weak magnetic storm.
Some of the VLF data observed on OGO 2 with experiment
C-03 were interpreted as LHR emissions (se¢ section 2.4.1), an
emission which depends upon the electron concentration, the ion
composition, and the intensity of the Earth's magnetic field• The
L HR interpretation was confirmed by comparing similar VLF
observations from experiment D-03 (Morgan) on OGO 4, with
simultaneous ion composition and density data from experiment
D-16 (Laaspere and Taylor, 1970).
Auroral hiss data from experiment D-03 were compared with
simultaneous low-energy electron precipitation measured by
experiment D-! 1 because earlier work by Gurnett (1966) and Hartz
(1970) had indicated that a direct relationship existed between hiss
and precipitation. It was found that VLF hiss correlated well with
precipitation events at 0.7 keV, but poorly with activity at 2.3 and
7.3 keV (Hoffman and Laaspere, 1972).
The VLF data from experiment D-03 also led to the first
observations of harmonic ion cyclotron resonances (Kikuchi, 1970).
Since only a few examples of these (still unexplained) resonances
could be found, Kikuchi (1970) concluded that the excitation
mechanism had to involve excitation conditions that can be satisfied
only under very special circumstances.
4.4.2 Antenna Impedance Measurements(D-OI)
Experiment D-01 (Haddock) was partially disabled by a high
noise level in the radiometer data caused by radio-frequency
interference generated within the spacecraft. The noise level made
it impractical to conduct the planned radio astronomy experiment
(mapping the brightness temperature of the sky at 2.5 MHz). The
planned antenna impedance measurements, however, were not
affected by the interference and they represent a useful body of
data for the study of the behavior of antennas in the ionospheric
plasma (Potter, 1970).
OVERVIEW
4.5! Optical Experiments
i 4.5.1 Visible and Near UV Ai_low ID-IZI !
Experiment D-12 (Airglow and Auroral Study, Reed) provided t
the first global mapping of airglow in the visible and near_
ultra-violet wavelengths (Reed et al, 1973). One of the most!
surprising results was the pronounced asymmetry in intensities
observed between the southern and northern hemispheres (Chandra
et al, 1973). Also unexpected were the large differences between
the equinox and winter solstice data, particularly at 2630 A and
5577 A, giving support to the idea that there are large variations
in the density of the neutral atmosphere at 100 km (62 nil) (Reed
and Chandra, 1975).
This global mapping of airglow is a unique and valuable source
of information. Although the primary data reduction is essentially
completed, only a relatively small portion has been thoroughly!
analyzed and published. The correlations between electron +
temperatures and SAR arcs _ere discussed under section 4.2.6.
New information continues to be derived from the data from
experiment D-12 such as the correlations between red arcs in the
northern and southern hemispheres (Reed and Blamont, 1974) and
the possibility of using airglow data as an indicator of the altitude
and density of the F-region maximum (Chandra et al, 1975).
1
4.5.2 Lyman-Alpha and UV Airglow (D-13, D-14)
Airglow measurements in the far ultraviolet by experiment
D-13 (Lyman-Alpha and UV Airglow Study, Mange) have led to
the discovery of far ultraviolet airglow in the equatorial zone (Hicks
and Chubb, 1970). The detectors from experiment D-13 showed
that these emissions occurred in the 1230- to 13500A band and in
the 13500 to 15500A band. A more precise identification by the
UV Spectrometer of experiment D-14 (Barth) showed that the
equatorial UV airglow was caused by oxygen lines at 1304 and
1356 A (Barth and Shaffner, 1970). The observations reported by
Hicks and Chubb (1970) indicated a strong seasonal and local
time dependence but more importantly a high degree of symmetry
with respect to the magnetic dip equator. The symmetrical 1356-A
emission data (which depend primarily upon Nm, the maximum
electron density at the F-2 peak) were combined with the
asymmetrical 63000A data from experiment D-12 (which depend
upon both Nm and hm, the height corresponding to Nm) to conduct
the study mentioned at the end of section 4.5.1. This study showed
that airglow data offer the possibility of mapping the height and
density of the F-2 peak over extended areas, a measurement which
has not yet been achieved by other techniques.
Other discoveries made with the data from experiment D-13
include the depressions in the Lyman-alpha and 1304-A emissions
over the poles (Meier, 1970), the 1304-A conjugate enhancements
(Meier, 1971), and the observations of Lyman-Birge-Hopfield
emission in the daytime airglow (Prinz and Meier, 1971).
An entirely new look at the morphology of auroras has been
obtained with the far ultraviolet data from experiment D-13. The
results presented by Chubb and Hicks (1970) showed that auroral
arcs were easily detectable even in full sunlight, and that the aurora
was continuously present with little difference between southern
and northern hemispheres. The morphology of the far ultraviolet
aurora was found to be quite similar to that of the visible aurora.
The many results from experiment D-13 also include long term
studies on the geocoronal Lyman-alpha emission (Meier and Mange,
1970) and on the temporal variation in the solar Lyman-alpha
flux (Meier, 1969).
The first global measurements of nitric oxide from a satellite
were made with the OGO 4 ultraviolet scanning spectrometer
(Experiment D-14, Barth). The measurements, which are based
upon observations of nitric oxide fluorescence at 2150 A, showed
that the nitric oxide content of the atmosphere is relatively stable
between 40*N and 40"S above about 70 km (Rusch, 1973). Although
similar measurements have been planned for the AE-C mission
(launched Dec. 16, 1973), the AE-C results have not yet been
published. Thus, at the present time (Spring, 1975), the OGO 4
measurements of nitric oxide are the only ones of this type.
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4.6 Interpla_betary l)u_t Particle_ (D-18)
The usefa{n_ss O[ experiment D-I_; (Interplanetary Dust
Pardd¢s. Nil_so!O _as *cry limited because of high noise levels in
IE_." rear sensor. Many of the observed microphoae events _re
clearly triggered by t_oise. An upper limit to the flux of particles
greater than 10 "12 grams was calculated ba_d upon 49 events _hich
could have been real micrometeoroid impacts. The resulting flux
_alue s_as: <1>=7 x 10t"3 partic es/m,-', sec 2_ster (Nilsson et al, 1969).
The comment made under section 3.6 concerning the validity of
microphone data is also applicable to experiment D-Ig.
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IV. SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENT
WCHARACTERISTICS WITH LITERATURE REFERENCES
OGO I
SPA CECRA FT CHA RA CTERISTICS
COMMON NAME .............................. OGO 1
ALTERNATE NAMES ....................... EOGO I, EGO-I,
EGO-A, OGO-A, 00879,
$49
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A
LAUNCH DATE ................................. 09/05/64
WEIGHT IN ORBIT ........................... 487 kg
LAUNCH SITE ................................... Cape Canaveral, United
States
LAUNCH VEHICLE .......................... Atlas-Agena B
SPONSORING COUNTRY .. .............. United States
SPONSORING AGENCY .................. NASA-OSSA
ORBIT PARAMETERS INITIAL LATER
Epoch Date .................................. 09/07/64 03/03/69
Apogee (km aid ........................... 149,385 111,135
Perigee (km aid ............................ 281 38,581
Period (min) ................................. 3839 3839
Inclination (deg) ........................... 31.2 58.1
PERSONNEL
Project Manager -
W. E. Scull - NASA-GSFC -Greenbelt, Maryland
Project Scientist -
G. H. Ludwig -NASA-GSFC -Greenbelt, Maryland
Program Manager -
C. D. Ashworth - NASA Hq - Washington, DC
Program Scientist -
A. W. Schardt - NASA Hq - Washington, DC
kbs and transmitted at 64 kbs. Two wideband transmitters, one
feeding into an omnidirectional antenna and the other feeding into
a directional antenna, were used to transmit data. A special-purpose
telemetry system, feeding into either antenna, was also used to
transmit wideband data in real time only. Tracking was accomplished
by using radio beacons and a range and range-rate S-band
transponder. Because of the boom deployment failure, the best
operating mode for the data handling system was the use of one
of the wideband transmitters and the directional antenna. All
data received from the omnidirectional antenna were noisy.
During September 1964, acceptable data were received over 70
percent of the orbital path. Spacecraft operation was restricted t_
spring (approximately March, April, and May) and fall (ap-
proximately September, October, and November) due to spacecraft
power supply limitations. There were 11 of these 3-month periods
prior to spacecraft turnoff on November 25, 1909, after 22,631 hr
of experiment operation. The spacecraft was then placed in a stand-by
status until November !, 1971, at which time all OGO 1 support
was terminated.
SPA CECRA FT/MISSION BIBLIOGRA PH Y
Papers with major discussion of spacecraft, mission, testing,
subsystems, or ground systems prepared by NASA project or
project support personnel.
A63-10333, A63-21527, A65-14349, A65-19503,
A65-22431, A69-36674, A70-35303.
N62-15053, N64-27251, N65-21656, N65-29296,
N66-21006, N74-76913, N74-76932.
B04384-000, B08396-000.
Papers with minor discussion of spacecraft, mission, testing,
subsystems, or ground systems prepared by NASA project or
project support personnel.
N65-29783, N74-76912
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of the OGO 1 spacecraft, the first of a series of
six orbiting geophysical observatories, was to conduct many
diversified geophysical experiments to obtain a better understanding
of the Earth as a planet and to develop and operate a stand-
ardized observatory-type satellite. OGO I consisted of a main
body that was parallelepiped in form, two solar panels, each with
a solar-oriented experiment package (SOEP), two orbital plane
experiment packages (OPEP), and six appendages EP-I through
EP-6 supporting the boom experiments. One face of the main body
was designed to point toward the Earth (+z axis), and the line
connecting the two solar panels (x axis) was intended to be
perpendicular to the Earth-Sun-Spacecraft plane. The solar panels
were able to rotate about the x axis. The OPEPs were mounted
on and could rotate about an axis that was parallel to the z axis
and attached to the main body. Due to a boom deployment failure
shortly after orbital injection, the spacecraft was put into a
permanent spin mode of 5 rpm about the z axis. This spin axis
remained fined _ith a declination of about -10 deg and right
ascension of about 40 deg at launch. The local time of apogee
was 2100 hr. 0(30 I carried 20 experiments. Twelve of these
were particle studies and two were magnetic ficld studies. In addition,
there _as one experiment for each of the following types of studies
-- Interplanetary Dust, VLF, Lyman-Alpha, Gegenschein, Atmos-
pheric Mass. and Radio Astronomy. Real-time data v, ere
_,msmitted at I, 8, or 64 kbs depending on the distance of th,:
_'acecraft from the t'.'arth. Playback data were tape recorded at I
Papers about spacecraft, mission, testing, subsystems, or ground
systems prepared by NASA contractor personnel.
A63-13537, A63-13629, A63-21528, A63-23249,
A64-10864, A64-11240, A64-24447, A64-27303,
A65-19528, A66-15919.
N67-22257, N69-33977, N74-74623.
EXPERIMENTS
OGO 1, Anderson
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Solar Cosmic Rays
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A- 12
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4901, A-01
PERSONNEL
PI - K.A. Anderson
University of California Berkeley, California
O1 G.H. Pitt
University of California Berkeley, California
IV-I
SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENT CHARACTERISTICS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrumentation consisted of a Csl crystal surrounded by
a plastic anticoincidence shield and optically coupled to a
photomultiplier tube. The system also contained a 32-channel pulse
height analyzer. Although the principal objective of this experiment
was to measure 3- to 90-MeV solar protons, the detector had no
ability to discriminate between different kinds of particles. The
system was mounted in SOEP-I and had a 38-deg acceptance cone
angle, lnflight calibration was provided. Counts in groups of four
channels, accumulated over 31/32 of the telemetry frame time ( I.152.
0.144, or 0.018 see), were read out during successive telemetry frames.
Some time before the experiment was turned on, the anticoincidence
system failed. This resulted in high background rates due to galactic
cosmic rays. Thus, the data were useful for studies of event
morphology but not for determination of absolute fluxes. Although
the detector axis was intended to point toward the Sun, a malfunction
in the OGO I attitude control system prevented this. Otherwise,
the experiment performed well from launch through November 25,
1969, when all experiments aboard OGO l were turned off.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A67-41233, A69-31967, A71-19825.
B03937-000, B03944-000.
OS:" N69-34536. "
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM" A66-15266.
N67-32070.
PS: A68-29467.
OGO I, Bridge
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Plasma Probe, Faraday
Cup
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A- 14
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4903, A-03
PERSONNEL
PI - H.S. Bridge
MIT - Cambridge, Massachusetts
Ol - A.M. Bonetti
University of Florence - Florence, Italy
Oi - B. Rossi
MIT - Cambridge, Massachusetts
Oi - A.J. Lazarus
MIT - Cambridge, Massachusetts
Ol - F. Scherb
MIT - Cambridge, Massachusetts
Ol - V. Vasyliunas
MIT - Cambridge, Massachusetts
OGO I, Bohn
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Interplanetary Dust
Particles
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A-07
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4916, A-16
PERSONNEL
PI - J.L. Bohn
Temple University -Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
O! - W.M. Alexander
Baylor University - Waco, Texas
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the velocity and mass
distributions of interplanetary dust particles with diameters of the
order of 1 micron. The instrumentation consisted of four nearly
identical meteoroid sensors located in a container mounted on the
end of the 1.8-m EP-3 boom. Each sensor tube consisted of two
thin films (1000-A thick aluminum and aluminum oxide), a grid,
and a microphone. The sensors had openings in the plus or minus
x, + y, and - z directions. Penetration of the aluminum film by a
micrometeoroid produced a plasma cloud that was collected by
the aluminum oxide film and started a 2-MHz clock. A plasma
cloud was also produced when the micrometeoroid struck the
microphone plate. The plasma cloud was collected by the grid,
which stopped the clock and provided a measurement of the velocity
of the particle. The resulting pulse height signal from the grid
provided information on the kinetic energy and/or momentum of
the particle. The _ v sensor had an apparent failure. Moreover,
the directionality of the particles could not be determined or, lag
to the spin of OGO I and the Iov, data sampling rate. The actual
flux was so much lower than expected that only a few micrometeoroid
events were observed.
IV-2
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Two multigrid Faraday cups were used to study the direc-
tional intensity of protons and electrons of the solar wind,
magnetosheath, and magnetotail. One single collector Faraday cup,
located in SOEP-2, was used to study electrons in four energy
windows between 125 eV and 2 keV. Currents in all four energy
windows were measured every 9.2 seconds. The detector worked
well from launch until November 25, 1969, when the spacecraft
was turned off. Useful dala were obtained, although observatory
spin complicated data reduction. One split-collector Faraday cup
was to be used to study protons but due to the unexpected spinup
of the spacecraft, the data collected were useless.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-17768, A68-28348, A69-19373, A71-30029.
N72-18715.
PS: A73-33436.
OS: N70-27302.
OGO 1, Cline
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Positron Search and
Gamma Ray Spectrum
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A- 15
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4904, A-04
PERSONNEL
PI - T.L. Cline
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol E.W. Hones, Jr.
IDA - Washington, DC
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to determine whether low-
energy (0 to 3 MeV) positrons are trapped temporarily or
permanently in the Van Allen radiation region and whether
low-energy solar and interplanetary positrons exist at the edge of
the magnetic field of the Earth. It was also designed to detect
gamma-ray bursts from the Sun in the energy interval from 80
keV to 1 MeV. The experimental apparatus, located in SOEP-I,
consisted of three Csl crystals surrounded by a plastic anticoincidence
shield, with the output of the whole unit being monitored by three
PMs. It was primarily designed to search for interplanetary positrons
by measuring the spectra of single or paired X-rays produced by
the stopping of a positron, in another possible mode of data
acquisition, single X-rays were monitored in one of the Csl
spectrometers with 4 _ particle anticoincidence, which was virtually
X-ray transparent above 80 keV. Once every 18.5 seconds, integral
intensity measurements were made in each of the 16 energy levels
equally spaced between 80 keV and 1 MeV, allowing for both
temporal and spectral analysis of the data. Inflight calibration of
the spectrometer was accomplished by monitoring the 511-keV
annihilation line. The experiment did not achieve the desired
objectives, but did obtain useful data. The basic difficulties were
electrical interference and secular degradation of the response of
the PMs. No important papers were produced using the data.
The data, however, are currently (1975) being reexamined to see
if they contain any information on gamma-ray bursts that have
recently been noted in data from the Vela spacecraft.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-41427.
N74-77446.
PS: A74-30149.
OGO 1, Haddock
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Radio Astronomy
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A-09
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4918, A-18
PERSONNEL
PI - F.T. Haddock
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor, Michigan
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the dynamic radio
spectrum of solar radio noise bursts by observing frequency drift
rate, frequency bandwidth, duration of fast-drift solar bursts, cosmic
noise intensity, ionospheric electron densities (50 to 500 electrons/
cc), atmospherics, auroral noise from the Earth to spacecraft, and
radio noise generated in the terrestrial ionosphere and in in-
terplanetary plasmas. The experiment was also capable of observing
radio bursts from the planet Jupiter. The instrumentation, located
in SOEP-I, consisted of a 9-m monopole antenna and a sweep
frequency superheterodyne receiver. The receiver had automatic
repetitive tuning from 2 to 4 MHz with a 2-see sweep period.
Automatic amplitude and frequency calibration was provided by a
crystal calibrator that provided controlled amplitude pulses at
500-kHz intervals across the 2- to 4-MHz band. The antenna was
a rolled beryllium copper strip that extended to about 9 m in a
1.27-cm tubular configuration. It was stored in a flat shape on a
drum prior to the flight and was supposed to be deployed by a
shunt-wound motor upon ground command after launch. However,
problems were experienced with the deployment of the antenna,
and, although a number of attempts _ere made, no indications of
r_'ll deplo)mcnt v, ere ever received. Even though the antenna did
fully deploy, data were obtained because the experiment _as
not affected by the spin of OGO I. The data, however, were of
little value because of the antenna problem and the high-noise
environment. The c,_pcriment has been inoperable since November
1969.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: N69-31345. N74-74631.
PS: N69-25437.
OGO 1, Hargreaves
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Radio Propagation
NSSDC ID ............................................ 64-054A-05
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4914, A-14
PERSONNEL
PI - J.K. Hargreaves
ESSA - Boulder, Colorado
OI - R.S. Lawrence
ESSA - Boulder, Colorado
Ol - R.B. Fritz
ESSA - Boulder, Colorado
Ol - O.K. Garrio_t
Stanford University - Stanford, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was used to explore the exospbere by study-
ing the behavior of the columnar electron content between ground
and spacecraft as the spacecraft rose frem perigee in its ver_
eccentric orbit. Simultaneous measurements were made of th_
differential doppler frequency and the Faraday rotation angle. The
instrumentation consi,_ted of a pair of radio beacons operating at
harmonically related frequencies (40.01 and 360.09 MHz), which-
were modulated by 20- and 200-kHz signals. The 40-MHz
transmitting antenna, located on EP-2, was a simple dipole with a
gain of 2 db, while the 360-MHz antenna, located on EP-3, was a
yagi with a gain of 8 db. Signals were received at a tracking
antenna at Boulder from a maximum distance of 60,000 kin. OGO
1 was planned as an Earth-stabilized spacecraft, but difficulties
that appeared immediately after launch caused the spacecraft to
spin at a rate of about 5 rpm. This introduced a number of
unexpected complications in the interpretation and analysis of the
data. The spin-axis orientation was not precisely known. Values
of 42.5 deg in right a:,,waension and -9 deg in inclination, suggested
by independent experiments, were used in interpreting the beacon
data, although the results did not require an accurate knowledge
of this orientation.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-38439.
N66-12993, N69-2452 i.
B 18548-000.
OM: A66-10892.
OGO 1, Helliwell
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... VLF Noise and
Propagation
NSSDC ID ......................................... 64-054A-08
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4917, A-17
IV-3
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PERSONNEL
PI - R.A. Helliwell
Stanford University Stanford, California
OI - J.J. Angerami
Stanford University - Stanford, California
OI - L.H. Rorden
Stanford University - Stanford, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of four VLF radio receivers to be
used for study of natural VLF noise occurrences at orbital altitudes.
The receiver systems consisted of an inflatable 2.9-m loop antenna,
a preamplifier stage at the end of a long boom (EP-5L and the
receiver electronics packages in the main body of the spacecraft.
Three step-frequency receivers, covering frequency ranges of 0.2 to
i.6 kHz, 1.6 to 12.5 kHz, and 12.5 to 100 kHz. each observed a
complete spectrum of 256 signal strength values once every 2.3,
18.4, or 147.2 sec depending upon the selected mode of operation.
Observations from these three receivers were tape recorded at 1
kbs or observed in real time at I, 8, or 64 kbs. The tape is read
out upon command at the 64-kbs rate. The other receiver is a
broadband receiver observing signals from 0.3 to 12.5 kHz. These
data were not tape recorded, but observed only in real time on
the special purpose telemetry channel. Data from the three receivers
(PCM data) were recorded for over half the time in orbit with
high bit rate usually when the spacecraft was near perigee, and
low bit rate near apogee. Broadband resolution depended upon
the rayspan spectrum analyzer used to process the tape. This
equipment can provide up to 10-msec time resolution and up to
30-Hz frequency resolution. The broadband data are available
only for relatively short portions of the spacecraft operating lifetime
since they were received only when the spacecraft was scheduled
'to transmit in range of a telemetry station. This experiment operated
nominally during the active spacecraft lifetime.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-17728, A69-25153, A69-319gl, A70-15117,
A70-27 i 83.
N67-3083 I, N67-37021, N70-15678, N70-33156,
N73-16344.
PS: A68-38428.
PC: N74-74765.
OS: A68-14098, A70-30078, A70-40479, A72-21189.
B00969-000.
OGO 1, Heppner
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Magnetic Survey Using
Two Magnetometers
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A-02
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4911, A-II
PERSONNEL
PI- J.P. Heppner
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Oi - B.G. Ledley
NASA-GSFC Greenbelt, Maryland
Oi - M. Sugiura
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
OI - R.M. Campbell
NASA-GSFC • Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol T.L. Skillman
NASA-GSFC Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OGO 1 was equipped with a three-axis, dual range, fluxgate
magnetometer for measuring vector fields up to 30 and 500
gammas full-scale, and a four-cell rubidium vapor magnetometer
for measuring scalar fields of 3 to 14,000 gammas, with programmed
bias fields incorporated for vector measurements in weak fields.
The instrument was intended to measure magnetospheric, transition
region, and interplanetary magnetic fields. The sensors were located
on the EP-6 boom. At launch, boom EP-6 apparently failed to
deploy, causing the rubidium vapor magnetometer to be left in a
high-gradient field where it could not operate, and the fluxgate to
be left in a position where spacecraft fields limited its accuracy to
about three gammas, in the l-kb mode, each fluxgate was sampled
1.7 times per sec and 8 and 64 times faster in the other modes.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-11011, A68-12172, A72-12084.
PS: N70-19313.
OS: A71-30028.
OGO 1, Konradi
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Trapped Radiation
Scintillation Counter
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A- 16
PROJECT NAME ............................... 4905, A-05
PERSONNEL
PI - A. Konradi
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - L.R. Davis
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol- R.A. Hoffman
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - J.M. Williamson
NASA-GSFC Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this experiment were (I) to study the temporal
and spatial variations of the trapped particle intensities, pitch angle
distributions, and energy spectra of electrons (10 to 100 keV) and
protons (120 to 4500 keV), and (2) to determine particle lifetimes,
isolate processes by which trapped particles are lost, and define
the sources and accelerating mechanisms of trapped particles. The
experiment, located in OPEP-2, consisted of a filter wheel, wheel
stepping motor, phosphor scintillator, PM, electrometer, and count
rate meter. The detector had two entrance apertures for particles,
one aligned with the phototube axis and one at 90 deg to this
axis. Both protons and electrons could enter the aligned opening
and reach the phosphor. Only electrons could enter the 90-deg
opening, scatter off a gold disc. and reach the phosphor. The counting
rate in the aligned opening measured proton flux, and the current
therein measured the total energy flux of electrons, protons, etc.
The current in the 90-deg opening measured the electron energy
flux. Different thickness absorbers on the wheel provided spectral
information. The experiment worked until the absorber wheel
stopped on December 2, 1964. Data recorded after this date are
unusable.
BIBLIOGRAPHY None found
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OGO I, Mange
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Geocoronal
Lyman-Alpha Scattering
NSSDC 1D ........................................... 64-054A- 10
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4919, A-19
PERSONNEL
PI - P.W. Mange
Naval Research Laboratory - Washington, D.C.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to measure the intensity
of hydrogen Lyman-Alpha radiation (1216 A) scattered by neutral
hydrogen at 5 to 20 RE. This wavelength is the fundamental
resonance line of neutral atomic hydrogen, and these intensity
measurements, therefore, provide a measure of the density of neutral
hydrogen in the hydrogen geocorona. The instrumentation consisted
of four ion chambers mounted on the anti-Earth door of OGO I.
Each ion chamber was filled with nitric oxide gas and had lithium
fluoride windows. The ion chambers were sensitive in the 1050- to
1350-A band. The instrumentation faced the Sun steadily for more
than 4 months before viewing the Sun-free sky, causing detector
degradation. The maximum intensities observed _ere lower than
those measured by the OGO 3 ion chambers by a factor of more
than 30. This difference has been attributed primarily to the spurious
response of the damaged detectors to radiation belt particles. The
data obtained from the experiment were not a measure of the
Lyman-Alpha intensity because of the detector degradation.
BIBLIOGRAPHY -- None found
OGO 1, McDonald
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Cosmic-Ray Isotopic
Abundance
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A- 17
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4906, A-06
PERSONNEL
P! - F.B. McDonald
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol-- G.H. Ludwig
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A63-20022, A66-26348, A66-34847. A67-19913,
A68-41421, A68-41431, A71-18137.
B01634-000.
OGO 1, Sagalyn
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Spherical Ion and
Electron Trap
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A-03
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4912, A-12
PERSONNEL
PI - R.C. Sagalyn
AFCRL - Bedford, Massachusetts
Oi - M. Smiddy
AFCRL - Bedford, Massachusetts
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to measure the flux.
temperature, and energy distribution of electrons and positive ion_
having energies ranging from thermal up to 1000 eV, as a
function of position (altitude, L-shell, etc.) and of time (solar and
magnetic activity). Two spherical electrostatic sensors, used as
omnidirectional plasma probes, were mounted on a short boom
(EP-I). One detector was designed for electron measurements and
consisted of two concentric spheres. The outer sphere was a grid
that allowed the ambient electrons to pass through and be collected
by the inner sphere. The second sensor, which was designed to
measure positive ions, consisted of three concentric spheres, an
outer aperture grid, an inner collecting sphere, and a suppressor
grid between them. Collector currents were measured with
electrometers. Logic circuits controlled the sequence of the
measurement operations, so that different potentials were applied
between the spheres in prescribed patterns. A complete measurement
cycle took 25.6 rain. Essentially, the experiment was designed to
cycle in three major modes of operation to provide data on the
flux of charged particles, the mean particle temperatures, and the
energy distributions of the plasma particles, respectively. The output
currents from each sensor were calibrated once per experiment cycle.
The instrument operated 7251 hr and failed in September 1966.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A72-23011.
PC: N70-28003.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
To analyze the charge and energy spectra of the primary
cosmic radiation, a dE/dx vs E plastic scintillator telescope measured
ions with Z values between 1 and 8 and with energies in a
Z-dependent range (for example, for Z-I or 2, the range was 15
to 80 MeV/nucleon, for Z -6, the range was 25 to 145 MeV/nucleon).
Pulse height analysis is performed on 1, 8, or 64 events per sec.
Count rates in various telescope modes are also obtained. Three
orthogonal GM telescopes were also used to monitor proton.,, above
28 MeV and 70 MeV. The detectors, located in the main body,
functioned normally while the spacecraft v, as tracked. The boom
_hich was folded across this experiment failed to deploy, and this
rc_ulted in significant degradation of the experimental data. Data
,sere obtained front launch until Nosember 1069. Coverage _as
high during fall and spring of each year, and low during winter
and summer.
OGO 1, Simpson
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Cosmic-Ray Spectra and
Fluxes
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A- 18
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4907, A-07
PERSONNEL
PI - J.A. Simpson
University of Chicago Chicago, Illinois
OI C.Y. Fan
University of Chicago - Chicago, Illinois
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BRIEf" DESCRIPTION
Three solid-state particle telescopes were used to measure the
intensity and energy distribution of cosmic rays. A dE/dx vs E
telescope resolved the nuclear composition of cosmic rays in the
energy range from 22 to 103 MeV/nucleon (charge resolution
ranged through Z :_26. energy per nucleon intervals approximately
proportional to Z 2/A). A dE/dx vs range telescope (proton-alpha
telescope) detected protons and alpha particles in the energy range
from 1.4 to 33 MeV/nucleon. and a single-element low-energy proton
telescope (OPEP telescope) was primarily sensitive to protons in
the energy range from 1.4 to 3.7 MeV. The composition and
proton-alpha telescopes were located in the main body and oriented
parallel to the spacecraft z axis. Pulse height information was
obtained from the composition telescope using one 256-channel
and two 512-channel pulse height analyzers. This allowed pulse
height analysis of particles in four energy intervals -- for protons
5 to II MeV, II to 22 MeV, 22 to 103 MeV, and greater than
103 MeV. Pulse height information sent back from the proton-alpha
telescope allowed pulse height analysis of particles in two energy
ranges, protons 1.4 to 8.6 MeV and 8.6 to 33 MeV. This transmission
used one 256-channel pulse height analyzer, while count rate
information was sent back from all three telescopes. The time
resolution ranged from about one measurement per 0.02 sec to
about one measurement per 147 sec, depending on the counting
mode and the telemetry bit rate. The experiment was not affected
by the observatory spin, and useful data were obtained.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A66-34754, A66-34833, A67-11687, A67-27249,
A67-37412, A68-41420, A68-41434, A69-20067,
A69-20068. •
B03716-000.
OGO 1, Smith
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Triaxial Search Coil
Magnetometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A-01
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4910, A-10
PERSONNEL
PI - E.J. Smith
NASA-JPL - Pasadena, California
O! - R.E. Holzer
University of California - Los Angeles, California
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A66-23148, A67-40804, A69-36675, A70-15127,
A72-44857.
PS: A68-13469.
N73-10791.
PC: N69-72494.
OS: A70-27594, A72-21189.
OGO 1, Taylor
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Positive Ion
Composition
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A-06
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4915, A-15
PERSONNEL
PI - H.A. Taylor, Jr.
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
O! - N.W. Spencer
NASA-GSFC -Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrumentation for this OPEP-I experiment consisted of
two ceramic Bennett radio-frequency mass spectrometers t,,
measure thermal atmospheric positive ions in the range 1 to 4-
amu. The low-range mass spectrometer measured ions wit;_
mass-to-charge ratios from I to 6 ainu, with a resolution of 0.5
amu. The high-range mass spectrometer measured ions with
mass/energy values from 7 to 45 amu, with a resolution of 1 i:_
20 ainu. Ion concentrations from 5 ions to 106 ions per cc could
be measured. The time required for a complete scan of the mas_
range was 64 sec, which corresponded to a spatial resolution of
about 300 km. The successful operation of the experiment provided
the first high-resolution in situ direct measurements of the positive
ion composition, from an altitude of less than 1000 km to
interplanetary space and beyond the boundary of the magneto-
sphere.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The OGO I triaxial search coil magnetometer was designed to
measure the magnetic field fluctuations from 0.01 to 1 kHz. Due
to a spacecraft malfunction, the OGO spacecraft assumed a
spin-stabilized mode with a 12-see period. This meant the
magnetometer output was modulated with an approximately
sinusoidal signal, providing a measure of the direct current (de)
component of the magnetic field perpendicular to the spin axis as
well as the alternating current (ac) data. The magnetometer assembly
was on EP-5, a 6. l-m boom. and the electronics system was in the
body of the spacecraft. The sensitivity was 10 microvolts per
gamma-see. The low-frequency channel v, as sampled five times every
1.152 sec by the telemetry system when the data rate was I kbs,
and proportionally faster for the higher telemetry rates of 8 and
64 kbs. However. due to the spacecraft spin, the highest bit rate
could not be used when the spacecraft was more than 10 Rt away.
The upper frequency cutoff (to avoid aliasing in the data) was 2
tlz for the 1- and 8-kbs telemetry rates, and 130 Hz for the 64-kbs
rate. The high-frequency channel provided spectral an_d}sis
information for frequencies from I to 10 kttz in five _teps. The
experiment operated satisfactorily, averaging about 4000 hr of data
per year.
PM: A63-12209, A66-14781, A68-19744, A68-37114,
A69-23777, A70-26568.
PS: A68-41673.
OM: A69-25153, A69-25157.
OS: A68-37940, A70-41087, A71-30951.
N74-74635.
OGO I, Van Allen
EXPERIMENT N,k_ME ....................... Trapped Radiation and
High-Energy Protons
NSSDC ID .......................................... 64-054A- 19
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4908, A-08
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PERSONNELPI- J.A.VanAllen
UniversityofIowa- IowaCity,IowaOi - L.A. Frank
University of Iowa - Iowa City, Iowa
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to detect charged particles and
measure omnidirectional intensities of outer belt electrons to
understand the origin of the belts and the fluctuations in the belts.
The detector composed of GM tubes and solid-state junction devices
was capable of measuring electrons of energies greater than 40,
150, and 1600 keV and protons of energies greater than 0.5, 3.5,
and 16 MeV. The instrumentation was located on the EP-2 boom.
The experiment was not seriously affected by observatory spin,
and useful data were obtained.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: N67-31362, N67-40126, N69-12899, N74-76911.
OGO 1, Whipple
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Planar Ion and Electron
Trap
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A-04
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4913, A-13
PERSONNEL
Pi - E.C. Whipple
ESSA - Boulder, Colorado
Oi - B.E. Troy, Jr.
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was flown to measure densities and energy
distributions of thermal ions and electrons over the altitude range
from below the F-maximum region of the ionosphere to several
R E. in addition the experiment was capable of yielding some data
concerning ion masses, fluxes and directions of quasi-energetic
particles, and the polarity and magnitude of the vehicle potential.
The sensor, Ioca_,ed in OPEP-I, _as an electron and ion trap that
consisted of four parallel circular plane grids in front of a
collecting plate. The current to the collector was measured by a
vibrating reed electrometer with an automatic range change for
each decade of current from 10-1 to 10 -6 amp. Four modes of
experiment operation were used, namely a low-resolution and a
high-resolution mode for both ions and electrons. In each mode,
a variable potential was applied to one grid in the trap, while the
potentials on each of the other grids and the collector were held
constant. The average time to complete a mode was between 12
and 15 sec, and the complete cycle of four modes averaged less
than 1 min. The measured current and applied varied voltages
_ere digitized and stored in the experiment shift register until read
out to the spacecraft telemetry system. The sensors worked, but,
because of observatory spin, the data were of very little value.
The experiment failed in December 1967.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: N74-74638.
PS: A69-31976, A70-13994. A73-33436.
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OGO 1, Winckler
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Ionization Chamber
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A-20
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4909, A-09
PERSONNEL
PI - J.R. Winckler
University of Minnesota - Minneapolis, Minnesota
Ol - S.R. Kane
University of Minnesota - Minneapolis, Minnesota
O! - R.L. Arnoldy
University of Minnesota - Minneapolis, Minnesota
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment, designed to measure the ionization due to
primary cosmic rays, consisted of a 17.8-cm integrating ionization
chamber with a resetting drift-type electrometer. The system was
mounted on a 1.2-m boom (EP-4) extending from the main body
of the spacecraft along the y axis. The chamber responded to
electrons and protons with energies greater than 0.6 and 12 MeV,
respectively, and to X-rays from 10 to 50 keV. The ionization
current was measured by a vacuum tube electrometer the output
of which, as a function of time, was an automatically resetting
sawtooth ramp voltage between 0 and 5 volts. Data were telemetered
in three independent forms through three digital words and one
analog word, each of which was telemetered once every 1.152 see
when the OGO system was operating at 1 kbs. The sampling rate
linearly increased with the telemetry rate. This experiment performed
well from launch through November 25, 1969, when all experiment_
aboard OGO 1 were turned off.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A65-33664, A67-25807, A67-41232, A68-22450,
A68-35480, A69-12740, A69-22182, A70-15106,
A71-18128.
N67-13710, N68-10422, N68-23026, N70-17448,
N70-17624, N72-28802, N74-18420, N74-21445,
N74-74639.
PS: A66-34768.
OS: A69-33055, A69-34227, A70-30059, A71-27654,
A73-14962.
OGO 1, Winckler
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Electron Spectrometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A-2 i
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4909, A-09
PERSONNEL
PI - J.R. Winckler
University of Minnesota - Minneapolis, Minnesota
Ol - K.A. Pfitzer
University of Minnesota - Minneapolis, Minnesota
Oi - R.L. Arnoldy
University of Minnesota - Minneapolis, Minnesota
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to measure the electron
energy spectrum in the radiation belts for the energy range from
50 keV to 4 McV. The experiment consisted of a five-channel
electron spectrometer containing an analyzing electromagnet, a
plastic scintillator crystal, a PM, and a pulse height analyzer. The
IV-7
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analyzing electromagnet was used to define the five energy channels.
The pulse height analyzer accepted only pulses corresponding to
the particular energy channel being sampled. In this way, the
background due to Bremsstrahlung and penetrating particles was
reduced because only those background pulses in the narrow
energy band being analyzed were counted. This system was mounted
in the main body of the spacecraft and looked out in a direction
10 des off the spacecraft z axis, with a 15-des acceptance cone.
Since OGO I v,as spin stabilized (about its z axis) shortly after
launch, the acceptance cone was effectively increased to 35 des.
Directional measurements of electrons were made in five contiguous,
logarithmically equispaced energy channels between 50 and 4000
keV. Background particles were counted by operating the
spectrometer without the electromagnet. The system sampled the
five spectral intervals and five background intervals every 2.304
sec when the OGO I system was operating at 1 kbs. The sampling
rate increased linearly with the telemetry bit rate. Data from each
of the five channels were telemetered as one digital word. This
experiment performed well from launch through November 25, 1969,
when all experiments aboard OGO I were turned off.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A67-25807, A68-41697, A7(_30090.
N67-13710, N69-19899, N70-17448, N7(_17624,
N72-28802, N74-74639.
OM: N73-20842, N74-20502, N74-20503.
OS: A70-30358, A71-33948.
N66-35685, N67-19899, N74-74636.
OGO 1, Wolfe
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Electrostatic Plasma
Analysis (Protons
0.1-18keV)
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A- 13
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4902, A-02
PERSONNEL
PI - J.H. Wolfe
NASA-ARC - Moffett Field, California
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4920, A20
PERSONNEL
PI - C.L. Wolff
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
OI - K.L. Hallam
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
OI - S.P. Wyatt
University of Illinois - Urbana, Illinois
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the amount of solar
light that is scattered by particles in space (dust, etc.) in the
neighborhood of the anti-solar point. This light contribution to
the night sky is called the gegenschein. The basic data from this
experiment were to be pictures of the sky at the antisolar point
taken by a television (TV) camera and telemetered to Earth as a
22 x 32 matrix. The experimental package, located in SOEP-2,
was a photoelectric camera that formed images of the sky in the
visible and near-visible light. The data from this assembly were
transmitted back to Earth where they were reconstructed into
pictures. Each of these pictures covered about 100 square degrees
of sky with a resolution of 0.5 des. The package consisted of --
(1) a four element f/I.5 objective lens, (2) a filter wheel containing
five filters that covered the range from 3000 to 7000 A, (3) an
S-20 cathode deposited on a thin, curved window of Corning 9741
ultraviolet transmitting glass, (4) an image dissector tube named
the Star Tracker FW 143B made by the ITT Corporation, and (5_
an electronic unit that amplified and counted the current pulse,
coming from the tube due to the individual photons arriving at
the photocathode. The system was designed to operate at 1o,_
light levels. Its overall quantum efficiency was of the order of 5
percent. Unfortunately, upon attaining orbit, OGO 1 went intt_
an uncontrolled spin, and the experiment failed to achieve it,
experimental objective. In addition, after three months in orbit.
the filter wheel refused to rotate due to an electrical failure in the
wheel drive circuit. Despite the failure to achieve the initial goals
of the experiment, an interesting study was made determining the
effects of the Van Allen belt particle fluxes on the scientific
package.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A67-12055.
PS: N64-27813.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study the positive ion
component of the solar wind plasma. Three quadrispherical
electrostatic analyzers, two looking into the orbital plane OPEP-2
and or, e solar oriented SOEP-2, were to be used to detect protons
in 30 steps in the range 100 to 18,000 eV. The unintended spacecraft
spin made the data analysis very complicated. The sensors could
serve as a detector for the magnetopause and bow shock, how-
ever.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A65-25921, A65-29239.
OGO I, _'olff
tEXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Gcgcnschein
Photometery
NSSDC ID ........................................... 64-054A- 11
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COMMON NAME .............................. OGO 2
ALTERNATE NAMES ....................... OGO-C, POGO 1, S 50,
01620
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-081A
LAUNCH DATE ................................. 10/14/65
WEIGHT IN ORBIT ........................... 520 kg
LAUNCH SITE ................................... Vandenberg AFB,
United States
LAUNCH VEHICLE .......................... Thrust-Augmented
Thor-Agena D
SPONSORING COUNTRY ................ United States
SPONSORING AGENCY .................. NASA-OSSA
ORBIT PARAMETERS INITIAL LATER
Epoch Date .................................. 10/15/65 01/27/72
Apogee (kin alt) ........................... 1510 1272
Perigee (kin alt) ............................ 414 415
Period (rain) ................................. 104 101.7
Inclination (deg) ........................... 87.4 87.4
PERSONNEL
Project Manager-
W. E. Scull -: NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Project Scientist -
N. W. Spencer - NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Program Manager
C. D. Ashworth - NASA Hq - Washington, D.C.
Program Scientist
R. F. Fellows - NASA Hq - Washington, D.C.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OGO 2 was a large observatory instrumented with 20 experi-
ments designed to make simultaneous correlative observations of
aurora and airglow emissions, energetic particles, magnetic field
variations, ionospheric properties, etc., especially over the point
areas. OGO 2 consisted of a main body, generally parallelepiped
in form, two rectangular solar panels, each with a solar-oriented
experiment package (SOEP), and two orbital-plane experiment
packages (OPEP). It also included six experiment packages (EP-I,
-2, -3, -4, -5 and -6) mounted on booms extending generally fore
and aft of the spacecraft along the y axis. Antenna and attitude
control fixtures also extended from separate and/or EP booms.
The main body was attitude-controlled by use of horizon scanners
and gas jets and _as designed to point toward the Earth (z axis).
The axis connecting the two solar panels (x axis) was designed to
oscillate to remain perpendicular to the Earth-Sun-spacecraft plane.
The solar panels activated by sun sensors could rotate about this
x axis to obtain maximum radiation for the solar cells and
concurrently orient the SOEP properly. The OPEPs were reoriented
on either end of an axis that was parallel to the z axis and attached
to the forward end of the main body. These OPEP sensors normally
were maintained looking forward in the orbital plane of the satelhte.
To maintain this orientation, the OPEP axis could rotate over a
90-deg region. In addition, an angular difference of over 90 deg
was possible between the orientation of the tipper and lower OPEP
packages. The SOEP contained four experiments, and the OPEP
contained five experiments. Newton's particle experiment failed
on launch, and Kreplin's solar X-ray experiment failed shortly
thereafter. Soon after achieving orbit, difficulties in maintaining
earth lock v, ith horizon scanners caused exhaustion of attitude
control gas by October 23, 1965, 10 da._s aftcr launch. At this
time, the spacecraft entered a spin mode (about 0.11 rpm) _ith a
large coning angle about the previousl_ vertical axis. Five
experiments became useless when the satellite went into this spin
SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENT CHARACTERISTICS-
mode. Six additional expcriments were degraded by this loss of
attitude control. By April 1966, both batteries had failed, so
subsequent observations were limited to sunlit portions of the orbit.
By December 1966, only eight experiments were operational, five
of which were not degraded by the spin mode operation. By
April 1967, the tape recorders had malfunctioned and only one
third of the recorded data could be processed. Spacecraft power
and periods of operational scheduling conflicts created six large
data gaps, so that data were observed on a total of about 306
days of the two-year 18-day total span of observed satellite data
to November 1, 1967. The data gaps were -- (a) October 24,
1965, to November 5, 1965, (b) December 6, 1965, to January 7,
1966, (c) April 9, 1966, to June 21, 1966, (d) September 2, 1966,
to November 18, 1966, (e) December 27, 1966, to April 11, 1967,
and {f) May 9, 1967 to September 19, 1967. The spacecraft was
shut down on November 1, 1967, with eight experiments still
operational. It was reactivated for two weeks in February 1968
to operate Experiment C-O6 (J. Cain). The spacecraft was kept
in a stand-by status until November 1, 1971, at which time OGO 2
operations were completely terminated.
SPA CECRA FT/MISSION BIBLIOGRA PH Y
Papers with major discussion of spacecraft, mission, testing,
subsystems, or ground systems prepared by NASA project or
project support personnel.
A63-10333, A63-21527, A65-14349, A69-36674,
A70-35303.
N64-23517, N65-18269, N74-76913, N74-76932.
Papers with minor discussion of spacecraft, mission, testing,
subsystems, or ground systems prepared by NASA project or
project support personnel.
N67-18763.
Papers about spacecraft, mission, testing, subsystems, or ground
systems prepared by NASA contractor personnel.
A63-13537, A63-13629, A63-21528, A64-10864,
A65-19528.
N64-13388. N74-74623, N74-74661.
B00570-000.
EXPERIMEN TS
OGO 2, Anderson
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Cosmic-Ray Ionization
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-08 IA-06
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5007, C-07
PERSONNEL
PI - H.R. Anderson
Rice University - Houston, Texas
O1 V.H. Neher
Cal Tech - Pasadena, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure cosmic-ray and solar
flare particle intensities (protons above 10 MeV. electrons above
0.5 McV) using an i_n chamber. The ion chamber _as mounted
at the end of spacecraft boom EP-I, about 2.5 m from the main
body of the spacecraft. Because the ion chamber had omnidirec-
IV-9
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real sensitivity, except for negligible shadowing by the space-
craft, the slow rolling of the spacecraft did not adversely affect
the instrument. The experiment operated normally from October
14, 1965, to April 2, 1966.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-43450, A69-28950, A69-31967, A70-31902,
A70-31903.
N74-74624, N74-76923.
PS: N69-34536.
OGO 2, Barth
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... UV Spectrometer,
1100-3400A
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-081A-12
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5014, C-14
PERSONNEL
PI - C.A. Barth
University of Colorado - Boulder, Colorado
Ol - L.J. Wallace
Kitt Peak National Observatory - Tucson, Arizona
Ol - E.F. Mackey
Packard-Bell - Newbury Park, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this experiment was to measure the Earth's
ultraviolet spectra caused by the aurora, dayglow, twilight glow,
and nightglow. The experiment objectives included measurements
of the atomic hydrogen Lyman-Alpha 1216-A airglow on both the
day and night sides of the Earth, the atomic oxygen 1304-A dayglow
and twilight glow. and the emission features of the ultraviolet aurora.
These measurements, obtained as a function of location and time,
were to be correlated with other appropriate data. The instrumenta-
tion consisted of an Ebert-Fastie scanning spectrometer and an
electronic subs>stem located in the main body. The spectral region
of measurement, from 1100 to 3400 A, was scanned with a resolution
of 20 A. This experiment did not achieve the desired objectives,
as the satellite was not properly stabilized. Little good data were
received, and the experiment operated only 499 hrs.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
OS: N69-18074.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The primary objectives of this experiment were to refine the
then a_ailable analytical description of the main geomagnetic field
(as part of the U.S. contribution to the World Magnetic Survey)
and to measure the secular change in the main field. The detector
system, located in EP-6, consisted of two dual-cell, optically pumped,
self-oscillating, rubidium-85 vapor magnetometers. The oscillation
frequency of the system was directly proportional to the magnitude
of the ambient magnetic field. This frequency was counted by
two electronic scalers for alternate half-seconds. The oscillation
frequency of the magnetometer was also transmitted in real time
on one channel of the spacecraft's special-purpose telemeter to
provide information on field fluctuations. This magnetometer system
made scalar measurements over a range from 15,000 to 64,000
gammas, and had an accuracy of 0.5 to 1.5 gammas over this
range, in spite of the spacecraft attitude control sy_stem problems,
the magnetometer functioned well. The instrument operation was
nominal for the first six months of the satellite lifetime, after which
a failure of one scaler power supply caused the loss of the special
purpose telemetry signal and half of the digital data. The reduction
in the scientific usefulness of the data received from the remaining
scaler was minor, however, because of the redundancies built into
the system. The rest of the data from the magnetometer were
obtained with the remaining scaler until May 1967, and then in
the interval from September 19 to October 2, 1967, during which
time data collection was very intermittent.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A67-23244, A67-36513, A67-36901, A68-26625,
A68-42083, A69-11125, A69-37490, A69-42428,
A70-39349, A71-29903, A71-33946, A72-12081,
A74-34019.
N67-30147, N67-37398, N71-32190, N74-13566,
N74-17058.
PS: A73-41374.
N64-27355, N72-23341, N74-20982.
OGO 2, Donley
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Positive Ion Study
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-08 IA-19
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5019, C-19
PERSONNEL
P! - J.L. Donley
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
OI - R.E. Bourdeau
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
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OGO 2, Cain
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Magnetic Survey,
Rubidium Vapor
Magnetometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 63-08 IA-05
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5006, C-06
PERSONNEL
PI - J.C. Cain
NASA-GSFC Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol R.A. Langel
NASA GSFC Greenbelt, Mar>land
IV-10
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrument was a planar retarding potential analyzer
designed to measure ion composition and density and temperature
of electrons and ions. The sensor, located in OPEP-I, consisted of
three grids and a collector. Voltage-versus-current profiles could
be obtained by means of controlled voltages and voltage sweeps
on the grids. From these profiles, density, temperature, and
composition data could be calculated. The instrument was designed
so that the aperture grid faced in the direction of spacecraft motion.
Due to the failure of the three-axis stabilization system ten days
after launch, the instrument could not be oriented properly. The
subsequent data obtained '_ere not scientifically useful.
BIBLIOGRAPHY None found
OGO 2, Haddock
SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENT CHARACTERISTICS-
BIBLIOGRAPHY
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Radio Astronomy
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-08 IA-01
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5001, C-01
PERSONNEL
Pl - F.T. Haddock
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor, Michigan
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this experiment was to map the brightness
temperature of the sky at a frequency of 2.5 MHz, using an 18-m
monopole antenna and depending upon ionospheric focusing to
achieve angular resolution. The experiment, located in SOEP-I,
included a two-channel radiometer (2.0 and 2.5 MHz) and an
impedance probe operating at 2.5 MHz. No mapping information
could be obtained from this experiment due to the high noise level,
the failure of the spacecraft to stabilize, and the high orbit of the
satellite. It was possible to utilize the resulting data for a study
of the wake produced by the spacecraft as it moved through the
ionosphere (see experiment 65-081A-21).
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A7 !-26144.
N69-14393, N70-23999.
PS: N69-25437.
OGO 2, Haddock
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Electron Density
Measurements
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-081A-21
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5001, C-01
PERSONNEL
P! - F.T. Haddock
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor, Michigan
OI - H. Weil
Naval Research Laboratory- Washington, D.C.
O! - R.G. York
Naval Research Laboratory -Washington, D.C.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this experiment was to obtain a model of the
variations of electron density distribution around a satellit,: as it
travelled through the ionosphere. The reliable identification of a
wake could be used for attitude determination of the satellite. This
experiment _as a by-product of a radio astronomy experiment
(65-081A-01). This wake-probing aspect of the experiment was
not planned, in fact, it was made possible only by a failure of
the spacecraft stabilization system to maintain the planned three-axis
stabilization. The ionospheric probe was an 18-m monopole antenna,
located on SOEP-I. A 2.5-MHz impedance bridge measured the
antenna impedance on a time-sharing basis, taking samples every
0.288 sec at the slowest data rate. Since the spacecraft spin axis
was roughly perpendicular to the satellite orbit plane, an electron
density minimum could be determined once each spin cycle
(approximatel_ four min). The measurement of the anter:na
impedance therefore indicated the ambient electron density of the
v, ake to be less than that of a relatively unperturbed ionosphere.
The data yielded by this experiment were excellent.
PM: A70-35771, A73-34783.
N70-23999.
OGO 2, Helliwell
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... VLF Noise and
Propagation
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-08 IA-02
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5002, C-02
PERSONNEL
PI - R.A. Helliwell
Stanford University - Stanford, California
Ol - L.H. Rorden
Stanford University - Stanford, California
OI - J.J. Angerami
Stanford University Stanford, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of five VLF radio receivers that studied
natural and man-made VLF noise occurrences at orbital altitude,.
The receiver systems consisted of an inflatable 2.9-m loop antenm:.
a preamplifier stage at the end of a long boom (EP-5), and .l
receiver electronics package in the main body of the satellite. Thre:
step-frequency receivers covered frequency ranges from 0.2 to I.t.
1.6 to 12.5, and 12.5 to 100 kHz. Observations from these thre-'
receivers were tape recordcd, and the tape was read out upol
command. The fourth receiver was tunable between 14.4 and 26.3
kHz. and the data were recorded and transmitted in the same way
as the data from the three step-frequency receivers. The fifth receiver
was a broadband receiver operating between 0.3 and 12.5 kHz.
These data were not tape recorded, but were observed only in real
time on the special-purpose telemetry channel. Data from the
narrowband receivers were obtained intermittently for about
one-third of the approximately 2 years of spacecraft operation.
The wideband data observations covered only a very small portion
of the satellite lifetime, due to the limitation of real time operation
only and difficulties experienced with spacecraft power. This
experiment operated for seven l-to-2 month periods, beginning
respectively on October 17, 1965, January 17, 1966, March 15,
1966, June 21, 1966, November 18, 1966, April II, 1967, and
September 2, 1967. This experiment operated for a total of 6,748
hours.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-19752, A68-31481, A69-14029, A69-28958,
A69-34939, A70-15116, A70--29924, A71-31757.
N67-30831, N70-15525, N70-32928.
B01263-000.
PS: A68-37940.
PC: N74-74765.
OS: A69-11125, A69-38495, A70-30078, A72-21189.
B00969-000.
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OGO 2, Hinteregger OGO 2, Jones
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Solar UV Emissions
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-08 IA-17
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5020, C-20
PERSONNEL
Pi- H.E. Hinteregger
AFCRL - Bedford, Massachusetts
Ol - D.E. Bedo
AFCRL - Bedford, Massachusetts
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Neutral Particle and Ion
Composition
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-081A-13
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5015, C-15
PERSONNEL
PI - L.M. Jones
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor, Michigan
OI - R.J. Leite
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor, Michigan
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure solar photon flux as
a function of wavelength between 170 and 1700 A. The experi-
ment was located on SOEP-2, a solar-oriented panel on the
spacecraft. Solar radiation entered the experiment package through
an aperture equipped with a set of electrically charged grids to
reject charged particles. Then the radiation illuminated a stack of
six small gratings and was diffracted onto six photocathodes.
These photocathodes were located in two PMs (two per PM). By
electronic discrimination, only one photocathode was used at any
given time in each PM. The gratings were all illuminated at the
same angle of incidence, and were stepped through the spectral
range in 512 intervals every seven minutes during normal operation.
An alternative mode provided for a short scan of 32 steps, beginning
at any of 16 different points in the 512-step scan. This experiment
failed to yield any useful scientific data due to the failure of the
spacecraft to orient properly. It provided useful engineering data
and was operational for over two years in space.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A66-27326.
N65-29678.
PC: N65-14504.
OGO 2, Hoiiman
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Scintillation Detector
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-08 IA-09
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5011, C-II
PERSONNEL
PI - R.A. Hoffman
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION •
A quadrupole mass spectrometer, located in OPEP-2, was
used to measure neutral particle and positive ion composition in
the mass range from i to 44 ainu, between 300 and 900 km. The
mass range was swept six times at six different sensitivity levels,
with a seventh sweep devoted to calibration, for both the ion and
neutral samples. Each sweep had a 6-sec duration, and in this
time the mass scale was swept from approximately 50 to 0 amu in
a spectral mode and approximately 40 to 0 amu in an integral
mode. Therefore, a full cycle of operation required 14 sweeps
and 84 sec. The experiment failed to achieve the desired objective
due to spacecraft problems, mainly loss of attitude control. The
data obtained were of little value, but they did indicate that the
spacecraft expelled large amounts of water vapor over an e'_-
tended period of time. A failure in the command distribution
unit of the spacecraft, which supplied electrical power to the
spectrometer, prevented activation of the experiment after Aprd
11, 1966.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: N70-14425, N74-77537.
OGO 2, Kreplin
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Solar X-ray Emissions
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-081A-16
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5021, C-21
PERSONNEL
PI - R.W. Kreplin
Naval Research Laboratory -Washington, D.C.
Ol - T.A. Chubb
Naval Research Laboratory - Washington, D.C.
OI - H.D. Friedman
Naval Research Laboratory -Washington, D.C.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study fluctuations in the trapped
radiation by measuring low-energy trapped radiation and auroral
particles. Two scintillator/PMs located on EP-2 were designed to
observe electrons between 10 and 100 keV and protons between
100 keV and 4.5 MeV. One scintillator was intended to point
radially away from the Earth. The other scintillator was to have
looked at 90 deg to this. One of the two photomultiplier tubes
lost three orders of magnitude gain _hen turned on after launch.
This, coupled with the failure of the attitude control system, made
the data from the remaining detector worthless. The detector failed
on October 14, 1965. No useful data were obtained from this
experiment.
BIBLIOGRAPHY - None found
IV-12
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment utilized four ion chambers to observe broadband
solar emissions in the wavelength ranges of 0.5 to 3 A, 2 to 8 A,
8 to 16 A, and 44 to 60 A, _hich play an important role in the
formation of the D- and E regions of the ionosphere. To minimize
contamination from charged particles, the field of view of each
ion chamber was limited to 0.1 steradian, and the experiment package
was located on SOEP-2. The instrument cycled each detector through
a zero-current calibration check once each 640 sec. Each detector
except the 44 to 60 A one incorporated automatic range changing
to avoid saturation. However, this feature could be overridden by
a command from the ground. The experiment failed in November
1965, a month after launch.
BIBLIOGRAPHY None found
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OGO 2, Newton
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Lyman-AIpha and UV
Airglow Study
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-081A-I 1
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5013, C-13
PERSONNEL
PI - P.W. Mange
Naval Research Laboratory - Washington, DC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
There were two parts to this experiment -- A Far-UV
Experiment (1230-1350 A) and a Lyman-Alpha Experiment
(1050-1350 A). The sensors, located on the main body, were UV
ion chambers. The Far-UV Experiment yielded information about
the rate at which energy is absorbed. The Lyman-AIpha Glow
Experiment measured Lyman-Alpha radiation from the direction
of the Earth and from space. The sensors functioned properly,
but the spacecraft spin made the data useless.
BIBLIOGRAPHY - None found
OGO 2, Morgan
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Whistler and
Audio-Frequency
Electromagnetic Waves
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-08 IA-03
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5003, C-03
PERSONNEL
PI - M.G. Morgan
Dartmouth College - Hanover, New Hampshire
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study ionospheric effects on
whistler-mode waves and on propagation of whistlers in the 0.5-
to 18-kHz band. It consisted of a dipole electric carpenter-tape
antenna, located on EP-I, which was extendable to 3 m. This
antenna fed a wideband receiver with a 60-db dynamic range.
Receiver gain was controlled from the ground and operated in
four ranges. Receiver gain stepped down 15 db in each sequence
step. The resulting data were records of noise frequency versus
time, which could be played for aural review or processed into
sonograms for visual study, it is doubtful that the antenna was
completely extended. Probable extension was only 2.5 m.
Adjustments required as a result of prelaunch spacecraft testing
resulted in the antenna extending closer to the SOEP than desirable.
Interference difficulties were also encountered from the 400-Hz power
supply used in the attitude control system. Unknown and variable
amounts of signal loss occurred due to the spacecraft plasma sheath
and prevented reliable measurement of signal intensity. This
experiment operated for nearly 5624 hr before the spacecraft
operation was terminated.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-16257.
N69-17928.
OM: N67-30831.
OS: A72-21189.
B00969-000.
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Neutral Particle Study
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-08 IA-20
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5017, C-17
PERSONNEL
Pi - G.P. Newton
NASA-GSFC Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this experiment was to measure the neutral
particle density and temperature along the OGO 2 orbit. The
instrumentation, located in OPEP-2, contained a Bayard-Alpert
ionization gauge, which consisted of a gridded tube open to the
neutral atmosphere. The experiment failed immediately after launch,
when the breakaway device, which should have opened the sensor
• to the space environment, could not be deployed. The reason for
failure could not be uniquely established. It was believed to be a
deficiency in the spacecraft/experiment wiring.
BIBLIOGRAPHY - None found
OGO 2, Nilsson
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Interplanetary Dust
Particles
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-081A-14
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5018, C-18
PERSONNEL
P1 - C.S. Nilsson
SAO - Cambridge, Massachusetts
O1 - D. Wilson
SAO - Cambridge, Massachusetts
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Four thin-film capacitor micrometeorite detectors were carried
aboard OGO 2 to obtain measurements of the velocities, masses,
and orbits of dust particles in the Earth's dust cloud. The detectors,
located on EP-3, were circular tubes, 2.5 cm in diameter and 10
cm long, each containing three sensors -- two thin-film capacitors
and a microphone crystal. The front sensor consisted of two 500-A
layers of aluminum oxide, each coated front and back with 500 A
of aluminum. The rear sensor was a I-micron silicon oxide layer,
coated front and back with 1000 A of aluminum and deposited
on a glass disk. The third sensor was a lead zirconate crystal
transducer that was bonded to the rear of each glass disk. A
particle that passed through the front sensor would give rise to a
small plasma pulse, ,_,hich was detected and used to start an oscillator
that measured the time of flight down the tube. After traversing
the length of the tube, the particle would impact destructively on
the rear capacitor sensor, producing another plasma pulse which
was used to stop the time-of-flight oscillator and provide the
particle's velocity. The impulse imparted to the glass disk by the
particle impact provided information on the momentum of the
particle. A reasonable mass threshold for both thin-film capacitor
sen_ors was estimated to be 10 12 grams. Three of the four tubes
were pointed in mutually orthogonal directions. One of the
detectors was shielded from particle impacts to serve as a control
against electrical interference. The only sensor to fail was the
rear capacitor on the shielded detector. The experiment heater
failed after 1 g eek of operation, introducing numerous false
counts into the transducer data output due to the transducer-noise
temperature dcpcndence. Electrical interference arising from
commands sent to the spacecraft caused the rear capacitor sensor
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data to contain many false counts. In 1370 hr Of data, only two
possible micrometeoroid impacts v, ere found. Hov, ever, the flux
rate determined from these data compared favorably v, ith flux rates
obtained from experiments on earlier spacecraft.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A66-41213, A68-35397, A70-10444.
N69-23367.
PS: A68-29467.
OGO 2, Reed
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Airglow and Auroral
Study
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-08 IA-10
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5012, C-12
PERSONNEL
P! - E.I. Reed
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - J.E. Blamont
CNES - Bretigny, France
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to study airglow and auroral
activity by obtaining photometric measurements at the following
wavelengths (Angstroms): 2630 (E-region airglow -- Herzberg
molecular oxygen emission, and aurora -- Vegard-Kaplan molecular
nitrogen emission): 3914 (visible aurora -- molecular nitrogen ion
emission); 5577 (airglow and aurora -- green atomic oxygen
emission); 5890 (E-region airglow -- yellow sodium emission); 6225
(E-region airglow -- red hydroxyl emission); and 6300 (F-region
airglow -- red atomic oxygen emission). The photometers were
mounted in the main body and in OPEP-I. All of the above spectral
lines were sensed by the main-body photometer oriented in the
Earth's direction. The 6300-A line was also observed in the anti-Earth
direction and by the OPEP photometer, in the main-body
photometer, the incident light was alternately directed through six
filters corresponding to the six wavelengths by an automatic stepping
mirror system. The mirrors could be commanded to remain in
any of the spectral positions for a more comprehensive study of
the distribution of a particular line. The field of view of the main
body spectrometer had a half-angle of slightly less than 5 deg.
The field of view of the OPEP spectrometer was 1/2 deg in height
and 6 deg in width. A mirror scan system moved the center of
the OPEP field of view from horizontal to 30 deg below horizontal
in l/2-deg steps. The time required to scan across these 30 deg
was 34.7 sec, a time interval in which the spacecraft moved
approximately 250 kin. When one scan was completed, the
motion reversed direction and a new scan started at the same rate.
Every 200 sec, there was an 8-see calibration cycle. The instruments
performed satisfactorily, but the scientific objectives could not be
achieved due to the failure of the spacecraft attitude system.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A67-23278.
N67-27576. N67-27578, N72-27423.
PS: N 69-18074.
()GO 2, Simpson
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Low-Energy Proton,
Alpha Particle
Measurement
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-08 IA-07
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5008, C-08
PERSONNEL
PI - J.A. Simpson
University of Chicago - Chicago, Illinois
O! - E.C. Stone
University of Chicago - Chicago, Illinois
Oi - C.Y. Fan
University of Chicago - Chicago, Illinois
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Two solid-state particle telescopes, located in the main body,
were used to study low-energy cosmic-ray protOns and alpha
particles. One of these detectors was a three-element range
telescope ('vertical') that was capable of identifying two energy
ranges of protons and alpha particles (1.22 to 39.2 and 9.32 to
39.2 MeV/nucleon) and electrons (energy greater than 400 keV
and 700 keV). The other detector was a one-element telescope
('horizontal') sensitive to protons and alpha particles in the energy
range from 0.72 to about 11 MeV/nucleon. The vertical telescope
axis of symmetry was parallel to the spacecraft z axis, which later
unintentionall.y became the spin axis. The horizontal telescope
symmetry axis _as nearly parallel to the spacecraft y axis
(perpendicular to the z axis). Pulse height information was sent
back from the vertical telescope, allowing pulse height analyses of
protons (energies from 1.22 to 39.2 MeV), alpha particles (ener-
gies from 4.88 to 156.8 MeV), and electrons (energy greater than
400 keV) using a 256-channel pulse height analyzer. Count rat.."
information was sent back from both telescopes. The experiment
was performing normally at the time the spacecraft systems were
deactivated (November 1, 1967). However, the spinning of the
spacecraft caused difficulty in interpreting the data after October
23, 1965.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
OS: N69-34536.
OGO 2, Smith
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Triaxial Search-Coil
Magnetometer
NSSDC ID ......................................... _. 65-081A-04
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5005, C-05
PERSONNEL
PI -- E.J. Smith
NASA-JPL Pasadena, California
Of - R.E. Holzer
University of California - Los Angeles, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was used to study the ELF range of magnetic
fluctuations of the Ea.rth's magnetic field. The search coil sensor
consisted of a coil of 100,000 turns of wire, v, ound around a
nickel-steel-laminated core. The coil sensitivity was approximately
10 microvolt-sec per gamma. A Io_,-noise preamplifier with a
gain of 100 was moun_ed on an auxiliary housing near the search
ctql. The three ortho_onal sensors and their a_,,sociatcd preamplifi-
ers were mounted at the end of the EP-5 six-m boom to reduce
IV-14
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interference from spacecraft-generated fields. Magnetic-field
fluctuation measurements _ere made in the frequency range from
below 0.01 Hz to above 1000 Hz. The signals were divided into a
high-frequency and a low-frequency channel, which overlapped near
the center of the fi_e-decade frequency band. The low-frequency
wave forms _ere digitized and telemetered. The high-frequency
inIormation was obtained continuously by using an on-board
low-resolution spectrum analyzer consisting of five comb filters
centered at 10, 32, 100, 320 and 800 Hz. The high-frequency
wave forms were also telemetered (on a part-time basis) in analog
form for subsequent high-resolution, ground-based processing.
Spacecraft spin made the data obtained very poor in quality. The
experiment was turned off after operating for 5518 hr.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-36675.
PC: B21207-000.
OS: A72-21189.
OGO 2, Taylor
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Positive Ion
Composition
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-081A- 15
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5016, C-16
PERSONNEL
PI - H.A. Taylor, Jr.
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - N.W. Spencer
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
PERSONNEL
PI - J.A. Van Allen
University of Iowa
Ol - L.A. Frank
University of Iota
Ol k S.M. Krimigis
University of Iowa
Ol - T.P. Armstrong
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was to study the precipitation of low-energy
particles (75 to 75.000 eV) at high latitudes, including solar cosmic
rays and geomagnetically trapped particles. The experiment used
a cylindrical electrostatic analyzer and surface barrier silicon
detectors located in EP-4. The experiment was operating normally
when the spacecraltwas shut down on November 1, 1967.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: N69-20849, N74-76909.
OGO 2, Webber
EXPERIMENT NAME ...................... Galactic and Solar
Cosmic Ray
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-08 IA-08
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5009, C-09
PERSONNEL
PI - W.R. Webber
University of Minnesota - Minneapolis, Minnesota
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A ceramic Bennett radio-frequency ion mass spectrometer
tube, located in OPEP-I. was used to measure thermal atmospheric
ions having mass-to-charge values from 1 to 45 amu, with a mass
resolution of approximately 1 in 20 amu. Concentrations from
1.0 to l0 6 ions per cc were measured. The time between con_cutive
samples of each ion detected, i.e., the spectral sweep rate, was
25.6 sec. This time interval corresponded to a spatial resolution
of from 175 to 200 km along the orbit path, or to 1.5 deg in
latitude. Mean ion mass and total ion concentration were also
calculated. The experiment provided useful data for about one
year. It failed on October 18, 1967.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-37114, A68-41673, A69-31326, A69-34939,
A71-33762, A73-11904, A73-15533.
PS: A68-38423, A71-30037.
OS: A72-1036i.
OGO 2, Van Allen
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Cosmic-Ray Telescope Experiment was designed to
measure the differential energy spectra of protons, helium nuclei,
and heavier nuclei up to Z = 10, within the energy range from 50
to 2000 MeV/nucleon. The telescope had a maximum sampling
rate of one count per 288 msec. The telescope, located in the
main body, consisted of two detectors, a scintillator with its
associated PM, and a scintillator and a Cerenkov element sandwich
with both elements optically coupled to the same PM. A 70-nsec
coincidence circuit coupled the two detectors to form the telescope.
Pulses from each detector were pulse height analyzed. Sample pulse
heights, the coincidence count rate, and the count rate of the first
detector were telemetered. The noise levels of the spacecraft
increased to sufficient amplitude to render the first detector count
rate data unusable except during eclipse periods. All the useful
data from this experiment were obtained between October 15 and
October 24, 1065, and about 17 percent of the data obtained during
this period contain useful information.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A66-23684, A68-41562.
PS: N74-19088.
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EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Corpuscular Radiation
Experiment
NSSDC ID ........................................... 65-081A-18
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5010. C-10
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on December I, 1969. The spacecraft was then placed in a limited
operations status, with only data from experiment B-II (Heppner)
being acquired. The_ activities continued until February 29, 1972,
at which time the OGO 3 operations were completely terminated.
COMMON NAME .............................. OGO 3
ALTERNATE NAMES ....................... OGO-B, EGO-2,
EOGO-2, 02195, $49A
NSSDC 1D ........................................... 66-049A
LAUNCH DATE ................................. 06/07/66
WEIGHT IN ORBIT ........................... 515 kg
LAUNCH SITE ................................... Cape Canaveral, United
States
LAUNCH VEHICLE .......................... Atlas-Agena B
SPONSORING COUNTRY ................ United States
SPONSORING AGENCY .................. NASA-OSSA
ORBIT PARAMETERS INITIAL LATER
Epoch Date .................................. 06/07/66 10/31/69
Apogee (kin alt) ........................... 122,219 lil,6g0
Perigee (kin alt) ............................ 295 10,682
Period (rain) ................................. 2913 2913
Inclination (deg) ........................... 31.4 70.8
PERSONNEL
Project Manager-
W. E. Scull _ NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Project Scientist -
G. H. Ludwig -NASA-GSFC -Greenbelt, Maryland
Program Manager -
C. D. Ashworth - NASA Hq - Washington, D.C.
Program Scientist -
A. W. Schardt - NASA Hq - Washington, D.C.
SPA CECRA FT/MISSION BIBLIOGRA PH Y
Papers with major discussion of spacecraft, mission, testing,
subsystems or ground systems prepared by NASA project or
project support personnel.
A63-10333, A69-36674, A70-35303.
N74-74630, N74-76932.
Papers with minor discussion of spacecraft, mission, testing,
subsystems or ground systems prepared by NASA project or
project support personnel.
N74-76912.
Papers about spacecraft, mission, testing, subsystems, or ground
systems prepared by NASA contractor personnel.
A64-10864.
N69-33977, N74-74623.
EXPERIMEN TS
OGO 3, Anderson
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of the OGO 3 spacecraft, the third of a series of
six orbiting geophysical observatories, was to conduct many
diversified.geophysical experiments to obtain a better understanding
of the Earth as a planet. OGO 3 consisted of a main body that
was parallelepiped in form, two solar panels, each with a
solar-oriented experiment package (SOEP), two orbital-plane
experiment packages (OPEP) and six appendages EP-l through EP-6,
supporting the boom experiment packages. One face of the main
body was designed to be Earth pointing (z axis), and the line
connecting the two solar panels (x axis) was intended to be
perpendicular to the Earth-Sun-spacecraft plane. The solar panels
were able to rotate about the axis. The OPEPs were mounted on,
and could rotate about, an axis that was parallel to the z axis and
attached to the main body. OGO 3 maintained three-axis
stabilization for 46 days. Due to a failure in the attitude control
subsystem on July 23, 1966, the spacecraft was then put into a
permanent spin mode about the z axis. Both the orientation of
the spin axis and the spin period were variable, the latter usually
in the range 90 sec to 125 sec. At launch, the local time of
apogee was 2300 hr. OGO 3 carried 21 experiments, thirteen of
these were particle studies, and two were magnetic field studies.
In addition, there was one each of the following types of experiments
-- Interplanetary Dust, VLF, Lyman-Alpha, Gegenschein, Atmos-
pheric Composition, and Radio Astronomy. Real-time data were
transmitted at I, 8, or 64 kbs depending on the distance from the
spacecraft to Earth. Playback data were tape recorded at 1 kbs
and transmitted at 64 kbs. Two wideband transmitters, one
feeding into an omnidirectional antenna and the other feeding into
a directional antenna, were used to transmit data. A special purpose
tclemctr_ s)stem, feeding into either antenna. _as al.,,o used to
transmi( wideband data in real time only. Tracking was ac-
complished by u_ing radio beacons and a range and rallgc-ratc
S-band transponder. By June 1969, data acquisition was limited
to 50 percent of the orbital path. Routine operation was discontinued
IV-16
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Solar Cosmic Rays
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A-01
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4901, B-01
PERSONNEL
PI - K.A. Anderson
University of California - Berkeley, California
Ol - G.H. Pitt
University of California Berkeley, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrumentation for this experiment consisted of a Csl crystal
surrounded by a plastic anticoincidence shield and optically coupled
to a PM. The system also contained a 32-channel pulse height
analyzer. Although the principal objective of this experiment was
to measure 3- to 90-MeV solar protons, the detector had no ability
to discriminate between different kinds of particles. The system
was mounted in SOEP-I and had a 38-deg acceptance cone angle.
Inflight calibration was provided. Counts in groups of four channels,
accumulated over 31/32 of the telemetry frame time (1.152, 0.144,
or 0.018 see), were read out during successive telemetry frames.
Thus, complete spectral analysis required eight frames. Although
the detector axis was intended to point toward the Sun, a malfunction
in the OGO 3 attitude control system prevented this. Shortly
before launch, it was determined that channel 1 failed to operate.
Shortly after launch, it was found that counts in channels 4n plus
I (n I, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) were incorrect (high).
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-37148, A69-22181. A69-37555, A71-19825.
N69-23730. N69-29659.
B03937-000, B03943-000.
OS: A68-31924.
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OGO 3, Bohn
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Interplanetary Dust
Particles
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A-21
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4916, B-16
PERSONNEL
PI- J.L. Bohn
Temple University - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Ol - W.M. Alexander
Baylor University - Waco, Texas
PERSONNEL
P! - H.S. Bridb_e
MIT - Cambridge, Massachusetts
OI - A.M. Bonctti
University of Florence - Florence, Italy
OI - B. Rossi
MIT - Cambridge, Massachusetts
Ol - A.J. Lazarus
MIT -- Cambridge, Massachusetts
Ol - F. Scherb
MIT - Cambridge, Massachusetts
Ol - V.M. Vasy|iunas
MIT - Cambridge, Massachusetts
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to measure over a long
period of time the velocity and mass distributions of in-
terplanetary dust particles with diameters on the order of 1 micron.
The instrumentation was very similar to that of the dust particle
experiment flown on OGO 1 and consisted of a combination of
acoustical and ionization sensors located on EP-3. The basic detector
was a 2.54-cm tube containing three sensor elements. The first
element was a thin film (1500 A), the second was a metallic disc
to which a piezoelectric ceramic transducer was bonded, and the
third was a metallic grid in front of the disc. Penetration of the
front film by a micrometeoroid produced a plasma cloud that was
detected and activated a 2-MHz clock, if the particle then impacted
on the metallic disc, the impulse was sensed by the ceramic
transducer. The ionization produced by this collision was detected
kby)fthe grid, which in turn stopped the clock, providing measurement
the particle velocity. The pulse height signal produced by the
grid provided information on the kinetic energy and/or momen-
tum of the particle. The total exposed area was 15 cmL The
experiment incorporated automatic inflight continuous calibration
that enabled a distinction to be made between events, noise, and
normal signals. All events occurred at an altitude between 50,000
and 110,000 kin. The data were obtained from both real-time
and tape storage/playback modes. Only the real-time data,
however, were considered reliable. Although the determination of
the micrometeoroid directionality was difficult to determine,
owing to the spin of OGO 3 and the low data sampling rate,
good data _ere obtained from the front film counters and the
grid over an extended period of time.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Two multi-grid Faraday cups were used to study the di-
rectional intensity oi protons and electrons of the solar wind,
magnetosheath, and magnetotail. One single collector Faraday cup,
located in SOEP-2_ was used to study electrons in four energy
windows between 40 eV and 2 keV. Currents in all four energy
windows were measured every 4.6 sec. The detector worked well
from launch until December I, 1969, when the eXperiment was
turned off. One split-collector Faraday cup was to be used to
study protons, but due to the unexpected spinup of the spacecraft,
the data are useless.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-28348, A69-14027, A69-19373, A71-30029.
N72-187tS.
OS: A73-33436.
OGO 3, Cline
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Positron Search and
Gamma-Ray Spectrum
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A-04
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4904, B-04
PERSONNEL
Pi - T.L. Cline
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol -- E.W. Hones, Jr.
LASL - Los Alamos, New Mexico
PM: A68-29457, A68-29468, A71-14014, A71-33741.
N71-33768.
B 15918-000.
PS: A68-29467.
OGO 3, Bridge
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Plasma Probe, Faraday
Cup
"_SDC ID ........................................... 66-049A-06
DESIGNATION ................ 4903, B-03
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to determine whether low-
energy (0 to 3 MeV) positrons are trapped temporarily or
permanently in the Van Allen radiation region, and whether
low-energy solar and interplanetary positrons exist at the edge of
the magnetic field of the Earth. it was also designed to detect
gamma-ray bursts from the Sun, for gamma rays in the energy
interval from 80 keV to 1 MeV. The arrangement was virtually
identical to that flown on OGO I, except that the PMs used were
of an improved variety. The experimental apparatus, located in
SOEP-I, consisted of three Csl crystals surrounded by a plastic
anticoincidence shield, with the output of the whole unit being
monitored by three photomultipliers, it was primarily designed to
search for interplanetary positrons by measuring the spectra of
single or paired X-rays produced by the stopping of a positron.
In another possible mode of data acquisition, single gamma rays
v, ere monitored in one of the Csl spectrometers with a J, _article
anticoincidence, v, hich is virtually gamma-ray transparc_t abo_e
80 keV. Once each 18.5 sec, integral intel_sity measurements were
made in each of the 16 energy levels equally ._paced between 50
keV and I MeV, allowing for both temporal and spectral analysis
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of the data. Inflight calibration of the spectrometer was ac-
complished by monitoring the 511-keV annihilation line. The
experiment was successful.
to the spin axis. (The spin period varied from about 91 to 122
see.) The experiment performed normally until it failed on May
23, 1967.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-17769, A68-41427. A69-23753, A70-38098.
PS: A74-30149.
OGO 3, Evans
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A67-19926. A67-26312, A67-37401, A68-17771,
A68-34245, A68-41684, A69-19358, A70-23490,
A70-2349 i, A 70°30089, A70-43834, A71-17261,
A71-24781.
N66-13640, N68-15232.
PS: A69-29565.
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Low-Energy Proton
Experiment
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A-07
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4906, B-06b
PERSONNEL
Pi - D.C. Evans
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
O! - L.R. Davis
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
OS: A69-37967, A70-30358, A70-31905, A70-37487,
A7 I- 17263.
B 18378-000.
OGO 3, Fritz
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the intensity and
energy spectrum of 5- to i000keV protons. It was located in the
main body, and it employed channeltron detectors, cylindrical
electrostatic analyzers, and a broom magnetic analyzer to reject
electrons. It was designed to replace the GM portion of the
cosmic-ray isotopic abundance experiment (66-049A-02) and utilized
a power supply and data accumulators from experiment -02. An
unexpected and unexplained high background counting rate
prevented the acquisition of useful data.
BIBLIOGRAPHY - None found
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Radio Propagation
NSSDC ID ............................................ 66-049A- 16
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4914, B-14
PERSONNEL
PI - R.B. Fritz
ESSA -- Boulder, Colorado
Oi - J.K. Hargreaves
ESSA - Boulder, Colorado
Ol - R.S. Lawrence
ESSA - Boulder, Colorado
O1 - O.K. Garriott
Stanford University - Stanford, California
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OGO 3, Frank
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Low-Energy Electrons
and Protons
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A-08
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4908, B-08
PERSONNEL
PI - L.A. Frank
University of Iowa - Iowa City, iowa
Ol - J.A. Van Allen
University of Iowa - Iowa City, Iowa
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment measured the differential energy spectra of
protons and electrons over the energy range 100 eV to 50 keV
(subdivided into 13 energy intervals) within and in the vicinity of
the magnetosphere of the Earth. The instrumentation, located on
EP-2, consisted of two curved-plate, cylindrical, electrostatic
analyzers, used as a low-energy proton and electron differential
energy analyzer (LEPEDEA), and two Bendix continuous channel
multipliers. The accumulation time per channel was about 1 sec.
Ap.proximatelx 5 rain were required to complete a scan of the
entire energy range. After the spacecraft attitude control s3stem
failed on July 23, 1966, one of the LEPEDEAs v, as oriented parallel
to the spacecraft spin axis, and the other was oriented perpendicular
IV-18
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
In this experiment a radio beacon transmitted at two coherent
frequencies, 40.01 and 360.09 MHz, using antennas located on
EP-2 and EP-3, respectively. Both frequencies were modulated by
20-kHz and 200-kttz sine waves. The signals were received by
two sets of tracking antennas near Boulder, Colorado. Each antenna
system consisted of a 28-ft paraboloid to receive the 360-MHz
signal, and a 6-element yagi for the 40-MHz signal. In using
Faraday rotation techniques on the 400MHz signal, the computed
total electron content depends on the distribution of electron density;
i.e., the total number of electrons affecting the signal were assumed
to occur near the electron density maximum. In the modulation-
phase or 'group-delay' technique, the determination of tec is
independent of the electron density distribution. The two
measurements then should be comparable at lower spacecraft
altitudes, but at high altitudes the two measurements should differ
due to electrons well removed from the ionospheric maximum.
This experiment caused severe interference with the command
receiver. Before a means of successful operation could be devised
to counteract the interference effect, the spacecraft attitude system
fatled. The subsequent spin-stabilized mode was not suitable for
experiment operation, so no useful data were obtained.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: B 18548-000.
OGO 3, Haddock
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Radio Astronomy
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A- 18
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4918, B-18
PERSONNEL
P! - F.T. Haddock
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor, Michigan
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to measure the spectrum
of solar radio noise bursts in the 2- to 4-MHz band. The
instrumentation included a 9-m antenna in SOEP-I and a
swept-frequency receiver in the main body. Forty-five days after
launch, a malfunction occurred in the sweeping trigger pulse,
intermittently causing the sweep to change from a 4- to 2-MHz
sweep once every 2 sec to a 4- to 3-MHz sweep every second. By
October 10, 1966, the experiment operated in the l-see sweep mode
(4 to 3 MHz) only. A large quantity of useful data was obtained
from this experiment.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-34835, A71-19724, A71-43176.
N70-11147, N70-12221, N74-74631, N74-74660,
N74-76907.
PS: N69-25437.
OS: N70-33175.
OGO 3, Helliwell
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... VLF Noise and
Propagation
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A-17
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4917, B-17
PERSONNEL
PI R.A. Helliwell
Stanford University -Stanford, California
Ol - L.H. Rorden
Stanford University - Stanford, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment measured naturally occurring VLF noise
phenomena within the spacecraft orbit region, such as terrestrial
noise produced below 70 km, emissions from charged particles
trapped in the magnetic field of the Earth, cosmic noise, and proton
and helium whistlers. The instrumentation consisted of a loop
antenna and preamplifier at the end of a long boom (EP-5) and
the receiver electronics package in the spacecraft main body. The
receiver system provided a v, ide frequency coverage, from 0.2 to
100.0 kHz contbzuous narrowband measurements and from 0.015
to 12.5 kHz broadband measurements. It had a dynamic range of
about 80 db. The antenna bias capability _as lost in July 1968,
and for one month (August 1969) the spacecraft was shut dov, n
due to a po_er Io_s. Observations v, ere made for a total of
27,810 hours during the active spacecraft lifetime.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-25153. A69-31981, A70-27183, A71-11499,
A72-42043, A73-41912.
N67-308311. N68-14025, N70-15678, N70-33156,
N73-16344.
B01263-00_, B01265-000.
PS: A68-37940.
N68-1798|.
OS: A70-3007K, A70-40479, A71-30952, A72-21189.
B00969-000.
OGO 3, Heppner
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Magnetic Survey Using
Two Magnetometers
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A- I 1
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4911, B-II
PERSONNEL
PI - J.P. Heppner
NASA-G_FC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Of - B.G. Ledltey
NASA-G.SFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
OI - R.M. Campbell
NASA-G_FC - Greenbelt. Maryland
OI - T.L. Skilhraan
NASA-GS'FC - Greenbelt, Maryland
O! - M. Sugiur.a
NASA-G._d:C - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTr_DN
The primary ohj_ctive of this experiment was to study the
geomagnetic field awrdt its interactions with the environment. The
detector system, Ioc.a_ted in EP-O, consisted of a boom-mounted,
triaxial, dual range., fluxgate magnetometer and tv, o boom-
mounted, dual-cell. _._ptically pumped, self-oscillating rubidium
vapor magnetometers_ The triaxial fluxgate magnetometer provided
simultaneous meas_u_rements of the three magnetic-field vector
components in two _ifferent ranges, plus or minus 30 gammas
and plus or minus 3_00 gammas. The accuracy for the fluxgate
was plus or minus 2 d_ammas in field intensities up to 30 gammas
and reached a maxim_,um of 10 gammas in field intensities of 300
gammas(checked by m_eans of inflight comparison with the rubidium
magnetometer). The a_ccuracy of the rubidium vapor magnetometer
is about 2 gammas fenr large field values. The instrument is not
reliable for fields les_ tthan 10 gammas. The fluxgate and rubidium
sensors returned nonrimal data until about July 23, 1966, when the
spacecraft attitude co¢,trol system failed. Fluxgate data taken a[ter
this date are of poocr-to-useless quality due to the difficulty of
correcting these datzt for spacecraft spin. The vector data from
the rubidium instrumt_nt suffer from this same problem. However,
the field magnitudes ol_tained by the rubidium magnetometers remain
useful, with about _0 percent data coverage from July 1966 to
August 1968.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69- I 1226, A70-30076, A71-23635, A72-10886,
A72-12084-, A73-11732, A73-43693.
N71-25271_ ,'N71-32436.
B 19906-000_.
PS: A71-17258,
N70-19313L
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OM: A73-13871.
OS: A71-17686, A71-34777, A72-42902.
OGO 3, Konradi
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Trapped Radiation
Scintillation Counter
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A- 10
PROJECT NAME ............................... 4905, B-05
PERSONNEL
Pi - A. Konradi
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - L.R. Davis
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - R.A. Hoffman
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - J.M. Williamson
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this experiment were (1) to study the
temporal and spatial variations of the trapped particle intensities,
pitch angle distributions, and energy spectra of electrons (10 to
100 keV) and protons (100 to 1000 keV) and (2) to determine
particle lifetimes, processes by s hich trapped particles are lost,
and the sources and accelerating mechanisms of trapped Particles.
The experiment, located in OPEP-2, consisted of a filter wheel,
wheel stepping motor, phosphor scintillator, PM. electrometer, and
count-rate meter. The detector had two entrance apertures for
particles, one aligned with the phototube axis and one at 90 deg
to this axis. Both protons and electrons could enter the aligned
opening and reach the phosphor. Only electrons could enter the
900deg opening, scatter off a gold disc, and reach the phosphor.
The counting rate with the aligned opening measured proton flux,
and the current measured the total energy flux of electrons, protons,
etc. The current with the 900deg opening measured the electron
energy flux. Different thickness absorbers on the wheel provided
spectral information. The experiment worked well until the absorber
wheel stopped in January 1967.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-21699.
hydrogen in the hydrogen gcocorona. The instrumentation consisted
of four ion chambers mounted on the anti-Earth door of the main
body. Each ion chamber was filled with nitric oxide gas and had
lithium fluoride v,indo_s. The ion chambers were sensitive in the
10500 to 1350-A band. The experiment functioned well from launch
until July 23, 1966. On this date, OGO 3 was commanded to the
spin mode, and the experiment faced the Sun, causing detector
degradation. The experiment has been inoperable since.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-27181. A71-14028.
PS: A69-3019 I.
OS: A7 i-24439.
OGO 3, McDonald
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Cosmic-Ray Isotopic
Abundance
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A-02
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4906, B-06a
PERSONNEL
P! - F.B. McDonald
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
OI G.H. Ludwig
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
To analyze the charge and energy spectra of the primary
cosmic radiation, a dE/dx vs E plastic scintillator telescope measured
ions with Z values between 1 and 8 and with energies in a
Z-dependent range (for example, for Z =1 or 2, the range was 15
to 80 MeV/nucleon: for Z =6, the raage was 25 to 145 MeV/nucleon).
Pulse height analysis was performed on 1, 8, or 64 events per sec.
Count rates in various telescope modes were also obtained. The
instrumentation was located on the anti-Earth panel of the main
body. The channel-multiplier portion of the experiment failed 90
hours after initial turn-on, resulting in a serious degradation of
the experiment.
BIBLIOGRAPHY - None found
OGO 3, Sagalyn
OGO 3, Mange
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Geocoronal
Lyman-Alpha Scattering
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A- 19
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4919, B-19
PERSONNEL
PI- P.W. Mange
Naval Research Laboratory - Washington, D.C.
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Spherical Ion and
Electron Trap
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A- 13
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4912, B-12
PERSONNEL
Pi - R.C. Sagalyn
AFCRL - Bedford, Massachusetts
OI - M. Smiddy
AFCRL - Bedford, Massachusetts
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the intensity of
hydrogen L_man-Alpha radiation (1216 A) scattered by neutral
hydrogen at 5 to 19 Ri. This _avelcngth is the fundamental
resonance line of neutral atomic hydrogen, and these intensity
measurements, therefore, provide a measure of the density of neutral
IV-20
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Two independent spherical electrostatic analyzers v, ere used to
measure the flux. energy distribution, temperature, and density of
ions and electrons from perigee up to spacecraft apogee. Electron
and ion densities v,ere measurcd in the range 1 to 106 particles/cubic
centimeter. The range of measurements of thermat ion and electron
temperatures was from 700 to approximately 100,000 deg K. The
SPACECRAFTAND EXPERIMENT CHARACTERISTICS
data obtained were used to study the low-energy plasma properties
of the magnetosphere during quiet and disturbed solar periods.
Each analyzer, composed of a mesh ball surrounding a collector,
was mounted on boom EP-I that extended 2.4 m from the vehicle
surface. The experiment had a basic cycle time of 25.6 rain. Density,
spacecraft potential, and differential energy distribution were
measured repeatedly for approximately 13 rain during a cycle.
High-energy flux and energy distribution were measured during
the remaining 13 rain. lnflight calibrations were applied to the
electrometers of both sensors once per cycle. The measurements
were .judged to be accurate to approximately 30 percent. The
experiment provided good data during the first 3 months of operation
in spite of some degradation due to observatory spin. The failure
of the mode commutator in October 1966 caused further degradation
of the experiment.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-29421.
OGO 3, Simpson
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Cosmic-Ray Spectra and
Fluxes
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A-03
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4907, B-07
PERSONNEL
P! - J.A. Simpson
University of Chicago - Chicago, Illinois
OI- C.Y. Fan
University of Chicago - Chicago, Illinois
OI- P. Meyer
University of Chicago - Chicago, Illinois
BRIEF •DESCRIPTION
Three solid-state particle telescopes were used to measure the
intensity and energy distribution of cosmic rays. A dE/dx vs E
telescope (composition telescope) resolved the nuclear composition
of cosmic ra_s in the energy range from 30 to 100 MeV/nucleon
(charge resolution range through Z=26, energy per nucleon
intervals approximately proportional to Z2/A). A dE/dx vs range
telescope (proton-alpha telescope) detected protons and alpha
particles in the energy range from 1.6 to 33 MeV/nucleon, and a
single-element low-energy proton telescope (OPEP telescope) was
primarily sensitive to protons in the energy range from 1.4 to 3.7
MeV. The composition and proton-alpha telescopes were located
in the mai:l body and oriented parallel to the spacecraft z axis,
whereas the OPE'P telescope was oriented perpendicular to the z
axis. Pulse height information was obtained from the composition
telescope using one 256-channel and two 512-channel pulse height
analyzers. This allowed pulse height analysis of particles in four
energy intervals-- for protons 5 to 11 MeV, II to 22 Mev, 22 to
103 MeV, and _,reater than 103 MeV. Pulse height information
was sent back from the proton-alpha telescope using one 256-channel
pulse height analyzer. This allowed pulse height analysis of particles
m two energy ranges-- for protons 1.6 to 8.6 MeV and 8.6 to 33
MeV. Count rate information was obtained from all three telescopes.
The time resolution ranged from about one measurement per 0.02
sec to about one measurement per 147 sec, depending on the counting
mode and the telemetry bit rate. The experiment v,as not affected
by observatory spin, and useful data were obtained.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-41420, A71-18127.
B03716-000.
OGO 3, Smith
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Triaxial Search-Coil
• Magnetometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A- 12
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4910, B-IO
PERSONNEL
PI - E.J. Smith
NASA-JPL Pasadena, California
OI - R.E. Holzer
University of California - Los Angeles, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
In this experiment magnetic field variations were measured
triaxially from 0.01 to 800 Hz by a search-coil magnetometer with
high-permeability core mounted on boom EP-5. The signals were
divided into a high-frequency and a low-frequency channel which
overlapped near the center of the five-decade frequency band. The
low-frequency wave forms were digitized and telemetered. The
high-frequency information was obtained continuously by using an
on-board low-resolution spectrum analyzer consisting of five comb
filters centered at lO, 32, 100, 320 and 800 Hz. The high-
frequency wave forms were also telemetered (on a part-time basis)
in analog form for subsequent high-resolution, ground-based
processing. The instrument performed throughout the operational
life of the spacecraft, but the usefulness of the three broadband
channels was reduced by spacecraft interference.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-41693, A69-18834, A69-36675, A69-40501,
A70-21380.
PS: A70-30078.
N73-10791.
PC: N69-72494.
OS: A72-21189.
OGO 3, Taylor
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Positive Ion
Composition
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A- 15
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4915, B-15
PERSONNEL
PI - H.A. Taylor, Jr.
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
OI - N.W. Spencer
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study the global nature of
the thermal ions surrounding the Earth. The experiment contained
two ceramic Bennett RF mass spectrometers mounted in OPEP-I.
Each tube contained !7 grids, a collector, and an external guard
ring. Voltages on the guard ring and on some of the grids were
set at fixed or controlled negative dc voltage levels. When a positive
ion of proper mass and velocity was resonant with the RF voltage,
it passed the final positive grid and struck the collector. These
impinging positive ions caused a current flow that was converted
by an electrometer to a ',ollagc directly proportional to the current.
The resultant voltage was processed by the decade amplifier into
IV-21
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analog data outputs for each tube, one output for each decade of
collector current between 10 -14 and 10 s amp. The low mass
spectrometer measured ions with mass-to-charge ratios from 1 to
6 amu, with a resolution of 0.5 amu. The high-mass spectrometer
measured m/e values from 7 to 45 ainu, with a resolution of I in
20. A complete mass scan took 64 sec. The instruments had a
dynamic range from 5 ions/cc to 106 ions/co. Excellent data were
obtained during the first 40 days of attitude-controlled operation.
Useful data were also obtained during the subsequent spin mode
operation but with complications due to attitude effects. The gradual
increase in perigee height also placed some limitations on the
usefulness of this experiment.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
OGO 3, Winckler
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Electron Spectrometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A-22
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4909, B-09
PERSONNEL
PI - J.R. Winckler
University of Minnesota - Minneapolis, Minnesota
Ol -- R.L. Arnoldy
University of Minnesota - Minneapolis Minnesota
Ol - K.A. Pfitzer
University of Minnesota - Minneapolis, Minnesota
PM" A68-19744, A68-37114, A69-23777, A70-26568,
A70-29185, A70-38377, A72-17453.
PS: A68-41673.
OM: A69-25153, A69-25157.
OS: A70-30358.
OGO 3, Whipple
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Planar Ion and Electron
Trap
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A- 14
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4913, B-13
PERSONNEL
PI - E.C. Whipple
ESSA - Boulder, Colorado
OI - B.E. Troy, Jr.
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to measure the electron
energy spectrum in the radiation belts for the range from 50 keV
to 4 MeV. The experiment consisted of a five-channel electron
spectrometer containing an analyzing electromagnet, a plastic
scintillator crystal, a PM, and a pulse height analyzer. The
analyzing electromagnet was u_d to define the five energy channels.
The pulse height analyzer accepted only the pulses corresponding
to the particular energy channel being sampled. In this way the
background due to bremsstrahlung and penetrating particles was
reduced because only those background pulses in the narrow energy
band being analyzed were counted. This system was mounted in
the main body in a direction I0 deg off the spacecraft z-axis v, ith
a 15-deg acceptance cone. Since OGO 3 was spin stabilized about
its z-axis shortly after lauuch, the acceptance cone was effectively
increased to 35 deg. Directional measurements of electrons were
made in five contiguous, logarithmically equispaced energy channels
between 50 and 4000 keV. Background particles were counted b_
operating the Spectrometer without the electromagnet. The system
sampled the five spectral intervals and five background inter_als
every 2.3 sec when the OGO 3 system was operating at 1 kbs.
The sampling rate increased linearly with the telemetry bit rate.
Data from each of the fi_e channels were telemetered as one digital
word. This experiment performed well from launch to December
1, 1969, when all experiments aboard OGO 3 were turned off.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the distributions of
ions and electrons near thermal energy from perigee to apogee.
The data also specified the magnitude and polarity of the
spacecraft charge. The instrumentation consisted of a plasma
detector and an electrometer, mounted together on the OPEP-I,
and ancillary electronics that included logic and detection circuits.
The plasma sensor contained three parallel circular grids and a
collector. The aperture grid was 3.3 cm in diameter, and the two
interior grids were 7.3 cm in diameter. A gold-plated magnesium
collector was mounted behind the grids. The detector shell provided
a ground plane flush with the spacecraft skin. The experiment
was operated in both low-resolution and high-resolution modes
for electrons and ions. The average time to complete an observation
in any one mode was 15 sec. The collector current was measured
v, ith a vibrating reed electrometer in the range from 10 -13 to 10 -_'
amp. This experiment operated on a reduced schedule to minimize
interference _ith the triaxial search coil magnetometer experiment.
The data were also seriously degraded by observatory spin.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A74-18372.
N74-74638.
PS: A69-31976, A70-13994, A73-33436.
PM: A68-41697, A69-40508, A69-43172, A70-30090.
N67-13710, N69-19899, N70-17448, N70-17624,
N72-28802, N74-74639.
OM: N73-20842, N74-20502, N74-20503.
OS: N74-74636.
OGO 3, Winckler
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Ionization Chamber
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A-23
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4909, B-09
PERSONNEL
PI - J.R. Winckler
University of Minnesota - Minneapolis, Minnesota
OI - R.L. Arnoldy
Universit? of Mfi:ne_ota - Minneapolis, Minnesota
OI - S.R. Kane
University of Minnesota - Minneapolis, Minnesota
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BRIEF DESCRIPT!ON
This experiment was designed to measure the ionization due
to primary cosmic ra_s. The instrumentation consisted of a 17.8-cm
diameter integrating ionization chamber with a resetting drift-type
electrometer. The system was mounted on the 1.2-m EP-4 boom
extending from the main body of the spacecraft along the v axis.
The chamber responded to electrons and protons with energies
greater than 0.6 and 12 MeV, respectively, and to X-rays in the
range 10 to 50 keV. The ionization current was measured by a
vacuum tube electrometer the output of which, as a function of
time, was an automatically resetting sawtooth ramp voltage between
0 and 5 V. Data were telemetered in three independent forms
through three digital words and one analog word. each of which
was telemetered once every 1.152 sec when the OGO 3 system was
operating at I kbs. The sampling rate linearly increased with the
telemetry rate. This experiment performed well from launch to
December 1969 when all experiments aboard OGO 3 were turned
off.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A67-41232, A68-22450, A68-35480, A69-12740,
A69-22182, A69-40508, A69-43172, A70-15106,
A71-18128.
N67-13710, N68-10422, N68-23026, N70-17448,
N70-17624, N72-28802, N74-18420, N74-21445,
N74-74639.
OS: A69-33055, A69-34227, A70-30059, A71-17918,
A71-27654, A73-14962.
OGO 3, _olte
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Electrostatic Plasma
Analysis (Protons 0.1-18
keV)
NSSDC ID ........................................... 66-049A-05
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4902, B-02
PERSONNEL
PI - J.H. Wolfe
NASA-ARC - Moffett Field, California
PERSONNEL
P! - C.L. Wolff
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
OI - K.L. Hallam
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Of - S.P. Wyatt
University of Illinois - Urbana, Illinois
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the amount of solar
light that is scattered by particles in space (dust, etc.) in the
neighborhood of the antisolar point. This light contribution to
the night sky is called the Gegenschein. The data from the
experiment were to be pictures of the sky at the antisolar point
taken by a TV camera and telemetered to Earth in the form of a
matrix of pulse counts. The apparatus was similar, except in minor
details, to that flown on OGO 1 (64-054A-11). The experimental
package, located in SOEP-2, was a photoelectric camera that formed
images of the sky in the visible and near-infrared regions of the
spectrum. The data from this assembly were transmitted back to
Earth where they were reconstructed into pictures. Each of these
pictures covered less than 100 square degrees of the sky, with a
resolution on the order of 0.25 deg. The package consisted of --
(1) an f/l.5 objective lens, (2) a filter wheel containing three filters
centered at 3000, 5000, and 7000 A. with passbands of 500A, _3)
an S-20 cathode deposited on a thin, curved ultraviolet transmitting
glass, (4) an image dissector named the Star Tracker FW 143B
made by the i'l-l" Corporation, and (5) an electronic unit that
amplified and counted the current pulses coming from the tube
due to the individual photons arriving at the photocathode. The
experiment failed to achieve its initial objective for the following
reasons--(I) during the first six weeks of orbit the antisolar point
was within the Milky Way and could not be detected, (2) after
the first six weeks of orbit the spacecraft was spun up, making it
impossible to take pictures, and (3) the signal-to-noise ratio _as
not as large as expected due to scattered sunlight from other parts
of the spacecraft. Despite the failure to achieve the original goals,
an interesting study on the optical enviromnent about the spacecraft
was made.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-12548.
N67-35595.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study the positive ion
component of the solar wind plasma. Three quadrispherical
electrostatic anabzers, two looking into the orbital plane (OPEP-2)
and one solar-oriented (SOEP-2), were to be used to detect protons
in 30 steps in the range 100 to 18,000 eV. Owing to the unintended
spacecraft spin, little useful data were obtained. The data may be
used to indicate the location of the magnetopause and bow shock.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A65-29239.
OGO 3, Wolff
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Gegenschein Photometry
NSSI)C ID ........................................... 66-049A-20
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 4920, B-20
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OGO 4
SPA CECRA FT CHA RA CTERISTICS
COMMON NAME .............................. OGO 4
ALTERNATE NAMES ....................... OGO-D, POGO 2,
02895, S 50A
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A
LAUNCH DATE ................................. 07/28/67
WEIGHT IN ORBIT ........................... 562 kg
LAUNCH SITE ................................... Vandenberg Air Force
Base, United States
LAUNCH VEHICLE .......................... Thrust-Augmented
Thor-Agena D
SPONSORING COUNTRY ................ United States
SPONSORING AGENCY .................. NASA-OSSA
ORBIT PARAMETERS INITIAL LATER
Epoch Date .................................. 07/27/67 01128/72
Apogee (km alt) ........................... 900 505
Perigee (km alt) ............................ 416 364
Period (min) ................................. 98 93
Inclination (deg) ........................... 86.0 86.0
PERSONNEL
Project Manager -
W. E. Scull - NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Project Scientist -
N. W. Spencer - NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Program Manager -
C. D. Ashworth - NASA Hq. - Washington, D.C.
Program Scientist -
R. F. Fellows - NASA Hq. - Washington, D.C.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OGO 4 was a large observatory instrumented with experiments
designed to study the interrelationships between the aurora and
airglow emissions, energetic particle activity, geomagnetic field
variation, ionospheric ionization and recombination, and
atmospheric heating which take place during a period of increased
solar activity. OGO 4 consisted of a main body, generally
parallelepiped in form, two rectangular solar panels each including
a solar-oriented experiment package. (SOEP), two Orbital-Plane
experiment packages (OPEP), and six appendages EP-I through
EP-6, supporting the boom experiment packages. The main body
was attitude controlled by horizon scanners and gas jets and was
designed to be pointed toward the Earth (z axis). The axis connecting
the two solt.r panels (x axis) was designed to oscillate and remain
perpendicular to the Earth-Sun-spacecraft plane. The solar panels,
activated by Sun sensors, could rotate about this axis to obtain
maximum radiation for the solar cells and, concurrently, orient
the SOEP properly. The OPEPs were mounted on either end of
an axis which was parallel to the z axis and attached to the forward
end of the main body. The OPEP sensors normally were maintained
looking forward in the orbital plane of the satellite. To maintain
this orientation, the OPEP axis could rotate over 90 deg, and, in
addition, an angular difference of over 90 deg was possible between
the orientation of the upper and lower OPEP packages. The SOEP
contained four experiments, and the OPEP contained five
experiments. After the spacecraft achieved orbit and the experiments
were deployed into an operating mode, an attitude-control problem
occurred. This condition was corrected by ground-control
procedures, and three-axis stabilization was maintained for 18
months until complete failure of the tape recording systems in
mid-January 1969. At that time, due to the difficulty of maintaining
attitude control v, ithout the tape recorders, the attitude control
system was commanded off, and the spacecraft was placed into a
spin-stabilized mode about the axis which was previously maintained
I V-24
vertically. Initial spin period was 202 sec with the mean spin axis
approximately perpendicular to the orbit plane (spin period as of
March 12, 1969, was 217 see). The precession period of the mean
spin axis was about 5 days. in this mode, seven of the remaining
experiments were turned off since no meaningful data could be
observed by them. On October 23, 1969, the satellite was placed
in a stand-by status. It was reactivated to obtain VLF observations
from February 1, 1970, to March 9, 1970: from January 27, 1971,
to February 2, 1971; and from August 17, 1971, to September 27,
1971. Operational support of OGO 4 was terminated on September
27, 1971.
SPA CECRA FT/MISSIO,V BIBLIOGRA PH Y
Papers with major discussion of spacecraft, mission, testing,
subsystems, or ground systems prepared by NASA project or
project support personnel.
A63-10333, A69-36674, A70-35303.
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EXPERIMEN TS
OGO 4, Anderson
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Cosmic-Ray Ionization
NSSDC 1D ........................................... 67-073A-07
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5007, D-07
PERSONNEL
PI - H.R. Anderson
Rice University - Houston, Texas
Ol - V.H. Neher
Cal Tech -Pasadena, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure cosmic-ray and solar
flare particle intensities (protons above 10 MeV, electrons above
0.5 MeV) using an ion chamber. The ion chamber was mounted
at the end of spacecraft boom EP-I about 2.5 m from the main
body of the spacecraft. The ion chamber operated successfully
for only the first 160 orbits of the satellite. The reason for the
failure is not known.
BI BLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70_31903.
N74-74624, N74-76923.
PS: N69-34536.
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OGO 4, Barth BRIEF DESCRIPTION
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... UV Spectrometer,
1100-3400 A
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A- 14
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5014, D-14
PERSONNEL
PI - C.A. Barth
University of Colorado - Boulder, Colorado
O! - L.J. Wallace
Kitt Peak National Observatory - Tucson, Arizona
Ol - E.F. Mackey
Packard-Bell - Newbury Park, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
An Ebert-Fastie scanning spectrometer was used to measure
the ultraviolet (UV) spectrum of the Earth in the wavelength
range from I100 to 3400 A, with a 20-A resolution. The
objectives of this experiment included the measurement of the
intensity of the following emissions -- (a) the hydrogen Lyman-Alpha
on both the day and night sides, (b) the atomic oxygen 131M-A
day and twilight glow, and (c) the atomic oxygen 1356-A line, the
atomic nitrogen 1493-A line, and the molecular nitrogen Lyman-
Birge-Hopfield bands of the photoelectron-excited dayglow. Another
objective was the determination of the vertical distribution of
ozone from the measurement of the back-scattered UV daylight in
the 2000- to 3400-A range. The focal length of the Ebert mirror
was 250 mm, and the grating used had 2160 lines per millimeter.
The spectral scan period was 74.5 sec. However, during about 7
percent of the time, this scan period was reduced to 18.6 sec.
The instrument was mounted on the main body looking to nadir.
The F channel was the output of a PM with a sapphire window
and a cesium telluride cathode. The wavelength interval measured
here extended from 1750 to 3400 A, with a dynamic range of 106.
The G-data channel was the output of a PM with a lithium fluoride
window and a cesium iodide cathode. On this channel the wavelength
ranges scanned extended from 1100 to 1750 A, and the measured
intensity could vary over a range from 1 to 1000. Prefocused
light sources, some operated by command, provided in-orbit
calibrations. This experiment remained operational until the support
of OGO 4 was ended in September 1971.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-31400, A69-32645, A69-36682, A70-39338,
A73-10878, A73-41925.
N69-26549.
OM: A72-26402.
OS: A69-34957, A70-39344, A72-42418.
OGO 4, Cain
EXPERIMENT NAME ........................ Magnetic Survey,
Rubidium Vapor
Magnetometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A-06
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5006, D_06
PERSONNEL
PI - J.C. Cain
NASA-GSEC Greenbelt, Maryland
OI R.A. Langel
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt. Maryland
The OGO 4 rubidium vapor magnetometer, located in EP-6,
was an optically pumped, self-oscillating dual cell instrument used
to measure the scalar field from polar orbit. The instrument was
sampled every 0.5 see, and operated almost continuously from
launch until January 19, 1969. The measurements were accurate
to within 0.4 gamma, with an absolute accuracy expected to be
about 2 gammas. The accuracy of the measurements was limited
by spacecraft fields.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-37490, A69-42428, A70-39349, A71-29903,
A72-12081, A73-31768, A73-31773, A74-34019.
N71-32190, N72-30823, N73-20866, N74-13566,
N74-17058.
B 15846-000, B 15849-000.
PS: A73-31772, A73-41374.
N72-23341, N74-20982.
OGO 4, Chandra
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Positive Ion Study
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A-19
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5019, D-19
PERSONNEL
Pi S.S. Chandra
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
OI J.L. Donley
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - R.E. Bourdeau
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrument was a planar retarding potential analyzer (RPA)
which was designed to measure ion composition and density, and
the temperature of ions and electrons. The sensor unit in OPEP-I
was oriented to face the spacecraft velocity vector. It consisted of
three circular gold-plated wire-mesh grids mounted in front of a
circular gold-plated collector. All elements were separated by 0.4
cm. The outer grid was 2.5 cm in diameter, and the remaining
elements were 6.4 cm in diameter. This outer grid was mounted
on a 7-cm guard ring, flush with, but electrically isolated from,
the OPEP. A sweep of stepping voltages (128 steps) was applied
in alternating ion (middle grid swept from 12.6 to ,0.1 v) and
electron (outer two grids swept from -3.2 to 7.0 v) modes. Raw
data consisted of plots of retarding potential values versus current
flowing to the collector. -Ihese were analyzed to obtain temperature,
density, and composition data. The 128 voltage steps required for
each curve took 36.6 seconds to sweep, during which time the
,pacccraft moved a distance of 1.5 to 2.5 deg latitude. The densities
observable ranged from about 100 to 100,000 particles/cc. The
composition determinations could not satisfactorily distinguish N _-
from 04, but HE+ and H+ were consistently identifiable. This
experiment operated satisfactorily for 13,563 hr over a period of
about 18 months. Data collected after the spacecraft stabilization
was lost _cre not usable.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-36016, A71-19663, A71-33956, A73-38939.
N68-35999.
B22334-000.
PS: A71-30037, A71-30951.
PC: N74-76910.
OS: A72-26411, A73-33436.
OGO 4, Haddock
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Radio Astronomy
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A-01
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5001, D-01
PERSONNEL
PI - F.T. Haddock
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor, Michigan
Ol - W. Potter
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor Michigan
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this experiment was to map the brightness
temperature of the sky at a frequency of 2.5 MHz, using an 18-m
monopole antenna on the spacecraft and depending upon ionospher-
ic focusing to achieve angular resolution. The experiment, located
in SOEP-I, operated for the life of the spacecraft, returning data
from radiometers operating at 2.0 and 2.5 MHz and measurements
of the complex impedance of the antenna at 2.5 MHz. Radio-
frequency interference generated within the spacecraft made
interpretation of the radiometer data very difficult, and it appears
to be impractical to extract mapping information. The antenna
impedance measurements were unaffected and represent a body of
data useful for the study of the properties of the ionosphere and
the behavior of antennas in plasma.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A71-26144.
N70-42352.
PS: N69-25437.
OGO 4, Helliwell
a preamplifier stag_ at the end of the EP-5 boom, and a receiver
electronics package in the main body of the satellite. Three
step-kequency recei,_ers covered the frequency ranges from 0.2 to
1.6, 1.6 to 12.5, and 12.5 to 100 kHz. Observations from these
receivers were tape recorded and read out upon command. These
three step-frequency receivers could be tuned, on command, to
any fixed frequenc__ in their range. The fourth (phase-tracking)
receiver operated bctv, ecn 14.4 and 26.3 kHz and was tuned on
command to receive signals from any VLF station transmitting in
this range. These data v,ere recorded and transmitted in the same
way as the step-f_-quency receiver data. The fifth and sixth
receivers were broadband, operating from 0.015 to 0.30 kHz (ELF)
and from 0.30 to 12.5 kHz (VLF). These data were not tape
recorded, but were observed only in real time on the special purpose
telemetry channel. A matching transformer connected on command
to the antenna aitowed either electric field or magnetic field
observations. This experiment was the same as that for OGO 2,
except for the addition of the ELF receiver and the ability to
make electric-field observations. The experiment operated nominally
through February 1968, when the electric field observing mode
failed. Subsequent operation continued until spacecraft shut-down
in November 1969. The experiment was reactivated in 1970
(I February - 9 March), and twice in 1971 (27 January - 2 February,
and 17 August - 27 September). It was turned on once in 1971
for Apollo support, and once to obtain correlative data for USAF
Cannonball (71-067C) observations.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-140__9, A70-15116, A70-18532, A71-31757,
A71-39746, A72-23008, A73-33451. A73-33876.
N68-14025, N70-15525, N70-15768, N70-32928,
N73-16126, N73-22079, N74-12109.
PS: N74-15857.
OM: A70-18534.
OS: A70-30078, A72-19149, A72-21189.
()GO 4. Hinteregger
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Solar UV Emissions
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A-20
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5020, D-20
PERSONNEL
PI - H.E. Hinteregger
AFCRL - Bedford, Massachusetts
O! - D.E. Bedo
AFCRL - Bedford, Massachusetts
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... VLF Noise and
Propagation
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A-02
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5002, D-02
PERSONNEL
PI - R.A. Helliwell
Stanford University - Stanford, California
OI - L.H. Rorden
Stanford University - Stanford, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment cor_sisted of six VLF radio receivers that studied
natural and man-made VLF noise occurrences at orbital altitudes
The receiver s)stems consisted of an inflatable 2.9-m loop antenna,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure solar photon flux as
a function of wavelength between 170 and 1700 A. The experi-
ment was located on SOEP-2, a solar-oriented panel on the
spacecraft. Solar radiation entered the experiment package through
an aperture equipped with a set of electrically charged grids to
reject charged particles. Then the radiation illuminated a stack of
six small gratings and was diffracted onto six photocathodes. These
photocathodes were located in two PMs (two per PM). By electronic
discrimination, only one photocathode was used at any given time
in each photomu]tiplier. The gratings were all illuminated at the
same angle of incidence, and were stepped through the spectral
range in 512 intervals every seven minutes during normal operation.
An alternative mode provided for a short scan of 32 steps, beginning
at any of 16 different points in the 512-step scan. The experiment
failed after t_o v,ceks in orbit (August 12, 1967k The tv*o_eek
period x_as u_cd to check out the instrument rather than to collect
data. so no data resulted.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OGO 4, Jones
PM: N65-29678.
PC: N65-14504.
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Neutral Particle and Ion
Composition
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A-15
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5015, D-15
PERSONNEL
PI - L.M. Jones
University of.Michigan -Ann Arbor, Michigan
OI- R.J. Leite
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor, Michigan
OGO 4, Hoffman
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Low-Energy Auroral
Particle Detector
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A-1 i
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5011, D-II
PERSONNEL
Pl - R.A. Hoffman
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Oi - D.S. Evans
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The auroral particles experiment, located in EP-2, contained
eight detectors, each comprised of a cylindrical electrostatic analyzer
with a channel electron multiplier. Seven of these detectors were
capable of measuring protons or electrons as selected by ground
command, and the eighth detector measured background. Five of
the detectors looked along a vector pointing radially away from
the Earth, while three others looked out at 30 deg. 60 deg, and 90
deg to the radius vector pointing away from the Earth. The look
directions of all the detectors lay in a single plane. Four of the
detectors that looked directly away from the Earth measured
electrons or protons at either 0.7, 2.3, 7.4, or 23.8 keV, and the
fifth measured the background. Those detectors at other angles
measured electrons or protons at 2.3 keV. Most of the data were
taken over the north and south auroral zones and polar caps, but
a small amount of lower latitude data were taken. The data taken
over the south auroral zone amounted to less than 5 percent of
the data. Since the magnetic field of the Earth is nearly vertical
in the auroral zone, the detectors that pointed av, ay from the Earth
measured precipitating particles, and the angled detectors measured
particles having pitch angles nearly comparable to their respective
spacecraft angles. All detectors, except for the 6 keV and the 90
deg 2 keV, developed some noise problems preventing the
measurement of small fluxes. Otherwise the detectors functioned
normally from initial turn-on (July 30, 1967) until January 25.
1969, when the experiment was turned off. The experiment was
operated in the electron mode continuously for about six days out
of every seven.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-43443, A69-28964, A71-27911. A71-30032,
A72-19149. A72-39541, A73-15531, A73-26988,
A73-41914, A74-14274.
N70-29987. N71-25272, N73-10392, N73-11345.
N73-21367, N73-25868. N74-74628.
B 16576-000, B22333-000.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to obtain ambient
composition data, for both neutral and ionized species, that would
contribute to an understanding of several atmospheric processes
and phenomena such as diffusive separation, photochemical
production, and photoionization. The OGO 4 electron-impact,
open-ion-source quadrupole mass spectrometer was programmed
to measure the concentration of both neutral and charged particles
over the mass-to-charge ratio range from 50 to 0. The resolution
was such that mass-to-charge ratio (m divided by e) values 19, 20.
and 21 could easily be distinguished. The maximum sensitivity for
positive ions was IOions/cc/V output and for neutral species 100,000
neutral particles/cc/V output. The lower sensitivity for neutrais
resulted from low-ionization efficiency of the ion source. Thcre
were six linear decade output ranges. To avoid sequential switching
of all six decades, two amplifiers were provided at the electrometer
output, one with unit}' gain and the other with a gain of 10. Each
amplifier was connected to a separate analog data channel with
this arrangement. The six-decade output range was achieved with
only three range-sv, itching operations. The remaining analog data
channel assigned to this experiment was devoted to spectrometer
housekeeping data. Each sweep cycle, i.e., scan of m/e values from
50 to I, took 6 see and resulted in a spatial resolution of 0.8 km
per mass unit of sweep. A complete measurement consisted of 14
mass sweeps, which _ere divided equally between the collection of
charged and neutral particles, with tv, o sweeps devoted to instrument
calibration. The spectrometer was operated in two modes - a
normal or spectral mode and a zero resolution or 'staircase" mode
where the output corresponded approximately to an integral
_pectrum. The experiment, which weighed 3.8 kg, was mounted
in OPEP-2, an orbital plane experiment package. This experiment
remained operational until the OGO 4 support was ended in
September 1971.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-3668 i.
N71-21544, N71-23238.
B05000-O00.
OGO 4, Kreplin
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Solar X-ray Emissions
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A-21
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5021, D-21
PERSONNEL
P! -- R:W. Kreplin
Naval Research Laboratory - Washington, D.C.
OI T.A. Chubb
Naval Research Laboratory - Washington, D.C.
OI liD. Friedman
Naval Research Laboratory Washington, D.C.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to measure the solar X-ray
emission flux for correlations with phenomena in the D and E
regions of the Earth's ionosphere. The experiment was composed
of four ionization chambers that were sensitive in nominal 0.5- to
3.O-A, 1- to 8-A, 8- to 16-A (or 8- to 20-A), and 44- to 60-A
passbands. The detectors were mounted in SOEP-2, a solar-
oriented experiment package of the spacecraft, and were pointed
continuously at the Sun. The currents generated in the ionization
chambers were ampliIied by linear electrometers, three of _hich
changed ranges automatically to provide the appropriate _nsitivity
for observations during both intense solar flares and solar quiet
periods. The outputs from the electrometers were digitized and
either transmitted directly to the ground or stored in the spacecraft
tape recorders for later transmission. The worst-time resolution.
obtained with the spacecraft multiplexer operating at 4 kbs, was
4.6 sec for the 8- to 16-A and 44- to 60-A detectors. The time
resolution was considerably better for the 0.5- to 8-A detectors.
The 44- to 60-A detector failed in November 1967, but the other
three detectors produced useful data until the spacecraft tape recorder
was disabled in January 1969.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-43611, A71-14046, A71-14212, A71-20318.
N74-74629.
PS: A70-43301.
N69-32730.
OS: A 72-35089.
N69-17412, N71-36131.
OGO 4, Mange
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Lyman-Alpha and UV
Airglow Study
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A- 13
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5013, D-13
PERSONNEL
PI P.W. Mange
Naval Research Laboratory - Washington, D.C.
O! - R.R. Meier
Naval Research Laboratory Washington, D.C.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the Lyman-Alpha
night skyglow radiation from Earth (1050 to 1350 A), the
Lyman-Alpha background radiation from space (1050 to 1350 A),
and the Far-UV airglow radiation from Earth (1230 to 1350 A
and 1350 to 1550 A) using eight detectors located on the main
body• Seven of the detectors were pointed toward the Earth to
measure the Far-UV airglow and Lyman-Alpha night skyglow, and
one was directed toward space to measure the Lyman-Alpha
background radiation. The 1050- to 1350-A detectors had lithium
fluoride windows and nitric-oxide gas filler, the 1230- to 1350-A
detectors had calcium fluoride windows and nitric-oxide gas filler,
and the 1350- to 1550-A detectors had barium fluoride windows
and a symmetrical dimethyl-hydrazine gas filler. These deectors
observed zenith and nadir intensities in the night sky at ahitades
of 400 to 900 kin. The outnut consisted of intensities taker_ at
2-rain intervals covering the period from July 29, 1967, to JaJluar)
20, 1969. The satellite tape recorder failed on January 20. 1969,
limiting the data to real time only. Prior to this equipment failure.
the radiation detectors operated with negligible loss of sensitivit_
with the exception of the 1230- to 1350-_ detectors which, for no
known rea',on. ,,tcadilx decreased in _ensiti_it,, and became u_clcss
after n wcck_ of ,,pcratitnl In _cneral, the operation of the
Instrunlcnttttion _,,1_ la.onliflal.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-15128. A70-23493, A70-35764, A71-11503,
A71-11504, A71-14028, A71-17279.
PS: A69-30191.
OM: A73-38939.
OS: A69-34957, A72-42418.
N71-34333.
OGO 4, Morgan
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Whistler and
Audio-Frequency
Electromagnetic Waves
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A-03
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5003, D-03
PERSONNEL
PI- M.G. Morgan
Dartmouth College - Hanover, New Hampshire
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study ionospheric effects on
whistler-mode waves and on propagation of whistlers in the 0.3-
to 18-kHz band. It consisted of a dipole electric field carpenter
tape antenna, located on EP-I, which was extended to 3 m. Thi_
antenna fed a wideband receiver with a 60-rib dynamic range.
The receiver gain, controlled by ground command, operated in
four ranges, stepping down 15 db in each sequential step. An
8-kHz continuous calibration signal of known intensity was fed to
the receiver. The resulting data were records of noise frequency
versus time. These could be reviewed aurally, or be processed into
sonograms for visual study. This experiment worked satisfactorily
and was operated over a period of 27 months until spacecraft
operation was discontinued•
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-18534, A72-19149.
OM: A70-19630.
OS: A72-21189, A72-39541
OGO 4, Newton
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Neutral Particle Study
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A- 17
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5017, D-17
PERSONNEL
PI G.P. Newton
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure neutral atmospheric
density and temperature in the upper thermosphere and exosphere
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as a function of spatial and temporal changes, in addition',
correlations betv, een changes in the atmospheric parameters and
variations of solar and magnetic activity v, ere to be studied. A
Bayard-AIpert pressure gauge was used as the sensor. This
hot-filament detector had a helical grid around an axial cylindrical
collector. Electrons emitted from one of the three redundant
filaments, mounted outside the grid, ionized the neutral particles
by collision. The positively charged grid not only accelerated the
electrons, but it also repelled the positive ions toward the collector
and produced a measurable collector current, which was proportional
to the number density of particles inside the gauge. Located in
OPEP-2, the sensor was scanned about the velocity vector to
determine the neutral-particle velocity distribution from which
atmospheric temperature can be deduced. The instrument yielded
data during the 18 months of attitude controlled OGO 4 operation.
It was discovered, however, that the sensor develops a large
background ion current which limits its ability to make atmospheric
density measurements to relatively low altitudes. The perigee altitude
of OGO 4 appear to be too high to allow highly useful atmospheric
density data to be obtained.
BIBLIOGRAPHY - None found
OGO 4, Nilsson
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Interplanetary Dust
Particles
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A- 18
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5018, D-18
PERSONNEL
PI - C.S. Nilsson
SAO - Cambridge, Massachusetts
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to measure over a long
period of time the velocity and mass distribution of interplanetary
dust particles in the mass range from one nanogram to less than
one picogram (10 "9 to 10 -t2 gram). The experiment also attempted
to determine the importance of geomagnetic control on the dynamics
of dust particles by correlating the various measurements with
geophysical, geomagnetic, and solar phenomena. The instrumenta-
tion was very similar to that used for micrometeoroid experiments
flown on previous OGO flights. The dust particles were detected
by four tubular detectors mounted on EP-3 and aligned along the
body axes of OGO 4. The tubular detectors were a combination
of acoustical and ionization sensors. An incoming dust particle
first penetrated a thin film sensor. The ionization caused by this
collision formed a plasma cloud which, in turn, triggered a 4-MHz
clock. If the particle had sufficient energy, it impacted on the
second sensor, a metallic disc with a transducer bonded to it. The
signal from the transducer gave a measure of the momentum of
the particle. The ionization caused by this second collision produced
a plasma cloud, which was detected by a metallic grid and stopped
the clock. This allowed the velocity of the particle to be determined.
The micrometeoroid detectors were oriented correctly [or a good
deal of the experiment life. However, some unknown noise in the
rear-sensor system limited the amount of useful data concerning
rear-sensor events. The microphone system emitted noise in a
manner similar to that on OGO 2, and microphone-only events
were deleted from the data analysis.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-10444. A71-28700.
B04201-0_,).
OGO 4, Reed
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Airglow and Auroral
Study
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A-12
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5012, D-12
PERSONNEL
Pi - E.I. Reed
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - J.E. Blamont
CNES Bretigny, France
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective o[ this experiment was to study airglow and auroral
activity by obtaining photometric measurements at the following
wavelengths (Ar_gstroms): 2630 (E-region airglow -- Herzberg
molecular oxygen emission, and aurora -- Vegard-Kaplan molecular
nitrogen emission): 3914 (visible aurora -- molecular nitrogen ion
emission); 5577 (airglow and aurora -- green atomic oxygen
emission); 5890 (E-region airglow -- yellow sodium emission); 6225
(E-region airglow,--red hydroxyl emission): and 6300 (F-region
airglow -- red att_mic oxygen emission). The photometers were
mounted in the main body and in OPEP-I, an orbital-plane
experiment package:. All of the above spectral lines were sensed
by the main body _,hotometer oriented in the Earth direction. The
6300-A line was aE,_o observed in the anti-Earth direction and by
the OPEP photome_ter. In the main body photometer, the incident
light was alternate,) directed through six filters corresponding to
the six wavelengths, by an automatic stepping-mirror system. The
mirrors could be c_ommanded to remain in any of the spectral
positions for a morse comprehensive study of the distribution of a
particular line. Tff_e field of view of the main body spectrometer
had a half-angle of ,_[ightly less than 5 degrees. The field of view
of the OPEP spectrtameter was 1/2 degree in height and 6 degrees
in width. A mirro_r scan system moved the center of the OPEP
field of view from }horizontal to 30 degrees below horizontal ira
i/2-degree steps. The main body photometer provided data for
six months in the Earth direction. The zenith and OPEP photometers
worked for the durzu_ion of the OGO 4 operations.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-15527.,, A70-15645, A72-13428, A73-38939,
A74-3404Z
N71-25268_. N72-26309, N72-27423, N72-28353.
PS: A71-19663L
N69- | 807_g..
PC: N74-74637"..
OGO 4, Simpson
EXPERIMENT NAI_IE ....................... Low-Energy Proton,
Alpha Particle
Measurement
NSSDC ID ............................................. 67-073A-08
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5008, D-08
PERSONNEL
P! -- J.A. Simpst_n
University off Chicago - Chicago, Illinois
Ol - C.Y. Fan
University _ff Arizona - Tucson, Arizona
OI - E.C. Stone
University tejf Chicago Chicago, Illinois
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Two solid-state particle telescopes, located in the main body,
were used to study low-energy cosmic-ray protons and alpha
particles. One of these was a three-element range telescope
('vertical" telescope) that was capable of identifying two energy
ranges of protons and alpha particles (from 1.22 to 39.2 and 9.32
to 39.2 MeV/nucleon) and electrons (energy greater than 400 keV
and energy greater than 620 keV). The other detector was a
one-element tele.,,cope ('horizontal" telescope) sensitive to protons
and alpha particles having energy greater than 720 keV/nucleon.
The vertical telescope axis of symmetry was parallel to the
spacecraft z axis v, hicb became the spin axis after January 1969.
The horizontal telescope symmetry axis was nearly parallel to the
spacecraft y axis (perpendicular to the z axis). Pulse height
information was sent back from the vertical telescope allowing pulse
height analyses of protons (energies from 1.22 to 39.2 MeV), alpha
particles (energies from 4.88 to 156.8 MeV), and electrons (energy
greater than 400 keV) using a 256-channel pulse height analyzer.
Count rate information was sent back from both telescopes. The
experiment performed normally [from launch until the spacecraft
was placed in a stand-by status on October 23, 1969. However,
the spinning of the spacecraft made it difficult to interpret data
after mid-January 1969.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-43183, A72-35591, A72-38728, A72-44522.
N72-25727.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-18834, A69-36675.
N73-21367.
PS: A70-30078.
PC: B21207-000.
OS: A72-21189.
OGO 4, Taylor
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Positive Ion
Composition
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A,16
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5016, D-16
PERSONNEL
PI - H.A. Taylor. Jr.
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
O! - N.W. Spencer
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
PS: A72-21510..
OS: A71-11494, A73-14962.
N69-34536.
OGO 4, Smith
EXPERIMENT NAME ..................... Triaxial Search-Coil
Magnetometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A-05
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5005, D-05
PERSONNEL
PI - E.J. Smith
NASA-JPL - Pasadena, California
Ol - R.E. Holzer
University of California - Los Angeles, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The OGO 4 triaxial search-coil magnetometer, located on the
EP-5 boom, was designed to measure the alternating component
of the magnetic field from a low-altitude polar orbit. Measure-
ments were made in the frequency range from 0.01 Hz to 1000
Hz. The signals were divided into a high-frequency and a
low-frequency channel which overlapped near the center of the
five-decade frequencv band. The low-frequency wave forms were
digitized and telemetered, lhe high-[frequency information was
obtained continuously by using an on-board low-resolution spectrum
analyzer consisting of five comb filters centered at 10, 32. 100.
320, and 800 Hz. The high-frequency `aave forms `aere also
telemetered (on a part-time basis) in analog form for subsequent
high-resolution. -,,round-based processing. Data ,acre of good quality
for the operational life of the spacecraft, including the t`at) months
of special operation from January to March of 1970.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The specific objectives of this experiment included (1) a stud_
of the ion composition as a function of magnetic coordinates
(latitude, longitude, time, and Mcllwain's L-parameter) to
investigate the means and degree of magnetic control of the ion
distribution, (2) a comparison of measurements obtained from the
same experiment on both the POGO and EOGO spacecraft, with
special attention given to ionic diffusion along L-shells, and (3) a
study of the temporal, solar, and geomagnetic effects on the itm
distribution and tr_-nsition levels. A ceramic Bennett radio-frequenc3
ion mass spectrometer tube, located in OPEP-I. was used to measure
thermal atmospheric ions having mass-to-charge ratio values from
I to 45, with a mass resolution of about 1 in 20 ainu. Concentrations
from 10 to 106 ions/cc could be measured The time between
consecutive samples of each ion detected, i.e., the spectral sweep
rate, was 25.6 sec. a time interval corresponding to a spatial
resolution from 175 to 200 km along orbit path, or to 1.5 deg in
latitude. The instrument provided good data for the operational
life of the spacecraft.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-31326, A70-18534, A70-38377, A70-41057,
A71-24555, A71-33762, A71-43166, A73-15533,
A73-19255.
N71-25270. N72-23334, N73-17948, N74-10366.
OS: B22333-000.
OGO 4, Van Allen
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Low-Energy Proton and
Electron Differential
Energy Analyzer
(LEPEDEA)
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A-10
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5010, D-10
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PERSONNEL
PI - J.A.VanAllen
Universityofiowa- Iowa City, Iowa
OI - L.A. Frank
University of Iowa - Iowa City, iowa
SPACECRAFT _ND EXI'ERIMENT CHARACTERISTICS
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A66-23684.
N74-19088.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this experiment were: 1) to conduct a
comprehensive latitude and temporal study of the intensities and
energy spectra of electrons and protons precipitating into the Earth's
upper atmosphere and 2) to provide information on the spatial,
angular, and temporal distribution of geomagnetically trapped
proton and alpha particles. The instrumentation used for the study
of precipitating particles was a Low-Energy Proton and Electron
Differential Energy Analyzer (LEPEDEA) with 16 energy bands
in the range 5 to 50,000 eV. A single thin-window GM was provided
for an integral measurement of electron flux above 40 keV and of
proton flux abo_e 500 eV. Two solid-state detectors were used
for the trapped-particles study. One was an alpha-particle experiment
with four energy bands in the range 1.05 McV to 7.8 MeV. The
other was a proton experiment with four energy bands in the range
0.37 MeV to 9.9 MeV. The experiment package was mounted on
the short boom EP-4, and it yielded data from launch until October
1969, at which time the spacecraft was placed in a stand-by status.
The data, hov, ever, were of very limited value because of a severe
temperature problem in the instrument package.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Galactic and Solar
Cosmic Ray
NSSDC ID ........................................... 67-073A-09
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ 5009, D-09
PERSONNEL
Pl - W.R. Webber
University of Minnesota - Minneapolis, Minnesota
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This cosmic-ray telescope experiment was designed to measure
the differential energy spectra of protons, helium nuclei, and heavier
nuclei up to Z = 10 within the energy range from 50 ta 2000
MeV/nucleon and at a maximum sampling rate of one per 288
msec. The telescope, located in the main body, consisted of two
detectors, a scintillator with its associated PM and a scintillator
and a Cerenkov element sandwich, _ith both elements optically
coupled to the same PM tube. A 70-nanosec coincidence circuit
coupled the t_o detectors to form the telescope. Pulses from each
PM were pulse-height analyzed. Sampled pulse heights, the
coincidence count rate, and tl_e count rate of the first detector
were telemetered. The resolution of the OGO 4 detector deteriorated
at launch, probably due to partial separation of an optical interlace
in one element of the telescope. This resulted in a reduced efficiency
for detecting protons greater than about 200 MeV, v, ith the worst
resolution near the Ccrcnkov threshold of 320 MeV. Otherwise,
the experiment functioned as planned until October 23, 1969.
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OGO 5 Operational support of OGO 5 was terminated on July 14, 1972.
SPA CECRA FT CHA RA CTERISTICS SPA CECRA FT/MISSION BIBLIOGRA PH Y
COMMON NAME .............................. OGO 5
ALTERNATE NAMES ....................... OGO-E, EGO-3,
EOGO-3, 03138, S 59
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A
LAUNCH DATE ................................. 03/04/68
WEIGHT IN ORBIT ........................... 611 kg
LAUNCH SITE ................................... Cape Canaveral, United
States
LAUNCH VEHICLE .......................... Atlas-Agena D
SPONSORING COUNTRY ................ United States
SPONSORING AGENCY .................. NASA-OSSA
ORBIT PARAMETERS INITIAL LATER
Epoch Date .................................. 03/04/68 04/04/71
Apogee (km alt) ........................... 148,228 120,666
Perigee (km alt) ............................ 272 26,405
Period (rain) ................................. 3796 3796
Inclination (deg) ........................... 31.1 54.0
PERSONNEL
Project Manager-
W. E. Scull - NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Project Scientist -
J. P. Heppner - NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Program Manager -
T. L. Fischetti - NASA Hq. - Washington, D.C.
Program Scientist -
A. W. Schardt - NASA Hq. - Washington, D.C.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of the OGO 5 spacecraft, the fifth of a series of
six orbiting geophysical observatories, was to conduct many
diversified geophysical experiments to obtain a better understanding
of the Earth as a planet and to develop and operate a standardized
observatory-type spacecraft. OGO 5 consisted of a main body
that was parallelepiped in form, two solar panels, each with a
solar-oriented experiment package (SOEP), two orbital-plane
experiment packages (OPEP), and six appendages EP-! through
EP-6 supporting the boom experiment packages. One face of the
main body was Earth-pointing (z axis), and the line connecting
the two solar panels (x axis) was perpendicular to the Earth-Sun-
spacecraft plane. The solar panels were able to rotate about the x
axis. The OPEPs were mounted on and could rotate about an
axis that was parallel to the z axis and that was attached to the
main body. At launch, the initial local time of apogee was 0944
hr. OGO 5 carried 25 experiments. Seventeen of these were particle
studies, and two were magnetic field studies. In addition, there
was one each of the following types of experiments -- radio
astronomy, UV spectrum, Lyman-Alpha, solar X-ray, plasma waves,
and electric field. Real-time data were transmitted at 1, 8, and 64
kbs, depending on the distance from the spacecraft to the Earth.
Playback data were tape recorded at 1 kbs and transmitted at 64
kbs. Two wide-band transmitters, one feeding into an omnidirec-
tional antenna and the other feeding into a directional antenna,
were used to transmit data. A special purpose telemetry system,
feeding into either antenna, was also used to transmit wid©band
data in real time only. Tracking was accomplished by using radio
beacons and a range and range-rate S-band transponder. One
wideband telemetry transmitter had a partial failure 30 days after
launch, resulting in a 10 to 1 power output reduction. The spacecraft
attitude control failed on August 6, 1971, after 41 months of normal
operation. The spacecraft was placed in a stand-by status on October
8, 1971. Three experiments were reactivated for the period from
June 1 to July 13, 1972 (68-014A-IY), 68-014A-22, and 68-014A-27).
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Papers with major discussion of spacecraft, mission, testing,
subsystems, or ground systems prepared by NASA project or
project support personnel.
A63-10333, A69-36674, A70-35303.
N74-76932.
Papers with minor discussion of spacecraft, mission, testing,
subsystems, or ground systems prepared by NASA project or
project support personnel.
N74-76912.
Papers about spacecraft, mission, testing, subsystems, or ground
systems prepared by NASA contractor personnel.
A64-10864.
N69-33977.
EXPERIMENTS
OGO 5, Aggson
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Electric Field
Measurement
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-26
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-26
PERSONNEL
PI - T.L. Aggson
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - N.C. Maynard
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol- J.P. Heppner
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to observe electric fields in the
outer regions of the magnetosphere, in the transition region, and
in the solar wind. The experiment technique used was that of
double floating probes, the probes being the plus and minus x-axis
antennas. Electric field measurements were normal from launch
until June 1968, when a preamplifier failed. From that time until
December 1968 some useful ac field data were obtained. No data
were obtained after December 1968.
BI BLIOG RAPHY-None fo.und
OGO 5, Anderson
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Energetic Radiations
from Solar Flares
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-04
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-04
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PERSONNEL
PI - K.A. Anderson
Universi D of California Berkeley, California
O! - S.R. Kane
University of California Berkclcy, California
OI - H. Mark
University of California Berkeley, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study the spectrum of
energetic X-rays. protons, alpha particles, and electrons emitted
by the Sun in association with solar flares. The experiment, located
in SOEP-I, used three separate detecting systems. First, an
omnidirectional Nal (thallium) scintillation counter measured solar
X-rays in eight energy channels from 9.6 to 19.2, 19.2 to 32, 32 to
48, 48 to 64, 64 to 80, 80 to 104, 104 to 128, and greater than
128 keV. The data were sampled for 1.15 sec once every 2.3 sec.
Second, a particle telescope composed of seven solid-state detectors
-- Di, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7, and an anticoincidence shield --
measured protons in the six energy channels from 7 to 20. 20 to
45, 45 to 80, 80 to 130. 130 to 200, and greater than 200 MeV.
These channels had a nonseparable alpha particle component. The
lowest energy channel was sampled once every 147 sec, while all
other channels were sampled once every 9.2 sec. The third system
consisted of a directional GM magnetic spectrometer that measured
electrons in two channels, from 22 to 27 and 50 to 90 keV. These
data were sampled once every 147 sec. To reduce the possible
contribution of magnetospheric radiation to the background
counting rates of the detectors, the experiment only operated at
satellite altitudes above 80,000 kin, i.e., about 48 hr or 67 percent
of each orbit. The X-ray detector operated satisfactorily throughout
the mission. The D7 detector element in the proton-alpha telescope
was found to be very noisy just prior to launch. It was therefore
disabled electronically, and no data were available for protons or
alpha particles above 200 MeV/nucleon. The rest of this
telescope performed normally throughout the mission. The electron
spectrometer performed normally from launch until September 23,
1969, when the 22- to 27-keV channel became erratic and later
stopped counting completely. The other electron channel performed
normally throughout the mission.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of 1hi_ experiment was to determine the hydro-
gen distribution in the geocorona and the geocorona's temperature
from the measurements of the intensity and line width of the
emerging Lyman-Alpha radiation. In addition, the experiment
provided data on extraterrestrial sources of Lyman-Alpha, such as
interstellar wind, comets, planets, and numerous stars. The sensor
was a photometer with a field of view of 40 min of arc and a
bandv, idth of 80 A centered at Lyman-Alpha wavelength (1216
A). Specifically, a plane mirror which could rotate about a horizontal
axis was used to move the field of view in 1/2 deg steps. Leaving
this mirror, the radiation struck a spherical mirror that focused it
onto a diaphragm. Subsequently the image of the diaphragm was
focused on the entrance window of a photomultiplier via a system
consisting of an aspberical mirror and a plane grating. A hydrogen
cell, filled with h3,drogen gas at a pressure of 0.5 mm of mercury
and containing two magnesium fluoride windows, was placed in
front of the photomultiplier and provided the measurement of line
width. Pulses produced by the PM were counted for 0.432 sec, a
time span during which the plane mirror position did not change.
The number of pulses in this time interval was a measurement of
intensity. A shutter was closed every third minute to measure the
dark current level of the photometer. The experiment was mounted
in OPEP-I. Instrument scanning caused the field-of-view axis to
move inside a cone of 16 deg half-angle, with the local vertical as
axis. Two modes of operation were possible and the choice was
made by ground command. In the scanning mode the plane mirror
would scan continuously. In the stepping mode this mirror would
be placed in a specified position. The experiment was turned off
when the spacecraft was deactivated on October 8, 1971, alter
operating for 23,170 hr.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-31412, A70-42468, A71-24438, A71-33834,
A73-19233.
N73-10812.
B22614-000.
PS: N65-3065 i.
OS: A73-12323, A73-39074.
N73-10813.
PM: A69-40775, A71-15937, A71-19825, A72-14561,
A73-11389, A73-20766, A74-30287, A74-38468.
N72-28812, N74-21445, N74-21458.
B03940-000.
OGO 5, Boyd
PS: A70-25746, A73-17041, A74-30908.
B22607-000.
OS: A71-20945, A72-13507.
B22602-000.
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Electron Temperature
and Density
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-01
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-01
PERSONNEL
PI- R.L.F. Boyd
University College - London, England
Ol- P.A. Willmore
University College - London, England
OI - K. Norman
University College - London, England
OGO 5, Biamont
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Geocoronal
Lyman-Alpha
Measurements
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-22
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-22
PERSONNEL
PI J.E. Blamont
CNES- Paris, France
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this experiment, located on EP-I, was to study
the electron temperature and density in the magnetosphere to
understand the effects of the solar wind on the geomagnetic field.
The current-voltage characteristics for a Langmuir probe immersed
in the ionospheric plasma were analyzed, and from this information
the local electron temperature and concentration could be deduced.
The instrument was capable of measuring electron temperatures
over the range from 700 to 25.000 deg K and concentrations over
the range from I to 10 _ electrons/cc. The experiment operated
normally for 30.465 hr (until spacecraft shutdown).
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PM: A70-37513. A74-17648.
OS: A73-33456.
B22612-000.
OGO 5, Cline
the detectors pointed in opposite directions _,hile the remainder
pointed in various other directions. The experiment was designed
to determine the magnctohydrodynamic properties of disturbances
in the magnetosphere and beyond. It was conducted in conjunction
with the UCLA fluxgate magnetometer experiment (68-014A-14).
A thermal problem adversely affected the data quality for the second
half of 1969. Ho_ever, prior to that time and until October 8,
1971, when it was turned operationally off, the experiment was
performing normally.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Interplanetary,
Electrons, Positrons, and
Protons
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-05
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-05
PERSONNEL
P! - T.L. Cline
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt. Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was intended primarily to study solar and
galactic electrons and positrons in the energy range from 2 to 9.5
MeV. It also measured solar electrons above several hundred keV,
solar X-rays above 80 keV, and medium-energy galactic and solar
protons and alpha particles. The instrument, mounted on EP-3,
was a dE/dx vs E plastic scintillator telescope surrounded by an
anticoincidence plastic scintillator. Between the residuaI-E sensor
and the anticoincidence sensor was a Csl scintillator that observed
gamma rays associated with electrons and positrons stopping in
the residuaI-E sensor. Analysis of the Csl scintillator output
permitted differentiation between electrons and positrons. Pulse
height analysis of the dE/dx and residual-E sensor outputs was
performed, as _as inflight calibration. The experiment functioned
normally from launch to September 14, 1969, after which no further
useful data v, ere obtained.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-38096.
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OGO 5, Coleman
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Triaxial Fluxgate
Magnetometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A- 14
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-14
PERSONNEL
PI - P.J. Coleman, Jr.
University of California - Los Angeles, California
O! - T.A. Farley
University of California - Los Angeles, California
O1 - D.L Judge
University of Southern California - Los Angeles,
California
Ol C.T. Russell
University of California - Los Angeles, California
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OGO 5, Coleman
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Hydromagnetic Waves
and Trapped Particles
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A°13
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-13
PERSONNEL
PI - P.J. Coleman, Jr.
University of California - Los Angeles, California
OI - T.A. Farley
University of California - Los Angeles, California
O! - D.L. Judge
University of Southern California - Los Angeles,
California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment, located in EP-I. consisted of six plastic
_cintillator detectors to measure the unidirectional flux of electrons
in eight energ.x intcr_als between 50 keV and 1.2 MeV. Tv, o of
IV-34
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of a triaxial fluxgate magnetometer
mounted on the EP-5, 6. l-m boom. The range of each sensor
was 16 gammas, with 0.125-gamma digitization windows. For a
given ambient field, a known offset field could be applied to the
sensor by a surrounding current-carrying coil. In this way, ambient
fields of __64,000 gammas per axis were measurable with 0.125-
gamma digitization accuracy. The sensor output signals were passed
through a fil_er that removed frequency components higher than
the sampling frequency. The filtered signals were then sampled in
real time at 0.87, 6.96, or 55.5 vector measurements per second,
depending on the satellite bit rate. and at 0.87 vector measure-
ment per second in the tape-recorded channel. As the instrument
shifted offset field ranges, the first six data points taken after the
shift were affected in an understood, and therefore correctable,
way. Also, the instrument housing was equipped with an electric
heater that introduced a correctable offset field when it came on.
Further, the zero offset on each sensor drifted slowly as a function
of sensor electronic temperature. By using simultaneous fluxgate
and rubidium magnetometer data from the GSFC experiment, this
offset correction could be determined v, ithin :3 gammas over most
of the satellite orbit. Data were received until September 20, 1971,
when the experiment v,a,; turned off. Temperature plots are available
from NSSDC for orbit_ 38 and thereafter. During Iov,-temperature
times, offsets could be as much as IOgammas.
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OGO 5, Frank
OGO 5, Crook
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Plasma Wave Detector
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-24
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-24
PERSONNEL
PI - G.M. Crook
TRW Systems Group - Redondo Beach. California
Ol -- F.L. Scarf
TRW Systems Group - Redondo Beach, California
O!-- R.W. Fredricks
TRW Systems Group - Redondo Beach, California
Ol - I.M. Green
TRW Systems Group - Redondo Beach, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The plasma wave detector included five electric dipoles and
three orthogonal search-coil magnetometers mounted on the EP-5
6.7-m boom. The three 0.5-m orthogonal electric dipoles were
normal to the planes of the magnetometers. Each of the orthogonal
components of the dipole and magnetometer was sampled
simultaneously for 9.2 sec through 15-percent bandpass filters in
the following sequence -- 0.56, 1.3, 3.0, 7.35, 14.5, 30.0, and 70.0
kHz for each dipole concurrent with 0.56, 0.56, 0.56, 0.56, 70.0.
70.0, and 70.0 kHz for each magnetometer. Repeat time for this
sequence was 3.26 rain. Onboard autocorrelation was performed
between each electric field and magnetic field measurement. The
remaining t_,o boom-mounted dipoles were colinear, differing only
m length. Each dipole was monitored through a 200-Hz 10-percent
filter for 2 sec once every 9.2 sec. In addition to the digital data,
I- to 22-Khz electric-field data taken from one main dipole and
yielding power spectrum information for that axis were contin-
uously monitored by a special purpose analog telemetry system.
Threshold sensitivity of these measurements _as telemetered with
the digital data. Intense emissions beh)v, I kHz and above 22 kHz
may still be detectable. The experiment operated normall?, but
much of the data returned after April 1968 v, ere of poor quality
due to a telemetry transmitter failure.
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Low-Energy Proton and
Electron Differential
Energy Analyzer
(LEPEDEA)
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-07
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-07
PERSONNEL
PI - L.A. Frank
University of Iowa - Iowa City, Iowa
Oi J.A. Van Allen
University of Iowa - Iowa City, Iowa
O! -- T.A. Fritz
University of Iowa - Iowa City, Iowa
Ol - T.P. Armstrong
University of Iowa - Iowa City, Iowa
OI - S.M. Krimigis
University of Iowa - Iowa City, Iowa
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the differential
energy spectrum of protons and electrons over the range from 5
eV to I00 keV in the Earth's magnetosphere and its environment.
The experiment was also to measure trapped alpha particles over
the range from 0.4 to 200 MeV. The detector, located in EP-2,
was an electrostatic analyzer using Bendix channeltron electron
multipliers. The experiment failed March 12, 1968, nine days after
launch.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A71-14550, A71-37353, A71-43158.
N66-13640.
PS: A69-29565.
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OGO 5, Haddock
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Radio Astronomy
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-20
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-20
PERSONNEL
PI - F.T. Haddock
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor, Michigan
PERSONNEL
P! - J.P. Hc'I_pner
NASA-KSISFC Greenbelt, Marvland
Ol - B.G. Ledtey
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - M. Sugi_ara
NASA--GSFC • Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - T.L. Skfllman
NASA-4_SFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
OI R.M. Campbell
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment, used primarily to observe Type-3 solar radio
bursts, consisted of a 9.12-m monopole antenna and a step-
frequency superheterodyne receiver tunable through the eight
frequencies of 0.05, 0.I0, 0.20, 0.35, 0.60, 0.90, 1.80, and 3.50 MHz
in 9.2 sec (1.152 sec at each frequency, regardless of spacecraft
telemetry rate). This experiment operated both during real-time
coverage and during tape-recorded coverage. The experiment
package was located in SOEP-I, with the monopole antenna oriented
perpendicular to the Earth-Sun-spacecraft plane (-x direction). The
receiver bandwidth was 10 kHz (6 db points), and the intermediate
frequency stage had an automatic gain control yielding a dynamic
range of 44 db. A solid-state, four-level noise generator was
connected in place of the antenna for inflight calibration every
9.85 rain (36.9 sec were required for calibration). The receiver
operated in either of two modes. During normal operation, the
receiver was stepped through the eight frequencies. In a nonstepping
mode, the receiver was locked on only one of the available frequency
channels. The radiometer operated in the stepping mode except
for the periods from April 25 to June 18, 1968 1_3.5 MHz), September
12 to 14, 1968 (0.6 MHz), and December 15 to 17, 1969 (0.6 MHz).
Both impulsive and nonimpulsive interference occurred, with the
four lower frequency channels usually being affected by some
impulsive interference assumed due to other experiments on board
the spacecraft. Nonimpulsive interference, manifested as permanent
noise levels higher than preflight receiver noise, occurred in the
ease of the 1.80- and 0.35-MHz channels. The system stability was
checked approximately every 2 months from March 1968 through
December 1969, and the output levels were found to be constant
to within a fev, percent. This experiment remained fully oper-
ational until the OGO 5 support was terminated on July 14, 1972.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The primary objective of this experiment was to study the
geomagnetic field and its interactions with the environment. The
detector system c_nsisted of a triaxial fluxgate magnetometer and
two dual-cell, optit_aliy pumped, self-oscillating, rubidium-87 vapor
magnetometers, i_.h magnetometers were mounted on boom EP-6
to minimize effects of spacecraft fields. The triaxial fluxgate
magnetometer pro_-ided simultaneous measurements of the three
magnetic-field vectoa" components in the range ±4000 gammas (over
a frequency range from 0 to 120 Hz). A 10-gamma inflight
calibration was applied on command as a check on sensitivity
changes. The at.,uracy was ±1 gamma (checked by means of
inflight comparisot_ _vith the rubidium magnetometers). The
rubidium vapor rn_tgnetometers provided scalar measurements of
the magnetic field magnitude. However, a triaxial coil system was
built into the sphere surrounding the rubidium magnetometers to
allow vector' measurements to be made. This was used to monitor
the output of the P, uxgate magnetometer as a check on zero drift_.
The rubidium vapor magnetometers had an absolute accuracy of
=0.5 gamma. Six _,eeks after launch, the frequency counter failed,
causing the loss of the rubidium magnetometer data for fields greater
than 14,000 gammas. A problem that developed with time and
had an effect on xhe quality of the rubidium data was a lamp
oscillation of one o/the two rubidium magnetometers. This led to
turning off the malfunctioning rubidium magnetometer in April
1968. With this n_agnetometer off, the operation was normal but
caused the rubidium system to have larger null zones. As a result.
some of the data are either of lower quality or absent. In December
1970, owing to further problems with the lamp oscillations, it _as
decided to turn on the rubidium magnetometers only briefly at
selected time intervals in order to check the operations of the fluxgate
magnetometer. The accuracy of the fluxgate data after correction
was from 1.5 to 3 gammas. The fluxgate magnetometer remained
fully operational ut_til the OGO 5 support was terminated on July
14, 1972.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A73-17047, A73-32964, A73-32965, A73-41497,
A74-14811.
N69-14392, N72-23118.
B 14718-000.
PS: N69-25437.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-30045, A70-30076, A71-23635, A71-31754,
A71-43161, A72-10886, A73-11732, A73-33464,
A73-43693.
N71-25271, N71-32519.
B 199064]100, B22604-000.
PS: A72-13507.
OM: A73-13871.
OS: A71-17686, A71-34777, A72-42902, A73-45112.
OGO 5, Heppner
OGO 5, Hutchinson
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Magnetic Survey Using
Two Magnetometers
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-15
:_OJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-15
EXPERIMENT N ._,ME ....................... Energetic Photons in
Primary Cosmic Ra_,s
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-08
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PROJECTDESIGNATION................E-08
PERSONNEL
PI - G.W. Hutchinson
Southampton University - Southampton. England
O! - D. Ramsdcn
Southampton University - Southampton, England
OI - R.D. Wills
Southampton University - Southampton, England
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was used to study galactic gamma radiation.
The instrumentation included a six-gap acoustic spark chamber
with a sensitive area of 102 sq cm, surrounded by a scintillation
plastic anticoincidence counter. The chamber was triggered by a
counter telescope with an acceptance solid angle of 0.2 steradian,
consisting of a directional Cerenkov counter and a plastic
scintillator. The experiment was mounted in the main body of the
spacecraft, so that the center of its acceptance solid angle was
directed away from the Earth. The experiment operation was limited
to the period then the spacecraft was outside the radiation belts,
because the high flux of charged particles would have rendered
the anticoincidence counter inoperative and could permanently have
changed the characteristics of the PMs. Photons of energy 25 to
100 MeV were measured in determining whether the gamma-ray
component of primary cosmic rays has preferred directions. In
orbit it was found that the triggering rate of the experiment was
much higher than expected, presumably due to improper instrument
performance. This improper operation reduced the useful life of
the spark chamber to about five months. After November 6, 1968,
the experiment operated only on request of the experimenter. The
total operating time of the experiment was 2836 hrs.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-40691.
B 18277-000.
OGO 5, Kreplin
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Solar X-ray Emissions
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-23
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-23
PERSONNEL
PI - R.W. Kreplin
Naval Research Laboratory - Washington, D.C.
Ol - T.A. Chubb
Naval Research Laboratory - Washington, D.C.
Oi - H.D. Friedman
Naval Research Laboratory Washington, D.C.
Ol - S. Bowyer
University of California - Berkeley, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experinaent was to measure solar X-ray
emissions in the 0.6-A to 6.0-A region. The instrumentation
consisted of a proportional counter connected to an eight-channel
pulse height analyzer. The detector operated only at altitudes greater
than 60,000 km _ithin the highly eccentric orbit of the satellite.
The resulting data cover about three-quarters of each 2.6-day
orbit. The detector package, located in SOEP-I, was continuoasly
oriented toward the sun. The proportional counter was filled with
a mixture of xenon (97 percent) and carbon dioxide (3 percent) at
a pressure of 204 cm Hg. The v, indov,', v, ith a diameter of 0.250
in., com, isted of 10 rail of beryllium o,,crlaid v, ith one nail of
aluminum. The pulse height analyzer separated pulses from the
proportional counter into eight energy channels, ranging initially
SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENT CHARACTERISTICS
from 2 to 20 keV. The energy levels of the eight channels changed
continuously after launch, stabilizing at a range approximately 4
to 40 keV by July 1968. In-flight calibration was carried out
twice during each orbit, using an iron-55 source mounted on a
movable arm. The detector _,as not designed to reject particle
counts. The beryllium-window particle thresholds were 170 keV
for electrons and 5.5 MeV for protons. Nominal quiet-time
background count rates _ere about one count/see due to penetrat-
ing cosmic rays. Occasional particle interference due to the Outer
Van Allen Belt was observed, and the data are not usable during
energetic solar proton events. This experiment was turned off
April 24, 1970, due to a loss in proportional counter resolution.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-45768, A73-11391.
N74-21450.
OGO 5, McDonald
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Galactic and Solar
Cosmic-Ray Studies
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A- 10
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-10
PERSONNEL
P! - F.B. McDonald
NASA-GSFC -- Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - G.H. Ludv, ig
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - V.K. Balasubrahmanyan
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
O1 - D.E. Hagge
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the chemical
composition (Z from I to 14) and energy spectrum _Energy/nucleon
from 4 to 800 MeV) of the cosmic radiation. The instrumentation,
located in the main body. consisted of three telescopes -- the low-,
medium-, and high-energy detectors (LED, MED, HED, respec-
tively). The LED was a solid-state telescope which covered the
energy range from 4 to 20 MeV for protons through the range
from 8 to 40 MeV/nucleon for carbon and oxygen. The MED
was a scintillator telescope. It operated in a dE/dx vs E mode
for 20- to 80-MeV/nucleon stopping particles and in a triple dE/dx
mode for 80- to 200-MeV/nucleon penetrating particles. The HED
was a double dE/dx and Cerenkov telescope covering the energy
range from 200 to 800 MeV/nucleon. The instruments provided
nearly 100 percent coverage during each April-November interval
and, due to thermal problems, only about 30 percent coverage
during each December-March interval. Otherwise the instruments
functioned well until spacecraft turnoff.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A67-25852, A70-38127.
N69-38984.
OGO 5, Meyer
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Cosmic-Ray Electrons
NSSDC ID .......................................... 68-014A-09
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PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-09
PERSONNEL
P! - P. Meyer
University of Chicago - Chicago, Illinois
OI - C.Y. Fan
University of Arizona - Tucson, Arizona
OI - J.J. L'Heureux
University of Arizona - Tucson, Arizona
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM'. A66-23689, A67-33595, A6g-25969, A71-31754,
A72-13507, A73-45112.
N71-25273
OGO 5, Sagalyn
I
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment measured the flux and energy spectrum of
primary cosmic-ray electrons with energies between 15 and 45 MeV,
and flux and energy spectrum of protons with energies between
143 and 169 MeV, and below 16 GeV. The detector used was a
particle telescope composed of a scintillation counter, a gas Cerenkov
counter, a solid-state detector, and a Csl scintillation counter
surrounded by two plastic scintillators. The experiment was located
in the main body and it was turned on only when the sateUite's
Mcllwain parameter, L, was greater than 12 Rs. The experiment
was fully operational when the spacecraft was-put in a stand-by
status on October 8, 1971. The experiment was reactivated from
June I to July 13, 1972.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-12902, A71-18170, A71-29057, A72-16719,
A73-33293, A74-30204, A74-31942
B08373-000.
OM: B 13262-000.
OGO 5, Ogilvie
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Triaxial Electron
Analyzer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-I 1
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-II
PERSONNEL
PI - K.W. Ogilvi¢
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
OI - T.D. Wilkerson
University of Maryland - College Park, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to determine the energy
spectra of electrons arriving at the spacecraft from'three mutually
orthogonal directions• Electrons were analyzed by three 127-deg
electrostatic analyzers with channeltron detectors. They were
mounted in the spacecraft main body. Look-directions of the
mutually orthogonal detectors formed equal angles to the Earth-
satellite line, and always pointed away from the Earth. Each analyzer
was stepped simultaneously through 14 energy windows with center
energies of 10, 25, 45, 80, 130, 210, 340, 550, 890, 1400, 2300,
3800, and 9900 eV. Each window was sampled for 1.15 see. Each
detector had a 10-deg acceptance cone. A radioactive source was
used to calibrate each instrument in flight. The instrument was
operated only on the outward-bound portion of each orbit because
of a spacecraft heat problem• Degradation of the channeltrons
limited useful operation to only about 30 days, with increasingly
poor data quality received toward the end of the operating period.
IV-38
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Thermal and Epithermal
Plasma
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-02
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-02
PERSONNEL
PI - R.C. Sagalyn
AFCRL - Bedford, Massachusetts
Ol - M. Smiddy
AFCRL - Bedford, Massachusetts
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted o[ two spherical retarding potential
probes, one each for electron and ion observations. They were
mounted on the EP-4 boom extending along the y-axis of the
spacecraft, generally opposite the velocity vector. There were 7.5-cm
spherical mesh grids for both sensors, a second internal grid for
one of the sensors, and a spherical collector about 3 cm in diameter.
Five modes of operation provided current and voltage curves for
each sensor. From these curves one could calculate density (from
! to 106 particles per cubic centimeter), temperature (700 to 100,000
deg K), and energy (25 to 2,000 ev) for both ions and electrons.
Spacecraft potential, electron flux (from 3 x 105 to 5 x l0 II
electrons/cmLsec), and proton flux (from l0 s to 10 II protons]
cn_ 2-sec) could also'be measured• A failure in the experiment power
supply two weeks after launch caused severe degradation and pre-
vented the acquisition of useful data.
BIBLIOGRAPHY - None found
OGO 5, $erbu
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Thermal Ions and
Electrons
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-03
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-03
PERSONNEL
PI - G.P• Serbu
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - E.J. Maier
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A planar multi-grid sensor, located in OPEP-2 and pro-
grammed as a retarding potential analyzer, was used to observe
the directional intensity of the electron and ion components of the
low-energy plasma in interplanetary space and near-Earth,. Spectra
were obtained for both ions and electrons in the energy range
from 0 to 500 eV. A complete spectrum was obtained every 16
or 128 see. The experiment worked continuously from launch
until the spacecraft was turned off. However, much of the data
was difficult to analyze because of the velocity vector scanning
done by OPEP-2 to meet the requirements of experiment
68-014A-06.
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OGO 5, Simpson
PM: A71-11498, A72-26399.
OGO 5, Sharp
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Low-Energy Heavy
Cosmic-Ray Particles
(High-Z Low-E)
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-27
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-27
PERSONNEL
P! - J.A. Simpson
University of Chicago - Chicago, Illinois
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Light-Ion Magnetic
Mass Spectrometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A- 18
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-18
PERSONNEL
Pi - G.W. Sharp
Lockheed - Palo Alto, California
Ol - T.J. Crow ther
Lockheed - Palo Alto, California
Oi - K.K. Harris
Lockheed - Palo Alto, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to determine the concentration
of light ion species in the topside ionosphere and exosphere and
to measure these concentrations throughout the plasmasphere. The
experiment was also designed to monitor the locations of the
plasmapause, magnetopause and bow shock. The instrument
consisted of an automatic, multiranged, magnetic-focus ion mass
spectrometer. The instrument was capable of measuring singly
ionized atomic oxygen, hydrogen, and helium concentrations. A
complete measurement of these concentrations plus a calibration
was completed in 4.6 sec. The accuracy of the measured data was
estimated to be 10 percent. The instrument was located on OPEP-I
so that the velocity vector was essentially normal to the instrument
aperture. The instrument acquired useful data from launch until
May 31, 1969. In early July 1969 the instrument was turned off
due to degradation of the experiment sensing element. At that
time the experiment had operated for more than 14,000 hr.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-36679, A70-18530, A70-18546, A70-30074,
A70-36014, A70-4385 I, A7 I- 1149 I, A71-24787,
A71-39833, A71-43162, A72-10892, A72-39544,
A73-12320, A73-22054, A73-26985, A73-29966,
A73-3345 I, A73-33876.
N73-16432, N74-76914.
B22600-000, B22610-000.
PS: N74-17126.
OM: A70-36006. A73-20652, A73-33457.
B20951-000.
OS: A69-33452, A70-30069, A70-36005, A70-37483,
A71-14515. A71-23711, A73-33456, A74-14283,
A74-1 _364.
N70-27302.
B22612-000.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to detect particles in the energy
range from 2 to 50 MeV/nucleon, and to accomplish the following
-- (i) examine the shape of the differential energy spectrum, (2)
extend the measurement of relative abundance of the elements up
through iron, (3) search for nuclei of very high charge (Z from 5
to 50), and (4) extend observations of very heavy nuclei from solar
flares to 2 MeV/nucleon. The detector (a solid-state, windowless,
lithium-drifted device surrounded by an anticoincidence cup) was
located on the main body panel facing away from the Earth. It
was used in conjunction with a 500-channel and a 1000-channel
analyzer. The experiment was considered operational and was
transmitting data when the spacecraft was turned off in October
1971. The experiment was reactivated between June 1 and July
13, 1972.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A71-13475, A72-15366, A72-32959, A73-13719,
A74-30156.
N73-25870.
OS: A73-23538.
B17665-000.
OGO 5, Smith
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Triaxial Search-Coil
Magnetometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-16
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-16
PERSONNEL
PI - E.J. Smith
NASA-JPL - Pasadena, California
Ol- R.E. Holzer
University of California - Los Angeles, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The OGO 5 triaxial search coil magnetometer, located on the
EP-5 boom, was designed to measure magnetic field fluctuations
in and beyond the magnetosphere. Measurements were made in
the frequency range from 0.01 Hz to 1000 Hz. The signals were
divided into high-frequency and low-frequency channels, which
overlapped near the center of the five-decade frequency band. The
low-frequency wave forms were digitized and telemetered. The
high-frequency information was obtained continuously by using an
on-board !ow-resolution spectrum analyzer consisting of seven comb
filters centered at 10, 22, 47. 100, 216, 467, and 1000 Hz. The
high-frequency wave forms were also telemetered (on a part-time
basis) in analog form for subsequent high-resolution, ground-based
processing. Interference occurred between the sc_en-channel
spectrum analyzer and the high-hcquency analog channels,
seriously degrading the high-frequency analog data throughout the
IV-39
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operational life of the experiment. The experiment operated
adequately throughout the mission.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-36675, A70-37483, A71-33943, A72-26399,
A72:29378, A74-18364, A74-21679, A74-24767.
PS: A70-30078, A74-14283.
N73-1079 !.
PC: N69-72494.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-42739, A70-21377, A70-36005, A71-14550,
A71-33943, A71-37353, A71-43162, A72-29378,
A72-35610, A73-23539, A73-29966, A73-36273,
A74-12627, A74-21679, A74-21680.
N72-14808.
B22612-000.
OM: A70-291 i I, A70-36006, A73-29964, A73-33437.
OS: A70-37483, A71-14515, A71-19656, A71-23711,
A71-33944, A72-26399, A73-13883.
B22609-000.
OM: A70-43851, A73-33457, A74-12627.
OS: A69-33452, A70-36005, A71-11491, A71-23711,
A72-21189, A73-13855, A73-13883, A73-33453,
A73-33456.
N74-17126.
B22612-000.
OGO 5, Snyder
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Plasma Spectrometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-17
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-17
PERSONNEL
P! - C.W. Snyder
NASA-JPL - Pasadena, California
Ol- M.M. Neugebauer
NASA-JPL - Pasadena, California
Oi - J.L. Lawrence, Jr.
NASA-JPL - Pasadena, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Two pairs of detectors, one mounted on a solar panel always
facing the Sun and one mounted on the spacecraft body always
facing radially away from the Earth, were used to measure the
flux of solar plasma in the vicinity of the spacecraft. Energy
spectra of positive ions and electrons could be measured by the
120-deg curved plate analyzers, with a 5-deg conic field of view in
128 logarithmically equispaced E/Q channels from 2.54 v to 16,900
v. Total flux and angular distribution of positive ions were measured
by Faraday cups with a 20-deg field of view in one E/Q range
from 100 to I1,000 v. Each pair of Faraday cup/electrostatic
analyzer combinations was capable of making two plasma flux
and angle of flow measurements, and one proton density, alpha
particle density, bulk speed, and temperature measurement about
every 10 sec at 8 bps. During almost all the time the spacecraft
was in the solar wind, only the solar-panel-mounted sensor pair
was able to make the usual solar bind plasma parameter
measurements. The electrostatic analyzers suffered data
degradation from sensitivity scale switching and contaminalion oI
the positive ion spectra by photoelectrons leaking into the detector.
Scale-switching transients affected mainly the alpha data, while
photoelectron contamination affected mainly the location of the
proton peak flux. Due to these effects, errors appeared in the
measured parameters of temperature, bulk speed, and dcnsiD, but
not angle flow' and plasma flux. Plasma parameters were calculated
by an iterative calculation involving correction of the Faraday cup
density and angle by the proton bulk speed, and correction ot th,d
curved-plate-determined bulk speed b_ the Farada3-cup-dctcrmined
le of flow. The instrumentation operated saIisfactorily for the
of the 0(30 5 mission.
OGO 5, Thomas
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... UV Photometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-21
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-21
PERSONNEL
PI - G.E. Thomas
University of Colorado - Boulder, Colorado
O! - C.A. Barth
University of Colorado - Boulder, Colorado
O1 - J.B. Pearce
University of Colorado - Boulder, Colorado
Ol - E.F. Mackey
Packard-Bell - Newbury Park, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The UV Photometer Experiment on OGO 5 was flown to
measure the distribution of terrestrial airglow in the hydrogen
Lyman-Alpha emission at 1216 A and the atomic oxygen emission
at 1304 A. The photometer was mounted on the side of the main
body facing away from the Earth to view the airglow in the local
zenith. The field of view was 3 deg at half maximum. Radiation
measurements between 1050 and 1800 A were obtained with this
two-channel photometer experiment. The B-channel data (from
1250 to 1800 A) were used to remove the contribution of
non-Lyman-Alpha radiation from the A-channel (1050 to 1800 A)
data. Each photometer had its own amplifier and high-voltage
servo-control system. The telemetered data were approximately
proportional to the logarithm of the UV source intensity, lnflight
calibration checks and automatic drift corrections were
incorporated in the flight experiment. A lens cover, mounted at
the edge of the photometer aperture and operated on ground
command, not only provided increased protection from incident
sunlight, but on several occasions enabled the experimenter to
identify spurious signals. Both channels had a nominal sensitivity
of 10 Rayleighs. Several measurements of the 1216-A extraterrestrial
background radiation were made by placing the OGO 5 spacecraft
into a spinning mode. This was done while OGO 5 was at altitudes
greater than 80.000 kin, i.e. when it was beyond the geocoronal
scattering region. Background measurements _ere made during
the periods September 12 to 14 and December 15 to 17, 1969,
April 1 to 3 and September 1 to 6, 1970, and March 18 to 22,
1971. The experiment functioned normally throughout the OGO
5 mission.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-31400, A71-24439, A72-32955, A74-15496,
A74-22345.
PS: N73-10813.
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OM: A71-33834.
OS: A71-35409, A73-12323, A73-39074.
OGO 5, Van De Hulst
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Measurement of the
Absolute Flux and
Energy Spectra of
Electrons
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A- 12
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-12
PERSONNEL
PI - H.C. Van De Hulst
Netherlands Institute - Leiden, The Netherlands
Ol - D. Tanka
Netherlands Institute - Leiden, The Netherlands
Ol - M.N. Lind
Netherlands Institute - Leiden, The Netherlands
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment measured the absolute flux and energy
spectrum of energetic galactic cosmic ray electrons (from 0.5 to 10
GeV) that are believed to be the source of synchrotron radiation
which causes the nonthermal galactic radio noise. Protons (from
20 to 100 GeV) and gamma rays above 500 MeV were also measured.
The instrumentation, a detector with six counters, was located on
the side of the main body facing away from the Earth. The
experiment functioned normally throughout the mission.
four-sensor solid-state telescope. This telescope was physically
located inside the larger of the two electron spectrometer magnets
and in line with the spectrometer entrance aperture. Protons between
100 and 150 keV were also measured by a single solid-state detector
adjacent to the telescope. The instruments were mounted on
OPEP-2 and had their apertures looking perpendicular to the radius
vector from the Earth. OPEP-2 was rotated back and forth about
this radius vector through 230 deg at 3 deg/sec, permitting the
determination of particle directional distributions. The experiment
worked normally as long as data were telemetered from OGO 5.
Thus, nearly 100 percent coverage was obtained between March
1968 and August 1971.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A66-23690, A71-21037, A73-12442, A73-24732,
A73-33454, A73-33455.
N70-28103, N73-31150, N74-13165.
B07587-000, BI5152-000.
PS: N67-30930.
OM: A73-33449, A73-33457.
N73-20842.
OS: A72-35597, A73-33453, A73-33456, A74-11742.
N71-25273.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-19198, A70-37522, A70-38105, A70-38106,
A70-40690, A70-45769, A72-33869, A73-19252,
A74-27700, A74-31903.
B 14744-000, B 14745-000.
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OGO 5, _Vest
[_XPERIMENT NAME ....................... Electron and Proton
Spectrometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 68-014A-06
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ E-06
PERSONNEL
PI - H.i. West, Jr.
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory - Livermore, California
Oi - R.G. D'Arcy, Jr.
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory - Livermore, California
O1- L. Mann
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory _- Livermore, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the spectra, fluxes,
and directional properties of electrons, protons, and alpha
particles, Electrons v, ere sensed by solid-state detectors found _ilhin
each of two permanent magnet spectrometers. These spectrometers
measured electrons in narrow energy windows centered at 79, 158.
266, 479, 822. 1530. and 2820 keV. Protons in six contigu,_us
cncrgy inter_ah Ult 0.23, 0.57, 1.35.5.60, 14.0. and 43 McVL alpha
particles in three contiguous intervals (at 5.9, 22.7, and 56.4 MeV),
and electrons above 4 MeV were separately measured by a
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OGO 6
SPA CECRA FT CHA RA CTERISTICS
COMMON NAME .............................. OGO 6
ALTERNATE NAMES ....................... PL-691D, OGO-F, S 60,
POGO 3, 03986
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-051A
LAUNCH DATE ................................. 06/05/69
WEIGHT IN ORBIT ........................... 632 kg
LAUNCH SITE ................................... Vandenberg AFB,
United States
LAUNCH VEHICLE .......................... Thrust-Augmented
Thor-Agena D
SPONSORING COUNTRY ................ United States
SPONSORING AGENCY .................. NASA-OSSA
ORBIT PARAMETERS INITIAL LATER
Epoch Date .................................. 06/04/69 01/28/72
Apogee (km alt) ........................... 1077 967
Perigee (km alt) ............................ 413 392
Period (min) ................................. 99.7 98.3
Inclination (deg) ........................... 82.0 82.0
PERSONNEL
Project Manager -
W. E. Scull - NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Project Scientist -
N. W. Spencer - NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Program Manager -
T. L. Fischetti - NASA Hq - Washington, D.C.
Program Scientist -
R. F. Fellows - NASA Hq - Washington, D.C.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OGO 6 was a large observatory instrumented with 26
experiments designed to study the various interrelationships between.
and latitudinal distributions of, high-altitude atmospheric parameters
during a period of increased solar activity. The main body of the
spacecraft was attitude controlled by means of horizon scanners
and gas jets so that its orientation was maintained constant with
respect to the Earth and the Sun. The solar panels rotated on a
horizontal axis extending transversely through the main body of
the spacecraft. The rotation of the panels was activated by
sUn-sensors so that the panels received maximum sunlight. Seven
experiments were mounted on the solar panels (the SOEP
package). An additional axis, oriented vertically across the front
of the main body, carried seven experiments (the OPEP package).
Nom!aally, these sensors observed in a forward direction in the
orbital plane of the satellite. The sensors could be rotated more
than 90 deg relative to the nominal observing position and more
than 90 deg between tile upper and lower OPEP groups mounted
on either end of this axis. On June 22, 1969, a failure occurred
in the solar paddle array. This gave the vehicle a negative potential
of more than 20 volts when the paddles were exposed to sunlight.
This potential shift affected seven experiments which made
measurements dependent upon knowledge of the spacecraft
plasma sheath. During October 1969, a string of solar ceils failed,
but the only effect of the decreased power was to cause two
experiments to change their mode of operation. Also during October
1969, a combination of manual and automatic attitude control was
initiated, which extended the control gas lifetime of the attitJde
control system. In August 1970, tape recorder I operation degraded
so that all recorded data were subsequently taken _ith tape recorder
2. B.y September 1970, po_er and equipment degradation left 14
expenmentsoperating normally, three partially, and nine off. From
October 14, 1970. tape recorder 2 v, as used only on Wednesdays
(World Days) to conserve po_er and extend tape recorder operation.
In June 1971, the number of "on" experiments decreased from 13
to 7, and on June 28, 1971, the spacecraft was placed in a
spin-stabilized mode about the yaw (z) axis and turned off due to
difficulties with spacecraft power. The attitude control system had
operated properly until that time, and enough control gas remained
for an additional 6 months of 3-axis stabilization. OGO 6 was
turned on again from October 10, 1971, through March 1972, for
operation of experiment 25 by Radio Research Laboratory, Japan.
OGO 6 was kept in a stand-by status until July 14, 1972, at which
time all operational support of OGO 6 was terminated.
SPA CECRA FT/MISSION BIBLIOGRA PH Y
Papers with major discussion of spacecraft, mission, testing,
subsystems, or ground systems prepared by NASA project or
project support personnel.
A69-36674, A69-43132, A70-35303.
N74-76932.
Papers about spacecraft, mission, testing, subsystems, or ground
systems prepared by NASA contractor personnel.
A64-10864.
EXPERIMEN TS
OGO 6, Aggson
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... DC Electric Field
Measurements
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 IA-23
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-23
PERSONNEL
PI T.L. Aggson
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - N.C. Maynard
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol J.P. Heppner
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Ambient dc electric fields were to be measured by determining
the potential difference between two oppositely directed, 30-ft
antennas with a high-it.put impedance voltmeter. The antennas,
located on SOEP-i and SOEP-2 (and shared with Experiment 25),
were always parallel to the Earth's surface, being north-south in
the dawn-dusk plane and east-west in the midnight plane.
Direct-current electric fields and 4-Hz to 4-kHz ac fields were
measured. On June 22, 1969 (12 days after launch), the floating
potential required by this experiment _as lost due to a spacecraft
electrical failure. After this time, the only good electric field data
obtained during the spacecraft's operational life were taken during
eclipse time, which was estimated to be 10 percent of the total
time.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-30082, A72-35989, A72-39980, A72-42432,
A72-44854.
N74-19023, N74-74627.
B22605-000.
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OM: A72-42901.
OS: N74-74632.
OGO 6, Barth
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... UV Photometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 IA-13
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-13
PERSONNEL
PI - C.A. Barth
University of Colorado - Boulder, Colorado
OI - J.B. Pearce
University of Colorado - Boulder, Colorado
Oi - E.F. Mackey
Packard-Bell- Newbury Park, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The scientific objectives of this experiment were: (1) to
measure the intensity of the hydrogen Lyman-AIpha emission at
1216 A and of the atomic oxygen emission at 1304 A in the airglow,
(2) to measure the columnar densitities of the neutral atomic
hydrogen and oxygen species above the orbit, and (3) to measure
the spatial distribution (in local time and latitude) and the temporal
changes (with solar and geophysical activity) of the above mentioned
densities and emission intensities. The photometer was located on
the main body, facing away from the earth. The field of view was
3 deg FWHM. Radiation measurements were made with a
two-channel photometer. Channel B data, in the wavelength interval
from 1250 to 1800 A, were used to remove the contribution of the
non-Lyman-Alpha radiation from the Channel A data, which
ranged from 1050 A to 1800 A. Thus, the intensity of the airglow
emissions at 1216 and 1304 A could be inferred directly from the
quantities Channel-A-Output-Minus-Channel- B, and
Channel-B-Output. Both channels had a dynamic range from l0
Rayleighs to 100 kiloRayleighs. A commandable shutter was
included to allow measurements of background and spurious signals.
Since scattered sunlight affected the measurements when the sun
was within 34 deg of the -z axis, suitable shielding was provided.
The telemetered data were approximately proportional to the
logarithm of the ultraviolet source intensity, lnflight calibration
checks and automatic drift corrections were incorporated in the
experiment. Spacecraft operations ",,,ere terminated on June 28,
1971. At that time, this experiment was still operational, having
functioned for more than 14,000 hr.
BIBLIOGRAPHY - None found
OGO 6, Bedo
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Solar UV Emissions,
160-1600 A
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 IA-09
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-09
PERSONNEL
Pi D.E. Bedo
AFCRL Bedford, Massachusetts
OI H.E. Hinteregger
AFCRL Bedford, Mas_,achusetts
SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENT CHARACTERISTICS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this experiment was to measure solar radiation
intensity, in the v,a_elength range from 160 to 1600 A, v, ith a total
[_assband from 7 to 20 A in v, idth. Solar radiation entered the
instrument, located in SOEP-2, through polarized apertures which
served to minimize the background signal noise due to charged
particles and secondary electron emissions. Thi_ radiation struck
a vertical stack of six gratings at an angle of. 86 deg from the
grating normal. The six gratings had different grating constants.
The diffracted radiation was observed with a photomultiplier
detector. Normal operation consisted of scanning the entire spectrum
in 512 steps, in another mode, fifteen overlapping short scans of
about 65 steps each were available for more continuous coverage
of a shorter spectral range. The experiment worked well, but data
were not taken after about March 1, 1970, due to degradation of
the channel electron multipliers.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: N71-10358.
PC: N74-16940.
OGO 6, Blamont
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Airglow and Auroral
Emissions
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-051A-1 l
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-11
PERSONNEL
Pi - J.E. Blamont
CNES - Bretigny, France
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment had as its broad objective the study of
airglow and auroral emissions at two wavelengths -- (I) the 6300-A
red line of atomic oxygen, and (2) the 3914-A radiation from the
molecular nitrogen ion. In addition, correlative investigation,,, were
planned. A photometer mounted on the EP-3 boom was used to
measure the altitude distribution of the intensities of these emissions.
The instrument could scan above or below the horizontal Ix-y)
plane in sixty 0.5-deg steps. The viewing angle was 6 deg parallel
to the x-y plane and 0.5 deg perpendicular to the plane. A scan
cycle from the x-y plane and back was completed using the 6300-A
filter. Another cycle was then completed with the 3914-A filter in
place. A complete _cle period lasted approximately 34 sec for
each interference filter. All scheduled spacecraft operations were
terminated in May 1971.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
OS: B 19920-000.
OGO 6, Blamont
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Line Shape of the
6300-A Airglow
Emission
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 IA-14
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-14
PERSONNEL
PI J.E. Blamo_t
CNES Bnetigny, France
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this experiment were to measure the shape
and width of the atomic oxygen red line at 6300 A emittcd in the
airglow' and to study neutral atmospheric temperatures deduced
from these measurements. The sensing optical system was mounted
on the earthside of the main body and consisted of an interference
filter at 6300 A, a spherical Fabr_/-Perot interferometer, and a PM.
The emission la._er, which is centered at about 250 kin, was viewed
tangentially by the optical system. Since the spacecraft altitude
varied between 400 and 1000 kin, a moving flat mirror was placed
in front of the equipment to keep the sensor optical axis in the
direction of the emission layer. The experiment had a circular field
of view of I deg. Measurements were made at four heights,
corresponding to four mirror positions. One mirror position provided
tangential viewing at about 250 kin. The other mirror positions
changed the optical axis by +2, -_4 and -2 degrees. At perigee,
the four observed altitudes were at 240, 280, 320, and 360 kin.
At apogee, these altitudes were 100, 200, 300, and 400 km. After
being reflected by the mirror, the beam passed through an
interference filter centered at 6300 A. Every 11 sec, a second
filter centered at 6200 A was switched in place of the original
filter for 2 sec to determine that portion of the input due to
background stray light. The interferometer consisted essentially of
two quartz piano-concave lenses 13.2 mm apart. The two spherical
surfaces were coated with multilaver dielectric reflecting films.
Scanning of the interferometer was achieved by varying the distance
between the two lenses using the piezoelectric effect. Once every
2 days the calibration of the interferometer was adjusted in orbh
by operating a cadmium discharge source on ground command.
The sensitivity of the photomultiplier and the transmission of the
interference filters were monitored from the response of the
equipment to light emitted by two tungsten lamps. The experiment
became inoperable in September 1970.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A72-35603, A74-23679.
OGO 6, Cain
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Magnetic Survey,
Rubidium Vapor
Magnetometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 IA-21
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-21
PERSONNEL
PI - J.C. Cain
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
O! - R.A. Langel
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The OGO 6 rubidium vapor magnetometer was an optically
pumped, selLoscillating, dual-cell instrument used to measure the
scalar magnetic field in polar orbit. The instrument, located on
boom EP-6, was sampled every 0.288 sec, and operated almost
continuously from launch until June 28, 1971. The precision of
the measurements was plus or minus 0.6 gamma with an absolute
accuracy of approximately 2 gammas. The accuracy of the
measurements v, as limited by spacecraft fields.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-39349, A71-29t/03, A73-31768, A74-34019.
N72-30823. N73,20866, N74-13566, N74-17058.
B 15846-000, B 15849-000.
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PS: A73-31772, A73-41374.
N72-23341, N74-20982.
OS: A73-31769.
OGO 6, Clark
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Celestial Lyman-Alpha
Measurement
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-051A-12
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-12
PERSONNEL
PI - M.A. Clark
Aerospace Corporation - El Sugundo, California
Ol - D.D. Elliott
Aerospace Corporation - El Segundo, California
OI - P.H. Metzger
Aerospace Corporation - El Segundo, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the zenith angle
distribution of Lyman-Alpha radiation on a global basis. The
experiment consisted of a photometer centered at 1216 A, with a
3-A bandwidth and a 6-deg field of view. It used a rotation
mirror to make a circular scan of the sky once each 40 sec. The
photometer was mounted outside the main body facing away from
the earth, allowing a clear view of both horizons. The scanner
plane was canted 20 deg from the spacecraft axis to avoid direct
observation of the sun, and therefore the instrument scanned most
of the celestial sphere exclusive of a cone of 20 deg half-angle
around the solar and antisolar points. The photometer sensitivlt_
was about 1 Rayleigh during early operations but decayed to
approximately 10 Rayleighs after a few days. Count-rate data
were obtained during the period from June 6 to 18, 1969, and
were of excellent quality. The scanner failed on June 23, 1969.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-43852, A71-17975.
N71-36136, N72-23429, N74-74625.
OS: A71-24439.
OGO 6, Donahue
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Sodium Airglow
Photometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-051A-26
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-26
PERSONNEL
PI - T.M. Donahue
University of Pittsburgh - Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Ol - J.E. Blamont
CNES - Bretigny, France
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The primary objective of this experiment was to provide
measurements of the yellow airglow of sodium at 5890 A and
5896 A and of the green airglow' of atomic oxygen at 5577 A.
The airglow v, as _iewed slantwise wilh a horizon-scanning
photometer. The resulting large optical path produced amplifications
Z
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in surface brightness of a factor of I0 to 20. The sensor, which
was mounted on the Earth-facing side of the main body, consisted
of an optical system, interference filters, and a photomultiplier.
The photometer was equipped with a mirror that was pivoted to
scan the sky near the horizon. This mirror scan required 18.4
sec, extended from 10 deg below the horizon to about 25 deg
below the horizon, and was divided into 127 positions, each separated
by 7.5 min of arc. For a complete cycle, the photometer scanned
up and down with the green filter (5577 A) and then repeated the
motion with the yellow filter (5890 A). The vertical field of view
was 7.5 rain of arc, and the horizontal field of view was 4.2 deg.
When the satellite was at an altitude of 500 km, the sampled emission
feature at 250 km was less than 4 km high for a single mirror
position. The experiment remained operational throughout the
useful life of OGO 6 and yielded 8251 hours of data. After October
1970, however, the experiment was operated only one day per week
to minimize PM fatigue.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A72-35604, A73-45121, A74-30670.
N73-16436.
B22606-000.
OGO 6, Evans
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Auroral Particle
Measurement
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 IA- 15
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-15
PERSONNEL
PI - D.S. Evans
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
O! - D.E. Stilwell
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
PERSONNEL
PI - T.A. Farley
University of California - Los Angeles, California
OI - M.C. Chapman
TRW Systems Group Redondo Beach, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this experiment were to study the
precipitation of electrons into the atmosphere, to relate particle
precipitation and particle trapping, and to determine the effects of
these phenomena upon magnetospheric structure. Six plastic
scintillator detectors located at the end of the EP-I boom measured
the unidirectional electron fluxes in eight energy intervals between
50 keV and 1.2 MeV. A seventh plastic scintillator measured
omnidirectional electron fluxes in the same energy intervals. One
unidirectional detector experienced a large reduction in efficiency
shortly after launch. Other detectors functioned normally from
launch until June 28, 1971, when the experiment was turned off.
Unfortunately, these data are contaminated by protons whenever
they are present.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: N73-15863.
OGO 6, Hanson
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Planar Ion and Electron
Trap
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 IA-03
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-03
PERSONNEL
PI - W.B. Hanson
University of Texas - Dallas, Texas
OI - T.W. Flowerday
University of Texas - Dallas, Texas
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this experiment was to measure the directional
intensity and energy spectrum of auroral electrons and protons in
the range from 1 to 20 keV. The instrumentation, located at the
end of the EP-4 boom, consisted of a curved plate electrostatic
analyzer with an open-window electron multiplier. The overall
performance of the experiment was good. However, the experiment
tape recorder output modulation became erratic about August 15,
1969. Therefore, a real-time special purpose system had to be
used. This limited the operation of the experiment to three days
of the special purpose six-day cycle of operation. In June 1972,
after 16,893 hr of operation, the instrument was turned off together
with the spacecraft.
BIBLIOGRAPHY - None found
OGO 6, Farley
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Trapped and
Precipitating Electrons
UCLA
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-051A-16
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-16
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was used to determine the following
characteristics of the ionosphere -- the ion concentration, the ion
composition, the ion temperature, the fast electron flux with a
normal energy component greater than 9.1 eV, and the horizontal
irregularities in the ion concentration. The retarding potential
analyzer consisted of a sensor head and an electronics box. The
sensor head contained an 8-cm cylinder with a concentric 2-cm
aperture. Charged particles passed through this aperture before
striking a solid collector. The path between the aperture and collector
was segmented by four grids, whose potentials were controlled by
the electronics box. The sensor head was flush-mounted with the
front face of the OPEP-2. During normal operation, the sensor
face was perpendicular to the vehicle velocity vector. There were
two basic modes of operation -- an ion-analysis mode and a duct
mode. These modes were alternately employed. A complete cycle
time of either 40 or 10 sec could be selected for both modes by
ground command. The spatial resolution was from 40 to 160 m,
depending on the cycle time selected. The experiment was first
turned on during orbit 20. Because of the 20-v negative vehicle
potential, which developed 17 days after launch, reliable ion
temperature, ion composition, and photoelectron flux data could
not be obtained except upon spacecraft entry into eclipse, when
the vehicle potential recovered quite rapidly. However,
ion-concentration and duct-mode data _'ere still valid during
sunlight. In October 1969, the vehicle potential diminished to the
extent that ion temperature and dominant component ions could
be determined even in sunlight. During each eclipse, the _ehicle
potential returned to normal, and complete data were obtained
IV-45
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during approximately 30 percent of each orbit. The performance
of the instrument was excellent from turn-on, and the experiment
yielded excellent data. it was normally operated 100 percent of
the time. After operating for 17,180 hr, the experiment was turned
off during June 1971.
PERSONNEL
PI- R.A. Helliwell
Stanford University Stanford, California
O! - L.H. Rorden
Stanford University Stanford, California
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A70-43840, A70-43841, A72-44516, A73-19241,
A73-22066, A73-24738, A73-41919, A74-12640,
A74-18754, A74-27695.
N73-32286, N74-20542.
B20340-000, B22605-000.
PS: A72-26411.
OS: A72-42416.
N71-35437.
OGO 6, Hanson
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Ion Mass Spectrometer,
UTD
NSSDC 1D ........................................... 69-05 IA-0B
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-06
PERSONNEL
PI - W.B. Hanson
University of Texas - Dallas, Texas
Ol - T.W. Flowerday
University of Texas - Dallas, Texas
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Three magnetic antennas and one electric antenna located at
the end of the EP-5 boom were used to study the properties of
waves in the ionosphere over the frequency range from 20 Hz to
30 kHz. The experiment provided information such as the
polarization, wave-normal direction, and E/H ratio of signals in
the frequency range of interest. Also, it measured the antenna
impedance and current both with and without bias and the phase
and amplitude of VLF transmitter signals. On July 25, 1969, the
antenna extension was completed. On August 22, 1969, failure of
a mode logic component limited observations to only the electric
field spectrum. Subsequently, the special purpose data was limited
to the narrow-band mode (0 to 30 kHz) and the spectrum mode
(30 to 100 kHz). The experiment was turned off on June 28,
1971, when the spacecraft was turned off.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A7 !-14538.
N74-12842.
OS: A72-21189.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
An ion mass spectrometer was employed to measure the
composition of positive ions in the mass range from 1 to 34 ainu.
The instrumentation, located in OPEP-1, consisted of a 90-deg-sector
magnetic analyzer, an electron multiplier detector, and a linear
automatic-ranging electrometer. The different ion species were
sampled by applying a varying voltage to the analyzer. The
spectrometer could operate in a sweep mode and a step mode. In
the sweep mode the voltage was swept exponentially from -4000 V
to -94 V. in the step mode the voltage could be stepped through
a sequence of 11 values (corresponding to mass peaks at 1, 2, 4,
7, 8, 14, 16, 18, 28, 30, and 32 amu) or four values (corresponding
to mass peaks at I, 4, 14, and 16 ainu). There were no scientific
results from this experiment because the instrument was irreparably
damaged at turn-on by high-voltage arcing. Data were collected
for a 57-hr period but were subsequently proven to be invalid.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A72-10902, A72-35989, A72-42016.
N71-10588.
PS: A73-29988.
OGO 6, Helli_ell
_:XPERIMENT NAME ....................... VLF Noise and
Propagation
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 IA-24
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-24
I V-46
OGO 6, Kreplin
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Solar X-ray Emissions
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 IA-08
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-08
PERSONNEL
PI - R.W. Kreplin
Naval Research Laboratory - Washington, D.C.
O1 - T.A. Chubb
Naval Research Laboratory - Washington, D.C.
OI - H.D. Friedman
Naval Research Laboratory - Washington, D.C.
Oi - S. Bowyer
University of California - Berkeley, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment used a scintillating crystal/PM detector and a
proportional counter to observe solar X-rays between 0.15 and 6.2
A. Each detector was coupled to an eight-channel pulse height
analyzer. The detectors _ere located in SOEP-I. Although the
detectors worked well, the data were virtually useless due to
contamination from trapped particles. The experiment was turned
off in September 1970.
BIBLIOGRAPHY None found
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OGO 6, Laaspere
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Whistler and
Audio-Frequency
Electromagnetic Waves
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 IA-25
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-25
PERSONNEL
PI - T. Laaspere
Dartmouth College - Hanover, New Hampshire
O! - M.G. Morgan
Dartmouth College - Hanover, New Hampshire
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Two 30-ft electric dipole antennas (attached to SOEP-I and
SOEP-2 and shared with Experiment 23) were used to study the
propagation and characteristics of whistler-mode waves in the
ionosphere over an extended range of frequencies. Four 15-kHz
bands (0.02 to 15 kHz, 15 to 30 kHz, 92.5 to 107.5 kHz, and 280
to 295 kHz) could be received in real time. Two 0.2-kHz bands
(centered at 200 and 540 kHz) and a 0.02- to 1000-kHz
broadband signal could be tape recorded. The tape-recorded data,
consisting of digital values of signal intensities, were observed almost
continuously from launch until spacecraft turnoff June 28, 1971.
Real-time data were obtained from telemetry stations on all
scheduled days (2 days out of 6, since this was one of three different
experiments sharing the same special purpose telemetry system)
over the same time period. The narrow-band receivers recorded
signal intensities at 200 kHz from BBC, England, and at 540 kHz
from New Mexico, or from other emitters at those frequencies. A
special operation of the real-time broadband receivers was made
by Radio Research Laboratories, Japan, with observations near
Siple Station, Antarctica, and Kashima, Japan, from October I,
1971, to March 1972.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-36677, A71-33951, A72-29384, A73-33438,
A74-34020.
B 17973-000.
PS: A72-23420.
OS: A72-21189.
OGO 6, Lockwood
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Neutron Monitor
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-051A-18
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-18
PERSONNEL
Pl- J.A. Lockwood
University of New Hampshire - Durham, New
Hampshire
OI - E.L. Chupp
Uni_,ersity of New Hampshire - Durham, New
Hampshire
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A moderated helium-3 proportional counter, mounted on the
EP-5 boom. v, as used to measure the total neutron flux in the
energy inter,,al from 1 keV to 10 MeV. Four sets of charged
particle counters, placed on two pairs of opposing sides of the
proportional counter, served as a charged particle rejection system
for the neutron measurements. These detectors also provided
omnidirectional charg.ed particle count rates (protons above 13 MeV
and electrons abo_e 1.5 MeV) and count rates for particles that
gave coincident counts in detectors on opposing sides of the
proportional counter (protons above 50 MeV and electrons above
13 MeV). A plastic scintillator was operated in coincidence with
the proportional counter to measure I- to 10-MeV neutrons in
four energy intervals. The detector system performed normally
until December 24, 1969, when the power supply failed. No useful
data were obtained after that date.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-36678, A70-39326, A72-10877, A73-41498,
A74-15356.
N73-19841, N73-32639.
B22608-000.
PS: A73-36645.
OGO 6, Masley
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Low-Energy Solar
Cosmic-Ray
Measurement
NSSDC ID .......................................... : 69-051A-19
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-19
PERSONNEL
PI - A.J. Masley
McDonnell-Douglas - Huntington Beach, California
Oi - P.R. Satterblom
McDonnell-Douglas - Huntington Beach, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study solar cosmic radiation
and geomagnetically trapped and precipitating radiation. The
instrumentation, located on the main body, consisted of two
solid-state detector discs mounted coaxially to form a telescope
that looked away from the Earth with a 28-deg conical half-angle.
Protons in 14 contiguous energy intervals between 5 and 78 MeV
and alpha particles in 12 intervals between 17 and 125 MeV were
counted. The sum of counts of protons above 78 MeV and electrons
above 250 keV v,as also obtained. This experiment functioned
normally from launch until August 29, 1970, at which time a
spacecraft failure prevented the transmission of any further
experiment data.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-27616, A71-18158, A72-31965, A74-30263.
N73-16795.
B11181-000
OGO 6, McKeown
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Energy Transfer Probe
for Atmospheric Density
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 IA-07
PROJECT DESIGNATION ........... :.... F-07
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PERSONNEL
PI - D. McKeown
General Dynamics - San Diego, California
O! - H.R. Poppa
General Dynamics - San Diego, California
20 km in the fast mode. This experiment operated nominally
until the daytime spacecraft potential shift occurred on June 22,
1969. After this time, daylight data were not useful. After September
1969, an attempt v, as made to make some of the daytime observations
usable. Within these limitations, the experiment remained
operational until the spacecraft was turned off on June 28, 1971.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The primary objective of this experiment was to measure the
kinetic energy imparted by the atmosphere to the surface of an
orbiting satellite. A secondary purpose was to determine variations
in atmospheric density as a function of time, latitude, and solar
activity. Four dual-energy transfer probes were mounted on OPEP-I,
normal to the _clocity vector of the spacecraft. Each probe utilized
a !.27-cm, 15-MHz, temperature-sensitive quartz crystal detector
for measuring the gas-to-surface energy transfer. Two of the crystal
energy transfer surfaces were plated with aluminum, and the other
two were plated with gold. The instrument was capable of detecting
a kinetic energy transfer from 10 .6 to 104 w/sq cm. Each probe
was equipped with a shutter that periodically (every 111 sec) cut
off the air flow to the instrument to allow for calibration. The
change in probe surface mass due to contamination, impact, cleaning,
etc., was continuously monitored by a quartz crystal microbalance.
The experiment was a success, and good data were obtained from
launch until August 29, 1970, when a failure in the spacecraft
telemetry subsystem prevented the transmission of further
experimental data. The instrumentation was used subsequently to
monitor the status of this subsystem failure.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A66-15922, A69-36680.
N7 i-20207, N74-74659.
B20296-000, B20953-000, B20954-000.
PS: N74-10255.
B20297-000.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A72-35989, A73-19241.
N73-13376.
B22605-000.
OS: A73-41919.
OGO 6, Reber
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Neutral Atmospbedc
Composition
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 lA-04
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-04
PERSONNEL
P! - C.A. Reber
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Of - D.N. Harpold
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - G.R. Carignan
University of Michigan Ann Arbor, Michigan
Ol - D.R. Taeusch
University of Michigan -- Ann Arbor, Michigan
OGO 6, Nagy
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Electron Temperature
and Density
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-051A-02
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-02
pERSONNEL
PI A.F. Nagy
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor, Michigan
Ol - L.H. Brace
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this experiment was to observe the world_ide
distribution of electron densities and temperatures. It consisted of
two cylindrical Langmuir probes, mounted on OPEP-2, at right
angles to each other, with one probe aligned in the direction of
the spacecraft velocity vector and the other parallel to the OPEP
rotational axis. Each probe consisted of a collector 22.9 cm long
and 5.6 mm in diameter, extending outward from a concentric
guard 22.9 cm long and 16.5 mm in diameter. Both components
were stainless steel and were insulated from each other with Teflon.
The electronics package in the main spacecraft body provided
sawtootb voltage sweeps to the probe, detected the ensuing current
flow between ground and collector, provided a calibration sequence
every 10 min, and provided control s_stem circuitry necessar_ for
_arymg the mode of operation and for processing tile
experiment-generated information for telemetry. Data rcsolulion
was no better than one observation per 80 km in the normal mode,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The primary objective of this experiment was to study the
concentration of the major constituents (nitrogen, oxygen, helium.
and hydrogen) of the Earth's neutral upper atmosphere during
changing solar and magnetic activity as a function of time and
location. The spectrometer system consisted of a quadrupole
analyzer (in which mass separation occurred v,.ithin a direct-current
and a radio-frequency electric field), an enclosed dual-filament
electron bombardment ion source, an electron multiplier, supporting
electronics for operating the analyzer and source, and a break-off
device for exposing the evacuated mass spectrometer to the
atmosphere after the spacecraft achieved orbit. Located on
OPEP-2 the spectrometer's entrance aperture normally faced into
the direction of motion. This experiment was designed to operate
in any one of three modes, depending on the command given. In
Mode C the spectrometer was tuned to a particular neutral species
mass and measured its concentration only. In the other two modes
of operation, both pretuned stepping and mass sweeping approaches
were used. A complete measurement in Mode A lasted 368 seconds
and consisted of 28 stepping sequences and two sweeping sequences.
A complete measurement cycle in Mode B also took 368 sec and
consisted of six sv, eeping sequences and four stepping sequences.
The experiment remained fully operational until the spacecraft was
turned off June 28, 1971.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A71-21647, A71-39711, A72-13518, A72-32964,
A72-42431, A73-26997, A73-27602, A73-31767.
A73-33441, A73-38941, A74-18376, A74-21693,
A 74-27713, A74-34027.
N71-20638, N71-25267, N73-17946, N73-33320.
B 16248-000.
PS: A72-24957, A73-15538, A73-29975.
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PC: N70-11727.
OM: A74-29960.
N 74-12459.
OS: A72-45593, A73-25753.
N73-33321.
B22601-000.
OGO 6, Regener
a magnetic field Ic_oking along the spacecraft's velocity vector and
exposed to the mo_dng air stream. The air entering the apparatus
was mechanically t_opped so that the ribbon was forced to oscillate
in the magnetic {ield. with the amplitude of the oscillations
proportional to the applied pressure. The electrical voltage
generated by the rr_otion of the ribbon through the magnetic field
was amplified and rectified to provide a signal for telemetry. From
the pressure values and from knowledge of the velocity of the air
stream (effective spacecraft velocity), atmospheric density could be
deduced. Once every 2 rain, the air flow was stopped for 20 sec
to establish a zero reference value for inflight calibration. The
experiment was a saccess, and good data were obtained from launch
until June 28, 197L ,*hen the spacecraft was deactivated.
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Solar UV Survey, 1850 -
3500 A
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 IA-10
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-10
PERSONNEL
P! - V.H. Regener
University of New Mexico - Albuquerque, New Mexico
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A72-26407, A74-14219.
N72-28467, N72-32390.
OS: A71-33802.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The primary objective of this experiment was to monitor the
intensity of solar radiation in the wavelength range from 1850 to
3500 A. The instrumentation consisted of a quartz prism
spectrograph programmed to scan the ultraviolet spectrum in six
ranges approximately 300 A wide. Two visible ranges (3500 to
5000 A and 5000 to 6000 A) were included, mainly to check the
instrumentation. The experiment, located on SOEP-I, was oriented
directly toward the sun. A fixed program sequenced the spectral
ranges, unless overriden by ground command. The sequence inserted
four different diffuser discs in front of the spectrograph, cycled
through the eight spectral ranges, and periodically inserted the
calibration lamps to replace sunlight. The experiment was turned
on only while the spacecraft was in partially eclipsed orbits, due
to excessive experiment temperatures during fully sunlit orbits. These
high temperatures caused the quartz optics to deteriorate prematurely
during the first months of operation, affecting the data for
short-wavelength observations. The experiment was mechanically
and electronically operational until August 29, 1970, at which time
a spacecraft failure prevented the transmission of any further
experimental data.
BIBLIOGRAPHY - None found
OGO 6, Sharp
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Microphone
Atmospheric Density
Gauge
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 IA-01
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-01
PERSONNEL
PI - G.W. Sharp
Lockheed - Palo Alto, California
O! - T.J. Crowther
Lockheed - Palo Alto, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Microphone Atmospheric Neutral-Density Gauge
Experiment measured the spatial and temporal variations of density
in the altitude range from 250 to 700 kin. The instrumentation,
located on OPEP-I, consisted of a thin metal ribbon suspended in
OGO 6, Smith
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Triaxial Search-Coil
Magnetometer
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 IA-22
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-22
PERSONNEL
PI - E.J. Smith
NASA-JPL - Pasadena, California
O! R.E. Holzer
University of California - Los Angeles, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The OGO 6 Triaxial Search-Coil Magnetometer Experiment
was designed to investigate naturally occurring magnetic field
variations within the ionosphere and lower magnetosphere. The
experiment consisted of three orthogonal search coils mounted on
a 6-m boom (EP-5) and an instrumentation package located in the
body of the spacecrall. Measurements were made in the frequency
range from 0.01 Hz to 1000 Hz. The signals were divided into
two high-frequency and low-frequency channels, overlapping near
the center of the five-decade frequency band. The low-frequency
wave forms were digitized and telemetered. The high-frequency
information was obs..ained continuously by using an on-board
low-resolution spectrum analyzer consisting of five comb filters
centered at 10, 22, 47, 100, 216, 550 and 1000 Hz. The high-frequency
wave forms were atso telemetered (on a part-time basis) in analog
form for subsequent high-resolution, ground-based processing. The
experiment remained fully operational until the spacecraft was turned
off June 28, 1971.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A69-36675. A72-19148, A74-24766, A74-34038.
B22603-000, B22613-000.
PC: B21207-000.
OS: A72-21189.
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OGO 6. Stone
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Cosmic-Ray Experiment
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-05 IA-20
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-20
PERSONNEL
P! E.C. Stone
California Technology - Pasadena, California
O! - R.E. Vogt
California Technology - Pasadena, California
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the energy spectra
and chemical composition of cosmic-ray particles of both solar
and galactic origin over selected energy intervals, using three
charged-particle telescopes located on the main body and facing
away from the Earth. The first was an energy-loss range telescope
consisting of seven solid-state detectors separated by various
absorbers, arranged in a single stack, and surrounded on the side
by a plastic scintillator anticoincidence counter. Particles arriving
within a cone of 30-deg half-angle with respect to the vertical were
analyzed for energy loss in the first detectors and for range in the
subsequent detectors and absorbers. The threshold energies were
from 1.0 to 315 MeV/nucleon. The second telescope was an
energy-loss Cerenkov type, which detected particles with energy
greater than 400 MeV/nucleon arriving within a cone of 35 deg
half-angle with respect to the vertical. These particles were
analyzed for energy loss in a solid-state detector and for velocity
in a quartz Cerenkov radiator. The third telescope was an energy-loss
telescope that detected particles arriving within a cone of 4.5 deg
half-angle with respect to the vertical, and also analyzed them for
energy loss in a solid-state detector. The threshold energies for
protons and alpha particles were 3.3 and 8.5 MeV/nucleon. The
experiment performed normally throughout the mission. The time
coverage was near 100 percent until August 1970, after which the
coverage dropped due to the mallunction of the spacecraft tape
recorder.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-27615, A71-22801, A73-15526, A73-24727,
A74-30190.
N72-27829, N72-29818, N73-15837, N73-33777,
N74-21466.
B 10763-000.
PS: A72-21510, A72-39401.
OGO 6, Taylor
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Ion Mass Spectrometer,
GSFC
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69°051A-05
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-05
PERSONNEL
PI - H.A. Taylor, Jr.
NASA-GSFC - Greenbelt, Maryland
OI R.A. Pickett
NASA-GSFC -Greenbelt, Maryland
OI - F.R. Allum
University of Texas - Dallas, Texas
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to obtain data that would describe
the global distribution of the ion composition of the upper
iono._phere, v, ith emphasis on temporal and spatial variations. The
objectives included the inxestigation of magnetic and solar control,
and the study of polar-region phenomena. The detector, a Bennett
radio-frequency ion mass spectrometer, consisted of a tube with a
series of plane-parallel knitted grids mounted normal to the tube
axis. Both ac and dc fields accelerated the ions down the length
of the tube toward a collector. Only those ions satisfying the
velocity and phase conditions established by the fields received
sufficient energy from the fields to pass a retarding potential grid
and impinge on the collector. Ambient thermal positive ions in
the mass range from I to 45 ainu were measured with a
resolution of approximatel2, 1 in 20 ainu. The instrument's sensitivity
ranged from approximately 106 ions/cc to approximately 10 ions/cc.
Measurements of a given ion were repeated once every 36.8 .see,
for an average spatial resolution of about 2 deg in latitude. The
sensor was mounted on the OPEP-2 and was positioned to point
into the direction of motion whenever possible. Periodic calibrations
were performed. The experiment operated essentially continuously
from launch until September I, 1970, when the spacecraft's operation
became intermittent as a result of spacecraft malfunction. All
spacecraft operations were terminated on June 28, 1971. At that
time the experiment was still operational after functioning for more
than 14,000 hours.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A71-33762, A73-1191M, A73-15533, A73-19255,
A74-18376.
N71-25265, N74-16064.
PS: A71-43166.
OS: 822334-000.
OGO 6, Williams
EXPERIMENT NAME ....................... Trapped and
Precipitating Electrons,
GSFC
NSSDC ID ........................................... 69-051A-17
PROJECT DESIGNATION ................ F-17
PERSONNEL
PI - D.J. Williams
NASA-GSFC Greenbelt, Maryland
Ol - J.H. Trainor
NASA-GSFC Greenbelt, Maryland
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The primary objective of this experiment was to study the.
temporal and spatial behavior of medium- to high-energy electrons
at low altitudes in the outer zone. The experiment utilized the
near-polar low-altitude orbit o[ OGO 6 to achieve (at high latitudes)
a high sampling density of the outer zone field lines under relatively
stable and well-known field configuration. The three-axis
stabilization made it possible to orient detectors essentially parallel
or perpendicular to the field lines in the high-latitude region of
interest. A total of seven detectors were used at the end of the
EP-2 boom. Four detectors oriented horizontally measured the
intensities of trapped and precipitating electrons in the integral
energy ranges E greater than 40 keV, |00 keV, 300 keV, and 1
MeV, respectively. Two detectors looking away from the Earth
measured precipitating electrons in tv, o ranges, E greater than 30
keV and 300 keV, respectively. One detector facing the Earth
measured backscatter electrons in the range E greater than 30 keV.
The detectors functioned normally until a spacecraft malfunction
on August 29, 1970, prevented the telemetering of any further
data.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PM: A68-34540, A69-36676.
OS: N74-16072.
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VI. Literature Citations and Abstracts
The literature that forms the bibliography for this OGO Program Summary has been given in
Section IV in terms of the accession numbers of the NASA system. There are a small number of
articles which were not in the NASA s}stem _hen this summary was _ritten that are given in terms
of the NSSDC accession number. [n this section the complete citation and abstract for each OGO
selected article in the NASA system is presented. These are ordered by the accession numbers.
Since abstracts are not included in the NSSDC TRF, only citations are given for the "B" number
articles.
The accession number at the beginning of a citation is a unique number assigned for identification
to each document processed into the NASA system. The letter starting an accession number indicates
the series to which it belongs, and the two-di,zit number immediately following the letter consists of
the last two digits of the year in which the do_,'ument was processed."
A. Literature Cited in IAA
The "A" at the beginning of these accession numbers represents a series announced in International
Aerospace Abstracts (IAAJ. This series contains journal articles and books, meeting papers and
conference proceedings issued by professional societies and academic organizations, and translations
of journals. No meeting papers are used in the OGO Bibliography unless the actual written paper is
available through the professional society or a document distribution center.
A63-10333"
THE ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORIES.
G. H. Ludwig and W. E. Scull (NASA, Goddard Space
:Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.) Nov. 1962 I0 p IRE,
Proceedings, vol. 50, Nov. 1962, p. 2287-2296.
Description of the Orbiting Geophysical Observatories
which are systems designed to fulfill a primary objective of
conducting large numbers of significant, diversified experi-
ments for making scientific and technological measurements
within the earth's atmosphere, the magnetosphere, and
cislunar space, to obtain a better understanding of earth-Sun
relationships and the earth as a planet. Configured to meet
.scientific requirements, the observatories include six booms
of different lengths for experiments requiring locations at a
distance from the main body. Five degrees of freedom allow
the capability of continuously orienting solar and antisolar,
geocentric and antigeocentric, and orbital experiments v, ithin
relatively close limits. Weighing 1,000 Ib, of which 150 Ib
are exclusively experiments, the observatories have potential
of growth to 1,500 Ib and carrying more experiments.
Designed to include five basic subsystems of structure,
stabilization and control, power supply, communications and
data handling, and thermal control, the observatories have
well-defined interfaces for experiments. This basic design
fulfills a secondary objective of having available for launching
at regular intervals, a standard-type spacecraft consisting of
a basic design that can be used repeatedly to carr_ large
numbers of easily integrated experiments in a wide variety
i of orbits.
A63-12209"
I INSTRUMENTATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSI-
i TION MEASUREMENTS.
i H. C. Brinton, C. R. Smith, and H. A. Taylor, Jr. (NASA,
I Goddard Space Flight Center, Aeronomy and Meteorology,
Div., Greenbelt, Md.) 1962 14 p Instrument Society of
Amerika, 1962 National Aero-Spaee Instrumentation S_mpo-
slum, 8th, Washington, D.C., May 21-23, 1962. ISA
Proceedings, vol. 8, 1962, p. 1-14.
Discussion of the research program on the pressure,
density, temperature, composition, and ionization of the
atmosphere, with emphasis on the indirect and direct methods
of data gathering and the particular instruments utilized,
such as spectrometers, pressure gages, and electrostatic probes.
The objectives and the general scope of some of the aeronomv
projects are briefly outlined. The Bennett RE mass spectrome-
ter is described. The experimental packages carried by several
satellites and sounding rockets are illustrated.
_,63-13537
I3.11'I.EMENTATION OF A DESIGN RE_ IF:_,_.
A. S. Winthrop (Space Technology Laboratories. Inc.,
Rcdondo Beach, Calif.) 1962 16 p Institute of Radio
Engineers, Annual Seminar, 3rd. Reliability of Space Vehicles,
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 26, 1962. In: Third Annual Seminar
on Reliability of Space Vehicles. North Hollywood, Calif.,
Western Periodicals Co., 1962
Description of the theoretical development and actual
implementation within a divisional ort, anization of a
comprehensive design review program. Successful application
to the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory program Is reported.
The initial success of the pilot operation suggests a company-
v, ide application.
A_3-13629
INSIDE THE ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OB-
SERVATORY.
P. F. Glaser and E. R. Spangler (Space Technology
Laboratories, Inc., Redondo Beach, Calif.) 15 Feb. 1963
5 p Electronics, vol. 36, Feb. 15, 1963, p. 61-65.
Description of some of the equipment to be carried on
board the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (OGO). Detailed
treatment is given to the batlery charging system; the
communications system, which will use three tracking
transmitters and three wide-band transmitters /or telemetry:
and the digital and the analog data-handling assemblies.
_e,3-2t_022"
('O%MI(" RA_t' EXPERIMENTS FOR EXPLORER 12 AND
1"HE ORBITIN(: GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY.
G. H. Ludwig and F. B. McDonald {NASA, Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.) Edited by Wolfgang Priester.
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co., New York,
Interscience Publishers Division, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
1963, p. 1129-1143. 1963 15 p In: Space Research 3
Proceedings of the Third International Space Science
S)mposium. Washington, D.C., May 2-8, 1962. Committee
on Space Research - COSPAR and the U.S. National
Academy of Sciences.
Description of the three detector arrays on the Explorer
12 (1961 Upsilon), and of the new instruments developed
for the OGO. The cosmic-ray experiment on Explorer 12
consisted of a Geiger counter telescope, a thin Csl scintillation
counter and a large area scintillation counter telescope. The
thin scintillation counter was connected to an 8 level integral
analyzer. The large area scintillation counter telescope, v, hich
measured the energy loss of the detected particles, was fed
to a 32 channel differential pulse height analyzer with a
storage capacity of 65,535 counts per channel. Both the Geiger
c_u;'tcr telescope :rod _ingle counter rates were telemetered.
\11 information v, as multiplexed onto a single channel. Details
o1 _hc instrumentation and the methods of encoding are
all,cussed.
_-21527"
I'tt1( MISSION OF THE ORBITING GEOPH_'SIC-XL
OBSERVATORIES.
_. E. Scull (NASA. Goddard Space Flight Center,
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A63-23249
Orbiting Geophysical Observatories, Greenbelt, Md.)
Edited by h'ving E. Jeter. North Hollywood, Calif.,
Western Periodicals Co.. 1963, p. 127-148. 1963 22 p In:
Scientific Satellites. Advances in the Astronautical Sciences,
vol. 12. NASA. American Association for the Advancement
of Science, and American Astronautical Society, Symposium
on Scientific Satellites-Mission and Design, Philadelphia, Pa.,
Dec. 27, 1962.
Review of the design and objectives of the OGO program.
The primary objective is to conduct large numbers of
experiments concerning the atmosphere of the Earth, the
magnetosphere, and cislunar space, in order to obtain
information of the Earth-sun relationship. A secondary
objective is to design, develop, and make available for
launching at relative intervals a standard observatory-type
oriented spacecraft consisting of a basic system design that
can be used repeatedly to carry large numbers of easily
integrated experiments in a wide variety of orbits. The
current program consists of two missions: the Eccentric
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory, and the Polar Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory.
A63-23249
THE ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY TEST
PROGRAM.
M. C. Peterson (Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.,
Redondo Beach, Calif.) Aug. 1963 12 p Institute of Electric
and Electronics Engineers, International Conference and
Exhibit on Aerospace Support, Washington, D.C., Aug. 4-9,
1963. IEEE Transactions on Aerospace, vol. AS-I, Aug.
1963, p. 362-373.
Description of the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
Spacecraft and the electrical and mechanical checkout
procedures and equipment used in its qualification and
acceptance testing. The Integrated Systems Test approach
incorporating semi-automatic test programming and space-
craft evaluation is described, after disclosure of previous test
cycles and the test program objectives. Specific tests on the
attitude control, power, and communications and data
handling spacecraft subsystem are discussed, with considera-
tion given to mechanical handling and test fixtures.
A64-10864
ATTITUDE CONTROL FOR AN ORBITING OB-
SERVATORY: OGO.
D. D. Otten (Space Technology Labs., Inc., Redondo Beach,
Calif.) Dec. 1963 5 p Control Engineering, Vol. 10, Dec.
1963, p. 81-85.
Discussion of the challenging task of designing a seemingly
simple attitude-positioning control system for a scientific
satellite, from hard, irreducible specifications, in the orbiting
geophysical observatory satellites, positioning must be
accurate and nearly continuous for a design life of one year.
High accuracy in continuous positioning is not consistent
with the total energy that can be carried as compressed gas.
The solution for OGO is a classic example of the control
engineer's mating of electronics, optics, electromechanics, and
pneumatics in a reliable system.
A64-11240
PO_ER ._)I_" RCES.
A. Krausz (Space Technology Labs., Redondo Beach, Calif.)
Edited by A. V. Balakrishnan. New York, McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc., 1963, p. 213-250. 1963 38 p refs In:
Space Communications.
General considerations regarding power requirements for
satellites or spacecraft carrying communications' or data-
processing equipment. The primary energ_ sources available
are described, and methods of converting primary energy to
usable electrical encrg_ arc discussed in some detail, including
photo_oltaic cncr_,_ conversion, thermionic conversion, and
batteries and fucl _cclls. Briefl_ described is the electric-po_er-
supply subsystem for the orbiting geophysical observatory
(OGO).
A64-24447
REAl. TIME QUICK-LOOK ANALYSIS FOR THE OGO
SATELLITES.
R. J. Coyle and J. K. Step, art (Datatrol Corp., Silver
Spring, Md.) Baltimore. Spartan Books, Inc., London,
Cleaver-Hume Press, 1964. p. 125-138. 1964 14 p In:
American Federation of Information Processing Societies,
Spring Joint Computer Conference, Washington, D.C.,
Apr. 1964, Proceedings. Volume 25.
(AIAA Paper 64-218)
Description of the programming system (exclusive of the
tracking and orbit determination) for Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory (OGO) satellites. The system is divided into
two distinct parts: the real time monitor control, and
experiment processors. The monitor control is further divided
into three sections: the schedule program, monitor processors,
and interrupt processors. Definitions are given of the functions
and characteristics of these various sections. It is felt that
the presented techniques to minimize the execution time of
a powerful real-time monitor and to allocate reusable storage
in a flexible manner indicate the inherent efficiency of a
real-time approach.
A64-27303
TESTING OGO's ATTITUDE CONTROLS.
N. H. Beachley, L. B. Martin, and D. D. Otten (Space
Technology Labs., Inc., Redondo Beach, Calif.) Oct. 1964
6 p Control Engineering, vol. I1, Oct. 1964, p. 93-97.
Description of the attitude-control system for the Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory (OGO) satellite and the facilities
and procedures used in performing prelaunch operational
checks. When individual attitude-control axes are decoupled
sufficiently to permit testing the control s_stents one at a
time, the single-axis simulator technique used on OGO is
said to offer an excellent simulation of the Iov,-torque
environment of space, at low cost compared to other
approaches. A suspended table (on a long, low-torsion wire
served at the top to reduce torsion to the vanishing point)
reportedly requires 170 hr to accumulate a position error of
I millirad. D.H.
A65-14349*
THE ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORIES.
W. E. Scull (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.) Edited by Tsuyoshi Hayashi. Tokyo, Agne Corp..
1964, p. 771-784. 1964 14 p In: International Symposium
on Space Technology and Science, 5th. Tokyo, Japan,
Sep. 2-7, 1963, Proceedings.
Brief review of the development and objectives of the
orbiting geophysical observatories. The following subjects are
treated: (I) program objectives, (2) spacecraft, (3) structure,
(4) thermal control, (5) power supply, (6) attitude control,
(7) communications and data handling, (8) tracking and
command, (9) data acquisition and control, (10) data
processing, and (11) experiments. The experiments to be
carried on EGO and POGO are listed in tables. M.M.
A65-19503"#
A SIMULATION OF THE RESPONSE OF THE OGO
SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE TO THE LAUNCH
ACOUSTIC EN_'IRONMENT.
P. J. Alfonsi (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Test
and Evaluation Div.,Greenbelt, Md.) 1965 8 p In: AIAA
Unmanned Spacecraft Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif., Mar. I-4,
1965 (AIAA Publication CP-12). Nev, York, American Inst.
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1965, p. 60-67.
Discussion of the acoustic test program of the Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory (OGO) conducted at Langley
Research Center in the sound field generated by the 9 ft by
6 ft thermal structures v, ind tunnel. The specific purpose of
the program v, as to experimentally determine the magnitude
and spectra of the _ibration response of the OGO spacecraft
,tructure due to the associated acoustic environment. The
d,:scription includes the test facility, the test specimen,
instrumentation, test requirements, and test procedure. The
maximum and minimum octave band levels in the sound
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field generated by the thermal structures wind tunnel and
recorded at the reference location during the six low level
runs are presented. It is shown that the repeatability of the
sound field is excellent with no more than I-db variation in
the data from these runs. It is also shown that the overall
runs vibration levels at the base of the interstage fitting on
the Agena ring were virtually the same for each low level
run. Plots of acceleration spectral density, including overall
levels, are also presented. M.L.
A65-19528#
THE ELECTRIC POV_ER SUPPLY OF THE ORBITING
GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
A. Krausz and R. L. Robinson (bpace Technology Labs.,
Inc., Redondo Beach, Calif.) 1965 9 p refs in: AIAA
Unmanned Spacecraft Meetings, Los Angeles, Calif.,
Mar. I-4, 1965 (A|AA Publication CP-12). New York,
Amerikan Inst. of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1965,
p. 314-322.
Review of the design requirements of the Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory (OGO) spacecraft electrical power
subsystem. The major problems of the design requirements
are identified. The batteries, solar array, power supply
controls, and performance in space are considered. It is shown
that a number of innovations were incorporated into the
0(30 power supply in order to meet the wide range of
design constraints. The following are concluded to be the
innovations: the capability for the use of ground commands
to control operation of the power supply and to modify
operating conditions to meet varying orbital c9nditions; the
use of a partial shunt regulator for controlling solar array
output; a battery charge control method which is simple to
mechanize yet assures complete recharge under varying
conditions and prevents operation which would cause battery
degradation; development of a lightweight solar array,
utilizing beryllium, which can withstand a 2-hr eclipse and
cycle temperatures from 80 deg to -160 deg C; and
development of a lithium-filled heat sink for power transistors
which is thermally independent of the spacecraft and which
limits transistor temperatures to the same values. It is hoped
that the described solutions will be useful in improving the
design of power supplies for future spacecraft.
(Author) M.L.
A65-2243 I
OGO-I, FIRST US ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL
OBSERVA'IORY - IGSY: RELATED INVESTIGATIONS
IN SPACE•
Mar. 1965 7 p (IG Bulletin, no. 92, Feb. 1965) American
Geophysical Union, Transactions, vol. 46, Mar. 1965,
p. 326-332.
Description of the OGO-I, the first in a US series of
large geophysical observatory satellites, launched into a highly
elongated Earth orbit on Sept. 4, 1964. The OGO-i carries
20 experiments contributed by scientists from seven
government laboratories and nine universities. The satellite's
power supply, attitude- and thermal-control systems, and
procedures for communications, and data handling and
processing, are briefly discussed. OGO-! carries
instrumentation for scientific investigations in the galactic,
interplanetary, and planetary regions of space. In galactic
space, the satellite is conducting experiments in cosmic rays.
radio astronomy, and gegenschein, interplanetary space
experiments include energetic solar protons, solar wind,
magnetic fields, solar X rays, ultraviolet radiation, and
micrometeorites. Experiments in planetary space are
concerned with composition of the neutral atmosphere,
density and temperature of the ionosphere, micrometeorites,
magnetic fields, geomagnetically trapped radiation, and vlf
emissions. A table _ises names of experimenters and their
affiliation, together with titles of the experiments, brief
descriptions of them, and their current status. F.Ri.
X65-25921 *a
'REI.IMIN _,R_ RESt I.TS FROM THE AMES
ESI(AR('H (ENTER PLASMA PROBE
A65-33664
OBSERVATIONS OF [HE SOLAR-$$IND-GEO.XlAG-
NEI"IC FIFl.I) INTER _,CTION REGION ON I.MP-2 AND
OGO-I.
M. A. Myers (NASA, Ames Research Center, Space Sciences
Div., Moffett Field, Calif.). R. W. Silva, and J. H. Wolfe
May 1965 38 p COSPAR, International Space Science
Symposium, 6th, Buenos Aires, Argentina, May 13-19, 1965,
Paper.
Review of satellite measurements on the characteristics
of the plasma in the region of transition between the solar
wind and the geomagnetic field. Data obtained with the
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform, IMP 2, and with the
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory, OGO 1, are discussed.
The data indicate that there is, in general, a decrease of
less than a factor of two in the convective velocity of the
plasma as it passes from interplanetary space into the
transition region. This is accompanied by a temperature
increase of almost an order of magnitude. Evidence is
presented for significant plasma acceleration in the transition
region. Other features are discussed which apparently question
the validity of interpreting the interaction of solar plasma
with the geomagnetic field in terms of an aerodynamic
analogy. A possible mechanism for the injection of
high-energy particles into the magnetosphere is also
presented. P.K.
A65-29239"#
SOLAR _'iND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES. 2:
SOLAR PLASMA ENERG_f SPECTROMETERS.
C. W. Beck, il, C. N. Burrous, T. B. Fryer, and R. C.
Hedlund (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
Calif.) 1965 13 p In National Aerospace Electronics
Conference, 17th, Dalton, Ohio, May lO-12, 1965,
Proceedings. Conference sponsored by the Professional
Group on Aerospace and Navigational Electronics, Dayton
Section of the inst. of Electrical and Electroniks Engineers,
and American Inst. of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Dayton,
lust. of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Dayton Section,
1965, p. 82-94.
Description of the curved-plate electrostatic
solar-plasma instruments designed by NASA for the Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory and the Interplanetary Monitoring
Platform. These instruments measure the flux, ang!e of
incidence, and energy spectrum of the positive ions within
the solar plasma. They are capable of detecting a flux of
100,000 protons/sq cm-sec (10 to the -14th power amperes
with a capture area of 0.5 sq cm) o_'er an energy range
from 450 eV to 18 keV with an angular resolution of better
than + or - 4 deg. (Author)A.B,K.
A65-33664 *#
RESPONSE OF ION CHAMBERS IN FREE SPACE TO
THE LONG-TERM COSMIC-RAY VARIATION FROM
1960 TO 1965.
R. L. Arnoldy (Minnesota, U., School of Physics and
Astronomy, Minneapolis, Honeywell, Inc., Research Center,
Hopkins, Minn.), S. R. Kane, and J. R. Winckler (Minnesota,
U., School of Physics and Astronomy, Minneapolis, Minn.)
I Sep. 1965 9 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 70, Sep. I, 1965, p. 4107-4115. NSF/NASA supported
research.
Computation of differential response curves and mean
rigidty of response for an ion chamber in free space using
the cosmic-ray spectrum at solar minimum and maximum
observed by independent cosmic-ray measurements. The
response is found to be confined predominantly to the rigidity
interval 1.5 to 2.5 B_ during the entire solar cycle and is
consistent with the observed modulation of He nuclei at
these rigidities. The corresponding rigidity intervals for ion
chambers flown on balloons at high latitudes and at
Minneapolis are 2.5 to 3.5 By and 3.0 to 4.0 respectively,
Using these results and the measurements made with ion
chambers aboard the Pioneer 5 (1900) Mariner 2 (1962) and
OGO A (]964) to 1965} spacecraft ion chambers flo',_n on
balloons at high latitudc_ and at Minneapolis and the He
nuclei detectors the rigidity dependence of the long-term
Vl-3
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_ariation during 1960 to 1965 is found to be consistent with
the form p-beta where beta equals approximately 0,8. For
the subperiods 1960 to 1962 and 1962 to 1964 beta is about
0.8 and 1.4 respectively. (Author) M.F.
A66-- 10892#
IONOSPHERIC EXPERIMENT USING THE ORBITING
GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY (O(;O-AI AT THE
IONOSPHERE RESEARCH LABORATORY, K$OTO
UNIVERSITY.
T. Obayashi (Kyoto U., Ionosphere Research Lab., Kyoto,
Japan.) 1965 I I p Report of ionosphere and Space Research
in Japan, vol. 19, no. 2, 1965, p. 214-224.
Description of radio propagation experiments using the
transmitted VHF waves from the Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory (OGO-A) made during the period from
September to December 1964. Ingenious methods have been
developed to deduce the electron density in the ionosphere
and the magnetosphere from the observed Faraday ladings
and differential Doppler shifts. Some provisional results of
the analysis are described briefly. (Author)
A66-14781"_
POSITIVE ION COMPOSITION IN THE
MAGNETOIONOSPHERE OBTAINED FROM THE
OGO-A SATELLITE.
H. C. Brinton, C. R. Smith (NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Lab. for Atmospheric and Biological Science,
Greenbelt, Md.), and H. A. Taylor. Jr. I Dec. 1965 13 p
refs Journal of Geophysical Research. vol. 70, Dec. 1, 1965,
p. 5769-578 I.
First results from ,he OGO I positive ion spectrometer
experiment are presented for the period Sept. 23 through
Dec. 10, 1964. Thermal hydrogen and helium ion distributions
extend from the lowest observations at 1500 km to an altitude
of 30,000 kin. The density obtained for H(+) at 2000 km is
of the order of 1000 ions/cu cm, and the H(+) concentration
is 1% of H(+) over most of the altitude range. Whereas the
concentration and distribution of H(T) observed at the lower
altitudes is in general agreement with theoretical models,
the upper altitude profiles show significant departure from
predictions based on diffusive equilibrium theory. Evidence
is presented indicating that diffusion of ions is controlled
by the geomagnetic field and that the ions are distributed
in a beltlike region which exhibits a sharp gradient resulting
in a plateau at its outer boundary, which is characterized
by a reduction in both the H(+) and He(+) concentrations
by a factor of l0 or more. The ion belt is observed to
expand and contract over an altitude range of 8000 to 30,000
km in an inverse relationship with the magnetic activity index
Ap. There is significant correlation between these results
and the knee whistler observations as well as with high-altitude
ionization gradients observed from other satellites. Although
the data provide some indication of a direct coupling between
the lower and upper ionosphere, more data will be required
to describe this relationship adequately. (Author)
A66-15266"
MEASURED VELOCITIES OF INTERPLANETARY
DUST PARTICLES.
W. M. Alexander, O. E. Berg, C. W. McCracken, C. S.
Nilsson, and L. Secretan (NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Md.) 13 Nov. 1965 2 p Nature, vol. 208,
Nov. 13, 1965, p. 673, 674.
Review of measurements by OGO I (1964 54A) of the
velocities of dust particles in cislunar space. The particle
detector array is described. Due to difficulties with both the
spacecraft and the experiment, only three probable dust
particle impacts w'ere recorded. The details of the,_e impacts
are discussed. None of the three particles were in closed
earth orbit. P.K.
%66- lSt_ 19#
\I._GNETI( + (ONSII)ERXTIONS IN THE DESIGN AND
IE.NTI N(/ OF TIlE OGO ANI) PIONEER
SPACE(RAFT.
G. J. Gleghorn and J. W. Lindner (Space Technology Labs.,
Inc., Spacecraft Systems Program Management Div.,
Redondo Beach, Calif.) Sep. 1965 35 p International
Astronautical Federation, International Astronautical
Congress, 16th. Athens, Greece. Sep. 13-18, 1965, Paper.
Discussion of some ap_,ects of the magnetic design of
the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (OGO) and the Pioneer
solar probe spacecraft as typical examples of problems in
satellite design. The characteristics of some commonly, used
detectors are discussed, and representative data from satellite
and space probe measurements are presented. These are shown
to establish the basis for magnetic design and test requirements
for the OGO and Pioneer programs. Topics discussed include
instrumentation, magnetic en_ ironment of OGO and Pioneer,
criteria for magnetic properties of spacecraft, mechanical
equipment, electronic components, permanent magnets,
electric currents, test methods, assembly magnetic tests, and
observatory tests. Test data from OGO and Pioneer spacecraft
have demonstrated that it is possible to design and build
complex spacecraft which satisfy stringent magnetic
requirements consistent with the measurement of magnetic
fields in space. M.F.
A66-- ! 5922#
PROBE FOR MEASURING ENERGY TRANSFER
BET_VEEN A SATELLITE AND THE UPPER
ATMOSPHERE.
M. G. Fox and D. McKeown (General Dynamics Corp.,
General Dynamics Convair, Space Science Lab., San Diego,
Calif.) Sep. 1965 18 p refs International Astronautical
Federation, International Astronautical Congress, 16th,
Athens, Greece, Sep. 13-18, 1965, Paper.
(Nonr-3175(00))
A probe has been de_eloped to measure energy transfer
between a satellite surface and the upper atmosphere. It is
cylindrical in shape, 3 cm in diameter, and 9 cm long. Energy
transfer is detected by the frequency change of a
temperature-sensitive quartz crystal located in the nose of
the probe. Transfer rates down to 15 microwatt/sq cm can
be measured. Data provided by the probe can be used to
determine the accommodation coefficients of surfaces, and
periodic variations in the atmospheric density. Laboratory
results show that the probe viii operate at altitudes up to
600 km where the atmospheric density is still great enough
to produce measurable heating. (Author)
A66-23148 *#
PRELIMINARY RESt LTS FROM THE OGO-! SEARCH
('OIL MAGNETOMETER: BOUNDARY POSIIIONS
AND MAGNETIC NOISE SPECTRA.
R. E. Holzer, M. G. McLeod (California, U.. inst. of
Geophysics and Planetary Physics, Los Angeles, Calif.), and
E. J. Smith (California Inst. of Tech., Jet Propulsion Lab.,
Pasadena, Calif.) 1 Mar. t966 6 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research. vol. 71, Mar. 1, 1966, p. 1481-1486.
(Contract JPL-950403)
Preliminary analysis of data on the character and location
of the magnetopause and the characteristics of broad-band
magnetic noise obtained with triaxial search coil
magnetometer aboard the OGO I satellite. The magnetometer
consists of three mutually perpendicular sensors each of which
is a coil with a highly permeable magnetic core. The sensors
and preamplifier are located in a package at the end of a
20-ft boom to minimize spacecraft interference. The results
discussed were derived from observations made while apogee
was above the sunlit hemisphere and the spacecraft was able
to penetrate into the interplanetary medium in the outer
part of its orbit. An attempi was made to locate the mean
positions for both the magt_etopause and the shockfront.
Ihe evidence obtained indicates that both the
magnetopaus¢ and the shockfront are frequently in motion.
D.P.F.
A66-23684"
r%%0 S%TEI. LITE-BORNE COSMIC RADIATION
DETECI'ORS.
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A66-34754
R. G. Bingham, W. C. Erickson, R. L. Hov_ard, J. Lezniak,
D. Sawyer, and W. R. Webber (Minnesota. U., School of
Physics and Astronomy, Minneapolis. Minn.) Feb. 1966
8 p Annual Nuclear Science Symposium. 12th, San
Francisco, Calif.. Oct. 18-20, 1965, Paper. IEEE Transactions
on Nuclear Science, vol. NS-13, Feb. 1966, p. 478-485.
(Contract NAS5-3096)
Description of experiments designed to measure the
differential energx spectra of protons, helium nuclei and heavv
nuclei up to a charge Z = 14 in the range 1.0 to 1200 Mev
per nucleon. To carry out these experiments, cosmic radiation
telescopes constructed at the University of Minnesota will
be flown on the Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatories,
POGO C and D, and on the Pioneer Deep Space Probes C
and D. The POGO telescope utilizes a combination of
scintillation and Cerenkov counters together with a
semiconductor detector. Use of the thresholds in the
geomagnetic field extends the energy range for protons to
30 Bey. A Geiger tube, four lithium-drifted silicon detectors,
and a Cerenkov counter comprise the Pioneer telescope.
M.F.
A66-23689"
PLASMA ELECTRON DETECTOR USING AN OPEN
ELECTRON MULTIPLIER.
D. L. Lind and N. Mcllwraith (NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Md.) Feb. 1966 4 p Annual Nuclear
Science Symposium, 12th, San Franciso, Calif., Oct. 18-20,
1965, Paper. IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science,
vol. NS-13, Feb. 1966, p. 511-514.
The triaxial electron spectrometer, scheduled for flight
on the OGO 5 spacecraft, measures flux and energy
distributions of electrons reaching the detector with from
zero to 10 kv energy. Electrons are analyzed in a curved-plate,
electrostatic analyzer, and detected with a windowless
continuous-dynode electron multiplier. The multiplier is
operated in a constant-output, variable-gain, current mode
as the null detector in a feedback circuit. Five decades of
dynamic range for flux measurements are obtained with a
logarithmically compressed analog telemetry signal. Tests of
the gain stability of two different channel multipliers have
been made for periods of up to 850 hr. These tests indicate
that the gain loss can be limited to a factor of two or three
during the I-yr lifetime of the spacecraft. (Author)
A66-23690
.AN ELECTRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER
DETECTOR SYSTEM FOR AN OGO-E SATELLITE
EXPERIMENT.
J. H. McQuaid (California, U., Lawrence Radiation Lab.,
Electronics Engineering Dept., Livermore, Calif.) Feb. 1966
8 p Annual Nuclear Science Symposium, 12th, San
Francisco, Calif., Oct. 18-20, 1965, Paper. IEEE Transactions
on Nuclear Science, vol. NS-13, Feb. 1966, p. 515-522. AEC
sponsored research.
A detector system for use with a magnetic electron
spectrometer and a proton telescope is described. The
experiment will be included on the Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory 5 (OGO 5) satellite. Electron measurements
cover the range from 60 kev to 2.7 Mev in seven differential
energy channels. Each channel consists of an
electron-plus-background detector and a background detector.
A method of handling information from both detectors with
the same amplifier system is discussed. This scheme is used
to ensure that the proper background subtraction is made
in spite of electronic drifts. Coincidence and anticoincidence
logic is used for routing the electron-plus-background and
background signals to their respective sealers. The
four-element proton telescope uses _olid state detectors
directly in line with the collimator. The telescope lies _ithin
the pole pieces of the electron spectrometer magnet. Seven
proton channels arc provided covering the range from
200 key to 50 Mcv. In addition, three alpha channels from
6 Mev to 130 Me_ are obtained. Pulse height selection of
the pub, es from each detector plus coincidence and
anticoincidence between these pulses ssdl resolse the double
valued energy loss in the detectors and determine the energy
channels. The alpha particles are differentiated from protons
only through their greater dE/dx. A tunnel diode
differential discriminator is di,_cussed. This discriminator
makes its logical decisions at the trailing edge of the input
pulse. In this _say pulses of varying widths cannot cause
false decisions. Tv, o chargc-sclh_ilive preamplifiers have been
developed for this work. Optimum noise characteristics are
obtained v, ith RC differentiating and integrating time
constants of approximately 1/3 microsec. The total standby
power is less than 0.5 watt. This includes 14 preamplifiers
and 26 amplifiers. All logic, including tunnel diode differential
discriminators, operate on zero standby power. (Author)
A66-26348"#
THE MULTIPLY Ct|ARGED PRIMARY COSMIC
RADI-_TION AT ,SOLAR NIINIMUM, 1965.
V. K. Balasubrahmanyan. D. E. Hagge. G. H. Ludwig, and
F. B. McDonald (NASA. Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) I Apr. 1966 l0 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 71, Apr. l, 1966, p. 1771-1780.
The primary cosmic-ray charge and energy spectra have
been obtained for helium through oxygen during the recent
period when solar modulation effects were at a minimum.
These spectra represent a synthesis of preliminary
experimental results from cosmic-ray experiments flown on
OGO 1, IMP 3, and high-altitude Skyhook balloon flights.
The He energy spectrum is given from 35 to 750 Mev/nucleon.
The energy spectra for lithium-oxygen covers the interval
approximately 40-1200 Mev/nucleon. Integral flux values >
1200 Mev are obtained for He through Ne. L/M ratios of
0.29 plus or minus .07 at 100 Mev/nucleon and 0.30 plus
or minus .03 above 600 Mev/nucleon are found. The C/He
ratio of 0.023 plus or minus .005 at 100 Mev/nucleon is
significantly less than the same integral ratio of 0.036 plus
or minus .004 above 600 Mev/nucleon, indicating the effects
of ionization losses during propagation through the interstel!ar
gas under the assumption of similar source spectra.
(Author)
A66-27326"#
COLLIMATING GRATING MONOCHROMATORS FOR
THE VACUUM ULI"RAVIOLET.
D. E. Bedo and H. E. Hintcregger (USAF, Office of Aerospace
Research, Cambridge Research Labs., Bedford. Mass.) 1965
5 p refs In: Conference on Photographic and Spectroscopic
Optics, Tokyo, Japan, Sop. !-5, 1964, and Kyoto, Japan,
Sep. 7, 8, 1964, Proceedings (Japanese Journal of Applied
Physics. Supplement I. vol. 4, 1965). Conference sponsored
by the International Commission for Optics, the Science
Council of Japan, and the Japan Society of Applied Physics.
Tokyo, Japanese Journal of Applied Physics, 1965, p. 473-477.
NASA supported research.
A nonfocusing, grazing incidence monochromator which
utilizes planar gratings and collimating slit systems is
described. Such an instrument is capable of moderate spectral
resolution in the vacuum ultraviolet and allows for relatively
simple scanning mechanisms. Monochromators of this type
have been built for laboratory studies and for incorporation
in a satellite-borne experiment for monitoring solar intensities
in the extreme ultravioict. Measurements made on rare gas
spectra indicate approximate agreement between computed
and observed instrumental line widths. (Author)
A66-34754"#
PROTONS AND HEI.It;M NUCLEI WITHIN
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC REGIONS %%'HICH
CO-ROTATE %%rlTti II-IE ,%UN.
C. Y. Fan, G. Glocckler, and J. A. Simpson (Chicago, U.,
Enrico Fermi Inst. for Nuclear Studies, Chicago. 111.) 1966
3 p rcfs In: International Conference on Cosmic Rays,
9th, Imperial Coll. of Science and Technology, London,
English. Sop. 6-17, 19(35, Proceedings Volume I. Conference
sponsored b) the Internatioaal Union of Pure and Applied
Phx_ics, the hast. of Physics, and the Physical Society. London,
Inst. of Physics and Ph)sical Society, 1966, p. 109-111.
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A66-34768
IContracts NAS5-2990; NAS5-2133; AF 19(628)-2473)
From IMP-I measurements be sho_,ed in 1964 that fluxes
of protons of greater than I-Mevenergy appeared Iorseveral
days in a sequence of six consecutive 27-day intervals. We
concluded that these protons v, ere confined _ithin a region
corotating with the sun which modulates the galactic cosmic
radiation at the orbit of earth v, ith same 27-day recurrence
period. This region has persisted for more than 20 solar
rotations and was observed with the IMP-I magnetometer
by Ness and Wilcox to possess special characteristics. The
energy spectrum of the protons in the leading and trailing
sides of the corotating region was measured. A helium
component continuously associated with the protons has been
found with an energy spectrum of the form proportional to
E to the -2 pov, er Mev/nucleon in the energy range 2 to 30
Mev/nucleon. Evidence from the OGO-I satellite indicates
that the proton and helium fluxes are not only present within
corotating regions, but are also present at lower intensity
and with different spectra at all times throughout a 2-1/2
month period. The source for continual acceleration of these
protons and helium nuclei is discussed. (Author)
A66--34768 H
STUDIES OF PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS WITH
IONIZATION CHAMBERS.
R. L. Arnoldy (Honeywell Inc., Res. Center, Hopkins, Minn.),
S. R. Kane, and J. R. Winckler (Minnesota Univ., School
of Physics and Astronomy, Minneapolis, Minn.) 1966 4 p
refs Inst. of Physics and Physical Society (London), 1966
p 157-160. Proceedings of ihe Intern. Conf. on Cosmic
Rays, 9th, Imperial Coll. of Sci. and Tech., London, 6-17
Sop. 1965 sponsored by Intern. Union of Pure and Applied
Physics, the Inst. of Physics and the Physical Society
Avail: NTIS
A66-34833"#
ABUNDANCES AND ENERGY SPECTRA FOR NUCLEI
OF GALACTIC ORIGIN ABOVE 20 MEV PER NUC-
LEO N.
G. M. Comstock, C. Y. Fan, and J. A. Simpson (Chicago,
U., Enrico Fermi Inst. for Nuclear Studies, Chicago, Ill.)
1966 4 p refs In: International Conference on Cosmic
Rays, 9th, Imperial Coll. of Science and Technology, London,
England, Sep. 6-17, 1965, Proceedings. Volume 1. Conference
sponsored by the International Union of Pure and Applied
Physics, the Inst. of Physics, and the Physical Society.
London, Inst. of Physics and Physical Society, 1966,
p. 383-386. Disscussion, P. H. Fowler (Bristol, U., H. H.
Wills Physics Lab., Bristol. England). W. R. Webber
(Minnesota, U., School of Physics and Astronomy, Mi-
nneapolis, Minn.), and B. R. Daniel (Tata Inst. of Fundamen-
tal Research, Bombay, India), p. 386.
(Contract NAS5-2133; Grants AF-AFOSR-521-65; NsG A.)
The individual chemical abundances of nuclei with charge
Zextending from Z = 2 to Z = 14 in the energy range 20
to 300 Mev/nucleon have been measured in interplanetary
space in the OGO-I satellite for approximately 150 hr in
Oct. and Nov. 1964. At higher Z, two charge groups were
measured including the Fe group. The energy spectra for C,
O and Ne are shown to be remarkably flat and different
from the helium spectrum measured simultaneously over the
same energy/nucleon range. It is concluded that these spectral
differences exist in the cosmic radiation outside the solar
system. The relative abundances for 6 • or equal to Z
or equal to 14 display an even-odd Z ratio of approximately
8:1. Li, Be and B, and the Fe group are present with about
the same relative abundances as observed at higher energies.
It is suggested that the rate of particle acceleration for a
wide range of Z competes effectively _ith the rate of ionization
loss at these low energies. The measurements were made
v, ith solid state silicon detectors and anticoincidence
•cintillators arranged to measure energy loss and total
gY. (Author)
VI-6
A66-34847"#
GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS AT ._OLAR MINIMUM,
1965.
V. K. Balasubrahmanyan, D. E. Hagge, G. H. Ludwig, and
F. B. McDonald (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) 1966 10 p refs In: International
Conference on Cosmic Rays, 9th, Imperial Coll. of Science
and Technology, London, England, Sop. 6-17, 1965, Procee-
dings. Volume 1. Conference sponsored by the International
Union of Pure and Applied Physics, the Inst. of Physics,
and the Physical Society. London, Inst. of Physics and
Physical Society, 1966, p. 427-436.
A synthesis of preliminary experimental results from
cosmic ray experiments flown on OGO 1, IMP 1. 2, and 3,
and high-latitude Skyhook balloon flights provides charge
and energy spectra extending from about 20 Mev per nucleon
to 1 Gev/nucleon for hydrogen to neon. A multiple Geiger
counter cosmic ray monitor flown on these four satellites
provided information on the total flux greater than 50
Mev/nucleon. The period from Mar. to June 1965 appears
to have minimum solar modulation effects and is operationally
defined to be the solar cosmic ray minimum. Energy spectra
for particles from H to Ne from 25 Mev/nucleon to !
Gev/nucleon are presented. Results on the long-term temporal
variation of He nuclei and protons are discussed. The L/M
ratio at 100 Mev/nucleon and above 600 Mev/nucleon are
found to be 0.29 + or - 0.05 and 0.30 _- or - 0.03. The
C/He ratio at 100 Mev/nucleon is found to be 0.021 +
or - 0.005 whereas above 600 Mev/nucleon the same ratio
is found to be 0.36 + or - 0.004. The change in this ratio
appears to suggest the deceleration of the nuclei of higher
Z in the interstellar gas due to ionization. (Author)
A66-41213"
SOME DO[ BTS ABOUT THE E XRrlt'S DUST CLOUD.
C. Nilsson (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Lab. for
Space Sciences, Greenbelt, Md.) 9 Sop. 1966 5 p refs
Science, vol. 153, Sop. 9, 1966, p. 1242-1246.
Discussion of the dubious validity of past satellite
measurements of micrometeroroid fluxes in which piezoelec-
tric microphones were used as detectors. Data have been
obtained from satellite and laboratory experiments which
_how that microphone crystals emit no_se when subjected to
slowly varying temperatures. The rate of noise is consistent
with past flight data which were previously interpreted on
the basis of micrometeoroid impacts. These measurements
have given rise to the theory that the earth is surrounded
by a cloud of dust, although no satisfactory mechanism has
yet been found to explain this apparent phenomenon. Results
are reported from which it appears that _,hether or not a
concentration of dust exists in the vicinity of the earth, the
data from satellite microphone measurements should not be
used to support such a hypothesis. M.M.
A67-11687"
ABUNDANCES AND ENERGY SPECTRA OF GALACTIC
('OSMIC-RAY NUCLEi ABOVE 20 .MEV PER NUCLEON
IN THE NUCLEAR CHARGE RANGE 2 LESS THAN
OR EQUAL TO Z LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 26.
G. M. Comstock, C. Y. Fan (Chicago, U., Enrico Fermi
Inst. for Nuclear Studies and Dept. of Physics, Chicago,
Ill.), and J. A. Simpson (Chicago, U., Enrico Fermi Inst.
for Nuclear Studies, Chicago, Ill.) Oct. 1966 28 p refs
Astrophysical Journal, vol. 146, Oct. 1966. p. 51-77.
(Contracts NAS5-2133: AF 49(638)-1642: Grant NsG
179-61)
Study of the adundances of the elements helium through
silicon, in addition to the nuclear-charge group 15 -_ or
equal to Z ._ or equal to 25 and group, and measurement
of the differential energy spectra of the elements, using a
telescope composed of solid-state detectors on the OGO I
satellite. The bearing of the experimental results on the origin
and propagation of cosmic-ray nuclei is discussed. Energy
degradation by ionization loss alone ma_ not account for
the results. The rate of particle accelcratit{n for a wide range
of the change number Z may compete clfectively v, ith the
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rateof ionization loss at these low' energies. Alternatively, a
discrete and possibl_ nearby source in the Galaxy may account
for the measurements. Since the technique of using solid-state
devices for measuring multiply charged nuclei is no,,el, a
description of the instrument and methods of analyzing the
data is included. W.A.E.
A67-12055'
THE EFFECT OF TIlE EARTH'S RADIATION BELTS
ON AN OPTICAL S$STEM.
C. Wolff (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.) Nov. 1966 5 p refs Applied Optics, vol. 5, Nov.
1966, p. 1838-1842.
A photoelectric optical imaging system has survived one
year in the earth's radiation belts with no measurable (-.
20%) change in sensitivity. The system passes through all of
the radiation belts twice every 64 hr, and experiences a noise
level equivalent to 400 photons/see when in their most intense
regions. While this noise is far less than that of other
photoelectric systems operating in the belts because of the
small effective area of the photocathode, the noise per unit
cathode area is 1.3 x 100,000 photons/sec-sq cm, and is
similar to the best of the other systems. The number and
energy distribution of incident particles is calculated and
then combined with shielding estimates to give the total energy
absorbed in the optical elements. Radiation damage reports
in the literature are shown to be consistent with the lack of
a sensitivity change in this orbiting optical system. The effects
of particle radiation on optical systems in general is briefly
summarized, with emphasis with emphasis on recent worl_
of others. (Author)
A67-15724"
A MAGNETIC FIELD INSTRUMENT FOR THE OGO-E
SPACECRAFT.
C. R. Benjamin (Marshall Labs., Torrance, Calif.) and R.
C. Snare (California, U., Los Angeles. Calif.) Dec. 1966
8 p Inst. of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Annual
Conference on Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects, Stanford
U., Paid Alto, Calif., Jul. 18-21, 1966, Paper. tEEE
Transactions on Nuclear Science, vol. NS-13, Dec. 1966,
p. 333-340. Research supported by the U. of California.
Description of a three-axis, fluxgate magnetometer which
will provide data for the study of MHD waves and other
magnetic field structures in space. The magnetometer has
sufficient dynamic range to measure magnetic field values
from the surface of the earth to apogee. In addition to this
wide dynamic range, the instrument provides for a resolution
at all field values of I/16 gamma. This resolution and dynamic
range are accomplished by employing a tightly fed-back,
closed-loop magnetometer, and a digital offset field generator
in each of the three mutually perpendicular axes. Packaging
and construction techniques used in the instrument are
discussed. M.F.
A67-19913"#
SOLAR MODULATION OF GALACTIC COSMIC
RAYS.
V. K. Balasubrahmanyan, E. Boldt, and R. A. R. Palmeira
(NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.)
I Jan. 1967 10 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 72, Jan. I. 1967. p 27-36.
The modulation of galactic protons and He nuclei during
the last solar c._cle is analyzed according to Parker's theory.
The mechanism of modulation remains essentiall_ the same
during several ._ears of low solar activity (1961-]9651. The
modulation near solar maximum ( 19591 impties that the scale
sizes of the magnetic inhomogeneities in the solar Wind are
reduced below the values at solar mininaum. An adequate
description at solar maximum would require further refine-
ments of the theor._. The proton-to-He-nucleus ratio outside
the s_lar s_stem is shov, n to be consistent v, ith the _alue
:_ppr'aximatcl_ 6. in a kinctic-cncrg),/nucleon reprcscn_.ation,
for the inter_al 100-10(_) Mev/nucleon. (Author)
A67-23278
A67-19926"_
INITIAL OBSERVATIO'%S OF LOW-ENERGY ELEC-
TRONS IN THE EARIH'S MAGNETOSPHERE WITH
OGO-3.
L. A. Frank (Iowa, State U.. Dept. of Physics and Astronomy,
Iowa City, toy, a) I Jan. 1967 11 p Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 72, Jan. !. 1967, p. 185-195.
(Contract NAS5-2054; Nonr-1509(06); Grant NsG-233-62)
Description of initial observations of electrons over the
energy range extending from approximately 100 ev to 50 kev
at geocentric radial distances 8-20RE in the dark hemisphere
of the earth's magnetosphere with electrostatic analyzers borne
on OGO 3, for June 12-13 1966. The electron-differential-
energy spectra typically are characterized by a single peak
in intensities occurring in the energy range approximately
0.8-10 kev and at lower energies with increasing geocentric
radial distance, by broader widths with decreasing radial
distance, and by greater slopes for electron energies E > or
equal kev with increasing radial distance. M.M.
A67-23244"
FIRST MAGNETIC FIELD RESULTS FROM THE OGO-2
SATELLITE.
J. C. Cain, S. J. Hendricks (NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Md.), and R. A. Langel Edited by R.
L. Smith-Rose. Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co.,
1967, p. 1466-1476. 1967 II p refs In: Space Research 7,
Proceedings of the Seventh International Space Science
Symposium, Vienna, Austria, May 10-18, 1966. Volume 2.
Symposium sponsored by the Committee on Space Research,
the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics. and
the International Scientific Radio Union.
The OGO 2 (1965-81A) satellite was launched Oct. 14,
1965 into an orbit with an inclination of 87.4 deg, perigee
of 414 km and apogee of 1510 km . Digital samples of the
total magnetic field F were obtained with a rubidium _apor
magnetometer at 0.5-see intervals (accuracy + or - =
2 gamma). Root-mean-square differences between the
measured field values and those computed from previously
derived spherical harmonic expansions were computed. The
best comparison of the data is with the GSFC September
1965 field _hich showed rms residuals of 47 gamma.
Computation of fields fit to the limited data _ampie show
rms deviations of 4.1 gamma using 143 internal spherical
harmonics. The residuals from this field show oscillations
near the north pole of a few tens of gammas amplitude and
irregular structure elsewhere of the order of a few gammas.
(Author)
A67-23278"
SOME RESULTS CONCERNING THE PRINCIPAL
AIRGLOW LINES AS MEASURED FROM THE OGO-2
SATELLITE.
J. E. Blamont (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique,
Paris, France) and E. L. Reed (NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Md.) 1967 16 p refs COSPAR,
International Space Science Symposium, 7th, Vienna, Austria,
May 10-18, 1966, Paper. In: Space Research 7, Proceedings
of the Seventh International Space Science Symposium,
Vienna, Austria, May 10-18, 1966. Volume I. NASA
sponsored research. Symposium sponsored by the Committee
on Space Research, the International Union of Geodesy and
Geophysics, and the International Scientific Radio Union.
Edited by R. L. Smith-Rose. Amsterdam, North-Holland
Publishing Co., 1967, p. 337-352.
Two photometers on the OGO 2 spacecraft (launched
Oct. 14, 1965, 420 km perigee, 1520 km apogee, 87.4 deg
inclination) scanned the airglow horizon through a filter
centered at 6300 A, the nadir airglow at 6300, 6225, 5890,
5577, 3914. and 2630 A, and the zenith airtHc_w at 6300 A.
During its less than 10 days of stabilized operation ap-
proximately an hour of data were obtained _hile in the
c,trth's shadow. The nadir measurements observed the blue
cnh_mcemcnt at t_ilight, several aurorae, and t._pical
_fiL,htlimc airgto_. I-he horizon scanning photometer observed
the two airglow layers, a thick one generally above 200 km
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attributed to the 6300 A line of atomic oxygen and a .thin
layer centered betv, een 65 and 95 km attributed to the OH
emissions which fall v, ithin the 40 A-v, ide passband of the
interference filter. The maximum emission of the 6300-A
life occurred generally between 200 and 300 km altitude
with values of 1 to 25 photons cu/cm/sec at night and
about a factor of 10 greater in the tv, ilight. (Author)
A67-25807"
THE SPECTR), AND INTENSITY OF ELECTRONS IN
THE RADIATION BELTS.
S. R. Kane, K. Pfitzer, and J. R. Winckler (Minnesota, U.,
School of Physics and Astronomy, Minneapolis, Minn.)
Edited by R. L. Smith-Rose. Washington, D.C., Spartan
Books, 1966, p. 702-713. 1966 12 p COSPAR, International
Space Science Symposium, 6th, Buenos Aires, Argentina,
May 13-19, 1965, Paper. In: Space Research 6, Proceedings
of the Sixth International Space Science Symposium, Mar
del Plata, Argentina, May 1 i-19, 1965. Symposium sponsored
by the Committee on Space Research, the International
Astronomical Union, the International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics, the International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry, the International Union of Pure and Applied
Physics, and the International Scientific Radio Union. NASA
supported research.
A magnetic spectrometer measuring electrons in 5
channels and between 50-4000 key and an integrating
ionization chamber were launched into an eccentric orbit
on Sept. 4, 1964 on the OGO 1 satellite. Electron spectra,
pitch angle distributions, and total ionization are measured
throughout the inner and outer belts. These measurements
show the radiation region to be separated into two belts by
a very. pronounced slot near L = 3. The slot is always deep
for electrons above 290 kev, but during times of magnetic
disturbances may not be a clear feature for 50-t20 kev
electrons. The slot extends throughout all electron pitch angles
and appears especially pronounced now during solar
minimum. Typical fluxes observed by these detectors are
tabulated, in the inner zone these fluxes are observed to be
quite stable, and the spectrum steepens as L increases from
1.3 to 3.0. In the outer zone the fluxes and spectra are very
dependent on magnetic activity. (Author)
A67-25852"
OGO-E COSMIC RADIATION: NUCLEAR ABUNDANCE
EXPERIMENT.
S. L. Jones, G. H. Ludwig, D. E. Stilwell, J. H. Trainor,
and S. H. Way (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center.
Greenbelt, Md.) Feb. 1967 8 p Nuclear Science Symposium
on Instrumentation in Space and Lab., 13th, Boston, Mass.,
Oct. 19-21, 1966, Paper. IEEE Transactions on Nuclear
Science, vol. NS-14, Feb. 1967, p. 56-63.
Description of equipment used to measure nuclear
abundances of galactic and solar cosmic rays. Three detector
assemblies used to measure the differential energy spectra
of protons and heavier nuclei through calcium in the range
from 400 key to 1 Bev/nucleon are described, as well as an
extensive electronics system used to implement the logic,
perform pulse-heighi analysis, measure particle fluxes,
monitor experiment performance, and interface with the OGO
data system. A.B.K.
A67-26312"#
SEVERAL OBSERVATIONS OF LOW-ENERGY PRO-
TONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE EARTH'S MAGNET-
OSPHERE _ITH OGO-3.
L. A. Frank (lov, a, State U., Dept. of Physics and Astronomy,
Iowa City, lov, a.) I Apr. 1967 12 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 72, Apr. 1, 1967, p. 1905-1916.
(Contracts NAS5-2054; Nonr-150q(06); Grant NsG 233-62)
Description of simultaneous observations of proton and
electron differential energy spectra during segments of three
outbound tra',ersals of OGO 3 through the magnetosphere
for the period from June 11 to 15, 1966, on L shells 3.3 to
16. A preliminary order-of-magnitude estimate of the total
encrg_ of trapped protonr, within the earth's atmosphere is
5 x 10 to the 21st power e_s, and the estimated contribution
from this low-energy proton distribution to the quiettime
terrestrial ring current field at the earth's surface is ap-
proximately -10 gamma. A transient, narrow peak of relatively
high low-energ.', proton and electron intensities within the
energy range from approximately 300 ev to 2 kev at L is
approximately equal to 4 with width Delta L is approximately
equal to I _,as also observed. M.M.
-t,67-27249*
COMPOSITION AND SPECTRA OF CHARGED PARTI-
CLES OF ,'_)I,ARAND('OSMIC ORIGIN MEASURED
ON SATELLITES.
G. Comstock, C. Y. Fan, G. Gloeckler, and J. A. Simpson
(Chicago, U., Enrico Fermi inst. for Nuclear Studies, Chicago,
111.) Edited by J. Gauger and A. J. Masley. North Hollywood,
Calif., Western Periodicals Co. 1966, p. 129-t45. 1966 17 p
refs In: Recent Advances in Cosmic Ray Research,
Proceedings of a Symposium, Huntington Beach, Calif.,
Apr. 4-6, 1966. Symposium sponsored by the Douglas
Aircraft Co.
(Contracts NAS5-2990: NAS5-2133; AF 19(628)-2473;
Grants NsG 179-61: AF-AFOSR-521-65)
Analysis of measurements performed by satellites
OGO I and IMP I of the composition and spectra of particles
of galactic and solar origin. The measurements of the chemical
abundances of nuclei with charge Z extending from Z = 2
to Z = 26 in the energy range 30 to 300 Mev/nucleon were
done with a cosmic ray telescope on board OGO 1 during
the period of solar minimum. Results presented on abund-
ances and energy spectra for nuclei suggest that the rate of
particle acceleration for a wide range of Z compete effectively
with the rate of ionization loss at low energies. Measure-
ments of intensity variations of protons and helium nuclei
within interplanetary magnetic regions which corotate with
the sun are described. The presence of a helium component
which correlates in time with the changes in energy spectrum
and flux levels of the proton component is convincing evidence
that both have the same origin. The nature of this origin is
discussed as either solar or galactic. T.M.
A67-33595"
ELECTRON MEAS[ REMENTS NEAR A WEAK AUR-
ORA.
D. L. Lind, N. Mcilwraith, and K. W. Ogilvie (NASA,
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbeit, Md.) Edited by
B. M. McCormac. New York, Reinhold Publishing Corp.,
1967, p. 243-248. 1967 6 p In: Aurora and Airglow,
NATO Advanced Study Inst., U. of Keele, Keele, Staffs.,
England, Aug. 15-26, 1966, Proceedings. Inst. supported
by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. the Cambridge
Research Labs. of the U.S. Air Force, the Research Office
of the U.S. Army, the Defense Atomic Support Agency,
the Office of Naval Research of the U.S. Navy, and the
Inst. for Telecommunication Sciences and Aeronomy of the
Environmental Science Services Administration.
Description of electron measurements near a weak aurora
during the flight of a Nike-Tomahawk rocket. The total
energ_c.obtained by integrating the observed electron
intensities was compared with the readings of the 5577 and
3914 A photometers. The result showed reasonably good
correlation between the two peaks at 165 sec. If isotropy is
assumed in the upper atmosphere and the average of the
two peak readings of electron energy is used, a figure of
11.0 ergs for approximately 970 R of lambda 5577 is
arrived at. The lambda 3914 intensity measured at the time
was 380 R. The commonly accepted figure would be about
2.0 ergs for 400 R of lambda 3914, but the difference can
be readily accounted for by calibration and geometrical
ambiguities in the photometric data. No inconsistency seems
to be indicated. M.M.
A67-36513"
RI BIDI['M V:t. POR MAGNETO.METER FOR NEAR
EARTH ORBITING SPACE(RAFT.
W. H. Farthing and W. C. Folz (NASA, Goddard Space
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Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.) Aug. 1967 8 p refs Review
of Scientific Instruments, vol. 38, Aug. 1967, p. 1023-1030.
The paper describes the instrumentation and in-flight
performance of the rubidium vapor magnetometers being
flown by NASA on the POGO satellites. An optically pumped,
self-oscillating rubidium magnetometer was selected as being
most compatible with the objectives of the stud)' and with
the spacecraft capabilities. A four absorption cell configura-
tion is used to reduce the effect of the null zones inherent
in these instruments and to obtain accuracies compatible
with the scientific objectives of the program. Scalar magnetic
field data are obtained in both digital (PCM) and analog
(frequency multiplex) form. Instrument performance parame-
ters are monitored through both main frame and subcommut-
ated PCM data. The first instrument orbited was aboard
0(30 2 which _as launched on Oct. 14, 1965. This instrument
has returned a large quantity of data, and is still operating
when sufficient spacecraft power is available. The accuracy
of the data is determined, apart from orbit accuracy, by
spurious phase shifts within the instrument. These arise from
such sources as optical axis misalignment, electronic
nonlinearities and frequency dependence, and propagation
delay over the long cables connecting sensor and electronics.
The magnitude of the resulting error is inversely proportional
to the phase slope of the dual cell absorption line. The
total effect in the POGO instrument of these sources of
error is an accuracy of better than 1.5 gamma over the
entire instrument range of 15,000 to 64,000 gamma.
(Author)
A67-3690 ! *
THE MAIN GEOMAGNETIC FIELD.
J. C. Cain (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.) Jun. 1967 5 p refs American Geophysical Union
Transactions, vol. 48, Jun. 1967, p. 511-515.
Survey of data recently acquired for the study of the
main geomagnetic field. The data contributed by the low
polar satellite OGO 2 and by the U.S. Naval Oceanographic
Office are discussed. It is pointed out that one of the most
pressing needs in geomagnetism is the conversion of the
available magnetic survey data to computer-readable form.
Attempts to define accurately the main geomagnetic field
by numerical functions are examined, and the secular
change and source of the main field are studied. M.F.
A67-37401 *H
ON THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL RING CURRENT
DURING GEOMAGNETIC STORMS.
L. A. Frank (Iowa, State U., Dept. of Physics and Astronomy,
Iowa City, Iowa) 1 Aug. 1967 15 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 72, Aug. 1, 1967, p. 3753-3767.
(Contracts NAS5-2054; Nonr-1509(06), Grant NsG 233-62)
Summary of first observations of the charged particles
of the extraterrestrial ring current during two moderate
geomagnetic storms. Measurements of the differential energy
spectrums of protons and electrons, separately, over the energy
range extending from approximately 200 ev to 50 key with
a sensitive array of electrostatic analyzers on board OGO 3
reveal large temporal variations in intensities of these
low-energy charged particles at low and moderate latitudes
in the outer radiation zone during two moderate geomagnetic
storms in late June and early July 1966. The total energy oi
these low-energy protons and electrons _ithin the earth's
magnetosphere is sufficient to account for the depression of
the geomagnetic field observed at the earth's surface over
low and moderate latitudes; hence these charged particles
may be identified as the major contributors to the storm-time
extraterrestrial ring current. M.F.
• A67-37412"#
A SEARCH FOR ALPHA PARTICLES TRAPPED IN THE
GEOMAGNETIC FIEI.I).
K. B. Fenton (Chikago, U., Enrico Fermi Inst. for Nuclear
Studies, Chicaeo. Ill.) I ,Aug. 1967 6 p refs Journal of
Gcoph.',sical R_scarch. rot. 72. Aug. I. 1967, p. 388%3894.
(Contracts NAS5-2133: AF 49(638)-1642; Grant NsG
A67-41232
179-61)
Data from the charged-particle telescope on the satellite
OGO I for the regions of the geomagnetic field in v, hich pro-
tons of energy 26-85 Me_ are trapped ha_,e been analyzed for
the presence of alpha particles during a period near the
miniumum of solar activity (1964). The region of (B, L)
space sampled is that for which 1.6 or = to L --. or =
to 3.3 and 0.01 <_ or - to B ... or = to 0.25. From an
examination of samples of data in which a total of 15,000
trapped protons was obserxed, it is concluded that the upper
limits for the alpha-particle proton ratio are 1 in 1500 for
the energy range 26-85 Mev nucleon and less than 1 in 50
for tye rigidity range 0.33-0.39 BV. It is inferred from the
fact that the results indicate an almost pure proton source
that the decay of energetic albedo neutrons must be the
principal source of trapped protons at energies above 26
Mev. (Author)
A67-40804"#
MAGNETIC NOISE IN THE MAGNETOSHEATH IN THE
FREQUENCY RANGE 3-300 HZ.
R. E. Holzer, M. G. McLeod, C. T. Russell (California,
U., Inst. of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, Los Angeles,
Calif.), and E. J. Smith (California inst. of Tech., Jet
Propulsion Lab., Space Sciences Div., Pasadena, Calif.)
l Oct. 1967 I1 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 72, Oct. I, 1967, p. 4803-4813.
(Contracts NAS7-100: JPL-950403)
(JPL-TR-32-1199)
Evaluation of preliminary results concerning rapid
magnetic-field variations (3 to 300 Hz) observed in the
magnetosheath by the OGO I search-coil-magnetometer
spectrum analyzer. Broad-band signals are continuously
present in the magnetosheath at tt_ese frequencies and are
relatively intense and high available on time scale of tens of
seconds. Power-spectral-density estimates for several
representative intervals lead to a formula which extends
previous estimates for the fluctuating magnetic fields in the
magnetosheath up to 300 He_, and reveals an apparent change
in the frequency dependence of the spectrum some_,here
between 0.1 and I Hz. The observations are discussed in
terms of the two transverse modes of plasma wave propagation
that exist at frequencies below the electron gyrofreouency.
Arguments are presented suggesting that some high frequency
bursts seen in interplanetary space just outside the bow shock
are actually precursor waves propagating upstream against
the solar wind. F.R.I.
A67-41232
A SI"UDY OF ENERGETIC SOLAR FLARE X-RAYS.
R. L. Arnoldy, S. R. Kane, and J. R. Winckler (Minnesota,
U., School of Physics and Astronomy, Minneapolis. Minn.)
Sep. 1967 8 p refs Solar Physics, vol. 2, Sep. 1967,
p. 171-178.
A new series of solar flare energetic X-ray events has
been detected by an ionization chamber on the OGO I and
OGO 3 satellites in free space. These X-rays lie in the range
10-50 kev, and a study has been made of their relationship
to 3- and 10-cm radio bursts and with the emission of electrons
and protons observed in space. The onset times, times of
maximum intensity and total duration are very similar for
the radio and X-ray emission. Also, the average decay is
similar and usually follows an exponential type behavior.
However, this good correlation applies most often to the
flash phase of flares, whereas subsequent surges of activity
from the same eruption may produce microwave emission
or further X-ray bursts not closely correlated. An approximate
proportionality is found betv, een the total energy content of
the X-rays and of the 3- and lO-cm integrated radio fluxes.
These measurements suggest that the X-ray and microwave
emission have a common energizing process which determines
the time profile of both. The recording of electrons greater
than 40 kev by the IMP satellite has been found to correlate
',er_ v, ell with flares producing X-ray and microwave emission
provided the propagation path to the sun is favorable. There
is evidence that the acceleration _f solar protons may not
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becloselyassociatedwiththe processes responsible for the
production bf microwaves. X-rays. and interplanetary
electrons. The OGO ionization chamber responds to energies
(10-50 key) intermediate betv.een the soft X-rass giving SID
disturbances (1-10 key) and energetic quanta previously
measured v, ith balloons (50-500 key). Proposed source
mechanisms should be capable of covering this range of
energies including the most energetic quanta occasionally
observed. (Author)
A67-41233"
ENERGETIC PROTONS FROM THE SOLAR FLARE OF
MARCH 24+ 1966.
K. A. Anderson (California, U., Dept. of Physics and Space
Sciences Lab., Berkeley, Calif.), S. W. Kahler, and J. H.
Primbseh Scp. 1967 13 p refs Solar Physics, vol. 2, Sop.
1967, p. 179-191.
(Contract NAS5-2222)
Observation of ten to 100-mev protons from the solar
flare of March 24, 1966, on the University of California
scintillation counter on OGO I. The short rise and decay
times observed in the count rates of the 32 channels of
pulse-height analysis show that scattering of the protons by
the interplanetary field was much less important in this event
than in previously observed proton flares. Small fluctuations
of the otherv, ise smooth decay phase may be due to flare
protons reflected from the back of a shock front which passed
the earth on March 23. M.M.
A68-11011 *#
OGO-A ,MAGNETIC FIELD OBSERVATIONS.
M. Campbell (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.), J. P. Heppner, B. G. Ledley, T. L. Skillman,
and M. Sugiura l Nov. 1967 55 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 72, p. 5417-5471.
Summary of new findings obtained from the initial study
of the OGO-I fluxgate-magnetometer measurements between
4 and 24.5 R sub E. A model magnetic field profile of the
cross-sectional structure of the bow shock is derived in terms
of the sharpness of the interface, the rise time, and the total
time interval occupied by a field pileup at the shock.
Superimposed on the average shock structure, two classes
of field oscillations are frequently observed. A series of bow
shock crossings during the main phase of the Apr. 18, 1965
magnetic storm are found to occur at an abnormally large
distance from the earth, principally as a consequence of the
strong (20 to 27 _amma) interplanetary field that lowers the
Alfven Mach number to 1.5. The magnetopause in the
sunward hemisphere is most typically observed as a smooth
transition over a dimension comparable to the ion cyclotron
radius. The correlation of negative-bay onsets in the auroral
belt with OGO-I observations on the night side of the earth
supports more general morphological arguments that the
onset originates within the closed magnetosphere or auroral
ionosphere and is not dependent on being triggered bv a
sudden change in the solar wind plasma or field. At middle
latitudes between 5 and 10 R sub E near the midnight time
sector, the total field intensity is found to be considerably
stronger than predicted by existing field models. M.M.
A68-12172"#
RECENT MEAS[ REMENTSOF THE MAGNETIC FIELD
IN THE OUTER MAGNETOSPHERE AND BOUNDARY
REGIONS.
J. P. Heppner (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) Space Science Reviev, s, vol. 7, p. 166-190.
16 Oct. 1967 25 p refs (European Space Research
Organization, International Colloquium on Auroral and
Associated Magnetospheric Phenomena at Very High
Lattitudes, Stockholm. Sweden, Nov. 16-18, 1965, Paper.
Interpretation of recent (EGO-A) magnetic-field
measurements in an early stage of investigation. Initial
findings, rather than final rcsuhs, are given. This information
_ presented relatb¢ to the framework of earlier experiments,
thus providing the review aspect of this presentation. Special
attention is given to the boundary regions of the
magnetosphere and to the shock-front characteristics. P.V.T.
A68-12548*
OPTICAL ENVIRONMENT ABOUT THE OGO-3
SATELLITE.
C. Wolff (NASA, Goddard Space Hight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.) Science, vol. 158, p. 1045, 1046. 24 Nov. i967 2 p
refs
Evaluation of photometric measurements made on the
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (OGO 3), establishing an
upper limit to the brightness of the daytime sky. The work
is related to attempts to determine why astronauts have such
difficulty in viewing stars _hen the sun is above the horizon
(or above the earth's limb). According to these measurements,
this brightness is 30 times less than the darkest daytime
reported from visual observations taken on Gemini. However,
there still remains the danger that this background light (less
than 5 x 10 to the minus 12th power as bright as the sun)
will interfere with observations of the solar corona and
zodiacal light. P.V.T.
A68-13469"_/
SOME REMARKS ON THE POSITION AND SHAPE OF
THE NEUTRAL SHEET.
K. l. Brody (California, U., Inst. of Geophysics and Planetary
Physics, Los Angeles, Calif.) and C. T. Russell Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 72, p. 6104-6106. I Dec. 1967
3 p refs NASA supported Research.
Discussion of a relatively simple empirical formula for
the location of the neutral sheet in the geocentric solar
magnetospheric coordinate system. It is concluded that for
properly ordering data taken in the earth's geomagnetic tail.
it is necessary to know the direction and velocity of the
solar wind ou[side the tail at the same time as the observations
within the tail are being made. Even if the coordinate system
used to order the data were rotated with the X axis of the
coordinate system pointing in a direction corrected for the
nonradial solar wind flow and the associated aberration
angle, the neutral sheet does not coincide with the X-Y plane,
but rather is a curved surface touching the X-Y plane at
the edges of the tail and furthest from the X-Y plane in the
center of the tail. An expression is given which should prove
useful in studying phenomena in the magnetotail whenever
a knowledge of the distance from the neutral sheet is an
important parameter. R.B.S.
A68-14098
A REVIEW OF SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS OF V.L.F.
PHENOMENA IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE.
M. J. Rycroft (Southampton, U., Dept. of Geophysics,
Southampton, England) London, Institution of Electrical
Engineers /lEE Conference Publication no. 36/, p. 267-294.
1967 28 p refs In: Conference on M.F., LE., and V.L.F.
Radio Propagation, London, England, Nov. 8-10, 1967,
Papers. Conference sponsored by the Electronics Div. of
the Institution of Electrical Engineers and the Aerospace.
Maritime and Military Systems Group of the Institution of
Electronic and Radio Engineers.
Review of natural xlf phenomena observed aboard the
Alouette, Injun 3, and 0(30 satellites in the earth's ionosphere
and magnetosphere with emphasis on the frequency-time
characteristics of whistlers, discrete emissions, and hiss. Other
geophysical occurrences with which these phenomena are
associated are discussed, and differences between electric-
and magnetic-field measurements of ion-cyclotron whistlers
are considered, as are those of noise bands having a lower
frequency cutoff at the lower hybrid resonance frequency.
Inferences are made concernipg the ionic composition and
temperature, and their spatial variations. B.B.
A68-17728"_/
MA(;NETOSI'IIERI( PROPI';RTIES DEDUCED FROM
0(;0-10IINER_,VH()\_, OF DtCTED AND NON-
I)1 ('i'EI) _._tt1,'_1 I,I(R_.
J. J. Angerami (Stanford U., Stanford Radioscience Lab..
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Stanford, Calif.) and R. L. Smith Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 73, p. 1-20. I Jan. 1968 20 p refs
(Contract NAS5-2131- Grant NSF GA-775)
The OGO I satellite has yielded evidence for both ducted
and nonducted modes of whistler propagation in the
magnetosphere. Two new types of nonducted v, histlers have
been identified: the magnetospherically reflected v, histler and
the Nu whistler. These whistlers have never been observed
on the ground. Their unique properties result in part from
the presence of ions that permit reflection of v, histler-mode
energy in the magnetosphere. These phenomena provide a
new tool for study of the distribution of ionization in the
magnetosphere. Ducted whistlers from OGO I have provided
the first in situ observations of whistler ducts. Near L = 3,
the equatorial separations between ducts ranged from 50 to
500 kin, and the equatorial thicknesses were about 400 kin.
The analysis yielded independent experimental support for
the diffusive equilibrium model of distribution of ionization
along the field lines in the plasmasphere. Some evidence
was found of distortion of the magnetic field on the nightside
at L is approximately 3, possibly due to oblique incidence
of the solar wind on the earth's field. (Author)
A68-17768"_/
SIMULTANEOUS IMP 2 AND OGO I OBSERVATIONS
OF BOW SHOCK COMPRESSION.
J. H. Binsack (Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Lab. for Nuclear
Scienke and Center for Space Research, Cambridge, Mass.)
and V. M. Vas)liunas (Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Lab.
for Nuclear Science and Dept. of Physics, Cambridge, Mass.)
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 73. p. 429-433. 1 Jan.
1968 5 p refs
(Contracts NAS5-2053; AT (30-1)2098: Grant NsG-386)
Quantitative investigation of the question of whether
large-scale motions of the bow shock that occur during
magnetic storms result primarily from the overall compression
of the entire magnetosphere magnetosheath system by the
enhanced solar-wind dynamic pressure. The investigation was
made, using simultaneous observations from the MIT plasma
probes on IMP 2 and OGO I. It was verified that this
shock motion occurs nearly simultaneously on the dawn and
dusk sides of the magnetosheath. It was possible to use one
satellite to monitor the solar-wind pressure, while the other
was observing the shock. M.M.
A 68-17769"#
HIGH-ENERGY X-RAYS FROM THE SOLAR FLARE OF
JULY 7, 1966.
T. L. Cline, S. S. Holt (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.), and E. W. Hones, Jr. (California, U., Los
Alamos Scientific Lab., Los Alamos, N. Mex.) Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 73, p. 434-437. I Jan. 1968 4 p
refs
Measurements of the highest differential energy range
of X rays, from 80 Key to t Mev, during the solar flare by
July 7, 1966. The spectral shape, time characteristics, and
radio correlation for this flare strongly suggest a nonthermal
bremsstrahlung origin for the hard X rays. It is noted.
however, that the NRL (Naval Research Laboratory) data
for the 1959 events have very different spectral and temporal
characteristics. It is entirely conceivable that the X-ray
production in different flares may be governed by different
mechanisms. It is pointed out that the attribution of hard-flare
X rays to a thermal model in general would not be
justified. M.M.
A68-1777 i *#
ENERGY FLUXES OF LO_,-ENERGY PRO'tONS AND
POSITIVE IONS IN THE EARl"It'S INNER RADIATION
ZONE.
L. A. Frank and R. L. Swisher (lov, a, U., Dept. of Physics
and Astronomy, Iowa City, Iowa) Journal of Geophysical
Research. vo}. 73, p. 442-444. I Jan. 1968 3 p refs
tContracts NAS5-2054: Nonr-1509(06): Grant NsG 233-62)
Initial sur'.e_ of measurement', of the differential energy
,,pectra of P0sit_e ions in the earth's inner radiation zone
A68-22450
with an array of sensitive electrostatic analyzer borne on
the earth satellite OGO 3. On the basis of the present findings
of upper limits for these energy fluxes over a large region
of the inner zone that are less b_ factors of 10 to 100 in
comparison with the energy fluxes reported by Freeman, it
is considered likely that energy fluxes of 500-ev to l-Mev
positive ions of about 50 ergs/sq cm-sec-ster are not a feature
of the inner radiation zone. M.M.
A68- ! 9744"
CONTRACTION OF THE PLASMASPHERE DURING
(;EOMAGNEI"ICALLY DISTIRBED PERIODS.
H. C. Brinton, M. W. Pharo, Ill, and H. A. Taylor, Jr.
(NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Lab. for Atmospheric
and Biological Sciences, Greenbelt, Md.) Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 73, p. 961-968. 1 Feb. 1968
8 p refs
Direct measurements of the thermal positive ions of
hydrogen and helium have been obtained from positive ion
mass spectrometers aboard OGOs 1 and 3. Observations
made during 1965 and 1966 show distributions of H and
He extending to altitudes as great as 40,000 km, corresponding
to a magnetospheric coordinate of L = 8. The outer
boundary of the plasmasphere is characterized by an abrupt
decrease in the ion concentration. This boundary or
plasmapause, defined by the reduction of H concentration
to 5 x 10 ions/cu cm or less, is often quite sharp, with
decreases in ion concentration of as much as an order of
magnitude occurring within 250 km. The position of the
plasmapause is observed to move inward and outward from
the earth in an inverse correlation with the planetary
magnetic activity index Kp, indicating significant large-scale
expansion and contraction of the plasmasphere during periods
of agitated magnetospheric conditions. The apparent
correlation between measurements of the hydrogen ion
boundary and the knee whistler evidence of the plasmapause
suggests that the mechanism responsible for the depletion
of the ionization is effective along the lines of the magnetic
field, extending well into the earth's inner atmosphere, to
1000 km and below. (Author)
A68-19752"
INTERPRETATION OF AURORAL HISS MEASURED
ON OGO 2 AND AT BYRD STATION IN TERMS OF
INCOHERENT CERENKOV RADIATION.
T. S. Jorgensen (Stanford U., Stanford Radioscience Lab.,
Stanford, Calif.) Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 73,
p. 1055-1069. 1 Feb. 1968 15 p refs
(Contract NAS5-3093: Gran! NSF GA-214)
Observation of a wideband noise (termed auroral hiss)
at low and very low frequencies at ground-based stations
and on satellites at high magnetic latitudes. A model for a
region in space in which the auroral hiss is believed to be
generated is investigated, and it is indicated that the amount
of power generated in this region is comparable to the
observed power. It is concluded that the auroral hiss can
be generated by incoherent Cerenkov radiation from electrons
having energies of about I key. B.B.
A68.-22450"
ENERGETIC SOLAR FLARE X-RAYS OBSERVED BY
SATELLITE AND THEIR CORRELATION _ ITI-I SOLAR
RADIO AND ENERGETIC PARTICLE EMISSION.
R. L. Arnoldy, S. R. Kane, and J. R. Winckler tMinnesota,
U., School of Physics and Astronomy, Minneapolis, Minn.)
Astrophysical Journal, vol. 151, Pt-l, p. 711-736. Feb. 1968
26 p refs
(Contract NAS5-2071)
Detection of about 30 solar-flare X-ray bursts by the
OGO-I and OGO-3 spacecraft betv, een .Sept. 5, 1964, and
June 20, 1966. These energetic X-ray bursts have been
correlated with 3- and 10-cm radio-emission and solar-flare
electron and proton e;ents measured in space. A proportional-
itv is obser;ed bet'_cen the time-integrated X-ra} and radio
fluxes, and ft_r a given flare the rise time, deca? time, and
total duration of the radio and X-ray bursts are similar. It
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is shown that the results are consistent with a source in the
flare region consisting of an active volume in a magnetic
field containing hot or energetic electrons which lose energy
predominantly by collision with a much cooler gas and
produce X-rays by bremsstrahlung. The similarity of decay
and proportionaliu, between the X-rays and microwaves
suggests that the same electrons might produce both
emissions. P.V.T.
A68-25969"#
AURORAL ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA.
K. W. Ogilvie (NASA. Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) Journal of Geophysical Research, vot. 73,
p. 2325-2332. 1 Apr. 1968 8 p refs
Presentation of observations of differential energy spectra
of electrons above a weak aurora at Fort Churchill, Canada.
Measurements were made at altitudes between 180 and
250 km using an electrostatic analyzer and channeltron
detector over the energy range 10 eV to 10 keV. Below
about 100 eV scattering from the rocket was pronounced.
Although between 1 and 10 keV the spectra can be well
represented by po_er-exponential functions with maxima in
the region 1 to 4 keV, between 1 keV and 100 eV the flux
rises toward lower energies. An estimate of the number of
secondaries in the energy region 100 eV to I keV generated
by the higher energy primaries is made, and it proves to be
too small to explain the observed electron flux at low energies.
This flux is shown to vary so little with altitude that it is
likely to be due to anabient electrons accelerated by electric
fields. Author
A68-26625 H
A PROPOSED MODEL FOR THE INTERNATIONAL
GEOMAGNETIC REFERENCE FIELD, 1965.
J. C. Cain, S. J. Hendricks, W. V. Hudson, and R. A.
Journal of Geomagnetism and Geoeleetricity, vol. 19,
no. 4, p. 335-355. 1967 21 p refs
Description of a current model of the main geomagnetic
field by a series of 120 spherical harmonic coefficients and
their first and second time derivatives from epoch 1960. This
model was derived from a sample of all magnetic-survey
data available for the interval from 1900 to 1964, plus a
recent global distribution of preliminary total-field observa-
zions from the OGO 2 (1965-81A) spacecraft for epoch
1965.8. A duplicate data selection was made, and the resulting
field model was compared with the original one to help
evaluate the minimum error. It was noted that the rms
difference bet_,een the two models was about 30 gamma in
the force components, 0.04 deg in dip, and 0.3 deg in
declination at the earth's surface for 1965.0. M.F.
A68-27615*
A SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC RAY SATELLITE
EXPERIMENT.
W. E. AIthouse, T. H. Harrington (Analog Technology Corp.,
Pasadena, Calif.), E. C. Stone, and R. E. Vogt (California
Inst. of Tech., Pasadena, Calif.) Feb. 1968 9 p inst. of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Nuclear Science
Symposium, 14th, Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 31-Nov. 2, 1967.
IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, vol. NS-15,
p. 229-237.
(Contract NAS5-9312: Grant NsG-426)
Description of the cosmic-ray measuring device for the
OGO-F spacecraft. An experiment is discussed which involves
three charged-particle detector systems which measure the
spectra and chemical composition of galactic and solar cosmic
rays over selected energy interva!s. Two of the detector
systems, the Delta E-Range and Delta E-Cerenkov telescopes,
bill measure rye galactic flux and smaller solar-flare fluxes,
_hile a third detector s_stem, the Flare telescope, will measure
larger fluxes. B.B.
'_,8-27616"
't L()'_' ENERG_ SOI._R COSMIC RAY EXPERIMENT
i'OR ()GO-I:.
O. W. Burtis, A. J. Masley, P. R. Satterblom, and M. H.
Vl-12
Wolpert (McDonnell Douglas Corp., Douglas Aircraft Co.,
Missile and Space Systems Div., Space Science Dept., Santa
Monica, Calif.) Feb. 1968 4 p Inst. of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Nuclear Science Symposium, 14th, Los
Angeles, Calif., Oct. 31-Nov. 2. 1967. IEEE Transactions
on Nuclear Science, vol. NS-15. p. 238241.
(Contract NAS5-9324)
Discussion of the Douglas OGO-F low-energy solar
cosmic ray experiment which measures the differential energy
spectrum of 5 to 80-Mev protons and 18 to 160 Mev alphas,
using two double-diffused, _otally depleted silicon diodes.
The pulse-amplitude discrimination system, the data multi-
plexing scheme, and the in-flight calibrator are considered.
B.B.
A68-28348*H
A SURVEY OF LOVV-ENERGY ELECTRONS IN THE
EVENING SECTOR OF THE MAGNETOSPHERE WITH
OGO-! AND OGO-3.
V. M. Vasyliunas (Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Lab. for
Nuclear Science and Dept. of Physics, Cambridge, Mass.)
1 May 1968 46 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 73, p. 2839-2884.
(Contracts NAS5-2053; AT(30-1)-2098: Grant NsG-386)
Investigation of the Io_-energy electron population in
the magnetosphere within the local-time range from ap-
proximately 17 to approximately 22 hours, using observations
of electrons with energies from 125 ev to approximately 2
key, obtained with the OGO 1 satellite, and of electrons
with energies from 40 ev to approximately 2 key, obtained
with the OGO 3 satellite. Intense fluxes of these electrons
are confined to a spatial re,on known as the plasma sheet,
which is an extension of the magnetotail plasma sheet
discovered by Vela satellites and is identified with the
soft-electron band first detected by Gringauz. Weak or no
electron fluxes are found between the inner boundary of
the plasma sheet and the outer boundary of the plasmaspl_ere.
Detection of the very high ion densities within the plasmasp-
here gives positions for ils boundary in good agreement with
other determinations. During periods of magnetic-bay activity,
the plasma sheet extends closer to the earth: the tuner
boundary of the plasma __heet is then found at equatorial
distances of six to eight earth radii. Within the plasma sheet,
the electron population is characterized by number densities
from 0.3 to 30 cm to the -3rd power and mean energies
from 50 to 1600 ev and higher, with a strong anticorrelation
between density and mean energy, it is pointed out that the
lower energies and higher densities tend to occur during
periods of geomagnetic disturbance. R.B.S.
A68-29421 *
MAGNETOSPHERE PLASMA PROPERTIES DURING A
PERIOD OF RISING ._)LAR ACTIVITY, OGO-3.
R. C. Sagalyn and M. Smiddy (USAF, Office of Aerospace
Research, Cambridge Research Labs., Bedford. Mass.)
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co., 1968 I I p
refs In: Space Research 8, Proceedings of the tenth COSPAR
Plenary Meeting, Imperial Coll. of Science and Technology,
London, England, Jul. 24-29, 1967, p. 139-149, NASA
supported research.
The flux, energy distribution, and concentration of ions
and electrons were investigated by means of two omnidirec-
tional plasma probes flown on the OGO 3 satellite launched
June 7, 1966. The measurements cover the energy range 0
to 1 key over the altitude region 1.1 to 20 earth radii. In
the analysis, emphasis is placed on results obtained in the
transition region, altitudes where whistler propagation may
be significant, and during periods of high solar activity. The
concentration of thermal charged particles decreases with
height from 80,000 ¢m to the -3rd power at perigee to a
minimum of 5 cm to the -3rd power at apogee. The most
rapid changes in density with altitude occur between
perigee 7 earth radii. 1he ahitude of maximum densit_ change
with height is dependent both on magnetic latitude and
position of the satellite with respect to the earth-sun line.
The flux of nonthermal charged particles varying between I
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million and 3 x 10 to the 9th power cm to -2nd power/see
are correlated with the magnetic B and L parameters.
Following the solar and magnetic storm which commenced
Sept. 2, 1966, the particle flux in the energy range 25 ev to
I key decreased by a factor of four in the transition region
accompanied by an increase in mean particle energy.
(Author)
A68-29457"
ZODIACAL DUST MEASUREMENTS IN CIS-LUNAR
AND INTERPLANETARY SPACE FROM 0(;0-3 AND
MARINER 4 EXPERIMENTS BETWEEN JUNE AND
DECEMBER 1966.
W. M. Alexander and J. L. Bohn (Temple U., Philadelphia,
Pa.) Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co., 1968
7 p refs In: Space Research 8, Proceedings of the tenth
COSPAR Plenary Meeting, Imperial Coll. of Science and
Technology, London, England, Jul. 24-29, 1967, p. 489-495.
New measurements of the flux of interplanetary dust
particles in cislunar and interplanetary space have been
obtained from experiments on the OGO 3 and Mariner 4
spacecraft. The major portion of the OGO 3 measurement
was made between 50,000 and 110,000 km from the surface
of the earth. The 1966 Mariner 4 measurement was made
over a heliocentric distance of 1.1. to 1.25 AU. The OGO 3
measurement represents the first measurement in cislunar
space since Pioneer I and the only measurement which
repeatedly sampled the cislunar dust particle flux over a
considerable period of time. For the first time, the Mariner
4 measurement prov4des a second data sample over the same
heliocentric distance in the zodiacal dust cloud by the same
instrumentation. The results of these measurements are
interpreted in terms of the recent hypervelocity calibration
data and thermal effect studies and then compared to the
previous satellite and space probe measurements. (Author)
A 68-, 29467 *
RESULTS OF STUDIES OF THERMAL GRADIENT
EFFECTS ON CERAMIC TRANSDUCER SENSORS
USED IN COSMIC DUST EXPERIMENTS.
W. M. Alexander, J. L. Bohn, and W. F. Simmons (Temple
U., Philadelphia, Pa.) Amsterdam, North-Holland
Publishing Co., 1968 8 p refs In: Space Research 8,
Proceedings of the tenth COSPAR Plenary Meeting, Imperial
Coll. of Science and Technology, London, England, Jul. 24-29,
1967, p. 588-595.
An extensive study of thermal gradient and temperature
effects on ceramic transducer sensors used in cosmic dust
experiments on rockets, satellites, and deep space probes
has been conducted. The transducers used on the tests were
sensors from experiments on Explorer 1, Pioneer I, Vanguard
3, Explorer 8, Mariner 2, Mariner 4, OGOs 1, 2, and 3,
Surveyor Lander and AIMP-E spacecraft. The sensors were
subjected to temperatures over a range of -20 C < or = to
t < or = to +46 C, and both positive and negative thermal
gradients (t sub gd) over a range of 0.01 C/rain < or = to
t sub gd -. or = to 2.2 C/min. More than 350 transducer
thermal cycles were conducted using the various transducer
types of the above space experiments and simulating the
different thermal conditions experienced by the sensors. The
data from these tests show that thermal noise from the
transducers has not been a major source of false data from
the above experiments. The results of these nev, studies are
discussed and interpreted with respect to the data from all
pjevious dust particle experiments and other thermal
studies. (Author)
A68-29468"
RES['I.TSOF RECENT MI(ROPARTICI.E H_PERVE-
I.O(TI _ IMPt.(q" STI'I)IE_, REI.A-I'EI)TO SENf_)RS OF
('OSMI(" I)l ST EXPERIMI'_NI'S.
W. M. Alexander. J. L. Bohn, and A. Wcver (Temple U.,
Philadelphia, Pa.) Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing
Co., 1968 10 p refs In: Space Research 8, Proceedings
of the tenth COSPAR Ptcnary Meeting, Imperial Coll. of
Science and Technology, London. F_ngland, Jul. 24-29. 1967,
p. 596-605.
Study of the response of sensors used in cosmic-dust
cxpcrHnents to h spcr_clocity impacts of microparticles.
H._pcrxelocity experiments shov, that the sensor response is
related in a nonlinear fashior_ to the velocity of the impacting
microparticles. The results oi these experiments are used to
present a new interpretation of the data from previous satellite
experiments, in particular, those on Explorer 1, Explorer 8,
and Vanguard 3, _hich have provided more than 90% of
the data from experiments using microphone sensors.
F.R.L.
A68-3148 ! *_
PROTON GYROFREQISENCY BAND EMISSIONS
OBSERVED ABOARD OGO 2.
W. E. Blair, T. L. Crystal. B. P. Ficklin, H. Guthart, and
T. J. Yung (Stanford Research Inst., Menlo Park, Calif.)
1 Jun. 1968 5 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 73, p. 3592-3596.
(Contract NAS5-3093)
Discussion of preliminary results of OGO 2 satellite
measurements of electromagnetic emissions in the vicinity
of the proton gyrofrequenc% The emissions were analyzed
from two sources of data: th_ sweep-frequency receiver PCM
data, showing the noise amplitude-frequency spectrum, and
the Rayspan special-purpose data, showing the frequency-time
spectrum. The emissions are characterized by a noise band
whose sharp lower cutoff [¢equency is within 10% of the
local proton gyrofrequency and whose upper cutoff frequency
varies with magnetic latitude and can be as high as an order
of magnitude above the pro_)n gyrofrequency. M.F.J.
A68-31924 H
THE 23 AND 28 MAY 1967 SOLAR COSMIC RAY
EVENTS.
A. D. Goedeke and A. J. Masley (McDonnell Douglas Corp.,
Douglas Aircraft Co., Miss_k: and Space Systems Div., Space
Science Dept., Santa Momca, Calif.) May 1968 21 p
COSPAR, Plenary Meeting. llth, Tokyo. Japan, May 9-21,
1968. Paper.
(Contract NSF C-393)
Description of ground-based riometer data on the May
23 and 28, 1967, solar cosmic-ray c_ents which were also
observed in space by t_article detectors on the IMP-F,
OGO-III, and 1963-38C sa_.ellites. The May 23 event is the
first large event since 1962 originating in a flare considerably
east of the central meridian. This solar cosmic-ray event
may be associated with several northeast flares in the McMath
Plage Region 8818, including one of importance 3B at N27
E25, beginning at 1836 UT on May 23. An event on May
28 followed, beginning at 1._530 UT and reaching over 3 db.
This event was associated with a 3B flare at N28 W33
beginning at 0527 UT on May 28. The rapid rise to
maximum absorption and ,exponential decay is typical of
events originating in flares west of the central meridian.
M.M.
A68-34245"
ON THE DISTRIBUTIONSOF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS
AND ELECTRONS IN THE EARTH'S MAGNETO-
SPHERE.
L. A. Frank (Iowa, U., Dept. of Physics and Astronomy,
Iowa City, Iowa) New Yoc'k, Reinhold Book Corp., 1968
21 p refs In: Earth's Particles and Fields, Proceedings of
the NATO Advanced Stud3 Inst., Freising, West Germany,
Jul. 31-Aug. 11, 1967. Inst. supported by the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization. the Ad_ anced Research Projects Agency,
the Office of Aerospace Research of the U.S. Air Force,
the Research Office of the U.S. Army, the Defense Atomic
Support Agency, and the Office of Naval Research of the
U.S. Navy.
(Grant NG L- 16-001-002)
Summary of the status of low-energy charged-particle
obscrvations'v, ithin the c::th's magnetosphere during 1965.
The resuhs provide a fr_t,'3ae_ork for discussions of [he
complex spatial distriburdons and temporal variations of
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Io_-energy proton and electron intensities which have been
detected and surveyed within the earth's radiation zones and
their environs. B.B.
A68-34540"
A .SOLID STATE DETECTOR EXPERIMENT FOR
ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS ON OGO-F.
J. H. Trainor and D. J. Williams (NASA. Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.) Jun. 1968 4 p refs IEEE
Transactions on Nuclear Science, vol. NS-15, p. 562-565.
(Scintillation and Semiconductor Counter Symposium, l lth,
Washington, D.C., Feb. 28-Mar. l, 1968.
Description of a solid-state detector system developed
for a polar orbital flight on an Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory to perform measurements of the electron flux
and spectra above 35 KeV, for both precipitating and
locally mirroring electrons, and also atmospheric backscatter.
The physical need and the design requirements of such an
experiment and its electronic realization, including the
methods of monitoring detector and electronic performance
in flight, are discussed. V.Z.
A68-35397"
THE FLUX OF METEORS AND MICROMETEOROIDS
IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF THE EARTH.
C. S. Nilsson and R. B. Southworth (Smithsonian Institution,
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge, Mass.)
Dordrecht, D. Reidcl Publishing Co. 1968 8 p In: Physics
and Dynamics of Meteors, International Astronomical Union,
Symposium, Tatranska Lomnica, Czechoslovakia, Sep. 4-9,
1967, Proceedings. p. 280-287. International Astronomical
Union Symposium no. 33,
(Contract NAS5-11007: Grant NSR-09-015-033)
Results of some measurements of the cumulative influx
of meteors and micrometcoroids during the period from 1965to 1967. Analysis of measurements of radio-meteor rates
made at Havana, Ill., indicate that the mean cumulative
influx I of meteors/sqm/sec/2 pi ster from September 1965
to December 1966 is best described by the equation log 1 =
-14.1 - 1.05 log m, where m is the lower mass limit in grams.
Analysis of 700 hr of data from a micrometeoroid detection
system on the OGO 2 satellite reveals no micrometeoroid
events. Thus, to a probability of 0.86, the average flux of
particles of mass greater than 10 to the minus 12th power g
is calculated to be less than 6 x 0.001 particles/sqm/sec/2
pi ster. R.A.F.
A68-35480"
THE OBSERVATION OF 10-50 KEV SOLAR FLARE
X-RAYS BY THE OGO SATELLITES AND THEIR
CORRELATION WITH SOLAR RADIO AND ENER-
GETIC PARTICLE EMISSION.
R. L. Arnoldy, S. R. Kane, and J. R. Winckler (Minnesota,
U., School of Physics and Astronomy, Minneapolis, Minn.)
Dordrecht, D. Reidel Publishing Co. 1968 20 p refs In:
Structure and Development of Solar Active Regions,
International Astronomical Union, Symposium, Budapest,
Hungary, Sep. 4-8, 1967, Proceedings. p. 490-509. Interna-
tional Astronomical Union Symposium no. 35,
(Contract NAS5-2071)
Summary of the results of 70 observations of energetic
solar-flare X-ray bursts by large ionization chambers on the
OGO satellites in space, together _ith a discussion of the
relationship of these events to microwave solar radio bursts
and to observations of energetic electrons and protons ejected
into space by the same flares. A strong correlation is shown
to exist between X-ray bursts and interplanetary solar-flare
electrons observed by sateliites. This correlation is weak,
however, for solar protons. A strong propagation asymmetry
is inferred for solar-flare electrons along the spiral in-
terplanetary magnetic field. R.A.F.
X68-37114"
[HERM._,I. ION S'FRI'CTIRE OF THE Pi.-'tSMA-
SPHERE.
H. C. Brinton, R. A. Pickett, and H. A. Taylor, Jr. (NASA,
Goddard Space Flight Center, Lab. for Atmospheric and
Biological Sciences, Greenbelt. Md.) Jul. 1968 II p refs
Planetary and Space Science, vol. 16, p. 89-909.
Determination of the distribution of thermal positive ions
of hydrogen and helium in the magnetosphere from the first
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (OGO 1) ion mass
spectrometer measurements. The distribution is strongly
controlled by the geomagnetic field, its chief feature being a
region of toroidal form, the plasmasphere, bounded ap-
proximately by the L = 4.5 shell within which the ion
concentration decreases slowly with increasing altitude from
an initial value of 3000 ions/cu cm at 2000 kin. At the
boundary of this region, which is compressed during periods
of high magnetic activity, a sharp decrease in the ion
concentration by a factor of ten or more for an altitude
increase of less than one earth radius is observed, leading
to a concentration beyond the boundary of less than 100
ions/cu cm. An apparent diurnal expansion in the plasma
distribution is centered at 2000 hr. Over most of the altitude
range within the plasmasphere the concentrations of H(+)
and He(+) are observed in a constant ratio of 300:1, indicating
departure from simple diffusive equilibrium. M.G.
A68-37148"
SOLAR FLARE INJECTION AND PROPAGATION OF
LObV ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE
EVENT OF 7-9 JULY, 1966.
S. W. Kahler (California, U.. Dept. of Physics and Space
Sciences Lab., Berkeley, Calif.). R. P. Lin, and E. C. Roelof
(Boeing Co., Boeing Scientific Research Labs., Seattle, Wash.;
NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.) Jul.
1968 23 p refs Solar Physics, vol. 4. p. 338-360.
(Contracts NAS5-2989: NfitS5-2222; NAS5-9077)
Simultaneous satellite observations of the solar particle
event on July 7 to 9, 1966 are utilized to show that large
spatial gradients are present in the fluxes of 0.5 to 20 MeV
protons and > 45 keV electrons. The event is divided into
three parts: the ordinary diffusive component, the halo, and
the core. The core corotates with the interplanetary field,
and therefore it and the surrounding halo are interpreted as
spatial features v, hich are connected by the interplanetary
magnetic field lines to the _icinit? of the flare regmn. Upper
limits to the interplanetary transverse diffusion coefficient
for 4 to 20 MeV protons at I AU are derived from the
width of the halo. These are at least two orders of magnitude
less than the parallel diffusion coefficient for the same energy
particles. It is argued that the observed flux variations cannot
be explained by an impulsive point source injection for any
physically reasonable diffusion model. The geometry of the
injection mechanism is discusmd and it is suggested that
some temporary storage of the flare particles occurs near
the sun. (Author)
A68-37940#
RECENT RESEARCH ON THE MAGNETOSPHERIC
PLASMAPAUSE.
D. L. Carpenter (Stanford U., Stanford Radioscience Lab.,
Stanford, Calif.) Jul. 1968 7 p refs Conjugate Point
Symposium, Boulder, Colo., Jun. 13-16, 1967. Radio Science,
vol. 3, p. 719-725.
(Grants NSF GA-775; NSF GA-214; AF-AFOSR-783-67)
An investigation is made into the nature of the plasma-
pause - a three-dimensional field aligned boundary that divides
the closed field-line portion of the earth's magnetosphere
into two physically distinct regions. The boundary is
asymmetric, usually exhibiting a minimum geocentric range
near dawn and a maximum near dusk under conditions of
moderate but steady geomagnetic agitation (k sub p : 2 to
4). The mean equatorial radius of the plasmapause is typically
about 4 R sub E, but it may vary from about 5.5 R sub E
during periods of extreme quiet to the range 2 to 3 R sub
E during great storms. The approximately corotating thermal
plasma v, ithin the boundary exhibits t_o types of radial
drift motions. Thc_c ma_ J';c _i,_alizcd as:(I) slo_ breathing
motions that follow the radial _ariatiolls in a fixed, as?mmetric
boundary, (2) more rapid, transient (I to 2 hr) motions that
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occur when the boundary position varies, as is the case during
a polar substorm. The plasmapause involves an abrupt
(possibly on a scale of a few kilometers) change in electron
density, in tube electron content above 1000 kin, and possibly
in plasma bulk velocity and mean thermal energy. Many
wave propagation phenomena of conjugate interest are
strongly affected by the presence of the plasmapause. For
example, satellites moving poleward through the boundary
observe a cutoff in whistlers propagating from the conju-
gate hemisphere: a decrease in the intensity of fixed-frequency
VLF signals propagating upward, and dramatic changes in
VLF noise such as the lower hybrid resonance (LHR) noise.
In ground recordings made at Eights (L approximately 4)
and Byrd (L approximately 7) in the austral winter, four
distinct magnetospheric regions of propagation are identi-
fied. (Author)
A68-38423"
MODEL OF MAGNETOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTION.
H. G. Mayr and H. Volland (NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Aeronomy Branch, Greenbelt, Md.) I Aug. 1968
8 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 73,
p. 485 !-4858.
In the magnetosphere, the equation of heat flux parallel
to the magnetic field must be modified because of the low
electron concentration and large mean free path. This leads
to a density-dependent heat conductivity that is decreased
such that the high temperatures in the magnetosphere
observed by Serbu and Maier (1966) can be explained. In
the upper magnetosphere, turbulent heat transfer in accord-
ance with Bohm's diffusion coefficient can account for heat
fluxes on the order of 10 to the -10th power erg/sq cm-sec
(6.1 x 10 eV/sq cm-sec) across the magnetic field. Such heat
fluxes are consistent with ion-electron temperature differences
bf T sub i - T sub e = 10,000 K also discovered by Serbu
and Maier. This direct thermal energy input is negligible
for the energy balance of the magnetosphere when com-
pared with the heat fluxes .001 to .01 erg/sq cm-sec generated
through nonlocal heating by fast ionospheric electrons.
(Author)
A68-38428"
UNDUCTED WHISTLER EVIDENCE FOR A SEC-
ONDARY PEAK IN THE ELECTRON ENERGY SPEC-
TRUM NEAR 10 keV.
R. M. Thorne (Stanford U., Stanford Radioscience Lab.,
Stanford, Calif.) 1 Aug. 1968 l0 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 73, p. 4895-4904.
(Grants AF-AFOSR-783-67: NsG-174: NsG-05-020-088)
Resonant particle interactions between unducted, magn-
eto spherically reflected (MR) whistler-mode radiation and
the ambient plasma have been investigated. Because the
frequencies of such waves are small compared to the local
electron gyrofrequency and the wave normals practically
perpendicular to the magnetic field, Landau electron
interactions dominate. Resonant ion ener_,ies are well above
i MeV and can consequently be ignored. The upper and
lower frequency cutoffs, as well as the high-frequency region
bf growth of the multiple bounce MR traces observed near
L = 2.5, can be accounted for by an ambient electron
distribution that has a secondary peak in the vicinity of
10 keV. (Author)
A68-38439"
RESPONSE OF IONOSPHERIC AND EXOSPHERIC
ELECTRON CONTENTS TO A PARTIAL SOLAR
ECLIPSE.
R. B. Fritz, J. K. Hargreaves (ESSA, Research Labs., Boulder,
Colo.), and E. R. Schiffmacher I Aug. 1968 5 p refs
Journal of Geophl, sical Research, vol. 73, p. 4994-4998.
(NASA Order S-20614-G: NASA Order R-101)
Discussion of observations made using radio beacon
transmitters aboard the OGO 1 satellite at the time of the
partial _olar =c!ip_,e of Ma) 9, 1967, for _hich the maximum
obscuration near the peak of the ionospheric F2 region was
A68-41427
41%. Results obtained indicate a relative movement of
ionization from topside to bottomside during the eclipse,
v, hich is consistent with scatter-radar data of Evans (1965)
and the topside-sounder results of King et al (1967). The
noted change of exospheric content during and shortly after
the eclipse is also discussed. R.B.S.
A68-41420"
DIFFERENTIAL ENERG3 SPECTRA AND INTENSITY
VARIATION OF 1-20 ME¥/NUCLEON PROTONS AND
HELIUM NUCLEI IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE
1964-66).
C. Y. Fan, G. Gloeckler (Maryland, U., Dept. of Physics.
College Park, Md.), B. McKibben, K. R. Pyle, and J. A:
Simpson (Chicago, U., Enrico Fermi Inst. for Nuclear Studies
and Dept. of Physics, Chicago !11.) 15 May 1968 5 p refs
/International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, Interna-
tional Conference on Cosmic Rays, 10th, Calgary, Canada,
Jun. 19-30, 1967. Canadian Journal of Physics, vol. 46,
Pt-3, p. $498-$502.
(Contracts NAS2-1758: AF 49(638)-1642: Grants
NGL- 14-001-006; NsG-179-61)
Measurements made in interplanetary space with a
Delta E range telescope on the OGO 1 and OGO 3 satellites
and on the Pioneer 7 space probe showed that protons and
helium nuclei in the energy range 1 to 20 MeV/nucleon are
present during quiet times in late 1964: in May, October
and November 1965; and in August 1966. The intensities
for both proton and helium nuclei are found to decrease
_ith increasing energies. The spectra join those, of the
particles above 20 MeV/nucleon, which are known to be of
galactic origin. For both protons and he!Jam nuclei, the fluxes
were higher in the period of minimum solar modulation in
1965 than in 1964. While in 1966 the helium flux decreased
to its 1964 level, the proton flux showed a further increase
over this period. It is believed that most of the particles
observed during the period of minimum solar modulation
were of galactic origin. As solar activity increases again, it
seems that to the galactic low-energy fluxes, particularly for
protons, there is added a steady contribution of solar
origin. (Author)
A68-41421 *
MEASUREMENT AND INTERPRETATION OF THE
ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF tIYDROGEN AND
HELIUM COSMIC-RAY NUCLEI BELO_¥ 75 MeV/
NU('LEON.
D. E. Hagge (NASA, Manned Spacecraft Center, Ho-:ston,
Tex.), F. B. McDonald (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.), and J. P. Meyer 15 May 1968 6 p refs
/International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, Interna-
tional Conference on Cosmic Rays, 10th, Calgary, Canada,
Jan. 19-30, 1967./ Canadian Journal of Physics, vol. 46,
Pt-3, p. $503-$508.
Measurement of hydrogen and helium isotopic abundance
ratios and examination of the results of a propagation
calculation studying the bearing of different source and
propagation models on the two ratios. The creation of
deuterons and He-3 through fragmentation of cosmic-ray
and interstellar He-4 nuclei, and proton-proton reactions are
investigated in order to understand the energy dependence
of the hydrogen and helium ratios. A Monte Carlo technique
is used to propagate the cosmic-ray protons and He-4 nuclei
from the source to earth. Ionization loss, energy dependence
of the cross sections, and reaction kinematics are taken into
account, but elastic scattering, acceleration in space, and
solar modulation are not. It is concluded that the present
results completely rule out a total-energy, and favor a
kinetic-energy source power spectrum. R.E.L.
A68-41427"
SEARCH FOR LOW-ENERGY INTERPLANETARY
POSITRONS.
T. I.. (line (NASA. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt.
bid.) and E. W. tloncs, Jr. (California. U., Los Alamos
Scientific Lab., Los Alamos, N. Mex.) 15 May 1968 3 p
VI-15
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A68-41431
refs /International Union of Pure and Applied Physics,
International Conference on Cosmic Rays, 10th, Calgary,
Canada, Jun. 1%30, 1967./ Canadian Journal of Physics,
vol. 46, Pt-3, p. $527-$529.
Preliminary results of an experiment designed to detect
and measure the intensity of interplanetary positrons of energy
0 to 3 MeV _ith the satellites OGO 1 and OGO 3 are
outlined. Evidence for a statistically significant counting rate
of detected positrons is presented, and the possibility that
these particles represent a true primary component rather
than a background effect, such as cosmic-ray induced
secondaries in the detector, is considered, it is shown that
the apparent intensity of low-energy positrons, assuming
that value deri_ed from their counting rate, would be
consistent with an equilibrium charge ratio. This result would
not be predicted with mechanisms involving the ionization
of matter or the acceleration of electrons, but would be
consistent with a strongly energy-dependent galactic trapping
parameter allowing meson-decay electrons to slow down in
great abundance or with the existence of an independent
source. (Author)
A68-.41431 *
THE COMPOSITION OF LOW-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS
IN 1965.
V. K. Balasubrahmanyan, D. E. Hagge (NASA, Manned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Tex.), and F. B. McDonald
(NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.)
15 May 1968 5 p /International Union of Pure and Applied
Physics, International Conference on Cosmic Rays, 10th,
Calgary, Canada, Jun. 19-30, 1967./ Canadian Journal of
Physics, vol. 46, Pt-3, p. $539-$543.
Primary cosmic-ray energy spectra and charge composi-
tion were measured during the 1965 period of solar modula-
tion minimum. A dE/dx vs E type of scintillator-
photomultiplier detector on board the eccentric-orbiting
NASA spacecraft OGO I was used. The charge composition
was measured through neon over an energy range of 25 to
200 MeV/nucleon, depending upon the specific component.
The spectra for all groups are nearly flat during this time,
with the oxygen flux at about 0.005 nuclcus/(sq m-ster-sec-
MeV/nucleon). The relative abundances found are Li, 0.27;
Be, 0.11; B, 0.37: C,1.20; N, 0.30; O, !.00; F,< 0.01; and
Ne, 0.12. An L/M ratio of 0.30 + or - 0.06 is found.
(Author)
A68-41434 *
THE LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY NUCLEI AND THEIR
PROPAGATION IN INTERSTELLAR SPACE.
G. M. Comstock (Chicago, U., Enrico Fermi Inst. for Nuclear
Physics and Dept. of Physics, Chicago, Ill.) 15 May 1968
4 p refs /International Union of Pure and Applied Physics,
International Conference on Cosmic Rays, 10th, Calgary,
Canada, Jun. 19-30, 1967./ Canadian Journal of Physics,
vol. 46, Pt-3, p. $553-$556.
(Contract AF 49(638)-1642; Grants ; NGL-14-001-006;
NsG-179-61)
The differential energy spectra of the cosmic-ray nuclei
helium, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen above 30 MeV/nucleon,
boron, neon, magnesium, and silicon above 50 MeV/nucleon,
and the iron group above 100 MeV/nucleon, measured in
October to December 1964 and May to June 1965 by the
University of Chicago charged-particle telescope on board
the OGO 1 satellite (Comstock ct al., 1966), have been
corrected to take account of the effective depletion depth of
the gold-silicon solid-state detectors used for rate-of-energy-
loss measurement. Additional data from October to December
1965 are included. The magnitudes and relative shapes of
the spectra deduced by extrapolation to nearly interstellar-
space place important constraints on the allowed modes of
interstellar propagation for these nuclei. Two-component
models are sho_n to account for most of the observed
properties of the interstellar cosmic-ray nuclei. (Author)
_.68-41562"
DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF GEOMAGNETIC
VI-16
CUTOFFS FOR COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES IN THE
LATITUDE RANGE 45 DEG TO 70 DEG USING BAL-
LOONS AND SATELLITES.
R. G. Bingham (Boeing Co.. Seattle. Wash.), J. F. Ormes,
D. M. Sav, yer, and W. R. Webber (Minnesota, U., School
of Physics and Astronom,,, Minneapolis, Minn.) 15 May
1968 4 p refs /International Union of Pure and Applied
Physics, International Conference on Cosmic Rays, 10th,
Calgary, Canada, Jun. 19-30, 1967./ Canadian Journal of
Physics, vol. 46, Pt-4. p. S1078-SI081.
Analysis of the results of direct measurement by balloon
(Weber and Ormes, 1965) and satellite (Bingham et al., 1966)
of the quiet-time cutoff rigidities for cosmic-ray particles.
The measured cutoffs are seen to be consistently below those
expected on the basis of detailed orbit calculations based
on the surface field of the earth (Shea and Smart, 1967).
These differences amount to an approximate 7% reduction
at a geomagnetic latitude of 45 deg, increasing to about
25% at 60 deg. At 70 deg, the cutoff is apparently less than
12% of the expected internal field value at 190 MV at 2100
hours local time. It is concluded from the data that, at
latitudes less than 60 deg, a limit can be set to the amount
of reduction produced by a ring current within the magneto-
sphere. The most reasonable value for the magnetic moment
of this ring current is 0.08 M sub e. Large diurnal changes
in the cutoffs characterize the situation at latitudes greater
than 60 deg. P.G.M.
A68-41673"
THERMAL IONS IN TIlE EXOSPHERE: EVIDENCE
OF SOLAR AND GEOMAGNETIC CONTROL.
H. C. Brinton, M. W. Pharo, !11, N. K. Rahman (NASA.
Goddard Space Flight Center, Lab. for Atmospheric and
Biological Sciences, Greenbelt, Md.), and H. A. Ta_lor 1 Sep.
1968 13 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 73,
p. 5521-5533.
Results of measurements of the latitudinal variation in
the exosphere ion composition. Direct measurements of a
pronounced latitudinal variation in the exospheric ion
composition were obtained from the RF ion spectrometer
experiment on OGO 2. Measurements of thermal positive
ions obtained in a nearly polar dawn-dusk orbit during
mid-October 1965 shov, that in the altitude range from 415
to 1525 km the major ions are O(+) and H(+) and the
minor constituents are N(e) and H(+). Evidence of
pronounced solar and geomagnetic control of the ion
distributions is further examined by translating the data along
magnetic field lines to both (I) a constant 100-kin reference
level and (2) the dipole equator, applying chemical and
diffusive equilibrium theory. At 100 O(+) dominates in
both the northern and southern polar ionospheres, yielding
at lower latitudes where H(+) dominates. The resultant mean
ion mass distribution, about 14 to 16 amu at the poles, and
about 4 ainu at the equator, is consistent with theory and
other measurements. The high-latitude ionosphere is marked
by two dominant features: (I) a persistent major trough in
n(H(+)) and n(He(_)) where n(H(+)) drops to about 100
ions/cu cm near 60 deg dipole and (2) a variable poleward
peak in which the total ion concentration approaches 10,000
ions/cu cm near 80 deg dipole. Z.W.
A68-41684"
LIFETIMES FOR I.OW-ENERGY PROTONS IN THE
OUTER RADIATION ZONE.
L. A. Frank (Iowa, U., Dept. of Physics and Astronomy,
Iowa City, Iowa) and R. L. Swisher 1 Sep. 1968 8 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 73, p. 5665-5672.
(Contracts NAS5-2054: Nonr-1509(06): Grants
NGL- 16-001-002; NsG-233-62)
The directional, differential intensities of protons over
the energy range approximately 200 eV to 50 keV injected
into the outer radiation zone - i.e,, the extraterrestrial ring
current - coincident ,aith the initial phase of the geomagnetic
storm during earl.,, Juls 1966 ,,,,ere monitored with a sensitive
array of electrostatic analxzers borne on the earth satellite
OGO 3. Proton mterlsities'are greatly enhanced throughout
--_--
the outer radiation zone for L values > or = to 3 during
the main phase of this moderate magnetic storm, and the
injection mechanb, m ceases to be effective after the storm
main phase for L _alues < or - to 5.5. Proton (30 < or =
to E .- or = to 50keV) intensities are shov, n to exponentially
decay with lifetimes ranging from 15 to 105 hr in substantial
agreement with calculated lifetimes invoking measured
charge-exchange cross sections for protons incident upon
atomic h.ydrogen and a model of the atomic hydrogen
concentration in the earth's exosphere. The atomic hydrogen
concentration model for the terrestrial exosphere providing
the best fit to the observed proton lifetimes over geocentric
radial distances 2.5 to 4.8 R sub E (corresponding to observed
concentrations approximately 200 to 30 hydrogen atoms/cu
cm allows only atoms in ballistic orbits in the exosphere as
opposed to a model geocorona that includes an additional
atomic hydrogen population in captive elliptical orbits.
(Author)
A68-41693"
OGO-3 SEARCH COIL ,MAGNETOMETER DATA
CORRELATED _,_ITH THE REPORTED CROSSING OF
THE MAGNETOPAUSE AT 6.6 R SUB E BY ATS i.
R. E. Holzer (California, U., inst. of Geophysics and
Planetary Physics. Los Angles. Calif.), J. V. Olson, C. T.
Russell, and E. J. Smith (Califorina inst. of Tech., Jet
Propulsion Lab., Pasadena, Calif.) 1 Sep. 1968 7 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 73, p. 5769-5775.
OGO 3 passed from the outer magnetosphere through
the magnetosheath and into the interplanetary medium
between 2200 UT. Jan. 13, and 0300 UT, Jan. 14, 1967.
This interval includes the time during which the ATS I satellite
reportedly encountered the magnetopause and magnetosheath
at 6.6 R sub E. Nearly two hours before the ATS I event,
the OGO 3 search coil magnetometer recorded a normal
magnetopause crossing. About half an hour later a sudden
increase in the steady magnetic field to an unusually large
amplitude for a magnetosheath field was observed. Then,
within a minute of the first reported ATS I magnetopause
crossing, an increase in the amplitude of the magnetic noise
was noted. Finally about 45 rain after the first ATS 1 crossing,
the bow shock was crossed at a position extremely close to
the earth. An analysis of the OGO 3 search coil data fully
supports the interpretation of the unusual ATS 1 records as
displacements of the magnetopause inside of the ATS 1
orbit. (Author)
A68-41697"
EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION OF A LARGE ADDI-
TION TO THE ELECTRON INNER RADIATION BELT
AFTER A SOLAR FLARE EVENT.
K. A. Pfitzer and J. R. Winckler (Minnesota, U., School of
Physics and Astronomy, Minneapolis, Minn.) 1 Sep. 1968
6 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 73,
p. 5792-5797.
(Contract NAS5-2071)
Detailed revie_ of data obtained from the simultaneous
detection of solar and galactic cosmic-ray fluxes by satellites
in various regions of interplanetary space. These satellites
include Venus 2 and 3, Pioneer 6, IMP 3, OGO 1, inside
the earth's orbit, and Mariner 4 and Zond 3, beyond the
earth's orbiL The projections of the trajectories of the satellites
are illustrated. Data on the approximately > I-MeV proton
detection obtained during the flights o( these objects are
illustrated, including data from the flares of July 29 and
Aug. 17, 1965. it is seen that when the distance between
space objects is short (not more than 10 to 20 million km),
the proton flare_, :_ere detected on various objects almost
simultaneousl.,,. Data on the variation.,, in protons of various
energies obtained during the Zond 3 and Venus 2 flights
are illustrated and compared. The detection of galactic
cosmic particles b_ Zond 3, Venus 2 and 3. and Pioneer 6
i_ discussed. R.E.L.
't08-421183 *#
MAGNETIC ('H._RT OF "[HE BRAZII.IAN ANOMAIA':
A68-43450
A VERIFICATION.
J. C. Cain, S. J. Hendricks (NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt. Md.), and R. A. Langel 1968 4 p refs
/Geomagnetizm i Aeronomiia, _ol. 8, no. 1, 1968,
p. 107-111./ Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, vol. 8, no. 1,
p. 84-87. Translation.
Comparison between the minimum geomagnetic field in
southern Brazil, as mapped b', Kono_alov and Nalivaiko
(1967) from Cosmos 26 and (:'osmos 49 data, and a field
model calculated by Frutkin (1965) on the basis of data
obtained by. OGO 2. The results prove that the Brazilian
minimum ts uniform without any noticeable internal
structure. V.P.
A08-42739"
OGO-E PLASMA SPECTROMETER.
R. A. Graham and F. E. Vescelus (California Inst. of Tech.,
Jet Propulsion Lab., Pasadena, Calif.) Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Instrument Society of America, 1967 43 p In: Instrument
Society of America, National Aerospace Instrumentation
Symposium, 13th, San Diego, Calif., Jun. 13-16, 1967,
Proceedings. p. 111-153.
Description of the design, development, and implementa-
tion of the OGO 5 plasma spectrometers E-17-1 and E-17-2.
The instruments are designed to measure both the total
quantity of flux below 12,000 V in energy and to indicate,
in a short span of time, the energy (spectral density) of this
plasma. These units are to be flight instruments on the
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory, model 5. R.M.
A68-43443"
FIELD-ALI(,NED ELECTRON B[ RSTS AT HIGH
LATITUDES OBSERVED BY 0(;0-4.
D. S. Evans (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.) and R. A. Hoffman I Oct. 1968 14 p refs Journal
of Geophysical Research, vol. 73, p. 6201-6214.
In a series of passes in the northern high-latitude
region, short bursts of radiation _ere observed in the energy
range from 0.7 to 24 keV by detectors aboard the polar
orbiting satellite OGO 4. Among these bursts were a number
in which the pitch-angle distributions at 2.3 keV displayed
a maximum at small anglc_, to the magnetic field lines. From
the distributions and energy spectra, it is argued that a possible
source mechanism for these particles is ctectric fields parallel
to the magnetic field lines at distances of several earth radii.
The source particles would then bc the ambient thermal
plasma, with two markedly different temperature components.
one at a few electron volts, from _,,hich the field-aligned
radiation originates, and the other greater than an order of
magnitude hotter, which produces the isotropic portion of
the pitch-angle distribution. (Author)
A68-43450"
OBSERVATIONS OF POGO ION CHAMBER EXPERI-
MENT IN THE OL:TER RAI)IATION ZONE.
H. R. Anderson, P. D. Hudson (William Marsh Rice U.,
Dept. of Space Sciences, Houston, Tex.), and J. E. McCoy
(William Marsh Rice U., Dept. of Space Sciences., NASA,
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Tex.) I Oct. 1968
13 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 73,
p. 6285-6297.
(Contracts NAS7-100; NAS5-9317)
The ion chamber on OGO 2,4, (POGO) measures the
total ionization produced by radiation able to penetrate 0.2
g/sq cm of iron (Ep E sub p 10 MeV, E sub e > 1
MeV). The boundary of the outer radiation zone is observed
at invariant latitude of 67 deg - 70 deg at 423 to 1525 km
altitude, and on at least 34r_ of passes a narrow spike of
imen._ity is obser,,ed a few degrees below the boundary. The
spikes are distributed uniforml3 in local time, but correlate
strongly with Kp. Spikes abovc the boundary occur pref-
erntiallv on the dav, n side. \Vhen perigee fell in the outer
zone. ttle point conjugate to the observation point v, as helov,
100-km altitude at Iongitudc_ 3(!!) dclz - 50 dc_ E. During
the period of Mar. 22 Ihrough Apr. /. 1966. tile ionization
•,_as very high at such points. We interpret this as being
Vl-17
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due to intense injection of 1-10 MeV electrons at Lambda
A - 57 deg - 62 des, and we deduce that this is different
from the lower injection that repopulates the outer zone in
about half a longitudinal drift period. (Author)
A69-1 i 125"
OGO-2 MAGNETIC FIELD OBSERVATIONS DURING
THE MAGNETIC STORM OF *lARCH 13-15, 1966.
J. C. Cain (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.) and R. A. Langel 1968 13 p refs (International
Assn. of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, Symposium on
Special Events, Saint-Gall, Switzerland, Oct. 2, 1967./
Annales de Geophysique, vol. 24, p. 857-869.
Analysis of magnetic field data from the OGO 2 spacecraft
and from surface magnetic observatories for the period from
Mar. 13 to 15, 1966. During this interval there occurred a
magnetic storm _ith a Dst decrease of 122 gamma. The
results indicate a nonsymmetric inflation of the magneto-
sphere, with the field decrease in the dusk sector being a
factor of about three more than that in the dawn sector.
The evidence indicates that the sources of both Dst and Ds
in low latitudes are external to the satellite altitudes (410 to
1510 kin). Polar ionospheric currents were detected more
than 1.5 hr before the main phase of the storm. These currents
conform to the classical 2-celled model, which includes a
concentrated eastward current in the evening local time sector,
and a concentrated westward current in the morning local
time sector. F.R.L.
A69-11226"
PROPAGATION OF THE SUDDEN COMMENCEMENT
OF JULY 8, 1966, TO THE MAGNETOTAIL
J. P. Heppner (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt Md.), B. G. Ledley, T. L. Skillman, and M. Sugiura
Nov. 1968 IIp refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
73, p. 6699-6709.
A sudden magnetic field increase associated with the
July 8, 1966, sudden commencement (SC) was observed by
the OGO 3 satellite in the magnetotail. By use of the IMP 3
and Explorer 33 observations made by Ness and Taylor (1968)
of the interplanetary shock that caused the SC, it is shown
that the magnetospheric propagation of the field increase
toward the tail is faster than the propagation of the
interplanetary shock just outside the bow shock. Conclu-
sions drawn include (I) that the observed magnetic field
increase in the tail is unlikely to be due to an increased
lateral pressure of the postshock solar wind gas from the
side of the tail, and (2) that the transfer of additional polar
magnetic flux to the tail due to the increase in the solar
wind pressure on the front side of the magnetosphere can
account for the observed tail field increase. (Author)
A69-12740"
OBSERVATIONS OF THE SCREENING OF SOLAR
COSMIC RA_tS BY THE OUTER MAGNETOSPHERE.
D. J. Hofmann (Wyoming, U., Dept. of Physics, Laramie,
Wyo.), S. R. Kane, and J. R. Winckler (Minnesota, U.,
School of Physics and Astronomy, Minneapolis. Minn.) Nov.
1968 24 p refs Planetary and Space Science, vol. 16,
p. 1381-1404.
(Contract NAS5-2071 )
Investigation of spatial variations in particle intensity
near and inside the magnetosphere during the solar cosmic-ray
events of September 1966, using simultaneous observations
by identical ionization chambers aboard the satellites
OGO 1 and OGO 3. Cross-correlation of the absolute
proton flux computed from the chamber rate during three
solar-particle e_ents shows g¢_od agreement with the
measurements by the IMP-6 Solar Proton Monitor during
the same events. The peak dosage measured during the
,September 1966 solar cosmic-ray events varied from 4 x 0.0001
r/hr to 60 r/hr. The high sensitivity and absolute intercompar-
of the in,,truments allow small intensity differences
I,.> be detected, and it is established that the observed
JIffcrences can be explained by' a magnetospheric screening
effect when an anisotropic beam of particles is present in
Vl-18
space. Evidence shows that the screening is at times complete
for a duration of as much as II0 rain in the tail of the
magnetosphere so that, during this period, the solar cosmic
rays have virtually no access to that region of the magnetosp-
here. M.M.
A69-14027"
LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS ON THE DAY SIDE OF
THE MAGNETOSPHERE.
V. M. Vasyliunas (Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Dept. of
Physics and Center for Space Research, Cambridge, Mass.)
1 Dec. 1968 5 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 73, p. 7519-7523.
(Contract NAS5-2053; Grants NGR-22-009-015; NsG-386; )
Preliminary report on the observations made with the
MIT electron detector on the OGO 3 satellite within the
magnetosphere from August 1966 to February 1967. The
observations apply' to the satellite surveyed local times from
approximately 18 hr through noon to approximately 4 hr.
The results confirm a previous suggestion that a region of
low-energy electrons completely envelops the Van Allen
belt. M.G.
A69-14029"
ION CUTOFF WHISTLERS.
J. L. R. Muzzio (Stanford U., Radioscience Lab., Stanford,
Calif.) 1 Dec. 1968 4 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 73, p. 7526-7529.
(Contract NAS5-3093; NASA Order SC-05-020-008; Grant
NsG- 174)
Discussion of a f_ew phenomenon (ion eut_,ff whistlers)
observed during a VLF experiment aboard the satellites
OGO 2 and OGO 4. This phenomenon manifests itself by
the turning up of a whistler trace at a frequency below 1
kHz. A possible application of ion cute_ff whistlers to the
determination of the relative proton concentration in the
ionosphere is discussed. M.G.
A69-14681 *
DETECTION OF ELECTRIC-FIEI.D TURBULENCE IN
THE EARTH'S BOW SHOCK.
G. M. Crook, R. W. Fredricks, I. M. Green (TRW Systems
Group, Space Sciences Lab.. Redondo Beach, Calif.), C. F.
Kennel (TRW Systems Group, Space Sciences Lab., Redondo
Beach, Calif., California, U., Dept. of Physics, Los Angeles,
Calif.), and F. L. Scard 23 Dec. 1968 4 p refs Physical
Review Letters, vol. 21, p. 1761-1764.
(Contract NAS5-9278)
Account of the observation of low-frequency fluctuating
electric fields generated in the earth's bow shock. It is found
that the wave amplitude is not a smooth function of space
through the shock, but rather that it is strongly correlated
with magnetic-field structures within the shock. (Author)
A 69-16257 *
OBSERVATIONS OF LOYYER HYBRID RESONANCE
PHENOMENA ON THE OGO 2 SPACECRAFT.
W. C. Johnson (Dartmouth Coll., Thayer School of
Engineering, Radiophysics Lab., Hanover, N. H.), T.
Laaspere, and M. G. Morgan 1 Jan. 1969 12 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 74, p. 141-152.
(Contract NAS5-3092)
Observation of audio frequency noise hands of continuous
and triggered type that are evidently associated with the
lower hybrid resonance frequency' of tile ionospheric medium,
with Dartmouth's whistler receiver using a 9-ft electric dipole
antenna on the OGO 2 spacecraft at heights up to 1500 kin.
Although the electric dipole on OGO 2 is much shorter
than the antennas of Alouette, the results are similar to the
Alouette observations. A new observation made is that the
upper cutoff frequency of the lower hybrid resonance noise
bands triggered by fractional-hop whistlers occasionally
displays an envelope that has the shape of an Eckersley
whistler. Whereas the resultr, of the experiment are consistent
_ith the interpretation that the It_cr cutoff frequency of
noise bands triggered by whistlers is the lower hybrid
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A69-20067
rcsonancefrequencyof the ionosphere in the vicinity of the
satellite, there is at present no satisfactory explanation of
the upper cutoff. P.v.T.
A69-18834*
()GO 30BSERVXTIONS OF ELF NOISE IN THE
MAGNETOSPHERE, I.
R. E. Holzer (California, U., Inst. of Geophysics and
Planetary Physics, Los Angeles, Calif.), C. T. Russell, and
E. J. Smith (California Inst. of Tech., Jet Propulsion Lab.,
Pasadena, Calif.) 1 Feb. 1969 23 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 74, p. 755-777.
(Contract JPL-950403)
The magnetic noise in the magnetosphere in the frequency
range from 10 to 800 Hz has been extensively measured by
the spectrum analyzers of the search coil magnetometer on
OGO 3. The paper is a statistical study of the spatial extent
and frequency of occurrence of noise at the higher end of
this passband; at these frequencies noise above the detector
thresholds is most common within the magnetosphere. Steady
noise and noise bursts are found to constitute two distinct
populations. Both the local-time and magnetic latitude
distribution of both classes of signals are investigated. When
the magnetic latitude distributions are extrapolated downward
to 1000-kin altitudes, the results are consistent with previous
satellite observations at these low altitudes. However, the
equatorial distributions cannot be inferred by simply
projecting the magnetic noise measured at low altitudes on
to the equator along flux tubes. The in situ measurements
cannot determine the exact location of the source of all the
noise observed. However, it is found that steady noise is
definitely generated near 45 deg magnetic latitude on the
dayside of the magnetosphere for L values from 6 to 10,
and that bursts are generated near the equator above L =
from 0400 to 1800 local time. (Author)
A69-19198
PRIMARY ELECTRON DETECTOR EXPERIMENT FOR
OGO-E.
J. R. Gilland (Ball Brothers Research Corp., Boulder, Colo.,
04(Leiden, State U.. Leiden, Netherlands), D. B. Hicks, L.
K. Rogowski, and B. N. Swanenburg New York, Feb.
1969 7 p (Inst. of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
Nuclear Science Symposium, 15th, Montreal, Canada,
Oct. 23-25, 1968.) IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science,
vol. NS-16, p. 352-358. Research supported by the Nether-
lands State U.
(IEEE Paper 3C-4)
Description of a primary electron detector to measure
the electron component in the primary cosmic radiation. The
measurements are intended to reveal the absolute flux and
energy spectrum of electrons in the energy range from 0.5
to 10 GeV. The experiment will also measure gamma rays
above 500 MeV and protons between 20 and 100 GeV. The
components of the detector system include five individual
radiation counters grouped into subsystems comprising a
lead/glass total-absorption spectrometer crystal, a cesium
iodide/glass scintillator phoswich, and a cesium iodide/plastic
phoswich. The experiment was launched on an Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory (OGO 5) in early 1969. The final
configuration has an envelope volume of about 950 cu in,
weighs 16 lb. and operates on l.l W of power. B.H.
A69- ! 9358"
RECENT OBSERVATIONS OF LO_V-ENERGY
CHARGED P _.RTICLES IN THE EARTH'S
MAGNETOSPHERE.
L. A. Frank (loga, U., Dept. of Physics and A_trpnomy,
Iowa City, iowa) Dordrecht, D. 16,eidel Publishing Co.
1968 19 p refs In: Physics of the Magnctosphere,
Proceedings of the Conference_ Boston Coll., Chestnut Hill,
Mass., Jun. 19-28. 1967. p. 271-289. Conference sponsored
, the U.S. Air Force and Bo,ton ('oil. (Astroph._sics and
_ace Science Library. volume 10), 1968.
(Contracts NAS5-2054- Nonr-1509/06/; Grants
NG L- 16-001-002: NsG-233-62)
Summary of several recent observations of low-energy
proton and electron intensities vdthin the energy range of
100 eV to 50 keV in the earth's radiation zones with a sensitive
array of electrostatic analyzers on the earth-satellite OGO 3
during 1966. Measu.rements of charged particles of the
extraterrestrial ring current during a moderate geomagnetic
storm, of the low-energy proton and electron distribution in
the vicinity of the midnight trapping boundary near the
magnetic equatorial plane, and of upper limits for proton
and ion energy fluxes deep within the inner radiation zone
are presented together _ith several introductory comments
concerning the morphology of the omnidirectional intensities
of energetic electrons at the magnetic equator in the outer
radiation zone. (Author)
A69-19373"
LOW ENERGY ELECTRONS IN THE
MAGNETOSPHERE AS OBSERVED BY OGO-I AND
OGO-3.
V. M. Vasyliunas (Massachu_tts Inst. of Tech., Physics Dept.
and Lab. for Nuclear Science. Cambridge, Mass.) Dordrecht,
D. Reidel Publishing Co. 1968 19 p refs In: Physics of
the Magnetosphere. Proceedings of the Conference, Boston
Coll., Chestnut Hill, Mass., Jun. 19-28, 1967. p. 622-
Conference sponsored by the U.S. Air Force and Boston
Coll. (Astrophysics and Space Science Library. volume 10),
1968.
(Contracts NAS5-2053: AT (30-1)-2098: Grant NsG-386)
Discussion of the general configuration of the plasma
sheet, its termination on the earthward side, and its relation
to magnetic-bay activity. During quiet times the inner
boundary of the plasma sheet, located at an equatorial
distance of approximately 11 R sub E. is ciaaracterized by a
steep electron pressure gradient, with a length scale of
approximately 0.4- R sub E, as well as by a s_eep temperature
gradient, but has only a weak density gradient. During bay
activity, the boundary now located at approximately 6 R
sub E is still characterized by the same electron pressure
gradient, with only a slightly longer length scale of
approximately 0.6 R sub E. G.R.
A69-20067 *
ENERGY SPECTRA gND AB[NDANCES OF THE
COSMIC-RAY NUCLEI IIELIUM TO IRON FROM ]'HE
OGO-! SATELLITE EXPERIMENT.
G. M. Comstock, C. Y. Fan, and J. A. Simpson (Chicago,
U., Enrico Fermi Inst. for Nuclear Studies, Chicago, Ill.)
Feb. 1969 9 p refs Astrophysical Journal, vol. 155, Pt-I,
p. 609-617.
(Contracts NAS5-2133; AF 49(638)-1642; Grant
NsG-179-61)
The differential energy spectra of He, B, C, N, Ne, Mg,
Si, and the Fe group obtained above 20 MeV nucleon-I
from an experiment on the OGO 1 satellite have been
reevaluated by using new detector calibrations and an
additional block of data. The results reported now cover
the time interval from October 1964 to November 1965,
which spans the period of minimum solar modulation in
the l l-year solar-activity cycle. The shapes of the energy
spectra are modified at low energy as a result of the new
analysis. However, since the shapes of the spectra relative
to one another remain essentially the same, the conclusions
reached earlier remain unchanged. The relative abundances
of the nuclei were reevaluated. The abundances for several
nuclei have now been determined for the two energy intervals
50-100 and 100-200 MeV/nucleon. In addition to the
abundances previousl} reported for He to Fe, the
abundances for Na, AI, and the nuclear-charge groups (P-K)
and (Ca-Cr) have been obtained at low energy for the first
time. The implications of these abundances for the origin
of the Iow-energ) radiation are discussed briefly. "]['he new
mcthod._ for anal',sis are described, and the lincarity of
solid-state-detector response over the nuclear-charge range
Z : I to Z = 26 is established. (Author)
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_,69-20068"
I'ROPAGATION ANI) _'_)['RCE CHARACTERISTICS
DERIVED FROM THE LO_'-ENERGY, MULTIPLY
('itARGED, COSMIC-RAY NUCLEI.
G. M. Comstock (Chicago, U., Enrico Fermi Inst. for Nuclear
Studies and Dept. of Physics, Chicago, Ill.) Feb. 1969 25 p
refs Astrophysical Journal, vol. 155, Pt- 1. p. 619-643.
(Contracts NAS5-2133: AE 49(638)-1642; Grant
NsG-179-61)
Models for the origin and propagation of the cosmic-ray
nuclei which assume a uniform particle population defined
by a single set of propagation and source characteristics
(including recently proposed steady-state models with a broad
path-length distribution function) do not look attractive in
terms of the nearby interstellar energy spectra derived from
recent low-energ} measurements made on the OGO 1 satellite.
Instead, the properties of these interstellar energy spectra
strongly suggest the existence of two distinct particle
populations or components. These two components would
result from different types of sources or modes of propagation.
It is shown quantitatively that such two-component models
satisfy the present experimental results down to the lowest
observed energies over the wide nuclear charge range of helium
to iron. The constraints placed by the data on two-component
models are discussed with the aid of calculated interstellar
energy spectra of the nuclear charge groups He. B, CNO
(6 or = to Z < or = to 8). LH (10 < or = to 15) and the
Fegroup(25 < or = to Z< or = to 28) derived for several
different sets of source and propagation parameters. These
calculated spectra are compared with the observed energy
spectra of these charge groups corrected for solar
modulation. Physical conditions which may give rise to two
distinct particle populations are discussed briefly. (Author)
A69-21699"
hTHE 135-1650 KEV SOLAR PROTONS AFTER THE
r FLARE OF JULY 7, 1966, OBSERVED IN THE
MAGNETOTAIL AND MAGNETOSHEATH.
A. Konradi (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.) 1 Mar. 1969 6 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 74, p. !!58-1163.
Protons with energies E > 135 keV were observed in
the tail of the magnetosphere after the flare of July 7, 1966.
These protons have an isotropic pitch-angle distribution. The
maximum intensity of the protons reached approximately
1.2 x 10,000/(sq cm sec ster) for particles with E > 120
keV between 10(R) and I100 UT and 1400 and 1500 UT
July 8, 1966. The energy spectrum of the protons expressed
as an exponential in rigidity indicates a monotonic softening;
the characteristic rigidity, Po changing from about 50 to 10
MV. An hour-long excursion of the satellite into the
magnetosheath during the peak of the proton flux showed
that the proton intensity is lower in the magnetosheath than
in the magnetosphere by a factor of 2. The observed
pitch-angle distribution is flat in both regions. (Author)
A69-22181"
THE SOLAR PARTICLE EVENT OF JULY 16-19, 1966
AND ITS POSSIBLE ASSOCIATION XVITH A FLARE
ON THE INVISIBLE 5_)LAR HEMISPHERE.
H. W. Dodson, E. R. Hedeman (Michigan, U.,
McMath-Hulbert Observatory, Lake Angelus, Mich.),
04(California, U., Space Sciences Lab., Berkeley, Calif.), S.
W. Kahler, and R. P. Lin Feb. 1969 10 p refs Solar
Physics, vol. 6, p. 294-303.
(Contracts NAS5-9077; NAS5-2222; Grant
NG R-23-005-275)
An energetic solar proton and electron event was observed
by particle detectors aboard Explorer 33 and OGO 3 during
rye period July 16-19, 1966. Optical and radio observations
of the sun suggest that these particles were produced by a
flare which may have occurred on July 16 near the central
meridian of the invisible hemisphere. The active region to
_,hich the flare i_ assigned is known to ha_e produced the
"getic particle events of July 7 and 28, 1966. The
propagation of the particles in the July 16-19 event over
the approximately 180 dog- extent of solar longitude from
the flare to the earth is discussed, and it is concluded that
there must exist a means of rapidly distributing energetic
particles over a large area of the sun. Several possible
mechanisms are suggested. (Author)
_69-22182"
OBSERVATIONS OF ENI-.RGETIC X-RAYS AND SOLAR
COSMIC R _3S _S._)(l '_TED _ITH THE 23 MAY 1967
SOLXR FLARE EVENT.
S. R. Kane and J. R. Wilrckler (Minnesota, U., School of
Physics and Astronomy, Minneapolis, Minn.) Feb. 1969
16 p refs Solar Physics. vol. 6, p. 304-319.
(Contract NAS5-207 l)
Description of observations of energetic solar flare X-rays
by the OGO 3 ion chamber of May 21, 1967. The
time-intensity profile for the X-ray event showed three distinct
peaks at approximately 1810. 1841, and 1942 UT. The second
peak is the largest X-ray burst observed so far by the
OGO 1 and OGO 3 ion chambers. The soft X-ray
observations reported by Van Allen (1968) also show
similar peaks, roughly proportional in magnitude to the
energetic X-ray peaks. However, the intensity of energetic
X-rays peaked in each case from 5 to 10 rain earlier than
the soft X-ray intensity, indicating a relatively hard photon
energy spectrum near the peak of the energetic X-ray emission.
The corresponding time-intensity profile for the solar radio
emission also showed three peaks in the microwave region
nearly coincident with the energetic X-ray peaks. The third
radio peak was relatively rich in the metric emission. Beyond
this peak, both the energetic X-rays and the microwave
emission decayed with a time constant of approximately 8
rain, while the corresponding time constant for the soft X-rays
_as approximately 43 rain. in view of the earlier findings
about the energetic X-rays. it is indicated that the May 23
solar X-ray event was simiiar to those observed earlier.
M.M.
A69-23753"
VER3 HIGH ENERGY _'_DI.AR X-RAYS OBSERVED
DURING TIlE PROTON EVENT OF 7 JUIA 1966.
T. L. Cline, S. S. Holt (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.), and E. W. Hones, Jr. (California. U., Los
Alamos Scientific Lab., Los Alamos, N. Mex.) Cambridge,
Mass., MIT Press, 1969 5 p In: The Proton Flare
Project (The Jul. 1966 event). Edited by A. C. Stickland.
(Annals of the IQSY. Volume 3), p. 193-197.
The time history and spectral intensity of solar X-rays
of energies from 80 keV to more than 500 keV were observed
during the flare event of July 7, 1966. These measurements.
made with the satellite OGO 3, cover the highest energy
range available thus far and show this event to have the
greatest measured hard X-ray intensity of any solar event
studied in detail to date. Three intensity peaks at about
0027, 0029, and 0037 UT coincide with the times of
microwave intensity maxima. A study of the spectral and
temporal features of the X-ray emission, and comparison
with the radio data, indicate a nonthermal bremsstrahlung
origin for the X-rays. (Author)
A69-23777"
EVIDENCE OF CONTRACI'ION OF THE EARTH'S
THERMAL PLASMASPI-IERE SUBSEQUENT TO THE
SOLAR FLARE EVENTS OF" 7 AND 9 JULY 1966.
H. C. Brinton, M. W. Pharo. !II, and H. A. Taylor, Jr.
(NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Aeronomy Branch,
Greenbelt, Md.) Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press, 1969 6 p
refs In: The Proton Flare Project (The .hal. 1966 Event).
Edited by A. C. Stickland. (Annals of the IQSY. Volume 3),
p.389-394.
Direct measurements of thermal H(+) and He(+) in the
magnetosphere have been obtained from ion mass
spectrometers on OGO I and 3 satellites. Typical H(+)
profitc_ exhibit a gradual decrease in concentration with
altitude v, ithin the pla_masphere, while the outer boundary
of the plasmasphere is characterized by an abrupt decrease
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in concentration to 5 ions/ca cm or less. This boundary,
tye plasmapause, is observed to move inv, ard and outv.ard
in an inverse correlation v, ith the magnetic activity index
Kp. The magnetosphere was disturbed during the solar flare
period July 7-9, 1966, and on July 9. the plasmapause was
observed to be unusually low, at L - 3.3. This observation
contrasted with measurements of the plasmapause on both
preceding and succeeding orbits, when in the absence of
flares and magnetic disturbance the H( .I boundary _as
observed to expand to L values as high as 6. These
measurements correlate well with knee whistler observations
of the plasmapause. (Author)
A69-25153"
MULTI-EXPERIMENT DETECTION OF THE
PLASMAPAUSE FROM EOGO SATELLITES AND
ANTARCTIC GROUND STATIONS.
H. C. Brinton (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Lab.
for Atmospheric and Biological Sciences, Greenbelt, Md.),
D. L. Carpenter, C. G. Park (Stanford U., Stanford
Radioscience Lab., Stanford, Calif.), and H. A. Taylor, Jr.
I Apr. 1969 I I p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 74, p. 1837-1847. NSF supported research.
(Contract NAS5-2131)
Correlation study of plasmapause position measured by
three independent experiments involving: (1) ion mass
spectrometers on OGO I and OGO 3 (2) broadband VLF
receivers (0.3-12.5 kHz) on OGO I and OGO 3: and (3)
broadband VLF recordings at Antarctica, near the 90
meridian. In the satellite VLF data, the plasmapause
crossings are identified by abrupt changes in observed whistler
and VLF noise activity, and by noise bands of limited
duration. In two cases of simultaneous VLF and ion data
from the same satellite, plasmapause crossings were detected
by both experiments v, ithin less than 0.1 RE in L value. In
eight cases of OGO I ion data and simultaneous ground
whistler data spaced from 1 to 12 hours from OGO in
Iokal time, good agreement was found between the measured
plasmapause positions. The comparisons provide new
verification of the worldwide extent of the plasmapause.
Previous indications that the radius of the plasmapause is
frequently about constant, over large local-time sectors in
the range 0-18 LT, are also verified. B.H.
A69-25157 *
AN INTERPRETATION OF OGO LIGHT ION
ABUNDANCE NI E _SUREMENTS.
L. Colin, S. W. Dufour, and D. S. Willoughby (NASA,
Ames Research Center, Space Sciences Div., Moffett Field,
Calif.) 1 Apr. 1969 4 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 74, p. 1863-1866.
Investigation of a diffusive equilibrium theory to account
for the light-ion abundance measurements of the OGO
satellites, it is shown that reasonable latitudinal distributions
of temperature, temperature gradient, and composition can
be found that are compatible (using field-aligned diffusive
equilibrium with positive temperature gradients) with
published OGO data. G.R.
A69-28950"
HIGH-LATITUDE IDNIZATION SPIKES OBSERVED BY
THE POGO ION CIIAMBER EXPERIMENT.
J. E. McCoy (William Marsh Rice U., Dept. of Space Science,
NASA, Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston. Tex.) l May
1969 10 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 74,
p. 2309-2318.
(Contract NA $5-9317)
Study of ionization spikes observed by the POGO
spacecraft which v, as launched into a low polar orbit o11
Oct. 14. 1965, and carried an ion chamber experiment
sensitive to electrons _ith energies greater than I MeV and
protons greater than 10 MeV. These spikes were found to
be present near the high-latitude boundary of stably trapped
radiation on at lea_t 30% of the satellite passes through this
• ion. Their frequent) of occurrence increa_,c_ markcdl)
v, ith increased magnetic di_,turhance. Occurrence of those
spikes lying just inside the observed boundary of trapping
appears to be evenly distributed with respect to local time,
but the occurrence of spikes at latitudes outside the region
of stable trapping is predomimantly in the dawn hemisphere.
It is argued that these spikes are the result of injection of
high-energy electrons (E is approximately 1 MeV) onto field
lines near the boundary of t_apping and are associated with
the electron islands reported in the magnetospheric tail by
Anderson et al, (1965, 1967, 1968). It is shown that the
spatial distribution of spikes as observed by POGO should
be expected as a consequence of electron drift, in the
postmidnight quadrant, into a region of pseudotrapping.
P.V.T.
A69-28958"
LATITUDINAL CUTOFF IDF VLF SIGNALS IN THE
IONOSPHERE.
R. A. Helliwell (Stanford U., Stanford Radioscience Lab.,
Stanford, Calif.), R. L. Heyborne (Utah State U. of
Agriculture and Applied Science, Dept. of Electrical
Engineering, Logan, Utah), and R. L. Smith 1 May 1969
5 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 74,
p. 2393-2397.
(Grants NsG-05-020-008; NGR-05-020-288; NSF GK-1597;
NsG- 174)
Discussion of some preliminary results of a study of the
latitudinal cutoff of manmade VLF (18 kHz) signals traveling
over the short path to the OGO 2 satellite. The polar-orbiting
OGO 2 satellite recorded a l_atitudinal cutoff of these signals
between roughly 50 deg and 70 deg invariant latitude. The
signal cutoff (which ranged from 10 to 40 dB magnetic field
attenuation) was frequently followed by strong noise believed
to be auroral hiss. G.R.
A69-28964"
LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON PRECIPITATION AT HIGH
LATITUDES.
R. A. Hoffman (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) l May 1969 8 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 74, p. 2425-2432.
Discussion of data for low-energy electron fluxes at high
latitudes, obtained from two .detectors in a ,_atellite launched
on July 28, 1967, into a lo_-_[_itude polar orbit. The responses
of the 0.7-keV and 7.3 keV detectors to precipitating electrons
in the Northern Hemisphere during a number of orbits are
discussed. G.R.
A69-29565"#
DEGRADATION OF CONTINUOUS-CHANNEL
ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS IN A LABORATORk'
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT.
L. A. Frank. N. K. Henderson, and R. L. Swisher (Iowa,
U., Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Iowa City, Iowa) May
1969 5 p refs Review of Scientific Instruments, vol. 40,
p. 685-689.
(Contracts NAS5-9074; NAS5-9156)
Measurements of the counting rates (approximately
1,000 to 10,000 counts per second) of continuous-channel
electron multipliers mounted in an electrostatic analyzer
responding to a monoenergetic beam of electrons, while
operating in a vacuum chamber at a pressure approximately
3 x 0.000001 torr attained with an oil diffusion pump, display
a degradation of their gain (fatigue) proportional to the
accumulated counts. The useful lifetime of these devices when
employed with fixed-threshold pulse amplifiers is defined as
the accumulated counts until gain degradation has
produced a reduction of the counting rates to 15% of the
initial responses at an operating bias voltage of 4000 V and
constant stimuli. The lifetimes of these particle detectors in
this laboratory cnvirom:_.ent are approximately 10 to the 10th
power counts or, for example, an average counting rate of
300 counts per second for one year. Comparison of this
laboratory lifetime v. ith the responses of similar
instrumentation v, hich has been flown on OGO 3, 4, and 5
and IMP 4 demonstrates that the expected lifetimes for these
electron multipliers in a spaceflight environment are several
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years. Efficiencies of an electron multiplier for counting
monoenergetic electrons over an energy range approximately
60 to 50,000 eV are also presented. (Author)
A69-30191#
THE HYDROGEN LEMAN-ALPHA AIRGLO_V.
R. R. Meier (U.S. Navy, Naval Research Lab., E. O. Hulburt
Center for Space Research, Washington, D.C.) May 1969
8 p refs Astronautics and Aeronautics, vol. 7, p. 68-75.
Investigation of the origin of the h_drogen Lyman-alpha
airglow. Available experimental data from rocket and satellite
measurements are examined with regard to the three principal
models which have been proposed for the production of the
Lyman-alpha nightglow. It is concluded that the Lyman-alpha
radiation around earth comes principally from multiple
scattering of solar photons within a hydrogen gcocorona
contained within some 3 earth radii. With the availability
of complete satellite mappings of Lyman-alpha it should be
possible to decide to what extent the theoretical models
describe the hydrogen distribution. G.R.
A69-31326"#
OBSERVATIONS OF H_DROGEN AND HELIUM IONS
DURING A PERIOD OF RISING ._K)LAR ACTIVITY.
H. C. Brinton (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Lab.
for Atmospheric and Biological Sciences, Greenbelt, Md.),
H. G. Mayr, and H. A. Taylor, Jr. May 1969 38 p refs
COSPAR, Plenary Meeting, 12th, Prague, Czechoslovakia,
May 11-24, 1969, Paper.
Results of direct measurements of hydrogen and helium
ion distributions during the period from 1967 to 1968 (a
period approaching the maximum of solar cycle 20). The
results indicate that no significant He(+) belt has formed
near 1000 kin. Variability with respect to season and local
magnetic time, which is observed throughout the ion
composition, is particularly pronounced in n(He(+)) and
n(H(+), and is presented in detail. Some implications of
this variability for the investigation of ionospheric response
to solar changes, and for the development of new ionospheric
models, are discussed briefly. Comments are offered on the
possible mechanisms which could be responsible for the
observed anomalies. M.G.
A69-31400#
ULTRAVIOLET OBSERVATIONS OF ATOMIC
HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN FROM THE OGO
SAI"ELLITES.
G. E. Thomas (Colorado, U., Dept. of AstroGeophysics and
Lab. for Atmospheric and Space Physics, Boulder, Colo.)
May 1969 5 p ref COSPAR, Plenary Meeting, 12th, Prague,
Czechoslovakia, May 11-24, 1969, Paper.
Evaluation of two complementary satellite UV
experiments conducted by the University of Colorado on
tye Orbiting Geoph)sical Observatories (OGO). A scanning
UV spectrometer on OGO 4 measures the UV spectrum of
the earth's airglov, between 1100 and 3300 A. Because of
its polar orbit, OGO 4 has provided extensive coverage from
July 1967 to the present of the emergent UV radiation over
practically the entire globe. A dual-channel filter photometer,
sensitive to the 1216 and 1304-A resonance lines of atomic
hydrogen (H) and oxygen (O), was carried in the OGO 5
satellite, launched in March 1968. The orbit of OGO 5
penetrates the entire radial extent of the hydrogen geocorona
(about 15 earth radii) out to about 24 earth radii. Data
from the radiallv-outlookin_ photometer yield vertical profiles
of O and H ul_ to 1000 km and 10 earth radii, respectively,
m regions there the radiation-belt interference is not
important. Some observations of these two resonance lines
are presented, as well as the information they provide
concerning the densities of H and O, and the modes of
excitation of these lines. The OGO 5 results are compared
_ith exospheric models of the hydrogen geocorona. P.v.T.
_69-31412#
(I)GO-5 ME _XS[ RI.:MFNTS OF IAM _,N-_ I.PHA
NTI.:NSITY DISIRIB[ FION AND I.iNF_II)-FII IP 1"O
VI-22
6 EARTH RADII.
J. L. Bertaux and J. E. Bi_mont (Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifiquc. Service d'Aeronomie,
Verrieres-le-Buisson, Essonne. France) May 1969 27 p refs
COSPAR, Plenary Meeting. 12th, Prague, Czechoslovakia,
May 11-24, 1969, Paper.
Discussion of OGO 5 _atcllite measurements of the
intensity and width of the t_man alpha line scattered by
the hydrogen geocorona. The intensity profiles obtained
present a maximum around 1.0 earth radii. Profiles of the
reduction factor are computed from intensity profiles. A
geocoronal temperature evaluation is conducted, and values
of the equivalent Doppler temperature, deduced from the
values of the reduction factors computed for different
hypotheses, are presented. G.R.
A69-31967"
NONUNIFORMITY OF SOLAR PROTONS OVER THE
POLAR CAPS ON MARCH 24, 1966.
H. R. Anderson (William __[arsh Rice U., Dept. of Space
Science, Houston, Tex.) and P. D. Hudson 1 Jun. 1969
l0 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 74,
p. 2881-2890.
(Contract NAS5-9317)
Observations of approximately 10-MeV protons were
made over the polar regions by an ionization chamber during
two solar proton events on March 24, 1966, separated by
approximately 3.5 hr. Short-term fluctuations in the ionization
were observed with factor of two changes occurring in
approximately 30 sec or approximately 220 km. A nearly
identical ionization chamber at 10-16 RE sunward observed
no short-term fluctuations, and the.,e differences are
interpreted as spatial effects due to the field structure over
the poles. The fluctuations occur mz..ir, ly when the proton
density outside the magnett_-_phere is increasing rapidly and
when the flux is highly anisotropic. Most of the fl'tctuations
disappear in approximately 2 hr, but similarities between
the fluctuations observed during the two _olar proton events
suggest that the modulation is not interplanetary in origin,
and that the magnetospheric field structure causing the
modulation retains the same pattern for a period of 3.5 hr.
The fluctuations may be due to particles following different
paths through the magnelosphere and connecting to different
parts of the anisotropic flux behind the bow shock.
(Author)
A 69-31976 *
i_HEORY OF AN ELECTRON TRAP ON A CHARGED
SPACECRAFT.
L. W. Parker (Mr. Auburn Research Associates, Inc.,
Cambridge, Mass.) and E. C. Whipple, Jr. (ESSA, Boulder,
Colo.) I Jun. 1969 l0 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 74, p. 2962-2971. NASA supported
research.
(Contract ESSA-F22-g-69N)
Description of a theory for the behavior of an electron
trap on a slowly moving charged spacecraft in the limit of
large Debye length and no magnetic field. Analytic expressions
are obtained for the current to an aperture electrode and to
an internal retarding electrode for all values of aperture and
spacecraft potentials. When the spacecraft is repulsive and
the aperture grid is less repulsive (or even attractive), a
potential barrier exists that reduces the current. The extent
of the reduction can be orders of magnitude. As a
consequence, the knee in the current-voltage curve can yield
incorrect values for the electron concentration and spacecraft
potential if conventional Langmuir probe theory is used.
When the spacecraft is more attractive than the aperture
grid, the current is unaffected by the spacecraft potential. It
is shown that in the so-caih:_ exponential regime of the
retarded current, it is impossible for secondary electrons to
reach the collector from the adjacent external surfaces of
the spacecraft. In the attractive regime, the current
characteristic is linear for large aperture potentials.
(Author)
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A69-3198 I*
BANDED CHORI_S: A NEW TYPE OF VLF RADIATION
OBSERVED IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE BY OGO-I AND
OGO-3.
W. J. Burtis (Stanford U., Radioscience Lab., Stanford,
NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.) and
R. A. Helliwell (Stanford, U., Radioscience Lab., Stanford,
Calif.) I Jan. 1969 9 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 74. p. 3002-3010.
(Contract NAS5-2131; Grants NsG- 174-05-020-008;
NGR-05-020-288)
Satellites OGO I and OGO 3 observe VLF discrete
emissions in the magnetosphere primarily in a single, variable
frequency band. The frequency, f, of this banded chorus
depends on the equatorial electron gyrofrequency, f sub HO
for the field line passing through the satellite, typical ratios
of f/f sub HO being 0.2-0,5. Evidently the emissions are
produced near the equator at a fraction of the electron
gyrofrequency, as predicted by electron cyclotron resonance
generation mechanisms. A secondary dependence of the
banded chorus frequency on dipole latitude, such that the
lower ratios of f/f sub HO are found at higher latitudes, is
interpreted to mean that the emissions are generated at about
half the electron gyrofrequency, but deviate inward from
the field life to lower L values as they propagate earthward.
Theoretical support is given by ray tracings showing the
inward deviation of nonducted whistler-mode radiation due
to the curvature of the magnetic field. Banded chorus has
been observed at all local times, but is most common in
the morning magnetosphere, outside the plasmapause.
(Author)
A69-32645"
SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS OF THE VERTICAL
OZONE DISTRIBUTION IN THE UPPER
STRATOSPHERE.
P. Anderson, C. A. Barth, F. Cayla, and J. London
(Colorado, U., Dept. of Astro-Geophysics and Lab. For
Atmospheric and Space Physics, Boulder, Colo.) Mar. 1969
5 p refs (Symposium International de I'Ozone, 10th,
Monaco, Sep. 2-7, 1968.) Annales de Geophysique, vol. 25,
p. 341-345.
(Contract NAS5-9315; Grants NGL-06-003-052; NSF
GP-3196)
An Ebert-Fastie UV spectrometer mounted on a polar-
orbiting satellite was used to observe backscattered radiation
in the spectral region 2500 to 3100 A. A simultaneous set
of ozone balloon and rocket observations (Krueger, 1968)
was used as a calibration for the satellite data. A modified
Phillips-Twomey inversion technique was applied to the data,
resulting in a reasonable vertical ozone distribution in the
region 35 to 55 kin. Computations on independent data
verified the dependability of the method. (Author)
A69-33055
DIRECTIVITY OF SOLAR HARD X-RAY BURSTS.
K.-I. Ohki (Tokyo, U., Dept. of Astronomy, Tokyo, Japan)
May 1969 8 p refs Solar Physics, vol. 7, p. 260-267.
Solar hard X-ray bursts (>0 keV) seem to show a
center-to-limb variation, while softer X-ray bursts show no
directivity. This effect of hard X-ray bursts may be due to
the direetivity of the emission itself. As the cause of the
directivity, tv, o possibilities are suggested. One is the inverse
Compton effect, and the other is the bremsstrahlung from
anisotropic electrons. (Author)
A69-33452"_
THE FINE STRLCTURE OF THE EARTH'S COLLISION-
LESS SHOCK %t, A%'E.
R. W. Fredricks and F. L. Scarf (TRW Systems Group,
Space Sciences Lab., Redondo Beach, Calif.) New York,
American Inst. of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Jun. 1969
6 p refs American Inst. of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
Fluid and Plasma D)namics Conference, San Francisco,
Calif., Jan. 16-15. 1969.
(Contract NAS5-9278)
(AIAA Pal_cr 69-676)
Instruments aboard the eccentric earth-orbiter OGO 5 have
provided high time rc_olution plasma diagnostics from _hich
the gross and fine structure of collision-free shocks can be
deduced. Several types of shock structures were found in
the high-beta, high Mach number flows of solar wind plasma
impinging upon the magnetospheric obstacle. By far the most
common structure is a large-amplitude MHD pulse structure
having a characteristic length of the initial gradient and
trailing wave train corresponding to a few times the electron
inertial length. The dissipation mechanism in such shock
structures is provided by electrostatic wave turbulence
arising from current-driven electron-proton or proton-proton
two-stream instabilities which saturate nonlinearly. Nonlinear
whistler mode waves also occur in some shock structures,
but provide much less efficient dissipation or proton
thermalization compared with that due to the electrostatic
turbulence. (Author)
A69-34227_
SOME RELATIONS BET_;,EEN 3 CM SOLAR RADIO
BURSTS, FLARES, X-RAYS AND GEOMAGNETIC
CROCHETS.
S. Pinter (Slovenska Akademia Vied, Geofyzikalni Ustav,
Hurbanovo, Czechoslovakia) 1969 6 p refs Astronomical
Institutes of Czechoslovakia, Bulletin, vol. 20, no. 3,
p. 151-156.
Examination of the geoactivity of solar flares and of
the relations between geomagnetic crochets and X-rays, solar
radio bursts, and flares. Time relations of soft and hard
X-ray emission, centimeter radio bursts, and expansive and
Y phases of flares with geomagnetic crochets are investigated.
It is shown that not all flares are equally geoactive and
that their wave geoactivity depends on the height at which
they begin to expand in the solar atmosphere. G.R.
A69-34939"
ION DEPLETION i.X THE HIGH-LATITUDE
EXOSPHERE: SIMULTANEOUS OGO-2
OBSERVATIONS OF TIlE LIGHT ION TROUGH AND
IHE VLF CUTOFF.
F. M. Bonner (Aero Geo Astro Co., College Park, Md.),
H. C. Brinton (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.), D. L. Carpenter (Stanford U., Calif.), R.L.
Heyborne (Utah State U., Logan, Utah), and H. A. Taylor,
Jr. 1 Jul. 1969 12 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 74, p. 3517-3528. NSF supported research.
(Contract NAS5-3093: Grant NGR-05-020-288)
Description of the simtdtaneous observations of
positive-ion composition, VLF earth-to-satellite transmission,
and whistlers obtained from the OGO 2 satellite during
October 1965 in a polar, dawn-dusk orbit. It is found that
as the satellite moves poleward above about 55 deg invariant
latitude, sudden depletions of the light ion components of
the topside ionosphere are observed, wherein the
concentrations of H(+) and He(+) decrease by as much as
an order of magnitude within 3 A. The possible mechanisms
for this depletion are discussed. Z.W.
A69-34957"
RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION OF ATOMIC OXYGEN
IONS IN THE NIGHTTIME F REGION.
W. B. tlanson (Southwest Center for Advanced Studies,
Dallas, Tex.) 1 Jul. 1969 3 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 74, p. 3720-3722.
(Grant NG L-44-004-001)
Discussion of nighttime observation of two longitudinal
arcs of weak ultraviolet radiation located rather symmetrically
about the magnetic dip equator. The radiation was detected
by the polar-orbiting OGO -1 satellite and was identified as
the 1304 and 1356-A lines of atomic oxygen. Various possible
explanations of the source of the observed radiation are
discussed. It is concluded that correlation of the UV
measurements v, ith the direct plasma probes on OGO 4 will
provide very strong e_idcnce as to _hether or not the detected
emissions are in fact associated with enhanced plasma
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concentrations, provided that the probes are at low enough
altitudes to have access to the magnetic field lines passing
through the anomaly regions. P.G.
A69-36674"
THE ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORIES.
W. E. Scull (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.) Apr. 1969 6 p IEEE Transactions on Geoscience
Electronics, vol. GE-7, p. 55-60.
The OGO systems are designed to fulfill a primary
objective of conducting large numbers of significant,
diversified experiments for making scientific and technological
measurements within the earth's atmosphere, the
magnetosphere, and cislunar space to obtain a better
understanding of earth-sun relationships and the earth as a
planet. The observatories include six appendages of different
lengths for experiments requiring locations at a distance from
the main body. Five degrees of freedom allow the capability
of continuously orienting solar and antisolar, geocentric and
antigeocentric, and orbital experiments within relatively close
limits. Designed to include five basic subsystems of structure,
stabilization and control, power, communications and data
handling, and thermal control, the observatories have well
defined interfaces for experiments. Five of the six
observatories in the program have already been launched
and have returned significant scientific information. Weights
of the observatories range from 1073 to 1400 Ib, including
as many as 390 tb of experiments. One hundred six
experiments have already been orbited on the five spacecraft,
with 26 experiments scheduled for the last mission. Orbits
have included three highly eccentric orbits inclined initially
approximately 31 deg, and two low altitude nearly circular
polar orbits. The orbit for the last mission, OGO 6, is of
the latter type. (Author)
A69-36675"
OGO SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER
EXPERIMENTS.
A. M. A. Frandsen, R. E. Holzer (California, U., Inst. of
Geophysical and Planetary Physics, Los Angeles, Calif.), and
E. J. Smith (California Inst. of Tech., Jet Propulsion Lab.,
Pasadena, CalifA Apr. 1969 14 p refs IEEE Transactions
on Geoscience Electronics, vol. GE-7, p. 61-74.
(Contract JPL-950403)
The OGO tria_ial search coil magnetometer measures
naturally occurL,g magnetic fluctuations between 0.01 and
1000 Hz in the space around the earth. The instrument design
is described and the design rationale is discussed. The results
of the observations on the first five OGO spacecraft in the
magnetosphere, magnetotail, magnetosheath, interplanetary
medium, and hydromagnetic bow shock are summarized and
discussed. (Author)
A_69.36676 *
DESIGN OF A LONG-LIFE RELIABLE NL!CLEAR
EXPERIMENT FOR SPACE FLIGHT.
J. H. Trainor and D. J. Williams (NASA, Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.) Apr. 1969 4 p refs IEEE
Transactions on Geoscience Electronics, vol. GE-7,
p. 74-77.
Description of an experiment which has been developed
for flight on OGO 6 in polar orbit. Measurements will be
made of the electron flux and spectra above 30 keV, both
for precipitating and locally mirroring electrons as well as
atmospheric backscatter. The scientific purposes, detector and
electronic systems, packaging, thermal design, internal
calibration, and test philosophy are discussed. This work
emphasizes the design features and philosophy used in the
development, fabrication, and testing of the experiment in
order to ensure a long, useful lifetime in space. (Author)
A69-36677
AN EXPERIMENT TO STUDY ELECTRIC AND
ELECTROM_,GNETIC FIEI.I)S IN TIlE FREQUENC_
RANGE 10 1t7. TO 540 KHZ ON O(,()-F.
R. C. Carden _Time-Zcro Corp., Torrance, Calif.), T.
VI-24
Laaspere, and B. Pratt {,Dartmouth Coll., Thayer School of
Engineering, Radiophysics Lab., Hanover, N.H.) Apr. 1969
11 p refs IEEE Transactions on Geoscience Electronics,
vol. GE-7, p. 78-88.
Description of an experiment which will extend the
frequency range over which v, histler-mode waves can be
observed in the ionosphere. The experiment uses an electric
dipole antenna and will therefore also detect the essentially
purely electric waves associated with the lower hybrid
resonance noise bands. Emphasis is on broadband
observations in the bands 0.01-15, 15-30, 92.5-107.5, and
280-295 kHz. The experiment also includes two
narrow-band receivers (at 200 and 540 kHz) and a subsystem
to measure the antenna impedance at four frequencies (8,
24, 104.5, and 285 kHz). (Author)
A69-36678"
COSMIC RAY NEUTRON .MONITOR FOR OGO-F.
E. L. Chupp, R. W. Jenkins (New ttampshire, U., Dept. of
Physics, Durham, N.H.), and J. A. Lockwood Apr. 1969
6 p refs IEEE Transactions on Geoscience Electronics,
vol. GE-7, p. 88-93.
(Contract NAS5-9313)
The objective of this experiment is to monitor the
cosmic-ray neutron flux over a large region of space near
the earth for an extended time with a simple neutron monitor.
The basic detecting system to measure the integrated neutron
flux from .01 eV to 15 MeV consists of a moderated He-3
proportional counter surrounded by a charged-particle
rejection system. A plastic scintillator viewed by a
photomultiplier is operated in coincidence with the neutron
counter to determine the energy spectrum and flux in the
1-10 MeV range. In order to minimize contributions from
neutrons produced within the OGO _pacecraft, the sensor is
located about 4.5 m out on the EP-5 boom. The experiment
includes an in-flight calibrator to check pulse discriminator
levels on neutron and charged-particle channels and a
calibration-loop system to compensate for charges in the
photomultiplier gain. The weight of the neutron sensor is
2.58 kg, with a length of 0.314 m and a diameter of 0.111 m.
The total power requirements are 4.5 W. (Author)
A69-36679
OGO-5 ION SPECTROMETER.
K. K. Harris and G. W. Sharp (Lockheed Aircraft Corp.,
Research Labs., Paid Alto, Calif.) Apr. 1969 6 p IEEE
Transactions on Geoscience Electronics, vol. GE-7,
p. 93-98.
The ion spectrometer aboard OGO 5 is a most versatile
instrument for topside ionospheric and magnetospheric
investigations. The concentration profiles of positive O, He,
and H ions are obtained in the topside ionosphere with
excellent spatial resolution and with a sensitivity sufficient
to measure less than I ion per cu cm. The dynamic range
of the instrument is better than 8 orders of magnitude. These
functions are accomplished with an absolute minimum of
telemetry bandwidth. The instrument also functions as an
energetic particle analyzer and is capable of measuring energy
distributions of protons from 0 to 600 eV. The bow shock
crossings of the vehicle are easily detected with the ion
spectrometer, and temperature measurements within the
magnetosheath are obtained. (Author)
_69-36680"
GAS-SURFACE ENERGY TRANSFER EXPERIMENT
FOR OGO-F.
R. S. Dr, miner (Faraday Labs., La Jolla, Calif.) and D.
McKeown Apr. 1969 9 p refs IEEE Transactions on
Geoscience Electronics, vol. GE-7, p. 98-106.
(Contracts NAS5-11163: N00014-68-C-0373)
Description of a gas-surface energy transfer experiment
for the OGO 6 satellite. The experiment is to measure the
kinetic energy flux of the upper atmosphere relative to the
orbiting satellite, and ,*hat fraction of this energy is
transferred at normal incidence to surfaces. Four probes that
can detect energy transfer heir, con 10 microwatts per sq cm
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and .01 W per sq cm by the frequency change of
temperature-sensitive oscillating quartz crystals are used to
make the measurements. Probe accuracies of 3 per cent and
precision of measurements of better than I per cent are
maintained by periodic in-flight calibration of the crystal
sensors. Data from the experiment will be used to determine
the energy accommodation and drag coefficients of AI and
Au, in O and diatomic nitrogen, the main components of
the upper atmosphere between 400 and 1100 kin. The kinetic
energy flux measurement, being used in the determination
of accommodation and drag coefficients, offers a novel
method for determination of the upper atmospheric density
and its scale height by relating measurements of the energy
flux to the satellite ephemeris. (Author)
A69-36681 *
A S_VEEPING NEUTRAL AND POSITIVE ION MASS
SPECTROMETER FOR ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
AT SATELLITE ALTITUDES.
B. B. Hinton, R. D. Kistler, R. J. Leite, and C. J. Mason
(Michigan, U., Dept. of Aerospace Engineering, Ann Arbor,
Mich.) Apr. 1969 8 p IEEE Transactions on Geoscience
Electronics, vol. GE-7, p. 107-114.
(Contract NAS5-3098)
" Description of a sweeping mass spectrometer which
performs both neutral particle and positive ion concentration
measurements aboard an earth satellite. An open ion source
design is utilized to adapt, with minimum degradation, both
kinds of particles for the filtering action of the quadrupole
field. Six linear ranges of sensitivity are provided to permit
complete compositional analysis between altitudes of 300 and
1000 km. The mass range is 0-50 microns, and maximum
sensitivities are 100,000 neutral particles per cu cm per volt
output and 10 positive ions per cu cm per volt output. Neutral
particle and positive ion measurements are made
se.quentially each requiring approximately 36 sec to complete
using a sweep duration of approximately 6 sec. On OGO 4
this sweep duration provided a spatial resolution of 0.8 km
per mass unit of sweep. Preliminary results show that the
spectrometer is operating within design specifications and
the SNR is excellent. Geophysical interpretations of these
data should aid in the formation of more definitive model
atmospheres _hich are important in such diverse fields as
weather prediction, manned space flights, and radio
propagation. (Author)
A69-36682
OGO-4 ULTRAVIOLET AIRGLOW,' SPECTROMETER
C. A. Barth (Colorado, U., Dept. of Astrogeophysics,
Boulder, Colo.) and E. F. Mackey (Packard Bell Electronics
Corp., Space and Systems Div., Newbury Park, Calif.) Apr.
1969 6 p IEEE Transactions on Geoscienee Electronics,
voI. GE-7, p. 114-119.
(Grant NG L-06-003-052)
The OGO 4 UV airglow spectrometer, which measures
the earth's spectrum between 1100 and 3400 A, consists of
an Ebcrt-Fastie monochromator and two photomultipliers
with wide-dynamic range electronics. The cesium telluride
photomultiplier channel measures the backscattered UV
daylight between 1750 and 3400 A over a dynamic range of
I0,000 with a spectral resolution of 20 A. The cesium iodide
photomultiplier channel measures airglow emission lines
between 1100 and 1750 A, even with the fully illuminated
earth for a background. (Author)
•t69-36683"
THE OGO-5 PL-_%M_ _AAVE I)ETECIOR-INSTR! MEN-
I'A lION _NI) IN-FI,IGHTOPER _1"1()\
G. M. Crook. R. W. Fredricks, I. M. Green, P. Lukas
(TRW Systems Group, Space Science Lab., Redondo Beach.
Calif.), and F. L. Scarf Apr. 1969 16 p refs IEEE
Transactions on Geoscience Electronics, vol. GE-7,
p. 120-135.
_iContract NAS5-9278)
The OGO 5 _,pacccraft includes in its payload an
experiment designed to measure electric field components of
electrostatic and electromagnetic waves in the frequency range
of 200 Hz to 70 kHz, using a variety of short, eapacitively
coupled antennas. In addition, the experiment has triaxial
search coils, and onboard E-B correlations are performed
to aid in distinguishing betv, een the two types of waves.
The design goals and instrumentation are described, and a
brief account of the in-flight operation is presented.
(Author)
A69-37490"
PREDICTION OF GEOMAGNETIC SECULAR CHANGE
CONFIRMED.
R. H. Ball (Rand Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.), J. C. Cain
(NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.), and
A. B. Kahle 12 Jul. 1969 I p refs Nature, vol. 223,
p. 165.
Study of the correlation between the eccentric dipole
motion and the change in length of day. A new model of
the geomagnetic field was recently derived from data recorded
by the OGO 2 and OGO 4 spacecraft. Using this model
the eccentric dipole motion is westward at 0.114 deg/year.
This new value confirms the predicted decrease some time
during this period to a level about equivalent to that forty
years earlier. G.R.
A69-37555"
A COMPARISON OF ENERGETIC" STORM PROTONS
TO HALO PROTONS.
S. W. Kahler (California, U., Space Sciences Lab., Berkeley,
Calif.) Jul. 1969 20 p refs Solar Physics, vol. 8,
p. 166-185.
(Contract NAS5-2222)
Analysis of satellite observations of solar proton events
with a halo structure or an energetic storm proton event
and an SSC. It is pointed out that some SSC events are
associated with a decrease in the few megaelectron volt cosmic
ray fluxes while most are associated with a flux increase.
The properties of halo protons and energetic storm protons
are compared. It is hypothesized that the two events are
similar in origin. The propagation mode of storm particles
is discussed. Evidence is presented for a solar, rather than
interplanetary origin of storm protons. (Author)
A69-37967
POSSIBLE INJECTION OF CHARGED PARTICLES
INTO A RADIATION ZONE DURING THE MAIN PItASE
OF A MAGNETIC STORM.
V. P. Shalimov Dec. 1968 3 p refs Cosmic Research,
rot. 6, p. 785-787. Translated from Kosmicheskie
issledovaniia, vol. 6, Nov.-Dec. 1968, p. 941-943.
Analysis of data concerning protons with energies between
200 eV and 50 keV, found in the captured-radiation zone
of the Van Allen belts. According to Frank (1967), these
protons were injected into this zone from the equatorial zone
during the initial stage of a magnetic storm. It is indicated
that the injection of these protons might also have occurred
during the main phase of the magnetic storm. V.Z.
A69-38495
VLF AND LF EMISSIONS IN AURORAL REGIONS OF
THE IONOSPHERE.
T. S. Jorgensen (Dansk Meteorologisk Institut, Copenhagen,
Denmark) New York, Van No_trand Reinhold Co., 1969
10 p refs In: Atmospheric Emissions, Proceedings of the
NATO Advanced Study Inst., Agricultural Coll. of Norway,
As, Norway, Jul. 29-Aug. 9, 1968. p. 165-174. Inst. supported
by NATO, the U.S. Air Force, and the U.S. Navy.
Discussion of the characteristic features and the
mechanism of origin of VLF and LF emissions in auroral
regions of the ionosphere. Observations of auroral hiss at
various latitudes are revie'_,ed. The information concerning
the noise spectrum in space as observed by a satellite is
considered. Studies are reported regarding the general shape
and location of the hiss zones. Mechanisms of the
generation of auroral hiss are discussed and reasons are cited
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for the discrepancies between the theory and observations
in earlier attempts to explain emissions by Cerenkov
radiation. G.R.
A69-4050 ! *
HIGH-FREQUENCY MAGNETIC FLUC'TUATIONS
ASSOCIATED _,lTtt THE EARTH'S BO'_V StIOCK
R. E. Holzer (California, U., Inst. of Geophysics and
Planetary Physics. Los Angeles, Calif.), J. V. Olson, and E.
J. Smith (California inst. of Tcch., Jet Propulsion Lab.,
Pasadena, Calif.) I Sep. 1969 17 p ref Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 74, p. 4601-4617. NASA
supported research.
(Contract JPL-950403)
Investigation of magnetic fluctuations associated with
the earth's bow shock in the frequency range from 0.5 to
500 Hz. These fluctuations have been detected with the search
coil magnetometer on OGO 3. The analyzed shock crossings
represent data taken at the 64,000 bit/see data rate, where
the instrumental N_quist frequency is approximately 140 Hz.
Power spectra have been computed for various intervals in
the shock and show a broad band of noise to be present,
which is of two basic types. First, there is a random
background of frequencies that covers a range from below
one to many hundreds of hertz. Superimposed upon this
background are short-lived packets of coherent elliptically
polarized radiation that occur randomly at frequencies from
10 to 500 Hz and range in amplitude from 0.01 to 0.1 gamma.
Each packet is nearl) monochromatic. The spectra computed
from these data vary with position in the shock and are
more than two orders of magnitude above interplanetary
medium spectra and generally more than one order of
magnitude above the magnetosheath spectra. P.G.
A69-.40508"
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF DRIFT-SHELL
SPLITTING IN THE DISTORTED MAGNETOSPHERE.
T. W. Lezniak, K. A. Pfitzer, and J. R. Winckler (Minnesota,
U., School of Physics and Astronomy. Minneapolis, Minn.)
I Sep. 1969 7 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 74, p. 4687-4693.
(Grant NG L-24-005-008)
Investigation of drift-shell splitting in the nondipolar
distorted magnetosphere as proposed by Roederer (1967).
The theory is tested experimentally by using data from an
electron spectrometer on the synchronous-orbit satellite ATS
1 and data from an electron spectrometer and ion chamber
on the elliptical orbit satellite OGO 3. The agreement between
calculated and measured fluxes is satisfactory not only in
predicting the proper noon-to-midnight asymmetry but also
in correctly predicting the pitch-angle distribution as a
function of local time. P.G.
A69-40775"
OBSERVATIONS OF T_'O COMPONENTS IN
ENERGETIC ,_)LAR X-RAY BURSTS.
S. R. Kane (California, U., Space Sciences Lab., Berkeley,
Calif.) Aug. 1969 4 p refs Astrophysical Journal, vol. 157,
Pt-2, p. LI39-LI42.
(Contract NAS5-9094)
Measurements made with the solar X-ray detector aboard
the OGO 5 satellite show that some energetic (more than
9.6 keV) solar X-ra t bursts consist of two components. An
impulsive component reaches its peak early in the event,
approximately in coincidence with the peak in the microwave
burst, and has a photon spectrum consistent with a power
law in energy. A slower component attains its maximum
later in the e',cnt and has a photon spectrum steeper than
that for the impulsive component. The measurcment._ also
show that in some X-ray bursts only the slower component
is observable. The impulsive component is attributed to the
bremsstrahlung emission from electrons with a nonthermal
:nergy distribution. (At, thor)
_,09-42428"
THE LOCATION O1- IHE DIP EQUATOR AT E-LA_ER
A LTITU DE.
J. C. Cain (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.) Sep. 1969 4 p refs Radio Science, vol. 4, p. 781-784.
(International Symposium on Equatorial Aeronomy, 3rd,
Ahmedabad, India, Feb. 3-10, 1969.)
Tabulation of the position of the magnetic dip equator
at 100 kin, and of the gradient of position _ith time and
altitude, using the POGO (19/68), GSFC (12/66), and IGRF
(10/68) geomagnetic field models. The positions agree _ithin
a few tenths of a degree _ith each other but differ up to
2 deg from older models and charts. The maximum gradients
with time (0.2 deg/yr) and altitude (minus 0.3 deg/100 kin)
occur to the west of Africa. (Author)
A69-42693"_
OBSERVATIONS OF THE _,IlCROSTRUCTURE OF THE
EARTH'S BOW SHOCK.
P. J. Coleman, Jr. (California, U., Inst. of Geophysics and
Planetary Physics, Los Angeles, Calif.) and R. W. Fredricks
(TRW Systems Group, Space Sciences Lab., Redondo Beach,
Calif.) New York, Gordon and Breach, Science Publishers,
Inc., 1969 30 p refs In: Plasma Instabilities in Astrophysics,
Proceedings of the Conference, Monterey, Calif., Oct. 14-17,
1968. p. 199-228. Conference Sponsored by the American
Astronomical Society, the American Physical Society,
Stanford U., and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
(Contracts NAS5-9278, NAS5-9098)
Discussion of some very recent observations of
fluctuating electric fields and their apparent relationship to
the MHD bow shock structure as defined by a low frequency
fluxgate magnetometer. The observations were made by
instruments aboard OGO 5 launched on March 4, 1968 into
a highly elliptical earth orbit. Detailed magnetometer and
ac electric field data for two bow shock traversals have been
correlated. The raw data from some 58 other shock traversals
are examined. A descriptior_ is given of the electric field (or
plasma wave) detector flow_ on OGO 5. G.R.
A69-43132#
LAST OF THE OGO'S.
P. J. Parker Oct. 1969 3 p Spaceflight, vol. l l,
p. 363-365.
General description of the design and research program
of the OGO 6 _hich is la__t of the OGO series and was
launched on June 5, 1969. Th_ initial orbit, inclined at 82 deg
to the equator, ranged between 245 and 680 miles and had
a period of about 100 rain. The 1393-1b spacecraft carries
25 experiments for obtaining data over a complete range of
tatfiudes, extending from tb_e equator to the poles. These
experiments relate to the. earth's upper atmosphere and
ionosphere, the auroral regi_.ns surrounding the poles, and
the edges of the regions of, trapped radiation. Particular
emphasis is placed on the interrelationships between particle
activity, aurora and airglow, _he geomagnetic field, the neutral
and ionized composition, waste propagation and noise, and
the input solar energy co,_tributing to ionization and
heating. Z.W.
A69-43172"
INTENSITY CORREL.._II'IONS AND SUBSTORM
ELECTRON DRIFT EFFECTS IN THE OUTER
RAI)IATION BELT MEASLIRED _)')'ITH THE OGO 3 AND
ATS ! SATELLITES.
K. A. Pfitzer and J. R. Winctkler (Minnesota, U.. School of
Physics and Astronomy, Minneapolis, Minn.) 1 Oct. 1969
14 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 74,
p. 5005-5018.
(Grant NG L-24-005-008)
Study of the space-time distribution of the radiation in
the outer radiation belt using the correlated data of two
satellites, ATS 1 and OGO 3. The applicability of known
models of the distorted magn.et_sphere during quiet conditions
is te_,ted in order to _crif_ tha"_ under these known conditions
the _pcctrometers could be brought into simultaneous
agreement at various points on common drift shells in the
_ery slowly changing outer zone. This comparison is extended
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tocasesof large electron flux increases during magnetospheric
substorms typified by auroral-zone bay events. Z.W.
A69-43183"
ACCESSOF _)L t,R PROTONS INTO THE POLAR CAP:
A PERSISTENT NORTH-SOUTH AS_'MMETR_.
L. C. Evans and E. C. Stone (California Inst. oI Tech.,
Pasadena, Calif.) I Oct. 1969 5 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 74, p. 5127-5131.
(Contract NAS5-3095: Grant NGL-05-002-007)
Before the magnetic storm sudden commencement during
the Nov. 2, 1967. solar particle event, the access of 1.2 to
40 MeV protons into the high latitude portion of the northern
polar region was delayed by about 20 hours. At the same
time, the access delay for 10 to 40 MeV protons was less
than one hour in the southern polar region and at middle
northern latitudes. The implications of the north-south
asymmetry are discussed. (Author)
A69..43184"
INITIAL OBSERVATIONS OF GEOMAGNETICALLY
TRAPPED PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES WITH
OGO 4.
T. A. Fritz and S. M. Krimigis (Iowa, U., Dept. of Physics
and Astronomy, Iowa City, Iowa) l Oct. 1969 7 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 74, p. 5132-5138.
Research supported by the National Research Council of
Canada.
(Contract NAS5-3097: NASA Order R-21-009-004(13);
Contracts Nonr-1509(06); Now-62-0604-C)
Discussion of observations obtained with two totally
depleted solid-state detectors with thicknesses of 34 and 7.2
microns designed to measure protons and alpha particles,
respectively, on the OGO 4 spacecraft. Both detectors have
four electronically determined energy channels. Comparison
of the data with various predictions of models that consider
I the solar wind as a source of trapped particles shows serious
discrepancies between theory and observations. G.R.
A69-436 ! I
MEASUREMENTS OF SOLAR X-RAY EMISSION FROM
THE OGO--4 SPACECRAFT.
T. A. Chubb, H. Friedman (U.S. Navy, Naval Research
Lab., E. O. Hulburt Center for Space Research, Washington,
D.C.), D. M. Horan, and R. W. Kreplin Amsterdam,
North-Holland Publishing Co., 1969 10 p refs in: Solar
flares and space research, COSPAR, Plenary Meeting, l lth,
Symposium, Tok)o, Japan, May 9-11, 1968, Proceedings.
p. 121-130. Symposium co-sponsored by the International
Astronomical Union, the International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics, and the International Scientific Radio
Union.
Instrumentation aboard OGO 4 monitors solar X-ray
fluxes in four bands (0.5-3A, I-8A, 8-16A, and 44-50A) with
high tixe resolution and sufficient dynamic range to compare
peak fluxes during flares with preflare and postflare
conditions. Comparisons with SOLRAD X-ray data obtained
with similar detectors during the IQSY show that the quiet
sun base level in the 8-20 A band had risen in 1967 by a
factor of about 30, while in the 1-8 A band the increase
has been greater than a factor of 100. The 44-60 A flux has
shown an increase of a factor of 10. From a number of
large flares recorded by OGO 4 in July and August 1967, it
is observed that the flare X-ray emission starts earliest in
the shortest wavelengths: the 0.5-3 A band leads the I-8 A
and 8-16 A bands by about one minute. Peak fluxes are
also reached earliest at the shortest wavelengths. (Author)
A70-10444"
ATTEMPTS TO MEASURE MICROMETEOROID FLUX
ON THE OGO 2 ANI) OGO 4 SATELIT[ES.
C. S. Nilsson. D. Wilson (Smithsonian institution,
Smithsonian Aslroph)sical Observatory, Cambridge, Mass.),
and F. W. Wright 15 Oct. i969 9 p refs Journal ,.)f
sical Re,earch, vol. 74, p. 5268-5276.
(Contract NAS5-11007)
Description of the micrometeoroid experiments on the
OGO 2 and OGO 4 satellites. The aim of the OGO 2
experiment was to measure the velocities, masses, and orbits
of dust particles in the earlh's dust cloud. No orbits were
determined, and it is questionable whether any
micrometeoroids of mass g_'cater than 1 picogram impacted
on the sensors during the 1300 hr in which good data were
obtained. The OGO 4 expermlent was modified in an attempt
to measure a flux obviously much smaller than previously
anticipated. No micrometeozoids capable of penetrating 4000
A of AI have impacted on ionization sensors with a total
effective area of 5 sq cm ster during a 3000-hr exposure.
The flux of micrometeoroids greater than 1 picogram in the
neighborhood of the earth is less than .002 particles/sq m
sec 2 pi ster. (Author)
A70-12902 *
PRIMARY COSMIC-RAY ELECTRON ENERGY
SPECTRUM FROM l0 lnO 200 MEV OBSERVED IN
INTERPLANETARY SPACE.
C. Y. Fan, J. L'Heureux, and P. Meyer (Chicago, U., Enrico
Fermi Inst. for Nuclear Studies, Chicago, ill.) 13 Oct. 1969
4 p refs Physical Review Letters, vol. 23, p. 877-880.
(Contract NAS5-9096; Grant NGR-14-001-005)
Measurement of the quiet-time flux and energy spectrum
of primary cosmic-ray electrons in the energy range from
10 to 200 MeV in interplanetary space. The investigation
was carried out with an instrument on board the OGO 5
satellite and covers the period from Mar. 15 to Apr. 25,
1968. When these 1968 results are compared with the 1966
results of L'Heureux and Meyer (1968) and of Webber (i968),
a difference of almost an order of magnitude exists which
is probably due to an enhanced modulation at the time of
the measurement. M.M.
A70-13980"
HELIOGRAPHIC LATITUDE DEPENDENCE OF THE
DOMINANT POLARITY OF THE INTERPLANETARY
MAGNETIC FIELD.
P. J. Coleman, Jr. (California, U., Inst. of Geophysics and
Planetary Physics, Los Angeles, Calif.) and R. L. Rosenberg
1 Nov. 1969 12 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 74, p. 5611-5622.
The measurements of the interplanetary magnetic field
taken with the Mariners 2, 4, and 5, and the OGO 5 cover
several parts of the interval from September 1962 to the
present and several paths through the region between 0.7
and 1.5 AU and between plus and minus 7.3 deg in solar
equatorial latitude. Evidence is found for a distinct dominant
polarity effect in the magnetic field. Specifically, the dominant
polarity of the field was inward (toward the sun) at
heliographic latitudes above the solar equatorial plane and
outward (away from the sunl at latitudes below this plane.
Magnetographs of the polar regions of the sun indicate that
the dipolar component of the sun's fuel has been inward
over the northern hemisphere and outward over the southern
hemisphere since the last maximum in solar activity, which
occurred in 1958. The results suggest that over most of a
solar cycle, the dominant polarity of the interplanetary field
in either the northern or southern hemisphere of
interplanetary space is just that of the dipolar component
of the sun's field in the same hemisphere. (Author)
A70-13994"
EFFECTS OF SECONDAR't' ELECTRON EMISSION ON
ELECTRON TRAP MEASUREMENTS IN THE
.MAGNETOSPHERE AND SOLAR _IND.
L. W. Parker (Mount Auburn Research Associates, Inc.,
Cambridge, Mass.) and E. C. Whipple, Jr. (ESSA. Research
Labs., Aeronomy l.ab., Boulder, Colo.) 1 Nov. 1969 12 p
refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 74, p. 5763-5774.
NASA supported research.
(Contract E-22-8-69(N))
Extension of a pre_iously developed theory for the
behavior of an electron trap mt,,unted on a charged spacecraft
to include the contributions of secondary electrons enmted
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from the spacecraft surfaces. Analytic formulas are derived
that reproduce the results of particle trajectory calculations
for all probe and satellite potentials, in the limit of large
Debye length and no magnetic field. The analysis is
complicated by the possible presence of a potential barrier
for a repulsive ._atellite, and also by the presence of more
than one emitting surface. It is shown, in solar wind
measurements where both hot and cold electron components
are sometimes inferred, that v, hile the hot component may
be correctly attributed to the plasma, the cold component
can at times be attributed to secondaries from the spacecraft
surfaces. Incorrect interpretation of the observed currents
has led in the past to overestimates of the electron
concentration. A correct interpretation leads to electron
concentrations in good agreement with positive ion densities
measured by other techniques in the solar wind. (Author)
-_70-15106"
"'HYSTERESIS" EFFECTS IN COSMIC RAY
MODULATION AND THE COSMIC RAY GRADIENT
NEAR SOLAR MINIMUM.
S. R. Kane and J. R. Winckler (Minnesota, U., School of
Physics and Astronomy, Minneapolis, Minn.) l Dec. 1969
9 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 74,
p. 6247-6255.
(Contract NAS5-207 I)
Cosmic-ray total ionization measurements made in space
near the earth _ith the OGO 1 and OGO 3 ion chambers
during the period from September 1964 to December 1967
are compared with other cosmic-ray measurements in space
and on the ground. As compared to the recovery phase
(before May 1965), the apparent long-term modulation of
the low-energy particles was relatively less during the early
decreasing phase (June 1965 to December 1966) giving rise
to the hysteresis effect. The observed effect disappeared
completely by Apr. 22-28, 1967. The hysteresis effect is
probably a characteristic c,f ',he mndulation mechanism. It
ts not likely to be due to the time variation of a quiescent
flux of energetic solar particles. (Author)
A70-15116"
NONDUCTED MODE OF VLF PROPAGATION
BETWEEN CONJUGATE HEMISPHERES:
OBSERVATIONS ON OGO's 2 AND 4 OF THE
"WALKING-TRACE" WHISTLER AND OF DOPPLER
SHIFTS IN FIXED FREQUENCY TRANSMISSIONS.
J. J. Angerami (Stanford U., Stanford Radioscience Lab.,
Stanford. Calif.) and F. Walter 1 Dec. 1969 19 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 74, p. 6352-6370.
(Contracts NAS5-3093; N00014-67-A-0112-0012; Grants
NGR-05-020-008; NSF GA-1151; NSF GA-1485;
NSF GP-948; NsG-174)
Description of a new whistler phenomenon identified in
mid-latitude (about 50 deg) spectrographic records from the
VLF experiment aboard the low altitude polar satellites
OGO 2 and OGO 4. Evidence for nonducted whistler-mode
propagation from one hemisphere to the conjugate ionosphere
has been found. The nonducted propagation manifests itself
both in naturally occurring whistlers and in man-made
signals. G.R.
A70-15117"
WHISTLER-MODE EMISSIONS ON THE OGO-i
SATELLITE.
N. Dunckel and R. A. Helliwell (Stanford U., Stanford
Radioscience Lab.. Stanford, Calif.) 1 Dec. 1969 15 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 74, p. 6371-6385.
(Contract NAS5-2131: Grants NsG-174: NGR-05-020-288;
NGR-05-020-008: NSF GP-948)
Results of magnetospheric observations of whistler-mode
emissions made by the OGO-I satellite over the frequency
range of 0.3 to 100 kHz. Taken during the geomagnetically
quiet period from September 1964 through May 1965, the
data cover geocentric di.',tances from 2 to 24 earth radii and
geomagnetic latitudes in the range of plus or minus 50 deg.
The spectra of emissions resemble those of chorus and
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midlatitude hiss observed on the ground. An important new
result is the observation that the upper-frequency limit of
most of the these emissions is proportional to the minimum
electron gyrofrequency along the magnetic field line passing
through the satellite. This is interpreted to mean that the
source of these emissions lies close to the equatorial plane.
Estimates of the average intensity of these emissions agree
with the intensity required to explain the precipitation of
electrons through pitch-angle scattering by whistler-mode
waves. (Author)
A71glSi27
RESONANT COMPRESSIONAL WAVES IN THE
GEOMAGNETIC TAIL.
G. L. Siscoe (McDonnell Douglas Corp., McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Co., Western Div., Santa Monica, California,
U., Dept. of Meteorology, Los Angeles, Calif.) I Dec. 1969
5 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 74,
p. 6482-6486. Research supported by the McDonnell Douglas
Independent Research and Development Program.
Irregularities in the solar wind can excite compression
waves in the geomagnetic tail that have their maximum
amplitude in the plasma sheet. Details such as the exact
frequency and spatial distribution of the waves depend on
the overall geometry of the tail. Estimates of these properties
are obtained by use of a single-layered, two dimensional
model. Symmetric and antisymmetric modes are studied. For
the physical parameters chosen to represent the typical tail,
the fundamental period of the antisymmetric mode is
approximately I1 rain and that of the symmetric mode is
approximately 2 mi_. (Author)
A71_-i5128"
TEMPORAL VARIATIONS OF S()IAR LYMAN ALPHA
R. R. Meier (U.S. Navy, Naval Research Lab., E. O. Hulburt
Center for Space Research, Washington, D.C.} I Dec.
1969 4 p refs Journal ol Geophysical Research, vol. 74,
p. 6487-6490. NASA :_up_.orted research.
Geocoronal Lyman-alpha was observed by the OGO 4
spacecraft from August through December 1967. The emission
rate at a fixed orientation with respect to the sun was found
to have short-term fluctuations of less than plus or minus 5
per cent superimposed on a monthly (or 27-day) variation
of as much as plus or minus 15 per cent. These phenomena
are attributed to variability of the Lyman-alpha flux at the
center of the solar emission line. (Author)
A70-15522"#
METEOROLOGICAL RESULTS FROM
MULTI-SPECTRAL PHOTOMETRY IN AIRGLOW
BANDS BY THE OGO-4 SATELLITE.
L. J. Allison (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.), J. E. Blamont (Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique, Paris, France), W. B. Fowler, E. R.
Kreins (Applications Center. Washington, D.C.), E. i. Reed,
and G. Warnecke Nov. 1969 IIp refs Journal of the
Atmospheric Sciences, vol. 26, p. 1329-1339.
The presence or absem__ of clouds, their characteristics,
and variations of surface albedo have been correlated with
observations made at several different wavelengths in the
visible spectrum. These were made at high and low nighttime
light levels by an airglow photometer aboard the OGO 4
satellite during August 1967 through January 1968. The
wavelength regions studied were approximately 50 A bands
centered at 3914, 5577, 5893. 6225. and 6300 A, in the energy
range of 10to the minus 7th power to 10 to the minus 3rd
power erg/sq cm-see-A sler with a field of view of
approximately 10 deg. It ,_as found that at the longer
_,avelengths (1225 and 6300 A) the observations were strongly
influenced by the variat_,.,._ns of surface albedo. At the
shorter wavelengths, the surface albedo variations were partly
masked by the light returned through Rayleigh and Mie
_cattcring. Preliminary an_d, ,is is made of surface and clouds
b? _tud_ of reflective rad,_'_nce under moonlight and other
nocturnal illuminations. P_:,ssibilities of further analysis are
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examined, including methods of deducing cloud height
information. (Author)
A70-15645"#
INFLIGHT RADIOMETRIC ('Ai.IBRATION OF OGO-IV
AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER
J. E. Blamont, W. B. Fowler (Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique, Paris, France). and E. I. Reed {NASA, Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.) Oct. 1969 12 p Optical
Society of America, Annual Meeting, Chicago, Ill., Oct. 21-24,
1969, Paper.
Description of the in-flight calibration of a low-brightness
photometer which viewed the airglow in the visual and UV
wavelengths directly below the spacecraft and at 6300 A
above the satellite. The stability of responsivity in orbit is
checked by comparing moonlit earth radiance over the oceans
on repeated orbits under varying cloud conditions. Studies
of a number of orbits show the ratios of moonlit radiances
at 3914 A and 6225 A follow closely the values predicted
from calculations of reflected radiance of the earth's
atmosphere. Absolute responsivity determined from the
overhead transit of Saturn in October and Jupiter in December
indicates a 33 per cent drop in responsivity from the laboratory
calibration in March 1966. This decrease, applied to all
filtered channels, gives radiance values in near agreement
with ground-based airglow measurements at 6300 A.
(Author)
A70-17376"
OBSERVATIONS OF PLASMA WAVES IN SPACE.
G. M. Crook, R. W. Fredricks, I. M. Green (TRW Systems
Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.), C. F. Kennel (California,
U., Berkeley, Calif.). and F. L. Scarf New York American
Elsevier Publishing Co., Inc., 1969 26 p refs In: Plasma
Waves in Space and in the Lab., NATO, Advanced Study
Inst., Roros, Norway, Apr. 17-26, 1968, Proceedings. Volume
I. p. 379-404. Research supported by the TRW Systems
Group Independent Research Program.
(Contracts NAS2-3410; NAS2-4673; NAS5-9278; Grant
NASw-1598)
Brief discussion of techniques used to measure plasma
waves in space and of some of the unique problems associated
with this type of research. Low-altitude electric and magnetic
field data, primarily obtained with the OV3-3 (1966-70A)
spacecraft experiment, are presented. Preliminary results
obtained from Pioneer :: ,nd OGO 5 are very briefly
discussed. M.M.
A70-18530"
A STUDY OF THE INFLUENCE OF MAGNETIC
ACTIVITY ON THE LOCATION OF THE
PLASMAPAUSE AS MEASURED BY OGO-5
C. R. Chappell, K. K. Harris, and G. W. Sharp (Lockheed
Missiles and Space Co., Palo Alto, Calif.) I Jan. 1970 7 p
refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 75, p. 50-56.
(Contract NA $5-9092)
The plasmapause position has been measured quite well
by the light ion mass spectrometer aboard OGO 5, which
measures the concentrations of H(+), He( +1, and O{ +) ions
as a function of L and local time. The influence of magnetic
activity on this plasmapause position has been studied for
the local-time regions at 1000 plus or minus 2 hours and
0200 plus or minus 2 hours. The plasmapause location shows
a general decrease in radius with increasing activity in both
regions. The time lag between the onset of magnetic
activity and the change in plasmapause radius is found to
be about 2 to 6 hours for the 0200 local-time region. However,
the time lag for the 1000 local-time region is not well defined,
although the 6-hour lag time seemed to fit some of the
cases better than 12- or 24-hour periods that v,ere examined.
By using the 2- to 6-hour response time, the plasmapause
density profiles in the 0200 local-time region were grouped
according to magnetic activity. This grouping displays the
t)pical plasmapause reaction in this local-time region to
increasing magnetic activity v,ith the kncc position moving
to lower L values, the sharpness of the knee increasing, and
A70-18546
the total concentration I_vels inside and outside the knee
remaining approximately the same at 1000 ions/cu cm and
I ion/cu cm, respectively_ (Author)
A70-18532"
SATELLITE OBSER_,ATIONS OF EQUATORIAL
PHENOMENA AND DEFOCUSING OF VLF
ELECTROMAGNETIC '_'A VES.
R. R. Scarabucci (Stanford U., Stanford, Calif.) I Jan.
1970 16 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 75,
p. 69-84.
(Contract NAS5-3093; Grants NGL-05-020-008; NSF
GP-948)
Amplitude measurements of whistlers and signals from
VLF transmitters have I-_een made with the low altitude,
polar-orbiting OGO 4 satellite. Two aspects of these
measurements related to the behavior of the waves near the
magnetic equator are described and interpreted: (I) Daytime
spectrograms taken near the magnetic equator show a
remarkable high frequency cutoff in the amplitude of the
VLF whistler waves. The cutoff frequency decreases as the
satellite approaches the magnetic equator, and sometimes
all signals drop below the equipment threshold. This feature
is also present when the signals from different VLF
transmitters are simultaneously observed. It is shown that
the above phenomenon is explained primarily by absorption
in the D and E regions of the ionosphere and by the daytime
ray trajectories near the equator. (2) During the night,
absorption becomes rela_.ively small, but nevertheless an
abrupt amplitude cutoff of signals from VLF transmitters
may still occur. This nigh_i.me cutoff is explained primarily
by defocusing near the equator, which is enhanccd for
nighttime ionization profffi_es. The defocusing of the VLF
waves depends strongly u_Aon the rapid change of ionization
gradient occurring bet_eem 500 and 1000 km of height and
also upon the curvature o_ _ the earth's magnetic field around
the magnetic equator. (Author)
A70-18534"
COMPARIS_JN OF CERTAIN VLF NOISE PHENOMENA
WITH TIlE LOWER HYBRID RESONANCE
FREQIENCY ('ALCUL._IED FROM SIMULTANEOUS
ION COMPOSITION ME_SUREMENTS.
T. Laaspere {Dartmouth C_311., Hanover. N.H.) and H. A.
Taylor, Jr. (NASA, Godd_rd Space Flight Center, Lab. for
Atmospheric and Biologica_ Sciences, Greenbelt, Md.) t Jan.
1970 10 p refs Journal o{ Geophysical Research, vol. 75,
p. 97-106.
(Contract NAS5-3092)
Certain vlf noise phenomena commonly observed with
electric dipole antennas or_ the Alouette, OGO, and Injun 5
spacecraft have been associated with the lower hybrid
resonance frequency of the i._aospheric medium in the vicinity
of the spacecraft. By using simultaneous vlf and ion mass
spectrometer data from OGO 4, it has now become possible
to compare the characteristic frequencies of these noise bands
with the lower hybrid resonance frequency f sub LH calculated
directly from ion composirdon measurements. The results of
the study show a cleat- correspondence between the
independent observations over a wide range of variation of
f sub LH. Some differences between the vlf and the
spectrometer results are akso evident and suggest that the
characteristic frequencies of lower hybrid resonance noise
phenomena observed by satdlite-borne vlf receivers may not
always be determined in the immediate vicinity of the
spacecraft. (Author)
A 70-18546 *
OBSERVATIONS OF THE PLASMAPAUSE FROM
OGO-5.
C. R. Chappell (Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Palo
Alto, Calif.), K. K. Harris, and G. W. Sharp l Jan. 1970
6 p rcfs Journal of Geophysical Research. vol. 75,
p. 219-224.
{Contract NAS5-9092)
The data from the ion spectrometer aboard the OGO 5
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vehicle have been analyzed for the early orbits. The profiles
of O(+), He(÷), andH(*) ion concentrations have been
obtained as a function of the geomagnetic parameter L. The
detailed character of the plasmapause has been observed. It
is found that the concentration change at the plasmapause
location is highly variable being at times gradual and at
other times very abrupt. The diameter of the plasmasphere
is found to depend upon the magnetic activity, showing a
significant decrease _hen the magnetic activity is high. The
plasmapause is found to occur independently in all ion species
at precisely the same location. An interesting "wavelike"
structure in the ion concentration is observed in the vicinity
of L = 6. (Author)
A70-19630
HARNIONIC ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCES
OBSERVED BY THE OGO-4 SATELLITE.
H. Kikuchi (Max-Planck-lnstitut fuer Aeronomie, Lindau
uebcr Northeim, West Germany) 17 Jan. 1970 2 p Nature,
vol. 225, p. 257, 258.
Discussion of a new phenomenon associated with
proton whistlers which has been observed in the VLF
recordings from the OGO 4 satellite. The new effect appears
on a frequency-time spectrogram as several separated, narrow,
steady bands of noise whose center lines are located at
multiples of the ion cyclotron frequency. G.R.
A70-21377"
INITIAL DECELERATION OF SOLAR WIND POSITIVE
IONS IN TIlE EARTH'S BOW SHOCK.
M. Neugebauer (California Inst. of Tech., Jet Propulsion
Lab., Pasadena, Calif.) I Feb. 1970 17 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 75, p. 717-733.
Assessment of high-time-resolution plasma measurements
made on the upstream edge of the earth's bow shock by
he combination of a Faraday cup with modulation grid
a curved-plate analyzer on the satellite OGO 5. These
observations show that the soiar-wi,d positive inns often
undergo a substantial deceleration just upstream of the shock's
steep gradient of magnetic-field strength. This deceleration,
which is not necessarily accompanied by a temperature
increase, may be caused by a charge-separation electric field
on the upstream side of the bow shock. (Author)
A70-21380"
OGO 3 OBSERVATIONS OF ELF NOISE IN THE
,MAGNETOSPHERE.
R. E. Holzer (California, U., Los Angeles, Calif.), C. T.
Russell, and E. J. Smith (California Inst. of Tech., Jet
Propulsion Lab.. Pasadena, Calif.) 1 Feb. 1970 14 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 75, p. 755-768.
(C9ntract JPL-950403; Grant NGR-05-007-235)
Examination of the noise present between I and 1000
Hz at the magnetic equator with the OGO 3 search coil
magnetometer, re_ealing a previously unobserved class of
signals existing only in the outer plasmasphere. These waves
are propagating nearly perpendicular to the magnetic field,
probably within less than 1 deg of perpendicular to it; they
exist only between about twice the proton gyrofrequency
and half the lower hybrid resonant frequency. The waves
are confined to a region within about 2 deg of the equator
and therefore have a large amplitude gradient along the
magnetic field lines. They are resonant with harmonics of
the electron bounce frequency and have sufficient amplitude
(approximately 10 mill(gammas rms) to cause the observed
pitch-angle diffusion of electrons mirroring near the
equator. (Author)
A70-23490"
DIRECF DETECTION OF ASYMMETRIC INCREASES
OF EXTRATERRESTRL_L "RING C[ RRENT" PROTON
INTENSITIES IN -file OUI"ER RADIATION ZONE.
L. A. Frank (Iov, a. U., Iowa City. Iowa) I Mar. 1970
6 p rcfs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 75,
p. 1263-1268.
(Contract NAS5-2054: Grants Nonr-1509(06),
NG L- 16-00 !-002)
Measurements of the spatial distributions and temporal
variations of the extraterrestrial ring current proton intensities
near the magnetic equator during _clected phases of two
moderate magnetic storms on July 9 and September 8, 1966,
provide direct evidence of asymmetric enhancement of these
proton intensities deep in the outer radiation zone, during
the earn development of the latter magnetic storm. Increases
of these low energy proton (from 5 to 50 keV) intensities in
the evening-midnight quadrant of the outer radiation zone
on L shells of about 3.5 to 5.0 were accompanied by a
substantial polar magnetic substorm observed during similar
local times. However, no increases of proton intensities at
levels above those typical of the quiescent ring current centered
at L of about 6.5, were yet observed near local noon, several
hours later. Several implications that concern the origin and
motions of this plasma during the early development phase
of the magnetic storm are discussed. (Author)
A70-23491 *
OMNIDIRECTIONAL INTENSITY CONTOURS OF
I.O_,ENERGY PROTONS /0.5 TO 50 keV/ IN THE
E XR IIt'S OUTER RADIATION ZONE AT THE
MAGNE l'lC EQUATOR.
L. A. Frank and H. D. Owens (Iowa, U., Iowa City, iowa)
I Mar. 1970 l0 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 75, p. 1269-1278.
(Contracts NAS5-2054; Nonr-1509(06); Grants
NGL-16-001-002; NsG-233-62)
Observations of low-energy proton intensities within
seven selected energy bandpasses spanning the energy range
from 0.5 to 50 keV are summarized in diagrams of L versus
time for the period of June 10 through July 23, 1066. These
contours of omnidirectional, differential proton intensities
were calculated via measurements of the directional,
differential spectrums of the proton intensities with a sensitive
electrostatic analyzer array borne on the earth satellite
OGO 3 at mid- and low latitudes in the outer radiation
zone and are normalized to a geomagnetic latitude of O deg
(magnetic equator). Diagrams of L versus time provide a
compact, useful summary of these unique observations of
proton intensities over L values ranging from 3.0 to 12 and
promote further insight into the morphological features of
one of the most dynamically important components of
magnetospheric plasma. (Author)
A70-23493"
OBSERVATIONS OF THE At'RORA IN TIlE FAR
ULTRAVIOLET FROM OGO 4.
T. A. Chubb and G. T. Hicks (U.S. Navy, E. O. Hulburt
Center for Space Research. Washington, D.C.) 1 Mar.
1970 22 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 75,
p. 1290-1311. NASA supported research.
Observations of the aurora have been made from the
OGO 4 spacecraft in the far ultraviolet. Auroral arcs were
found to be easily detectable even in full sunlight, and the
aurora was observed to be continuously present with little
difference between Southern and Northern Hemispheres. The
morphology of the far ultraviolet aurora is quite similar to
that of the visible aurora. The middle day aurora was observed
to be about 40% as bright as the middle night aurora and
to occur at about 8 deg higher invariant latitude. Minimum
relative brightness seems to occur in late morning. The center
of the auroral oval was generally observed to be dark. Lyman
alpha rich arcs were frequently observed on evening crossings
of the oval and were observed cquatorward of arcs of normal
color; in three morning crossings of the oval, Lyman alpha
rich arcs were observed poleward of arcs of more normal
color. At high Kp the auroral display brightened and moved
equatorward. Displays with considerable stability in arc
structure for pcriods of up to 5 hours were observed, whereas
other displays shov.ed significant change from ojbit to orbit.
Arcs were observed _ith ma\imum contrast relative to the
dayglow in the 1350- to 1550-A band. (Author)
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A70-29185
A70-25746"
IDENTIFICATION OF THE HARD X-RAY PULSE IN
THE FLARE OF SEPTEMBER 11-12, 1968.
J. Vorpahl (California, U., Berkeley, Calif.) and H. Zirin
(Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories. Pasadena. CaliL)
Feb. 1970 6 p refs Solar Physic,,,, vol. 11, p. 285-290.
NSF supported research.
(Contract NAS5-9094; Grant NGL-05-002-071)
Comparison of the optical and X-ray data on the flare
development sequence of Sept. 11-12, 1968. The comparison
leads to the identification of a hard X-ray pulse with the
formation of a brilliant kernel. Each stage in the X-ray event
is shown to correspond to a definite phase in the
development of the flare. M.V.E.
A70-26568"
VARIATION O!" THE ION-TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
ALONG FIELD LINES IN THE OUTER
PLASMASPHERE.
J. M. Grcbowsky and N. K. Rahman (NASA, Goddard
Space Flight Center, Lab. for Atmospheric and Biological
Sciences, Greenbelt, Md.) Mar. 1970 6 p refs Planetary
and Space Science, vol. 18, p. 417-422.
The equations of thermal diffusion are used to explore
the variation of the ion-temperature in the outer
plasmaspbere, where H(+) is the dominant positive ion. The
ion-temperature gradient component in the direction of the
magnetic field is a function of only the ratio of the HI+)
scale height to the He(+) scale height along the field direction
and the gravitational acceleration when the ion and electron
temperatures are equal. However, if the scale heights are
equal then the ion-temperature gradient is independent of
the temperature and depends only on the gravitational
acceleration. The ion-temperature gradients are determined
throughout the plasmasphere where the HI+), He(+)
concentration ratio is assumed to be spatially invariant. At
n altitude of 1000 km in the protonosphere, the magnitude
)f the eomnuted uDward directed ion temperature ,,radient
omponent'along the field line increases irom 0.9 deg K/kin
near L 1.3 to 1.5 deg K/km at L 5. The computed
ion-tempera_,re variations are in general agreement with
electron-tempe: ..... re olrservations in the topside ionosphere
and the outer plasm_,oT_':': (Author)
A70-27 i 81 *
,_',,_ _;ERV_TIONS OF THE LYNIAN _ ! PHA
INTENSi'i_ AND THE HYDROGEN CONCENTRAIION
BEYOND 5 R SUB E
P. Mange and R. R. Meier (U.S. Navy, Naval Research
Lab., Washington, D. C.) 1 Apr. 1970 11 p refs Journal
of Geophysical Research, vol. 75, p. 1837-1847. NASA
supported research.
The intensity of Lyman alpha was measured from the
OGO 3 spacecraft at altitudes from 5 to 19 R sub F _..... '
radii). The variation .... __als a mean
_Jf mtcns;ty with d_sdla,_,_ .b,,,_.-=_,. ,_,,_1,, ,, _-o.o,,o _ ,s ._o a _u atoms per cu
cm lot the summer 19_,6 _t,ocr_ and neghg_ble contr bution
to the signal from _ocoronal hydrogen beyond 12 ladii.
An extraterrestri:,: background of some 750 ravleighs was
observed at a.r,ogee. Asymmetry of intensity variations on
either side of apogee suggest an enhancement of the
background from regions near the galactic plane, and
correlation of the background with solar activity over a
40-day period suggests that a portion of the background is
_,_lar-related. (Author)
A70-27183"
LO_,'-FREQUEN CY NOISE OBSERVED IN THE
DISTANT MAGNETOSPHERE $$ITH OGO-I.
N. Dunckel, B. Ficklin ¢Stanford U., Stanford, Stanford
Re,arch Inst., Menlo Park, Calif. De_elco, Inc., Mountain
View, Calif.), R. A. Helliwell (Stanford U., Stanford, Calif.),
and L. Rorden I Apr. 1970 9 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research. ",ol. 75. p. 1854.-1862.
t(.'ontract N A $5-213 I: G ran ts NG R-05-020-288:
' L-05-020-008: NsG-174)
I I
Discussion of two aew types of low-frequency noise,
designated broad-band and highpass, which have been
detected in the distant magnetosphere by the VLF/LF
experiment on the OGO [ satellite. Broadband noise extends
over the entire range of observations from 0.2 to 100 kHz
and the intensity decreases with increasing frequency. It
occurs in bursts ha_ing durations of a few minutes or less.
it shows no connnection w'ith any of the expected plasma
cutoff or resonance frequencies and is believed to be a
nonpropagating disturbance generated in the vicinity of the
satellite. Highpass noise extends from a characteristic
Iow-frequenc_ cutoff to above 100 kHz and occurs in bursts
lasting tens of minutes. G.R.
A71g17594_
LUNAR LIMB SHOCK WAVE.
J. V. Hollweg (Max-Planck-institut fuer Physik und
Astrophysik, Garching, West Germany) 1969 5 p refs
Astronomische Gesellschaft, Mitteilungen, no. 27, p. 222-226.
Astronomische Gesellsci_ft. Versammlung, 51st, Mannheim,
West Germany, Sep. 15-1,9, 1969.
Investigation of a _¢'ak shock wave at the lunar limb
as observed by the LunaT Explorer 35 measurements, defined
with respect to the solar wbad flow direction, and characterized
by weak increases in the magnetic field strength and plasma
density just outside of t_ lunar wake and by an outward
deflection of the plasma _.w of the order of 3 to 6 deg. A
mechanism for the forrr_ion of this shock wave which is
viable over the entire lu_ar limb and which accounts for
the intermittency of the _bservations in a natural way, is
presented. O.H.
A70-291 ! I*
FAST TIME-RESOtVED SPECTRA OF
ELECTROSTATIC TUltBULENCE IN THE EARTH'S
BOW SHOCK.
F. V. Coroniti, R. W. Fred,sicks. C. F. Kennel (TRW Sy';_ems
Group, Redondo Beach, C_ifornia, U., Los Angeles, Calif.),
',lnd F. L. Scarf (TRW S_tems Group, Redondo Beach,
Calif.) 4 May 1970 5 p refs Physical Review Letters,
vol. 24, p. 994-998.
(Contract NAS5-9278)
Examination of fine der_als of electrostatic turbulence in
the earth's bow shock struclure. Based on the broad _"- '
analog electric data from a_e OGO 5 experi,,:_;;_. ,-r:,,:t
time resolution spectral analysis was perfo:::.,',, ,vNch a|lov_s
a complete turbulence spec_-_m ,_.,,_ ..... e:c..:cd passband to
be formed each 12.5 msec :_.,r,',! details on scales for a
few Debye lengths h,d_, .... _a_ _ingle modes or their groups
dominate the tmb -'':m spc_t_. The character of the modes
is discussed O.H.
.-_10-29185"
OBSERVATIONS OF IRRIrGULAR STRUCTURE IN
THERMAL ION DISTRII_LTIONS IN THE DUSKSIDE
MAGNETOSPHERE.
H. C. Brinton (NASA. Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.), A. R. De_mukh (Aero Geo Astro Co.,
Beltsville, Md.), and H. A. ]faylor 1 May 1970 9 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Resr._eh, vol. 75, p. 2481-2489.
Discussion of the variab_xv in the position and structure
of the plasmapause revealed by the measured distribution
of the thermal positive i_s HI+) and He(+) in the
magnetosphere. Such varliahility Is found to be most
pronounced i, the "lfte_nOO_-dusk local time sector and is
indicative of magnetosphericiirregularities in the same region.
As the OGO 3 satellilr made progressive duskside
(1500-1900 LT) and nights&it: (2200-0100 LT) passes during
June-July 1966, the dusksidc Masmasphere was observed to
exhibit an outward exF",'a"o_ or bulge, accompanied in some
cases by consider_o;- fine _.tructure. In particular, the
plasmapause .a, ohscrxed a_ L positions as distant as L =
7-8 in tk,c -ctcrnoon-dusk _ector in contrast to positions
r_,.._:_ _- 5-6 observed near midnight on the same da_ and
,,, c_mparable levels of me, crate maenetic acti_it_.This
affability is superimposed o_ an average diurnal distribution
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of the plasmapaus¢ that is similar in shape to that deducted
from whistler data during 1963, although the 1966-1967 results
place the plasmapause at a position generally more distant
by about 152 L. M.V.E.
A70-29924"
OBSERVATIONS OF NATURALLY OCCURRING VLF
AND MAN-MAI)E ltF PLASMA _AAVES IN AURORAL
REGIONS OF ]lie IONOSPHERE.
F. T. Bell (Stanford U., Stanford, Calif.) and T. S. Jorgensen
(Danske Meteorologiske lnstitut, Charlottenlund, Denmark)
New York, American Elsevier Publishing Co., 1970 IIp
refs In: Plasma Waves in Space and in the Lab.. NATO,
Advanced Study Inst., Roros, Norway, Apr. 17-26, 1968,
Proceedings. Volume 2. p. 377-387.
(Contract NAS5-3093; Grant NsG-174)
Discussion of two methods for detecting the position of
the auroral oval in the polar ionosphere and for monitoring
the auroral activity with high time and space revolution.
Both methods involve satellite observations. The first method
consists in satellite observation of naturally occurring VLF
aurojal noise. Satellite observation of man-made HF plasma
waves in the auroral region makes up the second method.
it is shown that a study of the day to day behavior of the
auroral oval can be carried out by one or two satellites,
but that five to six satellites are needed for studies of
phenomena with time scales of about 2 hours. A good reason
for carrying out observations of the auroral oval by means
of various satellite methods is felt to be the circumstance
that with the existing relatively thin network of all-sky cameras
and because of poor meteorological conditions in the Arctic,
it is seldom possible to select a grouping of stations from
which the entire auroral oval can be observed. M.V.E.
A70-30045"
MAGNETOMETERS FOR SPACE MEASLIREMENTS
OVER A V¢lDE RANGE OF FIELD INTENSITIES.
B. G. Ledlev (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) Feb. 1970 5 p refs Revue de Physique
Appliquee, vol 5, p. 164-168. (Centre National d'Etudes
Spatiales, Colloquc International sur les Champs Magnetiques
Faibles d'Interet Geophystque et Spatial, Paris, France,
May 20-23, 1969.)
Discussion of some of the wide range magnetometers
developed by the Goddard Space Flight Center taking into
consideration a rubidium vapor magnetometer and a fluxgate
magnetometer. Magnetometers of both types are flown on
the fifth Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (OGO 5). For
scalar measurements the rubidium vapor magnetometer, with
a range of three gammas to fifty thousand gammas, has an
error which reaches a maximum of 1.5 gamma at fifty
thousand gammas. Present development is directed toward
reducing the electronic phase shifts and the experiment weight.
A fluxgate system is being developed to achieve an accuracy
of 0.01% up to 60,000 gammas. G.R.
A70-30059
ENTRY OF SOI.AR COSMIC RAYS INTO THE EARTH'S
MAGNETOSPHERE
K. A. Anderson (California, U., Berkeley, Calif.) Dordercht,
D. Reidel Publishing Co. 1970 15 p refs In: Particles
and Fields in the Magnetosphere, Summer Advanced Study
Inst., Symposium, U. of California, Santa Barbara, Calif.,
Aug. 4-15, 1969, Proceedings. p. 3-17. Symposium Supported
by the U.S. Army, the Defense Atomic Support Agency,
the Lockheed Aircraft Corp., the U.S. Navy, and the U. of
California. (Astrophysics and Space Science Library.
Volume 17), 1970.
Examination of the origin and mechanism of entry of
cosmic electrons and protons into the earth's magnetosphere.
The models of closed and open magnetospheres are exam-
ined in detail, and several recent theories and observations
¢onkerning this problem are reviewed and analyzed. It is
:"ncluded that the source of th,:se particles entering the
pherc is the sun, arad that the _un is also the d_rect
source feeding the magnetotail. The particles enter the
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magnetosphere on smoothly connected field lines. No
conclusive experimental demonstration exists that diffusion
occurs in the tail which _,uggests the validity of the model
of an open magnetosphere. O.H.
A70-30069"
AC EI,ECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS AND COLLI-
SIONLESS SHOCK STRI ('I'URES.
R. W. Frcdricks (TRW Systems Groups, Redondo Beach,
Calif.), C. F. Kennel (TRW S_stems Group, Rendondo Beach,
California, U., Los Angeles. Calif.), and F. L. Scarf
Dordrecht, D. Reidel Publishing Co. 1970 7 p refs in:
Particles and Fields in the .Magnetosphere, Summer Advanced
Study Inst., Symposium, U. of California, Santa Barbara,
Calif., Aug. 4-15, 1969, Prtl_:eedings. p. 102-108. Symposium
Supported by the U.S. Army, the Defense Atomic Support
Agency, the Lockheed Aircraft Corp., the U.S. Navy, and
the U. of California. (Astrophysics and Space Science Library.
Volume 17),- 1970.
(Contracts NAS5-9278; NAS2-4673; Grant NASw-1598)
Instruments on board Pioneer 8 and 9, and OGO 5
have provided high time re,,,olution plasma diagnostics from
which the gross and fine ,structure of collision-free shocks
can be deduced. We ha_,e found several types of shock
structures in the high-beta (about 1) high Mach number
(about 10) flows of solar v, ind plasma impinging upon the
magnetospheric obstacle and in the low Mach number
interplanetary shocks. By far the most common structure is
a large amplitude M H D pui,,e structure having a characteristic
length of the initial gradient and trailing wavetrain corre-
sponding to a few times the electron inertial length. The
dissipation mechanism in such shock structures is provided
by electrostatic wave turbulence arising apparently from
current driven electron-proton or proton-proton two stream
instabilities which saturate nonlinearly. Nonlinear whistler
mode waves also occur in `some shock structures, but provide
much less efficient dissipation or proton thermalization
compared with that due to the electrostatic turbulence.
(Author)
A70-30074"
rile REAC'Ir!ON OF T.IIF PLA_N!.APAI i,qE TO VARYING
MAGNETIC ACTIVITY.
C. R. Chappell, K. K. Harris, and G. W. Sharp (Lockheed
Research Labs., Palo Alto, Calif.) D_rdrecht. D. Reidel
Publishing Co. 1970 6 p refs In: Particles aild Fields in
the Magnetosphere, Summer Advanced Study Inst., S)mposi-
urn, U. of California, Santa Barbara. Calif., Aug. 4-15, 1969,
Proceedings. p. 148-153. Symposium Supported by the U.S.
Army, the Defense Atomic Support Agency, the Lockheed
Aircraft Corp., the U.S. Navy, and the U. of California.
(Astrophysics and Space Science Library. Volume 17), 1970.
(Contract NAS5-9092)
Analysis of ion concentration measurements conducted
by the OGO 5 spacecraft in order to characterize the position
and density profile of the plasmapause as a function of
local time and the L parameter. The L parameter represents
the equatorial crossing distance of the field line at which a
particular plasmapause measurement was taken. It is shown
that there exists a fair correlation between an increase in
the magnetic activity and a decrease in the plasmapause
position within plus or minus two hours of 1000 and
0200 LT. T.M.
A70-30076"
MAGNETIC FIELl) OBSERVATIONS IN HIGH BETA
REGIONS OF THE M.t.GNF'TOSPHERE
J. P. Heppner (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.), B. G. Lcdla,,. T. L. Skillman, _:nd M. Sugiura
Dordrecht, D. Rcidel P_hl(_hing Co. 1970 6 p refs In:
Particles and Fields in the Magnetosphere, Summer Advanced
Studx Inst., S_mposium, U, of California, Santa Barbara,
Calif., .Aug 4-15, 1969, Proceedings. p. 165-170. Sxmposium
Support bv the U.S. \tin 3. _he Defense Atomic Support
Agency,, tl_c Lockheed \ircraft Corp., the U.S. Naxy, and
the U. of California. (A_tropbs sits and SFace Science Library.
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A70-30090
Volume 17), 1970.
Description of the characteristics of geomagnetic field
distortion in the magnetosphere on the basis of magnetic
observations conducted by the OGO I, 3, and 5 satellites.
Approximate distributions of delta B (the magnitude of the
measured field minus the magnitude of the reference field)
are given in the noon and midnight sectors of the magneto-
sphere for magnetically quiet and slightly disturbed condi-
tions. A sudden decrease in the magnetic field, followed by
irregular variations, _as often observed near midnight on
low-latitude inbound orbits of OGO 3. Additional data show
that following the onset of a magnetic bay disturbance on
the ground the magnetic field in the tail collapses near the
meriodional plane of the bay onset. T.M.
A70-30078"
A¢ MAGNETIC FIELDS.
R. E. Holzer (California, U., Los Angeles, Calif.) and C.
T. Russell Dordrecht, D. Reidel Publishing Co. 1970
18 p refs In: Particles and Fields in the Magnetosphere,
Summer Advanced Study Inst., Symposium. U. of California,
Santa Barbara, Calif., Aug. 4-15, 1969, Proceedings.
p. 195-212 Symposium supported by the U.S. Army, the
Defense Atomic Support Agency, the Lockheed Aircraft
Corp., the U.S. Navy, and the U. of California. (Astrophysics
and Space Science Library. Volume 17), 1970.
(Contract NAS5-9098; Grants NGR-05-007-235;
NG R-05-007-004)
Magnetic fluctuations have been observed by ground
observatories from the Pc5 band to the VLF band. Not all
these fluctuations have been observed also in space however.
The precision of satellite-borne instruments, data rates and
orbital characteristics have restricted observations in the past,
so that only the lowest and the highest frequencies have
been examined extensively. Preliminary results from recent
experiments are beginning to fill this gap. Some of these
new results are presented together with a review of past
work. These latest results suggest first that the large amplitude
100 to 300 sec period waves are field line resonances driven
i. ................... by ........... ,,_o V w_av_a _ll_lat_u tl£_ IIIUtlUII of t_ ................. a
second that ELF hiss and chorus are the result of a plasma
instability in the equatorial region of the magnetosphere.
(Author)
A70-30082"
VARIATIONS IN ELECTRIC FIELDS FROM POLAR
ORBITING SATELLITES.
J. P. Heppner (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) and N. C. Maynard Dordrecht, D. Reidel
Publishing Co. 1970 7 p refs In: Particles and Fields in
the Magnetosphere, Summer Advanced Study Inst., Symposi-
um, U. of California, Santa Barbara, Calif., Aug. 4-15, 1969,
Proceedings. p. 247-253. Symposium supported by the U.S.
Army, the Defense Atomic Support Agency', the Lockheed
Aircraft Corp., the U.S. Navy, and the U. of California.
(Astrophysics and Space Science Library. Volume 17), 1970.
Further definition of the characteristics of the electric
fields inferred from the measurements performed on the OVI
10 satellite. Preliminary' data from the OGO 6 satellite,
launched in June 1969, are used in this redefinition. The
OGO 6 data substantiate the OVI 10 indications on spatial
irregularities and waves in the ELF-VLF regime. M.V.E.
A70-30083"
HIGH FREQL'ENCY ELE(q'ROSTATIC _'AVES IN THE
MAGNETOSPHERE.
R. W. Fredricks, C. F. Kennel (California. U., Los Angeles,
Calif.), and F. L. Scarf (TRW Systems Group, Redondo
Beach, Calif.) Dordrecht, D. Reidel Publishing Co. 1970
9 p refs In: Particles and Fields in the Magnetosphere,
Summer Advanced Study' Inst., Symposium, U. of California,
Santa Barbara, Calif., Aug. 4-15, 1969, Proceedings.
p. 257-265. Symposium supported by the U.S. Army, the
Defense Atomic Support Agency, the Lockheed Aircraft
1(7orp., The U.S. Na_?. and the U. of California. (Astrophysics
a_Jd Space Science Library. Volume 171, 1970,
(Grant NG R-05-007-190_
Brief review of several theories of instabilities in which high
frequency electrostatic _aves are generated by electrons.
Examples of several magneto_pheric electrostatic emissions
observed on OGO 5 are discussed. The theoretical discussion
indicates that several difficult experimental questions must
be resolved before a definitive understanding of magneto-
spheric electrostatic emissions becomes possible. M.V.E.
A70-30085"
AC FIELDS AND _,_,AVE PARTICLE INTERACTIONS.
G. M. Crook (TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.),
R. W. Fredricks, I. M. Green, C. F. Kennel (TRW Systems
Group, Redondo Beach, California, U., Los Angeles Calif.),
and F. L. Scarf Dordrecht, D. Reidel Publishing Co.,
1970 9 p refs In: Particles and Fields in the Magnetosphere,
Summer Advanced Study Inst., Symposium. U. of California,
Santa Barbara, Calif., Aug. 4-15, 1969, Proceedings.
p. 275-283. Symposium supported by the U.S. Army, the
Defense Atomic Support Agency, the Lockheed Aircraft
Corp., the U.S. Navy, and the U. of California. (Astrophysics
and Space Science Librarv. Volume 17), 1970.
(Contracts NAS2-4673; I_AS5-9278; Grant NASw-1589)
Survey of recent experiments which provided detailed
information on electrostatic and electromagnetic plasma
waves in the outer magnetosphere, magnetosheath, and solar
wind. Nonwhistler-mode electrostatic noise is very frequently
detected on the nightside auroral lines of force, and strong
emissions that appear to be related to the Bernstein modes
are found beyond the plasmapause very near the magnetic
equator. On Pioneer 8 and 9 spacecraft, low-frequency
electrostatic waves are found near the nightside magneto-
pause boundary. In the magnetosheath and the solar wind.
other types of wave-particle interactions are observed.
Magnetic null regions at filament boundaries generally involve
excitation of intense high frequency electrostatic noise, and
locally trapped electromagnetic waves are sometimes detected
in density troughs. T.M.
._ t _-ouuoy
FURTHER COMMENTS CONCERNING LOW ENERGY
CHARGED PARIi(LE DI_iRIBt IH_NS _,'_IIHIN IHE
EARTH'S MAGNETOb'_HERE IND ITS ENVIRONS.
L. A. Frank (iowa, U., iov, a City, Iowa) Dordrecht, D.
Reidel Publishing Co., 1970 13 p refs In: Particles and
Fields in the Magnetosphere, Summer Advanced Study Inst.,
Symposium, U. of California, Santa Barbara, Calif.,
Aug. 4-15, 1969, Proceedings. p. 319-331. Symposium
supported by the U.S. Army, the Defense Atomic Support
Agency, the Lockheed Aircraft Corp., the U.S. Navy, and
the U. of California. (Astrophysics and Space Science Library.
Volume 17), 1970.
(Contracts NAS5-2054" NAS5-9074; Non r-1509(06); Grants
NG L-16-001-002; NsG-233-62)
Several recent observations of the distributions of
low-energy charged particles (100 eV to 50 keV) within the
earth's magnetosphere and its environs are examined for
evidences of source (acceleration) mechanisms. Proton (0.5
to 50 keV) intensities in the outer radiation zone and plasma
sheet are concentrated upon since this population forms the
largest charged particle energy reservoir in the magnetospheric
system. To date no source mechanism for these proton
intensities with broad differential energy spectrums (i.e., of
the plasma sheet and the storm time and quiescent ring
currents) has been delineated clcarl). It is suggested herein
that at least the storm time ring current protons are of
solar origin and are convected into the magnetotail under
the influence of magnetospheric electrostatic fields or via a
diffusion process driven by fluctuating magnetic and/or
electric fields. (Author)
A70-3tXD90*
"[HE ORIGIN AND I)ISTRIBVTION OF ENERGETIC
ELE(TRONS IN "[HE _ _N _I,I,EN RADIATION
BEI,TS.
J. R. Winckler (Minnesota, U., Minneapolis, Minn.)
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Dordrecht, D. Reidel Publishing Co. 1970 21 p refs In:
Particles and Fields in the Magnetosphere, Summer Advanced
Study Inst., S_mposium, U. of California, Santa Barbara,
Calif.. Aug. 4-15, 1969, Proceedings. p. 332-352. Symposium
supported by the U.S. Army, the Defense Atomic Support
Agency, the Lockheed Aircraft Corp., the U.S. Navy, and
the U. of California. (Astrophysics and Space Science Library.
Volume 17) 1970.
(Grant NG L-24-005-008)
Discussion of some new results on the injection and
distribution of the energetic electron component in the Van
Allen radiation belts as a result of magnetic storms. The
results described were obtained from magnetic storms. The
results described were obtained from magnetic deflection
electron spectrometers carried in the OGO 1 and OGO 3
satellites in elliptical orbits penetrating both the inner and
outer zone regions and in the ATS 1 geostationary orbit
satellite in the outer zone. Correlations with ground based
magnetic and auroral measurements, as well as with
observations from high altitude balloons have contributed
to the interpretation of the results described. Special attention
is given to long term variations of the inner zone and inner
zone injection characteristics, as well as to substorm correlated
electron increases in the outer radiation belt and acceleration
of electrons near midnight. M.V.F.
A70-30358"
ON THE STRI_CTURE OF THE INNER MAGNETO-
SPHERE.
R. M. Thorne (California, U., Los Angeles, Calif.) Apr.
1970 23 p refs Cosmic Electrodynamics, vol. 1, p. 67-89.
Research supported by the U. of California.
(Contract NAS5-9098)
Investigation of the morphology of the thermal and
energetic particles in the inner magnetosphere. The motion
relative position of several well defined features of the
particle distribution are followed during geomagnetic
disturbances and over the solar cycle, it is found that ring
current protons build up just outside the storm-time
plasmapause and subsequently decay at a rate such that their
flux maximum approximately coincides _,ith the expanding
plasmapause. Low energy electrons also appear just outside
rye plasmapause during the main phase of the storm. Their
subsequent decay is much slower than that of the protons,
and the net effect of the storm is an injection of these electrons
well into the plasmapause. Even during periods of severe
geomagnetic disturbances, the energetic electrons are
distributed into two distinct zones. The pronounced and
persistent slot between the inner and outer electron zones is
better defined and occurs at lower L values for higher electron
energies. The profile of the inner edge remains unchanged
during geomagnetic storms, and it also appears to be
unaffected over the solar cycle. The outer edge of the slot
is probably controlled by a balance between inward diffusion
and loss. M.V.E.
A70-31902"
THE ALTITUDE DEPENDENCE OF THE QUIETTIME
COSMIC RAY IONIZATION OVER THE POLAR
REGIONS AT SOLAR MINIMUNE
M. J. George (California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena, Calif.)
1 Jun. 1970 5 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 75, p. 3154-3158.
(Contract NAS5-9317; NAS5-3095: Grant NGL-05-002-007)
The integrating ionization chamber on the OGO 2 satellite
has measured the quiet time cosmic ray ionization from 430
to 1540 km over the polar regions. After correction for time
variations and spacecraft radioactivity, ionization averages
have been fitted to analytical functiun_, which describe the
primary and splash-albedo components of the cosmic rays.
Extrapolating to the top of the atmosphere and to infinity.
the ionizations are 550 plus or minus l0 and 985 plus or
_inus 6 ion pairs/ca cm scc atmL respectivel 3, and splash
contributes 10.4 plus or minas 2.3 _, of the total
Ionization at the top of the atmosphere. These results apply
to early November 1965 and are compared _ith balloon
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and interplanetary values obtained for similar intensity levels
with similar instruments. An interesting side result is another
estimate of the radial gradient of the ionization, 8.5 plus or
minus 3. 1%/AU. (Author)
A70-31903"
OBSERVATIONS OF THE COSMIC RAY KNEE WiTH
A POLAR ORBITIN(: IONIZATION CHAMBER
M. J. George (California inst. of Tech., Pasadena, Calif.)
l Jun. 1970 8 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 75, p. 3159-3166.
(Contracts NAS5-9317: NAS5-3095; Grant
NG L-05-002-007)
The cosmic ray knee has been observed with the ion
chambers on the OGO 2 (October 1965-February 1966) and
OGO 4 (August 1967) polar Orbiting satellites, using the
same graphical definition that applies to balloon observations.
The knee is interpreted as a position in the geomagnetic
field, which depends on the cosmic ray rigidity spectrum at
the time of observation, where the cosmic ray cutoff rigidity
has a particular value and is about 1.2 bV for the OGO 2
measurements. The invariant latitude of the knee decreases
with altitude of observations at the rate of .0025 (plus or
minus .0005) degree/km and had the value 59.1 deg at the
surface of the earth in 1965-1966. This invariant latitude
should be independent of longitude; in fact, however, a slight
longitude dependence of the order of plus or minus 1 deg
is observed. Knee latitudes were 0.6 deg lower (toward the
equator) in 1967, according to OGO 4, and 4 to 5 deg
lower in 1961 as measured by other observers. We find a
north-south latitude difference of 0.6 (plus or minus 0.4)
deg, which suggests a seasonal variation with the knee slightly
closer to the pole during ,,,,inter. A small diurnal variation
of the knee latitude v, ith amplitude 0.5 (plus or minus 0.4)
deg is indicated; this appears to be consistent with calculations
and observations for higher latitudes. (Author)
A70-3 ! Q05
DEFORMATION OF _ M_GNETIC DIPOLE FIELD B_
TRAPPED PARTICLES.
K. ! -;ckner (ESRO. Furop_._m _;pace Research Inst., Frascati,
Italy) I Jun. 1970 13 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 75, p. 3180-3192.
Description of a model for the stormtime ring current,
based on a self-consNtcnt >toady state _olution of Vlasov's
and Maxwell's equations for a finite pressure plasma immersed
in the earth's dipole field. The model is used to calculate a
set of self-consistent equilibrium configurations that cor-
respond to increasing dipole moments of the ring current.
These calculations prove the existence of equilibrium solutions
that contain a neutral point and regions in which the particle
energy density exceeds the undisturbed magnetic field energy
density for a factor up to 27. M.V.E.
A70-34835"
DYNAMIC SPECTRA OF TYPE Ill SOLAR BURSTS
FROM 4 TO 2 MHZ OBSERVED BY OGO-3.
T. E. Graedel (Radio Astronomy Observatorv, Ann Arbor,
Mich.) and F. T. Haddock Apr. 1970 12 p refs Astrophysi-
cal Journal, vol. 160, Pt.-1, p. 293-300.
(Contract NAS5-2051 ; Grant NGL-23-005-017)
Summary of the characteristics of Type Ill solar bursts
from 4 to 2 MHz, as determined from 218 bursts detected
by an antenna/radiometer package aboard OGO-3. These
data represent the first large sample of information on low
frequency solar bursts and the first dynamic spectra with
high time resolution obtained below ionospheric cutoff
frequencies. Type V continuum followed the Type III bursts
in 1.8 per cent of the cases studied. No Type I1 or Type IV
events were observed at these frequencies, evidence for
Type I radiation is inconclusive. M.V.E.
_, 711-35303 *
E_Oi.I'FION IN I)I_%I(iN OF TItE ORBIFIN(; GEO-
PH_ Sl('Al. OBSER_ A IORIES.
W. E. Scull (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
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Md.) Tokyo, AgnePublishingInc. 19699 p In:InternationalSymposium on Space Technology and Science,
8th Tokyo, Japan, Aug. 25-30, 1969
Proceedings p. 1053-1061.
Description of the dcsign of OGOs and its evolution
from OGO-! to OGO-VI with respect to missions for v, hich
they were designed. It is concluded that fulfillment of mission
objectives of the sun- and earth-oriented OGOs was
evolutionary, v, ith each mission contributing to following
missions. Starting with OGO-[, still operating after 5 years
in orbit, orbital experience of each mission resulted in
changes in design of the spacecraft or ground system.
Although some factors had degradating effects on their
particular missions, the OGOs were successfully modified to
correct these problems. The spacecraft and ground system
underwent continuous evolution from a design based on
concepts of years from 1961 to 1964 to result in 5 of 6
missions currently operating which accumulated almost 1.4
million experiment hours of scientific data. Z.W.
A70-35764"
GEOCORONAL HYDROGEN: AN ANALYSIS OF THE
LYMAN-ALPHA AIRGLOW OBSERVED FROM OGO-4.
P. Mange (U.S. Navy, E. O. Hulburt Center for Space
Research, Washington, D. C.) and R. R. Meier Jun. 1970
19 p refs Planetary and Space Science, vol. 18,
p. 803-821.
(NASA Order S-32327-G; NASA Order S-43340-G; NASA
Order S-20613-G: Grants NSF GP-7890; NSF GP-63541
Results of observations of the hydrogen Lyman alpha
glow surrounding the earth, carried out from the OGO 4
spacecraft. The dependence of this emission feature on solar
zenith angle was measured in the altitude range of about
400 to 900 kin. The Lyman-alpha is attributed to radiative
transport of solar Lyman alpha photons through the hydrogen
geocorona. The data arc analyzed by solving the spherical
radiative transport problem for selected hydrogen models.
The l_rincipal features of the observations can be explained
by a combination of the models ol Kockarts and Nicolet,
and Chamberlain. normalized to 3 x 10 to the 7th power
hydrogen atoms per cu cm at 100 km for the fall 1967
epoch. This implies an optical depth of 1.33 abo_c 650 kin.
Theory and observation establish an upper limit of a factor
of four for the diurnal variation of the hydrogen concentration
at high altitude. (Author)
A70-35771 *
OGO SATELLITE WAKE STRUCTURE DEDUCED
FROM ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS.
H. Well and R. G. Yorks (Radioastronomy Observatory,
Ann Arbor, Mich.) Jun. 1970 17 p refs Planetary and
Space Science, vol. 18, p. 901-916.
(Grants NG R-23-005-068; NG R-23-005-371)
Measurements of the complex impedance of an 18-m
monopole antenna at 2.5 MHz are used to study the electron
densities in and out of the wake of a large spinning satellite
in the earth's upper ionosphere. Some spacecraft orientation
information is also obtained from the impedance data. The
ratios of the wake electron densities, averaged over the length
of the antenna, to the unperturbed local densities are
calculated for all angles of attack of the satellite. Electron
density distributions along the antenna are derived.
(Author)
A70-36005"
OGO-5 OBSERVATIONS OF QLIASI-TRAPPED ELEC-
TROMAGNETIC _AVES IN THE Y_)I.AR _IND.
R. W. Fredricks. I. M. Green (TRW Systems Group, Redondo
Beach Calif.), M. Neugebauer (California Inst. of Tech., Jet
Propulsion Lab., Pasadena, Calif.), and F. L. Scarf I Jul.
1970 16 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 75,
p. 3735-3750.
(Contract NAS5-9278)
Discussion of the observations of quasi-trapped electro-
magnetic v,a_es made b_ the OGO 5 on Apr. 5, 1968. in
the solar v, ind at a frequency of 70 kHz. The existence of a
relation between these elo,:iromagnetic waves and the ones
reported previously at _ 1o 30 kHz by Zond 3, Venus 2,
Pioneer 8 and 9, and l_una I1 and 12 is suggested. The
problem of distinguishing electromagnetic _aves of this type
from electrostatic plasma oscillations is analyzed. V.Z.
A70-36006"
OGO-5 OBSERVATIONS OF ELECTROSTATIC TURBU-
LENCE IN BOV_ SHO('K MAGNETIC STRUCTIRES.
P. J. Coleman, G. M. Crook, R. W. Fredricks, I. M. Green,
C. F. Kennel (TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach,
California, U., Los Angeles, Calif.), C. T. Russell (California,
U., Los Angeles, Calif.), and F. L. Scarf (TRW Systems
Group, Redondo Beach. Calif.) I Jul. 1970 18 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 75, p. 3751-3768.
(Contracts NAS5-9278; NAS5-9098)
Measurement of magnetic field, vlf electric field, and
directed positive flux made during passage of OGO 5 through
many bow shock structures both inbound and outbound on
Mar. 12, 1968. These shocks were chosen because the period
Mar. 11 to 13, 1968, was one of a reasonably quiet solar
wind. The data are correlated on time scales greater than
or equal to 144 msec and show that electrostatic wave
turbulence is generated in the shock front by diamagnetic
currents flowing on scale lengths equal to about the electron
inertial length. This electrostatic turbulence builds to high
levels near or in the regions of large jumps in the absolute
value of B and then decays rapidly downstream. A jump in
the absolute value of B and the scattering or randomization
of protons are observed to occur only after a strong level
of electrostatic turbulence is achieved; this leads to the
conclusion that the electrostatic turbulence is a major
contributor to the shock dissipative process. This turbulence
is best explained as the ion acoustic or Buneman mode due
to two-stream instability. One very thick shock structure is
displayed which contains many very large amplitude and
nearly reversible magnetic field pulsations. (Author)
A70-36_14"
THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE BULGE REGION OF THE
PLASMASPHERE
C. R. Chappql, K. K. Harris. and G W. Sharp (Lackheed
Research Labs., Palo Alto, Calif.) I Jul. 1970 t4 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 75, p. 3848-3861.
(Contract NAS5-90921
Study of the morphology of the buige region of the
plasmasphere by measuring the concentration of H(--) ion._
by means of a mass spectrometer flown on OGO 5. Many
representative profiles made in the bulge region are presented.
The equatorial location of the plasmapause in the bulge region
and its apparent movement with changing magnetic activity
is examined. The shape of the typical bulge profile and its
reaction both to magnetic storms and to periods of quieting
are examined. Finally the observed profiles are compared
with the profiles predicted by a magnetospheric convection
model. Z.W.
A70-36016"
OGO-4 OBSERVATIONS OF ION COMPOSITION AND
TEMPERATURES IN "[HE TOPSIDE IONOSPHERE.
R. E. Bourdeau (NASA. Goddard Space Flight Center, Lab.
for Planetary Atmospheres, Greenbelt, Md.), S. Chandra, J.
L. Donley. and B. E. Troy, Jr. 1 Jul. 1970 12 p refs
Journal of Geophwical Research, vol. 75, p. 3867-3878.
Direct measurement of the densities of ionic constituents
H(+), He(+), and O(_) and the temperatures of ions and
electrons from the OGO 4 planar retarding potential analyzer
in the altitude range from 400 to 900 kin. Results are presented
from day and night passes in the middle and low latitudes
near the 1967 fall equinox. The pa_ses are selected to
emphasize the latitudinal rather than the height dependence
of the measurements. The main results can be summarized
as follows: (1) abo_e 800 km at night, there is a deep equatorial
trough in He( _)and a corresponding rise on O(_), suggesting
a charge exchange bct_cen He(+)and O as an important
loss mechanism for tte(. ), (2) the dominant ion in the night
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at these altitudes between plus or minus 40 deg geomagnetic
latitudes is H(+) followed generally by O(+) and He(.);
outside this latitude region O_-) becomes the dominant
constituent, increasing continuously tov, ard the pole; (3) the
major ionic constituent in the daytime is O(÷) throughout
the altitude and latitude range of observations: in the height
range from 400 to 500 kin, the latitudinal variation in O(+)
shows the well-known feature of the geomagnetic anomaly;
and (4) both electron and ion temperatures generally increase
poleward from their low-latitude values, attaining maxima
between 40 and 50 deg geomagnetic latitude. (Author)
A70-37483"
MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELD CHANGES ACROSS
THE SHOCK AND IN THE MAGNETOSHEATH.
P. J. Coleman, R. W. Fredricks (TRW Systems Group,
Redondo Beach, Calif), C. F. Kennel, C. T. Russell
(California, U., Los Angeles, Calif.), and F. L. Scarf
Dordreeht, D. Reidel Publishing Co. 1970 9 p refs In:
Intercorrelated Satellite Observations Related to Solar Events,
European Space Research Organization, Annual ESLAB/
ESRIN, Symposium, 3rd, Noordwijk, Netherlands,
Sop. 16-19, 1969, Proceedings. p. 181-189 Astrophysics and
Space Science Library. Volume 19, 1970.
(Contracts NAS5-9278; NAS5-9098; NAS2-4673)
Discussion of observations regarding the structure of the
earth's bow shock and of a number of closely related topics.
Intercorrelated spacecraft observations of solar events are
discussed using Pioneer 8 and OGO-5 data from March 14
and April 5, 1968. It is also shown that the two-stream
current instability can be triggered by strong magnetic field
compressions that are not directly associated with the bow
shock. Field configurations that yield intense VLF electro-
static turbulence include those near null regions and those
associated with large amplitude oblique magnetosonic
waves. G.R.
A70-37487
TRAPPED PARTICLE POPULATION CHAN_F_,
ASSOCIATED WITH SOL-XR EVENTS.
J. G. Roederer (Denver, U., Denver, Colo.) Dordrecht,
D. Rcidcl Pub!i_hh_g Co. 1970 12 p rcfs In: !,tere.-.rre!ated
Satellite Observations Related to Solar Events, European
Space Research Organization, Annual ESLAB/ESRIN,
Symposium, 3rd, Noordwijk, Netherlands, Sep. 16-19, 1969,
Proceedings. p. 239-250 Astrophysics and Space Science
Library. Volume 19, t970.
Discussion of trapped particle population changes
associated with solar events and caused by the effects of
solar wind discontinuities on the magnetosphere. It is pointed
out that the most drastic sequence of such time variations
occurs during a magnetospheric storm. The changes in the
energetic particle population are discussed and the morphol-
ogy of trapped particle variations during storms is considered.
Prospects for future research are examined. G.R.
A70-37513
ELECTRON DENSITY MEASUREMENTS IN THE
THERMAL PLASMA OF THE MAGNETOSPHERE
USING A LANGMt/R PROBE.
R. Freeman, K. Norman. and A.P. Willmore (U.
Coll., London, England) Dordrecht, D. Reidel Publishing
Co. 1970 I1 prefs In: Intercorrelated Satellite Observations
Related to Solar Events, European Space Research Organiza-
tion, Annual ESLAB/ESRIN, Symposium, 3rd, Noordwijk,
Netherlands, Sep. 16-19, 1969, Proceedings. p. 524-534
Astrophysics and Space Science Library. Volume 19, 1970.
Discussion of the results obtained at the time of the
solar flare of February 1969 in an experiment designed to
measure the ambient electron density and tcmpcrature in
the magnetosphere. The experiment is included in the payload
of the NASA Orbiting Geophysical Observatory satellite,
OGO-5. The results obtained are compared with earlier
satellite passes during periods of different geomagnetic
activity. The data consist of unrefined electron density
profiles plotted directly from the processed data tapes.
G.R.
:_70-37522
OGO-5 MEASLREMEN'IS OF ELECTRONS ABOVE
500 MeV.
B. N. Swanenburg (Leiden. Rijksuniversiteit, Leiden,
Netherlands) Dordrecht D. Reidel Publishing Co. 1970
4 p In: intercorrelated Satellite Observations Related to
Solar Events, European Space Research Organization, Annual
ESLAB/ESRIN, Symposium, 3rd, Noordwijk, Netherlands,
Sep. 16-19, 1969 Proceedings. p. 610-613 Astrophysics and
Space Science Library. Volume 19, 1970.
Discussion of the data obtained with a cosmic ray
electron detector which is flown on board the OGO-5 satellite.
A chronological account of the observations during 1968 is
given. A clearly positive correlation is seen between the
neutron monitor, proton and alpha-rate and the integral
electron rate. The data obtained support the diffusion-
convection theory of the solar modulation mechanism.
G.R.
A70-38096"#
COSMIC RAY ELECTRONS AND POSITRONS OF
ENERGIES 2 TO 9.5 XleV OBSERVED IN IN-
TERPLANETARY SPACE.
T. L. Cline and G. Porreca {NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Md.) Budapest Akademiai Kiado, 1970
5 p refs In: International Conference on Cosmic Rays,
1 lth, Budapest, Hungary, ,Aug. 25-Sep. 4, 1969, Proceedings.
Volume 1 - Origin and Galactic Phenomena. p. 145-149
Conference sponsored by the International Union of Pure
and Applied Physics and the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences.
Study of the differential energy spectra of electrons and
positrons in the 2 to 9.5 MeV interval performed in
interplanetary space during solar quiet times following March
1968 with the OGO 5 sa3.ellite. The observed quiet time
electron spectrum roughly agrees with the expected unmodu-
['ated cc._mic ray knock-,.._ e!,:,:tron ,;peclrum The _ositron
to electron ratio, totaled _or the energy interval from 2 to
9.5 MeV, is only 1.8 pe_ cent. There :_rc indicatio_s of a
..:_;u_,.-.,.-,'"-'_.. . mod_dn:ien........... nf '_'_ pe_Jtron intensity in the. medium
energy" region, having a detailed energy dependence yet to
be determined. M.V.E.
A70-38098"#
INTERPLANETARY POSITRONS NEAR 1 MeV FROM
OTHER 1HAN THE PI()% TO .MUON TO ELECTRON
PROCESS.
T. L. Cline and E. W. Hones, Jr. (NASA, Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md., California, U., Los Alamos,
N. Mex.) Budapest Akademiai Kiado, 1970 6 p In:
International Conference on Cosmic Rays, l lth, Budapest,
Hungary, Aug. 25-Sep. 4, 1969, Proceedings, Volume 1 -
Origin and Galactic Phenomena. p. 159-164 Conference
sponsored by the International Union of Pure and Applied
Physics and the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
Evidence is presented for a spectral component of
interplanetary positrons separate from that produced by the
decay of interstellar mesons from cosmic-ray interactions.
Results from observations made with the OGO 3 satellite
indicate the detection of greater than 0.5 MeV positrons
with a differential intensity near 100 per sq m per sec per
ster per MeV, two decades higher than the maximum expected
from cosmic-ray meson production. Data accumulated for
nearly two years, have bee_ examined for the existence of
temporal or spatial variations; accelerator exposures of the
detector are also being made in order to determine if the
particles observed in space might be local secondaries. To
date, there is no indic:._i_,_n of any solar or geophysical
production mechanism, or effect locaJ to the detector, which
_ould account for the observed positron rate. The observed
cosmic-ra3 positron inten_it:, taken, to be of cosmic-ray origin.
is compared _ith the calculated values of interstellar beta
emission by cosmic-ray excited nuclei; qualitative agreement
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exists only if a high, possibly local, low-energy cosmic-ray
intensity is used. A heliocentric acceleration or some quite
different source may instead be required to provide the
observed intensity. (Author)
A70-38105"#
TIME VARIATIONS IN THE COSMIC RAY ELECTRON
SPECTRI_'M ABOVE 500 MeV.
J. A. M. Bleeker, J. J. Burger, A. J. M. Deerenberg, A.
Scheepmaker, B. N. Swanenburg (Leiden, Rijksuniversiteit,
Leiden, Netherlands), Y. Tanaka (Nagoya U., Nagoya,
Japan), and H. C. VanDeHulst Budapest. Akademiai Kiado
1970 7 p refs in: International Conference on Cosmic
Rays, Ilth, Budapest, Hungary, Aug. 25-Sep. 4, 1969,
Proceedings. Volume I - Origin and Galactic Phenomena.
p. 209-215 Conference sponsored by the International Union
of Pure and Applied Physics and the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences.
Measurement of magnetic field, vlf electric field, and
directed positive ion flux made during passage of OGO 5
through many bow shock structures both inbound and
outbound on Mar. 12, 1968. These shocks were chosen
because the period Mar. 11 to 13. 1968, was one of a
reasonably quiet solar wind. The data are correlated on time
scales greater than or equal to 144 msec and show that
electrostatic wave turbulence is generated in the shock front
by diamagnetic currents flowing on scale lengths equal to
about the electron inertial length. This electrostatic turbulence
builds to high levels near or in the regions of large jumps
in the absolute value of B and then decays rapidly down-
stream. A jump in the absolute value of B and the scattering
or randomization of protons are observed to occur only
after a strong level of electrostatic turbulence is achieved;
this leads to the conclusion that the electrostatic turbulence
is a major contributor to the shock dissipative process. This
turbulence is best explained as the ion acoustic or Buneman
mode due to two-stream instability. One very thick shock
structure is displayed which contains many very large
amplitude and nearly reversible magnetic field pulsations.
(Author)
A 70-38106#
THE COSMIC RA_t' ELECTRON SPECTRITM BETWEEN
0.5 AND i0 Ge_ OBSERVED ON BOARD OGO-5.
J. A. M. Bleeker. J. J. Burger, A. J. M. Deerenberm A.
Scheepmaker, B. N. Swanenburg (Leiden, Rijksuniversiteit,
Leiden, Netherlands), Y. Tanaka (Nagoya U., Nagoya,
Japan), and H. C. VanDeHulst Budapest Akademiai Kiado
1970 5 p refs In: International Conference on Cosmic
Rays, llth, Budapest, Hungary, Aug. 25-Sep. 4, 1969,
Proceedings. Volume 1 - Origin and Galactic Phenomena.
p. 217-221 Conference sponsored by the International Union
of Pure and Applied Physics and the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences. Research supported by the Dutch Ministry of
Education and Sciences.
A cosmic ray detector sensitive to electrons with
energies between 0.5 and 10 GeV is flown on board the
OGO-5 satellite. The instrument is operating at altitudes
between 80,000 and 150,000 km. The cosmic ray electron
presented over the period April 15 to May 5_ 1968. A
considerable flattening of the spectrum at energies below 3
GeV is observed. A substantial part of this flattening is
considered to be a genuine property of the interstellar cosmic
ray electron spectrum. (Author)
A 70-38 i 27"#
SPECTRA AND CHARGE COMPOSITION OF THE LO_,
ENERGY GALA(TIC COSMIC R-_,DIATION FROM Z
EQUAI.S 2 TO 14.
V. K. Balasubrahmanyan (NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Md.), F. J. McDonald. and B. J. Teegarden
Budapest, AkademiaiKiado 1970 7 p refs In: International
Conference on Cosmic Rays, Ilth, Budapest, Hungary,
.Aug. 25-Sep. 4. 1969, Proceedings. Volume I - Origin and
Galactic Phenomena. p. 345-351 Conference sponsored by
the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics and
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
Results from the Goddard Cosmic Ray Experiment on
OGO-5 for the study of charge and energy spectra. The
detector system, designed to studv the energy range from 5
to 800 MeV/nucleon and charge range from I to 14 consists
of three different detectors for low, medium, and high energies.
Some new features were seen in C/O,C/He, and O/He ratios
which seem to favor the h_pothcsis of a two-component
model for the origin of cosmic rays. F.R.L.
A70-38377"
COMP.ARI._)N OF COINCIDENT OGO-3 AND OGO-4
HYI)ROGEN ION C().Mi_)SITION MEASUREMENTS.
J. M. Grebowsky, N. K. Rahman (NASA, Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.. Maryland, U., College Park,
Md.), and H. A. Taylor, Jr. (NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Md.) Jul. 1970 12 p refs Planetary
and Space Science, vol. 18, p. 965-976.
Comparison of ion composition measurements made on
Aug. 8 and Aug. 28, 1967, by the topside ionospheric polar
orbiting satellite OGO 4, and simultaneously by the eccentric
orbiting magnetospheric satellite OGO 3 on nightside passes
through the plasmasphere. Throughout most of the mid-
latitude regions sampled, an isothermal diffusive equilibrium
model at an ion temperature of 1000 K provides a good
approximation for coupling these ionospheric regions. In
agreement with previous studies of the average local time
asymmetry of the plasmasphere boundary, the plasmapause
L coordinates measured by OGO 3 near midnight were greater
than the L coordinates associated with the light ion troughs
observed near dawn on the coincident OGO 4 pass. F.R.L
A70-39326"
LATITUDE AND AL'iT[IDE DEPENDEN(E OF THE
COSMIC RAY ALBEIX) NEUTRON FLUX.
E. L. Chupp (New Hampshire, U., Durham. N. H.), S. O.
lfedili, R. W. Jenkins, and J. A. Lockwood 1 Aug. 1970
8 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, rot. 75,
p. 4197-4204.
(Contract NAS5-9313)
Description of the p_eliminary measurements of the
cosmic ray albedo neutron flux from a neutron dc(,=ctor on
board the orbiting geophyslcai ob_crvat_r?, , OGO 6. a
polar-orbiting satellite with altitudes between 400 and
1100 knr. Following a description of the detector and its
cificicuc2,, the results of measurements ner,"ormed for the
period June 7 to 17, 1969 are reported. From these measure-
ments, the latitude and altitude dependence of the neutron
flux is determined. In particular, the neutron leakage flux
at the top of the atmosphere is examined and analyzed.
O.H.
A70-39338"
OGO-4 SPECTROMETER MEASUREMENTS OF THE
TROPICAL ULTRAVIOLET AIRGLOW
C. A. Barth and S. Schaffner (Colorado, U., Boulder, Colo.)
I Aug. 1970 8 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 75, p. 4299-4306.
(Contract NAS5-9315; Grant NGL-06-003-052)
The OGO 4 ultraviolet spectrometer measured the
ultraviolet nightglow at tropical latitudes. The spectrum
consists of the 1304 and 1356-A lines of atomic oxygen.
The L)man-Birge-Hopfield bands of molecular nitrogen and
the ultraviolet lines of atomic nitrogen do not appear. The
tropical ultraviolet airglow occurs in two bands north and
south of the geomagnetic equator under satellite observation
conditions that are best correlated with a local time of 2100
to 2130. When the intensity of this airglow is maximum,
the ratio of the intensity of the 1304-A to the 1356-A line
is 18. The most likely source of excitation of the tropical
ultraviolet airglov, appears to be an ionospheric recombina-
tion mechanism. (Author)
A 7t)-39344 "
A COMPARISON OF Tile OXYGEN ION-ION NEU-
TRAi.IZATION _ND RAI)IATIVE RE('OMBINATION
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MECHANISMS FOR PRODUCING THE ULTRAVIOLET
N IG HTG 1.O%_,'.
W. B. Hanson (Texas. U., Dallas, Tex.) 1 Aug. 1970 4 p
refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 75,
p. 4343-4346.
(Grant NG L-44-004-001)
Recently. Knudsen suggested that oxygen ion-ion
neutralization mieht provide an important contribution to
the ultraviolet ox._gen nightglow observed on OGO 4. The
relative contribution of this process is compared _ith that
provided by radiative recombination, and it is concluded
that radiative recombination should always be dominant,
unless presently accepted values of the pertinent rate
coefficients are in error. When the F region electron
concentrations are not abnormally large, the two mechanisms
contribute comparable amounts of ultraviolet emission. It is
also concluded that, unless certain of these coefficients are
underestimated, the two mechanisms will not provide the
observed intensity of the ultraviolet nightglow. (Author)
A70-39349 *
MAGNETIC FIELD MAPPING OF THE INNER MAG-
NETOSPHERE.
J. C. Cain and R. E. Sweeney (NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Magnetic and Electric Fields Branch, Greenbelt, Md.)
I Aug. 1970 3 p Journal of Geophysical Research, vol.
75, p. 4360-4362. S_mposium on Quantitative Magnetosp-
heric Models, Boulder, Colo., Mar. 18, 1970
Description of a model, labeled pogo (8/69), which was
derived by fitting all the data of the total ambient magnetic
field taken during quiet intervals from Oct. 1965 through
May 1968 with a series of internal spherical harmonics and
their first derivatives in time. It is worth while to use this
model to determine the magnitude of errors in earlier
models. M.M.
A70-40479
IONOSPHERIC STORMS AT MIDLATITUDES.
J. A. Klobuchar. M. Mendillo. and M. D. Papagiannis
(Boston U., Boston, Mass.) 01(USAF, Cambridge Research
_au_.:". Bedford, M,'_ )Jun. t'470, 4 _n refs Radio Science,
vol. 5. p. 895-898. U.S. Air Force, Symposium on the
Application of Atmospheric Studies to Satellite Transmission.
Boston, Mass., Sep. 35, 1969.
The total electron content of the ionosphere often
responds in a dramatic way to increase in geomagnetic activity.
By monitoring the VHF signets from the geostationary
satellite ATS 3, it has been possible to study in detail the
very pronounced increases in total content often found durin_
the afternoon hours on the day of the commencement of a
magnetic storm. Comparisons with magnetic field data show
that the enhancements in electron content coincide with
increases in the total magnetic field. This simultaneity suggests
that, when the magnetosphere is compressed during the initial
phase of a storm, the ionization stored in the magnetic tubes
of force may be dumped into the topside of the F region.
Such a depletion of the protonosphere is in agreement with
whistler measurements, _,hich indicate that a contraction of
the. p.lasmasphere occurs during periods of increased magnetic
act,vlty. (Author)
A70-40690
SEARCH FOR GALACTIC GAMMA-RA_tS _AITH
ENERGIES GREATER THAN 500 MEV ON BOARD
OGO-5.
J. A. M. Bleeker. J. J. Burger, A. J. M. Deerenbcrg, A.
Scheepmaker, B. N. Swanenburg (Leiden, Rijksuni,,ersiteit,
Leiden. Netherlands), Y. Tanaka (Nagoya U., Nagoya.
Japan), and H. C. VanDeHulst Dordrecht, D. Reidel
Publishing Co. 1970 3 p In: Non-SolarX-andLJamma-Ray
Astronono. International Astronomical Union, S_mposium.
Rome Italy, Ma_, 8-10, 1969. Proceedines. p. 297-299.
Symposium supported by the Consiglio Nazionale delle
_icerche. (IAL: S.xmposiunl No. 371, 1970.
Dc,,cription of a ,,earth for an in(rea,,e in counting rate
the galactic plane in gamma-ra}s on board OGO-5.
The observed counting rates of gamma-rays with energies
greater than 900 MeV are tabulated, together with the
observed rates of charged particle_,, which could contribute
to the background and the guard counter rates. M.M.
A70-4069 !
SPARK-CHAMBER OBSER_ _,TION OF GALACTIC
GAM M:_,-RADIATION.
G. W. Hutchinson. A. J. Pearce, D. Ramsden, and R. D.
Wills (Southampton, U,, Southampton. England) Dordrecht,
D. Reidel Publishing Co. 1970 6 p In: Non-Solar X-
and Gamma-Ray Astronomy, International Astronomical
Union, Symposium, Rome. Itab,, May 8-10, 1969, Pro-
ceedings, p. 300-305. Symposium _upported by the Consiglio
Nazionale delle Ricerche. Research supported by the Science
Research Council. (IAU Symposium no. 37), 1970.
A gamma-ray telescope incorporating an acoustic spark
chamber is included in the payload of the OGO-5 spacecraft.
The performance of the instrument, which is sensitive to
photons of energy 25 to 100 MeV, is discussed. Observations
are limited to a portion of the sky near Cygnus, but the
first month's data indicate a variation of intensity showing
a maximum in the direction of the galactic plane. If this
plane contains a line source of radiation, its intensity is
found to be 9 (plus or minus 5) times 10 tO the minus 4th
power photons per sq cm per sec per rad above an energy
of 40 MeV. (Author)
A70-41057"
STUDY OF THE TtlERMAL PI, ASMA ON CLOSED
FIELD LINES OLTSIDE TttE PLASMASPtlERE.
J. M. Grebowsky. H. G. Mayr, and H. A. Taylor. Jr. (NASA,
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, l_:ld.) Aug. 1970
13 p refs Planetary and Space Science, vol. 18,
p. 1123-1135.
Using OGO 4 ion composition measurements near the
midlatitude light ion trough below 1000 kin, a model for
the plasma state along the magnetic field lines is developed
_hich produces, in the equatorial plane, the sharp density
gradient characteristic of the plasmapause. In this model
the field aligned plasmasphcre boundary is a boundary across
v, hich the characteristics, uf .:.he proton flux :dong the field
lines change. Within the plasmasphere the proton fluxes along
Ihe field lines are of small or vanishing magnitude and may
he directed either awa'_ from or towards the earth. B i,
contrast, the _mall equatorial ion densities _,about 1 per cu cm)
known to exist on closed field lines outside the plasmasphere
are consistent with the measured low altitude densities only
if large proton fluxes, of the order of the critical flux, are
directed along the field lines. These latter fluxes are directed
away from the earth and correspond to the attainment of
supersonic proton flow _elocities on closed field lines outside
the plasmasphere. This is consistent with the model of a
supersonic polar wind convecting onto closed field lines.
(Author)
A70-41087
THEORY OF SPACECRAFT SHEATH STRUCTURE,
POTENTIAL, AND VELO('ITY EFFECTS ON ION
MEASUREMENTS B_ TRAPS AND MASS SPECTROM-
ETERS.
L. W. Parker (Mt. Auburn Research Associates, Cambridge,
Mass.) and E. C. Whipple. Jr. (Essa, Aeronomy Lab., Boulder,
Colo.) 1 Sep. 1970 14 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 75, p. 4720-4733.
(Contract E-22-8-7ON)
Extension of a previously developed theory for the
heha,,ior of an electron trap v, ith an attractive aperture _,rid
on a charged spacecraft to include ion collection and-to
make the thcoo applicable to ion traps and mass spectrome-
ters. The ion current for specific class of spacecraft experi-
ments including mass spectrometer with attractive apertures
and ion traps is computed. The investigation is based on
the computation of traicctories in the electric fields due to
the _pacecraft potential, the dra_ing in potential of the
experimental aperture and the space charge. Tv, o _,alues of
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the Debyc Icngth namely an infinite length (Laplace field)
and a length comparable to the experiment dimensions and
H(-). He(4-), and O(+) ion currents are considered. The
current is shov, n to be enhanced by a large factor either by
an attractive satellite potential or an attractive drawing in
potential. Another effect of the satellite potential is to reduce
the amplitude of the current modulation caused bv the
spacecraft spin. For large Debye lengths and no drawing in
potential, the current is found to depend in a simple manner
on a parameter that is the ratio of the work done on the
ion by the electric field to the unperturbed ion kinetic energy
in the spacecraft reference frame. The current voltage
characteristic of an internal repelling collector in the case
of an ion trap with no drawing in potential is also investigated.
It is found that the temperature can be inferred from the
shape of the retarded current voltage characteristic at
sufficiently large retarding potential regardless of the Debye
length. O.H.
A70-42468_
OBSERVATIONS OF THE COMET BENNETT (1969 i).
[OBSERVATIONS DE LA COMETE BENNETT (1969 I)]
Ch. Bertaud (Meudon, Observatoire, Meudon, Hauts-de-
Seine, France) Sep. 1970 14 p L'Astronomie, vol. 84,
p. 361-374. In FRENCH
Observational results for the comet Bennett (1969 i)
and discussion of the spectrograms obtained. The linear
diameter of the comet was optically estimated to be about
50,000 km, eccentricity of the trajectory was equal to 0.996
and the period v, as estimated to be about 1600 ',ears. The
spectrograms obtained by means of the satellite OC_O 5 made
it possible to re_eal Lyman-alpha emission of very high
intensity. In the neighborhood of the comet head this intensity
attained 24 kR. The hydrogen emission envelope was found
to be about 13,000,000 km in diameter. The hydrogen mass
was estimated in a first approximation to be about 2,000,000
'ons. Z.W.
A7043301 *
Tile SOLAR VARIATION OF %OFT X-RAY EMISSION.
R. W. Krep!in (!_ S. Navy. E O. Hulburt Center for Space
Research, Washington, D.C.) Jun. 1970 8 p refs Annaies
de Geophysique, _ol. 26, p 567-575. Navy-NASA supported
research.
Review of the daily average solar X-ra2, emission levels
in the bands 44 to 60 A. 8 to 20 A and 1 to 8 A obtained
from the nearly continuous records provided by the NRI.
Solrad satellites since January 1964. These records shov,
increases of a factor of 20 in the 44 to 60 A band between
the solar minimum in 1964 and the solar maximum in 1969.
For the same period an increase of a factor of 200 has
been observed in the 8 to 20 A band. Short term fluctuations
are observed to correspond to the presence of active regions
on the disk. The X-ray emission history of one such region,
McMath 8207 is examined in detail and it is shown that
the emission levels vary with the complexity of the magnetic
fields of the spot group. Observation of X-ray emission 36
hours prior to the appearance of the active region on the
limb indicates emission from altitudes as great as 50,000 km
in the lower corona. M.V.E.
A70-43834"
ELE(TRON OBSERVATIONS BET_EEN THE INNER
EDGE OF THE PI.ASMA SHEET AND THE PLASMA-
SPHERE.
L. A. Frank (Io,,_a, U., Iowa City, Io_a) and M. A. Schield
I Oct. 1970 14 p refs Journal of Geoph',sical Research,
vol. 75, p . 5401-5414.
(Contracts NAS5-2054: Nonr-1509(06); Grant
NG L- 16-001-002)
Review of the results of measurements of electron densities
o_er the energy range of about 100 eV to 50 keV for
magnetic-shell-parameter values betv*een 3 and 10 earth radii
near local midni,_,ht at Io'._, maanetic latitude_, obtained mer
[he period Junc'il through du'l.,, 23, 1966, ;_.ith an array of
electrostatic anal._zer,,, borne on earth satellite OGO 3. It
has been found that the earthward edge of the plasma sheet
is characterized by severe decreases in electron energy densities
with decreasing geocentric radial distance. These decreases
have a distinct structure _itb fluxes of higher energy
electrons decreasing further lrom the earth for the electron
energy range of about 700 eV to 20 keV. The plasmapause
is usually observed to be l_-atcd at the minimum of the
energy density profile for electrons with energies above
700 eV. At electron energies of about 200 eV, a plasmapause
structure comprising a sharp radially outward boundary and
a broader inv, ard boundary is observed. Kilovolt electron
intensities betv, een the plasmasphere and the earthward edge
of the plasma sheet decreased more rapidly and fell to typically
quiescent values _,,ithin the -,atellite's orbital period of 48
hours. Simultaneous observations of the angular distributions
of electron intensities at t_o pitch angles in the plasma sheet
revealed that these angular dit_tributions approached isotropy
for the several plasma sheet crossings that were examined.
M.V.E.
A70-43840"
PLASMA MEASITREMENIN WITH THE RETARDING
POTENTIAL AN_I, YZER ON OGO-6.
T. W. Flowerday (Texas. U.. Dallas, Tex.). W. B. Hanson,
S. Sanatani, and D. Zuccaro i Oct. 1970 19 p refs Journal
of Geophysical Research. vol. 75, p 5483-5501.
(Contract NAS5-9311)
Description of the nature of the results from the
retarding potential analyzer on the OGO 6 satellite. The
device appears capable of n_.:a_uring ion temperature to an
accuracy of better than 10c; in a quiet ionosphere. In the
dawn dusk plane, the ion temperature is observed to vary
from 1000 to 4000 K. The higher temperatures are associated
with higher altitudes in the winter hemisphere. Molecular
ions are detected near the perigee (400 kin), but their
concentrations seldom exceua:t 1% of the atomic oxygen ion
concentration. The device also operates in a mode that
examines the horizontal changes in ion concentrations
(fractional changes as small as 0.001 can be observed) with
a spatial resolution from __50 to as small as 40 meters
depending u. the telemetry ra'e. M.V.E.
A70-4384 i *
METEORIC IONS ABO_E THE F2 PEAK.
W. B. Hanson and S. Sanatani (Texas, U., Dallas, Tex.)
1 Oct. 1970 7 p refs .hmrnai of Geophysical Research,
vol. 75. p. 5503-5509.
{Contract NAS5-9311)
Observation of heavy ions of about mass 56 ainu
/probably iron ions) at heights well above the F2 peak at
concentrations of the order of I00 per cu cm. Another ion
(or ions) of intermediate mass _.about 30 ainu) and comparable
concentration is also observed, but its identification is now
obscure. The heavy ions are a common feature of the nighttime
ionosphere, and it is suggested that they arise from meter
disintegration near 100 km and are then lifted by the dynamo
electric field to greater heights. Readily resobable structure
in the variation of ion temperature with latitude is also
observed, and it is postulated that these enhancements in
ion temperature may be caused by the relative drift motions
of ions with respect to the neutral atmosphere. (Author)
A70-4385 I*
THE ALFVEN VEI.t)(IT_ IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE
-_ND ITS RELATIONStilP IO ELF EMISSIONS.
R. K. Burton. C. R. Chappdl (Lockheed Research Labs.,
Palo Alto, Calif.), and C. T. Russell (California, U., Los
Angeles. Calif.) 1 Oct. 1970 5 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 75, p. 5582-5586.
(Contracts NAS5-qO92: NAS5,-9098: JPL-950403: Grant
NG R-05-007-235)
OGO 5 measurements of _.he ion density and magnetic
field strength near the equator in the da',_n quadrant of the
mag1_etosphere ha_c been u,,ed to determine the Alf_en
_clocit 3. The Alfxen _ctocit', in the outer magnetosphere
ranges betv, ccn 1000 and 20tkl kin/see..At de_.rea_,ing radial
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distances the Alfven velocity increases to a maximum (average,
4800 km/sec) and drops to a minimum (average, 490 kin/see)
just inside the plasmasphere. ELF emissions are ",,,ell ordered
by the Alfven _elocity profiles. ELF chorus from 100 to
1000 Hz exists in the outer magnetosphere only for Alfven
velocities below about 3000 km/sec. ELF hiss is found
immediately inside the plasmapause. This relationship between
ELF emissions and the Alfven velocity is further support
for unstable wave generation by Doppler shifted cyclotron
resonance. (Author)
A70-43852"
ON THE DI['RN-_,L VARIATION OF THE EXOSPHERIC
NEUTRAL H_'DROGEN TE.MPERATISRE.
M. A. Clark (Aerospace Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.) and P.
H. Metzger 1 Oct. 1970 5 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 75, p. 5587-5591.
(NASA Order S-99813-G)
Evaluation of resonance filter data obtained from
OGO 6 implying a mean exospheric temperature of 900 K
for June 8, 1969, with a 200 K variation dawn to dusk
between 0600 and 1800 LT near the equator. Owing to the
tilt of the orbit plane by approximately I hour toward the
summer pole, a north south asymmetry of about 75 K is
also seen. These data strongly suggest that sources of Lyman
alpha external to the geocorona are smaller than previously
thought. (Author)
A70-45768
TEMPERATI_RE AND EMISSION-MEASURE PROFILES
OF TWO SOLAR X-RAY FLARES.
C. S. Bowyer (California, U., Berkeley, Calif.), S. W. Kahler,
R. W. Kreplin (U.S. Navy, E. O. Hulburt Center for Space
Research, Washington, D.C.), and J. F. Meekins Oct. 1970
12 p refs Astrophysical Journal, vol. 162, Pt-I,
p. 293-304.
Grant NSF GP-11406)
Data from the NRL 2- to 20-keV X-ray detector on the
OGO-5 satellite are discussed. A detailed study of two solar
X-ray flares shows that the 3- to 12-keV flux is thermal in
origin_ v, ith emb,.sion measures ,,_hich vary by two orders of
magnitude during the course of the flares anai._z_:d. A physical
interpretation of the energy dispersion of the times of peak
X-ray fluxes is gi',en. Heating of a flare region by nonthermal
electrons i_ proposed for the flare of June 9, 1968. (Author)
A70-45769
IMPLICAI"IONS OF" TttE OBSERVED SOLAR MOD[.LA-
TION OF COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS.
J. J. Burger (Leiden, Rijksuniversiteit, Leiden, Netherlands)
and Y. Tanaka (Nagoya U., Nagoya, Japan) Oct. 1970
l0 p refs Astrophysical Journal, vol. 162, Pt-I,
p. 305-314.
The observed variation of the primary electron intensity
above 500 MeV between 1966 and 1968 is compared with
those of protons and alpha particles. The modulation feature
of these three components is consistent with the simple
diffusion con,.ection theory. On the other hand, a _,eneralized
diffusion convection theory developed by Gleason and Axford
which includes effective energy losses does not explain
simultaneously the modulation of the three different species.
The disagreement may imply that the effect of energy loss
is insignificant in accounting for the solar modulation. The
interstellar electron spectrum is derived by using the simple
diffusion con'_ection theory, under the assumption that the
cosmic ray diffusion coeff'icient is a separable function of
heliocentric radius and rigidity. Comparison of the result
with the nonthermal galactic radio spectrum, and also the
observed po,sitron flux indicate a significant underestimate
of the modulatton below 1 GeV. This ca_,ts serious doubt
on the separabilit) of the diffusion coefficient. (Author)
A71-11491"
%PECI'ROMETER OBSERVATION% IN THE REGION
NEAR "FILE B()'_ SHO(I,/ ()N M-%RCtl 12, 1968.
K. Harris (Lockheed Research Labs., Paid Alto, Calif.),
VI-40
S. L. Ossakow, and G. W. Sharp ! Nov. 1970 13 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research. vol. 75, p. 6024-6036.
(Contract NAS5-9092)
Review of the measurements of directed proton fluxes
in the 0-600 eV range performed by means of an ion
spectrometer on the OGO 5 satellite in a cone angle of
10 deg v, ith respect to the .,,pectrometer normal and in a
fixed direction with respect to the satellite-sun line in the
bow shock and adjacent regions of the magnetosheath and
solar ,*ind. The data presented for the multiple shock crossings
of Mar. 12, 1968, indicate that the fluxes measured by the
spectrometer are some 3 orders of magnitude higher in the
magnetosheath than in the solar vdnd. The abrupt increase
in directed proton flux, in going from the solar wind into
the magnetosheath, identifies the position of the bow stock
in the satellite orbit. The higher proton fluxes, in passing
through the bow shock to the magnetosheath, are ac-
companied by steep gradients in the magnetic field as
measured by a magnetometer and saturation of electrostatic
wave turbulence as measured by a plasma wave detector.
For the most part, these measurements correlate very well
v, ith the bow shock crossings observed by means of the
light-ion spectrometer. M.V.E.
A71-11494
DIFFUSIVE ENTRY OF SOLAR-FLARE PARTICLES
INTO GEOMAGNETIC TAIL
A. J. Dessler (Rice U., Houston, Tex.) and F. C. Michel
1 Nov. 1970 12 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 75, p. 6061-6072.
(Contract AF 19(628)-70-C-O184)
Extension and modification of Michel and Dessler's
(1965) diffusion model, accounting for certain findings about
the access of electrons and protons to the polar caps. The
diffusion model utilizes a magnetospheric structure in which
the tail is described as being composed of filaments, each
having slightly different plasma and field properties, it is
shown that an energy-independent access of protons into
such a tail model is possible over a broad range of proton
energies. Diffusion results from the fluctuating fields about
the protons in cyclotron motion. Thi,_ diffusion mechanism
is ineffective for the electrons. The electrons enter further
down the tail where the Iail becomes flattened and the
filaments intermingle with the interplanetary field lines.
Depending on the circumstances, the latter mechanism could
be important for proton _:c_tr} as _:l[. Access to .'.he dislan!
tail regions should be sensitive to the direction of the
interplanetary field relative to the tail field, which is
believed to account for the observed north-south polar-cap
asymmetry. M.V.E.
A71-11498"
OBSERVATIONS FROM 0(;0-5 OF THE THERMAL ION
DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE "AITHIN THE MAG-
NETOSPHERE.
E. J. R. Mater (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Lab.
for Planetary Atmospheres. Greenbelt, Md.) and G. P. Serbu
1 Nov. 1970 12 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 75, p. 6102-6113.
Discussion of some recent simultaneous measurements
of ion density and temperature performed in the dawn and
morning quadrants of the magnetosphere by means of the
OGO 5 satellite. Some preliminary results of ion temperature
profiles, as measured for the first time in the outer pro-
tonosphere, are presented. The ion temperature observations
show that within the plasmapause the day to night temperature
ratio is about a factor of 2. The relatively high observed
density of about 100 ions per cu cm at 4 earth radii and an
apparent temperature of 30 to 50 thousand deg K are not
consistent with a simple diffu_,i_e equilibrium distribution
along a closed magnetic field line. The self-coilision fife time
of 0.5-eV particles in a pta,,ma of a 100-ions/'cu cm density
is 2400 sec, and the majority of such ionospheric particles
'aith a Maxv, ellian ,,elocit_ di,tribution v,ould be lost rapidly.
Howe_er, the self-collision time for 5-eV particles in a plasn{a
of ;.he same densit_ is sO.(X)o _ec. The computed bounce
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for the 0.5- and 5-¢V particles "are 3000 and 1000
sec. Thus the 5-eV particles will survive 40 or more bounces,
whereas the 0.5-eV particles will be Coulomb-scattered into
the loss cone in one bounce period. The discrimination of
this process against low-energy particles is suggested as an
explanation for the apparent high temperature of the ions.
M.V.E.
A7 !- i 1499"
_'HISTLER I)UCI" PROPERTIES DEDUCED FROM VLF
OBSERVATIONS MADI._ WiTH THE OGO-3 SATELLITE
NEAR TIlE MAGNETIC EQUATOR
J. J. Angerami (Stanford U., Stanford. Calif.) I Nov. 1970
21 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 75,
p. 6115-6135.
(Contract NAS5-2131; Grants NGR-05-020-288;
NGL-05-020-008; NSF GP-948; NSF GA-1151)
Discussion of the first direct evidence on the nature of
ducting, based on in situ whistler observations made by the
OGO 3 satellite. The interpretation of the data strongly
supports both the cutoff theoretically predicted by Smith
(1961) at one half minimum gyrofrequency along the path
and the Angerami _ 19661 hydrostatic model of magnetospheric
ionization. For the cases studied, it is found that the overall
thermal damping is not an important process near half the
local gyrofrequency. The data lead to estimates of the L
shell thicknesses of whistler ducts, their elongation or extent
in longitude, and minimum enhancements needed for
trapping. The data also confirm the validity of using the
longitudinal approximation to calculate travel times and nose
frequencies of ducted whistlers. The data give further evidence
that whistler ducts are indeed enhancements, rather than
depressions, of ionization. M.V.E.
A71-11500"
VLF ELECTRIC FIELD OBSERVATIONS IN THE
MAGNETOSPHERE.
V. Coroniti (TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach,
California, U., Los Angeles, Calif.), R. W. Fredricks, C. F.
Kennel, J. H. McGehee (TRW Systems Group. Redondo
Beach, Calif.), and F. L. Scarf I Nov. 1970 17 p refs
Journal of Geoph,,sical Research, vol. 75, p. 6136-6152
(Contract NAS5-9278: Grant NGR-05-007-190)
New types of magnetospheric electric field emissions have
bcen detected by OGO 5 with _ave frequencies (f) above
the local electron Qclotron frequency (fc). The most common
emissions occur between the lowest electron cyclotron
harmonics (f = 3fc/2), followed by emissions at high
frequencies (f much greater then fc). A few signals have
been observed slightly above the local fc. The strong emissions
with f about or more than 3fc/2 appear to be localized
within a few degrees of the geomagnetic equator. More than
60% of the equator crossings between L values of 4 and 10
in the 0000-1200 LT sector have such activity. The waves
have large electric field amplitudes (1-10 mv/m), which
suggests they may be sources of pitch angle diffusion and
turbulent energization of auroral zone electrons. (Author)
A71-11503"
DEPRESSIONS IN THE FAR-ULTRAVIOLET AIRGLOW
OVER THE POLES.
R. R. Meier (U.S. Navy, E. O. Hulburt Center for Space
Research, Washington. D.C.) 1 Nov. 1970 15 p refs Journal
of Geophysical Research, vol. 75, p. 6218-6232
(NASA Order S-32327-G; NASA Order S-45340-G: NASA
Order S-20613-G)
Observations of the ultraviolet emissions of atomic
hydrogen ILyman alpha) and atomic ox)gen (1304 A) over
the polar regions from the OGO 4 satellite show that the
airglows are sometimes depressed relative to the uonpolar
levels. The L}man alpha decreases are a manifestation of a
reduction in the polar h}drogen concentration, apparently
associated v, ith the region of open magnetic field lines. The
_olar h,,drogcn conccntration is estimated to be ap-
. 37q bcl,gv, the nonpolar level for a Lyman alpha
dcprc_,sion of 10q, and 27'; below the nonpolar le,,el for a
5% depression. The 1304-A decreases are apparently related
to a change in the exciting photoelectron concentration, when
either the field lines are open or the conjugate ionosphere
is in shadow. (Author)
A7 !- 11504"
EQI_'ATORIAL AI:RORA/AIRGI.OW IN THE FAR
ULTRA VIO LET.
T. A. Chubb (U.S. Navy, E. O. ttulburt Center for Space
Research, Washington, D.C.) and G. T. Hicks 1 Nov. 1970
16 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 75,
p. 6233-6248
(NASA Order S-32327-G)
Discussion of an experiment performed aboard the
OGO 4 polar-orbiting satellite, during which far ultraviolet
emissions in the equatorial zone were detected at altitudes
of less than 500 km. The occurrence frequency reached a
maximum in late October and early March during the period
from August 1967 to May 1968. Both maxima occurred near
2130 local time. Low values during June 1968 indicate a
strong seasonal dependence. The emissions were seen quite
symmetrically in position at 12 to 15 dog on either side of
the magnetic dip equator, completely encircling the earth.
Frequently, the peak intensity of the emissions was the same
north and south of the equator, but in some cases the intensity
was three or four times greater on one side than on the
other. In rare cases, emission was totally lacking on one
side while clearly present on the other. Simultaneous
comparisons of quick-look scanning spectrometer data of
Barth from OGO 4 show that the emissions are oxygen
lines at 1304 and 1356. Possible mechanism for production
of the emissions are discussed. V.P.
A71-13475"
IDENTIFICATION AND RELATIVE ABUNDANCES OF
C. N, AND O NUCLEI TRAPPED IN THE GEOMAG-
NETIC FIELD.
A. Mogro-Campero and J. A. Simpson (Chicago, U., Chicago,
1113 7 Dec. 1970 5 p refs Physical Review Letters, vol. 25,
p. 163!-t635
(Contract NAS5-9366: Grant NGL-14-0OI-006J
Determination of the relative abundunceg of C. N. and
O nuclei, _ith energies ranging from 13 to 33 MeV/nucleon,
trapped in the radiation belt near the geometric equator.
The data ;_ere obtained over a 10-month period m 1908 by
means of the OGO 5 satellite. The measured abundance
ratio O/C for these nuclei is equal to about 0.5: this ratio
is consistent only with an extraterrestrial origin of these
nuclei. Z.W.
A71-14014"
PICOGRAM DI_:ST PARTICLE FLUX: 1967-1968
MEASUREMENTS IN SEI.ENOCENTRIC, CISLUNAR
AND INTERPLANETARY SPACE.
W. M. Alexander, C. W. Arthur, J. L. Bohn (Temple U.,
Philadelphia, Pa.), and J. D. Corbin (Baylor U., Waco, Tex.)
Amsterdam, North Holland Publishing Co. 1970 8 p
refs In: Space Research X, COSPAR, Plenary Meeting,
12th, and Symposium on Thermospheric Properties Concern-
ing Temperatures and Dynamics with Special Application
to H and He, Prague, (:zechoslovakia, May 11-24, 1969,
Proceedings. p. 252-259 Symposium co-sponsored by the
International Assn. of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, the
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics. and the
International Union of Radio Science.
(Contract NAS5-9352; NAS5-9128; Grant NsG-39-012-001)
Review and interpretation of data showing the mean
cumulative flux of inteTplanetary dust particles from day
130 to 345, 1967. as measured by Mariner 4, v, ith discussion
of special events detected by Mariner 4 during this period.
Data are also presented showing the mean cumulative flux
of dust particles in cislunar space as measured by OGO 3,
as _ell as data Lunar txplorer 35 sho_,ing the fluctuation
of the mean cumulatixe dust particle flux in sclcnoccntric
_pacc for da2, 201, 1967, to day 201. 1968. Selected data
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tained during the times of several meteor showers
occurring both in 1967 and 1968 are given. F.R.L.
A7 !- 14028*
OBSERVATIONS OF L_tMAN-AI+PHA AND THE
ATOMIC HSi)RO(,FN DISTRIBI;TION IN THE THER-
XIOSi'HERE ._,ND ICXOSPHERE.
R. R. Meier (U.S. Navy. E. O. Huiburt Center for Space
Research, Washington, D.C.) Amsterdam, North Holland
Publishing Co. 1970 10 p refs In: Space Research X,
COSPAR, Plenar) Meeting, 12th, and Symposium on
Thermospheric Properties Concerning Temperatures and
Dynamics with Special Application to H and He, Prague,
Czechoslovakia, May 11-24, 1969, Proceedings. p. 572-581
Symposium co-_,ponsored by the International Assn. of
Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, the International Union of
Geodesy and Geophysics, and the International Union of
Radio Science.
(NASA Order S-32327-G; NASA Order S-45340-G; NASA
Order S-20613-G; Grants NSF GP-6354: NSF GP-7890)
Analysis of observations of Lyman-alpha from the OGO 3,
OGO 4, and OSO 4 satellites and Balmer-alpha measurements
in the night sky by assuming that the radiation is principally
due to resonance scattering of solar photons in the atomic
hydrogen geocorona. After correction for the extraterrestrial
background, the OGO 4 and OSI 4 observations yield typical
nadir-zenith intensity ratios of 0.84 and 1.20 for night and
day (solar zenith angles of 180 and 10 deg), respectively, in
the autumn 1967 epoch. Nadir intensities of 1.1 and 24 kR
for night and day _ere characteristic of that period. To
interpret these data numerical solutions of radiative transfer
equations have been obtained for various models of the
geocorona. The results of this analysis indicate that if the
solar Lyman-alpha flux is 4.0 x 10 to the I lth protons/sq
era-see-A, then the mean optical depth above 650 km is
1.3 (or 7.0 x 10 to the 12th atoms/sq cm) for an
100 K exospheric temperature. Radiative transfer methods
also applied to the Lyman-beta problem, and solutions
were compared with experimental observations of Balmer-
alpha. The conclusions of this analysis are in agreemem with
the Lyman-alpha results if a nontcrrestrial Balmcr-alpha
background of rome 3.0 to 4 R is present in addition to
the airglow, and if the solar Lyman-beta flux is higher than
previously repol'tcd.
A71-14046
FLARE X-RAY .S,ND RADIO WAVE EMISSION.
J. P. Castelli (USAF Cambridge Research Labs., Bedford,
Mass.), R. W. Kreplin. and P. J. Moser (U.S. Navy, E. O.
Huiburt Center for Space Research, Washington, D. C.)
Amsterdam, North Holland Publishing Co. 1970 8 p
refs in: Space Research X, COSPAR, Plenary Meeting,
12th, and Symposium on Thermospheric Properties Concern-
ing Temperatures and Dynamics with Special Application
to H and He, Prague. Czechoslovakia, May 11-24, 1969,
Proceedings. p. 920-927 Symposium co-sponsored by the
International Assn. of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, the
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, and the
International Union of Radio Science.
Measurement of solar X-ray emission since July 1967
with the aid of SOLRAD 9 (1968-17A) and OGO 5
(1967-73A). A number of X-ray flares, for which there are
accompanying cm radio burst data from Sagamore Hill-Radio
Ob_rvatory and from Manila. have been examined in an
attempt to clarify the relationship between the emission
processes for the tv, o v, avelength ranges. Whereas flare X
rays of photon energy greater than 20 keV appear to match
microwave outburts closely in time and duration, a steep
rise of X-ray intensities in the band from 0 to 3 A consistently
leads the microv, a_e flash by several minutes. For mos_, flares
classified IB or greater, the 0.3 A X-ray flux has risen b_,
an order of magnitude before the sharp rise in microwave
emission. Generall._, the microwave flash is short-li_ed, but
, followed b_ the po,tburst slow decay _hich matches the
i'._ration of soft X-ra_ cmb_ion. I.\uthor)
A71-14068"
MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE OF THE SOLAR WIND_,
F. L. Scarf (TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach. Calif.)
Oct. 1970 37 p refs Space Science Reviews, vol. II,
p. 234-270
(Contracts NAS5-9278: NAS2-4673)
As the solar wind flows out from the coronal base the
Coulomb collision frequencies rapidly become small and
particle-particle collisions can no longer maintain local
statistical equilibrium. At 1 AU the particle distribution
functions have important non. Maxwellian characteristics and
the firehose instability, a cyclotron resonance whistler-mode
instability, and several heat flux current instabilities should
be operative. Superthermal particle populations also provide
large wave levels, and other forms of enhanced plasma
turbulence develop at shock fronts and discontinuities. This
report contains a review of the theoretical concepts and a
progress report on the experimental study of interplanetary
wave-particle interactions. (Author)
A71-14212
ELECTRON INTENSITY VARIATIONS IN THE INNER
BELT FOLLOWING A GEOMAGNETIC STORM.
R. W. Kreplin (U.S. Navy, Naval Research Lab., Washington,
D.C.) and F. F. Tomblin (Bellcomm, Inc., Washington, D.C.)
5 Dec. 1970 3 p refs Nature, vol. 228, p. 988-990.
Discussion of electron flux variations in the inner belt
following geomagnetic storms taking into consideration data
obtained with OGO 4 ionization chambers. OGO 4 ionization
chamber characteristics are described. The study of electron
flux levels following the May 1967 event for a three month
period starting in August 1967 is reported. Electron flux
levels above 120 keV were monitored by ionization chambers
also used as solar X-ray monitors on OGO 4 in polar orbit.
Supplementary electron data above 280 keV were obtained
from the C I detector on the 1963 38C satellite also in polar
orbit. G.R.
A71-14515"
IN_,%ARD MOTION OF THE MAGNETOPAUSE BEFORE
A St Bsro R_i.
M. P. Aubry. M. G. Ki',ch_on _Ca!ifornia, IJ., Los Angeles,
Calif.), and C. T. Ruswell 1 Dec. 1970 14 p refs Journal
of Geophysical Research. vol. 75, p. 7018-7031. ESRO
supp_wted research.
(Contract NAS5-9098)
Study of an inward motion of the magnetopause by about
2 earth radii in two hours recorded on Mar. 27, 1968, by
the UCLA magnetometer on board the inbound OGO 5
satellite, it is shown that this inward motion was associated
with a reversal of the vertical component of the interplanetary
field from northward to southward, the solar wind momentum
flux remaining constant. The inward shift did not produce
any compression of the magnetospheric cavity, which implies
a transfer of magnetic flux from the dayside magnetosphere
to the tail: the IMP 4 satellite saw the magnetic tail field
increasing at the end of this interval and later the substorm-
associated collapse of this field. The substorm was also
recorded on the ground. It is emphasized that the position
of the magnetopause after the inward shift cannot be explained
in terms of the available numerical models. (Author)
A7 I- 14538*
POLARIZATION OF PROTON WHISTLERS.
R. L. Smith (Stanford U., Stanford, Calif.) 1 Dec. 1970
6 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 75,
p. 7261-7266.
(Contract NAS5-9309)
An experiment that separates whistler-mode waves into
characteristic right and _e_¢-hand circularly polarized
components on a broad-band Axasis has shown that electron
whistlers are nearly right-hand polarized and proton whistlers
are nearly left-hand polarized, as is predicted by whistler
theories. The method has application to the study of
broad-band phenomena _uch -_ hiss and chorus, and should
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allow improved accurac) of ion density as measured from
proton whistlers. (Author)
A7 I- i 4550 *
DIRECT CORRELATIONS OF LARGE-AMPLITUDE
_AVES _I'I'H SUPRATHERMAL PROTONS IN THE
UPSTREAM SOLAR g_,lNI).
P. J. Coleman, Jr. (California U., Los Angeles), L. A. Frank
(Iowa, U., Iowa City, Iov, a). R. W. Fredricks (TRW Systems
Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.), M. Neugebauer (California
Inst. of Tech., Jet Propulsion Lab., Pasadena, Calif.), C. T.
Russell, and F. L. Scarf 1 Dec. 1970 7 p refs Journal
of Geophysical Research. vol. 75, p. 7316-7322.
(Contracts NAS5-9278, NAS5-9196: NAS5-9098)
Results of direct correlations of magnetometer, plasma
probe, and Lepedea proton data taken simultaneously by
experiments aboard OGO 5 during a large upstream wave
event on March 10, 1968. Direct correlation of Lepedea
fluxes with magnetometer fluctuations shows that the large
upstream wave amplitudes occur when enhanced fluxes of
protons with E sub p approximating 4 to 7 keV are
present. This suggests that such suprathermal proton streams
drive the hydromagnetic fluctuations. The presence or absence
of electrostatic plasma wave turbulence in these regions has
been correlated with the degree of anisotropy of the 4- to
7-kcV protons, and also with density gradients detected by
the solar wind plasma probe. F.R.L.
A71-15937"
SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF IMPULSIVE
SOLAR-FLARE X-RAYS GREATER THAN OR AP-
PROXIMATELY 10 keV.
K. A. Anderson (California, U., Berkeley, Calif.) and S. R.
Kane Dec. 1970 16 p refs Astrophysical Journal, vol. 162,
Pt. 1, p. 1003-1018.
(Contract NAS5-9094)
Deduction of the characteristics of the impulsive solar-
flare X-ray component from thirteen bursts of hard X-rays
observed with the OGO -_, satellite during the period from
Mar. 21 to June 30, 1968. Most of these impulsive X-ray
bursts were associated with impulsive microwave bursts and
optical flares of importance smaller than or approximately
1. For approximatel_ 40 kcV, X rays the e-fniding rise and
decay time are found to be 2 to 5 and 3 to 10 sec, respectively.
The spectrum of the energetic electrons in the X-ray source
region has been deduced under the assumption that electron-
proton bremsstrahlung is the mechanism for X-ray produc-
tion. The short rise time, the power-law energy spectrum,
and the time of occurrence relative to the optical flare indicate
that the impulse X rays greater than or approximately 10 keV
are a nonthermal flash-phase phenomenon. There is evidence
that the injection of energetic electrons into the X-ray source
region occurs more or less continuously throughout the
impulse X-ray burst. This injection, combined with the loss
of energetic electrons through escape and collisions, probably
determines the time-intensity profile of an impulsive X-ray
burst. M.M.
A71-17258"
MAGNETOPAUSE CROSSING OF THE GEOSTATION-
ARY SATELLITE ATS 5 AT 6.6 RE.
T. k Skillman and M. Sugiura (NASA, Goddard Space
Flight Center, Lab. for Space Physics, Greenbelt. Md.) I Jan.
1971 7 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 76,
p. 44-50
Discussion of the unusually large magnetic field de-
crease preceded by an impulsive increase of about 100 gammas
observed by the'geostationary satellite ATS 5 during the
moderate magnetic storm of September 29-30, 1969. The
field remained low for about I rain and returned to the
preevent level as abruptly as it decreased. From the ATS 1
and ATS 5 obser'.ations and magnetograms from ,around
observatories, it ha_ been inferred that the ma_net_sphere
t,_:s gre:t) compre,_ed before the e_clt: the m:_gnetopau_e
distance was probabl? near 7 earth radii at the sub_olar
point. By comparing the changes observed by ATS 5 with
the field measured by ATS I, which was 3 hours behind
ATS 5 in local time. the e_ent is interpreted as a magnetopause
crossing of ATS 5 caused by a localized rapid inward motion
of the magnetopause and its subsequent recession, temporarily
creating an indentation on the magnetopause surface and
briefly exposing ATS 5 to the magnetosheath field. M.V.E.
A71-17261"
ENERGY SPECTRUMS FOR PROTON 1200 EV LESS
THAN OR EQUAL TO E LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO
I MEV) INTENSITIES IN THE OUTER RADIATION
ZONE.
L. A. Frank (Iowa, U., Iowa City, Iowa) and G. Pizzella
I Jan. 1971 4 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 76, p. 88-91
(Contracts NAS5-2054: N00014-68-A-0196-0003; Grant
NGL- 16-001-002)
Derivation of the directional differential spectrums of
proton intensities mirroring near the magnetic equator in
the outer radiation zone for the energy range 200 eV less
than or equal to E less than or equal to 1 MeV with
measurements from the spacecrafts OGO 3, Explorer 12 and
14, and Mariner 4. The average proton spectrum is char-
acterized by a single maximum of differential intensities at
5 to 10 kei¢ and monotonically decreasing intensities with
lower and higher proton energy. It is suggested that the
appropriate boundary region for models of radial diffusion
of protons into the outer radiation zone is located in the
vicinity of the earthward edge of the quiet-time extraterrestrial
ring current at L approximately equal to 6.5 earth radii.
(Author)
A71-17263"
THE RELATION OF [HE Pc I MICROPULSATION
S/,JURCE REGION TO THE PLASMASPHERE.
R. R. Heacock (Alaska, U., College, Alaska) l Jan. 1971
10 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research. vol. 76,
p. 100-109
(Contracts NAS9-8945: AF 19(628)-68-C-0120: Grants NSF
GA-1591; NSF GA-I514)
Amplitude and polarization measurements of structured
Pc 1 micropulsations obtained in Alaska and in l-inland
imply that the Pc I source lines are near or inside the
ptasmapau_e. The measurements give the source lines
significantly closer to the earth than arc given by Pc I
dispersion calculations. Specific Pc 1 events are compared
with pla_mapause positions determined by the OGO 3 and
OGO 5 satellites. We present some evidence that implies
that structured Pc 1 source lines corotate with the earth.
(Author)
A7 I- 17279"
OBSERVATIONS OF CONJUGATE EXCITATION OF
THE O I 1304-A AIRGLO'_'.
R. R. Meier (U.S. Navy, E. E. Hulburt Center for Space
Research, Washington, D.C.) I Jan. 1971 6 p refs Journal
of Geophysical Research, vol. 76, p. 242-247
(NASA Order S-32327-G, NASA Order S-45340-G; NASA
Order S-20613-G)
Discussion of the first observations of conjugate excitation
of the O I 1304-A airglo_ made from the OGO 4 spacecraft
in August 1967. The observational data are presented,
discussed, and analyzed. It is shown that the emission was
observed only when the conjugate ionosphere was still sunlit,
thus suggesting excitation by photoelectrons traveling along
magnetic field lines to the night hemisphere. O.H.
A 7 I- 17686#
MAGNI'.I'OSPIii':RI(" SUDDEN IMPI:I, SES.
T. Ondoh May 1970 15 p refs Radio Research Laboratories,
Journal, vol. 17, p. 199-213
Discussion of magnetospheric distributions of amplitudes
and ri_,e times of sudd_.'n imp,ulses observed by the satellites
()GO 3 and OGO 5. Se_ent_-si_ sudden impulses are anal}zed
in order to determine the magnetospheric distribution for
sudden impulse amplitudes and rise times as a function of
z
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:ation. The observed amplitudes and rise times are
compared with theoretical sudden impulse amplitude and
rise time data _hich are derived from the magnetic field of
the model magnetosphere proposed by Mead (1964). G.R.
A71-17918"
THE EMISSION AND PROPAGATION OF AP-
PROXIMATEI.Y 40 keV SOLAR FLARE ELECTRONS.
2: TIlE EI.ECTRON EMISSION STRUCTIRE OF LARGE
ACTIVE REGIONS.
R. P. Lin (California, U., Berkeley, Calif.) Dec. 1970 26 p
refs Solar Physics. rot. 15, p. 453-478.
(Contracts NAS5-9077; NAS5-909 I)
Mapping of the emission structure of a large electron-
active region, McMath plage 8905, which crossed the vigible
solar disk in July-Aug. 1967, using electrons of approximately
40 keV energy observed at I AU as tracers. The accelera-
tion of 10 to 100 keV electrons is found to be a property
of active regions with a certain stage of development, and
is signaled by the emission of greater than or approximately
20 keV X rays. The emission of electrons into the in-
terplanetary medium may be separate from the acceleration
of the electrons. M.M.
A71-17975"
OBSERVATION OF EARLY-TYPE STARS FROM
OGO-6.
M. A. Clark (Aerospace Corp., Et Segundo, Calif.) and P.
H. Metzger Jan. 1971 4 p refs Astronomy and Astrophysics,
vol. 10, no. 1, p. 155-158.
(NASA Order S-99813-G: Contracts AF
04(701)-69-C-0066; AF 04(701)-70-C-0059)
Observation of stellar fluxes of the order of 10 to the
minus eighth power erg s cm to the minus second power A
for 10 eV photons for several bright UV emitting stars. These
O!bservations were 6 scanning Ly-
made from the OGO
Ipha experiment whose resonance absorption filter suppres-
sed the strong H Ly-alpha airglow, making possible the
observation of weak external enhancements. Five separate
orbits of data revealed point-source enhancements. M.M.
A71-1g127*#
THE "QUIET TIME' FLUXES OF PROTONS AND
ALPH_,-P%RTI(I.ES IN THE ENERGY RANGE OF 2-20
MeV/NU(LEON IN 1967.
C. Y. Fan (Arizona, U., Tucson, Ariz.), G. Gloeckler, R.
B. McKibben, and J. A. Simpson (Chicago, U., Chicago,
I11.) Budapest, Akademiai Kiado, 1970 7 p refs In:
International Conference on Cosmic Rays, I lth, Budapest,
Hungary, Aug. 25-Sep. 4, 1969, Proceedings. Volume 2 -
Solar Cosmic Rays, Modulation of Galactic Radiation,
Magnetospheric and Atmospheric Effects. p. 261-267
Conference Sponsored by the International Union of Pure
and Applied Physics and the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
(Acta Physica, vol. 29, Supplement 2), 1970.
(Grants NGL-14-001-006; NGR-03-002-107; Contract
AF 49(638)-1642)
The quiet time fluxes and different spectra of protons
and alpha particles in the energy range 2-20 MeV/nucleon
were measured in 1967 with cosmic ray detectors on the
OGO-3 satellite. These measurements are the continuation
of similar studies, begun in 1964, of the temporal variation
of the spectra of these particles. The results obtained from
the period 1964 to 1966 indicated thaw these particles were
a mixture of particles of galactic and solar origin. The 1967
measurements show that, despite an increase in solar activity
and modulation of relativistic cosmic rays, the 2 to 20 MeV
fluxes of protons and alpha particles remained relatively
unchanged. The implications of tb.is result are discussed.
(Author)
A71-18128"#
MODI'L-t, TION AND HEI.IOCENTRI(' GRAI)IENT ()F
I.O_ ENERG_ COSXlI(" RA_(S NEaR .'_)I.A.R XlIN-
19O5.
S. R. Kane and J. R. Winckler (Minnesota, U., Minneapolis,
VI-44
Minn.) Budapest, Akademiai Kiado, 1970 6 prefs In:
International Conference on Cosmic Rays, i lth, Budapest,
Hungary, Aug. 25-SCp. 4. 1969, Proceedings. Volume 2 -
Solar Cosmic Rays, Modulation of Galactic Radiation
Magnetospheric and Atr_ospheric Effects. p. 269-274
Conference Sponsored by _he International Union of Pure
and Applied Physics and the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
(Acta Physica, vol. 29, Sup_lcmcnt 2). 1970.
(Contract NAS5-2071)
Comparison of cosmic ray total ionization measurements
made in space with the O_O-I and OGO-2 ion chambers
with other cosmic ray measurements in space and on the
ground. The data were acquired at geocentric distances
between 15 and 25 earth radii during the period September
1964 to May 1968. Long-term and short-term variations are
examined, and attention is given to the hysteresis effect.
F.R.L.
A71-18137#
SPECTRAL VARIATIONS IN SHORT TERM FORBUSH
DECREASES AND IN LONG TERM CHANGES IN
COSMIC RAY INTENSII'_'.
V. K. Balasubrahmanyan _.NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Md.) a_ad D. Vcnkatesan (Calgary, U.,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada, NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center. Greenbelt, Md.) Bt_dapest, Akademiai Kiado, 1970
10 p refs In: International Conference on Cosmic Rays,
l lth, Budapest, Hungary, Aug. 25-Sep. 4, 1969, Proceedings.
Volume 2 - Solar Cosmic Rays, Modulation of Galactic
Radiation, Magnetospher_c and Atmospheric Effects. p.
327-336 Conference spon_)red by the International Union
of Pure and Applied Ph?s_cs and the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences. (Acta Physica. vol. 29, Supplement 2).
(Grant NRC A-3685)
Summary of data fronz satellite IMP A, B, and C and
OGO A on a continuou_ basis over the period from
November 1963 to May 1967. lhe cosmic ray intensity
registered by GM counters o_ these satellites, of energy greater
than or equal to 50 MeV is compared with the intensities
recorded by neutron monJ:',ors, at the equatorial station,
Huancayo, at the high-ahi','udc station, Deep River, and at
the poiar _tation. Alert Spectrtd variations during the
Forbush decreases and dut<z_g long-term changes in cosmic
ray intensity are investigated, and the results are discussed
in terms of current ideas. (Author)
A71-18158"#
_, DISCUSSION OF _';,Ol. gR COSMIC RAY ACTIVITY
NEAR SUNSPOT .MAXIMI_ M.
A. J. Masley and P. R. Satterblom (McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Co., Santa Mo,_ica, Calif.) Budapest. Akadem-
iai Kiado, 1970 7 p In: International Conference on
Cosmic Rays, 1 lth, Budape,,_t, Hungary, Aug. 25-Sep. 4, 1969,
Proceedings. Volume 2 - Solar Cosmic Rays, Modulation
of Galactic Radiation, M_netospheric and Atmospheric
Effects. p. 513-519 Conference sponsored by the Interna-
tional Union of Pure and Applied Physics and the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences. NSF-NASA sponsored research.
Discussion of 16 solar c___smic ray events observed during
1968 and 12 during the fir_,t seven months of 1969. This
represents an increase in _ctivity as the peak in the solar
cosmic ray cycle is reached. The events ranged in maximum
intensity from 0.5 to 12.5 dB absorption at 30 MHz for
protons with energy greater than 10 MeV. The two largest
events observed during the period were the event of Nov.
18, 1968, with 12.5 dB. arid the event of April 11, 1969
with 12 dB. The latter event Js particularly interesting because
it was apparently due to so_ar activity behind the east limb.
F.R.L.
A71-18170"#
EI.ECI'RONS FROM .'_)_._,R FLARES IN THE 10 TO
200 NleV REGION.
D. Datlo',xe, J. I heurct___:, and P. Meyer (Chicago, U..
Chicago. Ilia Budape_,t. -Xkademiai Kiado, 1970 6 p
refs In: International (_aference on Cosmic Rays, l lth.
z
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Budapest, Hungary, Aug. 2.5-S¢p. 4, 1969, Proceedings.
Volume 2 - Solar Cosmic Rays, Modulation of Galactic
Radiation, Magnetospheric and Atmospheric Effects.
p. 643-648 Conference sponsored by the International Union
of Pure and Applied Physics and the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences. (Acta Physica, vol. 29, Supplement 2), 1970.
(Contract NAS5-9096: Grant NGR-14-001-005)
The emission of electrons in association with solar flares
has now frequently been observed at energies around 50 keV
and occasionally betv, een 5 and 10 MeV. With an instrument
on board the satellite OGO-5 we have, during 1968, searched
for solar electrons with energy in excess of 10 MeV. On
several occasions be have measured an excess flux of high
energy electrons associated with solar flare activity. We shall
report on these observations and discuss the energy spectra
and time history for some of the events. (Author)
A71-19656"
OGO 5 OBSERVATIONS OF UPSTREAM WAVES IN
THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM: DISCRETE WAVE
PACKETS.
D. D. Childers, P. J. Coleman, Jr. (California, U., Los
Angeles, Calif.), and C. T. Russell I Feb. 1971 17 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 76, p. 845-861.
(Contract NAS5-9098)
Consideration of the waves observed in the in-
terplanetary medium within several earth radii of the earth's
bow shock, consisting of discrete wave packets with
amplitudes that are a significant fraction of the background
magnetic field. By using the measured solar wind density
and cold plasma dispersion theory, it is shown that these
wave packets must be right-handed in the plasma frame at
frequencies from about 2 to 4 times the proton gyrofrequency.
The propagation vector of these waves is found to point
away from the earth's bow shock and to lie between the
solar wind flow direction and the average spiral field. The
waves are being carried away from the sun by the solar
since their velocity is less than the solar wind speed,
ut they appear to be associated with the intersection of
field line with the earth's bow shock. M.V.E.
._,7 !- 19663"
SI;BAI'RORt.L RED ARCS AND ASSOCIATED IONO-
SPHERIC PttENOMENA.
S. Chandra, E. J. R. Maier, B. C. Narasinga Ran (NASA,
Goddard Space Flight Center, Lab. for Planetary At-
mospheres, Greenbelt, Md.), and B. E. Troy, Jr. 1 Feb.
1971 6 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 76,
p. 920-925.
Review of the measurements performed of the properties
of ionospheric plasma during the subauroral red arc of
September 28-29, 1967, and discussion of the merits of some
hypotheses about the red arc phenomenon. In the light of
the observational data presented on the flux of suprathermal
electrons and electron temperature, it is shown that the
thermal conduction hypothesis, proposed by Cole (1965) as
the mechanism for heating the ambient plasma during the
subauroral red arc condition, has to be accepted. In the
absence of any significant increase in the flux of suprather-
mal electrons, the soft electron hypothesis must be ruled
out from consideration. It is concluded that the subauroral
red arc is caused by a combination of thermal conduction
of energy from the magnetosphere and changes in the neutral
compbsitions in the lower atmosphere. ' M.V.E.
A71-19724"
THE ASSOCIATION OF SOLAR OPTICAL FLARES
_'ITH TYPE 3 SOLAR BURSTS FROM 4 TO 2 MHZ
OBSERVED BY OGO-3.
T. E. Graedel (Radio Astronomy Observatory, Ann Arbor,
Mich.) Apr. 1970 7 p refs Astrophysical Journal, vol.
160, Pt-l, p. 301-307.
(Contract NAS5-2051; Grant NsG-572)
Study in _hich type 3 solar radio bursts from 4 to 2
Mllz observed b_ OGO-3 _ere associated _ith optical flares
hence, witla solar plage regions. A radio burst was
A71-20318
considered to be flare associated if it occurred within 10
rain of the reported flare maximum. With this criterion, 70%
of the radio bursts were found to be associated with flares
or subflares. On the average, the burst preceded the reported
flare maximum by 1.45 rain. The plage regions associated
,,_ith the greatest number of radio bursts were. in general,
those _hich were largest, brightest, and of greatest sunspot
area and field strength. Since radio bursts are thought to
originate in coronal streamers, it is inferred that these plage
regions are associated with coronal streamers with a radius
of 5 solar radii or greater. The data suggest that a major
change in filament or sunspot structure in a large plag¢
region can temporarily create or enhance the conditions
necessary for the propagation of electron streams to large
radial distances and that well-established streamers maintain
their integrity and magnetic-field structure for as long as
two solar rotations. (Author)
A71-19825"
IMPULSIVE HARD X-RAY AND ULTRAVIOLET
EMISSION DURING SOLAR FI.ARES.
R. F. Donnelly (ESSA, Space Disturbances Lab., Boulder,
Colo.) and S. R. Kane (California, U., Berkeley, Calif.)
15 Feb. 1971 15 p refs Astrophysical Journal, vol. 164,
Pt-I, p. 151-163.
(Contract NAS5-9094)
Study of the relation between the impulsive hard
X-rays. observed by the satellites OGO 1, 3, and 5, and the
concurrent enhancement of the extreme-ultraviolet ( 10 to 1030
A) radiation, observed by means of sudden frequency
deviations, and investigation of the ph)sical restraints imposed
by this relation on the characteristics of energetic electrons
produced during the flash phase of solar flares. It is found
that the impulsive components of hard X-rays, extreme
ultraviolet emission, and microwave radio emission associated
with solar flares are well correlated in time. There is an
overall decrease in the ratio of extreme-ultraviolet flux to
hard X-ray flux with increase in central meridian distance
(CMD) of the associated H-alpha flare. This effect is believed
to be due to the increase in extreme-ultraviolet absorption
by the solar atmosphere with any increase in CMD of the
flare. The total kinetic energ_ of the energetic electrons in
the flare region as deduced from the observed X-ray spectrum
is comparable to that v, hich must be deposited in the denser
chromospheric regions to e,_pluin the ohserved enhancement
of the 10 to 1030 A flux. M.V.E.
A71-20318
THE TREND OF IONOSPHERIC A B_"_)RPTION DI.'RI NG
SHORT%VAVE FADE-OLTS REI.ATED TO THE TREND
OF ENHANCEMENT OF SOLAR X-RAY FLUX
G. Hartmann (Max-Planck-lnstitut fuer Aeronomie. Lindau
ueber Northeim, West Germany), R. W. Kreplin (U.S. Navy,
Naval Research Lab., Washington, D.C.), and H. Schwentek
Jan. 1971 6 p refs Radio Science, vol. 6, p. 35-40.
Observation of short-wave fadcouts during the period
from July 1967 to July 1968 through simultaneous use of
several short-wave paths particularly established for absorp-
tion measurements. The frequencies used were 2.50, 2.614,
2.775, and 6.09 MHz. The data were obtained from satellites
OGO 4 and Solrad 9 in the wavelength ranges 0.5 to 3, 1
to 8, 8 to 20, and 44 to 60 A. A very good correlation is
found between the enhancements of solar X-ray flux and
the enhancements of ionospheric absorption. The beginning
and maximum of the short-_ave fadeouts are delayed by
0.5 to 4 minutes in relation to the beginning and maximum
of the bursts, with the longer delay corresponding to the
shorter wavelength. The end of the effects cannot be
determined so definitci?: the time differences between bursts
and short-_ave fadeouts vary between plus or minus 7
minutes. Usually, the trend and detail of the short-wave
fadcouts red nearl._ follo,,_ the trend of the bursts: thus
bursts may be considered equivalc_t to short-v,a_e fade-
outs. AB.K.
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A71-20945
A MODEL EOR THE SOURCE OF SOLAR-FLARE
X-RAYS.
M. D. Papagiannis (Boston, U., Boston, Mass.) and F. M.
Strauss I Mar. 1971 l0 p refs Astrophysical Journal,
vol. 164, Pt-l, p. 369-378.
(Contract AF 19(628)-68-C-0097)
A solar flare model by Sturrock is used to compute
quantitatively the thermal X-ray emission during a small
flare. The results are in good agreement with actual X-ray
data obtained with the OGO-5 satellite. The microwave and
optical emissions are also discussed. (Author)
A71-21037"
SIMULTANEOUS OBSERVATIONS OF SOLAR-FLARE
ELECTRON SPECTRA IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE
AND WITHIN EARTH'S MAGNETOSPHERE.
A. L. Vampola (Aerospace Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.) and
H. I. West, Jr. (California, U., Livermore, Calif.) 22 Feb.
1971 6 p refs Physical Review Letters, vol. 26. p. 458-463.
AEC-NASA sponsored research.
(Contract AF 04(701)-69-C-0066)
Magnetic electron spectrometers on satellites OGO 5
and OVI-19 were used to make simultaneous measurements
in interplanetary space and over the polar caps during the
intense solar particle event of April 1969. The absolute
intensities and energy spectra measured on the two satellites
tracked within experimental error for the entire history of
the event. The results are examined in terms of the open
and closed methods of earth's magnetosphere. (Author)
A71-21631"
MOTION AND STRUCTURE OF THE MAGNETO-
PAUSE.
M. P. Aubry, M. G. Kivelson, and C. T. Russell (California,
U., Los Angeles. Calif.) 1 Mar. 1971 24 p refs Journal
Geophysical Research, vol. 76, p. 1673-1696. Research
supported by the European Space Research Organization.
(Contract NAS5-9098)
Data obtained during a 2-hr sequence of multiple crossings
of the magnetopause in the equatorial plane with the
OGO 5 UCLA triaxial fluxgate magnetometer and electron
spectrometer show that the magnetopause motion was
composed to two different o,_cillation: large amplitude
oscillations with periods from 3.5 to 6 min. and smaller
amplitude oscillations with periods as short as 10 sec. The
amplitude of the short-period oscillation increased abruptly
when the magnetosheath field turned 90 deg southward,
producing an extremely variable boundary. The particle
boundary showed the same oscillations as the magnetic field
boundary, but the two were not coincident and their relative
position was quite variable. The direction of the normal to
the magnetopaus¢ during successive crossings shows that these
oscillations do not represent pulsation of the whole boundary
but are ripples moving tailward with a velocity of the same
order as the plasma flow velocity. M.M.
A71-21643"
MAGNETIC FIELD VARIATIONS IN THE NEAR
GEOMAGNETIC TAIL ASSOCIATED WITH WEAK
SUBSTORM ACTIVITY.
P. J. Coleman, Jr. (California, U., Los Angeles, Calif.), R.
L. McPherron, and C. T. Russell l Mar. 1971 7 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 76, p. 1823-1829.
(Contract NAS5-9098)
Use of magnetic field observations obtained with the
UCLA OGO 5 fluxgate magnetometer on an inbound pass,
during which the satellite remained close to the ma_,netic
meridian and traveled almost parallel to and approximately
two earth radii above the expected position of the neutral
sheet, to illustrate the variations in the configuration of the
tail field during weak substorm activity. Be)ond ten earth
radii from the earth, changes to dipolar fields are accompanied
h) a reduction in field strength pre_,umabl.,, due to ac-
lanied by a reduction m field strength presumably due
to plasma sheet expansion. Within approximately ten earth
radii, changes to a more dipolar field are accompanied by
no change by an increase in field strength. In both regions,
these changes are accompanied by turbulence or noise.
Occasional twisting of the field out of the usual magnetic
meridian is also observed. (Author)
A71-21647"
HORIZONTAL I)ISTRIBUrlON OF HELIUM IN THE
E_RTH'S [PPER AT*IOSPttERE.
D. N. Harpold, A. E. Hedin (NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Md.), R. Horowitz, and C. A. Reber
I Mar. 1971 4 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 76, p. 1845-1848.
Study of the helium distribution in June 1969 by using
data from the mass spectrometer on OGO 6 (perigee, 400 kin;
apogee, II00 kin). After normalizing for altitude effects by
use of the Jacchia model atmosphere, the densities show an
order of magnitude difference between the Southern (winter)
Hemisphere and the Northern (summer) Hemisphere, with
the maximum density occurring near .55 deg latitude. The
exact location of the maximum varies between .40 deg and
.70 deg geographic lattitude and is apparently correlated with
the geomagnetic dipole latitude of .53 deg. This correlation
is consistent with the idea that the helium distribution is
quite sensitive to thermospheric winds. (Author)
A71-22801 *
INTERPLANETARY DECELERATION OF SOLAR
COSMIC RAYS.
S. S. Murray, E. C. Stone, and R. E. Vogt (California Inst.
of Tech., Pasadena, Calif.) 15 Mar. 1971 4 p refs Physical
Review Letters, vol. 26, p. 663-666.
(Contract NA $5-9312; G rants NG R-05-002-160:
NG L-05-002-007)
Use of observations of solar-flare proton fluxes of low
energies (1 to 10 MeV) during the June, 1969, event to study
the effects of energy-change processes on particles propagating
in interplanetary space. It is found that the proton energies
are decreasing with time at a rate which is consistent with
an exponential-decay time constant of 210 plus or minus
l0 hr. Since adiabatic deceleration in a uniform solar wind
would result in a faster decay (78 plus or minus 4 hr),
additional processes such as Fermi acceleration or a more
general deceleration process must be considered. (Author)
A71-23635 ".
PRELIMINARY S[RVEY OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF
MICROPULSATIONS IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE
FROM OGO's-3 AND 5.
J. P. Heppner, B. G. Ledley, T. L. Skillman, and M. Sugiura
Sep. 1970 9 p refs Annales de Geophysique, vol. 26,
p. 709-717 International Assn. of Geomagnetism and
Aeronomy, General Scientific Assembly, Madrid, Spain, Sep.
1-12, 1969.
Systematic analysis of magnetic field data received by
the OGO 3 and 5 satellites in order to determine the
magnetospheric distribution of micropulsations in 7 bands,
and incoherent irregularities in two categories (time constants
T less than 5 sec, and 5 sec less than T less than 45 see).
Although incomplete, the principal features of the distribu-
tions are sufficiently evident near the equatorial plane to
make preliminary results significant. Waves and recurrent
pulses with Pc-3 periodicities frequently constitute the
dominant large amplitude fluctuations in the magnetosheath
sunward from the dayside magnetopause. It is believed that
these waves and recurrent pulses are closely related to the
Pc-3 oseiliations v, ithin the dayside magnetosphere. Support
is given to the suggestion that a Pc-3 activity index based
on surface observations should be derived and be made
available as an international service. F.R.L.
A71-23711 *
THE PIONEER 9 ELECTRIC FIEI.D EXPERIMENT.
G. M. Crook (TRW S_tcms Group, Redondo Beach. Calif.),
I. M. Green, and F. L. Scarf Feb. 1971 17 p refs Cosmic
Electrodynamics, vol. 1, p. 496-512.
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Contract NAS2-4673)
The Pioneer 9 electric field experiment is described and the
near-earth ob_er'.ations (r less than or equal to 100 R sub
e) are discussed. It is shown that in the region of the
magnetopause the OGO-5 plasma wave experiment and the
Pioneer 9 electric field experiment detected very similar
changes in the noise spectrum and these variations may be
related to the presence of a diffusive plasma layer. Large
and intermittent signal enhancements ,,,,ere also found in the
outer magnetosheath and these are shown to be associated
with traversals of current sheets resembling X-type nulls.
(Author)
A71-24438
EVIDENCE FOR A SOURCE OF AN EXTRATER-
RESTRIAL HYDROGEN LYMAN-ALPHA EMISSION:
THE INTERSTELLAR WIND.
J. L. Bertaux and J. E. Blamont (CNRS, Service d'Aeronomie,
Verrieres-le-Busson, Essonne, France) Mar. 1971 18 p refs
Astronomy and Astrophysics. vol. |l, no. 2, p. 200-217.
(Contracts CNES-65-003; CNES-66-OI 1; CNES-67-201:
CNES-68-202: CNES-69-225; CNES-70-299)
A series of maneuvers commanded to the OGO satellite
made it possible to map the intensity of the 1216 A
Lyman-alpha emission coming from outside the geocorona,
as measured by a photometer with a 80 A bandwidth and a
0.66 des circular field of view. The spatial distribution of
this emission, presented in celestial and galactic coordinates.
has no small-scale features, but shows a maximum of 530
Rayleighs near the ecliptic plane and a minimum of 200
Rayleighs in the opposite direction. These results give support
to the theory that in its motion toward the apex, the sun
crosses neutral atomic hydrogen of interstellar origin, giving
rise to an apparent interstellar wind. Z.W.
71-24439"
GO-5 MEASUREMENTS OF THE LYMAN ALPHA SKY
ACKGROUND
R. F. Krassa (Colorado, U., Boulder, Colo.) and G. E.
Thomas Mar. 1971 16 p refs Astronomy and Astrophysics,
vol. I!, no. 2, p. 218-233.
(Contract NAS5-9327; Grant NGR-06-003-052)
A two-channel UV photometer on OGO 5, responding
to the spectral regions ranging from 1050 to 1800 A and
from 1225 to 1_;00 A. measured the spatial variations of the
1216 A background during three spin-up maneuvers in
September 1969, December 1969, and April 1970. It is shown
that a weighted difference of the signals from the two channels
represents the L._man-alpha 1216 A background, free from
the contribution of unresolved stars. A prominent maximum
in intensity (570 Rayleighs) and a less pronounced minimum
(240 Rayleighs) v, ere discovered, both located near the ecliptic
and separated by about 180 deg. The origin of the observed
emission is suggested to be scattering of solar Lyman alpha
from interstellar hydrogen that is swept into the vicinity of
the earth from the direction of the apparent apex of motion
of the solar system. Z.W.
A71-24555"
EVIDENCE OF SOLAR GEOMAGNETIC SEASONAL
CONTROL OF THE TOPSIDE IONOSPHERE.
H. A. Taylor, Jr. (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Lab. for Planetary Atmospheres, Greenbelt, Md.) Jan. 1971
17 p refs Planetary and Space Science, vol. 19, p. 77-93.
Study of the pronounced longitudinal variation in the
composition of the topside ionosphere as revealed by ion
composition results obtained from the polar orbiting OGO-4
satellite. This variation is in the form of a lar_,e-scale wobble
or shift in the latitudinal distributions of the major topside
ions, observed as the earth rotates beneath the fixed satcl!ite
orbit. Both the location and prominence of distinct iono-
spheric features are found to change significantly betv, een
longitudes for v, hich the angle between the earth-sun line
and the dipole equator has its greatest variation. Similarly,
is found that the ambient ion concentrations at a given
ma t change by as much as an order of magnitude
A71-24788
between contrasting longitudes. The overall result is that
seasonal variations, such as the decrease in production of
ionization at winter latitudes, are minimized at the location
of extreme solar-geomagnetic season. The persistence of the
longitudinal asymmetry over a range of local times, seasons,
and magnetic conditions reveals that the topside ionosphere
is dependent upon a solar-geomagnetic rather than simply a
solar seasonal control. O.H.
A71-2478 I*
RELATIONSIIIP OF THE PLASMA SHEET, RING
CURRENT, TRAPPING BOUNDARY, AND PLASMA-
PAUSE NEAR THE MAGNETIC EQUATOR AND LOCAL
MIDNIGHT.
L. A. Frank (Iowa, U., Iowa City, Iowa) 1 Apr. 1971
11 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 76,
p. 2265-2275.
(Contracts NAS5-2054; N00014-68-A-0196-0003; Grant
NGL- 16-001-002)
Near-magnetic equator observations of the plasma-sheet
structure in the pre- and postmidnight sectors of the
magnetosphere on the sensithe electrostatic analyzer array
of the OGO 3 satellite in June and July, 1966. The trapping
boundary of energetic electrons with energies from 40 keV
was located within the extraterrestrial proton ring current
and near its outer edge. The earthward edge of the plasma
sheet was located in the postmidnight sector, its inner
boundary being coincident with the position of the plasma-
pause. Measurements during a polar magnetic substorm and
during a main-phase magnetic storm showed the absence in
the premidnight sector of a frequently observed electron
trough and the structural features similar to those observed
in the postmidnight sector. V.Z.
A71-24787"
OGO-5 MEASUREMENI"S OF THE PLASMASPHERE
DURING OBSERVATIONS OF STABLE AURORAL RED
.ARCS
C. R. Chappell, K. K. Harris. and G. W. Sharp (Lockheed
Research Labs., Palo Alto. Calif.) I Apr. 1971 9 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research. vol. 76. p. 2357-2365.
(Contract NAS5-90O2)
Ambient H(+)ion concentration v, as measured in the
plasmasphere during two intense magnetic storms that were
accompained by occurrences of stable auroral red (SAR'I
arcs. The H(-_) ion dcn.,,it-, profiles were measureci by the
ion mass spectrometer on OGO 5 during the periods Oct. 29
to Nov. 7, and Oct. 10 to 17, 1968. Correlations ol the
H(*) ion densities in the plasmasphere were made _ith the
D sub st and Kp magnetic indices and with ground
observations of the 6300-A SAR arcs. This study shows that
the SAR arcs are observed in the rapid recovery phase of
the storm in the 10-20 hours following injection of ring current
particles, and that the plasmasphere is drastically reduced
in size during the storm, with the SAR arc located in L
value near the position of the plasmapause. The arc is found
to occur in the ionosphere at the base of flux tubes that
have ambient H(+)ion densities of 100-1000 ions/cu cm
near the magnetic equatorial plane. (Author)
A71-24788"
FAST TIME RESOLVED SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF VLF
BANDED EMISSIONS.
F. V. Coroniti, R. W. Fredricks. C. F. Kennel (TRW Systems
Group, Space Sciences Lab.. Redondo Beach, California,
U., Los Angeles, Calif.), and F. L. Scarf (TRW Systems
Group, Space Sciences Lab., Redondo Beach, Calif.) 1 Apr.
1971 16 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 76,
p. 2366-2381.
(Contract NAS5-9278)
High time resolution spectral techniques are used for
taking statistically independent spectra ever_ 12.5 mircosec
in a study of the several classes of VLF banded emissions
acquired by the short antenna OGO 5 electric field detector.
Single and/or multiple FM bursts and discrete single modes
_sith _,table center frequencies are establi,,,hed in the VLF
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banded rising chorus spectra. Such bursts and modes of higher
structural complexity are also indicated in inverted or
failing banded chorus spectra, The spectrum of a banded
hisslikc emission was found to be dominated by multiple
single discrete modes having constant center frequencies. A
narrow band emission with frequencies slightly above half
the local electron cyclotron frequency consisted of single
modes and groups of unresolved modes free of frequency
modulation. V.Z.
A71-26144'
INSTRUMENTATION FOR MEASUREMENT OF
COSMIC NOISE AT 2.0 AND 2.5 MHZ FROM A POLAR
ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY.
R. G. Yorks (Radio Astronomy Observatory. Ann Arbor.
Mich.) May 1971 9 p refs IEEE Transactions on
Instrumentation and Measurement, vol. IM-20, p. 86-94.
(Contract NAS5-3099)
This paper describes the radio astronomy instrument
flown on both Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatories 2
and 4 (OGO-2 and OGO-4). The instrument was designed
to map the brightness distribution of cosmic noise over the
sky at 2.0 and 2.5 MHz by using the theoretically predicted
ionospheric focusing of an electrically short antenna. An
antenna impedance bridge was included as a necessary part
of the system. The system is unusual because the impedance
bridge and the 2.5-MHz radiometer operate simultaneously
at the same frequency. OGO-2 was launched on October 14,
1965, and the instrument operated normally until the
spacecraft was turned off November 1, 1967. During this
period the instrument was operated for 4495 hours with many
on-off cycles. OGO-4 was launched July 28, 1967, and the
instrument operated properly for 18,330 hours prior to
termination of spacecraft operations on October 23, 1969.
Results of these experiments are published separately.
(Author)
A71-27654 *
CHARACTERISTICS OF SOFT SOLAR X-RAY
BURSTS.
J. F. Drake (Iowa, U., Iowa City, Iowa) Jan. 1971 34 p
refs Solar Physics, voi. 16, p. 152-185.
(Contracts NAS5-9076; N00014-68-A-0196-0003; Grant
NGL- 16-001-002)
The burst component of the solar X-ray flux in the soft
wavelength range 2-12 A observed from Explorer 33 and
Explorer 35 from July 1966 to September 1968 was analyzed.
In this period 4028 burst peaks were identified. The differential
distributions of the temporal and intensity parameters of
the bursts revealed no separation into more than one class
bursts. The most frequently observed value for rise time
was 4 rain and for decay time was 12 min. The distribution
of the ratio of rise to decay time can be represented by an
exponential with exponent -2.31 from a ratio of 0.3 to 2.7;
tye maximum in this distribution occurred at a ratio of 0.3.
The values of the total observed flux, divided by the
background flux at burst maximum, can be represented by
a power law with exponent -2.62 for ratios between 1.5 and
32. The distribution of peak burst fluxes can be represented
by a power law with exponent -I.75 over the range 1-100
milli-erg/sq cm sec. The flux time integral values are given
by a power law with exponent -I.44 over the range 1-50 erg
sq cm. M.M.
A71-2791 i *
PRIMARY ELECTRON INFLUX TO DAYSIDE AUR-
ORAL OVAL.
F. W. Berko (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) and R. A. Hoffman 1 May 1971 l0 p
refs Journal of Geophysical Research. vol. 76, p. 2967-
2976.
Data from the OGO 4 auroral particles experiment were
analyzed to determine properties of the higher latitude region
of electron precipitation in the d@side hemisphere. Front 7
months of data a probability map of occurrence of this
structured Iov,-energ3, precipitation _as compiled. The highest
VI-48
probabilities are concentrated predominantly between 0500
and 1400 hours magnetic local time. and from 75 to 82-1/2
deg invariant latitude. There is excellent congruity of these
high probabilities of occurrence and the high probability of
occurrence of discrete auroral optical emissions, which define
the aurora_ oval in these hours. The soft energy spectrums
measured and the estimated total energy influx during typical
precipitation events are appropriate for producing the type
of aurora observed in these hours. It is concluded that the
structured low-energy electron precipitation is the primary
energy source for the dayside auroral oval. (Author)
A7 i-27913"
SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS OF BAND-LIMITED
MICROPULSATIONS DURING A MAGNETOSPHERIC
SUBSTORM.
P. J. Coleman, Jr. (California, U., Los Angeles, Calif.) and
R. L. McPherron 1 May 1971 12 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 76, p. 3010-3021.
(Contract NAS5-9098)
Band-limited micropulsations have been observed in
space by the UCLA fluxgate magnetometer on OGO 5.
Throughout the event the satellite was inbound on the drawn
meridian between 7 and 5 earth radii just below the magnetic
equatorial plane. These pulsations were quasi-sinusoidal, with
a period of 20 sec and rms amplitude of 0.3 gamma. Their
average polarization was transverse to the main magnetic
field, with the major axis azimuthal in the equatorial plane.
The average ellipticity was 0.3 and the predominant sense
of rotation was right-handed with respect to the main magnetic
field. Instantaneously these parameters were quite variable,
with the pulsations occurring in bursts propagating at various
angles to the field. During the pulsation event the main
field was essentially dipolar; however, the waves were first
observed just inside a sharp transition from a region in which
the field magnitude bad been constant for several earth
radii. M.M.
A7 !-28700
DETECTION OF MICROMETEOROID FLUX ON
SATELLITES.
C. S. Ni|s_on and F. W. Wright (Smithsonian Astrophvsical
Observatory, Cambridge. Mass.) 10 May 1971 2 p Journal
of Geophysical Research, vol. 76, p. 3424, 3425.
Analysis of data from the Orbiting Geophysical Ob-
servatory (OGO) emphasizing certain noise-control pro-
cedures as developed by Nilsson et al. (1969). In about
4300 hr of available data (including those previously
obtained), with no obvious noise generally present, 282 events
were observed. The importance of these data is in demonstra-
ting the need for more than one noise control procedure.
F.R.L.
A71-29057"
RELATIVISTIC ELECTRONS ASSOCIATED WITH
SOLAR PARTICLE EVENTS, MEASURING OCCIRR-
ENCE FREQUENCY, ELECTRON PROPAGATION AND
DIFFUSION ANISOTROP_,
D. Datlowe (California, U., San Diego, Calif.) Apt, 1971
23 p refs Solar Physics. vol. 17, p. 436-458.
(Contract NAS5-9096; Grant NG L- 14-001-005 _,
The results are presented of the first systematic study of
electrons of energies greater than 10 MeV associated with
solar flares. Direct measurements were made of the frequency
of occurrence of these particles in solar flare related events.
The spectra of the particles were made of the frequency of
occurrence of these particles in solar flare related events.
The spectra of the particles were studied, as well as the
evolution of the spectra in the course of these events. In
addition the propagation of the electrons is investigated, and
the degree of anisotropy in their diffusion is measured for
the first time. It is found that electrons in the energy range
12-45 MeV are normally presenl in major solar particle
events. The time-intensity profiles of the fluxes indicate
diffusive propagation: and the time-to-maximum intensity is
found to vary with solar longitude in a way _hich can only
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be the result of anisotropic propagation with the per-
pendicular diffusion coefficient comparable in magnitude to,
but smaller than, the parallel diffusion coefficient. M.V.E.
A71-29903"
GEOMAGNETIC MODELS FROM SATELLITE SUR-
VEYS.
J. C. Cain (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.) May 1971 15 p refs Reviews of Geophysics and
Space Physics, vol. 9, p. 259-273.
The use of satellite scalar magnetic field data to
produce geomagnetic field models is reviewed. There have
been nine separate spacecraft that have acquired observations
of the geomagnetic field from low (less than 1500 kin) satellite
altitudes since 1958. The magnetic field models produced
from such data have not been sufficiently compared with
surface vector data to firmly establish their validity. One
comparison has indicated that satellite-derived models arc
as valid over-all as those produced from surface data.
Variations in the field components are shown to be larger
than those in scalar field by factors of 4-10. Recent satellite
models indicate an increase in dipole decay to
-27 gammas/year, a value that may be plausible, judging
from extrapolation of earlier surface-derived models. Also
noted is a recent slowing of eccentric dipole westward drift.
(Author)
A71-30028"
THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF THE MAGNETOSPHERE
AND TAIL.
D. H. Fairfield (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) New York, Gordon and Breach, Science
Publishers, Inc. 1970 24 p refs In: The Polar Ionosphere
and Magnetospheric Processes, NATO, Advanced Study Inst.,
Kjeller, Norway, Apr. 9-18, 1969, Proceedings. p. 1-2"4.
Analysis of spacecraft measurements of the solar
wind-compressed magnetic field in the sunward magneto-
sphere and the extended magnetic field of the geomagnetic
zail indicates that, in an average magnetosphere, field lines
crossing the earth above 78 plus or minus 3 deg and 69
plus or minus 2 deg geomagnetic latitude in the noon and
midnight meridians, respectively, are extended into the
geomagnetic tail. Field lines in the northern and southern
hemispheres of the tail are generally oriented parallel or
antiparallel to the earth-_un line _ith the tv, o regions being
separated by a neutral sheet or current sheet less than I
earth radius thick. The observation of tail-like fields almost
1000 earth radii behind the earth by Pioneer 7 sets a lower
limit on the radial extent of tail-associated effects. Departures
from the average magnetosphere field configuration occur
at the time of magnetic storms and bay events. Storms are
associated with higher tail fields and the extension of
additional field lines to the tail. M.M.
A7 !-30029"
LOW ENERGY PARTICLE FLUXES IN THE GEOMAG-
NETIC TAIL.
V. M. Vasyliunas (MIT, Cambridge. Mass.) New York,
Gordon and Breach, Science Publishers, Inc. 1970 23 p
refs in: The Polar Ionosphere and Magnetospheric Processes,
NATO, Advanced Study Inst., Kjeller, Norway, Apr. 9-18,
1969, Proceedings. p. 25-47.
(Grant NGL-22-009-015)
Intense fluxes of low energy particles exist within the
geomagnetic tail. They are confined to the equatorial region
of the tail and form a plasma sheet several earth radii thick
and centered about the magnetic neutral sheet. The mean
energy of electrons within the plasma sheet typically ranges
from a few hundred eV to a few keV: the mean energy of
protons is appreciably higher. The electron and proton
number densities are equal. Low energy proton fluxes
extend from the magnetotail earthward to well within the
outer radiation belt, where during magnetic storms they
become _ery intense and form the ring current responsible
the storm's main phase. The inner boundary of the plasma
sheet has now been traced in latitude to -55 deg and shown
A71-30952
to coincide with magnetic field lines through the equatorward
boundary of the aurora oval. M.M.
A71-30032"
OGO 4 SATELLITE MEASIREMENTS OF I.OW
ENERGY-HIGH LATITIDE ELECTRON PRECIPITA-
TION.
R. A. Hoffman (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) New York, Gordon and Breach, Science
Publishers, Inc. 1970 13 p refs In: The Polar Ionosphere
and Magnetospheric Processes, NATO, Advanced Study Inst.,
Kjeller, No:_ay, Apr. 9-18, 1969, Proceedings. p. 79-91.
Data from the Auroral Particles Experiment aboard
OGO-4 have indicated four regions of low-energy electron
precipitation at high latitudes. These have been designated
by the terms band region, burst region, polar cavity, and
premidnight region. The band region is characterized by a
relatively structureless, moderately hard precipitation pattern
which generally follows the auroral oval, except that it extends
to lower latitudes at noon. it is especially prevalent in the
dawn hemisphere. The burst region begins within the band
region and extends polewards, reaching up to 85 deg at
noon, and is usually characterized by a very soft spectrum
and large structure in the precipitation pattern. The polar
cavity is an area of no detectable fluxes, while the premidnight
region displays structured electron fluxes with widely varying
spectra. M.M.
A71-30037"
TEMPERATURE AND COMPOSITION STUDIES IN THE
POLAR IONOSPHERE.
S. J. Bauer (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.) New York, Gordon and Breach, Science Publishers,
Inc. 1970 13 p refs In: The Polar Ionosphere and
Magnetospheric Processes, NATO, Advanced Study Inst.,
Kjeller, Norway, Apr. 9-18, 1969 Proceedings. p. 161-173.
A geomagnetic latitude of approximately 60 deg appears
to represent the demarcation between the mid-latitude a,_d
polar ionosphere. At this latitude the abundance of light
zons, H(-) and He(+), decrease abruptly, leading to a polar
ionosphere consisting primarily of O(+). The light ions _;eem
to be escaping via the tail of the magnctosphere: an outward
bulk motion of H(+) over the polar cap has been observed
by the ion-mass spectrometer on Explorer 31+ The plasma
density over the polar region decreases much faster with
altitude than according to a diffusive equilibrium dismbution.
The charged particle temperatures, of which the electron
temperature has been primarily measured, show a gradient
with altitude and latitude. A maximum of electron tempera-
ture is often observed near 60 deg geomagnetic latitude, with
lower temperature over the poles. At an altitude of a few
thousand km, the electron temperature in the polar ionosphere
is approximately 3000-4000 K, reaching values as high as
6000-8000 K at an altitude of 6000 km. M.M.
A7 [-3095 ! *#
SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS OF THE COLD PLASMA
IN THE .MAGNETOSPHERE.
S. J. Bauer (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt,
Md.) Brussels, International Union of Radio Science, 1970
7 p refs In: Progress in Radio Science 1966-1969,
International Union of Radio Science, General Assembly,
16th, Ottawa, Canada. Aug. 18-29, t969, Proceedings. Volume
1 - Ionosphere, Magnetosphere, Radio Noise. p. 159-165.
Satellite data for electron and ion distributions in the
magnetosphere are reviewed, and the validity of different
methods for direct measurement of plasma density is
evaluated. Factors affecting the accuracy of Langmuir probe
measurements are described to illustrate the precautions which
must bc taken "*hen interpreting in situ measurements.
Whistler data and in situ measurements are compared to
demonstrate discrepancies concerning plasma density distribu-
tions and the existence of a plasmapause. T.M.
._71-30952#
VLF EMISSION ANi) EI.E('TRON INSTABILITIES
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A71-30956
M. Cornwall (Los Angeles, U. Coll., Los Angeles,
Aerospace Corp.. El Segundo, Calif.) Brussels, International
Union of Radio Science 1970 12 p refs In: Progress in
Radio Science 1966-1969, International Union of Radio
Science, General Assembly. 16th. Ottawa, Canada, Aug.
18-29, 1969, Proceedings. Volume I - Ionosphere, Magneto-
sphere, Radio Noise. p. 171-182.
Satellite data on VLF electromagnetic emissions delineate
the location of their source regions as mostly equatorial abo_e
the plasmapause. OGO 5 measurements show that large-
amplitude electrostatic waves are generated in the same source
regions. Questions of wave-particle correlation and electron
precipitation are discussed, and recent theoretical explanations
for electrostatic instabilities, triggered emissions, and plasma
echoes are reviewed. T.M.
A71-30956"_
INTERPLANETARY WAVES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON
THE MAGNETOSPHERE.
F. L. Scarf (TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.)
Brussels, International Union of Radio Science, 1970 13 p
refs In: Progress in Radio Science 1966-1969, International
Union of Radio Science, General Assembly, 16th, Ottawa,
Canada, Aug. 18-29, 1969, Proceedings. Volume I - Iono-
sphere, Magnetosphere, Radio Noise. p. 233-245.
(Contracts NAS2-4673; NAS5-9278; Grant NASw-1598)
Recent measurements show that all of the microscopic
proqerties and many of the bulk or fluid characteristics of
the collisionless solar wind near the earth are determined
by wave-particle interactions. Pitch-angle anisotropies
continuously develop as the plasma carries the extended solar
magnetic field outward from the corona, and associated
nonresonant instabilities produce growth of Alfven and
magnetosonic waves. It has been found that the dominant
particle dissipation mechanisms for low Mach number
interplanetary shocks, high Mach number bow shocks, and
_netic null regions at filament boundaries generally involve
excitation of intense high-frequency electrostatic noise.
3wever, some shocks governed by electromagnetic whistler
mode dissipation have also been detected. Strong local waves
are less frequently excited in the solar wind. but weak electron
plasma osci!!alions are found at shock boundaries and in
other regions v, here the plasma distribution functions are
perturbed. Very large amplitude electromagnetic waves have
also been detected in interplanetary space. T.M.
A71-31754"
MAGNETIC FIELD AND ELECTRON OBSERVATIONS
NEAR THE DAV_ N MAGNETOPAUSE.
K. W. Ogilvie, J. D. Scudder, and M. Sugiura (NASA,
Goddard Space Flight Center, Lab. for Extraterrestrial
Physics, Greenbelt, Md.) 1 Jun. 1971 13 p refs Journal
of Geophysical Research, vol. 76, p. 3574-3586.
Observations of electron fluxes between 25 eV and several
kiloelectronvolts by the triaxial electron spectrometer and
of the magnetic field by the fluxgate magnetometer on the
satellite OGO 5 are used to study the structure and movement
of the magnetopause. The observations were made at both
q.uiet and fairly disturbed times between 6.4 and 7.6 hr local
time and at geomagnetic latitudes between 16 and 40 deg.
The boundary layer electron fluxes for velocities smaller than
8000 km/sec are typical of the magnetosheath. The non-
Max_ellian tails of the spectra for velocities greater than
8000 km/sec resemble those observed in the magnetosphere.
The magnetic field in the boundary layer has either magnet-
ospheric or transitional characteristics. These observations
suggest the possibility of mixing of the magnetosheath plasma
with the magnetospheric plasma, which v, ould be important
in determining the structure of the boundary layer, Z.W.
A71-31757"
OGO-2 AND 4 VI.F OBSERVATIONSOF THE AS_'MMF:-
TRIC PLASMAPAUSE NEAR TIlE TIME OF SAR ARC
':VENTS.
L. Carpenter(Stanford U.. Stanford, Calif.) 1 Jan. 1971
refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vo[. 76,
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p. 3644-3650.
(Grants NGR-05-020-288; NSF GA-12317; NSF GA-1485;
NSF GA-10719; NSF GA-18128: )
Comparison of OGO 2 and OGO 4 VLF data on
plasmapause crossings _ith SAR arc observations reported
on Sept. 29, 1967, and on Oct. 31 and Nov. 1, 1968. The
positions of the plasmapause and SAR arcs were found to
agree within plus or minus I deg in invariant latitude.
OGO 4 evidence from the 0900 to 2100 magnetic local time
plane showed that the known local-time asymmetry in
plasmapause L value (evening maximum, dawn minimum)
could explain some of the apparent motions of the arcs as
viev, ed from ground stations. Some other details of the arc
motions are apparently due to substorm-related convection
events in the outer plasmasphere. (Author)
A71-31774"
ION THERMALIZATION IN TIlE EARTH'S BOW
SHOCK.
K. Papadopoulos (Maryland, U., College Park, Md., U.S.
Navy, Naval Research Lab., Washington, D.C.) I Jun. 1971
5 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 76,
p. 3806-3810.
(Grant NG L-21-002-005)
The role of the counterstreaming ion instability in
thermalizing the solar wind ions in the earth's bow shock is
discussed. The interplanetary magnetic field plays an
important role in the development of this instability.
Comparison with recent experimental data shows that it can
be the dominant mechanism of ion thermalization. (Author)
A71-3374 I*#
RESULTS OF A 1970 GEMINID DUST PARTICLE
ROCKET EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS OF OGO Ill
DUST PARTICLE VEI.OCITY .MEASUREMENTS.
W. M. Alexander (Baylor U., Waco, Tex.), C. W. Arthur
(California, U., Los Angeles), J. L. Bohn (Temple U.,
Philadelphia), B. J. Farmer (Advanced Technology Center,
Inc., Grand Prairie, Tex.), and J. H. Johnson Jun. 1971
25 p refs COSPAR, Plenary Meeting, 14th, Seattle, Wash.,
Jan. 18-Jul. 2, 1971, Paper.
(Grant NG R-39-012-001 )
Results of a dust particic experiment carried on a Black
Brant VB upper atmosphere research rocket launched from
Churchill, Canada, Dec. l-J,. 1970. Hypervelocity calibrations
showed that the experiment would detect particles v, ith masses
greater than 0.5 picogram and provide coincidcnke detection
of particles greater than 5 picograms. Control sensors for
detection of electromagnetic and mechanical noise were
included in the instrumentation. Three coincident events have
been identified indicating an event rate during the 1970
occurrence of the Geminid shower that was greater than
the normal sporadic flux. The velocity and orbital elements
of four dust particles have been determined by measure-
ments from the OGO 3 dust particle experiment. A study
of the results from OGO 3 and OGO I indicates that the
OGO ! velocity measurements were the result of spacecraft
noise. From OGO 3 flux measurements, an expectation of
5 plus or minus 2 velocity measurements are predicted. Four
events were detected between July 1966 and December 1967.
The mean flux from the OGO 3 measurement is in excellent
agreement with that measured from the Radiation Satellite.
(Author)
-_7 i-33762"#
OBSERVED SOLAR GEOMAGNETIC CONTROL OF
TIlE IONOSPHERE- IMPLICATIONS FOR REFERENCE
IONOSPHERES.
H. A. Taylor (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) Jun. 1971 42 p refs COSPAR, Plenary
Meeting, 14th, Seattle, V*a_h., Jun. 18-Jul. 2. 1971. Paper.
Data sets from the OGO-6 spectrometer during the period
1969-1970 are used to study the previously observed dominant
longitudinal variations _upcrimposed upon the latitudinal
distributions of each ion specie in the ionosphere. The results
reveal that seasonal _ariath,ns in the ion distributions are
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generally repeatable, and that the annual variation in the
topside O(_) and H(_) content and distribution during the
period examined was minimal. The importance of magnetic
field control in regulating the ion distributions is emphasized,
and the need is suggested for the use of improved coordinate
systems for the correlation of satellite observations and the
development of atmospheric models. O.H.
A71-33802"#
SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN THE THERMOSPHERE
AND EXOSPHERE, 1968-1970.
G. M. Keating, J. S. Levine, J. A. Mullins (NASA, Langley
Research Center, Hampton, Va.), and E. J. Prior Jun. 1971
23 p refs COSPAR, Plenary Meeting, 14th, Seattle, Wash.,
Jun. 18-Jul. 2, 1971, Paper.
Recent simultaneous drag measurements of Explorers 19
and 39 near opposite poles are used to obtain an improved
description of the seasonal density variations near and below
1000 km. The winter helium bulge is measured in both the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres. An improved model
of these density variations is compared with recently published
OGO-6 mass spectrometer measurements of the winter helium
bulge. To obtain consistency between these measurements
and drag measurements, it is necessary to make major
revisions in both the generally assumed global distribution
of exospheric temperature and the global distribution of
atomic oxygen. Two temperature maxima are required: the
major one at latitudes higher than the subsolar point in the
summer hemisphere, and a secondary one near the winter
pole. This distribution is consistent with satellite drag
measurements, if maximum oxygen concentrations near
120 km occur at tow latitudes in the winter hemisphere rather
than concentrations at these altitudes being invariant as is
generally assumed. O.H.
_,7 !-33834#
DETERMINATION OF THE LOCAL IN-
TERSTELLAR WIND PARAMETERS.
A. Ammar, J. L. Bertaux, and J. E. Blamont (CNRS. Service
d'Aeronomie, Verrieres-le-Buisson, Essonne, France) Jun.
1971 26 p refs COSPAR. Plenary Meeting. !4th, Seattle,
Wash., Jun. 18-Jul. 2, 1971, Paper.
The Lyman-alpha sky background measured outside the
geocorona by two independent photometers on OGO-5
suggested that an interstellar wind of neutral hydrogen
penetrates into the heliosphere, where solar wind and solar
ultraviolet create an ionization cavity. The shape of this cavity
is a function of the interstellar density, the relative velocity,
the temperature, and also the solar Lyman-alpha radiation
pressure which may overcompensate the gravitation. For two
different values of the solar Lyman-alpha flux, one which
equilibrates the gravitation, and one v, hich corresponds to
recent measurements and overcompensates the gravitation,
the interstellar wind parameters are adjusted to agree with
the sky background measurements. Even if a uniform galactic
component ts present with its maximum allowable value,
temperatures are found to be in the range from 1000 to
10,000 deg K, densities in the range from 0.2 to 0.5 atoms
per cu cm, and the relative wind velocity between 3 and
9 km/s. O.H.
A71-33943"
CORRELATED OBSERVATIONS OF ELECTRONS AND
.MAGNETIC FIELDS AT THE EARTH'S B()%% SHOCK.
M. Neugebauer (California Inst. of Tech., Jet Propulsion
Lab., Pasadena, Calif.), J. V. Olson (California, U., Los
Angeles, Calif.), and C. T. Russell l Jul. 1971 15 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 76, p. 4366-4380.
(Contracts NAS5-9098: JPL-950403)
The internal structure of the earth's boy, shock has been
studied by using simultaneous observations made on board
the OGO 5 satellite of the magnetic field (0-3 Hz), the ELF
magnetic fluctuations (10-1000 Hz). and the suprathermal
,electrons (100-800 eV). The results indicate an extreme
complexit? in the interaction_ occurring at the earth's, bow
shock. There is an interplay of many ph)sical processes
A71-33951
involving charged particles, electric and magnetic field
structures, and electromagnetic and electrostatic waves.
M.V.E.
-%71-33944*
MAGNETOTAIL CHANGES IN RELATION TO THE
SOLAR WIND MAGNETIC FIELD AND MAGNETO-
SPHERIC SI, BSTORMS.
M. P. Aubrx and R. L. McPherroz1 (California, U., Los
Angeles, Calif.) I Jul. 1971 21 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 76, p. 4381-4401. Research supported by the
European Space Research Organization.
(Contracts NAS5-9098; N00014-69-A-0200-4016; Grant
NG R-05-007-004)
Analysis of data from several satellites and ground
magnetic observatories shows that the magnetotail responds
to both magnetospheric substorm activity and to changes in
the north-south orientation of the interplanetary field. A
change from a northward to a southward interplanetary field
causes a slow increase of the field within the lobe of the
tail and a thinning of the plasma sheet. A change from a
southward to a northward interplanetary field causes the
plasma sheet to expand. In contrast, it seems that in the
inner magnetosphere the distortion of the magnetic field due
to a period of southward interplanetary field is not relieved
by an interval of a northward field, but only through the
occurrence of a substorm expansion. A substorm expansion
causes a slow decrease of the field within the lobe of the
tail and an expansion of the plasma sheet. T.M.
A7 !-33946"
ASYMMETRIC RING CURRENT AT TWILIGHT LOCAL
]'IME.
R. A. Langel and R. E. Sweeney (NASA, Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.) I Jul. 1971 8 p refs Journal
of Geophysical Research, vol. 76, p. 4420-4427.
OGO 2 rubidium vapor magnetometer measurements are
compared with surface magnetic observatory data collected
during three magnetic storms of March 13-15, 22-25, and
28-29, 1966. The analysis of these data demonstrates that
the main sources of mid-latitude-field depressions are not in
tye ionosphere for dip latitudes less than 45 deg and twilight
local times. M.V_E.
._.7 !-33048"
RELATIVISTIC ELECI'RON PRE( IPI/'AIION DURING
MAGNETIC STORM MAIN PHASE
C. F. Kennel and R. M. Thorne (California, U., Los Angeles,
Calif.) 1 Jul. 1971 8 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 76, p. 4446-4453.
(Contract AF 19(628)-71-C-0075; Grants NGR-05-007-190:
NSF GA-28045)
Demonstration that relativistic electrons can have
cyclotron resonances with electromagnetic ion-cyclotron
waves. The resonant energy is generally well above I Mev
throughout the magnetosphere, but it can fall to near I Mev
just within the plasmapaum. This also corresponds to the
region where ring current ( 10 to 50 kcV) protons are expected
to be strongly unstable. The resulting ion-cyclotron wave
amplitude necessary to precipitate ring current protons leads
to electron lifetimes near the strong diffusion limit. Thus,
greater than I Mev electrons those drift orbits intersect the
stormtime plasmapause should rapidly be precipitated in the
region 3 less than L less than 5 during the initial phase of
a magnetic storm. (Author)
A 71-33951 *
OBSERVATIONSOF AIRORAI. ItlSS, LHR NOISE, AND
OTHER PHENOMEN_ IN TIlE FREQLENCY RANGE
20 Hz-540 kHz ON OGO-6.
W. C. Johnson, T. Laaspere, and L. C. Semprebon (Dart-
mouth Coll., Hanover, N. H.) 1 Jul. 1971 17 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, _ot. 76, p. 4477-4493.
(Contract NAS5-9305)
The characteristics of ionospheric electric and electromag-
netic waves were studied o_er a broad frequency range by
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the 0(30 6 spacecraft launched:on June 5, 1969 into a polar
orbit with a perigee of 400 km and an apogee of II00 kin.
Lower hybrid resonance (LHR) noise bands observed below
auroral latitudes in the range from a feb to about 20 kHz
are among the most intense phenomena re_,ealed by the
experiment. The broadband intensities of the signals often
exceed the full-scale reading of about 3 mV/m of the
broadband detector. Ne_ information is obtained on the
intensity of auroral hiss over a 'Mde range of frequencies.
and the results suggest that the power flux of auroral hiss
may decrease more rapidly with frequency than predicted.
The occurrence pattern of auroral hiss in space very definitely
suggests a correlation with soft electron fluxes. The possible
correlation of electric fields near zero frequency with the
fine structure of LHR bands is a new result that will be
pursued further. The observation of intense vii hiss near
the equator is another new result. T.M.
A71-33956"
EQUATORIAL ION TEMPERATURE: A COMPARISON
OF CONFLICTING INCOtiERENT SCAFFER AND
OGO-4 RETARDING POTENTIAL ANAL'_ZER VAL-
UES.
J. P. McClure (Texas, U., Dallas, Tex.) and B. E. Troy, Jr.
(NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Lab. for Planetary
Atmospheres. Greenbelt, Md.) 1 Jul. 1971 7 p refs Journal
of Geophysical Research, vol. 76, p. 4534-4540.
(NASA Order R-06-012-008: Grant NGL-44-004-001)
During October and November 1967, the satellite
OGO 4 crossed the geomagnetic equator near the Jicamarca
Radar Observatory between altitudes of 400 and 650 km at
night. For this period, comparisons are made between the
radar values of ion temperature and those obtained by the
retarding potential analyzer (RPA) on OGO 4. There is
general disagreement between the two sets of data, with the
RPA values exceeding the radar values by as much as 40%.
.Although there is nothing obviously wrong with either set
t'of data, this discrepancy cannot be accommodated within
the error bars placed on each data set. Typical examples of
the conflicting measurements arc presented, and the conflic-
ting geophysical implications of these data with regard to
the heating of the equatorial ionosphere at night are
discussed. T.M.
A 71-34777#
HYDROMAGNETIC INTERPRETATION OF HIGH
LATITUDE SLDDEN IMPULSE.
T. Ondoh Jan. 1971 15 p rcfs Radio Research Laboratories,
Journal. vol. 18. p. 19-33.
The hydromagnetic behavioral characteristics of high-
latitude sudden impulses (si) are studied by comparing
observations v, ith the theoretical si inferred from solar wind
compression characteristics. The amplitude of transverse
hydromagnetic waves propagating from the magnetosphere
equatorial plane into high latitudes is calculated. The
latitudinal variations of the theoretical wave amplitude
agree well with thesteep increase in the si amplitude observed
at about 60 to 70 deg geomagnetic latitude when the effect
of the ionosphere on the hydromagnetic waves is taken into
account. V.Z.
A71-35409"
THE GtM NEBULA: FLRTIIER EVIDENCE FROM
SPACECRAI:T .AND GROUND-BASED INSTR['MENTS.
J. K. Alexander, J. C. Brandt. S: P. Maran, and T. P. Stecher
(NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md.)
I Aug. 1971 4 p refs Astrophysical Journal, vol. 167,
Pt-I p. 487-490.
Measurements by the RAE-I and OGO-5 satellites are
combined with data from ground-based telescopes to yield
more accurate parameters for the Gum Nebula, including a
somewhat smaller size and an estimate of the electron
temperature. The supernova that ionizes the nebula must
have been ob_,er_ed at the earth, and it i,, pos,,iblc that records
exist that can be deciphered by' archcologist_. Archeologicat
VI-52
records from the Southern Hemisphere would be of the
greatest interest. M.V.E.
A71-37353"
\ONTHERMAI. EI.E("fRONS _,ND HIGH-EREQIENCY
_,_AVES IN File I PSiREAM ."_)I,AR %_IND
L. A. Frank (Ionia, U., Iov.a Cit_, Iowa), R. W. Fredricks
tTRW Systems Group. Rcdondo Beach, Calif.), M. Neugeb-
auer (California Inst. of trech., Jet Propulsion Lab., Space
Science Div.. Pasadena, Calif.), and F. L. Scarf 1 Aug.
1971 10 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 76,
p. 5162-5171.
(Contracts NAS5-9278: N-XS5-9196)
Use of OGO 5 interpkmetary particle and wave observa-
tions from Mar. 11 and 12, 1968. to demonstrate that
oscillations near the chara,:teristic upper hybrid and electron
plasma frequencies are produced v, hen nonthermal electrons
(energies greater than or equal to 700 to 800 eV) flow
upstream. The results arc discussed in terms of resonant
interactions, with the streaming particle speed set equal to
the wave phase speed. The nonthermal electrons can interact
with long-wavelength longitudinal electron plasma oscilla-
tions, or with relatively ,,hort-wavelength transverse waves.
Other OGO 5 measurem, cnts favoring the electromagnetic
wave-particle interaction are cited, and the relations between
these observations and some theories of type I! solar radio
bursts are discussed briefly. (Author)
A71-37368"
PLASMA INSTABILIT$ _'I" (n PLtS I/2)t StB c AND
ITS RELATIONStIIP 1¢) _'¢,()ME SATELLITE OBSERVA-
TIONS.
R. W. Fredricks (TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach,
Calif.) 1 Aug. 1971 5 n refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 76, p. 534-I,-5348. Research supported by the
TRW Systems Group Independent Research Program.
(Contract NAS5-9278: Grant NASv,-1598)
Attempt to develop a plausible plasma physicat explana-
tion for two separate experimental observations of electric
field fluctuations in the magnetospheric plasma at mu!tiples
of the local electron gyrofrequency. Although these two-
ob_er,,ations appear quqe different at first glance, it is
considered that they are basically due to the same plasma
instability. F.R.L.
A71-39711 *#
RESPONSE OE THE _:_ITRAL ATMOSPHERE TO
GEO_'.IAGNETIC i)ISF| RBANCES.
G. R. Carignan IMichig:',n_ U.. Ann Arbor, Mich.). C. A.
Reber (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, G_ecnbelt,
Md.),and D. R. Tacusch _erlin, East Germany, Akademie-
Verlag. 1971 8 p refs Ln: Space Research XI, COSPAR,
Plenary Meeting, 13th. and Symposium on Remote Sounding
of the Atmosphere. Leningrad, USSR, May 20-29, 1970,
Proceedings. Volume 2. p.. _95-1002 Meeting and Symposium
co-sponsored by the lnter_,ational Union of Geodesy and
Geophysics and the World Meteorological Organization.
Data obtained from a t_._uadrupole mass analyzer launched
on the OGO-6 satellite or_ June 5, 1969 have been used in
a study of neutral atmosphc:,ric composition variations during
geomagnetic disturbances. _pecifically studied was the period
between Sept. 27. 1969 an,di Oct. 1, 1969, during which time
several magnetic storms oct:urred and a maximum Kp of 80
was recorded. The composition data obtained during this
period indicate that the d:,_:nsities of O and N2, and most
likely the temperatures, at,.= enhanced in the high-latitude
regions of the earth arid rek_:tively unaffected in the equatorial
regions. The time tag betw¢_en a given magnetic disturbance
and the atmospheric respor_:,se at high latitudes is very short,
apparently less than one h_ur. (Author)
t 71-39746#
I)RIFTIN(i %_,ttI,",;FI_ER CUT-OFF PHENOMENA
STRI-_,TIONS - ()B_I.:R_,t_I) B_t P()GO St, TEI.I.II'ES.
I. Kimura _K>oto U.. K}o_n, Japan) Berlin, East ()crman},
Akademie-Verlag. 1971 6 !p rcfs In: Space Research XI.
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COSPAR, Plenary Meeting, 13th, and Symposium on Remote
Sounding of the Atmosphere. Leningrad, USSR. May 20-29,
1970, Proceedings. Volume 2. p. 1331-1336 Meeting, and
Symposium co-sponsored by the International Union of
Geodesy and Geophysics and the World Meteorological
Organization.
An interesting v.histler phenomenon has been found in
low latitudes by POGO satellites lOGO 2 and 4) which is
similar to the equatorial erosion but is characterized bv
continuously increasing Iov.er and upper cut-off frequencies
as the satellite moves tov, ards higher latitudes from the
magnetic equator. This phenomenon was observed in a
magnetic latitude range between 5 and 25 deg in the local
evening and mostly in the fall season. This is now called
rising striation. A similar phenomenon which may be identical
with "walking trace _,histlers" has also been observed in the
middle latitudes, around 30-40 deg geomagnetic, ',,,here falling
striations were detected. In the present paper, characteristics
of the rising striations are reported, and an interpretation
of the phenomenon based on the propagation effect is given.
According to ray tracing, a horizontal gradient in the
ionospheric electron density distribution in low latitudes, as
well as the effect of ions, shows a frequency dependence for
the ray paths which are responsible for the occurrence of
the rising striation. (Author)
A71-39833"
THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE PLAS.MASPHERE AND
THE STABLE AURORAL RED ARCS IN THE MAGNET-
IC STORM OF OCTOBER 29 TO NO_E.MBER 7, 1968.
C. R. Chappell, K. K. Harris, and G. W. Sharp (Lockheed
Research Labs., Paid Alto, Calif.) Dordrecht, D. Reidel
Publishing Co., 1971 8 p refs In: The Radiating
Atmosphere, Summer Advanced Study Inst., Symposium,
Queen's U.. Kingston, Ontario, Canada, Aug. 3-14, 1970,
Proceedings. p. 73-89 Symposium supported by the Advanced
Research Projects Agency, the Defense Atomic Support
Agency, the Lockheed Aircraft Corp.. and the U.S. Navy.
(Astrophysics and Space Science Library. Volume 24), 1971.
(Contract NAS5-9092)
The densities of anabicnt H _ and He+ ions in the
plasmasph_rc v, ere measured by the Lockheed light ion mass
spectrometer on OGO 5 during the magnetic storm of
Oct. 29 to Nov. 7, 1968. Three occurrences of red arcs were
reported during this storm period. In one satellite pass during
the storm, the ion densities were measured oll an L _,hcll at
the base of which an intense red arc was being simultaneously
observed by a ground st_/tion. The ion measurements are
discussed in terms of a general change in the size of the
plasmasphere associated with this period of stable auroral
red (SAR) arc observation. The size changes are correlated
with the ground-based measurements of 6300 A SAR arc
emissions and with the magnetic activity over this period.
The results indicate that there must be at least two ingredients
necessary for the production of a SAR arc. First, there must
be an injection of ring current particles v.hich is probably
the source of energy for the arcs. Second, the plasmasphere
must be greatly reduced in size to the L values characteristic
of the location of the SAR arcs. T.M.
A71-43158"
NONTHERMAL ELECTRONS AND HIGH-FREQUENCY
%'AVES IN THE UPSTREAM SOLAR _;,IND. 2:
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION.
L. A. Frank (Iowa, U.. Iowa Cit,,, Iov, a), R. W. Fredricks,
and F. L. Scarf (TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach,
Calif.) 1 Oct. 1971 9 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 76. p. 6691-6699.
(Contracts NAS5-9278: NAS5-9196)
ln_,cstigation of a streaming instability caused by
suprathermal electrons with a bulk energy of'about 1 keV
and random v, idths from about 60 eV to 4 keV as a model
to explain to OGO 5 observations of electric-field fluctuations
with frequencies at or near the local electron plasma frcqucnc_
upstream from the earth's bow _,hock. In a pre_ious paper.
it was shown that the waves appeared in direct correlation
A71-43166
with enhanced anisotropic electron fluxes having electron
numbers greater than or about equal to 700 eV. It is now
shown that the streaming instability produced by this type
of suprathermal electron beam leads to a wa_e frequency
nearly equal to the local electron plasma frequency, whereas
the grov, th rates are still significant e_en if the beam thermal
speed becomes comparable to the bulk speed. (Author)
._71-43161 *
M_(,NEI'OPA['SE AI"TITI I)ES DURING OGO-5
CROSSINGS.
B. G. Ledley (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) 1 Oct. 1971 7 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 76, p. 6736-6742.
Determination of the attitude of the magnetopause current
layer for 31 OGO 5 crossings located at subsatellite local
times between 0430 and 1020 and solar magnetospheric
latitudes between -8.5 and =40 deg. A consistent difference
in this attitude is observed between crossings in which the
satellite leaves the magactosphere and crossings in which it
enters. The magnitude of this difference appears to be
independent of the sun-earth-satellite angle. The ratio of
the component of the magnetic field normal to the magneto-
pause to the total adjacent magnetospheric field is computed
for each crossing. Ratios ranging from _-0.1 to -0.2 are
obtained, where a plus sign signifies an outward directed
component. The average ratio for those crossings in which
the magnetosheath and magnctospheric fields subtended
angles greater than 90 deg is -0.3 plus or minus 0.09.
(Author)
A71-43162"
OGO-5 OBSERVATION, S OF THE POLAR CUSP ON
NOVEMBER 1, 1968.
C. R. Chappell (Lockheed Res. Labs., Paid Alto), M. D.
Montgomery (California. U., Los Alamos), M. Neugebauer
(California Inst. of Tecb_. Pasadena. Calif.), C. r. Russell
(California, U., Los Angeles), and F. L. Scarf (TRW Systems
Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.) I Oct. 1971 22 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 76, p. 6743-6764.
ARPA-AEC sponsorcd research.
(Contracts NAS5-9098: _,:_$5-9092: NAS5-9278)
Discussion of an appaxcnt direct penetration of magneto-
sheath plasma into the da',side magnetosphere at magnetic
latitudes as low as 43 Peg encountered by the OGO 5
:;pacecr:_.ft during _he large magnetic storm of Nov. 1, 1908.
Because this region of caagnctosheath plasma occurred on
magnetospheric field lines immediately adjacent to the zone
of trapped energetic partic!es, it is interpreled to be the polar
cusp. The temperature of the electrons in the polar cusp
was four times greater _han the electron temperature
measured simultaneously by Vela 4B in the downstream
magnetosheath at local dusk, and the electron energy
distribution in the cusp was similar to the distribution
observed later when OGO 5 entered the magnetosheath.
During the encounters ,,'_ith the polar cusp the amount of
depression of the magnetic field implies the presence of
magnetosheath protons together with the directly measured
electrons. During this period of time the polar cusp was
very turbulent at both ULF (magnetic) and VLF (electric)
frequencies. Energetic (greater than or equal to 50 keV)
electrons were also observed in the cusp. The cusp moved
equatorward and polev, ard in response to changes in the
north-south components of the interplanetary magnetic
field. (Author)
A71-43166"
STRICTI'RED VARi _tTIONS OF THE PLASM_PAI'SE:
EVIDENCE ()F g ('OROTAI"iNG PI.ASMA TglL
J. M. Grebowsky (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.), H..\. Ta_lor, Jr., and W. J. \Valsh (Aero
Geo Astro Co.. Bclts_ille, Md.) 1 Oct. 1971 9 p refs
Journal of Geoph',_,ical Research, vol. 76, p. 6806-6814.
Revie,,_ of a nearb, complete set of high-resolution
proton distribution, oh(ztmed from OGO 4 during September
1967. These results, obtain.ed during the rcco_erx phase of
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a magnetic storm that occurred on September 20-21, indicate
that under appropriate magnetic- and electric-field conditions
the plasmasphere may exhibit a tail-like structure that appears
to corotate ssith the earth and results in a singular pattern
of depleted and nondepleted plasma regions, s_hich compli-
cates the description of the plasmapause. A time-dependent
anal)sis of the plasmapause motion using a simple plasma
convection model is expected to pro',ide evidence that a
plasma tail may be fornted by the tendency of plasma
associated with the storm-distorted dusk_idc plasma_,phcre
bulge to corotate with the earth during a period of quieting
magnetic acti', ity. M.V.E.
A71-43176
INTERPLANET _,RY-PARTICI,E ASSOCIATIONS WITH
TYPE 3 SOLAR BURSTS.
T. E. Graedel (Bell Telephone Labs., Inc.. Whippany, N.J.)
and L. J. Lanzerotti (Bell Telephone Labs., Inc, Murray
Hill, N.J.) I Oct. 1971 7 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 76. p. 6932-6938.
Use of interplanetary proton (E equal to approximately
0.6 and E equal to approximately 1.2 MeV) and electron (E
greater than 40 keV: E greater than 3000 keV) data from
May 28 to Nov. 30, 1967, to study the association of particle
data with solar radio-burst data in the dekametric band front
OGO 3 and with data reported in Solar Geophysical Data
and the IAU Quarterly Bulletin. By using reasonable particle-
and radio-burst association criteria, it is concluded that the
observed associations during this time period do not support
the common belief that interplanetary-particle observations
confirm the association of electrons with type 3 radio
bursts. (Author)
A72-10361
CONCENTRATION OF NEUTRAL HYDROGEN IN THE
UPPER ATMOSPHERE ACCORDING TO DATA ON THE
IONIC COMPOSFrlON OF "[HE MEDIUM.
M. N. Fatkullin Oct. 1971 12 p refs Kosmicheskie
Issledovaniia, vol. 9, Mar.-Apr. 1971, p. 246-259 Cosmic
Research, vol. 9. Oct. 1971, p. 228-239. Translation.
The vertical and diurnal variations of the hydrogen
atom concentration in the upper atmosphere during periods
of near minimum solar activity are calculated on the basis
of measurements of the concentration of thermal-energy
positive hydrogen and oxygen ions m the medium. The data
employed are selected from rocket and _atellitc mass-
spectrometric measurements, observations of noncoherent
radiowave scattering,, and satellite observations of proton
whistlers. A comparison with model calculations shows that
the latter tend to underestimate the neutral hydrogen
concentration at heights between 300 and 500 kin. V.P.
A72-10877" '
THE ENERGY' DEPENDENCE OF THE COSMIC-RAY
NEUTRON LEAKAGE FI,UX IN THE RANGE 0.01-10
_leV.
R. W. Jenkins, S. O. lfedili, J. A. Lockwood (New Hampshire,
University, Durham. N.H.), and H. Razdan l Nov. 1971
9 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 76, Nov. 1,
1971, p. 7470-7478.
(Contract NAS5-93131
Measurement of the cosmic-ray neutron leakage flux and
energy spectrum in the range I to 10 MeV by a neutron
detector on the OGO 6 satellite from June 7 to Sept. 30,
1969. The same detector simultaneously measured the total
leakage flux, ha_ing 75% of its response to the leakage flux
in the int_:rxal from I keV to 1 MeV. For a neutron energy
spectrum of the form AE to the minus Ranmla in the range
front 1 to 10 MeV, the upper limit t'[} gamma for polar
regions was found to be |.0 and for the equatorial regions
was 1.2. For the polar regions, the lower linm to gamma
_,as found to be 0._. This energy spectrum at I to 10 MeV
is slightly flatter than Negkirk (1963) predicted. (Authorj
_72-10886*
_,1AG NEIOSPiIERIC-I;IELI) DI,_,'|O R I'lO N% OBSE R_, E i)
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BY OGO 3 AND 5.
M. Sugiura, B. G. Ledley, T. L. Skillman, and J. P. Heppner
(NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Laboratory for Space
Physics. Greenbelt, Md.) I Nov. 1971 14 p refs Journal
of Geoph)sica[ Research. vol. 76 Nov. 1, 1971, p. 7552-
7565.
The rubidium vapor magnetometer data of the scalar
magnetic-field intensity obtained by the OGO 3 and 5 satellites
are analyzed to stud,, the magnetospheric-field distortions
in terms of the obsev, cd field magnitude under quiet and
slightly disturbed conditions minus the magnitude of the
reference geomagnetic field (delta B). Average contours of
equal delta Bs are sho*,n in the geomagnetic noon-midnight
and dawn-dusk meridian planes for magnetically quiet and
slightly disturbed conditions. The equatorial distribution of
observed delta Bs as a [unction of geocentric distance differs
substantially from that expected from the ,,,,ell-known models
of the quiet-time ring current. Other findings suggest that
there must be a population of low-energy particles with
substantial total energy near the equator at distances of 2
to 5 earth radii that has not been recognized as having
sufficient energy to inflate the magnetic field. M.V.E.
A72-10892*
1"HE DA_'SIDE OF THE PLASMASPHERE.
C. R. Chappell, K. K. Harris, and G. W. Sharp (Lockheed
Research Laboratories. Palo Alto, Calif.) I Nov. 1971
16 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 76,
Nov. 1, 1971, p. 7632-7647.
(Contract NAS5-90921
The concentrations of H(_-) ions in the dayside region
of the plasmasphere, measured from March 1968 through
February 1969 by the Lockheed light-ion mass spectrometer
aboard the OGO 5 satellite, are presented and analyzed.
The position of the plasmapause on the dayside appears to
be determined by the level of magnetic activity present during
the previous corotation of the dayside sector through the
formative nightside region. Observations of the buildup of
H(-,-) density versus local time following magnetic storms
indicate that H(_-) ions flow from the dayside ionosphere
into the plasmasphere and plasma trough. Plasmapause
den,dry profiles in the afternoon-dusk sector show the effects
of the daysidc ": "..... "_uh..g ,,u,,. ,,. ionosphere. In 'addition. several
of the dayside profiles display a steep drop in the H(+)
density of about a factor of 10 inside the plasmapause
po'qtion. O.H.
A72-10902"
RELATIONSHIP BI£T_EEN Fe (_-) IONS .AND EQUA-
FORIAL SPREAD F.
W. B. Hanson and S. Sanatani (Texas, University, Dallas,
Tex.) 1 Nov. 1971 8 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 76, Nov. I. 1971, p. 7761-7768.
(Contract NAS5-931 I)
Evaluation of observations from the retarding potential
analyzer on OGO 6 near the magnetic equator, demonstrating
an intimate relationship betv,'een the presence of Fe(+) ions
and irregularities in the total ion concentration. The
ionospheric irregularities (or structure) are probably another
manifestation of equatorial spread F, although this has not
yet been verified. Nearly half the nighttime equatorial
crossings below 700 km exhibit both Fe(+) and structure,
but only 10% of the passes v, ithout Fe(+) have structure.
Approximately one-third of the passes v, ith Fe(+) are not
structured, v, hich indicates that Fe(+) may be a necessary
but not sufficient condition for structure formation. The
Atlantic region sho_,s an extremely high and detailed
correlation bctv, een Fe(--) ions and the irregularities.
(Author)
'_72- i 21_81 *#
(;EOXl;_(;Ni.51'I( S! RVE't B_t THE P¢)LAR ORBITING
(;EOI_'H_SIC\L OBSI-]R_ UIORIE%.
J, C. Cain and R. ,\. l.ang¢l IN,-\SA. GoddaM Space Flight
Center, Greenbch. Md.I 1'_,-:'.1 I 1 p refs lit: World magnetic
surge) 1957-1c/69, Paris. Im_:rnational Umon of Gcodes) and
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1971, p. 65.-75.
Summary of reduced data front the polar Orbiting Geophysi-
cal Observatorie_ OGO 2 and 4. sparming the time period
from Oct. 14, 1965 to the end of 1967. A brief discussion
of the accuracy of the observations is follo_,ed by a description
of the data extent. It is shown that the quantity of data
acquired by the OGO magnetometers far exceeds the total
for all other magnetic survey sources. Data acquisition for
only about a two-_eek interval gives virtuall_ complete global
co,,erage. Procedures and considerations underlying the data
analysis performed are discussed. Suggestions for further work
are presented. M.V.E.
A72-12084*#
RESULTS OF MAGNETIC SURVEYS OF THE MAGNE-
TOSPllERE AND ADJACENT REGIONS.
M. Sugiura (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Labora-
tory for Space Sciences, Greenbelt, Md.) 1971 1 p refs
in: World magnetic survey 1957-1969, Paris, International
Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, 1971, p. 81-94.
Review of the gross features of the magnetic fields in
the magnetosphere and its vicinity that have been explored
in the past several }ears by extensive spacecraft observations.
The magnetopause, the bow shock, the magnetosheath, and
the geomagnetic tail are discussed. Results of a recent stud}'
of the OGO 1 and 3 satellite data taken in the near tail
region, the magnetic field disturbances observed in the
magnetosphere, and brief accounts of quantitative models
of the magnetosphere are also reviewed. Special attention is
given to the storm-time ring current and the to polar
substorms or magnetic bays. M.V.E.
A72-13428"/_
BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE OF THE MOONLIT
EARTit.
B. Fowler, E. I. Reed (NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Laborato_ for Planetary Atmospheres. Greenbelt,
), and J. E. Blamont (CNRS, Paris, France) Dec. 1971
4 p refs Applied Optics, vol. 10, Dec. 1971, p. 2657-2660.
Use of OGO-4 airglow photometer data and computed
lunar spectral irradiances at the subsatellite point to examine
the highest radiance over clouds and lowest radiance over
oqen ocean near 3914, 5577, 5893, 6225, and 6300 A in
terms of bidirectional reflectance. The results are compared
to and are consistent with mathematical models of the
atmosphere developed by Plass and Kattawar (1968, 1970)
and with daytime measurements from OSO-3 by Neel et al.
(1969). (Author)
A72-13507"
ELECTRON ENERGY FLUX IN THE SOLAR WIND.
K. W. Ogilvie, J. D. Scudder, and M. Sugiura (NASA,
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.) 1 Dec. 1971
9 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 76, Dec.
1, 1971, p. 8165-8173.
Description of studies of electrons between l0 eV and
9.9 keV in the solar wind. The transport of energy in the
rest frame of the plasma is evaluated and shown to be
parallel to the interplanetary magnetic field. The presence
of electrons from solar events causes this energy-flux density
to exceed the heat flow due to thermal electrons. In one
such event, the observations are shown to be consistent
with the solar-electron observations made at higher energies.
When observations are made at a point connected to the
earth's bow shock by an interplanetary-field line. a com-
.paratively large energy flux along the field tov, ard the sun
is observed, but the heat flow remains outwardly directed
during this time interval. In either situation the heat flow is
found to be consistent with measurements made on Velsa
satellites by a different method These values, les_ than .01
ergs/sq sm/scc, are sufficiently low to require modifications
to the Spitzer-Harm conductivity formula for use in solar-wind
theories. (Author)
1_72-i3518.
N EUTR A L COMPOSITION VARIATION ABOVE' 400
A72-16719
KILOMETERS DURING A MAGNETIC STORM.
D. R. Taeusch, G. R. Carignan (Michigan, University, Ann
Arbor. Mich.), and C. A. Reber (NASA, Goddard Space
Flight Center, Laboratory for Planetary Atmospheres,
Greenbelt, Md.) 1 Dec. 1971 8 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 76, Dec. I, 1971, p. 8318-8325.
(Contract NAS5-9328)
Examination of data from the neutral atmospheric
composition experiment launched aboard OGO 6, June 5,
1969, for the period from Sept. 27 through Oct. 3, 1969.
Several magnetic storms occurred during this time, and the
response of the neutral atmosphere to the energy deposition
causing these storms was studied. The data indicate that
the major portion of the energy is deposited at high
latitudes, causing enhancements in N2 densities corresponding
to Jacchia (1970) temperature increases on the order of 400
to 500 K. The time difference between atmospheric response
and magnetic activity appears to be very short at high
latitudes. The O/N2 ratio variations suggest dynamic
processes that cause a circulation in the atmosphere that is
upward at the pole with subsidence at the equator.
(Author)
A72-14561"
AN UPPER LIMIT ON THE IIARDNESS OF THE
NONTHERMAL ELECTRON SPECTRA PRODUCED
DURING THE FLASH PHASE OF SOLAR FLARES.
S. R. Kane (California, University, Berkeley, Calif.) 15 Dec.
1971 5 p refs Astroph}sical Journal, vol. 170, Dec. 15,
1971, pt. 1, p. 587-591.
(Contract NAS5-9094)
The observations of impulsive solar-flare X-rays above
10 keV made with OGO 5 -;atellite have been analyzed in
order to study the variation of the nonthermal electron
spectrum from one flare to another. The X-ray spectrum at
the maxima of 129 impulsive X-ray bursts is represented by
KE to the minus-gamma po_er photons per sq cm per sec
per keV, and the frequem._- of occurrence of bursts with
different values of gamma is studied. It is found that for
gamma less than 4.0 the frequency of bursts rapidly decreases
_ith the decrease in the value of eamma. The probability
of occurrence of a burst v, ith gamma]ess than 2.3 is extremel_¢
small. (Author)
A72-15366*
ENRICItMENT OF VER$ IIEAVY NUCLEI IN TIlE
COMPOSITION OF SOI._,R ACCELERATED PARTi-
CLES.
A. Mogro-Campero and J. A. Simpson (Chicago, University,
Chicago, ill.) 1 Jan. 1972 5 p refs Astrophysical Journal,
vol. 171, Jan. I, 1972, pt. 2, p. L5-L9.
(Contract NAS5-9366: Grants NGL- 14-001-006;
NSF GA- 18368X)
Measurement of the abundances of the nuclei, C, N, O,
Ne, Mg, Si, Ar, and Ca and the group Cr-Co relative to
oxygen from seven solar energetic-particle events in the energy
range from about 14 to 61 McV per nucleon with a solid-state
detector telescope on the OGO-5 satellite, 1968-1971. The
differential energy spectra tff O(14 to 29 MeV per nucleon)
and Cr-Co (3 to 61 MeV pe_" nucleon) have a spectral index
of about (-3) for a power law in kinetic energy. The
relative abundances of C, N, O, and Ne are in excellent
agreement with emulsion studies. However. when compared
with the solar photospheric and coronal abundances, the
OGO-5 measurements sho_ a large enhancement of relative
abundances beginning with Si. and extending to the Cr-Co
group. The enhancement over the solar and uniyersal
abundances is in rough agreement with the composition of
the galactic cosmic radiation. (Author)
),72-16719*
]HE Qt lET-TIME SI'E(FRA OF COS.MIC-RAY ELEC-
TRONS OF ENFR(;IES BEI'_'EEN 10 AND 200 MeV
OBSERVED ON ()(;()-5.
J. L'Heurcux, C. Y. Fan (Arizona, University, Tucson, Ariz.),
and P. Meyer (Chicago. University, Chicago. 1113 15 Jan.
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A72-17453
1972 14 p refs Astrophysical Journal, vol. 171, Jan. 15,
1972, pt. I. p. 363-376.
(Contracts ; NAS5-9096: NAS5-i 1444; Grants
NGL- 14-001-005; NGR-03-002-107)
Measurement of spectra of cosmic-ray electrons of
energies between 10 and 100 MeV over a one-year period
starting 1968 March. The measurement was made with a
detector system on board the OGO-5 satellite. The instrument
consists of a solid-state dE/dx detector, a total-energy Csl
detector, a gas Cerenkov threshold detector, and two-
scintillation guard counters. Time periods during which no
solar-flare events were recorded were selected for the study.
It was found that during these quiet periods there were
numerous intensity variations of the electron flux. These
variations, which are seen only below 25 MeV do not show
marked correlation with any solar or interplanetary-medium
parameters. The flux of the electrons of energies above
25 MeV on the other hand, showed a gradual decrease over
the one-year period, paralleling the neutron monitor intensity.
The parameter describing this long-term modulation is almost
independent of the rigidity of the electrons in the reported
energy range. The physical implication of the finding is
discussed. (Author)
A72-17453"
IRREGULAR STRUCTUREOF THERMAL ION PLASMA
NEAR THE PLASMAPAUSE OBSERVED FROM OGO-3
AND Pc 1 MEASUREMENTS.
H. Kikuchi and H. A. Taylor, Jr. (NASA, Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.) I Jan. 1972 12 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 77, Jan. 1, 1972,
p. 131-142.
Independent measurements of the plasmapause and
associated thermal plasma structure from OGO 3 are
compared with ground-based Pc 1 observations from the
period 1966-67. Substantial agreement between the plasma-
pause crossing identified on the satellite and the Pc 1
occurrence positions observed on the ground at midlatitudes
during the nighttime (including dawn and dusk) indicates
that these nighttime Pc 1 events are closely associated with
the plasmapause. A correlation of selected closely spaced
events obtained in the nighttime under quiet to moderate
activity provides good agreement in the proton concentrations
near the piasmapause boundary. Preliminary results indicate
Pc I excitation is associated with plasma irregularities near
tye plasmapause and is particularly favorable in the region
of post-storm recovery and in the region of diurnal 'plasma
bulge' in the afternoon-dusk sector. (Author)
A72-19145"
OGO-5 MAGNETIC-FIELD DATA NEAR THE EARTH'S
BOW SHOCK: A CORRELATION _,_ITH THEORY.
J. K. Guha, D. L. Judge, and J. H. Marburger (Southern
California, University, Los Angeles, Calif.) 1 Feb. 1972
7 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 77, Feb. 1,
1972, p. 604-610.
(Contract NAS5-9098)
Magnetic-field data obtained in the earth's bow-shock
region with a high-resolution triaxial fluxgate magnetometer
aboard the OGO 5 satellite have been correlated with a
theory of Tidman and Northrop (1968). These authors have
shown that either of two hypotheses about the nature of
low-frequency magnetic waves could be invoked to explain
previous observations. We have observed exponentially
decaying upstream waves that are consistent with only one
of these hypotheses. This observation allows use of the theory
to infer the local shock velocity and frequency of driving
currents within the shock. This method of findina the shock
velocity is less sensitive to errors in the plasma_paramcters
than is the method based on the Rankine-Hugoniot rela-
tions. (Author)
A72-19148"
MEASUREMENT OF THE WAVE-NORMAl. VECTOR OF
PROTON _ HISTI.ERS ON OGO-6.
K. W. Chan, R. K. Burton, R. E. Holzcr (California,
VI-56
University, Los Angeles, Calif.), and E. J. Smith(California
Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
Calif.) I Feb. 1972 5 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vot. 77, Feb. 1. 1972. p. 635-639.
(Contract JPL-950403: Grant NGR-05-007-276)
Description of the first experimental determination of
the wave-normal vector of proton ghistlers in the ionosphere.
Between the crossover frequency and the proton gyrofre-
q.uency, both right-hand and left-hand modes of propaga-
tion can occur for upgoing waves. Theoretically, the amount
of energy in the respective modes depends on theta, the
angle between the wave normal and the magnetic field. For
proton whistlers with only left-hand mode energy between
the crossover and proton gyrofrequency, theta ranged from
36 to 51 des. For proton whistlers with strong right-hand
and left-hand mode signals, theta ranged from 24 to 29
des. The result is in good agreement with Wang's (1971)
collisionless mode-coupling model. The angle between the
wave normal and the vertical is found to increase with
increasing altitude. (Author)
A72-19149"
COMPARISON OF VERY-LOW-FREQUENCY AU-
RORAL HISS _,II'H PRECIPITATING LOW-ENERGY
ELECTRONS BY THE USE OF SIMULTANEOUS DATA
FROM T_VO OGO-4 EXPERIMENTS.
R. A. Hoffman (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) and T. Laaspere (Dartmouth College,
Hanover, N.H.) 1 Feb. 1972 11 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 77, Feb. 1, 1972, p. 640-650.
(Grant NG R-30-001-030)
Determination of the origin of auroral hiss by comparing
the records of a VLF experiment (0.3 to 18 kHz) with
simultaneous data obtained by an auroral-particle experiment
having detectors for precipitating, electrons at 0.7, 2.3 and
7.3 keV. It is found that, on the dayside of the earth, the
occurrence of VLF hiss correlates well with precipitation
events at 0.7 keV, but in general very poorly with activity
in the higher-energy channels. Exact correlation between
variations in VLF hiss intensity and in electron fluxes is
rare even at 0.7 keV. In addition, VLF hiss tends to be
observed over a somewhat larger spatial region than
!_reei.l_itating 0.7-keV electrons. It is concluded that, on the
dayslde, auroral hiss is generated by soft (t-_ less than 1 keV)
cusp region electrons and that the lack of detailed correlation
between the two phenomena is caused by propagation effects
as the hiss traveN downward and spreads from the generation
region. (Author)
A72-2 i 189
FLUCTUATING MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THE MAG-
NETOSPHERE.
C. T. Russell, R. L. McPherron, and P. J. Coleman, Jr.
(California, University, Los Angeles, Calif.) Jan. 1972 47 p
refs Space Science Reviews, vol. 12, Jan. 1972, p. 810-856.
Magnetic fluctuations in the extremely low frequency
(ELF) and very low frequency (VLF) waves in space are
studied. The experinaents and instrumentation designed to
measure natural ELF and VLF are described. Two observed
classes of wave phenomena are considered: whistlers and
emissions. The various whisder phenomena, their characteris-
tiks, their formation, and their uses in probing the magneto-
sphere are discussed in detail. Emissions are studied
principally in two separate altitude ranges: near the ionosphere
from about 200 to 2000 km altitude, and at high altitudes
in the magnetosphere near the magnetic equator. The
individual emission phenomena are characterized. O.H.
A72-21223"
('ORREI.ATIONS OF OGO-5 PLASMAPAUSE CROSS-
ING _ I'I'H OBSERVATIONSOF "I'_'PE Pi MICROPULSA-
TIONS ON THE (,RO[ ND.
R. R. Heacock, A. J. Mullen, V. P. Hessler (Alaska,
University, College, Alaska), C. Sucksdorff, M. Kivinen
(Finnish Meteorological Institute, Helsinki, Finland), and E.
Kataja (Sodankyla Geoph)sical Observatory, Sodankyla,
Z
O
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A72-23520
Finland) Dcc. 1971 6 p refs Annales de Geophysique,
vol. 27, Oct.-Dec. 1971, p. 477-482. NSF supported
research.
(Contract NAS5-9092)
Comparison of plasmapause positions with Pi micropulsa-
tion events observed at College (L - 5.4) or at Sodank}la
(L : 5.1), showing that in almost all cases the plasmapause
was inside the field line of the observing site when the Pi
event was recorded. Strong Pi events _ere seen at Nurmijaarvi
(L = 3.4) onl) when Kp _as very high, v, hen the plasmapause
would be expected to be inside L - 3.4. When Pi events
and structure Pc I events were observed nearly simultaneously,
the Pi activity was always more prominent at the poleward
site. A demarcation line seems to exist, separating the Pi
and structured Pc 1 source regions. This line may be the
plasmapause, with structure Pc 1 inside and Pi outside.
F.R.L.
A72-21510"
ELECTRON SCATTERING EFFECTS IN TYPICAL
COSMIC RAY TELESCOPES.
J. E. Lupton (California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
Calif.) and E. C. Stone Feb. 1972 7 p refs IEEE
Transactions on Nuclear Science, vol. NS-19, Feb. 1972.
p. 562-568. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
Nuclear Science Symposium, 18th, San Francisco, Calif.,
Nov. 3-5, 1971
(Contracts NAS5-3095: NAS5-9312: Grants
NG R-05-002-160: NG L-05-002-007)
Laboratory measurements have been made of the response
of two typical cosmic ray detector systems to electrons between
0.2 and 2.0 MeV. Working Laboratory versions of each of
these particle telescopes were exposed to the monoenergetic
electron beam from a magnetic spectrometer. The results of
pulse height and counting rate measurements indicate that
electrons scattered from tl_ anti-coinei_nee cup comprise
25% of the total number arrivirit_ at the top of the
detector stack. In certain cases, the contribution of these
scattered particles to the total number of electrons detected
can reach 65%. (Author)
A72o23004"
LARGE-SCALE COHERENCE AND HIGH VELOCITIES
OF THE EARTH'S BOX_ SHOCK ON FEBRUARY 12,
1909.
E. W. Greenstadt (I'R_ Systems Group, Redondo Beach.
Calif.), P. C. Hedgecock (Imperial College of Science and
Technolog}, London, England), and C. T. Russell (California,
University, Los Angeles, Calif.) 1 Mar. 1972 7 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 77, Mar. 1, 1972,
p. 1116-1122.
(Contract NAS5-9098; Grant NASw-2186)
The earth's bow shock exhibited a clean laminar profile
at low Mach number as it crossed and recrossed OGO 5,
HEOS 1, and Explorer 33 on February 12, 1969. The
approximate 120 earth radii distance betv, een HEOS and
Explorer during one set of crossings indicated the abrupt
character of the laminar shock front and the absence of
magnetosheath turbulence both in the da2,side hemisphere
above the ecliptic and in the flank of the shock 75 earth
radii behind the earth and below the ecliptic. The abruptness
of the shock and coplanarity of the loci of OGO and HEOS
with the local shock normal permit the most reliable estimates
yet obtained of shock _elocities along the normal. These
mean velocities ranged from I1 to at least 100 kin/see over
distances of 2-7 earth radii. (Author)
A72-23008"
OGO-4 OBSERVATIONS OF EXTREMELY L()_
FREQI EN('_ tlISS.
J. L. R. Muzzio and J. J. Angerami (Stanford University.
Stanford, Calif.) 1 Mar. 1972 17 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, _ol. 77, Mar. 1, 1972, p. 1157-1173.
_Contract NAS5-3093: Grants NGR-05-020-288;
' NGL-05-020-00S: NSF GP-t;4S)
Analysis of ELF and VLF data from the Stanford
University experiment on OGO 4 revealed an ELF hiss band
with characteristics not previously identified. The band,
referred to as band-limited ELF hiss, is seen from low to
medium latitudes. On the basis of wave-propagation
properties, it is proposed that the BLIt is generated at large
v,ave normal angles in the equatorial region near L = 4.
This model can be used to explain the characteristics of the
BLtt. Two mechanisms for the generation of BLH based
on radiation from energetic electrons are considered.
M.V.E.
_72-23011" •
THERMAl, POSITIVE IONS IN THE OUTER IONO-
SPHERE AND MAGNETOSPHERE FROM OGO 1.
M. Ahmed (Regis College. _,Veston, Mass.) and R. C. Sagalyn
(USAF, Cambridge Research Laboratories, Bedford, Mass.)
I Mar. 1972 16 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 77, Mar. 1, 1972, p. 1205-1220.
(NASA Order DPR-S-70OIS-G)
(AD-742186; AFCR L-72-0244)
Study of the positive thermal ion densities measured v, ith
a spherical electrostatic analyzer aboard OGO 1 between
September and October. 1964. A high variability of
charged-particle distributions is established within and beyond
the plasmapause boundaD-. The density gradient was in an
inverse relation to the plasmapause L position and was
consistently about one order of magnitude higher for the
afternoon sector orbits than for the nightside orbits.
Irregularities of different t}pes v, ere observed in the positive
thermal ion densities within the plasmasphere and outside
it, showing no correlation with the magnetic activity level.
A delay of 3 to 9 hr was observed in the movement of the
plasmapause following an increase in the magnetic activity
level on the nightside. V.Z.
A72-23019"
DISTRIBUTIONS OF ELECTRON PLASMA
()SCILLATIONS I_PSTREAM FROM THE EARTH's
BO_, SIIO('K.
R. W. Fredricks, F. L. Scarf, and t. M. Green (TRW Systems
Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.) I Mar. 1972 6 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research. vol. 77, Mar. 1, 1972,
p. 1300-1305.
(Contract NAS5-9278)
Evaluation of data from the 14.5- and 30-kHz
plasma-wave dctector channe!,_ -._b,_-_.rdOOO 5, for the period
Dec. 2, 1968, to Apr. _, 1909, demonstrating the relatively
isotropic occurrence of electron plasma oscillations upstream
from the bow shock. The',,= plasma oscillations were shown
pre_iously to correlate with streams of electrons having energy
greater than 700 eV. The present study implies the presence
of such streams, most probably electrons reflected by the
bow shock, irrespective of spacecraft longitude in the upstream
solar wind. (Author)
A72-23520"
RE SHEATH AND ADMITTANCE CHARACTERISTICS
OF A SPHERICAL PI.ASMA PROBE.
J. R. Kan (Dartmouth Col!ege, Hanover, N.H.) Feb. 1972
8 p refs Radio Science. vol. 7, Feb. 1972, p. 301-308.
(Contract NAS5-9305)
Development of a radio-frequency sheath model for a
spherical probe in a collisionless plasma. The method of
solution is based on the quasi-static approximation and the
electrostatic probe theor} of Bernstein and Rabinowitz (1959).
The resistive part of the admittance is ascribed to the sheath
transit-time collisionless dissipation mechansim suggested by
Mayer (1963)and developed by Gould (1964). Expressions
are obtained for the effective sheath thickness and the
equivalent resistance of the transit-time dissipation. The
sheath model and, hence, the admittance are completely
determined in terms of the bias potential, the probe radius,
the plasma frequent}, and the Debye length - i.e., there are
no adjustable parameters _n the proposed theory _hich are
to be determined by experiment. The results obtained agree
favorably with Cohen and Bekefi's (1971)experimental data
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on the conductance resonant frequency and the width of
the conductance peak. (Author)
A72-24957"
MAGNETIC STORM EFFECTS IN THE NEI.'TRAL
COMPOSITION.
H. G. Mayr (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Thermosphere and Exosphere Branch, Greenbelt, Md.) and
H. Volland (NASA. Goddard Space Flight Center,
Thermosphere and Exosphere Branch. Greenbelt, Md.; Bonn,
Universitaet, Bonn, West Germany) Mar. 1972 15 p refs
Planetary and Space Science, vot. 20, Mar. 1972,
p. 379-393.
Demonstration that the thermospheric wind circulation
excited during magnetic storms, presumably by Joule heating
within the auroral zone, is an effective mechanism for
removing atomic oxygen at high latitudes. Wind-induced
variations in O exceed the temperature effects up to 250 km.
The calculated depletion is most pronounced at around
180 kin, where the density can decrease by as much as a
factor of two, consistent with the observed storm time
variations in the ionosphere. At higher altitudes, this effect
is canceled by the thermal expansion in atomic oxygen, thus
explaining the negligible response in the concentration of
this atmospheric constituent under disturbed conditions, when
N2 increased by as much as a factor of ten. (Author)
A72- 26399 *
OGO-5 OBSERVATIONS OF LHR NOISE, EMISSIONS,
AND WHISTLERS NEAR THE PLASMAPAUSE AT
SEVERAL EARTH RADII DURING A LARGE
MAGNETIC STORM.
F. L. Scarf, R. W. Fredr;cks (TRW Systems Group, Redondo
Beach, Calif.), E. J. Smith, A. M. A. Frandsen (California
Institute of Technology. Jct.Propuhion Laborator)', Pasadena,
',alif.), and G. P. ,_,rbu (NASA,,G_"Space Flight
Greenbelt, Md.) 1 Apr. 1972 18 p refs Journal
f Geophysical Research, vol. 77, Apr. I, 1972,
p. 1776-1793.
(Contract NAS5-9278; Project OGO)
On May 15, t969, OGO 5 cro_sed the plasmapause during
a major storm that produced severe geomagnetic disturbances
(Kp up to 8-), large and rapid variations in ring-current
intensity (as measured by Dst), intense low-latitude aurora,
and persistent SAR arcs. Near the highly structured
plasmasphere boundary, the electric- and magnetic-field
sensors on OGO 5 detected lower-hybrid-resonance noise
bursts, whistlers, ELF hiss, and other discrete signals or
emissions. Some LHR noise bursts were associated v, ith
whistlers, and these high-altitude phenomena resembled the
corresponding ionospheric ones. This report contains a
description of the VLF observations. We also show that
intense ULF magnetic signals were present near the
plasmapause, and we attempt to relate these observations
to the predictions of various theories of proton ring-current
decay and SAR-arc formation. (Author)
A72-26402"
AURORAL SPECTRUM BET_'EEN 1200 AND 4000
ANGSTROMS.
W. E. Sharp (Michigan, University, Ann Arbor, Mich.) and
M. H. Rees (Colorado, University, Boulder, Colo.) 1 Apr.
1972 10 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 77,
Apr. 1, 1972, p. 1810-1819.
(Grant NGR-06-003-110)
Results of spectroscopic observations of an auroral event
made simultaneously by airborne and satellite-borne scanning
spectrometers in the wavelength region between 1200 and
4000 A. Photon emission rates of several vibrational bands
of the N2, 2nd positive, Ve_ard-Kar_lan, and
Lyman-Birge-Hopficld systems, the N i lines at 1200 and
3466 A, and O 1 lines at 1304, 1356. and 2972 A were
_Ah, recorded. Model calculations of the emission rates of the
_1_bserved features are found to be in reasonable agreement
ith the measurements. Electron impact excites the _nitrogen
band s2,stcms, as v, ell as the O I 1356-A line. A spectral
VI-58
feature at 2150 A is tentatively identified as the (1,0) gamma
band of N O. Author
-_72-26407"
NEUTRAL DENSITY 3,11E_SUREMENTS NEAR 400
KILOMETERS BY A MICROPHONE DENSITY GAGE
ON OGO-6 DURING J[l,_ 12-15, 1969.
A. D. Anderson and G. _'. Sharp (Lockheed Research
Laboratories, Palo Alto. Calif.) 1 Apr. 1972 7 p refs
Journal of Geophysical R,e_arch, vol. 77, Apr. 1, 1972,
p. 1878-1884.
(Contract NAS5-9334)
Analysis of persistent d_nsity peaks (maxima) measured
near 400 km during daytivme (1425 LT) by a microphone
density gauge on OGO 6 during July 12 to 15, 1969. Most
of the density peaks occurred between geomagnetic latitudes
50 and 61 N and L values 2.3 and 4.7. The average density
change in the peaks was 27%. Most of the peaks appeared
in the longitude sector from 150 to 350 E. No density peaks
were measured in the 50 to 130 E sector during the 3-1/2
day observation period. A persistent pair of density peaks
was present on seven successive orbits during July 13 and
July 14 (both geomagr*etically disturbed days) near
geomagnetic latitudes 53 and 61 N respectively. (Author)
A72-26411 *
ERRORS IN RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZERS
CAUSED BY NONUNIFORMITY OF THE GRID-PLANE
POTENTIAL.
W. B. Hanson, D. R. Frame, and J. E. Midgtey (Texas,
University, Dallas, Tex.) ! Apr. 1972 9 p refs Journal
of Geophysical Research, vol. 77, Apr. l, 1972,
p. 1914-1922.
(Contracts NAS5-931 I; NSR-44-004-029)
One aspect of the d-e.gradation in performance of
retarding potential analyzers caused by potential depressions
in the retarding grid is q,uantitatively estimated from
laboratory measurements -'_.r_d theoretical calculations. A
simple expression is ob_sa_i:ned that permits the use of
laboratory measurement_ of grid properties to make
first-order corrections to fligtc,t data. Systematic positive errors
in ion temperature of app_r,.:)ximately 16% for the OGO 4
instrument and 3% tor the t_)GO 6 instrument are deduced.
The effects of the transvers= electric fields arising from the
grid potential depressions a._e not treated. (Author)
A72-29378"
DISSIPATION ME('llA_,ISMS IN A PAIR OF
._)LA R-_VIND D I SCO N l'lf_,L'lTI ES.
T. W. J. Unti. M. Neu.gebauer (California Institute of
Technology, Jet Propulsior_ Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.),
G. Atkinson (Departr:nent of Communications,
Communications Research qCentre, Ottawa, Canada), and
C.-S. Wu (Maryland, Uni_e.arsity, College Park. Md.) 1 May
1972 14 p refs Journal o.t_ ,Geophysical Research, vol. 77,
May 1, 1972, p. 2250-2263.
(Grant NGL-21-002-005)
A pair of sharp closely spaced discontinuities in the solar
wind was recorded by the h_igh time resolution instruments
aboard OGO 5 on Mar. 14-, _1968. There is plasma turbulence
within the double structtr_'e, and there appear to be
small-amplitude hydromag_etic waves radiating from the
discontinuities. The generati_on of the plasma turbulence is
discussed in terms of magne._.ic drift waves. Although it seems
probable that the surfaces are tangential discontinuities,
arguments are.also ad_anc_ that the double structure may
represent the Petschek mechanism in which rapid field-line
merging occurs between star, cling waves. (Author)
-_72-29379"
STI_I)Y OF _,_,A_ES IN ]l-liE EARTH'S BO_?, SHOCK.
R. E. Holzer, J. V. OIs,on, C. T. Russell (California,
University, Los Angeles, C_!ilf.), and T. G. Northrop 1 May
1972 10 p refs Journal off Geophysical Research, vol. 77,
May I. 1972, p. 2264-2273.
(Contract JPL-950403; Grart:t NGR-05-007-276)
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A72-32959
Results of an examination of the perturbation vectors
of waves upstream and downstream from the region of
maxinlum compression in the bow shock on OGO 5 under
particularly stead)' solar-wind conditions. The polarization
of the upstream waves was right-hand circular, and that of
the downstream waves left-hand elliptical in the spacecraft
frame. By observing that the polarization of the waves
remained unchanged as the shock motion swept the wave
structure back and forth across the satellite three times in
eight minutes, it was found that the v, aves were not stationary
in the shock frame. A study of the methods of determining,
the shock normal indicates that the normal estimated from
a shock model should be superior to the normal based on
magnetic coplanarity. The propagation vectors of the v, aves
examined did not coincide with the shock-model normal,
the average magnetic field, or the plasma-flo_, velocity.
However, the major axis of the polarization ellipse of the
downstream wave was nearly parallel to the upstream
propagation vector. (Author)
A72-29380"
PLASMA _'AVES IN THE DAYSIDE POLAR CUSP. l:
MAGNETOSPHERIC OBSERVATIONS.
F. L. Scarf, R. W. Fredricks, I. M. Green (TRW Systems
Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.), and C. T. Russell (California,
University, Los Angeles, Calif.) I May 1972 20 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 77, May 1, 1972,
p. 2274-2293.
(Contracts NAS5-9278; NAS5-9098)
General survey of the OGO 5 plasma-wave measurements
for the dayside polar-cusp encounters of Nov. l, 1968, and
detailed analysis of the observations at the low-altitude (r
approximately 3 to _5earth radii) cusp boundaries. The survey
section contains an overall discussion of the ULF
magnetic-field wave levels and the VLF electric-field
amplitude ranges _tcd. from lacfi_ ,Out tO 9 earth _dii
on. Nov. l, 1968. These cusp-associated observations are
compared with those made on Oct. 27 and Nov. 6, 1968,
when OGO 5 traversed the dayside magnetosphere without
encountering the cusp. it is shown that at the November I
low-altitude cusp boundaries intense wave levels were detected
over a broad spectral region at the steep gradients in cusp
plasma density and thermal energy. The results are interpreted
in terms of drift instabilities for low-beta plasmas with hot
ions, and associated wave-particle and v, ave-_ave interactions
are briefly discussed. (Author)
A72-29384"
SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS OF WHISTLER-MODE
SIGNALS IN THE CON JUt, ATE REGION OF A
200-KILOHE RTZ STATION.
T. Laaspere and S. C. Orphanoudakis (Dartmouth College,
Hanover, N.H.) 1 May 1972 9 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 77, May 1, 1972, p. 2319-2327.
(Contract NAS5-9305)
Study of the signals recorded by a narrow-band (about
200 ldz) receiver at a broadcast station operating at 200 kHz
and in the conjugate region of Ashkhabad. The latitude of
the station is nearly low enough for propagation of a 200-kHz
signal in the ducted whistler mode to the conjugate hemisphere
along field lines terminating at the station. In the dawn-dusk
orbital plane signals are indeed relatively often observed in
the conjugate region, but the source of the signals and their
path of propagation is not completely clear. The pattern of
observations is consistent with propagation over the long
magnetospheric path in field-aligned ducts spread in longitude
near 22 deg invariant latitude, but an interpretation involving
nonducted propagation is preferred, in _hich the occasionally
high electric-field intensities encountered (greater than
l0 microvolts/m) result from focusing effects or from
propagation near the resonance angle. (Author)
_72-31965"#
_%1%l[I.T-_NI:O! S S-_,TI-I.I.ITF AND RIO\IETER
\IE_SIRI_(_II:NTS t)F P.'_RII(LES DI RIN(; SOLAR
(¢OS3,11C RA_ E_,ENTS.
M. B. Baker, P. R. Satte_Iom, A. J. Masley, and A. D.
Goedeke (McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co., Huntington
Beach. Calif.) May 1972 I3 p refs COSPAR, Plenary
Meeting, 15th, Madrid. Sp_in, May 10-24, 1972, Paper 13 p
Research supported by the McDonnell Douglas Independent
Research and Developmen._ Program.
(Contract NAS5-9324: Gra_zt NSF C-393)
The expected 30 and 50 M llz riometer absorptions have
been calculated for three c_ents in 1969 using data from
the M DAC-W charged particle experiment on OGO 6.
Several times during each event, the satellite passed over
the MDAC-W Arctic and Antarctic Geophysical
Observatories. The calculat_ total absorption (using 2 minute
averages of the data) agrees _.ell with the measured absorption
for the overpasses. The alpha particle and electron
contributions usually amou.t to less than a few percent of
the proton absorption. Dunng the large November 2, 1969
event, however, the electr_xns produced the major part of
the absorption up to the pe::_k and a significant contribution
during virtually its entire dttration. With the two frequencies
for which simultaneous riomcter data were taken, it is possible
to detect the softening of the particle spectra during the
events, and the relative hardness differences between events.
(Author)
A72-32955"
LYMAN-ALPHA MEAS! REMENTS OF NEUTRAL
HYDROGEN IN THE O[TER GEOCORONA AND IN
INTERPLANETARY SPACE.
G. E. Thomas and R. C. Bohlin (Colorado, University,
Boulder, Colo.) 1 Jun. 1972 10 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, _ol. 77, June I, 1972, p. 2752-2761.
(Contract NAS5-9327; Grant NGR-06-003-052)
Results of hydrogen L) tnan-alpha ( 1216 A) measurements
made on a continuous ba,-is by a two-channel photometer
on OGO 5 from March 1965 to June 1971. The highly elliptical
orbit provided measurements of both the outer geocorona
and of the 1216-A sky background emission, since geocoronal
scattering is minimal at the apogee distance of 150,000 km.
Selected data (through 1970) are presented, as well as an
interpretation of the thre,* principal discoveries to date -
namely. (1! a pronou,c,_d antisolar enhancement o[ the
geocorona[ scattering be)_,r_d 70,000 km which is regarded
as evidence for a h)dro_.cn geotail produced by solar
L)man-alpha radiation pr_:_,sure: (2) a clear correlation of
periodic _ariatioa_ iH the: _k,, background cmissiou '_ith :_olar
activity associated _ith sot[at rotation: and (3) an annual
variation of the 1216-A sk_, background emission, caused
by the earth's orbital moth,on within the cavity created by
the solar wind in the nearb,._ interstellar hydrogen. (Author)
A72-32959"
GEOMAGNETICALL_' TRAPPED CARBON,
NITROGEN, AND ()X_(;E_N NUCLEI.
A. Mogro-Campero (Ch_Lcago, University, Chicago, Ill.)
l Jan. 1972 20 p refs J o_urnal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 77, June l, 1972. p. 27_9-2818.
(Contract NAS5-9366: Gral_,s NSF GA-28368X:
NG L- 14-001-006)
Results of measurements carried out with the University
of Chicago nuclear compo_Ltion telescope on the OGO 5
satellite, establishing the pre.,_ence of 13- to 33-MeV/nucleon
geomagnetically trapped C _vnd O nuclei, with some evidence
for N nuclei. These trappea_ nuclei were found at L less
than or equal to 5 and nearer the geomagnetic equator. The
data co_er the period from ,_,4ar. 3, 1968, to Dec. 31, 1969.
The distribution of CNO fl'_,ax as a function of L is given.
No change in the intensity of the avera_,e trapped CNO
flux was detected by comIzrturing data for 1968 and 1969.
The results reported set a n_ev, value for the observed high
energy limit of trapping as dc-_cribed by the critical adiabaticity
parameter. The penetration _of solar flare CNO up to L =
4 was observed t_ice in Iq(,_, in disagreement v, ith Stormer
theory predictions. ]he effec_'._ of these results on _,ome models
for the origin of the trappetfi radiation are discussed.
(Author)
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A72-32964
/_. 72-3_M,4"
_t./JNGITUDINAL VARIATIONS OF THERMOSPHERIC
COMPOSITION INDICATING MAGNETIC CONTROL
OF I_)LAR HEAT INPUT.
A. E. Hedin and C. A. Reber (NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center. Greenbelt, Md.) I Jun. 1972 9 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 77, June 1, 1972, p. 2871-2879.
Measurement of neutral N2, O, and He densities from
OGO 6 over the south polar region during magnetically quiet
qeriods in late August and early September 1969. It is found
that N2 densities. _hcn they are extrapolated to a common
altitude, maximize at about 0800 UT near 70 dog invariant
latitude. The density of He has a minimum at this time,
and the density of () has a slight maximum, it is proposed
that these phenomena are the result of cyclic variations in
soft electron precipitation, which heats the thermosphere
either directly or through enhanced Joule heating. This heat
energy would increase the gas temperature, the increase in
the gas temperature leading to the N2 increase, and would
vary the composition by generation of a wind system.
(Author)
A72-33869 H
COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS.
H. C. VanDeHulst Mar. 1972 15 p refs Royal Astronomical
Society, Quarterly Journal, vol. 13, Mar. 1972, p. 10-24.
Some aspects of the search and study of cosmic ray
electrons are discussed. The near-earth spectrum of cosmic-ray
electrons in 1968 is compared with tye interstellar spectrum
derived from radio astronomy in 1971. The restriction of
measurements to one year. or to a set of years, is shown to
be judicious because of solar minimum. Methods of electron
detection are described, including that of observing and
isolating X-rays that arise from inverse Compton scattering
of a photon off a cosmic ray electron. D.F.L.
.allL,&72-35059 , ':
_OI:T X-RAY AND MICROWAVE OBS'_II_._:I"IO.'X'_'OIr
'_I_!J, OT REGIONS IN SOLAR FLARES.
"'IH. S. Hudson (Tokyo Astronomical Observatory, Tokyo,
Japan; California. University, La Jolla, Calif.) and K. Ohki
(Tokyo Astronomical Observatory, Tokyo, Japan) Mar. 1972
14 p refs Solar Physics, vol. 23, Mar. 1972, p. 155-168.
NSF supported research.
A72-3559 i*
HIGH-ENERGY ELECTRON SPIKES AT HIGH
LATITUDES.
J. W. Brown (California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
Calif.) and E. C. Stone 1 Jul. 1972 13 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 77, July 1, 1972, p. 3384-3396.
NSF supported research.
(Contract NAS5-3095; Grants NGL-05-002-007;
NG R-05-002-160)
Observation of over 750 spikes of precipitating electrons
with E greater than or equal to 425 keV aboard the
low-attitude polar orbiter OGO 4 between July 30 and
Dec. 3i, 1967. The spikes may be divided into three distinct
populations, depending on whether they occur at latitudes
below, at, or above the local limit of trapping. These spikes
are designated Dpe 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Type 3 spikes
occur in a narrow latitude band about 3 dog wide. centered
at invariant latitude Lambda approximately equal to 78 deg
at 1000 MLT (magnetic local time) and 68 dog at 2000 MLT.
Type 3 spikes appear to be associated with spikes observed
near the magnetopause and the neutral sheet. -type 2 spikes
also occur in a latitude band about 3 des wide, centered at
about 71 dog at 1000 MLT and 67 dog at 2200 MLG.
Type 2 spikes appear to be related to island fluxes in the
neutral sheet, although they occur on closed field lines and
may persist for many hours. Type 1 spikes occur in a wider
band of latitudes, from about 62 dog to 68 dog near midnight
and 66 dog to 68 dog near noon. Although they are observed
_n closed field lines, type 1 spikes do not persist for periods
lnger than about 1 hour, and it is concluded that the_ are
VI-6O
produced by strong pitch-angle scattering from the stably
trapped population. (Author)
A72-35597"
PITCH-ANGLE I)IFF[SiC,)N OF RADIATION BELT
ELECTRONS WITHIN TIlE PLASMASPHERE.
L. R. Lyons, R. M. Thorne. and C. F. Kennel (California,
University. Los Angeles. Calif.) I Jul. 1972 20 p refs
Journal of Gcoph_,ical Research, vol. 77, July 1, 1972,
p. 3455-3474.
(Contract FI9628-71-C-0075: Grants NGR-05-007-190;
NSF GA-28045)
Study of the formation of the quiet-time electron slot,
_hich divides the radiation belt electrons into an inner and
an outer zone. The pitch-angle diffusion of radiation belt
electrons resulting from resonant interactions with the
observed plasmaspheric v, histler-mod¢ wave band is quantita-
tively investigated. The effects of wave propagation obliquely
to the geomagnetic field direction with the resulting diffusion
at all cyclotron-harmonic resonances and the Landau
resonance are evaluated along with the effects of interactions
occurring at all geomagnetic latitudes. The results obtained
account for the long-term stability of the inner radiation
zone, the location of its outer edge as a function of electron
energy, and the removal of electrons to levels near zero
throughout the slot. Computed pitch-angle distributions and
precipitation decay rates are in good agreement with
slot-region observations. (Author)
A72-35599"
TURBULENCE OF ELECTROSTATIC' ELECTRON
CYCLOTRON HARMONIC WAVES OBSERVED BY
OGO-5.
H. Oya (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.) 1 Jul. 1972 12 p reis Journal ofGcophysic:,t!_.esearch ,
vol. 77, July I, 1972, p. 3483-3494. a' b
Analysis of VLF emissions that have been il_served
near 3/2, 5/2, and 7/2 f sub H by OGO 5 in the magneto-
sphere (f sub H is the electron cyclotron frequency) in the
light of the mechanism used for the diffuse plasma resonance
f _ub Dn observed by Alouette 2 and Isis i. The VLF cmi_,_ion
is considered to be generated by nonlir_eat coupling mecha-
nisms in certain portions of the observation as the f sub
Dn is enhanced by its association with nonlinear wave-particle
i,teraction of the electrostatic electron cyclotron harmonic
wave, including the it_tability due to the nonlinear iqverse
Landau damping mechanism in the turbulence. The difference
between the two observations is in the excitation mect_anism
of the turbulence; the turbulence in the plasma trough detected
by OGO 5 is due to natural origins, whereas the iono-
spheric topside sounder makes the plasma wave turbulence
artificially by submitting strong stimulation pulses. Electron
density values in the plasma trough are deduced by applying
the f sub Dn-f sub N/f sub H relationship obtained from
the Alouette 2 experiment as well as by applying the condition
for the wave-particle nonlinear interactions. The electron
density values reveal good agreement with the ion density
values observed simultaneously by the highly sensitive ion
mass spectrometer. (Author)
A72-35603
GEOMAGNETIC EFFECT ON THE NEUTRAL TEMPER-
ATURE OF THE F RE¢ilON DtRING THE MAGNETIC
STORM OF SEPTEMBER 1969.
J. E. Blamont and J. M. Luton (CNRS. Service d'Aeronomie,
Verrieres-le-Buisson, Essonne. France) 1 Jul. 1972 23 p
refs Journal of Geophysical Re,arch, vol. 77, July 1, 1972,
p. 3534-3556.
(Contracts CNES-65-008; CNES-66-01 I; CNES-67-201:
CNES-68-202: CNES-69-225: CNES-70-299; CNES-71-201)
A.72-35604"
ANALYSIS OF O(;O-6 OBSERVATIONS OF THE O I
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TROPICAl. NIGHTGLOW.
"R. J. Thomas and T. M. Donahu¢ (Pittsburgh, University,
Pittsburgh. Pa.) I Jul. 1972 9 p refs Journal of Geophysicat
Research, _ol. 77. July I, 1972, p. 3557-3565.
(Contract NAS5- 1107=/)
Atomic oxygen green line data from the horizon scan-
ning photometer on OGO 6 have been examined. Unfolding
tye satellite data from the tropical F region yields altitude
and latitude variations of the O(IS) emissions. The spatial
variations of the tropical [:-region electron density are then
calculated by assuming dissociative recombination and using
a model atmosphere. Where comparisons to ground based
data are possible the results are good. Thus, the satellite
observations constitute a form of topside sounding of the
ionosphere bclov, the F peak and provide synoptic data about
this portion of the ionosphere that are otherwise impractical
to obtain. (Author)
A72-35610'
DETECTION OF SOLAR-WIND ELECTRON PLASMA
FREQUENCY FLI_ CTUATIONS IN .AN OBLIQUE
NONLINEAR MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC I,_AVE.
R. W. Fredricks, F. L. Scarf (TRW Systems Group, Redondo
Beach, Calif.), C. T. Russell (California, University, Los
Angeles, Calif.), and M. Neugebaucr (California Institute of
Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.)
l Jul. 1972 4 p rcfs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 77, July 1, 1972, p. 3598-3601.
(Contracts NAS5-9278; NAS5-9098)
Millimetcr-v, avelength signals are being investigated to
determine their possible use in a near earth environment
for remote detection purposes. Both radiometric and radar
systems concepts are being considered. A typical radiometric
application is discussed. Severe attenuation of the signal
occurs in the atmospheric propagation path at certain
,.,_ wavelengths as a result o[ resonance absorption by water
_apor and oxygen _. Undeafirahl_ _dar r©llcctions
rom the terrain occur when operating at low t, razing an_les.
he magnitude of the interference is a function of antenna
eamwidth and reflectivitv of the intervening terrain. The
effect of these multipath signals on the 70 GHz antenna
pointing error is treated. The objects to be detected are often
partially obscured by foliage and trees. Radar and radiomctric
measurements of this effect at 35, 70, and 140 GHz are
discussed. M.M.
A72-35989"
SATELLITE .AND GROUND-BASED OBSERVATIONS
OF A RED ARC.
A. F. Nagy (Michigan. University, Ann Arbor, Mich.), W.
B. Hanson (Texas, University, Dallas, Tex.). R. J. Hoch
(Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Richland, Wash.),
and T. U Aggson (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) 1 Jul. 1972 5 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 77. July I, 1972, p. 3613-3617.
(Contracts NAS5-9306; NAS5-9311; AT(45-1)-1830: Grant
NSF GA-31464)
The results of simultaneous satellite and ground-based
observations carried out during the red-arc period of August
8-9, 1970, are discussed in the light of present day theory.
The formation of the arc at the electron temperature peak
and density trough seems to support the thermal-conduction
theory of red-arc formation. M.V.E.
A72-38728"
GEOMAGNETIC CUTOFFS FOR COSMIC-RAY PRO-
TONS FOR SE_EN ENERGY INTERVAI.S BETWEEN
1.2 .AND 39 Me',
J. L. Fanselov, (California Institute of Technology, Jet
Propulsion Laborator), Pasadena, Calif.) and E. C. Stone
(California Institute ofTechnoiog),Pa_adena, Calif.) 1 Aug.
Iq72 I1 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 77,
Aug. I, 1972, p. 3999-4009.
(Contract NAS5-3095: Grants NGL-05-002-007;
NG R-05-002- 160)
A72-39980
A72-39401 *
MEASUREMENTS OF ELECTRON DETECTION
EFFICIENCIES IN SOLID STATE DETECTORS.
J. E. Lupton and E. C. Stone (California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, Calif.)Jan. 1972 3 p refs Nuclear
Instruments and Methods, vol. 98. Jan. 1972, p. 189-191.
(Contracts NAS5-3095:NAS5-9315; Grants
NG R-05-002-160; NG L-05-002-007)
Detailed laboratory measurement of the electron re-
sponse of solid state detectors as a function of incident
electron energy, detector depletion depth, and energy-loss
discriminator threshold, l'hese response functions were
determined by exposing totally depleted silicon surface barrier
detectors with depletion depths between 50 and 1000 microns
to the beam from a magnetic beta-ray spectrometer. The
data were extended to 5000 microns depletion depth using
the results of previously published Monte Carlo electron
calculations. When the electron counting efficiency of a given
detector is plotted as a function of energy-loss threshold for
various incident energies, the efficiency curves are bounded
by a smooth envelope which represents the upper limit to
the detection efficiency. These upper limit curves, which scale
in a simple way, make it possible to easily estimate the
electron sensitivity of solid-state detector systems. (Author)
A72-39541 *
PROPERTIES OF LOW ENERGY PARTICLE IMPACTS
IN THE POLAR DOMAIN IN THE DAWN AND DAYSIDE
HOURS.
R. A. Hoffman (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) 1972 22 p refs In: Magnetosphere-
ionosphere interactions; Proceedings of the Advanced Study
Institute, Dalseter. Norway, April 14-23, 1971, Oslo,
Universitetsforlaget, 1972, p. 117-138.
A72-39544"
THE PLASMAPAUSE A,S MEASURED IN POSITIVE
IONS.
G. W. Sharp, C. R. Chappell, and K. K. Harris (Lockheed
Research Laboratories. Palo Alto. Calif.) 1972 15 p refs
In: Magnetosphere-iono,_phere interactions: Proceedings of
the Advanced S!vdy Institute. Dalseter, Norway, April 14-23,
1971 Oslo, Univer,_itetsforlaget, 1972, p. 169-183.
(Contract NAS5-9092)
Use of extensions of the existing theory of magneto-
spheric convection to du:,,._ibe the dynamics of :he ph:smasp-
here and the variation in the plasmapause location. The
equatorial local time plane is divided into three separate
and physically distinct rcgions, the bulge region, the nightside
region, and the dayside region, corresponding to local times
of 1500 to 2200 hrs, 2200 to 0600 hrs, and 0600 to 1500
hrs, respectively. The characteristiks predicted by the model
in the bulge region are: presence of the bulge at dust, I/R
to the 4th power radial dependence of plasma concentration,
and large fluctuations in plasma density at the plasmapause
and plasmg detachment. In the ni_htside relzion the predicted
characterfstics are: rapid resp_onse to magnetic activity
changes, formative region for plasmasphere ripples, and the
formative region for the dayside plasmapause location. The
model also predicts the dayside plasmasphere characteristics,
such as the slow response to magnetic activity changes, and
filling of the plasmasphere from the ionosphere, including
the formation of a double plasmapause. (Author)
A72-39980"
THE ltARAN(; DISCONTINUITY IN AURORAL BELT
IONOSPHERIC CURRENTS.
J. P. Heppner (NASA. Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) Jun. 1972 16 p refs Geofvsiske
Publikasjoner (Geoph_sica Norvegica). vol. 22, June" 1972,
p. 105-120.
Discussion of the nature of a discontinuity in the
ionospheric current of the auroral belt whose existence was
suggested by Harang in 1946. Convection characteristics, time
variability, and current coiltinuity in the auroral belt are
VI-61
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A72-42016
considered in a context of observations and arguments
supporting the reality of Harang's discontinuity. V.Z.
_It72..42016"
MOLECULAR IONS IN THE F2 LAYER.
H. Rishbeth (Science Research Council, Radio and Space
Research Station. Slough, Bucks.. England). P. Bauer (CNET,
Issy-les-Moulineaux, Hams-de-seine, France), and W. B.
Hanson (Texas, University, Dallas, Tex.) Aug. 1972 I1 p
refs Planetary and Space Science, vol. 20, Aug. 1972,
p. 1287-1297.
(Contract NAS5-9311; Grant NGL-44-01N-001)
Data on ion concentrations at heights of 400-500 kin,
obtained by the 0(30 6 satellite, suggest that the O(+) and
molecular ion concentrations are sometimes anticorrelated.
To assist in explaining this phenomenon, a table of the
chemical reactions most likely to control the molecular ion
conkentrations is drawn up, and its validity tested with the
aid of data from rocket-borne mass spectrometers at heights
of 220-400 kin. The anticorrelation of O(+) and NO(+)
ions by day is thought to be due to the importance of a
reaction between N2(_-) ions and O atoms; the main source
of N2(+) above 300 km is probably charge-exchange between
N2 and (9(+), the latter being produced by photoionization.
However, at night another source of NO(+) ions is required,
which may be N(+) ions that are either stored in the
magnetosphere or are produced from He(+) and N2.
(Author)
A72-42043"
TYPE 3 SOLAR NOISE OBSERVED BELOW 100 kHz
ON OGO-3.
N. Dunckel, R. A. Helliwell (Stanford University, Stanford,
Calif.), and J. Vesecky (Stanford University, Stanford;
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif.) Jul. 1972
13 p reds Solar P!_.Sics, vol. 25, JU'_:ItF/2,p. 19%209.
,(Contract NAS5-11387i Grants NGI_--'-0_-0"20-_: _
NGL-05-020-014) , , ,
Type III solar noise bursts have oeen ooserveo in the
frequency range 25-t00 kHz with VLF detector on OGO 3.
The bursts decrease in frequency form 100 k Hz (the highest
frequency of observation) to as low as 25 kHz in ap-
proximately 45 min. The intensity at 100 kHz increases for
about 20 min. then decays over a period of approximately
1 hr. The variation of the intensit_ v, ith time becomes less
regular at lower frequencies. Bursts arc prcdomio.antty
associated with west-limb flares. Their commencement
100 kHz tends to follow type 111 bursts observed at 2-4 MHz
by about 10 rain. Observed drift rates and decay times
correspond roughly to those extrapolated from higher
frequency measurements. (Author)
A72-42406"
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGETIC PLASMA
SHEET ELECTRONS.
R. J. Walker and T, A. Farley (California, University, Los
Angeles, Calif.) t Sep. 1972 I| p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 77, Sept. 1, 1972, p. 4650-4660.
(Contract NAS5-9097)
The spatial distribution of energetic plasma sheet electrons
(E greater than 50 keV) out to a radial distance of 24 earth
radii using data from electron spectrometer and fluxgate
magnetometer experiments on OGO 5 is presented. A
comparison of distributions in geocentric solar magneto-
spheric coordinates (GSM) prepared _ith and _ithout the
use of a neutral sheet model indicates that the use of such
a model facilitates organization of plasma sheet data. The
percentage of flux occurrence above a given flux threshold
falls off rapidly ,_ith distance from the neutral sheet. Contours
of constant percentage of occurrence diverge slightly from
the neutral sheet at local times away from midnight. This
effect decreases with increasing flux threshold. (Author)
A72-42416
I'O_ER-I,AW _AXVENIMBER SPE('TRIM I)EDI('EI)
!I"ROM IONO_,PHERIC SCINTILLATION OBSER_,A-
VI-62
"i'IONS.
C. L. Rufenach (NOAA, Space Environment Laboratory,
Boulder, Colo.) 1 Sep. 1972 12 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, voL 77, Sept. I, 1972, p. 4761-4772.
ARPA supported research.
(ARPA Order 1361)
Ionospheric scintillation observations near Boulder.
Colorado, from the radio source C_gnus A were spectral
analyzed at 26 MHz. The scintillation spectral features are
used to calculate the diffraction effects and hence deduce
the F-region irregularity wavenumber spectrum for sizes from
about 4 to 0.6 kin. An example based on the Gaussian
spectrum shows that the extrapolation to radio frequencies
much higher than 26 MHz will not explain the observed
equatorial and auroral scintillations. Abrupt changes in
electron density are required to support the higher-
wavenumber spectral densities that cause these higher-
frequency scintillations. These abrupt density changes can
be represented by a power-law wavenumber spectrum.
(Author)
A72-42418
THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS OF THE F-REGION
TROPICAL ULTRAVIO|.ET AIRGI,OW INTENSITY.
D. N. Anderson (Cooperative Institute for Research in
Environmental Sciences, Boulder, Colo.) 1 Sep. 1972 8 p
refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 77, Sept. 1, 1972,
p. 4782-4789.
Far ultraviolet airglow emissions at 1304 and 1356 A
from atomic oxygen ha,,e been observed to exist in two
hands or arcs 12 to 15 deg north and south of the magnetic
equator, the height-integrated intensity of the emissions
maximizing between 2100 and 2200 LT during equinox. Two
of the mechanisms thought to be responsible for producing
the excited states of atomic oxygen are neutralization and
radiative recombination. To investigate the contribution made
by each process, the daily variation of the column emission
rate from 20 deg N to 20 deg S dip latitude in the ionospheric
F region is theoretically calculated by numerically solving
the time-dependent electron continuity equation, taking into
account the effects of production, loss, ambipolar diffusion,
and neutral winds. Of the t_o n_echanisms, radiative
recombination produces rt_ults that are in better agreement
with the observations, although the calculated eml.ssion rates
are still lower than the ot_r_ed _'alues. (Author)
A72-42431 *
NEUTRAL COMPOSITION IN [tie THERMOSPHERE.
D. R. Taeusch and G. R. Carignan (Michigan, University,
Ann Arbor, Mich.) I Sep. 1972 7 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, voL 77. Sept. 1, 1972, p. 4870-4876.
(Contract NAS5-9328)
Data obtained from the OGO 6 neutral atmospheric
composition (NAC) experiment for a period of more than I
year are used to compare the average constituent composition
at an altitude of 400 km w_th that predicted by the Jacchia
[971 and 1965 models. The comparison shows that the Jacchia
1971 model underestimates the molecular nitrogen densities
at 400 km by a factor of 2. An atmosphere is constructed
down to 120 km by means t_[ the Stein and Walker technique.
A fit is made with (I) the 400-kin total densities from drag
measurements and the composition from OGO 6 NAC, (2)
the 250-kin measured mok.-,cular nitrogen densities, and (3)
the 150-kin total densitie_ from drag. This fit shows that
the Jacchia 1971 model o,,erestimates the atomic oxygen
content at 150 kin. (Author)
_72-42432"
POI,AR-(':t.P EI,ECTR|C I"IELD DISTRIBLTIONS
RELATED TO TIlE INrERPLANETARY .MAGNETIC
FIELD DIRECTION.
J. P. Heppner (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) 1 Sep. 1972 II p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research. voL 77, Sept. 1, 1972, p. 4877-4887.
Data from _ucccssi_e (_K_iO-6 passes o_er southern and
northern high latitudes arc _'_resentcd to illustrate hov, grossly
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asymmetric the distribution of electric field magnitudes can
sometimes be. They are also shown to provide an example
of the anticorrelation between southern and northern
polar-cap magnitude distributions. Signature classification,
correlations, and possible relations with interplanetary
magnetic fields are discussed. M.V.E.
A7242901 *
SATEI.I.ITE MEt, S[ REMENTS OF HIGH I.._TITIDE
CON_ECTION ELECIRIC HELDS.
D. P. Cauffman and D. A. Gurnett (Iowa, University, Iowa
City, Iowa) Jul. 1972 42 p refs Space Science Reviews,
vol. 13, July 1972. p. 369-410.
(Contracts NAS5-10625: NASI-8141; NASI-8144:
NASI-8150; N00014-68-A-0196-0003; Grant
NGL- 16-001-043)
(AD-750221)
This paper reviews the first results of satellite experiments
to measure magnetospheric convection electric fields using
the double-probe technique. The earliest successful
measurements were made with the low-altitude (680-2530 kin)
polar orbiting Injun-5 spacecraft. The lnjun-5 results are
compared with the initial findings of the electric field
experiment on the polar orbiting OGO-6 satellite. Electric
field measurements from the OGO-6 satellite have
substantiated many of the initial lnjun-5 observations with
improved accuracy and sensitivity. The OGO-6 detector
revealed the persistent occurrence of anti-sunward convection
across the polar cap region at velocities not generally
detectable with the Injun-5 experiment. The OGO-6
observations also provided information indicating that the
location of the electric field reversal shifts equatorward
during periods of increased magnetic activity. The implications
of the electric field measurements of magnetospheric and
auroral structure am summarized, and a I/sL of specific
re/:om mendations: for iml_t'ovinff _r. ¢acczimcaats is
presented. (Author)
"" A72-42902"
FLUCTU._.TIN(; MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THE
MAG"gETOSPHERE. 2: ULF V_AVES.
R. L. McPherron, C. T. Russell, and P. J. Coieman, Jr.
(California, University, Los Angeles, Calif.) Jul. 1972 44 p
refs Space Science Reviews, vol. 13, July 1972, p. 411-454.
(Contract NA55-9098; Grants NSF G_,-28907:
NG L-05-007-00.4)
At the present time the existing satellite observations of
ULF waves suggest that the level of geomagnetic activity
controls the types of waves which occur within the
magnetosphere. Consequently, we consider separately quiet
times, times of magnetospheric substorms, and times of
magnetic storms. Within each of these categories, there are
distinctly different wave modes distinguished by their
polarization: either transverse or parallel to the ambient field.
In addition, these v_ave phenomena occur in distinct frequency
bands. In terms of the standard nomenclature of ground
micropulsation studies ULF wave types observed in the
magnetosphere include quiet time transverse Pc I, Pc 3, Pc 4,
Pc 5; quiet time compressional - Pc 1 and Pi 1 sub storm
eompressional Pi I and Pi 2; storm transverse - Pc 1: storm
compressional Pc 4, 5. (Author)
A72-44513"
OUTER MAGNETOSPHERE NEAR bill)NIGHT AT
QUIET AND DISTL RBED TIMES.
M. P. Aubry, M. G. Kivelson, R. L. McPherron, and C.
T. Russell (California. University, Los Angeles, Calif.) 1 Oct.
1972 16 p refs Journal of Geophysical Re,,earth, vol. 77,
Oct. 1, 1972, p. 548%5502. Research supported by the
European Space Research Organizatiun.
(Contracts NAS5-9097; NAS5-9098" Grant
NG R-05-007-305)
OGO 5 ma_znetic-field and energetic-electron (E greater
ihan 50 keV) d_Lta are used to stud) both the quiet-time,
,teady-state configuration of the outer magnetosphere or near
tail region near midnight and the disturbed time changes of
this configuration. The nighttime cusp is found to be a distinct
feature within the plasma sheet at quiet times but
indistinguishable from the plasma sheet at disturbed times.
The sequence of throning and expansion of the plasma sheet
in this region in association with the substorms is studied.
The response of the plasma sheet in the near tail at about
l0 earth radii is found to be similar to that in the more
distant tail at more than 20 earth radii. Finally, the nature
of field-aligned currents flowing on the plasma-sheet boundary
is investigated. Assuming infinite current sheets, the sheet
current density at OGO 5 is found to be approximately .01
A/re. ,, (Author)
A72-44516"
SOURCE AND IDENTIFICATION OF HEAVY IONS IN
'[HE EQUATORI-XL E LAYER.
W. B. Hanson, D. L. Sterling (Texas, University, Dallas,
Tex.), and R. F. Woodman (Jicamarca Radio Observatory,
Lima, Peru) 1 Oct. 1972 12 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 77, Oct. 1, 1972, p. 5530-5541.
(Contract NAS5-9311- Grant NGL-44-O04-001)
Further evidence is presented to show that the
interpretation of some OGO 6 retarding potential analyzer
(RPA) results in terms of ambient Ee + ions is correct. The
Fe+ ions are observed only within dip latitudes of plus or
minus 30 deg, and the reason for this latitudinal specificity
is discussed in terms of a low-altitude source region and F
region diffusion and electrodynamic drift. It is shown that
the polarization field associated with the equatorial electrojet
will raise ions to 160 km out of a chemical source region
below 100 km but it ,*ill do so only in a narrow region
centered on the dip equator. Subsequent vertical ExB drift,
coupled with motions along the magnetic fields, can move
the ions to greater heights and greater latitudes. There should
be a resultant fountain of metallic ions rising near the equator
that subsequently descends back to the E and D layers at
tropical latitudes. (Author)
A72-44522"
ELECTRON POLAR CAP ._ND THE BOUNDARY OF
OPEN GEOMAGNETIC FIEI,D LINES.
L. C. Evans (California Institute of Technology, Pasadena:
NASA, Ames Research Center. Molfett Field, Calif.) and
E. C. Stone 1 Oct. 1972 5 p rcfs Journal of Geophysical
Research, _,ol. 77, Oct. 1, 1972. p. 5580-55_4.
(Contract NAS5-3095: Grant NG R-O_-OO2-16n1
A total of 333 observations of the boundary of the polar
access region for electrons (energies greater than 530 keV)
provides a comprehensive map of the electron polar cap.
The boundary of the electron polar cap, which should occur
at the latitude separating open and closed field lines, is
consistent with previously reported closed field line limits
determined from trapped-particle data. The boundary, ,*hich
is sharply defined, seems to occur at one of three discrete
latitudes• Although the electron flux is generally uniform
across the polar cap, a limited region of reduced access is
observed about 10% of the time. (Author)
A72-44523"
CYCLOTRON DRIFT INSTABILITY IN THE BOW
SHOCK.
C. S. Wu (Maryland, University, College Park, Md.) and
R. %'. Fredricks (TRW S,',stems Group, Redondo Beach,
Calif•) I Oct. 1972 5 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 77, Oct. 1, 1972. p. 5585-5589.
(Contract NAS5-9278; Grant NGL-21-002-005)
It is argued that the cyclotron drift instability (coupled
ion ,*ayes and electron Bcrnstein modes) can explain many
structural features of the _eak electrostatic turbulence
obser',ed in bow shock magnetic-field gradients and thus
that it provides a more attractive speculation than the ion
acoustic or Buneman instabilities previously suggested as ,*eak
turbulence sources. (Author)
1,72-44850"
BEH:_VIOR OF OLI'ER RADIA'I'iON ZONE AND A NE_*,
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MODELOFMAGNETOSPHER|CSUBSTORM.
G. K. Parks (Washington, University, ,Seattle, Wash.), G.
Laval, and R. Pellat (Commissartat a I'Energie Atomique,
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Fontenay-aux-Roses.
Fontenay-aux-Roses. Hauls-de-Seine, France) Sep. 1972
18 p refs Planetary and Space Science. vol. 20, Sept. 1972,
p. 1391-1408. International Union of Geodesy and
Geophysics, Symposium on the Morphology and Physics of
Magnetospheric Substorms. Moscow, USSR. Aug. 3. 1971.
(Contract NAS5-9542: Grant NSF GU-2655)
This paper presents particle data obtained from
synchronous altitudes and attempts to evaluate the origin
and nature of particle flux variations observed during
substorms. The correlated particle intensities, time variations,
and energy spectrums are compared between the equatorial
and auroral zones. The correlated particle and field
observations during substorms are tied together and a model
of magnetospheric substorms is derived. Among the features
predicted by the model is the poleward expansion of visual
auroras observed at the onset of magnetospherie substorms.
The model also explains how substorms are triggered in a
few minutes time scale during sudden commencements.
(Author)
A72-44854"
ELECTRIC FIELD VARIATIONS DURING SUBSTORMS:
OGO-6 MEASUREMENTS.
J. P. Heppner (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) SCp. 1972 24 p refs Planetary and Space
Science, vol. 20, Sept. 1972, p. 1475-1498. International
Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, Symposium on the
Morphology and Physics of Magnetospheric Substorms,
Moscow, USSR, Aug. 3, 1971
The general pattern of high electric fields in magnetic-time
invariant latitud¢ coordinates is :e_vicwed ia the light of
"OGO-6 electric field _ __. "£his pmz_am i_ formal
o show little variability and, when unusual variations or
distributions occur, they are relatively isolated in time
and space. Significant indications of direct correlation between
electric field behavior and stages of magnetic bay development
have not been found. M.V.E.
A72-44856'
SUBSTORM REI._TED CHANGES IN TIlE
GEOMAGNETIC TAIL: TIlE GROWTH PHASE.
R. L. McPherron (California, University, Los Angeles, Calif.)
Sep. 1972 19 p refs Planetary and Space Science, vol. 20,
Sept. 1972, p. 1521-1539. International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics, Symposium on the Morphology and Physics
of Magnetospheric Substorms, Moscow, USSR, Aug. 3,
1971
(Grant NG R-05-007-305)
• The details of two substorms of August 15, 1968, are
discussed, and the sequence of events occurring during a
magnetospheric substorm is established. Special attention is
given to the substorm effects on the geometry of the near
zail region and, particularly, to the growth and expansion
phases. M.V.E.
A72-44857"
NOISE IN THE GE()MAGNETIC TAIL.
C. T. Russell (California, University, Los Angeles, Calif.)
Sep. 1972 13 p ref_ Planetary and Space Science, vol. 20,
Sept. 1972, p. 1541-1553. International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics, Symposium on the Morphology and Physics
of Magnetospheric Substorms, Moscow, USSR, Aug. 3,
1971.
(Contract NAS5-9098)
Present observations have revealed a variety of magnetic
wave phenomena in the tail, from ULF to ELF frequencies.
However, only VLF measurements of electric fields ha,_e
been made. These measurements reveal that the tail is
electrically quiet at VLF frequencies, except in the near-earth
_iasma sheet during _ub_torm expansion phases. The magnetic
observed include: waves with periods of about 2 nun
hich cause the pla,,ma sheet boundary position and the
VI-64
ncutt:al sheet location to oscillate; waves from . 1 to i Hz
which occur throughout the plasma sheet during plasma sheet
expansions; and ELF waves which occur sporadically in the
plasma sheet. (Author)
A72-45593
DISTRIBITION OF HYDROGEN AND HELIUM IN THE
UPPER ATMOSPHERE.
G. Kockarts (Institut d'Aeronomie Spatiale de Belgique,
Brussels, Belgium) Oct. 1972 15 p refs Journal of
Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics, vol. 34, Oct. 1972,
p. 1729-1743. Conference on Theoretical Ionospheric
Models, University Park, Pa., June 14-16, 1971
A73-10878
GLOBAL SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS OF NITRIC
OXIDE.
D. W. Rusch and C. A. Bartj (Colorado, University, Boulder,
Colo.) t972 3 p In: Symposium on D- and E-Region Ion
Chemistry, Urbana, 111., July 6-8, 1971, Informal Record
Urbana, University of Illinois, 1972, p. 32-34.
An Ebert-Fastie scanning spectrometer mounted on board
the polar orbiting satellite OGO 4 was used to measure
nitric oxide (I,0) gamma emission at 2150 A in twilight
orbits. Local phenomena in the polar regions are judged to
be responsible for high variations in the emission rate with
respect to time and latitude in these regions. A regular
nitric-oxide emission increase is seen during the summer and
winter months as a function of latitude. T.M.
A73- i 1389"
THE IMPULSIVE X-RAY BURST OF OCTOBER 10,
1970.
S. R. Kane (California, University, Berkeley, Calif.), S. W.
Kahler, and J. D. Kurfess (U.S. Navy, E. O. Hulburt Center
[or Space Research, Washington, D.C.) Aug. 1972 7 p
refs Solar Physics, vol. 25, Aug. 1972, p. 418-424.
(Contract NAS5-9094: Grants NSF GP-29794: NSF
GP-27215)
An impulsive burst of 100-400 keV solar X-rays associated
with a small solar flare v, as obser,,ed on October 10, i970
with a large area scintillator aboard a baiioon. The X-ray
bur_t was also observed simultaneously in 10-80 keV range
by the OGO 5 satellite and in 8-20 A ranue bv the SOLRAD
9 _,atcllite. The c'_ent is :,,t,ribut.ed to :m H-alpha subflare
located approximately at SI3, E88 on the solar disk. The
spectral characteristics of this event are examined in the light
of the earlier X-ray observations of small solar flares.
(Author)
A73-11391
THE ROLE OF ENERGETIC ELECTRONS IN THE
CORRELATION OF METER AND DECIMETER TYPE
III B[RSTS _VITIt 4 KEV X-RAY EMISSION.
S. W. Kahler (U.S. Navy', E. O. Hulburt Center for Space
Research, Washington, D.C.) Aug. 1972 17 p refs Solar
Physics, vol. 25, Aug. 1972, p. 435-451.
(Grant NSF GP-29794)
A73-11732"
EQtATORIAL CURRENT SHEET IN THE
MAGNEI"OSPHERE.
M. Sugiura (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Laboratory for Space Physics, Greenbelt, Md.) 1 Nov. 1972
II p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 77,
Nov. 1, 1972, p. 6093-6103.
The delta B distribution deduced from the OGO 3 and
5 _atellites shows large field depressions in the equatorial
region inside the plasmasphere. On the basis of the delta B
distribution, it is sho_,,n that what is usually considered the
quiet-time ring current is an equatorial sheet current that is
an extension of the neutral sheet current in the ma_,netospheric
tail. The pnmar._ source of the large field reductions inside
the plasmasphere is a population Of protons with energies
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of 0.1-I Mcv initially detected by Davis and Williamson
and Davis (1965) on Explorer 12, 14, and 15.
Lo_,-energy protons extensively measured on OGO 3 by Frank
(1967, 1971) are primarily responsible for the current near
and outside the plasmapause. (Author)
A73-11904"
THE LIGHT ION TROUGH.
H. A. Taylor, Jr. (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Laboratory for Planetary Atmospheres, Greenbelt, Md.) Oct.
1972 14 p refs Planetary and Space Science, vol. 20, Oct.
1972, p. 1593-1605.
A distinct feature of the ion composition results from
the OGO 2, 4 and 6 satellites is the light ion trough, wherein
the mid-latitude concentrations of H(+) and He(+) decrease
sharply with latitude. In contrast to the "main trough' in
electron density observed primarily as a nightside
phenomenon, the light ion trough persists during both day
and night. For da>time winter hemisphere conditions and
for all seasons during night, the mid-latitude light ion
concentration decrease is a pronounced feature. In the dayside
summer and equinox hemispheres, the rate of light ion
decrease with latitude is comparatively gradual, and the trough
boundary is less bell defined, particularly for quiet magnetic
conditions, in response to magnetic storms, the light ion
trough minimum moves equatorward, and deepens, consistent
with earlier evidence of the contraction of the plasmasphere
in response to storm time enhancements in magnetospheric
plasma convection. (Author)
A73-12320 H
PLASMASPHERE DYNAMICS INFERRED FROM
OGO-5 OBSERVATIONS.
C. R. Chappell, K. K. Harris, and G. W. Sharp (Lockheed
Research Laboratories, Palo Alto, Calif.) 1972 9 p refs
In: Space research XII; Proceedings of the Fourteenth Plenary
McctinB, Seattle, Wash,, June 18,J_ly 2, 1971. Volume 2,
Berlin, East Germ.Ahy,"Akadedh_-_gel'tag OmbH,= t972,
). 1513-1521.
Data from the light ion mass spectrometer aboard
OGO 5 during the period from March 1968 through February
1969 has given a complete local time coverage of the
plasmaspherc. Inbound and outbound profiles of H(+) He(e)
and /O(*) + N(+)/ ions have been measured once every
2-1/2 days from an initial perigee height of 300 km to an
apogee of about 23 earth radii during this year period.
Although the ion motion cannot bc directl? measured by
the instrument, the plasmasphere dynamics can be inferred
through an examination of the changes in plasmasphere
profile between consecutive orbits. These dynamics are
discussed, and a model of the plasmasphere is developed.
Examples of these dynamic processes include dayside filling
of the plasmasphere, peeling away of the outer portions of
the plasmasphere in the afternoon-dusk sector, and inward
conective motions of the plasmasphere on the nightside.
(Author)
A73- i 2323"#
NEW INTERPRETATIONS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL
LYMAN-ALPHA OBSERVATIONS.
P. W. Blum (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.) and H. J. Fahr (Bonn, Universitaet, Bonn, West
Germany) 1972 9 p refs In: Space research Xli; Proceedings
of the Fourteenth Plenary Meeting, Seattle, Wash., June
18-July 2, 1971. Volume 2, Berlin. East Germany, Akademie-
Verlag GmbH. 1972, p. 1569-1577.
The solar L3man-alpha radiation pressure affects the
orbits and the _elocities of the interstellar particles entering
the solar system. This leads to enhanced particle losses in
the heliosphere, since particles spend a longer time crossing
it. This causes a stron_,er decrease of the density with
decreasing distances from _the sun than had been caicuiated
without accounting for the radiation pressure. Furthermore.
the emission pattern of the solar Lyman-alpha radiation is
anisotropic and rotates with the sun ill a 27-day period.
Fhis causes a temporal change in the location of the intensity
extrema. At the same time it produces hydrogen density
anisotropies with extreme deviating in their directions from
those which had been calculated without consideration of
the radiation pressure. (Author)
A 73-12442
SHADOWING OF ELECTRON _ZIMUTHAL-DRIFT
MOTIONS NEAR TIlE NOON MAGNETOPAI'SE.
H. I. West, Jr., R. M. Buck, and J. R. Walton {California,
University, Livermore, Calif.) 6 Nov. 1972 2 p Nature
Physical Science, vol. 240. Nov. 6, 1972, p. 6, 7.
A73-13719"
"[HE ABUNDANCES OF SOLAR ACCELERATED
NUCLEI FROM CARBON TO IRON.
A. Mogro-Campero (Chicago, University, Chicago, Ill.) and
J. A. Simpson I Oct. 1972 5 p refs Astrophysical Journal,
vol. 177, Oct. I, 1972, pt. 2, p. L37-L41.
(Contract NAS5-9366; Grants NSF GA-28368XA;
NGL- 14-001-006)
Revised observation periods and new data are found to
confirm previous evidence that the overabundance of
s01ar-flare nuclei with respect to solar photospheric and
coronal abundances increases with increasing atomic number.
It is also verified that enhancements kan vary from flare to
flare and that this variability is large enough to explain the
differences observed by various investigators regarding the
magnitude of solar-flare high-Z particle enhancements.
Additional evidence for a two-stage solar acceleration
mechanism is obtained. It is shown that the galactic cosmic-ray
source composition displays a similar overabundance as a
function of atomic number. V.P.
A73-13855*
MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC WAVES IN SPACE.
C. T. Russell (California, University, Los Angeles, Calif.)
Dordrecht, D. Reidel Publishing Co., 1972. p. 39-50 1972
12 p refs In: Earth's magnetospherie processes: Proceedings
of the Symposium, Cortina. Italy, August 30-September 10,
1971.
(Contract NAS5-9098)
Waves play a fundamental role in many processes
occurring in the _o.ar wind and in the magnetosphere. These
v, aves have been observed by a variety of experiments on
many different spacecraft and analyzed _ith an increasing
number of different techniques. In this rexiew, _e examine
a number of the recent observations of waves in _nace
discussing the role of waves in the various regions and their
characteristics, and illustrating some of their techniques used
in their analysis. (Author)
A73-13871 *
REVIEW OF" MAGNETIC FIELD OBSERVATIONS.
N. F. Ness (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Laboratory
for Extraterrestrial Physics, Greenbelt, Md.) Dordrecht D.
Reidel Publishing Co., 1972, p. 189-199. 1972 I' p refs
In: Earth's magnetospheric processes: Proceedings of the
Symposium, Cortina, Italy. August 30-September 10, 1971.
Recent observations in previously unexplored regions of
the magnetosphere, particularly in the polar-cusp region,
compliment and reinforce emphasis on particle access to the
plasma sheet via the polar neutral points. Significant
distortions of the geomagnetic field in the polar-cusp region
suggest field-aligned currents at large geocentric distances
which can be related to low-altitude polar-cap phenomena.
Studies of the microstructure of the field reversal region of
the plasma sheet embedded in the geomagnetic tail suggest
a periodic structure of more complexity than earlier assumed
simplified single neutral-line models. (Author)
A73-13883*
ELE(TROSTATIC WAVES IN THE MAGNETO-
SPltERE
F. L. Scarf and R. W. Fredricks (TRW Systems Group,
Redondo Beach, Calif.) Dordreeht D. Reidel Publishing
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A73-14962
Co., 1972, p. 329-339. 1972 ti p refs In: Earth's
magnetospheric processes: Proceedings of the Symposium,
Cortina, Italy. August 30-September 10, 1971.
(Contract NAS5-9278: Project OGO)
Electric dipole antennas on magnetospheric spacecraft
measure E field components of many kinds of electromagnetic
waves, in addition, lower hybrid resonance emissions are
frequently observed well above the ionosphere. The OGO 5
plasma wave experiment has also detected new forms of
electrostatic emissions that appear to interact very strongly
with the local plasma particles. Greatly enhanced wave
amplitudes have been found during the expansion phases of
substorms, and analysis indicates that these emissions produce
strong pitch angle diffusion. Intense broadband electrostatic
turbulence is also detected at current layers containing steep
magnetic field gradients. This current-driven instability is
operative at the bow shock and also at field null regions
just within the magnetosheath, and at the magnetopause near
the dayside polar cusp. The plasma turbulence appears to
involve ion acoustic waves, and the wave particle scattering
provides an important collisionless dissipation mechanism
for field merging. (Author)
A73,-14962
SOLAR PROTON INTENSITY STRUCTURES IN THE
MAGNETOSPHERE DURING INTERPLANETARY
ANISOTROPIES.
G. Morrill and M. Scholer (Max-Planck-lnstitut fuer Physik
und Astrophysik, Garching, West Germany) Dec. 1972
IIp refs Planetary and Space Science, vol. 20, Dec. 1972,
p. 2113-2123.
A73-15526*
COSMICoRAY S'CI_TILLATIONS, .., I: . INSIDE THE
MAGNETOSPHERE.
J. Owens and J. R. Jokipii (California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, Calif.) I Dec. 1972 17 p refs Journal
of Geophysical Research, vol. 77, Dec. I, 1972, p. 6639-6655.
Research supported by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and
NSF
(Grant NG R-05-002-160)
A73-1553 i *
PRECIPITATION OF LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS AT
HIGH LATITLDES: EFFECTS OF INTERPLANETARY
MAGNETIC FIELD AND DIPOLE TII.T ANGLE.
J. L. Burch (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt.
Md.) I Dec. 1972 12 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 77, Dec. 1, 1972, p. 6696-6707.
A73-- 15533"
THE LIGHT-ION TROUGH, THE MAIN TROUGH, AND
THE PLASMAPAUSE.
H. A. Taylor, Jr. (NASA, Goddard SPace Flight Center,
Laboratory for Planetary Atmospheres, Greenbelt, Md.) and
W. J. Walsh (Aero G¢o Astro Corp., Beltsville, Md.) l Dec.
1972 8 p refs
Although the plasmapause has been detected as a global
phenomenon by both VLF and ion composition measure-
ments, the electron and ion density troughs have been
identified primaril_ as nightside, features. This problem, as
well as the difficuitv in explaining various inconsistencies in
relating the position of the plasmapause and the ionization
trough, is explained by a close examination of the ion
composition, generally unavailable in previous trough studies.
in particular, ion composition results from the polar-orbiting
OGO satellites identify the persistence of a pronounced
light-ion trough (LIT) in H(+) and He(-), often identified
by order-of-magnitude decreases in the light-ion concentra-
tions, that occurs v, ithin a few degrees of latitude and reaches
residual concentration level> of 100 to 1000 ions/cu em near
deg dipole latitude. The LIT, observed both within the
thermosphere and at high latitudes in the magnetosphere,
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has been correlated directly with the VLF whistler identifica-
tion of the plasmapause. (Author)
A73-15538"
THEORETICAL MODEL FOR THE LATITUDE DE-
PENDENCE OF THE THERMOSPIIERIC ANNUAL AND
SEMIANNUAL VARIATIONS.
H. G. Mayr (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center.
Thermosphere and Exo_phere Branch, Greenbelt, Md.) and
H. Volland (Bonn, Universitaet, Bonn, West Germany)
l Dec. 1972 17 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 77, Dec. 1, 1972, p. 6774-6790.
A73-17041"
X-RADIATION (E GREATER THAN 10 keV), H-ALPHA
AND MICROWAVE EMISSION DURING THE IMPUL-
SIVE PHASE OF SOLAR FLARES.
J. A. Vorpahl (California, University, Berkeley, Calif.) Oct.
1972 17 p refs Solar Physics, vol. 26, Oct. 1972,
P. 397-413.
(Contract NAS5-9094; Grants NSF GA-31587;
NG L-05-003-017)
A study has been made of the variation in hard (E greater
than I0 keV) X-radiation, H-alpha and microwave emission
during the impulsive phase of solar flares. Analysis shows
that the rise-time in the 20-30-keV X-ray spike ¢iepends on
the electron hardness. The impulsive phase is also marked
by an abrupt, very intense increase in H-alpha emission in
one or more knots of the flare. Properties of these H-alpha
kernels include: (1) a luminosity several times greater than
the surrounding flare, (2) an intensity rise starting about
20-30 sec before, peaking about 20-25 scc after, and lasting
about twice as long as the hard spike, (3) a location lower
in the chromosphere than the remaining flare, (4) essentially
no expansion prior to the hard spike, and (5) a position
within 6000 km of the boundary separating polarities, usually
forming on both sides of the neutral line near both feet of
the same tube of force. Correspondingly, impulsive mi-
crowave events are characterized by: (I) great similarity in
burst structure with 20-32 keV X'-fa_s but only above
5000 MHz, (2) typical low frequency ,_urst cutoff'between
1400-3800 MHz. and (3) maximum emission above
7500 MHz. (Author)
A73-17047"
EVIDENCE FOR ELECTRON EXCITATION OF TYPE 3
RADIO BURST EMISSION.
H. Alvarez, F. Haddock (Radio Astronomy Observatory,
Ann Arbor, Mich.), and R. P. Lin (California, University,
Berkeley, Calif.) Oct. 1972 6 p refs Solar Physics, vol. 26,
Oct. 1972, p. 468-473.
(Contracts NAS5-9099: NAS5-9091: Grant
NG L-05-003-017)
Type 3 radio bursts observed at kflometric wavelengths
(less than or about equal to 0.35 MHz) by the OGO 5
spacecraft are compared with greater than 45 keV solar
electron events observed near I AU bv the IMP 5 and Explorer
35 spacecraft for the period from IMarch 1968 to November
1969. Fifty-six distinct type 3 bursts extending to less than
or about equal to 0.35 MHz were observed above the threshold
of the OGO 5 detector: all but two were associated with
solar flares. Twenty-six of the bursts were followed less than
or about equal to 40 rain later by greater than 45 keV
solar electron events observed at I AU. All of these 26
bursts were identified with flares located west of W09 solar
longitude. Of the bursts not associated with electron events
only three were identified with flares '_est of W09, 18 were
located east of W09, and seven occurred during times when
electron event_ _,ould bc obscured by high background
particle fluxes. (Author)
A73-19233
INTERPRETATI()N ()F 0(;0-5 IAM_,N ALPHA MEAS.-
UREMENTS IN THE LPPER GEO(ORONA.
J. L. Bertaux and J. E. Blamont (CNRS, Service d'Aeronomie,
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A73-22054
Verrieres-le-Buisson, Essonne, France) I Jan. 1973 12 p
refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 78, Jan. 1, 1973,
p. 80°91.
(Contracts CNES-69-225; CNES-70-299)
Lyman alpha intensity measurements (1216 A) were
obtained by a photometer on board the OGO 5 spacecraft
outside the geocorona. The Lyman alpha emission originating
from hydrogen atoms in the upper part of the geocorona
was derived from the total measured intensity after subtraction
of the extraterrestrial emission. The hydrogen density
distribution between 5 and 16 earth radii was deduced. This
distribution is consistent with the evaporative atmospheric
model of Chamberlain (1963) on the night side. A depletion
of atoms found above a distance of 6 earth radii on the
day side could be accounted for by the action on satellite
particles of charge exchange with solar wind protons and
by the solar L)man alpha radiation pressure, according to
numerical computations of both effects. It was also calculated
that orbits with a perigee of 2 earth radii are rapidly distorted
by radiation pressure. The mean time spent in the exosphere
by satellite particles on such orbits is only 500,000 sec,
one-half the ionization lifetime. (Author)
A73-19241 *
COMPARISON OF TE AND TI FROM OGO-6 AND FROM
VARIOUS INCOHERENT SCATTER RADARS.
J. P. McClure, W. B. Hanson (Texas, University, Dallas,
Tex.), A. F. Nagy, R. J. Cicerone (Michigan, University,
Ann Arbor, Mich.), L. H. Brace (NASA. Goddard Space
Flight Center, Aeronomy Branch, Greenbelt, Md.), M. Baron
(Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif.), P. Bauer
(CNET, Departement Recherches Spatiales Radioelectriques.
Issy-les-Moulineaux, Hauts-de-Seine, France), H. C. Carlson
(Areeibo Observatory, Ar_'c_bo, P,g._ J. V. E_gns (MIT,
Lexington, Mass;)fG. N: T_yto¢_gogad_,_da_" F._sh_nt
Malvern, Worcs., England) et Ill t Jan. 197.3 9 p" re[s
Journal of Geophysical Research.° vol. 78, Jan: t, 1973,
p. 197-205. '
(Contract NAS5-931 l; Grants NGR-52-158-001;
NG L-4,1-004-001)
Langmuir probe and retarding potential analyzer (RPA)
data on the electron and ion temperatures Te and Ti obtained
from OGO 6 are compared with Te and Ti values obtained
from the illcohcrcnt scatter network. The satellite to radar
temperature ratio TeS/TeR is 1.15 on the average for these
comparisons. This discrepancy is larger than the uncertainties
usually placed on the probe and radar Te values. The ion
temperature ratio TiS/TiR approximately 1.0. independent
of the particular radar examined. This comparison serves as
an intercalibration of the incoherent scatter network.
(Author)
A_/3-19252
ENERGY DEPENDENT TIME LAG IN THE LONG-TERM
MODULATION OF COSMIC RAYS.
J. J. Burger and B. N. Swanenburg (Leiden, Rijksuniversiteit,
Leideth Netherlands) 1 Jan. 1973 14 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 78, Jan. 1, 1973, p. 292-305.
The intensity variations in the cosmic ray electron
spectrum above 500 Mev observed outside the radiation belts
from March 1968 to August 1971 are reported. The data
show the existence of a large energy dependent hysteresis in
the long-term modulation and two different types of steplike
changes in the modulation parameter at rigidities below those
observed v, ith neutron monitors. The data indicate further
that changes in the rigidity dependence of the modulation
parameter occur mainly at rigidities above roughly 2 GV.
The assumption that time lag phenomena in the solar
modulation reflect the effective size of the solar cavity is
questioned, and alternative explanations of the energy
dependent time lags are qualitatively investigated. (Author)
A73- i 9254"
RECENT STUDIES OF MAGNETOSPHERIC ELECTRIC
i=lEl.I) E_,II_5;If)NS :_,BOVE THf" ELECTRON GY-
ROi'REQI E N(_.
R. W. Fredrieks and F. L. Scarf (TRW Systems Group,
Space Sciences Dept., Redondo Beach, Calif.) 1 Jan. 1973
5 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 78, Jan. 1,
1973, p. 3100314.
(Contract NAS5-9278; Project OGO)
,_73-19255"
P_RS, METRIC DESCRIPTION OF THERMOSPHERIC
ION COMPOSITION RESI_LTS
H. A. Taylor, Jr. (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Laboratory for Planetary Atmospheres, Greenbelt, Md.)
1 Jan. 1973 5 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 78, Jan. I, 1973, p. 315-319.
Results of an attempt to accumulate an ion composition
data base for an international reference ionosphere (IRl)
with the aid of polar-orbiting satellites. A progress report is
presented on the preparation of the results from the Bennett
RF ion spectrometer experiment on OGO 4 and 6 using
the most extensive set of thermospheric ion composition data
yet available. An example of the pole-to-pole distributions
of all ions detected by the spectrometer on OGO 6 is given
which shows considerable structure resulting from both
altitude and latitude variations. Also, an example is given
of the type of analysis made possible by the combined scope
of the OGO ion composition data base and the IRI statistical
sorting routine. A.B.K.
A73-20652"
CORRELATION OF GROUND-BASED MEASURE-
MENTS OF STRUCTURED PC I MICROPULSATIONS
WITH OGO-V PLASMAPAUSE OBSERVATIONS.
A. J. Mullen and R. R. Heacock (Alaska. University, College,
Alaska) Sep. 1972 7 p refs Annales de Geophysique,
vol. 28, July-Sept. 1972, p. 51%525.
(Contract NAS5-9092; NSF Grants GA-27664;
NSF GA- 16496)
A73-20766"
EVIDENCE VOR A COMMON ORIGIN OF THE ELEC-
TRONS RENPONSIBI_E FOR THE !_IPI:LSIVE X-RAY
AND TYPE 3 RADIO BIRSTS.
S. R. Kane (California, University, Berkeley, Calif.) Nov.
1972 8 p refg Solar Ph',sics, vol. 27, Nov. 1972, p. 174-1S1.
23 refs
(Contract NAS5-9094- Grant NGL-05-003-017)
Observations of impulsive _olar flare X-rays greater than
or about equal to l0 keV made v, ith the OGO 5 sateilite
are compared with ground-based measurements of type 3
solar radio bursts in 10.to 580-Ml-lz range. It is shown that
the times of maxima of these two emissions, when detectable,
agree within about 18 sec. This maximum time difference is
comparable to that between the maxima of the impulsive
X-ray and impulsive microwave bursts. In view of the various
observational uncertainties, it is argued that the observa-
tions are consistent with the impulsive X-ray, impulsive
microwave, and type 3 radio bursts being essentially
simultaneous. The observations are also consistent with 100
to 100-keV electron streams being reponsible for the type 3
emission. The observations indicate that the nonthermal
electron groups responsible for the impulsive X-ray, impulsive
microwave, and type 3 radio bursts are accelerated simulta-
neously in essentially the same region of the solar atmo-
sphere. (Author)
A73-22054"
PROTON SCATTERING IN THE REGION NEAR THE
EARTtt'S BOW SHOCK
S. L. Ossakov, (U.S. Nay), Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, D.C.) and G. W. Sharp (Lockheed Research
Laboratories, Palo Alto, Calif.) I Feb. 1973 l0 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 78, Feb. 1, 1973,
p. 607-616.
(Contract NAS5-9092)
Lockheed spectrometer data from orbits i through 20
z
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of 0(30 5 arc used to.study proton scattering near the bow
shock. Correlative UCLA fluxgate magnetometer data from
the satellite are used to complete motion studies of the bow
shock when spectrometer data are missing. Thirty-eight
analyzable sets of multiple shock crossings show 358 shock
encounters ranging from 10 to 22 earth radii and spanning
sun-earth-satellite angles from 30 to 90 deg. Gross features
of the study show that the location and shape of the bow
shock are in good agreement with the hydrodynamic model
of the bow shock. (Author)
A73-22066"
OGO-.6 MEASLREMENTS OF SUPERCOOLED PLASMA
IN THE EQUATORIAL EXOSPHERE.
W. B. Hanson (Texas, University, Dallas, Tex.), A. F. Nagy
(Michigan, University, Ann Arbor, Mich.), and R. J. Moffett
(Sheffield, University, Sheffield, England) I Feb. 1973 6 p
ref Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 78, Feb. 1, 1973,
p. 751-756.
(Contracts NAS5-9311; NAS5-9306; Grant
NG L-44-004-001 )
Plasma measurements performed on OGO 6 reveal
electron and ion temperature values that on occasion appear
to be well below the expected neutral gas temperature. The
phenomenon is observed only at night above 500 km near
the magnetic equator. It is suggested that the expansion
cooling of the plasma is accomplished by downward motions
of the F region plasma induced by winds or diffusion, by
outward E x B drift, or more probably by the upward flow
of plasma during interhemisphcre transport along magnetic
field lines. It is also suggested that preferential cooling of
electrons because of their greater thermal conductivity should
tend to give ion temperatures greater than electron tempera-
tures during the postsunset cooling of the plasmasphere when
photoelectrons are abseat. (Author)
A73-22069 .......
NONLINEAR THEORY OF PLASMA INSTABfLITY AT
HALF-HARMON|CS OF THE ELECTRON GYROFRE-
QUENCY.
M. Nambu (Kyorin University, Tokyo, Japan) 1 Feb. 1973
3 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 78, Feb. 1,
1973, p. 769-771.
Study of some naturally occurring emissions observed
by OGO 5 near the geomagnetic equator outside the
plasmapause. The investigation is perlorm_:d "_ithin the
framework of nonlinear plasma theory, and the nonlinear
frequency correction to a previous Fredricks (1971) linear
instability analysis is obtained. Splitting of frequency spectra
is not found to occur for high-frequency cyclotron waves,
in contrast to low-frequency drift waves. M.V.E.
A73-23538"
MEASUREMENTSOF THE IRON-GROUP ABUNDANCE
IN ENERGETIC SOLAR PARTICLES.
D. L. Bertseh, C. E. Fichtel, C. J. Pellerin, and D. V. Reames
(NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.)
I Mar. 1973 7 p refs Astrophysical Journal, vol. 180,
Mar. i, 1973, pt. I, p. 583-589.
A73-23539"
DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF SOLAR-_VIND FLUC-
TUATIONS BET_AEEN 0.0048 AND 13.3 llz.
T. W. J. Unti, M. Neugebauer, and B. E. Goldstein (California
institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
Calif.) I Mar. 1973 8 p refs Astrophysical Journal,
vol. 180, Mar. I, 1973, pt. 1, p. 591-598.
A73-24727"
SOLAR FLARE PARTI('LE PROPAGATION: COMPAR-
ISON OF A NE_A _ ANALYTIC S()LUTION _ITH
SPA(ECR._ FT MEASUREMENTS.
J. E. Lupton and E. C. Stone (California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, Calif.) i Mar. 1973 12 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 78, Mar. I, 1973,
p. 1007-1018.
(Contract NAS5-9312; Grants NGR-05-002-160;
NG L-05-002-007)
A73-24732"
ELECTRON PITCH ANGLE DISTRIBUTIONS
THROUG|IOUT THE MAGNETOSPHERE AS OB-
SERVED ON OGO-5.
H. I. West, Jr., R. M. Buck, and J. R. _,alton (California,
University, Livermore, Calif.) I Mar. 1973 18 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 78, Mar. l, 1973,
p. 1064-1081. AEC-NASA supported research
(NASA Order S-70014-G)
A survey of the equatorial pitch angle distributions of
energetic electrons is provided for all local times out to radial
distances of 20 earth radii on the night side of the earth
and to the magnetopause on the day side of the earth. In
much of the inner magnetosphere and in the outer magneto-
sphere on the day side of the earth, the normal loss cone
distribution prevails. The effects of drift shell splitting - i.e.,
the appearance of pitch angle distributions with minimums
at 90 deg, kalled butterfly distributions - become apparent
in rye early afternoon magnetosphere at extended distances,
and the distribution is observed in to 5.5 earth radii in the
nighttime magnetosphere. Inside about 9 earth radii the pitch
angle effects are quite energy-dependent. Beyond about 9
earth radii in the premidnight magnetosphere during quiet
times the ,butterfly distribution is often observed. It is shown
that these electrons cannot survive a drift to dawn without
being considerably modified. The role of substorm activity
in modifying these distributions is identified. (Author)
A73-24738"
LARGE ION CONCENTRATION GRADIENTS BELOW
THE EQUATORIAL F PEAK.
W. B. Hanson and S. Sanatani (Texas, University, Dallas,
"rex.) I Mar. 1973 7 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 78, Mar. 1, 1973, p. 1167-tl73.
(Contract NAS5-931 I, Grants NSF GA-31318;
NG L-44-004-001 )
Very large vertical and longitudinal gradients in the ion
concentrations are observed beiov, the F peak near the
magnetic equator with the retarding potential analyzer on
OGO 6. Ion concentration bite outs of up to a factor of
i000 are obs_:rvcd above 4(_3 kin. They appear to be associated
with the bottom ide of the nighttime I- layer. The ion
composition in t _e minima may contain large fractions of
ions heavier than O(,-) (e.g., NO(*) and Fe(--)). It is
suggested that convective electric fields associated v, ith spread
F steepen the bottomside of the F layer and also introduce
longitudinal irregularities in the vertical ion concentration
profiles. (Author)
A73-24744
ULTRALO_,V FREQUENCY FI.UCTUATIONS .AT THE
POLAR CUSP BOUNDARIES.
N. D'Angelo (Danish Space Research Institute, Lyngby,
Denmark) I Mar. 1973 4 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 78, Mar. I, 1973, p. 1206-1209.
Analysis of OGO 5 observations of ULF magnetic
fluctuations at the polar cusp boundaries in terms of a drift
wave instability and a Kelvin-Hclmholtz instability. In the
light of the analysis results obtained, it appears plausible
that the latitudinal extent of the plasma cusp at low altitudes
is affected by the presence of large-amplitude fluctuations
at the cusp boundaries. Analogy with laboratory observations
on the effect of the Kelvin-Hclmholtz instability on diffusion
suggests that this instability may be of great importance in
determining the structure of the polar cusp. M.V.E.
A73-25753
ISIS-I SATEI.LITE OBSERVATIONS OF THE IONOS-
PIIERE AT tlI(;H SOl THI:RN I.ATI'FI_ I)ES.
D. Eccles, J. W. King, and A. J. Starer (Science Research
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Council, Radio and Space Research Station. Slough, Bucks.,
England) Apr. 1973 8 p refs Journal of Atmospheric
and Terrestrial Physics, vol. 35, Apr. 1973, p. 625-632.
Topside sounder data from consecutive passes of ISIS-I
over the south polar region during November 1969 have
been used to produce contour maps of the F2 critical
frequency and these are compared _,ith observations of the
neutral N2 and electron concentrations reported by other
workers. It is shown that at night at longitudes near 90 deg
W large values of the F2 critical frequency occur at latitudes
lower than 70 deg S. but that at higher latitudes the critical
frequency decreases rapidly, forming an ionization cliff at
approximately 60 deg invariant latitude. Evidence is presented
which indicates that on the poleward side of the cliff
appreciable heating of the atmosphere occurs and that the
low values of the F2 critical frequency are caused by an
increase in the electron loss rate associated with an enhance-
ment of the N2 concentration in the polar region.
(Author)
A73-26985"
AN ASSOCIATION OF MAGNETOSPHERIC VeHISTLER
DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS _iTH CHANGES IN
LOCAL PLASMA DENSITY.
F. L. Scarf (TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.)
and C. R. Chappell (Lockheed Research Laboratories, Palo
Alto, Calif.) I Apr. 1973 6 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 78, Apr. I, 1973, p. 1597-1602.
(Contracts NAS5-9278; NAS5-23106)
We use OGO 5 measurements made within the plasmap-
ause on May 15, 1969, to investigate the possible association
between changes in lightning whistler dispersion characteris-
tics and local density fluctuations. It is shown that groups
of whistlers with re'tativcly cons_ant.d_l_r_ons tended to
b¢ detected in regiOns'where the.,_,Qa.c.e_atration was
significantly enhanced. It is assumed that these local density
fluctuations repres¢nt characteristics of large-scah_ field-
aligned variations. The results aro.t_ compared with ray
refraction estimates appropriate for lov,-frequency whistler
mode propagation (wave components with frequencies
comparable to the local lower hybrid frequency) in a
nonuniform medium. (Author)
A73-26988"
DISTRIBUTIONS AND CHARACTERISIICS OF ttlGH-
LATITUDE FIELD-ALIGNED ELECTRON PRECIPITA-
TION.
F. W. Berko (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Laboratory for Space Physics, Greenbelt, Md.) l Apr. 1973
12 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 78, Apr. 1,
1973, p. 1615-1626.
Satellite measurements of field-aligned auroral electron
precipitation have been analyzed using 16 months of data
from the OGO 4 auroral particles experiment. As can be
seen from the moving satellite, the anisotropies are of short
duration and arc most likely to occur when particle fluxes
are high. Field-aligned 2.3-keV electron precipitation is found
in an oval-shaped region primarily in the nighttime hours:
maximum probability is at about 70 deg invariant latitude
near midnight, congruent to and poleward of the auroral
optical emissions in these hours. This precipitation is found
to be associated _ith the high-latitude boundary of auroral
electron precipitation during substorm expansion and is
characterized by a slightly harder and considerably more
intense energ,, spectrum than typical isotropic precipitation.
(Author)
A7_26997"
MAGNETIC ('ONTROI. OF TIlE NEAR EQUATORIAl.
NEUTRAL THERMOSI'ttERE.
A. E. Hedin and H. G. Mayr INASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center. Greenbeh, Md.) l Apr. 1973 4 p refs Journal
of Geoph_ sical Research, vol. 78, Apr. 1, 1973,
p. 1688-1691.
Neutral density data between 400 and 500 km obtained
with the OGO 6 neutral mass spectrometer indicate that at
all longitudes the daytime N2 and O densities have latitudinal
minimums at the magnetic equator that are about 20 and
10%. respectively, below maximums observed between plus
and minus 20 deg magnetic latitude. Our calculations suggest
that this anomaly could result from latitudinal variations in
ion drag associated with the "equatorial anomaly" in F region
ionization. At latitudes of enhanced electron density the
energy flow from the days{de to the nights{de of the earth
is damped, and thus the amplitude of the temperature and
density variations is enhanced, and the time of maximum is
shifted to later local times. (Author)
A73-27602"
._,UROR_L HEATING AND THE COMPOSITION OF
THE NEETRAL ATMOSPHERE.
P.B. Hays, R. A. Jones, and M. H. Rees (Colorado,
University, Boulder. Colo.) Apr. 1973 15 p refs Planetary
and Space Science, vol. 21, Apr. 1973, p. 559-573.
(Grants NSF GA-16290Al: NGR-23-005-360)
Heating of the neutral atmosphere by auroral particle
fluxes and by orthogonal electric fields is responsible for
large changes in the thermospheric composition that have
been observed by satellite mass spectrometers. Vertical winds
of a few meters per second are produced in the region subject
to auroral heating; this vertical upwelling drives circulation
cells that extend the effects of heating in the auroral region
on a global scale. Our analysis focuses on the initial phase
of a magnetic storm within the auroral region. (Author)
A73-29964'
FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENTS, PLASMA VeAVES, AND
ANOMALOLIS RESISTI_:I[Y IN THE DISTURBED
POLAR CUSP.
R. W. Fredricks. F. L. Scarf (TRW Systems Group, Redondo
Beach, Calif.), and C. T. Russell (California. University, Los
Angeles, Calif.) I May 1973 9 p refs Journaiof Geophysical
Research, vol. 78, May I, 1973, p. 2133-2141.
(Contracts NAS5-9278; NAS5-9098)
During the magnetic storm of November 1, 1968, the
OGO 5 spacecraft encountered the polar cusp region at low
magnetic latitudes. We show that the region just outside
the last closed field lines contained a v, arm magnetosheath
plasma, magnetic field perturbations mterpretabie as
field-aligned current layers, and electrostatic waves possibly
due to p!:_sma instabilities driven by these currents. Estima:es
of anomalous resistivity extrapolated along the field lines
due to these electrostatic v, aves lead to estimates of
field-aligned potential drops betv, een OGO 5 and ionosphere
on the order of 2 kV. {Author)
A73-29966"
OBSERVATION OF A CI'RRENT-DRIVEN PLASMA
INSTABIIATY AT THE OUTER ZONE-PLASMA SHEET
BOUNDARY.
F. L. Scarf, R. W. Fredricks {TRW Systems Group, Redondo
Beach, Calif.), C. T. Russell. M. Kivelson (California,
University, Los Angeles, Calif.), M. Neugebauer (California
Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laborator), Pasadena,
Calif.), and C. R. Chappell {Lockheed Research Laboratories,
Palo Alto, Calif.) l May 1973 16 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 78, May 1, 1973, p. 2150-2165.
(Contracts NAS5-9278: NAS5-9098: NAS5-9092: NAS7-100:
NASw-2357)
Several spacecraft experimenters have reported on the
detection of large temporal _ariations in trapped electron
fluxes near k = 5 to 6 at midlatitudes in the night hemisphere.
In this report we describe in detail the particle, v, ave. and
field changes measured when OGO 5 traversed "m outer-zone
trapping boundary of this t._pe on September 7, 1968. It is
shown that thermal proton concentrations and E greater than
50-keV electron fluxes abruptb decreased when eiectron_ with
(1-41 kcV mean energy _ere detected. It is also shov, n that
currents floucd along the a_erage geomagnetic field direction
near the plasma boundaries and that these v_erc accompanied
by intense V LI- electrostatic _a_cs. 1_. i_, proposed that
turbulent resistivity produced by current-driven plasma
z
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instabilities allows parallel dc electric fields to develop along
this boundary. (Author)
A73-29975"
MAGNETIC STORM CHARtCrERISTICS OF THE
THERMOSPHERE.
H. G. Mayr (NASA, Goddard Space Hight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.) and H. Volland (Bonn, Universitaet, Bonn, West
Germany) I Ma x 1973 14 p r_:fs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 78, May I, 1973, p. 2251-2264.
Energy and diffusive mass transport associated with the
thermospheric circulation are considered in a self-consistent,
though mathematically relatively simple, form to describe in
a three-dimensional two-constituent model magnetic storm
characteristics in composition (N2, O, and He), temperature,
and mass-densit). It is shown that during disturbed conditions
the latitudinal _ariations of composition and gas temperature
reflect the local nature of the magnetic storm heat input
assumed to be primarily confined to the auroral zones.
Thereby gas temperature and N2 increase, He decreases, and
O remains constant through the auroral zones at exospheric
heights (due to the superposition of temperature and diffusion
effects) in agreement with OGO 6 mass spectrometer
measurements. In contrast, the magnetic storm response in
the total mass density is characterized by a strong world-
wide component and a relatively insignificant increase toward
the poles. (Author)
A73-29988"
ON THE CAUSE OF EQUATORIAL SPREAD F.
W. B. Hanson. J. P. McClure, and D. L. Sterling (Texas,
University, Dallas, Tcx.) l May 1973 4 p refs Journal
of Geophysical Research, vol. 78, May I, 1973,
p. 2353-2356.
(Contract NASS-93tt: C_rants NSF GA-31318;
NG L-44-004-001 )
It is suggested that convective electric fields in the
equatorial ionosphere ate generated by neutral winds {zonal
or meridional) _hich act on regions having structure in their
field aligned Pcderscn conductivity integrals. The conductivity
structure is pre_Jmably caused by long-lived metallic ions
concentrated irregularly betow the F layer at altitudes where
their collision and gyrofrequencies are comparable. The
re_,uiting plasma convection fends to large-scale irregularities
and sets up gradients in the electric field that drive other
instability mechanisms to produce small-scale irregularities.
The mechanism proposed requires a different _elocity above
and below 200 km for winds in the magnetic east-west
direction, but for binds in the magnetic meridian direction,
an altitude gradient is not required. V.P.
A73-31767"
EQUATORIAL PHEN()NIENA IN NEUTRAL THER-
MOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
C. A. Rebel A. E. Hedin, and S. Chandra (NASA, Goddard
Space Flight Center, Laboratory for Planetary Atmospheres,
Greerbelt, Md.1 Jun. 1973 6 p refs (International
Symposium on Equatorial Aeronomy, 4th, Ibadan, Nigeria,
Sept. 4-9, 1972.) Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial
Physics, vol. 35, June 1973, p. 1223-1228
Several interesting phenomena relating to the equatorial
ionosphere ha_e been observed in the data from the OGO-6
mass spectrometer. The diurnal variations during equinox
at an altitude of 450 km show the N2 and O densities peaking
near 1500 hr while He peaks Fiear 1000 hr. The latitudinal
variation in N2 during the day is very similar to the F-region
electron densit) exhibiting the well known features of the
ionospheric anomaly. During periods of intense geomagnetic
disturbance (e.g. the large storm of 8 March 1970), the h)w
latitude thermospheric temperature increases on the order
of 50-150 K, _hile at mid latitudes, increases of more than
1000 K are observed. (Author)
_73-31768"
THE POGO DATA.
J, C. Cain and R. E. Sweeney (NASA. Goddard Space Flight
VI-70
Center, Laboratory for Space Physics, Greenbelt, Md.) Jun.
1973 17 p (International Symposium on Equatorial
Aeronomy. 4th, Ibadan. Nigeria. Sept. 4-9, 1972.) Journal
of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics, vol. 35, June 1973,
p. 1231-1247.
During intervals in 1967-1970, the OGO-4 and 6 spacecraft
made over 2000 traversals over the equatorial electrojet in
the altitude range 400-800 km when local times were between
9 and 15 hr. These spacecraft carried total field magnetometers
making measurements to an accuracy of 2 gammas with a
sample rate greater than once a second. Delta-F values, the
deviations of these observations from an internal reference
model, were plotted for a 30 deg band about the Equator,
and the characteristics of the electrojet effect in the data
investigated. This effect was characterized by a sharp negative
V-signature of some 16-19 deg in width and a variable
amplitude. (Author)
A 73-31769
COMPARISON OF GEOMAGNETIC CHANGES IN
INDIA AND THE POGO DATA.
R. P. Kane (Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad,
India) Jun. 1973 4 p Journal of Atmosphericand Terrestrial
Physics, vo[. 35, June 1973, p. 1249-1252. (International
Symposium on Equatorial Aeronomy, 4th, Ibadan, Nigeria,
Sept. 4-9, 1972.) Research supported by the Department of
Space of India.
The best estimate of the amplitude of the electrojet
signature at any particular local time when the POGO satellite
traversed the electrojet region as given by Cain and Sweeney
(1972) should be directly cemparable to the ground-observed
electrojet strength at the _amc local time. For ground
observations the equatorial station Trivandrum and the low
latitude station Alibag _ere used. The results of the
comparison are presented in a graph, taking also into account
the subjective estimates of the amplitude uncertainty. G.R.
A73-3 ! 772
ON THE CORRELATION OF THE GROUND DATA AT
IB_DAN WITH IN)GO g&TELLITE RESUL'IS.
E. Oni (lbadan, Uni'..ersitx. lbadan, Nigeria) Jun. 1973 5 p
Journal of Atmospheric at_d Terrestrial Physics, vol. 35, June
1973, p. 126%1271. (International Symposium on Equatorial
Aeronomy, 4th, lbadan. Nigeria, Sept. 4-9, 1972.)
POGO satellite data are compared with the ground data
at Ibadan. Results ,,i_o-_, poor correlation, The ratio
ground/POGO obtained from the scatter diagrams and
extrapolated to the value of the jet axis is compared with
other ratios from India, _\ddis Ababa and Huancayo. The
variation in the ratios from different zones is discussed in
the light of the results of the preliminary work on the upper
mantle conductivity structure in Nigeria. It is concluded
that the conventional model of image plane approximation
used by Chapman and others in deducing the induction part
of the electrojet is unrealistic in the face of recent results of
solid earth physics stud),. (Author)
A73-31773
ELECTROJET MEASI RE.MENTS FROM SATELLITE
AND GROL ND
D. G. Osborne (University, College, London, England) Jun.
1973 7 p Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics,
vol. 35, June 1973, p. 1273-1279. (International Symposium
on Equatorial Aeronom}, 4th, Ibadan, Nigeria, Sept. 4-9,
1972.) Research supported by the University of Dares
Salaam.
Of the 2000 OGO-4 and OGO-6 equatorial passes, 112
were x_ithin 10 deg either side of Addis Ababa. Twenty-five
passe_ happened during magnetically quiet periods when the
index Ap x_as !e_s than 4. Correlations were sought be-
iv.con the effect of the equatorial electrojet at satellite altitude
and ground measurements. \Vhen the ground values Delta-H
(AA) were read at the LT corresponding to the local time
at the longitude of the _atellite, the correlation is very good
for 80 per cent of the observations. The inverse slope of
the ground effect v_rsus satellite effect is about 3.8 for Addis
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.\babe. A Delta-it (AA) threshold of about 40 gammas was
found below _hich the satellite did not register any electrojet
effect, (Author)
A73-32964"
THE PREV %IEN('E OF SECOND H.%RMONIC RADIA-
TION IN T_iPF 3 BIRSI"SOBSER% ED .-%TKII.OMETRI("
%VAVEI,EN(ITtiS.
F. T. Haddock and H. Al_arez (Radio Astronomy Ob-
servatory, Ann %rbor. Mich.) Mar. 1973 14 p refs Solar
Physics, vol. 29, Mar. 1973, p. 183-196.
(Contract NAS5-9099)
We present the analysis of 64 type 3 solar bursts that
drifted from 3.5 MHz do_n to the range 350-50 kHz between
March 1968 and February 1970. Bursts arrival times were
predicted by a simple model and then compared with
observations. The results show that, as the bursts drift, the
fundamental often disappears below a certain frequency range
while the second harmonic remains. Below about I MHz,
the second harmonic occurrence predominates. Recognizing
this fact we deduce a mean velocity of 0.32c plus or minus
0.02c for the exciter particles, where the uncertainty is the
standard error and c the velocity of light in vacuum; the
electron density model used is comparable to a solar wind
model. (Author)
A73-32965"
SOLAR %'IND I)ENSITY MODEL FROM KM-_,'AVE
TYPE 3 BURSTS.
H. Alvarez and F. T. Haddock (Radio Astronomy Ob-
servatory, Ann Arbor, Mich.) Mar. 1973 13 p refs Solar
Physics, vol. 29, Mar. 1973, p. 197-209.
(Contract NAS5-9099)
The analysis of t)pe 3 bursts observed from the OGO 5
satellite between 3.5 MHz and 50 kHz gives an empirical
expression for the frequency drift rate as a function of
'requency that is valid from 75 kHz to 550 MHz. Using
his expression and some simplifying assumptions we obtain
ndirectly an empirical formula for the election density
distribution of the solar wind to 1 AU _hich is consistent
with published x alues of electron density and with observed
type 3 burst dr, It rates. (.Author)
A73-33293#
PRIM%RY CO_,'_ll(" RA'_ ELECTRONS
P. Meyer (Chicago. University, Chicago, 1113 1972 19 p
refs In: International Conference on Cosmic Rays, 12th,
Hobart, Tasmania..Australia, August 16-25, 1971, Invited
and Rapporteur Papers, Hobart, Australia, University of
Tasmania, 1972. p. 235-251: Discussion. p. 252, 253.
Solar electrons '.,,irk energies from a few keV to about
100 MeV are frequently observed. Questions of the modula-
tion of galactic electrons are discussed, giving attention to
an application of the transport equation, the 11 year solar
cycle modulation, quiet time intensity changes of low energy
electrons, and Forbush decreases. It is pointed out that an)v
measurement of the spectrum of high energy cosmic ray
electrons is an exceedingly difficult experimental task. The
specific manner in _hich high-energy cosmic ray electrons
lose energy during their life in the galaxy is investigated.
G.R
A73-33436
ERRORS IN ION AND ELECTRON TEMPERAII.RE
MEASUREMENTS DtE TO (;RID PI.ANE POTENTIAL
NON[.NII--ORMITIES IN RETARDING POTENTIAL
_,NAIA ZERS
P. D. Goldan, E. J. Yadlov, sk',, and E. C. Whipple, Jr.
(NOAA, Aeronom) Laboratory, Boulder, Colo.) 1 Jun. 1973
10 p rely, Journal of Geophysical Research. vol. 78, June I,
1973, p. 2907-2916.
.%73-33437*
_N C_CI,()TRO\ _ XVES (IBSER%'EI)IN TtIEI'OI,AR
NIL
R. W. Fredricks (TRW S),,tems Group. Redondo Beach,
Calif.) and C. T. Russell (California. University, Los Angeles,
Calif.) 1 Jan. 1973 9 p refs Journal of Geoph)sical
Research, vol. 78, June I. 1973, p. 2917-2925.
(Contracts NAS5-9278 NAS5-9098)
During the penetration b', OGO 5 of the low-latitude
disturbed polar cusp region on No'.'. I, 1968. v, hile a major
magnetic storm was in progress, a variety of plasma wave
activity was observed. Obse_alions of v, aves with amplitudes
less than 29 of the background magnetic field intensity and
having frequencies between approximately 0.67 and 0.87 times
the local proton gyrofrequency are described. The polarization
of these waves indicates that they are propagating at an
appreciable angle to the local geomagnetic field line direction.
The source of these v,aves has not been determined, but
currents and gradient drifts are suggested as possible
agents. (Author)
A73-33438"
ADI)ITIONAI. RESULTS FROM AN OGO-6 EXPERI-
MENT CONCERNING IONOSI'ltERIC ELECTRIC AND
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS IN THE RANGE 20 Hz
TO 540 kHz.
T. Laaspere and W. C. Johnson (Dartmouth College,
Hanover, N.H.) I Jun. 1973 19 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 78, June I, 1973, p. 2926-2944.
(Contract NAS5-9305; Grant NGR-30-001-041)
A73-33441"
THERMOSPHERIC %%IND EFFECTS ON THE DISTRI-
BUTION Oi: ilELIUM AND %RGON IN TIlE EARTH'S
UPPER ATMOSPHERE.
C. A. Reber (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.) and P. B. tla>_ (Michigan, University, Ann
Arbor, Mich.) 1 Jan. 1973 15 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 78, June I, 1973, p. 2977-2991.
A73-33449"
SATELLITE N'I'I I)IES O1" MAGNETOSPHERIC SUB-
S!-OR\iS ON AIGtST 15, 1968. i: STATE OF THE
MAGNETOSPHERE.
R. L. McPherron (Califon_ia. t_aiversity, Lo.s Aiigcle_, Calif.)
I Jun. 1973 10 p rcfs Journal of Geophysical Research.
_ol. 78. June [, 1973, p. 304'-3053.
(Grant NG L-05-007-004)
The state of the magnetosphere on August 15, 1968, as
defined by magnetic indices and ground magnctograms, is
described. Onset times of various phases of t'_do magneto-
spheric substorms are determined. These substorms occurred
while the OGO 5 satellite _.,as inbound on the midnight
meridian through the cusp region of the geomagnetic tail.
It is concluded that at least two worldwide substorm
expansions were preceded by growth phases. M.V.E.
A73-33450"
SATELLITE ST[ DIES OF MAGNETOSPHERIC SUB-
STORMS ON AUGUST 15. 1968. 2: _)LAR _%IND AND
OUTER MAGNETOSPIIERE.
R. L. McPherron (California. University, Los Angeles, Calif.),
G. K. Parks (Washington. University, Seattle, Wash.), D.
S. Colburn (NASA, Ames Research Center. Moffett Field,
Calif.L and M. D. Montgumer)(California, University, Los
Alamos. N. Mex.) 1 Jan. 1973 8 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research. vol. 78. June 1, 1973, p. 3054-3061.
AEC-ARPA supported research.
(Contract N00014-69-A-0200-4016: Grants NSF GA-487;
NG L-05-007-004: NG R-05-007-305)
Investigation of the changes in the solar wind and the
outer magnctosphere as,_ocitiled with two substorms that
occurred on August 15, 1968. The rcsuhs of the study suggest
that trapped particles in the magnetosphere may be re-
distributed b) perturbations 'nell before an auroral expansion.
ThG gixes _upport to the a-,_,l.imcd exi_tenke of a magncto-
_phcric suhstorm gro_th pha_:, M.V.E.
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-_73-3345 !*
SATELLITE STUDIES OF MAGNETOSPHERIC SUB-
STORMS ON _[(_,trs'r 15+ 1968. 3: ,_)ME FEATIRES
OF M._.GNETOSPflERI(" (ONVECflON.
D. L. Carpenter (Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.) and
C. R. Chappell (Lockheed Research I'aboratories. Palo Alto,
Calif.) I Jun. 1973 6 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 78, June 1, 1973, p. 3062-3067.
(Contract NAS5-9092: Grants NSF GA-12317; NSF
GA-19608, NSF GA-18128; NGR-05-020-288;
N G L-05-020-008}
New details of unsteady magnetospheric convection and
gradual erosion of the plasmasphere during a _eak magnetic
storm are revealed in the light of presented ground data
and OGO 4 and OGO 5 data for August 13-15, 1968. These
new findings suggest that westward electric fields of the order
of 0.5 mv/m _ere present in the midnight sector during the
substorms studied. M.V.E.
A73-33452"
SATELI.ITE STLDIES OF MAGNET()SPHERIC SUB-
STORMS ON ALGL:ST 15, 1968. 4: OGO-5.MAGNETIC
FIELD OBSERVATIONS.
R. L. McPherron, C. T. Russell, P. J. Coleman, Jr. (California,
University, Los Angeles, Calif.), and M. P. Aubry I Jun.
1973 11 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 78,
June 1, 1973, p. 3068-3078. Research supported by the
European Space Research Organization.
(Contract NAS5-9098)
A 73-33453"
SATELI,ITE ST[ DIES OF MAGNETOSPHERIC SUB-
STORMS ON _t'GUST 15, 1968. 5: ENERGETIC
ELECTRONS, SPgTIAL B()['NDARIES, AND WAVE-
PARTICLE INTERACTIONS AT OGO-5.
M. G. Kivelson, T. A. Farley, and M. P. Aubry (California,
University, Los Angeles, Calif.) l Jun. 1973 14 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research. vol. 78, June 1, 1973,
p. 3097-3092.
(Contract NA $5-9097)
A73-33454"
SATELLITE STIDIES OF MAGNETOSPHERIC S[B-
STORMS ON ALG[ST 15, 1968. 6: OGO 5 ENI-_RGI-. Ill-
ELECTRON OBSERVATIONS. PITCH _N(;LE I)ISTRI-
BL'TIONS IN THE NIGHTTIME MXGNETOSPHERE
H. I. West, Jr., R. M. Buck. and J. R. Walton (California,
University, Li_ermore, Calif.) 1 Jun. 1973 10 p refs Journal
of Geophysical Research, vol. 78, June 1, 1973, p. 3093-3102.
AEC-NASA supported research.
(NASA Order S-70014-G)
A73-33455"
SATELLITE STtDIES OF MAGNETOSPHERIC SUB-
STORMSON A[G('ST 15, 1968. 7:0(;0-5 ENERGETIC
PROTON OBSERVATIONS, SPATIAL BOt:NDARIES
R. M. Buck, H. I. West, Jr. (California, University. Livermore,
Calif.), and R. O. D'Arcy, Jr. (Bartol Research Foundation,
Swarthmore, Pa.) I Jun. 1973 16 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Re_,earch, vol. 78, June I, 1973. p. 3103-3118.
AEC-NASA supported research.
(NASA Order S-70014-G)
A73-33456"
SATELI.ITE SI1 DIES OF M_GNETOSPHERIC SI/B-
STORMS ON A/G[ ST 15, 1968. 8:OGO-5 PLASMA
VeAVE OBSERV XTIONS.
F. L. Scarf, R. _,_,. Fredricks (TRW S)stems Group, Redondo
Beach, Calif.), C. F. Kennel, and F. V. Coroniti (California,
Universit), Los Angeles, Calif.) 1 Jun. 1973 12 p refs
lournal of Geoph,,-,ical Re_,earch, vo[. 7g, June I, 1973,
_. 3119-3130.
(Lontract NAS5-9278)
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A73-3M57*
SATELLITE STUDIES OF MAGNETOSPHERIC SUB-
%TORMSON.XI'(;IST 15. 1968. 9: PHENO.MENOLOGI-
('AL MODEL FOR $1 B%IORMS.
R. L. McPherron. C. T. Ru',sell (California, University, Los
Angeles, Calif.), and M. P. Aubry (CNET, Issy-les-
Moulineaux, Hauts-de-Semc, France) 1 Jun. 1973 19 p
rcfs Journal of Geoph)sical Research, vol. 78, June t, 1973,
p. 3131-3149
(Grant NG R-05-007-0041
Observations made during three substorms on August 15,
1968, are shown to be consistent with current theoretical
ideas about the cause of _,ubstorms. The phenomenological
model described in several preceding papers is further
expanded. This model follows closely the theoretical ideas
presented more quantitatively in recent papers by Coronti
and Kennel _1972 and 19731. M.V.E.
A73-33464"
QUIET TIME MAGNE1OSPHERIC FIELD DEPRESSION
AT 2.3-3.6 EARTH RADii.
M. Sugiura (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Labora-
tory for Space Physics, Greenbelt, Md.) 1 Jun. 1973 4 p
refs Journal of Geoph._sical Research, vol. 78, June 1, 1973.
p. 3182-3[85.
Flux gate magnetometer data from OGO 5 are presented
that establish the existcnce of large field depressions under
conditions of varying degree of disturbance at distances
ranging from 2.3 to 3.6 earth radii at all local times. For
this study, flux gate data _b_zained near perigee during the
period of approximately one year from Jan. 21, 1969, to
Feb. 23, 1970, were used. M.V.E.
A73-33876"
THE PLASMASPHERE DURING A MAGNETIC RE-
COVERY I'ERIOD: _ COMBINED STUDY OF THE
OGO-4 AND 0(;0-5 S:_,TELLITE DATA AND OF
WHISTLERS RECEIVED _T THE GROUND. [LA
PLASMASPHERE EN PERIODE DE RECOUVREMENT
,MAGNETIQIE: ETI I)E ('O3,1BINEE DES DONNFFS
DES %J,iF:I.LIIFS t)tiO-4. UGO-5 ET DES SIFFI.E-
MENTS RI:-(?L'S .XU _')1.1
P. Corcuff, Y. Corcuff (Poiticr,_, Uni_ersite, Poitiers, France),
D. L. Cappcnticr (S!:_nf,_rd ! _liver,_i'iv, Stanford. Calif.!, C.
R. Chappell (Lockheed Research Laboratories, Palo Alto,
Calif.), J. Vigneron (Groupe de Recherches [onospheriques.
Saint-Maur-des-Fo_e_, Val-de-Marne, France), and N.
Kleimenova (Akadcmiia Nauk SSSR, [nstitut Fiziki Zemli,
Moscow, USSR) Dec. 1972 17 p refs Annales de
Geophysique, vol. 28, Oct.-Dec. 1972, p. 679-695. In
FRENCH; In French Research supported by the Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique et Administration des
Terres Australes et Antarctiques Francaises.
(Contract NAS5-9092: Grants NSF GV-28840X: NSF
GA-18128; NSF GA-32590X: NGL-05-020-008:
NG R-05-020-288)
A73-34783"
ELECTRON DEPLETION 1",4 THE VeAKE OF IONO,%-
PHERIC SPACECR_tI:T: .._, COMPARISON BET_EEN
RESULTS FROM i,ANGMI/R PROBES ANI) ANTEN-
NAS.
U. Samir (Michigan, Unixersity. Ann Arbor, Mich.: Tel Aviv
University, Tel Aviv, Israel) and H. Well (Michigan,
University, Ann Arbor. Mich.) Jun. 1973 8 p refs Planetary
and Space Science, _ol. 21. June 1973, p. 993-1000.
(Grant NG R-23-005-320)
'_73-36273"
DEPEXl)EN('E ()F -Itt1-_ POI.._,R ([ SP ON TIlE
NOR rll-_)l Ill (OMI'ONENT OF ['HE IN-
Ii';RPLANETAR_ MAGNE1/C FIELD.
M. G. Kivelson, C. T. Rus_ll (California, University, Los
Angeles, Calif.), M. Neugebauer (California Institute of
Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.),
F. L. Scarf, and R. W. Frcdricks (TRW Systems Group,
Redondo Beach. Calif.) I Jul. 1973 12 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 78, July 1. 1973, p. 3761-3772.
(Contracts NAS5-9097; NAS5-9278; NAS7-100; Grant
NG R-05-007-305)
A73-36275
SYNOPTIC S[R_EY FOR THE NEUTRAL LINE IN THE
MAGNETOTAIL DURING ]'HE SIBSTORM EXPAN-
SION PHASE.
A. Nishida and N. Nagayama (Tokyo, University, Tokyo.
Japan) l Jul. 1973 17 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 78, July I, 1973, p. 3782-3798.
A self-consistent tail current sheet model described by
an exact analytic solution of the time-independent Vlasov-
Maxwell equations is presented. The model has a slingshot
field configuration with field lines outside the plasma sheet
slightly flared in the antisolar direction. It is pointed out
that when the model parameters are adjusted to agree with
the spatial variation along the tail the required thickness of
the neutral sheet must be about 2.5 earth radii, instead of
less than or equal to 1 earth radius, as indicated by
observations. Furthermore, it is shown qualitatively that a
considerable velocity shear must be present in the tail current
sheet if the plasma sheet is indeed much thicker than the
neutral sheet. (Author)
A 73-36645"
NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS IN SPACE.
J. A. Lockwood (New Hampshire, University, Durham, N.H.)
Jun. 1973 57 p refs Space Science Reviews, vol. 14, June
1973, p. 663-719.
(Contract NAS5-9313: Grants NSF GA-33858;
NG R-30-002-074)
The experimental measurements of the neutron flux and
energy _,pectrum in space since 1964 are reviewed and related
to the theoretical predictions. A discussion of _he neutron
¢,ources is presented. The difficuitic_ a.',._uciated "_,ith neutron
measurements of both the atmospheric neutron leakage flux
and solar neutrons are included. Particular emphasis is placed
upon the neutron leakage flux and energy measuremcut.s at
energies greater than about 1 MeV. The possibilities of
CRAND as a source for the energetic trapped protons are
discussed in light of recent measurements of the 10- to
100-MeV neutron flux. The current status of the solar neutron
flux observations is also presented. An attempt is made to
interpret and discuss, recent neutron measurements. In order
to understand these results, the theoretical predictions of
the neutron fluxes and energy spectra from possible neutron
sources are briefly presented. (Author)
A73--38939"
EQUATORIAL AIRGLOW AND THE IONOSPHERIC
GEOMAGNETIC ANOMALY.
S. Chandra, E. I. Reed, B. E. Troy, Jr. (NASA, Goddard
Space Flight Center, Laboratory for Planetary Atmospheres,
Greenbelt, Md.), and J. E. Blamont (CNRS, Service
d'Aeronomie, Verrieres-le-Buisson, Essonne, France) I Aug.
1973 11 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 78,
Aug. 1, 1973, p. 4630-4640.
OGO 4 observations of the O I (6300-A) emissions have
revealed a global pattern hitherto undetected from the
ground-based observations. It is seen that the postsunset
emission of O I {6300 A) in October 1967 is very asymmetrical
_,ith respect to the geomagnetic equator in certain longi-
tude regions and _,hows poor correlation v.ith the electron
density measured simultaneously front the same spacecraft.
This asymmetry is tess markecl in the UV airglow. O I
(1356 A), v, hich appears to vary as the square of the
maximum electron density in the F re_ion. 1he horizon scan
da_a of the 6300-.X airgtow reveal-that the latitudinal
asymmetry is associated with asymmetry in the height of
A73-41374
the O I (6300-A) emission and hence with the altitude of
the F2 peak. From the correlative studies of the air_low
and the ionospheric mea, arcments the mechanisms of-the
UV and the 6300 A emi,,,_ons are discussed in terms of the
processes involving radiative and dissociative recombination.
Theoretical expressions art: developed v, hich relate the airglow
data to the ionospheric parameters. (Author)
._73-3894 ! *
ROLE OF (;AS-SURF_('E INTERACTIONS IN THE
REDUCTION OF OGO-o NEUTRAL PARTICLE MASS
SPECTROMETER I) A'r.-It.
A. E. Hedin (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.), B. B. Hiaton, and G. A. Schmitt (Michigan,
University, Ann Arbor. blich.) I Aug. 1973 18 p Journal
of Geoph}sical Research, rot. 78, Aug. 1, 1973,
p. 4651-4668.
(Contract NAS5-9328: Gra_nt NGR-23-005-651)
Data obtained with the quadrupole mass spectrometer
aboard the OGO 6 satelhite show the effects of significant
surface interaction pro,_cesses, including nearly complete
recombination of incoming atomic oxygen on the walls of
the instrument antechaml:_-,r plus adsorption and desorption
of oxygen and carbon monoxide. The observed data are fit
by solving the time-depend_,_a_tt continuity equations accounting
for production and loss of _t,omic oxygen, molecular oxygen,
and (in the case of mass _,,I carbon monoxide. The surface
parameters that best fit the data are selected and applied to
the determination of ambi_:vm densities and their estimated
errors. (Author)
A73-39074#
EXTRATERRESFRIAI. I I.TRAVIOLET R_DIATION
AND THE PARAMETI-:I,I OF THE HI MEDILM NEAR
THE SUN. [EXTRATERRIE%TRISCHE I. L-FRAVIOLEIT-
STRAHLUNG UNI) DIE PARAMETER DES SONN-
ENNAHEN HI-M EDi[MSI]
H. J. Fahr and G. Lay (Bonn, Univcrsitaet, Bonn, West
Germany) 1973 5 p ref_ Astronomische GesellschafL
Wissenschaftliche Tagung. V'iienna, Austria, Sept. 18-23, 1972
In GERMAN: In Germal: _stror:omische Geseilst.'haft.
Milleitungen. no. 32. i923. _',. 198-202.
It i.,, indicated ;hat exr-aterrestrial UV radiat,,_n at
!216 A can be interpreted as a result of solar radiation
:;tattering at the v_me x_:_.'elen_th on interstellar ncutrai
hydrogen in interplanetar.,, ,,pace. It is theorized that ttae
interstellar HI medium pent:vrates into the scAar s,,stem from
a certain direction and tha_ its density becomes there
anisotropic, the anisotropv level being dependent on the
parameters of the HI medium at the time of penetration.
This direction and the HI nrL--dium velocity can be determined
from the structure of LymaJ>alpha isophots as measured by
the OGO-5 satellite. V.Z.
A73-41374"#
THE DETECTION OF "IN, TERMEDIATE" SIZE MatG-
NETIC ANOMAI.IES IN (OSMOS 49 AND OGO-2, 4, 6
I)ATA.
R. D. Regan, W. M. Davis IU.S. Geological Survey, Silver
Spring, Md.), and J. C. Cai= (NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Md.) 1973 5 p refs In: Space research
13: Proceedings of the Fiftc_znth Plenary Meeting, Madrid,
Spain, May 10-24, 1972. Vo_iume 2, Berlin, East Germany,
Akademie-Verlag GmbH, 1_73, p. 619-623.
Benkova, Dolginm and S_monenko have recently reported
the presence of intermediate size magnetic anomalies from
Cosmos 49 data and h_pothesized a crustal and/or upper
mantle origin for these. _,'_e have examined the spherical
harmonic models of the internal potential function, based
on the OGO 2, 4 and 6 data and verified the Io,:ations and
amplitudes of those anomadies with v, avelengths of ap-
proximately 4000 kin. Fhe patterns of deha-F so computed
_sere then compared _ith _he IZMIRAN maps and ab, o
v, ere anal2,zcd statistically, i_ both the spatial and frequency
domain._, using residuals c_naputed from the raw Cosmos
49 data. The two sets o[ data v, ere thus derived from
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completely independent sets of observations and field
references. The tv.o patterns are shown to agree very _ell
over the whole earth surface up to the 50 deg latitude limit
of Cosmos 49. {Author)
A73-4 i 497 *
DECAY TIXE OF T3tPE 3 SK)LAR BURSTS OBSERVED
AT KILOMETRI(" WAVELENGTHS
H. AIvarez and F. T. Haddock {Michigan, University. Ann
Arbor, Mich.) Ma2_ 1973 8 p refs Solar Ph2r._ics, vol. 30,
May 1973, p. 175-182.
(Contract NAS5-9099)
Type 3 bursts were observed between 3.5 MHz and
50 kHz by the University of Michigan radio astronomy
experiment aboard the OGO 5 satellite. Decay times were
measured and then combined with published data ranging
up to about 200 MHz. The observed decay times increase
with decreasing frequency, but at a rate considerably slower
than that expected from electron-proton Coulomb collisions.
At 50 kHz, values differ by about a factor of 100. Using
Hattie and Sturrock's solar wind model, Coulomb collisional
frequencies v,ere computed and compared with the ap-
parent collisional frequencies deduced from the observations.
It was found that the ratio of observed to computed values
varies with heliocentric distance according to an inverse 0.71
power. (Author)
A 73-41498 *
UPPER LIMIT TO THE 1-20 MEV SOLAR NEUTRON
FLUX.
J. A. Lockwood. S. O. Ifedili, and R. W. Jenkins (New
Hampshire, University, Durham, N.tt.) May 1973 9 p
refs Solar Ph._sies, vol. 30. May 1973, p. 183-191.
(Contract NAS5-9313: Grant NGR-30-003-008)
The upper limit on the quiet time solar neutron flux
from ! to 20 MeV has been measured to be less than .002
neutrons at the 95% confidence level. This result is deduced
from the OGO 6 neutron detector measurements of the
day-night effect near the equator at low altitudes for the
period from June 7 to Dec. 23. 1969. The OGO 6 detector
had very low (less than 4%) counting rate contributio1_ from
lokatly produced neutrons in the detecting system and the
spacecraft and from charged-particle interactions in the
neutron sensor. (Author)
A73-41912"
ELECTRON CONCENTRATIONS CALCULATED FROM
T_'E LO_,_,ER H_'BRID RESONANCE NOISE BAND
OBSERVED B_ OGO-3
W. J. Burtis (Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.) 1 Sep.
1973 9 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 78,
Sept. 1, 1973, p. 5515-5523.
(Grants NGL-05-020-008; NGR-05-020-288)
A noise band at the lower hybrid resonance (LHR) is
often detected by the VLF and ELF receivers on OGO 3,
using the electricantenna. In some cases the noise band is
at the geometric mean gyrofrequency as measured by the
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) magnetometer, and
local LHR in a dense H(+) plasma is indicated. In such
cases, electron concentration can be calculated, if it is assumed
that heavy ions are negligible. Observations at midlatitudes
and altitudes of a few earth radii show local concentrations
as low as 1.4 electrons/cu cm. In one case the concentrations
obtained from the LHR noise band agree with those measured
simultaneousl_ by the GSFC ion mas_ spectrometer within
a factor of 2.In another case the concentration is observed
to fall by a factor of 2 in 150 km and then to decrease
roughly as R to the minus fourth po_er, in agreement with
whistler measurements outside the plasmapausc. {Author)
A73-41914
LATITUDE ANI) I.OCAL TIME i)EPENDEN('E OF
PRECIPITATED LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS AT HIGH
LATITUDES.
G. Gt:stafsson I Sep. 1973 16 p refs Journal of Gcophy_ical
Research, _ol. 78. Sept. 1, 1973, p. 5537-5552
VI-74
Data from particle detectors on board the satellite
OGO 4 were used to study the precipitation of electrons in
the energy range from 0.7 to 24 keV. The latitude dependence
of these particles in the I_cal time region from midnight to
dawn has been investigated in detail. The analysis shows
that the precipitation of particles with energies from 2.3 to
24 keV is centered at an invariant latitude of about 68 deg
at midnight with a clear shift in latitude with increasing
local time, and that this shift is more pronounced for lower
energies. The highest fluxe:, of particles in this energy interval
are measured at midnight, and they decrease rapidly with
local time. In the dawn region, the location of the maximum
precipitation for different energies varies about I deg of
latitude for each unit of Kp, but the relative distribution
remains almost unchanged. The fact that different energies
have their maximums at different latitudes implies that the
flux spectrum of precipitated particles, when measured at a
certain latitude, has a peak at an energy corresponding to
the energy of maximum precipitation at the latitude.
(Author)
A73-41919"
EFFECTS OF INTERtllEMISPHERE TRANSPORT ON
PLASMA TE.MPERATL IRES AT LOW LATITUDES.
G. J. Bailey, R. J. Moffett (Sheffield, University, Sheffield,
England), W. B. Hanson, :and S. Sanatani (Texas, University,
Dallas, Tex.) 1 Sep. 1973, 14 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 78, Sept. H 1973, p. 5597-5610.
(Contract NAS5-9311: Grant NSR-44-004-029)
The thermal balance of the equatorial plasma between
300 and 800 km is ex_tmined. Steady state nighttime
calculations are made for O_-, H _-, and electrons. Fhe
following features are _ncluded: collisional heat transfer
between ions, electrons, and neutrals; ion and electron thermal
conduction along the field lines: curvature of the field lines:
nonlinear advection due to field-aligned ion and electron
motions; and convective compression or expansion due to
field-aligned and E x B motions. The ion velocities necessary
to calculate the effects of convection are obtained from the
work of Moffett and Hanson, who include a meridional
_ind across the magnetic equator in their calculations. It is
_hown that field-aligned _nterhemisphere plasma flows
appreciably affect the plasma temperatures. (Author)
AG3-41q25*
SATELLITE !_ LIR-g_iOLET 3,1E_.SUREMENTS OF
NITRIC OXIDE I"LI_ORESCENCE X_iTH A DIFFLSI_E
TRANSPORT MODEl..
D. W. Rusch (Colorado, University, Boulder, Colo.) I Sep.
1973 II p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 78,
Sept. l, 1973, p. 5676-5686.
(Contract NA $5-9315)
Twilight measurements of fluorescence in the (1, 0)
gamma band of nitric oxide were made from June 1967 to
January 1969 by an ultraviolet scanning spectrometer on
board the polar orbiting satellite Ogo 4. Nitric oxide vertical
column emission rates _ere measured between solar zenith
angles of 93 and 98 deg. Seasonal and latitudinal variations
were found to be less than a factor of 1.3, the scatter and
uncertainty in the data prohibiting more precise determina-
tions from being made. Time independent chemical diffusion
models for the vertical distribution of nitric oxide agree well
with profiles measured from sounding rockets. The column
emission rates calculated from the theoretical models are
larger than the satellite measurements by a factor of 3.
(Author)
A73-43693"
A MAGNETOSPHERIC FIELD MODEL INCORPORAT-
ING THE OGO-3 AND 5 MAGNETIC FIELI) OBSERVA-
TIONS.
M. Sugiura {NASA. Goddard Space Flight Center, Laborat-
ory for Space Ph)sics. Greenbelt. Md.) and D. J. Poros
(Computer Seiencc_ Corp.. Silver Spring, Md.) Oct. 1973
1t p refs Planetary and Space Science, vol. 21, Oct. 1973,
p. 1763-1773.
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A magnetospheric field model is presented in which the
usually assumed toroidal ring current is replaced by a circular
disk current of finite thickness that extends from the tail to
geocentric distances less than 3 earth radii. The drastic
departure of this model from the concept of the conventional
ring current lies in that the current is continuous from the
zail to the inner magnetosphere. This conceptual change was
required to account for the recent results of analysis of the
OGO 3 and 5 magnetic field observations. In the present
model the cross-tail current flows along circular arcs
concentric with the earth and completes circuit via surface
currents on the magnetopause. Apart from these return
currents in the tail magnetopause, Mead's (1964) model is
used for the field from the magnetopause current. The
difference scalar field, Delta B, defined as the difference
between the scalar field calculated from the present model
and the magnitude of the dipole field, is found to be in
gross agreement with the observed Delta B. (Author)
A73-45 ! 12"
ELECTRON OBSERVATIONS IN THE SOLAR WIND
AND MAGNETOSHEATH.
J. D. Scudder, K. W. Ogilvie (NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Laboratory for Extraterrestrial Physics, Greenbelt,
Md.), and D. L. Lind (NASA, Johnson Space Center,
Astronaut Office, Houston, Tex.) I Oct. 1973 14 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 78, Oct. I, 1973,
p. 6535-6548
Electron temperature measurements taken by a triaxial
electron analyzer on OGO 5 in the solar wind and in the
magnetosheath are interpreted. In the interplanetary medium,
observations made on the bow shock connected lines of
magnetic force have been separated from tho_ made on
non-bow-shock connected lines. The dependence of electron
thermal properties on the local field geometry is discussed
together with features of electron temperature and density
discontinuities across the bow shock. The velocity distribu-
tion function is characterized together with temperature and
density variations in a part of the dawn magn©toshcath.
T.M.
A73-45121"
DISTRIBUTION OF ATOMIC OXYGEN IN THE UPPER
ATMOSPHERE DEDUCED FROM OGO-6 AIRGLOW
OBSERVATIONS.
T. M. Donahue, B. Guenther, and R. J. Thomas (Pittsburgh,
University, Pittsburgh, Pa.) 1 Oct. 1973 28 p ref Journal
of Geophysical Research, vol. 78, Oct. 1, 1973,
p. 6662-6689.
(Contract NAS5-11077; Grant NSF GA-27638)
The atomic oxygen distribution as a function of altitude
between 80 and 120 km and as a function of latitude has
been deduced from OGO 6 557.7-nm airgow photometer
data obtained betv, een August 1969 and April 1970. The
results indicate that the density ranges from 15 to 50 billion
qer cu cm at 120 kin; that there is a semiannual variation
by a factor of 3 in the global average density near 100 km
in phase w;th the satellite drag semiannual effect: and that
large latitudinal variations occur with maximums between
40 and 60 deg in the winter hemisphere and sometimes
deep minimums in the tropics. The implication of these results
for meridional and vertical transport patterns is discussed.
(Author)
A74-12627"
SHOCK S_'STEM OF FEBRUARY 2, 1969
T. Unti, M. Neugebauer (California Institute of Technology,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.), and C.-S. Wu
(Maryland, University, College Park, Md.) I Nov. 1973
20 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 78.
Nov. I, 1973, p. 7237-7256.
(Contract NAS7-100)
The shock s_stem observed in the solar wind by Pio-
neer 9 and Ogo 5 on Feb. 2, 1969, consisted of the follov, ing
major discontinuities: a forward slow shock: a forward fast
,hock; a tangential discontinuity, at which the density dropped
A74-14283
sharply and the flow direction changed; a tangential
discontinuity at v, hich the magnetic field strength jumped
to an unusually high value; two closely spaced tangential
discontinuities that bracketed a region of even greater field
strength and that fronted a region of very cool, very dense,
helium-enriched plasma: a reverse fast shock of low Much
number; and a second reverse fast shock of very low Mach
number. The event had aspects of both corotating and
flare-induced shock systems; it is suggested that the source
of the disturbances was a flare occurring at or near an M
region. (Author)
A74-12640" -
A CATALOG OF IONOSPtlERIC F REGION IRREGU-
LARITY BEHAVIOR BASEl) ON OGO-6 RETARDING
POTENTIAL ANALYZER I)ATA
J. P. McClure and W. B. Hanson (Texas, University, Dallas,
Tex.) 1 Nov. 1973 10 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 78, Nov. I, 1973, p. 7431-7440. Research
supported by the University of Texas
(Contract NAS5-931 I: NAS5-23184; Grants NSF
GA-31318: NG L-44-004-00 I)
Review of in situ data obtained with the aid of the
retarding potential analyzer on board OGO 6 which reveal
the nature of ionospheric irregularities in the total ion
concentration above 400 kin. Except for the high-latitude
regions, the ionosphere is usually observed to be very smooth
in the daytime, but considerable structure is observed at
night, particularly near the equator and at Atlantic longitudes.
Although most of the irregularities observed appear to be
stochastic in nature, many nearly monochromatic waveforms
are observed near the equator. The topics discussed include
the midlatitude scintillation boundary, large-amplitude
equatorial irregularities, the fluctuation spectrum of typical
F region irregularities, the lower edge of the equatorial
F region, sinusoidal waveforms, ground glass irregularities,
breaking wave irregularities, and regions of smooth and
irregular ionization inside the polar cap. A.B.K.
A74-14219"
THE RELATION BETWEEN LOW-LATITUDE NEUTRAL
DENSITY VARI _,TIONS NE-'_R 400 km AND M_(;NETIC
A('I'I ViI$ _ INDICES.
A. D..\nderson (Lockheed Research i.abotattorics, Pa!o Alto,
Calif.) Dec. 1973 12 p refs Planetary and Space Science,
vol. 21, Dec. 1973. p. 2049-2060.
(Contract NAS5-9334)
A74-14274"
RATE OF EROSION OF DAYSIDE MAGNETIC FLUX
BASED ON A QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF THE
DEPENDENCE OF POI.AR CUSP LATITUDE ON THE
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETi(' FIELD.
J. L. Burch (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Labora-
tory for Space Physics, Greenbelt. Md.) Nov. 1973 7 p
refs Radio Science, vol. 8; Nov. 1973, p. 955-961. (AGU,
NCAR, and NOAA, Chapman Memorial Symposium on
Magnetospheric Motions, Boulder, Colo., June 18-22, 1973.
A74-14283*
ACTIVE EXPERIMENTS, MAGNETOSPHERIC MODIF-
ICATION, AND A NATURALLY OCCURRING ANAL-
OGUE.
M. G. Kivelson and C. T. Russcl (California, University,
Los Angeles, Calif.) Nov. 1973 14 p ref Radio Science,
vol. 8, Nov. 1973, p. 1035-1048. (AGU, NCAR, and NOAA,
Chapman Memorial Symposium on Magnetospheric Motions,
Boulder, Colo., June 18-22, 1973.)
(Contracts NAS5-9097, NAS5-9098: N00014-73-C-0130:
Grant NG R-05-007-305)
Recently, a scheme has been proposed which would
modify the magnetosphere b_ injecting plasma near the
equator beyond the plasmapaus¢ and intiating v, ave-particle
instabilities. The expected effects have been examined
VI-75
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tbeorctically. Injection of plasma into this region is also a
naturally occurring phenomenon produced by the cross-tail
electric fields which am associated with geomagnetic activity.
For further investigation of magnetospherie instabilities the
advantages of exammmg artJhclally injected plasma (control
of time and location of injection and of the volume of plasma
injected) contrast v, ith the advantages of studying natural
enhancements (no extra payload, frequent occurrence). Thus,
the two types of experiments are complementary. In
preliminary studies of natural plasma enhancements both
ULF and ELF emissions have been observed. The ELF noise
is consistent with generation by the electron cyclotron
instability. (Author)
A74-1481 I*
HELIOGRAPHIC LONGITUDE DISTRIBUTION OF THE
FLARES ASSOCIATED _*ITH TYPE 3 B[RSTS OB-
SERVED AT KILOMETRIC WAVELENGTHS
H. Alvarez, F. T. Haddock, and W. H. Potter (Michigan,
University, Ann Arbor, Mich.) Aug. 1973 8 p refs Solar
Physics, vol. 31, Aug. 1973, p. 493-500.
(Contract NAS5-11174)
A 74- ! 5356 *
MEASUREMENTS OF THE ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRON
LEAKAGE RATE
J. A. Lockwood, S. O. Ifedili, and R. W. Jenkins (New
Hampshire, University, Durham, N.H.) I Dec. 1973 8 p
refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 78, Dec. I, 1973,
p. 7978-7985.
(Contract NAS5-9313; Grant NGR-30-002-088)
The atmospheric neutron leakage rate in the energy range
from 0.01 to 10,000,000 eV has been measured as a function
of latitude, altitude, and time with a neutron detector on
board the OGO 6 satellite. The latitude dependence of the
neutron leakage is in reasonable agreement v, ith that predicted
by Lingcnfelter (1963} and Light et al. (1973) if the neutron
energy spectrum has the shape calculated by Newkirk (1963).
The change in the neutron latitude dependence with the cosmic
ray modulation agrees with the predictions of Lingcnfelter
and Light ctal. For several solar proton events enhancements
were observed in the neutron counting rates at !ambda greater
than or equal to 70 deg. Such e_ents, boy, ever, provide an
insignificant injection of protons at E less than or equal to
20 MeV into the radiation belts. An isotropic angular
distribution of the neutron leakage in the energy range from
0.1 keV to 10 MeV best fits the observed altitude dependence
of the neutron leakage flux. (Author)
A74-15496 *
DETERMINATION OF THE SOLAR LYMAN-ALPHA
FLUX INDEPENDENT OF CALIBRATION BY ULTRA-
VIOLET OBSERVATIONS OF COMET BENNETT)
H. U. Keller and G. E. Thomas (Colorado, University,
Boulder, Colo.) I Dec. 1973 4 p Astrophysical Journal,
vol. 186, Dec. 1, 1973, pt. 2, p. L87-L90.
(Contract NAS5-9327; Grants NGR-06-003-201
NG L-06-003-052)
A74-17648
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF PHOTOELECTRONS
EMITTED FROM A SURFACE ON THE OGO-5 SATEL-
i.ITE AND MEASUREMENTS OF SATELLITE POFEN-
TIAL.
K. Norman and R. M. Freeman (London, University College,
Holmbury St. Mary, Surrey, England) Dordrecht, l_. Reidel
Publishing Co., 1973, p. 231-243: Discussion, p. 243, 244.
1973 14 p In: Photon and particle interactions with surfaces
in space: Proceedings of the Sixth ESLAB Symposium,
Noordwijk, Netherlands, September 26-29, 1972.
t.74-17742"
rilE MAGNETOTAIL AND SUBSTORMS.
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C. T. Russell and R. L. McPherron (California, University,
Los Angeles, Calif.) Dec. 1973 62 p refs Space Science
Reviews, vol. 15, Nov.-Dec. 1973, p. 205-266.
(Contracts NAS5-9097; NAS5-9098: Grants NSF
GA-34148X: NG R-05-007-004: NG R-05-007-305)
The tall plays a very active and important role in
substorms. Magnetic flux eroded from the dayside magnetosp-
here is stored here. As more and more flux is transported
to the magnetotail and stored, the boundary flares more,
the field strength in the tail increases, and the currents
strengthen and move closer to the earth. Further, the plasma
sheet thins and the magnetic flux crossing the neutral sheet
lessens. The experimental evidence for these processes is
discussed and a phenomenological or qualitative model of
the substorm sequence is presented. In this model, the flux
transport is driven by the merging of the magnetospheric
and interplanetary magnetic fields. During the growth phase
of substorms the merging rate on the dayside magnetosphere
exceeds the reconnection rate in the neutral sheet. F.R.L.
A74-18364*
POSTMIDNIGHT CHORI/S: A SUBSTORM PHENOM-
ENON.
B. T. Tsurutani and E. J. Smith (California Institute of
Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.)
1 Jan. 1974 10 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 79, Jan. 1, 1974. p. 118-127.
(Contract NAS7-100)
The ELF emissions were detected in the midnight sector
of the magnetosphere in conjunction with magnetospheric
substorms. The emissions were observed at local midnight
and early morning hours and are accordingly called post-
midnight chorus. The characteristics of these emissions such
as their frequency time structure, emission frequency with
respect to the local equatorial electron gyro-frequency,
intensity-time variation, and the average intensity were
investigated. The occurrence of the chorus in the nightside
magnetosphere was investigated as a function of local time,
L shell, magnetic latitude, and substorm activity, and the
results of this analysis are presented. Specific features of
postmidnight chorus are discussed in the context of possible
_,ave-particle interactions occurring during magnetospheric
_ub._torms. F.R.L.
_74-18372*
EFFECT OF SATELi.ITE POFENTIAL ON DIRECT ION
DEN."JlI-'_ MEAS[ REMENTSTHROUGH TIlE PI._,SMA-
PAUSE.
E. C. Whipple, J. M. Warnock, and R. H. Winkler (NOAA,
Aeronomy Laboratory, Boulder, Colo.) I Jan. 1974 8 p
refs Journal of Geophysical Research. vol. 79, Jan. I, 1974,
p. 179-186. NASA supported research
(Contract NOAA-E-22-1-72(G))
A simplified theory has been developed for calculating
the effect of satellite potential on the ion current measured
by an experiment such as an ion mass spectrometer or an
ion trap. The theory is ba.,_-"d on the use of a spherically
symmetric Debye potential distribution in the sheath around
the satellite and is particularly appropriate for use in regions
where the Debye length is large, such as in the plasmasphere
and magnetosphere. Ion data obtained from the ion trap
on the OGO 3 satellite during a pass through the plasma-
sphere show excellent agreement with the theory. The inferred
ion densities from this analysis are as much as 1 order of
magnitude different from what would be inferred from
previous analyses. (Author)
A 74- i 8376"
EMPIRICAl. MODEl. OF GLOBAL THERMOSPIIERIC
FE_,IPERATURE 3. ND ('O.MPOSITION BASED ON
DATA FROM THE OGO-6 QUADRUPOLE MASS
SPECTRO),IETE R
A. E. Hedin, H. G. Mayr. C. A. Reber, N. W. Spencer
(NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.), and
G. R. Carignan (Michigan. University, Ann Arbor. Mich.)
I Jan. 1974 11 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
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vol. 79, Jan. I, 1974, p. 215-225.
A74-18754"_
GEOPHYSICAl. PROPERTIES OF THE IONOSPHERIC
IRREGULARil"IES RESPONSIBLE FOR RADIO SCIN-
TILLATION.
J. P. McClure (Texas, University, Dallas, Tex.) Jan. 1974
9 p refs American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 12th, Washington, D.C.,
Jan. 30-Feb. 1. 1974, 9 p.
(Contracts NAS5-931 I: NAS5-23184; Grants NSF
GA-31318; NG L-44-004-026)
(AIAA Paper 74-53)
The properties of F-region ionospheric irregularities are
described based on in-situ measurements of the actual
waveforms of ion concentration. The spectral properties of
the irregularities are discussed, in high, middle and low
latitudes most of the irregularities observed fall into a single
noiselike category having power spectra which can be
approximated by f to the negative n-th power and S to the
n-th power, there S is the irregularity scale size and n is
approximately 2. Thus the spectral components have a
maximum gradient which is almost independent of their size.
Other categories of irregularities are also observed
occasionally. (Author)
A74-21679"
OBSERVATIONS OF THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF
THE MAGNETOPAUSE.
M. Neugebauer, E. J. Smith (California Institute of
Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.),
and C. T. Russell (California, University, Los Angeles, Calif.)
1 Feb. 1974 12 p Journal of Geophysical Research. vol. 79,
Feb. 1, 1974, p. 499-510.
(Contracts NAS7-100: NAS5-9098)
Magnetic field, plasma flux, and ELF wave data have
been studied for several encounters of OGO 5 with the earth's
magnctopaus¢. In one case of a crossin 8 in the near-earth
region of the geomagnetic tail, the structure agreed closely
with a simple Chapman-Ferraro type o[ model with nearly
complete neutralization of the charge separation electric field.
Departures from the simple structure were observed at other
magnetopause crossings. One crossing revealed a weii-defined
double structure with a large change in field direction closer
to tye earth than the ion flux and field strength gradients.
The thickness of the magnetopausc often depended on whether
the change in field strength, the change in field direction,
or the change in ion flux was being considered. Bursts of
ELF waves were occasionally observed at the
magnetopause. T.M.
A74-21680"
PLASMA WAVES IN THE DAYSIDE POLAR CUSP. 2:
MAGNETOPAUSE AND POLAR MAGNETOSHEATH.
F. L. Scarf, R. W. Fredricks (TRW Systems Group, Redondo
Beach, Calif.), M. Neugebauer (California Institute of
Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.),
and C. T. Russell (California, University, Los Angeles, Calif.)
1 Feb. 1974 10 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 79, Feb. I, 1974, p. 511-520.
(Contracts NAS5-9278; NAS5-9098; NAS7-100; Grant
NASw-2357)
During the outbound pass of Nov. 1, 1968, OGO 5
sporadically encountered the low-altitude polar cusp at low
magnetic latitudes. The spacecraft remained in the cusp
beyond six earth radii, and it then traversed the interface
jegion between the magnetospheric cusp and the
magnetosheath. Two large scale discontinuities were
detected in this sheath-cusp transition region, and several
possible interpretations are evaluated here. At 1427 UT. local
changes in magnetic field orientation and the variation in
ULF magnetic pov.er spectral density were t)pical of shifts
detected at the magnetopause, although the spacecraft did
not traverse a true boundary of warm plasma at this point.
The second discontinuity, detected at 1456 UT, resembled a
collisionless shock, and it was characterized by observations
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of intense, impulsive VLF electric field bursts and rapid
local variations in both total ion flux and differential electron
flux. The simplest interpretation is that OGO 5 had traversed
a standing shock within the sheath. T.M.
A74-21693"
GLOBAL CHARACTERISTICS IN THE DIURNAL
VARIATIONS OF THE THERMOSPHERIC
I_EMPERATURE AND COMPOSITION.
H. G. Mayr, A. E. Hedin, C. A. Rebcr. and G. R. Carignan
(NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.)
I Feb. 1974 10 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 79, Fcb.'l, 1974, p. 619-628.
A74-22345"
OGO-5 ,MEASUREMENTS OF THE LYMAN-ALPHA SKY
BACKGROUND IN 1970 AND 1971.
G. E. Thomas and R. F. Krassa (Colorado, University,
Boulder, Colo.) Jan. 1974 l0 p refs Astronomy and
Astrophysics, vol. 30, no. 2, Jan. 1974, p. 223-232.
(Contract NAS5-9327: Grants NGR-06-003-201;
NG L-06-003-052)
The results of measurements of the Lyman-alpha sky
background emission at 1216 A, made by two different UV
photometers during the last three "spin-up" maneuvers
(enabling more than 50% of the sky to be observed) are
examined. The processed data revealed a smooth variation
of Lyman-alpha brightness from a broad maximum near
RA = 269 deg, declination = -20 deg to a broader minimum
near RA = 50 deg, declination = +20 deg. The
maximum/minimum intensity ratio is found to be on the
order of 4. V.P.
A74-23679"
GLOBAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS FROM
OGO-6 6300 A AIRGLOW MEASUREMENTS.
J. E. Blamont, J. M. Luton (CNRS, Service d'Aeronomi¢,
Verrieres-le-Buisson, Essonnc, France), and J. S. Nisbet
(Pennsylvania State LIniversity, University Park, Pa.) Feb.
1974 5 p refs Radio Science, vol. 9, Feb. 1974, p. 247-251.
Union Radio Scientifique Internationale. SCymposium on
Incoherent Scatter. Tromso, Norssay, June 12-16, 1973.
(Grant NG L-39-009-003)
The OGO-6 6300 ,\ airglow temt_er:,ture measurements
ha,e been used to deve!op models of the global temperature
distributions under solstice and equinox conditions lot the
altitude region from 240 to 300 km and for times ranging
from dawn in this altitude region to shortly after sunset.
The distributions are compared with models derived from
satellite orbital decay and incoherent scatter sounding. The
seasonal variation of the temperature as a function of latitude
is shown to be very different from that derived from static
diffusion models w_th constant boundary conditions.
(Author)
A74-24766"
A CORRELATED STUDY OF ELF WAVES AND
ELECTRON PRECIPITATION ON OGO-6.
R. E. Holzer, T. A. Farley, R. K. Burton (California,
University, Los Angeles, Calif.), and M. C. Chapman (TRW
Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.) 1 Mar. 1974 7 p
refs Journal of Geophysical Research. vol. 79, Mar. 1, 1974,
p. 1007-1013.
(Contracts NAS7-100: NAS5-9308; JPL-950403; Grant
NG R-05-007-276)
The OGO 6 ELF chorus records from the search coil
magnetometer have been compared with simultaneous
electron precipitation records. The chorus signals observed
in the vicinity of field lines passing through the outer
magnetosphere were charat:teristically accompanied by
electron precipitation in the same region. Both the chorus
and the precipitation records consisted of a series of sharp
peaks. Ahhough in some cases ch_wus and precipitation
peaks appeared to be associated, the observed peaks did
not in general coincide. Comparison of the chorus
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measurements on 0(30 6 and 0(30 5 suggests a model in
which the chorus is ducted alonll field lines to within less
than 1 earth radius above the OGO 6 orbit after which it
diverges from the field lines and is deflected tov_ard the
local vertical. The result is equatorward skev, ing of the average
wave pattern with respect to the precipitation pattern.
(Author)
A 74- 24767 *
TYE ORIGIN AND PROPAGATION OF ('HORUS IN THE
OUTER MAGNETOSPHERE.
R. K. Burton and R. E. Holzer (California, University, Los
Angeles, Calif.) I Mar. 1974 10 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 79, Mar. 1, 1974, p. 1014-1023.
(Contracts NAS7-100; JPL-950403; Grant NGR-05-007-276)
Wave normals of chorus in the outer magnetosphere have
been determined for the first time from data obtained with
OGO 5 search coil magnetometer. These measurements
combined with simultaneous information concerning
geomagnetic field, plasma density, and the electron energy
and pitch angle distributions provide a consistent picture of
the generation, propagation, and subsequent damping of
chorus in agreement with theory. Specifically, the data are
consistent with chorus generation within 25 deg of the
equatorial plane on the dayside and within 2 deg on the
nightside. Chorus is generated by a Doppler-shifted cyclotron
resonance with electrons between 5 and 150 keV but only
when the pitch angle distribution is peaked at 90 deg to the
local magnetic field and the anisotropy exceeds a critical
value. (Author)
A74-27695"
IN SITU MEASUREMENTS OF THE SPECTRAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF F REGION IONOSPHERIC
IRREGULARITIES.
P. L. Dyson (Texas, University, Dallas, Tex.; La Trobe
University, Bundoora, Victoria, Australia), J. P. McCIure,
and W. B. Hanson (Texas, University, Dallas, Tex.) 1 Apr.
1974 6 p refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 79,
Apr. I, 1974, p. 1497-1502.
(Contracts NAS5-9311; NAS5-23184; Grants NSF
GA-31318: NG L-44-004-00 i)
The retarding potential analyzer aboard OGO 6 has
provided high-resolution observations of the ion concentration
along the satellite path. Changes in ion concentration as
small as 0.03% and at times as smaii as 0.01% could be
measured. Spatial resolution varied from 35 to 380 m. Samples
of data have been analyzed to determine the spectral properties
of the F region irregularities observed. The most common
frequency spectrum observed suggests that the responsible
irregularities result from the turbulent dissipation of larger
irregularities. At the equator, the larger irregularities are
probably produced by convective electric fields. At high
latitudes, electric fields may also be involved, but other factors
such as precipitating particles may contribute to, or be
primarily responsible for, the production of large
irregu!arities. Examples of other types of spectra associated
with wavelike irregularities and with ground glass
(high-frequency noise) irregularities are also shown.
(Author)
A74-27700
THE 1972 COSMIC RAY ELECTRON SPECTRUM
ABOVE 0.5 GeV.
J. J. Burger and B. N. Swa_nburg (Kamerlingh Onnes
Laboratorium, Leiden, Netherlands) 1 Apr. 1974 2 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 79, Apr. 1, 1974,
p. 1533, 1534.
The cosmic ray electron spectrum above 0.5 GeV
measured outside the radiation belts during a special operation
of the OGO 5 satellite from June 30 to July 13, 1972, is
presented in a table. This table sho_,s for comparison the
intensities measured v,.ith the same instrument over the period
from March 1968 to August 1971. The implications of the
presented data for gaining some understanding of the solar
modulation process are db, cussed. M.V.E.
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A74-27713"
COMPA RI.qDN OF ATOMIC OXYGEN
MEASUREMENTS BY INCOHERENT SCATTER AND
SATEI.LITE-BORNE MASS SPECTROMETER
TECHNIQUES.
A. E. Hedin (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.)and D. AIcayde (Toulouse, Universite,
Toulouse. France) 1 Apr. 1974 3 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 79, Apr. 1, 1974, p. 1579-1581.
Atomic oxygen densitie_ determined by the incoherent
scatter technique are compared to densities deduced from
satellite-borne mass spectrometer measurements and are found
to agree within experimental error. The diurnal variations
inferred from the incoherent scatter measurements do show,
however, some departure from diurnal variations found by
modeling the mass spectrometer results. Some implications
of these departures are briefly discussed. (Author)
A74-29960_
THE AIR COMPOSITION IN THE THERMOSPHERE.
[DIE LUFTZUSAMNIENSETZUNG IN DER
THERMOSPHAERE]
U. Von Zahn (Bonn, Unbersitaet, Bonn, West Germany)
1974 14 p refs Kleinheubacher Berichte, vol. 17, 1974,
p. 113-126. In GERMAN: In German Arbeitsgemeinschaft
lonosphaere, URSi, and Nachrichtentechnische Gesellschaft,
Gemeinsame Tagung, Kleinheubach, West Germany,
Oct. 8-13, 1973.
Review of the processes affecting the air composition in
the region from 80 to 500 kin, and evaluation of recent
aircraft and satellite measurements of the air composition
in this region. A number of heat-generating processes
occurring in the thermosphere are discussed, including
elementary dynamic processes, absorption of solar wave
radiation, dissipation of solar wind energy, meteorological
dynamic processes, interactions between lower and upper
atmosphere, escape processes involving H and He, and
interactions between neutral and ionized components of the
upper atmosphere. Aircraft measurements of the oxygen
density in tye lower thermosphere are described, as well as
mass-spectrometric measurements of the air composition in
the thermosphere performed on board the OGO 6 and
ESRO 4 _atellitcs. A.B.K.
A 74-30149"#
SEARCH E()R BRIEF CELESTIAL X-R-_,¥ BURSTS.
T. L. Cline and U. D. Desai (NASA, Goddard Space Hight
Center, Greenbelt, Md.) Denver University of Dcnver,
1974, p. 80-85. 1974 6 p refs In: International Cosmic
Ray Conference, 13th. Denver, Colo., August 17-30, 1973,
Proceedings. Volume I.
The occurrence of intense bursts of 0.1- to 1.5-MeV
photons from space has been confirmed with observations
from IMP-6. This is the first positive result of an extensive
data comparison, in which a search was made of OGO and
IMP records for time coincidences between brief X- or
gamma-ray increases and a variety of other transient
phenomena. The IMP-6 measurements provided the first
differential energy spectra of these events, the shapes of which
indicate that photons predominantly in the gamma--ray
domain are released into space. Whether these bursts originate
in distant supernovae or in some new class of relatively
nearby gamma-ray flare stars, they reveal a process which
is new to high-energy astrophysiks, not only because of the
unusual spectrum, but also because of the brief time scales
involved and because of the intense fluxes observed.
(Author)
A74-30156"//
ON THE ORIGIN OF L()_v¢ ENERGY HEAVY NUCLEI
BEI,OW APPROXIMATELY 30 ME_' PER NUCLEON
OBSERVED IN INTi'_RPLANETARSi SPACE D[RING
QUIET TIMES, 1968-72.
A. Mogro-Campcro, N. Schofield, and J. A. Simpson
(Chicago. University. Chicago, lit.) Denver University of
Denver, 1974, p. 140-145. 1974 6 p refs In: International
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Cosmic Ray Conference, 13th, Denver, Colo., August 17-30,
1973, Proceedings. Volume I.
(Contract NAS5-9366: Grants NSF GA-28368X;
NGL-14-001-006)
A74-30190" H
THE ELEMENTgL ABUNDANCE RATIOS OF INTER-
STELLAR SECONDARY AND PRIMARY COSMIC
RAYS.
J. W. Brown, E. C. Stone, and R. E. Vogt (California Institute
of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.) Denver University of
Denver, 1974, p. 556-561. 1974 6 p refs In: International
Cosmic Ray Conference, 13th, Denver, Colo., August 17-30,
1973, Proceedings. Volume I.
(Contract NAS5-9312; Grant NGR-05-002-160)
We report new observations of abundances in the charge
range (Z) between 2 and 10, which were obtained with a
dE/dx-Cerenkov detector launched into a polar orbit on
OGO 6 as part of the Caltech Solar and Galactic Cosmic
Ray Experiment. Integral rigidity spectra of all the elements
observed have shapes similar to that of the helium spectrum
in the rigidity range of 2 to 14 GV, approaching a power
law with exponent - 1.6 above 8 GV. Calculations of interstellar
propagation assuming a steady-state model and including
the presence of interstellar helium and the effects of solar
modulation predict a variation with rigidity of ratios such
as Be-O and B/O, vhich is not observed. The data can be
explained by assuming a rigidity-dependcnt confinement of
cosmic rays within the galaxy. (Author)
A74-30204*H
THE COSMIC RAY ELECTRON SPECTRUM AND ITS
MODULATION FROM 1968 THROUGH 1972.
G. Fulks, P. Meyer (Chicago, University, Chicago, Ill.), and
J. Lhcureux (Arizona, University, Tucson, Ariz.) Denver
University of Denver, 1974. p. 753-758. 1974 6 p refs
In: International Cosmic Ray Conference, 13th, Denver,
Colo., August t7-30, 1973, Proct-edings. Volurrm 2.
(Contracts NAS5-9096; NASS-11444; Grant
NSF GA-31767X H
Over the past five .years we have measured the energy
spectrum of primary cosmic ray electrons with both a
balloon-borne and a satellite ab._urption _pectrometer. All
of the balloon flights used identical equipment that was
launched each summer from Fort Churchill, Manitoba,
Canada. The satellite, OGO 5, has been in an eccentric orbit
since March 1968. Together these instruments provide the
electron spectrum over a range of energy from 20 MeV to
20 GeV. This vide range and the substantial span of time
covered by the measurements permit a detailed study of the
solar modulation of electrons. These results are compared
with the modulation of the nuclear components as observed
by a neutron monitor and interpreted using the cosmic ray
transport equation. (Author)
A74-30263"_
SIMULTANEOUS SATELLITE AND RIOMETER
STUDIES.
M. B. Baker, A. J. Masley, and P. R. Satterblom (McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Co., Huntington Beach, Calif.) Denver
University of Denver, 1974, p. 1440-1445. 1974 6 p refs
In: International Cosmic Ray Conference. 13th, Denver,
Colo., August 17-30, 1973, Proceedings. Volume 2. Research
supported by the McDonnell Douglas Independent Research
and Development Program.
(Contract NAS5-9324; Grant NSF C-393)
The expected 30 and 50 MHz riometer absorption was
calculated for the 7 June, 25 September and 2 No_ember
1969 solar events using data from the McDonnell Douglas
charged particle experinaent on the polar orbiting OGO 6
satellite. Excellent agreement was found between measured
polar cap riometer absorption during the events and
absorption calculated from detailed particle data obtained
on the satellite pas_ing o_er the riometer. Electrons are found
to contribute the greater part of the 30 MHz absorption
A74-31903
before the peak of the 2 November 1969 event; at all other
times protons produce most of the absorption. The alpha-
particle contribution is negligible in all eases. (Author)
A74-30287"#
ACCELERATION OF ELECTRONS DURING THE
FLASH PHASE OF SOLAR I-'I.ARES.
S. R. Kane (California, University, Berkeley, Calif.) Denver
University of Denver, 1974, p. 1607-1612. 1974 6 p refs
In: International Cosmic Ray Conference, 13th, Denver,
Colo., August 17-30, 1973, Proceedings. Volume 2.
(Contract NAS5-9094; Grant NGL-05-003-017)
The characteristics of the electron acceleration process
operating during the flash phase of solar flares are deduced
from the high time resolution observations of impulsive solar
X-rays greater than or equal to 10 keV and other flash
phase emissions from small solar flares. The implications of
these findings are discussed. (Author)
A74-30670"
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL BEHAVIOR OF ATOMIC
OXYGEN DETERMINED BY OGO 6 AIRGLOW OBSER-
VATIONS.
T. M. Donahue, B. Guenther, and R. J. Thomas (Pittsburgh,
University, Pittsburgh, Pa.) I May 1974 6 p refs Journal
of Geophysical Research. vol. 79, May I, 1974, p. 1959-
1964.
(Grants NSF GA-37744; NGR-39-001-155)
Maps are produced of the atomic oxygen density near
97 km showing a strong variation in latitude, longitude,
universal time, and time of year. These densities are deduced
from atomic oxygen _reen nightglow observations carried
out from OGO 6. Meridional wind patterns needed to support
the asymmetries observed in local oxygen production and
loss rates are deduced. (Author)
A74.-30908"_
ACCELERATION OF ELECTRONS IN SOLAR FLA-
RES.
R P. Lin (California, Univcrstty, Berkeley. Calif.) 1973
34 p refs In: Solar terrestriai relations: Procecdings of
the International Conference, Calgary. Alberta. Canada,
August 28-September 1, 1972, Calgary, Alberta, Canada,
Uni*cr_ity of Calgary, 197_,. p 307-340.
(Contracts NAS5-2989; NAS5-9077: NAS5-9091:
NAS5-9094; NAS5-3177; Grant NGL-05-003-017)
Observations pertaining to the acceleration and emission
of 10 to 100 keV electrons in small solar flares are reviewed.
The energy spectrum of the accelerated electrons is obtained
from observations of X-rays and escaping electrons. The loss
of the electrons through various processes, such as collisions
with the ambient medium, escape to the interplanetary
medium, and emission of X-rays and radio waves, is
considered, and quantitative energy loss estimates obtained
for each process. The role of the accelerated electrons in
the overall flare mechanism is examined and an attempt is
made to develop a consistent picture of a small electron
flare. (Author)
A 74-3 ! 903#
SHORT-TERM INTENSITY FLUCTUATION OF COS-
MIC-RAY ELECTRONS BETX_ EEN 0.5 AND 10 GeV.
J. J. Burger and B. N. Swanenburg {Leiden, Rijksuniversiteit,
Leiden, Netherlands) Denver University of Denver, 1974,
p. 31t7-3122. 1974 6 p refs in: International Cosmic
Ray Conference, 13th, Denver, Colo., August 17-30, 1973,
Proceedings. Volume 5.
The cosmic-ray electron spectrum between 0.5 and
10 GeV has been monitored continuously from March 1968
until August 1971 aboard the OGO 5 satellite. These
observations permit a detailed assessment of the long-term
intensity variations (ll-_ear c3cle) as v, ell as the short-term
fluctuations (e.g. Forbush decreases). "[he results shova
distinct difference in the rigidity dependence between these
two effects. The implications for the description of the
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transportofcosmicraysinthesolar cavity are discussed,
(Author)
A74-31942'
COSMIC GAMMA-RAY BURST DETECTED _,VII'H AN
INSTRUMENT ON BOARD THE OGO-5 SATEI.I.ITE.
J. L'Heureux (Arizona, University, Tucson, Ariz.) 15 Jan.
1974 4 p refs Astrophysical Journal, vol. 187, Jan. 15,
1974, pt. 2, p. L53-L56.
(Contracts NAS5-9096:NAS5-11444)
Gamma-ray bursts of cosmic origin have recently been
detected by instruments on the Vein satellites. We now confirm
the detection of the June 20, 1971 event with an instrument
on board the OGO 5 satellite. The intensity of this burst is
calculated to be approximately 100-200 photons per sq cm/sec
for photons of energy greater than 150 keV with an upper
limit of 50 photons per sq cm/sec for the intensity above
5 MeV. An upper limit of one-third of the intensity of the
June 30, 1971 event is set for 10 other events studied.
(Author)
A74-34019"
NEAR-EARTH MAGNETIC DISTURBANCE IN TOTAL
FIELD AT HIGH LATITUDES. I: SUMMARY OF DATA
FROM OGO-2, 4, AND 6. 2: INTERPRETATION OF
DATA FROM OGO-2, 4, AND 6.
R. A. Langel (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Geophysics Branch, Greenbelt, Md.) 1 Jun. 1974 29 p
refs Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 79, June 1, 1974,
p. 2363-2371; 2373-2392.
A complete survey of the near-earth magnetic field
magnitude was carried out by the Polar Orbiting Geophysical
Observatories (OGO 2, 4. and 6). The average properties of
variations in total magnetic field strength at invariant
latitudes greater than 55 deg are given. Data from all degrees
of magnetic disturbance are included, the emphasis being
on periods when Kp = 2- to 3+. Although individual satellite
passes at low altitudes confirm the existence of electrojet
currents, neither individual satellite passes nor contours of
average delta B are consistent _ith latitudinally narrow
eiectrojet currents as the principal source of delta B at the
satellite. The total field _ariations at the satellite form a
region of positive delta B between about 2200 and 1000
MLT and a region of negative delta B between about 1000
and 2200 MLT. The ratio of delta B magnitudes in these
positive and negative regions is variable. F.R.L.
A74-34020"
THE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF NATURAl. AND
MAN-MADE IONOSPHERIC ELECTRIC FIELDS AT
200 KHZ AND 540 KHZ AS OBSERVED BY OGO-6.
T. Laaspere and L. C. Scmprebon (Dartmouth College,
Hanover, N.H.) I Jun. 1974 9 p refs Journal of Geophysical
Research, vol. 79, June l, 1974, p. 2393-2401.
(Contract NAS5-9305; Grant NGR-30-001-041)
An experiment on the polar-orbiting OGO 6 spacecraft
yielded real-time analog data in several broadband channels
and essentially continuous tape-recorded data from two
narrow-band (200-Hz) receivers operating at 200 and
540 kHz. The results show that the worldwide distribution,,
of signals at 200 and 540 kHz falls into a number of different
categories: (1) naturally generated broadband (auroral) hiss
at polar latitudes _ith typical 200-kHz intensities of around
0.1 microvolt per meter per He_to the 1/2 power, maximum
intensities of t,p to several microvolt per meter per Hz to
the 1/2 power, and generally lower intensities at 540 kHz:
(2) nighttime midlatitude enhancements of a few microvolts
qer meter, which probably result either from a superposition
of signals from a number of 200- and 540-kHz stations or
from interference from intense signals of much higher
frequencies; t3) well-defined signal peak_ associated with
individual ground stations operating at 200 kHz; (4) striking
signal enhancements in the conjugate region of a love-latitude
200-kHz station (Ashkhabad), suggesting propagation m the
whistler mode to the opposite hemisphere: and (5) occasional
signal enhancements at the magnetic equator. (Author)
A74-34027"
HEATING OF THE HIGH-LATITI :DE THERMOSPHERE
DURING MAGNETICALI._" QUIET PERIODS.
C. A. Reber and A. E. Hedi.n (NASA. Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Md.) ! Jun. 1974 5 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 79, June 1, 1974, p. 2457-2461.
A persistent mid- to h_gh-latitude heating phenomenon
is observed in both hemispheres in data from the OGO 6
quadrupole mass spectrometer. The phenomenon is evidenced
by an increase in N2 density (indicative of a thermospheric
temperature rise) and a depletion in helium (indicating an
upwelling of air). The composition changes maximize near
0900 and 2100 UT, appear to corotate with the local
magnetic pole. and are lag,get near equinox than near the
summer solstice. The variation in latitude of the peak in
the winter helium density (as a function of UT) is a specific
manifestation of this genera| heating phenomenon. (Author)
A74-34038"
PLASMASPHERIC HISS INTENSITY VARIATIONS
DURING MAGNETIC STORMS.
E. J. Smith, A. M. A. Frand_n, B. T. Tsurutani (California
Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
Calif.), R. M. Thorne, and K. W. Chan (California,
University, Los Angeles, Calif.) I Jun. 1974 4 p refs
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 79, June 1, 1974,
p. 2507-2510.
(Contract NAST-100; Grant NSF GA-34148)
The storm time intensity x ariations of ELF electromagnet-
ic emissions have been studied by using the OGO 6 search
coil magnetometer. Low-latitude signals exhibit a sharp
low-frequency cutoff and arc identified as plasma3pheric hiss.
Such waves show proncrtmced intensification during the
recovery phase of magnetk: storms but remain close to
background levels durir_g the storm main phase. This
behavior is consistent with cyclotron resonant generation
within the plasmasphere as the latter expands into the
intensified belt of outer zone electrons during the storm
recovery. (Author)
A74-34042"
OB%ERV_TIONS OF TIIY_ CONJUGATE SAR ARCS OF
_EPTEMBER 28-30, 1967
E. I. Reed (NASa, Goddard Space Flight Center, Labc.ratory
for Planetary =Atmospheres. Greenbelt. Md.) and J. E.
Blamont (CN0,S, Service d'Acronomie, _erriercs-le-Buisson,
Essonne, France) I Jun. 1974 2 p refs Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 79, June 1, 1974, p. 2524,
2525/.
Stable subauroral red arcs (SAR arcs) were observed in
both the northern and southern hemispheres on Sept. 28 to
30, 1967. For each pass the universal time and the longitude
of the spacecraft as it crossed the magnetic equator are
given. The SAR arc was noted to be worldwide in its extent
and located on the same L shell in the northern and southern
hemispheres. It appeared near L equals 3, moved equatorward
to L equals 2.4, and later moved to, or reformed, near L
equals 2.9. Its intensities were variable over the nearly two
days of observations and, apparently influenced by the
composition of the lo_er thermosphere, averaged 60 per
cent greater in the northern hemisphere. F.R.L.
A74-38468"
RISE TIME IN 20-32 KEV IMPULSIVE X-RADIATION.
J. A. Vorpahl (California. University, San Diego: Sacramento
City College. Sacramento. Calif.) and T. Takakura (Tokyo,
University, Tokyo. Japan} 15 Jul. 1974 3 p refs Astrophysi-
cal Journal, vol. 191, July 15, 1974, pt. I, p. 563-565.
(Contracts NAS5-9094:NAS5-11080: Grants
NGL-05-003-017 NSF GA-31587: NGL-05-003-017)
A new property of the X-ray impulsive component
observed in solar flares is discussed, giving attention to the
relation between the slope of the electron power spectrum
and the ri,_e time in the 20-32 keV X-ray spike. This particular
energy range was chosen txcause it offered the greatest
number of impulsive events while being sufficiently high to
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avoidcontamination by soft X radiation. It is found for
the thin-target model that the electron spectrum tends to be
softer when the acceleration rate is smaller. G.R.
A 74.-43688"
A NE_, MOI)EL FOR THE HIGH-FREQI_ENC_' DECA-
METRIC RADIATION FROM JI/PITER
F. L. Scarf (TKW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.)
I Sep. 1974 5 p refs Journal of Geoph,,sical Research,
vol. 79, Sept. I. 1974, p. 3835-3839. Research supported
by the TRW Systems Group Independent Research and
Development Program
(Contract NAS5-9278)
It is generally accepted that the Jupiter decametric noise
bursts occur at frequencies directly related to the electron
gyrofrequencies in the Jupiter ionosphere, and it is frequently
suggested that the radiation occurs at the gyrofrequency.
The recent Pioneer 10 measurement of a 4-G-(R sub 5)cubed
dipole moment provides some basis for a more detailed
analysis of the local wave mode involved in the radiation.
The direct measurement of a relatively small planetary dipole
moment suggests that phenomena associated v,ith local
ionospheric w'axe modes having frequencies higher than
Iokal gyrofrequencies should be considered for at least some
bf the emissions. A possible explanation for certain intense
high-frequency Jupiter noise bursts is discussed which is based
on a wave-wave coupling mechanism that involves the
radiation field and the ( n + 1/2) gyrofrequency electrostatic
modes. (Author)
A74-43688
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B. Literature Cited in STAR
The "'N" at the beginning of these accession numbers which end with a five digit number less
than 70001 represents a series announced in Scient(]ic and Technical .4erospace Reports _STAR).
This series contains scientific and technical reports issued by NASA and its contractors, other
Government agencies, corporations, universities, and research organizations throughout the world.
N62-15053"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md.
THE ORBITING GEOPHYSICAl, OBSERVATORY:
NEW TOOL FOR SPACE RESE._RCH.
George H. Ludwig and E. Scull. Wilfred Washington NASA.
Aug. 1962 18 p
(NASA-TN-D-t450) Avail: NTIS
In early spacecraft, the systems and experiments were
highly integrated assemblies designed to fully utilize the
limited weight capabilities of the launching vehicles. This
high degree of mechanical and electrical integration required
that each satellite or probe be completely redesigned for
each new mission. Now that larger launching vehicles are
available, observatory-type spacecraft are being developed
which make the integration of large numbers of complex
experiments more practical. These spacecraft consist of basic
structures, electrical power, thermal control, attitude control.
and data handling systems. Typical of these is the Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory (OGO) which will carry 150 pounds
of experiments to conduct investigations within and im-
mediately outside the earth's magnetosphere and exosphere.
it is being developed with v,cli defined, _imple interf_ces
between the experiments and _pacecraft _,ystems so that
experiments dc_eloped at different laboratories may hc
integrated into the spacecraft with a minimum of effort.
The capabilities of OGO are discussed and the experiments
which are being developed for the first OGO launching are
listed. Author
N64--13388# Iowa State Univ. of Science and Technology,
Ames. Ames Lab.
POGO REFERENCE ,MANUAL
D. R. Fitzwater, E. H. Hietbrink, M. M. Ledet, D. E.
McFarland, and C. E. Runge Nov. 1963 54 p
(Contract W-7405-eng-82)
(IS-769) Avail: NTIS
This programers manual for POGO supplies the necessary
background information for the use of the various s._stem
functions, as well as program descriptions for each system
function, and examples of their use. Author
N64-23517"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
OGO EARTH ACQ[ ISITION
R. A. Devaney. H. E. Montgomery, and S. J. Paddack May
1964 164 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-55002: X-h43-64-101) Avail: NTIS
To acquire the earth means that the earth will be _i_ible
to the satellite in a certain fashion. The technique for
predicting earth acquisition is a mathematical method that
is dc_eloped into a computer program. Through the use of
the program it is possible to predict _hen, after a reference
time. the earth can be acquired by a particular satellite in a
given orbit. The technique is a function of the kind of
earth-search and acquisition device, the orbit, the launch
date and the time of day. The technique is applied and
results are shown for two satellites in the OGO family-namely,
for the Eccentric Orbiting Geophysical Observatory. EGO
S-49 and for the Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory,
POGO S-50. Author
N64-27251"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
SHAI)ES OF EGO, _,-49
H.E. Montgomery, S. J. Paddack, and F. B. Shaffer Jan.
1964 103 p refs
(Contract NAS5-2535)
(NASA-TM-X-55014; X-640-19) Avail: NTIS
This report presents shadow data and heat input data
for the S-49 EGO. It gives times for which each experiment
is in the shadow of either tbe earth, the satellite's main
box, or the solar array. It also gives the heat inputs to the
experiments as a function of time from launch for one
complete orbit. The heat inputs include direct solar radiation,
reflected _olar radiation, and earth-emitted radiation.
Author
\64-27355" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
G_ddard g;pace Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md.
IHF _ORI.D .M-_GNE'II(" Nl_ R_E_
J. P. Heppner and D. Rcidel 20 May 1963 42 O refs
Repr. from Space Sci. Rev. (Dordrecht). v. 2, 1963
p 315-354
(NASA-RP-277)
The mathematical and graphical description of the earth's
main field has been, and is, a data-limited problem. The
World Magnetic Survey (WMS) is an endeavor to minimize
this limitation by rapidly and comprehensively blanketing
the earth _ith magnetic field measurements. Satellite surveys,
which will play a key role in the WMS, are the principal
topic of this paper. Existing magnetic field descriptions, the
expected results from hey, surveys, and the methods of
obtaining these results with the POGO satellite are
emphasized. Author
N64-27813"# National Aeronautics and Space
\dministration. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.
(;E(;ENSCHEIN ORBIT:\L PARAMETERS AND
OPERATIONAl, S(HEI)I I,E
S. J. Paddack Jun. 1964 67 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-55032: X-643-133) Avail: NTIS
A technique for defining the location of the Eccentric
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (EGO), S-49, in the
gcgenschein reference frame is presented. The gcgenschein
reference frame is an orthogonal coordinate system with its
origin at the center of the earth and its fundamental plane
I_ing in the ecliptic plane _ith one of the axes in this plane
pointing directl? a_aa,, fum_ the _un. An operationvl schedule
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for the gegenschein experiment is predicted. Since the
experiment device cannot tolerate direct or reflected sunlight,
the gegenschein experiment package is placed on the dark
side of the solar arra',. The position of the satellite in the
gegenschein coordinate s',stem is a function of the orbit and
position of the sun. The field of _.ie,* problem is a function
of the location of the satellite, earth and moon, and solar
array position, the laner because the gcgenschein experiment
package rotates ,*ith the solar array. As a result of the
application of these techniques in computer programs, the
position in the gcgenschein coordinate system versus time
of the EGO is deri_ed, and an operational schedule as a
function of solar array angle is presented. Author
N65-145040 Com_,tock and Wescott, Inc.. Cambridge, Mass.
INVESTIG-V[ION OF UI.TRAVIOLET ,_)LAR RADIA-
TION AND ITS INFL[ENCE ON THE AEROSPACE
ENVIRONMENT Final Report
J. F. McGrath, J. D. Sullivan, and W. J. Thorburn 31 Aug.
1964 262 p refs
(Contract AF 19(604)-74967
(AFCRL-64-773; AD-608680)
CONTENTS:
1. RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER 55p ref
2. EUV TELEMETERING ROCKET
MONOCHROMATOR 80 p
3. EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE
TELEMETERING MONOCHROMATORS 39 p
4. XUV SPECTROPHOTOMETER FOR POGO
SATELLITES 40 p refs
5. PROPORTIONAL COUNTER SPECTROMETER
33 p
N65-18269"# National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.
SHADES OF POGO
C. Herron and H. E. Montgomery Nov. 1964 22 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-55153: X-640-64-349) Avail: NTIS
Shadow data are presented for the S-50 (POGO) for a
launch date of March i4, 1965 at 14.5 hours U T. They
,_how the amount of hme per orbit that experimcnt_ _pencl
in the shadow of the earth, the shadov, of the main satellite
structure, or the shadow of the _ola[, arra). Solar, ,_olar
reflected and earth emitted heat input data are given for an
epoch time of September 12, 1965 at 1.5 U.T. R.L.K.
N65-21656"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
POWER STI.DY OF SPIN STABILIZED EGO /.%-49/
H. Montgomery and F. B. Shaffer Mar. 1965 13 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-55186: X-643-65-14) Avail: NTIS
An analysis is performed to determine the solar array
angle which will provide maximum power output for the
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory satellite. Considered are
the effects of shado_ing by the box and deviation of solar
cell short circuit current from a cosine curve. It is assumed:
(I) The geometry of the satellite is given. (2) The satellite is
spinning about the k(-) sub B axis. I3) The solar cells have
uniform input-output behavior, and (4) The deviation of the
output from a cosine curve as the angle of incidence of
sunlight is varied. Equations for the ratio of average to
maximum current generated by the solar array are given.
The possible ranges for the angle betv, een the satellite's k(-)
sub B axis and the vector which points from the satellite to
the sun, and for the solar array angle are 0 to 180 dog and
90 to 270 dog, respectively. G.G.
N65-29296"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space t:light Center, Greenbelt, Md.
VISI.'AL PRESEN'I'_,TION OF TIlE MO'IION AND
ORIENTATION OF ._,N ORBITING SIL_.(E('R-_FT
/O(;O/
M. Mahoney and J. Quann Jul. 1965 17 p
(NASA-TN-D-2918) Avail: NTIS
N65-30651
The motion and orientation of an orbiting spacecraft
are normally represented by vectors and angles in the various
coordinate systems (celestial inertial coordinates, spacecraft
coordinates, geodetic coordinates, etc) and it is difficult to
interpret spacecraft behavior in terms of actual orbital position
and attitude. Motion and orientation information for a
particular satellite (OGO) have been analyzed by the 1107
computer (Univac)and the 4020 microfilnl plotter (Stromberg-
Carlson) and numerical data on satellite behavior were made
a_ailable. The data v, ere then used to create a motion picture
film illustrating satellite attitude in orbit. Author
N65-29678"#" ADCOLE Corp., Waltham, Mass.
ELECTRONIC INSTRIMENTATION FOR IONO-
SPHERIC AND EXTREME I'LTRA_IOLET RADIATION
MEASUREMENTS Final Report
R. S. Hills I Mar. 1965 162 p rcfs Sponsored in parts
by NASA
(Contract AF 19/628/-2464)
(NASA-CR-64074; AFCRL-65-417) CSCL 09C
This report describes the design, construction test and
flight use of the electronic portions of research instruments
used on rockets and satellites for the investigation of
ultraviolet solar radiation. These instruments include grating
monochromators for measurements in the 55-1300 Angstrom
range and proportional counter spectrometers in the 1-10
Angstrom range. Also described is work done on retarding
potential analyzers used for analysis of environmental charged
particles, including measurement of electron temperature. All
the instruments are of a telemetering type. Associated
equipment used for calibration and testing of the instruments
in both the laboratory and the launch phases is described.
Automatic data reduction equipment v, as developed and used
successfully. Experiments invol_ed OSO, OGO and Air Force
satellites and Aerobee-150 and Black Brant rockets. Author
N65-29783"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md.
RELATIVE ADVANTAGES OF SMALL AND OB-
SERVATORY TYPE SATELLITES
G. tI. Ludwig May 1965 26 p Pre_nted at the COSPAR
Syrup.. Buenos Aire,_, 13-19 Ma_ 1965
(NASA-TM-X-55261; X-6!!-65-!:';9) Avail: NTiS CSCL
22B
Both the relatively _nlall explorer and the large Orbiting
Observatory classes of _,,:it::_tific _::'e!!ite have advantages
which need" to be considered carefully when a nov, space
experinaent is to be performed. The small satellite offers
greater choice in tailoring the orbit to the experinrents. The
smaller size simplifies the electrical, magnetic, and radiated
interference problem, since fewer operating components are
involved. It provides greater case in testing and scheduling
and permits a shorter pro-launch lead time. The larger
observatory permits the conduct of more complex or larger
numbers of related experiments for the more detailed study
of the co-relationships bet,,_een the numerous space pheno-
mena. Since it is less highly integrated, standard experiment/
_pacecraft interfaces can be defined to simplify the experiment
design and integration problems. The larger size permits the
use of hig_her capacity and more flexible data systems and
more precise active ortentation systems. Operational efficiency
is higher, since the data from a large number of experiments
can be recorded and processed simultaneously. It is concluded
that both types should continue to be used to meet the
varied requirements of the space sciences program. Author
N65-3(_51"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md.
ORBITAL PAR._tMETERS FOR THE OGO-E GEOCOR-
ON-_I. H_I)RO(iEN EXPERIMENT
S. J. Paddack Jul. 1965 34 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-55276: X-643-65-294) Avail: NTIS CSCL
22C
Thi_ document prcsents and applies methods for obtaining
certain necessary orbital and .-spacecraft parameters for
meaningful data anal).,,is of the gco-coronal h)drogcn
VI-83
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measurementexperiment(ExperimentNo. 22) on the fifth
in Orbiting Geophysical Observatory Series, namely the
OGO-E. Techniques are presented for determining as a
function of time: (I) orbit inclination with respect to the
ecliptic plane: 12) the angle betv, een the orbit's angular
momentum ',ector and the sun's position vector: (3) the half
angular dimension of the earth viev, ed from the satellite:
(4) the solar array angle: and (5) the angle between the
projection of the sun on the x-y plane of the experiment's
coordinate system and the x-axis of that s)stem_ The
calculations were made using a numerical integration general
purpose interplanetary trajectory program (ITEM). Conse-
quently, the changes in the orbit due to perturbations are
reflected in the calculations of the quantities mentioned
above. The results of computer runs are presented in this
document. Author
N66.-12993"# Stanford Univ., Calif. Radioscience Lab.
ECCENTRIC (;EOPHYSICAL-OBSERVATORY SATEL-
LITE S.-49 _,_ ITH INTERPRETATION OF FILE RADIO-
BEACON EXPERIMENT TECHNICAL REPORT NO. i
A. V. DaRosa Jun. 1965 63 p refs
(Contract NASr- 136)
(NASA-CR-68307; SEL-65-063) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
The S-49 satellite, launched on 5 September 1964
carried a pair of radio beacons operating at harmonically
related frequencies modulated by 20 and 200-kc signals. The
radio-beacon experiment was designed to investigate the
exosphere by studying the behavior of the columnar electron
content between ground and satellite as the latter moves
from perigee to apogee in its highly eccentric orbit. To avoid
errors arising from over-simplified assumptions about the
dense ionosphere which would mask the effects in the
exosphere simultaneous measurements were made of the
differential-Doppler frequency and the Faraday rotation
angle. The former provides columnar-content information
from ground to transmitter while the latter yields columnar
content information determined mainly by the ionization in
the lower ionosphere. The difference between the contents
thus obtained can be attributed to the columnar content of
the exosphere up to sateiiite height and should be essentially
independent ,_f '.ariations in the lover iono_,phcrc. Th:e
objective of the present rcport is to describe the t, nderi_ing
principles and the techniques for translating the rad data
received from the EGO beacon experiment into cur,,e_ of
slant columnar content in the exosphere vs time. These curves
are the starting point for an analysis of the exospheric
behavior. Such an analysis, however, is not a part of the
present report. The usual first order analysis of the differential
Doppler frequency and the Faraday rotation angle data is
complicated in the present case by the rotation of the satellite
antenna. The effect of this rotation is investigated and methods
for taking into account are developed. The effects of various
approximations usually made in the first order analysis are
investigated and. _hen necessary, proper corrections are
introduced: In brief, the usd of this report will permit the
specification of scaling techniques for the records bearing
the raw data from the satellite and the writing of computer
programs that ,,,,ill yield exospheric columnar contents.
Author
N66-13640"# State Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City. Dept. of
Physics and A,,tronomv.
LO_,-ENERG_ PRO'TON _,NI) FI.ECIRON EXPERI-
MENT FOR TIlE ORBITINGGEOPtt_tSICALOBSERV-
ATORIES B _Nl) E
L. A. Frank Jul. 1965 35 p
{,Grant NsG-233-62: Contract NONR-1509/06/)
(NASA-CR-6,'.;558: Rcpt-65-22) .Avail: NTIS ('SCL 20H
The instrumentation and calibrations of the University
of Iov, a Iov,-cncrex proton and electron experiment for the
Orbiting Gcoph_>'_ical Laboratories (OGO) B and E are
dccribcd. The e,,pcrimcnt utilizes c31indrical curved-plate
clcctro_,tatic all,.ii',zcr_ tO provide measurements of the
differential energ_ spectrums of protons and elei:trons within
and in the _icinit_ of the earth's magnetosphere. Continuous
channel multipliers (Bendix Channeltrons) are used to count
individual charged particles accepted by the analyzers and
provide the instrument with a dynamic range in proton and
electron intensities extending from 10,000 to 10 to the 10th
po_er/ (sq cm-sec-sr) in a given energy bandpass of the
electrostatic analyzer. The widths of the energy bandpasses
of the electrostatic analyzers are sufficiently wide to cover
the entire energy range extending from 90 eV to 70,000 eV
(protons and electron_ _,eparately) in 14 voltage steps on
the curved plates. The four electrostatic analyzers (two
analyzers each for protons and electrons covering the above
energy range) complete _ith signal conditioner, high-voltage
power supplies, and thermal shell require an average power
of 2 watts and an instrumentation weight of 6+3 pounds.
Author
N66-21006"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
EGO ORBITAL PAR.-t.METERS AND HEAT INPUTS
H. E. Montgomery and S. J. Paddack 1 Apr. 1963 79 p
refs
(NASA-TM-X-55428; X-643-63-61) Avail: NTIS CSCL
22A
Methods of analysis for computing orbital, spacecraft
angle, and spacecraft heat input data for OGO (Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory) are presented. Specific results are
given for the S-49, Eccentric Orbiting Geophysical Ob-
servatory (EGO). The orbital data include the transient
behavior of true anomal}, the flight path angle, the distance
from the center of the earth to the satellite, the angle between
the line of apsides and the ecliptic plane, and the angle
between the projection of the line of apsides on the ecliptic
plane and the earth-sun line. The spacecraft angle data include
the transient behavior of solar array angle, the orbital plane
experiment package (OPEP) angle, and the OPEP velocity
vector angle. The transient heat input data include earth
emitted heat, direct solar heat, and earth reflected solar heat
inputs to all the faces of the main OGO box, the solar
array, and the OPEP. The calculated results are consistent
with the previously conducted EGO Launch Window Study
insofar as the perigee restraint is concerned. The present
data are for launch times for v, hich the perigee wili not go
"_clo_ it+. initial value for a "a,'hoie year. L.S.
N66-35685"# ,Xero,pace Corp.. Et Segundo, Cahl.
MODELS OF THE TRAPPED RADIAIION EN_,IRON-
MENT. VOLUME 2: INNER AND OUTER ZONE
ELECTRONS
A. B. /ucero. J. I. Vette+ and J. A. Wright Washington
NASA 1966 100 p refs Supported in part by NASA
(Contract AF 04(695)-469)
(NASA-SP-3024-Vol-2) Avail: NTIS
Graphs and tables of data for the electron environment
AE2. which cover both inner and outer zone out to L=60
for the time period around August 1964 are presented. Data
for electron energy spectra, distribution and orbital integra-
tions are included. N.E.N.
N67-13710_ Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis. Cosmic Ray
Group.
THE CONSTRUCTION, CALIBRATION AND OPERA-
TION OF ]'tie I NIX'FRSIT_' OF MINNESOTA EXPERI-
MENTS FOR ()GO-I .t.ND OGO-3
S. R. Kane, K. A. Pfitzer, and J. R. Winckler Sep. 1966
48 p refs
(CR-87)
Response characteri_,tics of the ionization chamber and
electron spectrometcr experiments florin on the OGO-I and
OGO-3 satellites are considered in the outer radiation belt.
The ion chamber rc.sptmse is attributed entire b to energetic
electrons that pcntrate the chamber v, all. Here, the ion
chamber constitutes a stable, sensitive counter v, ith a d_namic
range for elcctron_ above 600 kV energy. Calcula(ion of
ab,,dutc fluxes of particles from the counting rates of the
OGO m.,,tru,ncnts is dc_,cribcd, and instrumental constants
for these flux determinations are summarized.
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Cross-calibration between the ion chamber and spectrometer
and sampled data in the outer radmtion belts is included
Responses to electrons, X-rays, protons, and heavier nuclei,
and cosmic ra._s in free space are detailed for the OGO-I
ion chamber experiment, and attention is given to the
normalization and calibration of the ion chamber correction
for dead-time of the reset switch and the dynamic range
and linearity of response. M.W.R.
N67-18763"# National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md.
A REPRESENT-_TION OF THE PERIGEE MOTION OF
A SATELLITE AS A FUNCTION OF LOCAL TIME
R. A. Langel Feb. 1967 12 p
(NASA-TM-X-55703: X-612-67-34) ,Avail: NTIS CSCL
22C
A procedure v, as developed for a graphic display of one
specialized feature of a satellite orbit-the relationship of the
perigee of the orbit to latitude and to local time. From this
plot it is a _er_ simple matter to see exactly when in a
satellite lifetime it will encounter a particular sunlight
configuration. At what latitude the satellite approaches closest
to the earth can also be readily seen. Obvious applications
are predictions of eclipse times and periods of maximum
drag. From a geophysical viewpoint, one may predict when
satellite data should be examined for effects which are local
time and/or latitude dependent. Author
N67-19899" Aerospace Corp.. El Segundo, Calif.
MODELS OF THE TRAPPED RADIATION ENVIRON-
MENT. VOLIME3: ELECTRONS AT SYNCHRONOUS
ALTITUDES
A. B. Lucero, J. i. Vette, and J. A. Wright Washington
NASA 1967 I11 p refs
(Contracts NASA Order W-11683: AF 04(695)-469)
(NASA-SP-3024-Vol-3) Avail: NTIS
In order to produce the trapped electron environment
in sufficient detail, data was examined from particle detectors
flown on IMP A, OGO A, ERS-17, and Explorers 6. 12.
and 14. The m.,;det environment is confined to L=6.6: B/B
sub o and local time variations as welt as the ener_'y spectrum
are presented. Time variations are discussed in tcrm_ of a
solar cycle variation, occasional 27-da._ xaria,ions, and in a
completely statistical way. Since the elliptical satellites sample
the L=6.6 shell t'aice each orbit, the time between samples
varies from three hours up to four da_s. It is shown that if
a large number of these samples are treated as independent
events, the logarithm of the flux displays a Gaussian
distribution in which the standard deviation increases with
energy. The construction of the model is discussed and
graphical and anabtical representations are given. R.N.A.
N67-22257"# Advanced Technology Labs., Mountain View,
Calif.
HIGH ALTITI_DE LIMITATION STUD_" ADVANCED
HORIZON SENSOR FOR OGO Final Report, 4 Apr. -
15 Jul. 1966
R. K. Ronald 30 Aug. 1966 100 p refs
(Contract NAS5-9109)
(NASA-CR-83567: ATD-R-1405) Avail: NTIS CSCL 17H
High altitude or small earth limitations are investigated
for the advanced horizon sensor of the Oribiting Geophysical
Observatory OGO-A. Small earth limitation is considered
as the extreme nonlinearity in the three-tracker mode of
attitude angle calculation _,hen the earth disk subtends a
small angle and it is sho,an that at a satellite altitude of
more than 80.000 nautical miles a rcliabtc maximum pitch
attitude angle of only one degree results and the tracking
check logic breaks track ,*hen the hori/on temperature is
less than 214 K. Effects of finite field of vic_ of the
infrared beam. dc offset, and horizon temperature on the
tracking point are considered, while small earth climatic
ariations arc excluded. Horizon con_ olution and horizon-
_:_radient tracking computer programs arc discussed, and
_umming anaplifier output accuracy as well as space bias
N67-3083 i
and square earth effect are considered. Optical characteris-
tics of the OGO-A telescope transfer functions numerical
values for circuit constant and a space bias study are
treated. M.W.R.
N67-27576"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
METHOi)S OF I)ATA REI)I( II()N FOR TIlE OPEP
AIRGLO$$ PHOTOMETER ON OGO-2
J. Pacquet (Centre Natl. de la Rcch. Sci., Verrieres-le-Buisson)
May 1967 59 p
(NASA-TM-X-55794: X-613-67-218) CSCL 20B
A brief description is given of the methods used in the
reduction of the data from the OPEP airglow photometer
on OGO-II. For selected portions of the data, computers
have been used to apply instrumental corrections, to reduce
an oscillatory component dependent on the position of the
OPEP container, and to solve a system of linear equations
to compute a vertical emission profile from the observed
horizon profiles. Author
N67-27578"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md.
SOME EFFECTS OF MEV ELECfRONS ON THE OGO
2 (POGO) AIRGLOW PIIOTOMETERS
C. W. Aitken (Vitro Corp. of Am.), J. F. Brun (Centre
Natl. de la Rech. Sci.. Paris), W. B. Fowler, and E. !. Reed
Mar. 1967 58 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-55791; X-613-67-132) CSCL 20B
After noting the high levels of background current in
the Main Body Airglow Photometer on OGO-II, a Polar
Orbiting Geophysical ObservatoD, a _cries of laboratory tests
were made to indicate the sources of interference and methods
of prevention. Tests with 2.6 MeV electrons confirmed that
such electrons in space could account for the observed signals.
Other tests were made _hich (1) showed that the most sensitive
portion of the photometer was the cathode-window combina-
tion in the photomultiplier, (21 indicated the effectiveness of
various methods of shielding, and (3) studied the presence
and decay time of radiation-induced phosphorescence. Further
laboratory tests confirmed thai a similar OPEP photometer
on the same satellite, with a diflerent photonluhiphcr, a more
limited spectral range, and greater shie[,ding, '*a,_ relatively
inscnsmve to the same en_,_mmcnt. Author
N67-30147"// National Aer_mautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md.
PROCESSING OF THE TOTAL FIELD MAGNETOME-
TER DATA FROM IFIE O(;O-2 S_TELLITE
R. A. Langel Jun. 1967 82 p refs
NASA-TM-X-55822; X-612-67-2721 Avail: NTIS
The process of reducing the OGO-2 magnetic field data
from the original data acquisition and recording (pulse code
modulation data only) to the preparation of the final data
set used for analysis is described in detail. The OGO-2
telemetry system, magnetometer, and associated instrumenta-
tion are also described. An effort is made to point out both
the unsuccessful and successful data reduction techniques
used as well as what procedures would be used now if the
processing were to begin afresh and how to best utilize the
new generation of computer hardware which is becoming
available. R.N.A.
N67-30831"# Stanford Univ., Calif. Radioscience Lab.
OBSERVATIONS OF _,HISTLER-:_II)I)E SIGNALS IN
THE OGO SATELLITES I"ROM VI.F GROL ND STATION
TR _NS.MII"TERS
R. L. He, borne No_. 1966 113 p refs
(Contract NAS5-2131: NAS'5-3093, Grant NSF GP-2247)
(NASA-CR-8486q- TR-t415/3418-1: SEL-66-094) CSCL
04A
Amplitude calibrated receivers aboard two satellites
(OGO-I and OGO-21 are used to receive signals propagating
in the _hb, tlcr mode from _ If ground _tatiorl-s. E-xb, tim, thcor',
is utilized It> calculate the c,xpccted intcnsitie_ of thcse_ignal,_.
Measured and calculated instensities are then compared. The
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two satellites effectivel2_ sub-divide the whistler mode path
into two main parts: i i) the ©arth-ionospherc wavcguide loss,
the boundar_ and excitation loss, and the absorption loss
through thciono_,phere to the altitudes of OGO-2. and (2)
losses due to divergence of the signal bctx_een OGO-2 and
the higher altitudes of OGO-I plus any additional absorption
above OGO-2. These data are utilized to determine more
precisely the major features and loss characteristics of
whistler-mode paths inferred from prexious experiments, and
to determine the accuracy of attenuation rates predicted earlier
by theoretical means. It is concluded that the average intensity
of VLF whistler-mode signals in the magnetosphere may
usually be predicted to an accuracy of + or - 10 db by the
use of available models and existing theory. Author
N67-30930 H California Univ., Livermore. Lawrence
Radiation Lab.
A LO_-PO;,_,ERED .MAGNETIC HALL PROBE FOR
SPACE APPLICATIONS
J. H. McQuaid l0 Jan. 1966 20 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(UCRL-14650-T) Avail: NTIS
A magnetic Hall probe was developed for use in a
spectrometer system aboard NASA's OGO-E Satellite. The
probe is to monitor the flux in each of the two spectrometer
magnet s . This flux is in the order of 800-900 gauss for the
small magnet and 2500-2700 gauss for the large magnet.
When measuring long term variations in the magnetic field
it is not necessary to continuously monitor the flux: therefore
the Hall generator in this system operates on current pulses
of short duration. The pulsed current mode of operation
affords high efficiency and low power consumption. In the
system described, the Hall generator is placed in the
magnetic field and driven by a pulse generator. The resulting
Hall voltage ('_hich is proportional to the magnetic flux) is
amplified and fed to a pulse stretcher. The stretcher circuit
preserves the pulse amplitude for a time which is suitable
for accurate readout. Author (NSA)
N67-31362"# State Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City. Dept. of
Ph_,sics and Astronomy.
_T'UDY Oi: TIlE TEMI'ORAL _,_.RIATION.q OF 40 keV
ELECTRON_ IN [HE NIAGNETOSPIIERE DURING
AND AI-[ER THE M_,GNE[IC STORM ON APRIL 18,
1905 Progre,,s Report, May 1967
C. S. R. Rao May 1967 60 p
(Grant NsG-233-62: Contract NONR-1509/06/)
(NASA-CR-85905: Rept-67-16) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20A
Temporal xariations of the intensities of electrons E >
40 keV during the main phase and post-storm period of a
large magnetic storm which occurred on April 18, 1965 are
studied using data obtained at high latitudes by the University
of Iowa Satellite lnjun IV and at low latitudes bv the NASA
satellite OGO I. The high latitude observations show a large
inward movement of the cutoff boundary for trapped electrons
to lower latitudes by as much as 8 deg. On the storm dav
and during the post-storm period, the cutoff latitude shows
a close and direct correlation with D sub st and inverse
correlation v, ith 3 hour index. The slot which is present at
an invariant latitude of 61 before the storm disappears on
the storm day and is replaced by a peak. The post-storm
variations of these storm induced electrons at higher latitudes
are uncorrected v, ith the K sub rho index. The intensities
decay according to an exponential law. There appears to be
an injection and inv, ard diffusion of fresh electrons during
the post storm period leading to the formation of the normal
quiet day profile. Variations for precipitated electrons are
generally similar. Author
N07-32070"# Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory,
Cambridge. M a,,,<
MEAS[ REI) _EI.()(T[IES OF INTFRPLANETAR_t r
I)IST P-_.RTI(I.I-IS FROXl ()(;O-I
\k'. M. Alexander lIcmple Uni_.) and C. S. Nil_son 1967
5 p In NASA. Washington Meteor Orbits and Dust
p 301-305 rcfs Sponsored by NASA and NAS
VI-86
Details are given on the instrumentation, the impact
parameter data, and the probable orbits of three particles.
The method of calculating the orbital elements is discussed,
and probability distributions arc show n for orbital inclinations
and eccentricities. It is suggested that the particles ,.,.ere in
heliocentric orbits. N.E.N.
N67-35595"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md.
PROCESSING THE I)ATA FROM THE OGO-II! GEG-
ENSCHEIM PHOTOMETR_" FXPI_RIMENT
J. H. Quanta Aug. 1967 159 p
(NASA-TM-X-55907: X-565-67-403) CSCL 2OB
The objectives, apparatus, data generation and display,
and data analysis system of the Gegenschein Photometry
Experiment performed aboard the OGO-B spacecraft, are
discussed. The experiment is intended to provide information
for gaining a better understanding of the earth and earth-sun
relationships. The procedure for using the system is described.
Program control user options, run execution, control card
formats, subroutines, and computation procedures are
discussed. Output examples are given. L.S.
N67-37021"# Stanford Research Inst., Menlo Park, Calif.
OGO-I VI.F EXPERIMENT A-17 DIGITAL DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEM Final Report
W. E. Blair, B. P. Ficklin, M. E. Mills, N. D. Schlosser, J.
H. Wensley, W. H. Zwisler et al Apr. 1967 112 p
(Contract NAS5-2131)
(NASA-CR-88618) CSCL 20F
The digital data processing technique of the VLF radio
noise and propagation experiment (A-17) aboard the OGO-i
satellite is examined. Descriptions, operational procedures,
and details of the instrument and satcilite are given as required
for understanding of the data processing system. Data
acquisition, decommutation, and processing systems are
briefly described. The input, output, and operation of the
four-phase data-processing system are presented in detail.
The computer display system and 16-ram cine film presenta-
tion arc also described, and examples are shown. On more
_han 200,000 frames of film 2x10 to the _th power experimen-
tal digital data bits of information covering 99 satcllite
_e',,_!utions have been [)lotted and stored..this accunmlation
of data represents more than lOO.0OO bit_ of information
per frame and was computer plt_.¢sscd at approximately
three frames per second. Fi_in _.inc fihn tcchniqde provides
capability for significant data compacting, quick data
scanning, discrimination between signals and interference,
recognition of unique data characteristics, and simultaneous
data comparison. Author
N67-37398" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md.
THE GEOMAGNETIC SE('I LAR VARIATION, 1900 -
1965
J. C. Cain and S. J. Hendricks Sep. 1967 231 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-55944: X-612-67-479) CSCL 08N
The main geomagnetic field model uses linear and
parabolic terms in time to represent secular change over the
interval 1900-1965. The predicted field is compared with
observatory annual means to investigate systematic residuals.
Deviations of the order of 100 gamma are noted for short
spans of years and are observed to occur only in limited
regions. Otherwise, the trends of the computed field parallel
the observations. Comparisions of secular change charts with
those drawn by earlier analyses show good agreement. The
'aestward drift isgenerall_ noted in the vector representation
of the harmonic coefficients except that a few terms are
seen to undergo predominantly an amplitude change. The
components belov. (g(6"_.h(6)) that show a recognizable
eastv, ard drift are the (3,2) and (5.2) terms. Both dip poles
are noted to move smoothl,, northv, cstward over the interval
v, hereas the dipole position initially drifts eastward, reverses
direction near 1920, and then mo_es westward at a rate up
to about 0.7 deg/}ear. It,, 1965 position it, found to be 78.8
deg N and 70.0 deg W. Author
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N67-40126"#StateUniv.of Iowa,IowaCity. Dept.ofPhysicsandAstronomy.
IN_,ES'FI(i:VI'ION OF ENERGETI(" EI.ECTRON INTEN-
SITIES IN TIlE EARTH'S OUTER RAi)IATION ZONE
_ITH OGO I M.S. Thesis
H. K. Hills Aug. 1967 117 p refs
(Contract NAS5-2054)
(NASA-CR-89652) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
Observations of intensities of outer zone electrons
obtained with instrumentation borne on the earth-satellite
OGO-I during the period September through December, 1964
are presented. Omnidirectional intensities near the magnetic
equatorial plane are given for electrons of energy E "_ 40
keV, E > 130 keV. and E > 2 MeV, and are characterized
by short term variations superimposed upon an over-all long
term decrease. The pitch angle distributions of electrons
(E > 40 keV and E > 130 keV) may be approximated by
the function sin(n)alpha with n generally found to be less
than or about unity throughout the outer zone (3 < or =
L < or = 7). Computations of the effects of geomagnetic
storms upon the distribution of intensities of these electrons
with energies above the detector thresholds are summarized.
Adiabatic motions are shown to be capable of causing large
temporal variations in electron intensities during a magnetic
storm. Author
N68-10422"# Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis. Cosmic Ray
Group.
APPLICATION OF _N INTEGRATING TYPE IONIZA-
TION CHAMBER TO MEASLREMENTSOI-" RADIATION
IN SPACE Ph.D. Thesis
S. R. Kane Sop. 1967 221 p refs
(Contract NAS5-2071)
(NASA-CR-90060: CR-106) Avail: NTIS CSCL 22B
An integrating type ion chamber experiment, using a
resetting drift-type electrometer and designed to fly on the
OGO-I and 111 satellites is described. The chamber is
demonstrated to have an accuracy and stability of ap-
proximately 1% during its operation in space over a period
of nearly three }'ears. The ndnimum energy for penetration
hy protons and electrons is 12 and 0.6 MeV respectively.
The response to '40 keV electrons (through bremsstrablung)
is about 10 to the minus 7th power x (reponse at energies
-. 600 keV). The response to X-rays in i0-150 keV range is
.peaked at approximately 20 keV: below 10 keV the response
Is approximately 0.01 x (response at 20 keV). For 1 particle
on cm/2 sec/l of 20 keV photons, electrons v, ith energy >
or = to 1 MeV and minimum ionizine nuclei with charge
Ze the pulsing rate of the chamber is respectively 0,2, 7.0,
and 5.5 z(2) NPPS (Normalized Pulses Per Second) x 1,000.
Author
N68-14025"# Stanford Research Inst., Menlo Park, Calif.
RESONANCES IN THE DRIVING-POINI IMPEI)ANCE
OF AN ELECTRIC DIPOLE IN THE IONOSPHERE
W. E. Blair Mar. 1967 33 p refs Prepared for Stanford
Univ., Calif.
(Contract NAS5-9309)
(NASA-CR-91620: TR-I) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20N
The resonances in the driving-point impedance of a
center-fed cylindrical electric dipole imbedded in the
ionosphere are analyzed. The ionospheric model is a lossy,
anisotropic, homogeneous neutral plasma containing various
ionic constituents. It is found that there are zeros in the
reactance at the upper and lower hybrid frequencies and
poles at the electron and ion gyrofrequencies. These critical
frequencies are independent of antenna length and orientation
(parallel or perpendicular to the earth's magnetic field) to
the first-order approximation. It is ,_hov, n that pole-zero
frequencies could be used to determine the earth's 6mgnetic
field strength, electron density, and ion mas_,es and densities
at any point in the ionosphere at which the impedance was
measured. Author
1\68-15232"# State Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City. Dept. of
Physics and Astronomy.
N68-35999
A CINEMATOGRAPHIC DISPLAY OF OBSERVATIONS
OF LO_,_,-ENERGY PROTON ANI) EI.ECIRON SPECTRA
IN THE TERRESTRIAL MAGNETOSPHERE Progress
Report, No*. 1967
L. A. Frank and W. L. Shope Nov. 1967 27 p refs
(Contract NAS5-2054; Grant NsG-233-62; Contract
Nonr-1509/06)
(NASA-CR-91871; Rept-67-67; AD-6622281 Avail: NTIS
A massive series of observations of the differential energy
spectra of proton and electron intensities over the energy
range of approximately 300 eV to 50 keV within the earths
magnetosphere and its environs has been obtained with an
array of electrostatic analyzers borne On the earth-satellite
OGO 3. In order to supplement the presently existing
publications derived from these observations and to provide
further insight into the distributions of low-energy charged
particles within the earth's radiation zones over geocentric
radial distances of approximately 2 to 20 RE (RE, earth
radii) we have utilized a SC 4020 microfilm plotter to construct
a cinematographic display of the differential energy spectra
of proton and electron intensities v, hich spans a complete
circuit of the spacecraft around the earth, or about 50 hours
of substantially continuous observations beginning at
1330 U.T. on July 14, 1966. This cinematographic display
comprises approximately 18,000 individual frames and
summarizes some 550,000 intensity measurements. A
description of the methods and graphic results is furnished
as an aid in interpretation of this visual presentation of the
observations. Author (TAB)
N68-17981"# Stanford Univ., Calif. Radioscience Lab.
WHISTLER PR()PAGATION IN MAGNETOSPHERIC
DUCTS
J. J. Angerami and R. L. Smith Jul. 1967 9 p In ESSA
Conjugate Point Symp., vol. 2, Session 3 Jul. 1967
(Contract NAS5-2131: Grants NsG-174: NSF GP-948)
CSCL 04A
Reviewed are some of the theories of propagation of
_histlers in field-aligned ducts and their relation to recent
observations. Features of propagation are discussed which
_cre deduced from the ra_, theory approach and then verified
by recent ground and _,atellitc ob'_cr'.'a'_ons. [he,_e observa-
tions haxe led to further ray tracint: _tuu_: ....... ..,,_,,l";"h exnR.v ....in
a,me high frequency leakage elfects and suggest an redirect
experimental determination ol duct dimension.,, and enhance-
ment factors. In addition to ray tr':,.'mg lechnique_, the rc_ ]e'o.
covers the mode theory of propagation as developed for
tropospheric ducting, and the full wave treatment using
Maxwell's equations directly. K.W.
N68-23026"# Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis. School of
Physics and Astronomy.
.t,N ATLAS OF 10-50 keV SOLAR FLARE X-RAIlS
OBSERVEI) BY THE OGO SATELI.ITES, 5 SEP'I'EMBER
1964 TO 31 DECEMBER 1906
R. L Arnoldy, S. R. Kane, and J. R. Winckler Jan. 1968
82 p refs
(Contract N AS5-2071)
(NASA-CR-94429; ; CR-108) Avail: NTIS CSCL 03B
Ionization rate profiles are presented for about 70 solar
events that represent almost all of the cases detected by the
ion chambers during the observing times of OGO-I and
OGO-3 through the end of 1966. Some data on the
instrumentation are included for these preliminary studies
relating to X-ray phenomena in radio emission. Besides listing
of frequency and the observing station, the presence of the
radio emission is indicated on the plots by a horizontal line
with a vertical arrow marking the reported time of maximum.
Although radio information is quite complete, the absence
of an indicated radio burst in _,mae cases is due to the
unavailabilit.,, of information and does not necessarily mean
a radio burst did not occur. M.WR.
NOg-35999*# National \eronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space |:light Center, Greenbelt, Md.
PtIOTOEIj'2CTRON FI.I.X IN THE TOPSIDE IONO-
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N69-12899
SPtlERE MEASlYRED BY RETARDING POTENTIAL
ANAL_'ZERS
J. L. Donle_, and 8. C. N. Rao Sep. 1968 15 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-6335_: X-615-68-381) Avail: NTIS CSCL
04A
Reported are results of measurements of photoelectron
flux in the topside ionosphere v,h_ch were made using
retarding potential analyzers aboard the Explorer 31 and
OGO-4 satellites. S.C.W.
N6q-1289q lov, a Univ., Iov.a City.
IN_,ESI"I(;ATIO% OF ENER(;ETIC EI,E('TRON IN-
TENSITIES IN Tile I-'._.R'I'tI'S OUTER RADIATION
ZONE_,_,ITHO(;O 1 Ph.D. Thesis
H. K. Hills 19o7 117 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms Order No. 68-941
Intensities of outer zone electrons obtained with instru-
mentation borne on the earth-satellite OGO I are presented.
Omnidirectional intensities near the magnetic equatorial plane
are given for electrons of energy E > 40 keV, E - 130 keV,
and E > 2 MeV, and are characterized by short-term
variations superimposed upon an over-all long-term de-
crease. The pitch angle distributions of electrons (E > 40 keV
and E > 130 keV) are approximated, and effects of
geomagnetic storms upon the distribution of intensities of
these electrons with energies above the detector thresholds
are summarized. These results are compared with observations
in order to distinguish between adiabatic and non-adiabatic
particle behavior. Adiabatic motions are shown to be capable
of causing large temporal variations in electron intensities
during a magnetic storm. Dissert. Abstr.
N69-14392"# Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Radio
Astronomy Observatory.
INSTRUMENTATION FOR RADIO ASTRONOMY
MEASUREMENTS ABOARD THE OGO-5 SPACE-
('RAFT
B. D. MacRae 20 Sep. 1968 142 p refs
(Contract NAS5-9099)
(NASA-CR-08670) Avail: NTIS CSCL 22A
This report de_cribes the design considerations and
performance characteristics of a satellite-borne instrumenta-
tion system designed and constructed at the University of
Michigan Radio Astronomy Observatory. The system is
de,dgned to make radio astronomy measurements at eight
discrete frequencies from 50 kHz to 3.5 MHz. Ihese
measurements are to detect solar and Jovian radio fre-
quency bursts and to determine the relative average level of
cosmic background radiation down to 50 kHz. Procedures
used for preflight and in-flight noise calibrations are discussed.
A description of the ground support equipment used for
preflight testing is given. The instrument was successfully
launched aboard the OGO-5(E) spacecraft on 4 March 1968
into an elliptical orbit having the following approximate
parameters: perigee, 292 kilometers: apogee, 147,000 kilome-
ters; inclination to the equator, 31 deg: period, 63 hours. 25
minutes. The initial data from the instrument look excellent
and the instrument should successfully fulfill its missions.
The scientific aspects and results of [his program _ill be
published separately. Author
N69-14393"# Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Radio
Astronom> Observatory.
DATA REDt'('TION AND ANAL_ SIS REPOR'F FOR THE
RADIO ASI'RONOM_' EXPERIMENT ABOARD THE
OGO-2 SPACE(R XFT
Aug. 1968 24 p refs
(Contract NAS5-3099)
(NASA-CR-98669; Rept-68-12) A_ail: NTIS CSCL 22A
The Radio Astronom_ Obscrvatorx of the t Jniversitv of
Michigan has identical experiments on the OGO-2 and O(JO-4
spacecraft, who_,e primary objective is to generate a map of
the cosmic noise background at a frequenc', of 2.5 MHz,
using ionospheric focussing to provide resolution. Because
of various spacecraft problems, it does not appear that the
(.)GO-2 experiment x_ill achieve this objective. Therefore. the
VI-88
data from this experiment has not been fully processed. It
is possible, however, that OGO-2 data may be of some value
to supplement that obtained from OGO-4, or may yield
valuable information on the earth's ionosphere. Author
N69-17412"# Iowa Univ., Iowa City. Dept. of Physics
and Astronomy.
SOI, AR X-RA'_ CONTROl_ OI- THE E LAYER OF THE
IONOSPHERE
P. R. Sengupta Jan. 1969 46 p refs
(NGL- 16-001-002)
(NASA-CR-73884: Rept-69-3I Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
Solar X-ray control of the E layer of the ionosphere is
investigated. Electron production rates between 100 and
140 km above the earth due to 31-100 A solar X-ray flux
extrapolated from X-ra_ data recorded by Explorer 30,
OGO-4, and OSO-4, anddue to reported Lyman alpha flux
from rocket and satellite experiments are calculated to show
that about 70% of the E-layer ionization is contributed by
the X-rays. Calculated E-layer electron densities due to solar
X-ray flux on two t}pical days are compared with the E-layer
electron density profile. It is concluded that 31-100 A solar
X-rays which contribute about 70% of the E-layer ionization
on a day of moderate solar activity are responsible for
day-to-day variations in the E-layer index. Contribution of
10-30 A solar flux to the E-layer ionization is small except
on a day of high solar activity. Author
N69-17928"# Dartmouth Coll., Hanover, N.H. Radiophysics
Lab.
-_N EXPERIMENT ]O STUDY ',VIIISTLERS -_,ND
AUDIO-FREQUEN(_ EMISSIONS _ ITtt A RE(EI_,I_G
SYSTEM ON BOARD TIlE POGO S-50 SATELI.ITE
(OGO-C/2) IN CONJI N([ION _._;IIIIAN EXISTING
NET_VORK OF GROIND-BASEI) OBSERVING STA-
TIONS Final Report, 30 May 1963 - 29 Feb. 1968
T. Laaspere and M. G. Morgan 29 Feb. 1968 60 p refs
(Contract NAS5-3092)
(NASA-CR-97605) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
Technical specifications developed by the contractor for
the experiment arc cited and a chronological account is _iven
of the prouuuuun""': _ of t _".,_e_p_r..... nlent b_,. a subco,ltractor and
}!_ acceptance, by Goddard ._l,a_ee_.. ,UllgC't......... (>nler. The launch
and the results obtained with the experiment arc described.
and a paper discussing ob_,er',ations of lowcr-h3brid-
resonance phenomena b_ D,artmuuth's OGO-2 e_perimcnt
is included. Consideration given to means of acquiring data
from the spacecraft over Labrador is also described.
Author
N09-18074"# National +\eronautics and Space Administra-
lion. Goddard Stoic,: [!i'.:ht Center, Grcenbelt. Md.
EI-FI.I(TS ()l. ENERt;EFI( P.XRTI(I,I.>; ON PHOTO-
M[ I,lll'l+lERS IN E '_R I H ORBITS [ P T() 15011 km
J. k. Blamont (LNRb, Parts), _. B. t-ov_lcr, and E. 1. Reed
Dec. 1968 19 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-63419: X-613-68-486) Avail: NTIS CSCL
09A
The response of several types of photomultipliers to
energetic particles is discussed in terms of observed back-
ground current. Examples are drawn primarily from
photometers for observation of the earth's airglov, on two
Polar Orbiting Geoph)sieal Observatories, OGO-2 and
OGO-4: brief refcrencc is made to other OGO photometers.
The largest background current was observed on OGO-2
from an EMR541E, a sapphire end-window tube v, ith S-20
photocathode. At a maximum of the inner electron belt,
cathode current exceeded 10 to the minus 9th power amperes
at about t500 kin. Several componimts v, ere noted in the
background current. _ith the most prominent due to the
inner radiation belt and a component v, ith the latitude
distribution characteristic of cosmic rays. Estimated in-
qantaneous proton and electrcn fluxes arc compared with
background current in order to obtain an approximate
responsivity to energetic particles. Author
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[ N69-19899"# Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis. School of
Phi, sits and Astronomy.
_,N EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF ELECTRON FLUXES
FROM 50 KEV 1O 4 MEV IN "FILE INNER RADIATION
BELT Ph.D. Thesis
K. A. Pfitzer Aug. 1968 166 p refs Submitted for
publication
(Contract NAS5-2071)
(NASA-CR-100648) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
A five channel magnetic electron spectrometer which is
capable of accurately measuring the electron spectrum from
40 keV to 4 MeV is described. The spectrometer com, ists of
two separate detectors operating together to provide double
energy selection. The first of these is an electromagnet v, ith
a collimating slit having a geometry factor of 8.64 x 0.001
sterad-sq era. The second detector consists of a heavily
shielded scintillation crystal and photomultiplier tube. The
electron spectrometers were flown on the Orbiting Geophysi-
cal Observatories (OGO) 1 and 3. The two spectrometers,
which have been cross calibrated in space and shown to
agree to within 10% observe the continuing decay of the
electrons injected into the inner zone by the nuclear
explosion, Starfish. on July 9, 1962. The spectrometers observe
a factor of ten decrease in the electron flux over a period
of two years from September 1964 to August 1966 in the
inner zone below L = 1.8 for electrons of E > 290 keV.
Author
N69-20849"# Iowa Univ., Iowa City. Dept. of Physics
and Astronomy.
I,OCAL TIM[_ _S_MMETRIES IN TIlE INCREASE OF
ELECTRON FLIt_XES IN "IHE OUTER VAN ALLEN
ZONE DIRING S[ BSTOR.MS
C. S. R. Rao Feb. 1969 35 p refs
(Contract NAS5-3097: Grant NGL-16-001-002)
(NASA-CR-100419: Rept-69-8) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
The increase was studied in the fluxes of electrons E
sub e > or approximately 40 keV and E sub e _ or
approximatel_ 120 keV in the outer Van Allen zone at different
local times during night-time magnetic bay activity. Electrons
E sub e _ or approximately 40 keV show increases in the
midnight to afternoon sectors but not in the evening sector
during bay activity. Electrons E sub c > or approximately
120 keV c[o not. ho_e'/er, show significant increases at these
time_. Also. whereas the increase in the midnight sector occurs
immediatel), after the onset of a bay. a significant increase
in the morning sector occurs only later, i.e., during peak or
recovery phase of the bay. This time delay is attributed to
the time taken by the electrons that are freshly energized in
the midnight sector to drift in longitude so as to al_pear in
the morning sector. The absence of increase in the evening
sector is believed due to the fact that the freshly enereized
electrons disappear by the time they drift to that'secto_
Author
N69-23367'# Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory,
Cambridge, Mass.
THE MICROMETEOROID EXPERIMENT ON THE O(;O
2 SATELLITE
C. S. Ni!sson and D. Wilson Feb. 1969 38 p refs
(Contract NAS5-11007)
(NASA-CR-100683: Rept-902-41) Avail: NTIS CSCL 03C
The aim of this experiment v,as to measure the veloci-
ties, masses, and orbits of dust particles in the earth's dust
cloud. The negative results obtained _ere instrumental in
bringing about a reappraisal ofthe magnitude of this dust
concentration. No orbits were determined, and it is question-
able whether any micrometeoroids of mass > 10to the minus
12th power g impacted on the sensors during the 1300 hr
in which good data _sere obtained. Two possible impacts
,acre recorded, but these _serc more likely due to experiment
noise. These tv, o excnts gise an upper limit to the flux of
particles of mass 10 to the minus 12th power _ of 3 x
10 to the minus 10th pov, er particles/sq m see _ pi ster.
this figure is compared v.ith data from other experiments.
Author
N69-25437
N69-23730 California Univ., Berkeley.
THE PROPAGATION OF SOLAR PROTONS Ph.D.
Thesis
S. W. Kahler 1968 141 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms Order No. 68-13919
Data from a scintillation counter experiment on the
OGO-C spacecraft were used to anal)ze tv, elve energetic (3
-_ E < 32 MeV) solar proton events. The spacecraft, the
performance of the experiment and methods of data analysis
are discussed. The proton events presented were divided into
four groups, each _ith well defined properties. The diffusive
event follows an impulsive injection of particles at the sun
and decays _xponentially in time. The onset phase may be
smooth or irregular, but the spectrum grows progressively
softer during the decay phase. The storm particle event is a
low energy event associated with a geomagnetic storm.
During this event the spectrum first grows softer, then
becomes harder. The halo structure is a stream of particles
confined to the interplanetary lines of force which connect
to the flare region at the sun. Recurrent proton events are
due to the gradual release of particles from an active region
in which a flare has occurred during a previous solar rotation.
The two examples reported here shorted narrow (< or =
to 10 hours) interplanetary spatial confinement. Representa-
tive fluxes and modified spectral behavior are presented for
these events as a basis for describing a model of a typical
solar proton event. Dissert. Abstr.
N69-24521"# Stanford Univ., Calif. Electronics Labs.
PROTONOSPtlERIC ELECTRON CONCENTRATION
PROFILES Final Report
A. V. DaRosa and O. K. Garriott Mar. 1969 51 p refs
(Contract NASr- 136)
(NASA-CR-100778; SU-SEL-68-044} Avail: NTIS CSCL
04B
The local electron concentration was calculated along
portions of the orbit of OGO-I, based on differential Doppler
frequency and Faraday polarization rotation measurements
of harmonic radio beacon transmissions. Since it is not
possible to make these calculations with sufficient accuracy
for most satellite orbits, an cxtensi,.e error analysis is included,
to establish the _,ourccs and magnfludes of the uncertainties
in the computations. _'aiues of protuc_ospheric electron
cunccntrafion _ere obtairqed between :llllludes of about 6.000
a_d 15,000 km on a number of orbit', The uncertainities in
&c computed ;,a!ucs re,mlt principally from scaling error_
in the Faraday polarization rotation angle and from
horizontal gradients in the ionosphere: they typically total
less than -_ or - 600 electrons/cu cm. A number of
concentration profiles are sho_n and are compared with direct
probe measurements, with whistler results and with extrapol-
ated values of electron concentration obtained from Alouette
I near 1000 km. Author
N69-25437']/ Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor.
OGO SPACECRAFT ELECI'ROMAGNETIC INTERFER-
ENCE IN THE 50-kHz TO 4-MHz FREQtENCY
RANGE
R. G. Peltzer 15 Dec. 1968 I0 p refs In JPL Proc. of
the Spacecraft Electromagnetic Interference Workshop
P 139-148 Supported by NASA
Avail: NTIS Copyright. Avail: NTIS CSCL 09C
The interference generating capability of the OGO
spacecraft is reviev, ed. The most obvious potential sources
of interference generated in the spacecraft were the transmit-
ters. data handling s,_stems, and power converters. After
briefly describing the signals generated in the craft, the
distribution of the .,,ignals through the spacecraft wiring was
examined. The skin and o',erall structural material was then
considered as a potentially inhercn! EMI container. The radio
probing objectives of the OGOs are briefly discussed.
Procedures for ground testing for EMI and for spacecraft
generated interference testing are briefly enumerated:
recommendations are made for future design considerations
and for more effective tc_,ting. B.P.
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NO9-26549
Colorado Univ" Boulder. Dept. of Astro-
Geoph)_ics.
THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF OZONE BE-
T%%EEN 35 _NI) 55 km AS DETERMINED FROM
SATELI.ITE l LTR_%IOI.ET ME_.SI REMEN'I'S M.S.
Thesis
G. P. Anderson 1969 66 p refs
Avail: Issuing Acti',ity
An Ebert-Fastie ultraviolet spectrometer mounted on a
polar-orbiting svtellite _a_, used to observe back-scattered
radiation in the spectral region 2550 to 3100A. The data
were calibrated m, ing a coordinated rocket sounding to
determine the effective solar flux. A modified Phillip-Twomey
inversion technique v,as then applied, ',ielding a reasonable
vertical ozone distribution between 35 and 55 kin. Author
N69-29659"# National Acronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
PROPAGATION OF ,'q)LAR (OSMIC RAYS IN TIlE
INTERPLANETARY" MAGNETIC FIELD
E. C. Roelof 1969 25 p refs In Its Lectures in High
Energy Astroph}s. p 111-135
Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
A diffusion-convection theory is developed to explain
solar cosmic ray propagation in the interplanetary plasma
and the distorted production spectrum by the time the particles
arrive at earth. It is shown that irregularities of the
interplanetary magnetic field carried out into space by the
expanding corona cause this distortion and randomize the
trajectories of the particles. G.G.
N69-31345"# Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Dept. of
Astronomy.
RESUET,S FROM ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERV-
ATORY i Final Scientific Report
F. T. Haddock 1969 6 p
(Contract NAS5-2051)
(NASA-CR-10332t) Avail: NTIS CSCL 03A
The OGO-I spacecraft encountered difficulties shortly
after launch and the antenna erection command for this
instrument was delayed for some time. When the erection
attempt was made the antenna only erected an estimated
four to six feet_, instead of the intended .,,.,_nf_°,_,.....Th,, comn ete
shutdov, n of the experiment was not requested _incc there
existed a chance that a very large solar flare event xsouid
be observed v, ith the greatly reduced antenna _,c_.sitivitv.
However, reduction of the data tapes for 1/I/66, 3/19/60,
and 3/25/66 ha_e yielded nothing. Data tape reduction '*as
delayed by computer costs. This experiment was finally
judged a scientific failure. The OGO-3 (OGO-B) experinaent
performed satisfactorily and provided good scientific
results. Author
N69-32730# Nasal Research Lab., Washington, D.C.
USING SOLAR X-RAYS AS INDICATORS OF ,_)LAR-
FLARE ACTIVITY Interim Report
D. M. Horan, R. W. Kreplm, A. T. McClinton, Jr., and L.
C. Schneider Mar. 1969 24 p refs
(AD-686662; NRL-6884) Avail: NTIS CSCL 14B
X-ray and particle emission during solar flares can
sufficiently increase the electron density in the Io_er regions
of the ionosphere to cause disruption of high-frequency radio
communications. Criteria have been established to predict
periods of high solar activity during _'hich _olar flares capable
of disrupting communications might occur. A stud_ of
solar-flare occurrence and solar X-ray flux levels over 14
months has sho'an that solar flares are three times more
likely to occur v, hcn the cirteria are met than when they
are not met. Author (TAB)
N69-33963"# California Univ., Los Angeles.
I)IGITgL OFI-._Er FIELD (:ENERA-IOR I"()R SP._('E-
('RAFT MA(; NE'IOMETERS
R. C. Snare and G. N. Spellman (Marshall [.abs.) 1967
12 p rcfs In Nc_. l_'nis. Space Magnetic Exploration and
lechnol. p 155-160
V 1-90
(Contracts NAS5-9570; NAS5-909g)
Avail: NTIS CSCL 03B
A digital offset field generator has been developed
which accurately extends the dynamic range of a sensitive
magnetometer. This system enables the use of a sensitive
magnetometer to resolse _,mall magnetic field fluctuations
in the presence of fields of large value. The circuitry is
described in some detail and its application in instruments
for the first Applications Technology Satellite and the fifth
Orbiting Geophysical Ob_,ervatory is discussed. Author
N69-33977"# TRW Systems, Redondo Beach, Calif. Space
Sciences Lab.
MAGNETIC rESTS OF THE OGO AND ERS SATEL-
LrrEs
G. T. INouye 1967 14 p In Nev. Univ. Space Magnetic
Exploration and Technoi. p 363-378
(Contract NAS5-3900)
Avail: NTIS CSCL 22B
This paper presents the results and methods used to test
for the magnetic properties of the OGO and ERS satellites.
The magnetic property of the spacecraft of paramount interest
is the spacecraft magnetic field at the position of the on-board
magnetic sensor, both permanent and induced. Ais0 of interest
is the proportion of this field v, hich is hard or permanent,
and the proportion v, hich is soft which may be changed by
normal magnetizing emironments to which the spacecraft
may be subjected before being launched into orbit. Another
magnetic property of interest is an overall map of the
spacecraft field, and its characterization in terms of dipole
and higher order multipoles, both permanent and induced,
located at the center of the spacecraft. The testing techniques
used in both the coil and coil-less methods involve the rotation
of the spacecraft about tv, o axes relative to fixed tri-axial
fluxgate sensors. The fluxgate sensor outputs are recorded
on both a multichannel Sanborn chart recorder and an X-Y
plotter. The X-Y plot permits an immediate scaling of the
magnitude of the magnetic moment in the plane of rotation,
as well as giving its orientation in spacecraft coordinates.
Rotation of the spacecraft about another orthogonal axis
provides data for obtaining the total moment vector.
Author
\_9-34536"# California Inst. of Tech _ Pasadena.
NEW MEAS[ REMEN Ib t)F THE AB_q()IA'TE COSMIC
RAY IONIZArlON I:ROM ,NEA LEVEL TO 15411 KILOME-
IERS ALl i i-IDId Ph.l). Thor, is
M. J. George 25 Apr. 1969 174 p refs
(Contracts NAS5-3095:NAS5-9317: NAS7-100: Grant
Nonr-220(53): Contract NGL-05-002-007)
(NASA-CR-104068) A',ail: NTIS CSCL 03B
The construction of an air filled ionization chamber is
described. This chamber was flown along v, ith an older,
argon filled, balloon type chamber in a C-135 aircraft from
1,000 to 40,000 feet ahitude, and other measurements of
sea level cosmic ray ionization were made. The calibrations
of the two instruments were found to agree ,a'ithin 1 percent,
and the airplane data _ere consistent with previous balloon
measurements in the upper atmosphere. Ionization due to
radon gas in the atmosphere was investigated. Absolute
ionization data in the Iosser atmosphere have been compared
with results of other observers, and discrepancies have been
discussed. Also, data from a polar orbiting ion chamber on
the OGO-2, 4 spacecraft have been anah, zed. The problem
of radioactivity produced on the spacecraft during passes
through high fluxes of trapped protons has been investigated,
and some corrections determined. Author
N69-38983"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md.
('()SMI(" r._s AND SOI.AR FLARE ELECrRONS
T. L. Cline 1969 5 p In Its Significant Accomplishments
m Sci., 1908 p 131-135
Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
Conlpari,ons beth',ten ob_,erved and calculated in-
tcrpla)wtar3 ctcctron,, (_f energies abo',e I MeV are made
z
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and related to the identification and source of solar electrons.
Observations from IMP 3, and .more recently supported by
IMP 4 and OGO 5, have yielded the first directly detected
interplanetary solar flare electrons of relativistic energies.
From these data. several inlptications regarding the solar
electron population also responsible for microv, ave and X-ray
bursts at dra_n. Charts of original data from the satellites
showing cosmic ra', electron distributions and solar flare
particle distributions are included. M.H.E.
N69-38984"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
GALACTIC AND ,t_)l,AR (OSMIC r_s
F. B. McDonald 1969 6 p In Its Significant Accomplish-
ments in Sci., 1968 p 136-141
Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
The detection s}stem of OGO 5 consisting of a Ceren-
kov counter and a mass spectrometer is explained in terms
of the multiple parameter analysis used to compute the
precise chemical composition of galactic and solar cosmic
radiation traveling at relativistic velocities. An analysis of a
representative sample for charge distribution is provided and
the analytical steps with underlying mathematical assump-
tions are demonstrated. M.H.E.
N70-11147"_ Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Radio
Astronomy Observatory.
DYNAMIC SPECTRA OF 4-2 Mtlz SOLAR BtRSTS:
RESULTS FROM ORBITING (;EOPII_SICAL OBSERV-
ATORY 3 Final Report, part I: Scientific; Ph.D. Thesis
T. E. Graedel 1968 213 p refs
(Contract NA $5-2051)
(NASA-CR-106640) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
The data collected by OGO-3 in detecting solar bursts
are analyzed quantitatively at selected frequencies. The burst
data are plotted as graphs of output voltage against time.
The OGO-3 spacecraft, the radio astronomy experiment, and
observed properties of the solar radio bursts are described.
The physical conditions of the corona, and the evidence for
a plasma frequenc_ burst hypothesis are reviewed. Conclu-
sions v, hich _,ere dra_,n are summarized as follows: (I) Solar
last drift radio burst,_ with peak flux densities in =he 4 to
2 MH7 hand were observed at the rate of one burst for 50
hours of obsersation, (2) Type V continuum was observed
in 2% of all cases follov, ing fast drift bursts at lov, frequencies,
and (3) The detection of a reverse drift burst at lov, frequencies
may indicate the presence of significant magnetic fields
transverse to the radial direction at distances of approximately
5 solar R. F.O.S.
N70-11727*H Stanford Research Inst., Menlo Park, Calif.
RESEARCH RELATED TO MEASURE.MEN'IS OF
ATOMIC SPECIES IN THE EARTH'S UPPER AT-
MOSPHERE
B. R. Baker and B. J. Wood I Sep. 1969 11 p refs
(Contract NASr-49/30/)
(NASA-CR-106805: QSR-9) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
Oxygen atom reactions with solid surfaces were investi-
gated to improve data interpretation of atomic oxygen
composition reported by mass spectrometers in upper
atmospheric flight. Interaction rates were observed with metal
surfaces in a reaction vessel. Atom removal by recombination
as indicated bv the steady, high ratio of mass 32/mass 16
measured b_ (he OGO-F mass spectrometer at perigee Wras
confirmed by the experimentall_ determined behavior of gold.
A precise correction for the atom removal term is suggested
based on recombination coefficients deri_ed from rate data
to provide an absolute evaluation of the oxygen atom particle
density being sampled. Similar corrections are recommended
for the ox\gen data from the Explorer 32 satellite. M.H.E.
N70-12221" 0' Michigan Llniv., Ann Arbor. Dept. of
Astronomy.
O(;O 3 I)_1'_ '_N_I._SIS - I)_NA'_II( SPE('TR._ OF
_)I._R B[ RSI'_ I'inal scicntiiie report
i F. Graedel !_e,_ 74 p rcfs
N70-15678
(Grant NGR-23-005-312)
(NASA-CR-107031) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
The computation of solar burst time profiles and dynamic
spectra, utilizing a model of the form described can produce
theoretical values for T_pe 3 bur,,t characteristics which agree
quite well v, ith observational _alucs. The parameters which
have been used in the model can then be regarded as indicative
of coronal physical conditions and of Type 3 solar burst
radiation mechanisms. A high level of accuracy was obtained
in matching observations, even though the model which was
used did not treat the difficult plasma physics problems in
a realistic way. The results presented refer to average Type
3 bursts. Anyindividual event, likely to result from an electron
velocity spectrum which differs from the average may occur
with a density enhancement differing from the model
described. Author
N70-14425"# Michigan Univ.. Ann Arbor. High Altitude
Engineering Lab.
THE OGO-2 NEUTRAl. AND ION MASS SPECTROME-
TER EXPERIMENI"
B. B. Hinton, R. J. Leite, and C. J. Mason Oct. 1969
15 p refs
(Contract NAS5-3098)
(NASA-CR-107408; Rept-O5465-I-F) Avail: NTIS CSCL
14B
The experiment is de_ribed from the data processing
point of view. A brief description of the quadrupole
spectrometer is given. The approach to data processing is
reviewed and related to the OGO-2 data. A brief review of
the spacecraft malfunctions and their influence upon the
experiment is included. The only significant data obtained
indicated that large spacecraft probably expeIl large amounts
of water vapor over extended periods of time and precautions
should be taken to prc,_cnt damage to instruments and
degradation of their data. Author
N70-15525"# Stanford Univ., Calif. Radioscience Lab.
NONDUCTED VLF PROPAGATION IN THE MAGNETO-
SPHERE
F. Walter Oct. 1969 155 p refs
(Contract NAS5-3093: Grant NsG-020-008" Contract
N00014-07-A-0ii2-0012: Grants NSF GA-I !5!:
_SF GA-14g5_
(NASA-CR-107614: SU-SEL-69-061: TR-341_-i) Avail:
NTIS; CSCL 17B
Evidence for nonducted VLt- pr,_pagation bctv, een
conjugate hemispheres has been found in records from the
broadband VLF receivers aboard the polar satellites OGO 2
and OGO 4. The nonducted signals are received in the
ionosphere between 47 deg and 56 deg im, ariant latitude.
They have never been observed on the ground and include
natural whistlers and fixed-frequency signals from Omega
transmitters. In a frequency-time spectrogram, these nonduc-
ted whistlers appear as rising tones with a lower cutoff
frequency in the approximate range of 5 to 8 kHz. A train
of WT whistlers exhibits a nearly constant lower cutoff
frequency which is equal to the maximum value of the lower
hybrid resonance (LHR) frequency above the satellite, and
an upper cutoff frequency that decreases with increasing
satellite latitude. Fixed frequency Omega signals exhibit two
features that are not apparent in the natural whistlers: an
enhancement of signal ,_trength and a Doppler shift that
increases with latitude and may reach hundreds of Hertz.
Author
N7(I-15¢_78"# Stanford Univ., Calif. Radioscience Lab.
MAGNETIC RAI)I.VI'ION OBSERVEI) BY O(;O-I AND
OGO-3 BROAI)BXNI) _LF RE('EIVERS
W. J. Burtis Aug. 1969 63 p refs
(Contract NAS5-2131: Grant NGR-05-020-288)
(NASA-CR-107653" SU-SEL-69-019: TR-3438-1) Avail:
NTIS CSCL 04A
A continuing study of the properties of VLF emb, sions.
axing obscr\ations from the OGO satellites a:, v, ell as from
ground stations, is presented. It. is concerned specificall,, _ith
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N70-15768
radiation observed by the broadband VLF receivers onboard
OGO 1 and OGO 3 primarily during 1966. Three distinct
classes of emissions arc defined and illustrated: banded
chorus, banded hiss, and low-frequency noise. The occurrence
of radiation in each class is investigated as a function of
magnetic sheik dipole latitude, local time, and magnetic
activity. The relation of this radiation to VLF emissions
observed on the ground and in the topside ionosphere is
discussed. Energies are calculated for gyroresonant electrons
_,,hich may generate banded chorus. The amplitude of banded
chorus radiation is estimated and rise and fall times of discrete
emissions are illustrated. Author
N70-15768"_ Stanford Univ., Calif. Radiosciencc Lab.
INTERPRETATION OF VLF SIGNALS OBSERVED ON
THE OGO-4 SATELLIIE
R. R. Scarabucci Oct. 1969 169 prefs
(Contract NAS5-3093; Grant NGR-020-008)
(NASA-CR-107654: SU-SEL-69-065: TR-3418-2) Avail:
NTIS CSCL 17B
The main purpose is to present and interpret measure-
ments of very low frequency signals observed with the low
altitude, polar orbiting, OGO-4 satellite. The interpretations
of the measurements are based on amplitude and spectrum
analysis of the received signals as well as on the related
position of the satellite. The phenomena to be discussed are
observed on nearly all revolutions of OGO-4. The present
study is mainly concerned with signals generated on the
ground by lightning strokes and by VLF transmitters. 1his
research may also be classified as a global study of very
low frequency propagation in the ionosphere and in the
magnetosphere of the earth. It includes the general problem
of excitation of waves through the lower ionosphere under
different conditions and the characteristics of propagation
inside the anisotropic plasma above the earth. The study
covers a variety of situations, including signals received when
OGO-4 is relatively close to the ground sources and signals
received at low, middle, and high latitudes. The differences
between daytime and nighttime propagation are also
included. Author
N70-17448"# Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis. School of
Physics and _,_tronomy.
A SURVEY OF" THE "FOT_.L RADIATION IN SPACE
OBSERVED R_ THE ()GO SA'FELLITES, 5 bEPI'EMBER
1964 - 27 .MAY 1968
S. R. Kane and J. R. Winckler Sep. 1969 210 p refs
(Contract NAS5-2071; Grant NGL-24-005-008)
(NASA-CR-107886: CR-135) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
Graphical and tabular summaries of the ionization rates
in space recorded by the large spherical ion chambers on
the OGO-1 and OGO-3 spacecraft are presented. The survey
begins with the launch of OGO-I in September, 1964 and
ends with the last reduced data furnished on a retmlar basis
by the Data Reduction Facility at Goddard Space Flight
Center in May 1968, although some samples of data are
given in July and August, 1968 from special runs. The
ionization chambers are sensitive to all types of particle and
photon radiation which can penetrate the aluminum shell.
The hourly average rates of the ion chambers have been
computed without regard to the location of the satellite and
as a function of universal time for the entire period.
Background radiation is measured outside the magnetosphere
during periods of solar quiet. On each pass of the satellite
the radiation belts are shown as large spikes with the radiation
zones in general unresolved with the one hour averages and
with the peak rates consistent with an average over this
time period. Author
N70-17624"# Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis. Cosmic Ray
Group.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA PLOTS FROM "FILE UNIVER-
SITY OF MINNE."_OTA ION ('tlAMBER AND EI.ECTRON
%PECI'ROMETER ON OGO-I ANI) O(_O-3
S. R. Kane, K A Pfitzer, and J. R. x,Vinckler Oct. 1969
40 p
(Contract NAS5-2071; Grant NGR-24-005-008)
(NASA-CR-107885; CR-147) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
Samples o[ computer plots and their explanations are
presented for electron speclromeler and ionization chamber
data on radiation belts, solar radiation, and galactic cosmic
rays. The electron spectrometer data are plotted against such
factors as time, range, and L-values. All of the spectrometer
data are plotted in the same arbitrary scale which must be
muhiplied by the conversion factor to obtain the electron
fluxes or the differential energy spectra. The data for the
five energy channels are background corrected and plotted
against a normalized scale_ A list of completed data plots is
presented. J.M.
N70-19313"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md.
COORDINATE TRANNEORMATIONS USED IN OGO
SATELLITE DATA ANAI,YSIS
Jan. 1970 15 p
(NASA-TM-X-63826: X-645-70-29) Avail: NTIS CSCL
0BE
Graphical presentations are shown for: (1) geocentrical
celestial inertial coordinates: (2) geographic distance coordi-
nates: (3) topographic coordinates; (4) geomagnetic coordi-
nates; (5) solar geomagnetic coordinates: (6) solar magneto-
_pheric coordinates: and (7) solar ecliptic coordinates.
Matrices for coordinate transformations from the geocentric
celestial inertial coordinate system to other coordinates are
developed and a vector expression by magnitude and two
angles with respect to the solar ecliptic coordinate system is
formed.
N70-23999"# Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Radio
Astronomy Observatory.
OGO-2 DATA ANAL_SIS SATELLITE PLASMa. _,'AKE
STUDY. Final Report
H. Weil and R. G. Yorks I:eb. 1970 76 p ref
(Contract NGR-23-005-314_
(NASA-CR-109457: Rept-70-l) Avail: NTIS CSCL 201
The plasma wake of the spinning OGO-2 satellite is
_tudied using the 2.5 MH., antenna impedance data. The
_ ue_¢,ibe_. Themethod for measuring antenna impedance is "_..... " "4
'.cry strong ,_::ke modulation recorded m the inductive region
up to the time the rcactar_ce eoes capacitive is considered
as _ignificant wake feature, and is believed to be an impedance
effect caused by th¢ eul,ti,_ally varying angle between the
antenna and the magnetic field lines as the spacecraft spins.
The paper OGO satellite _ake structure deduced form antenna
impedance measurement, and the outlines of computer
programs written for this study are included. F.O.S.
N70-27302"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greet, belt, Md.
DISCREPANCIES IN THE OBSERVED PLASMA-
TROUGH DENSITY
E. J. R. Maier and G. P. _'r_rbu Mar. 1970 14 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-63905; X-621-70-71) Avail: NTIS CSCL
201
Observations of the plasmapause have now been
achieved by a variety of te,chniques: ground based reception
of whistlers, in-situ observations by mass spectrometers
retarding analyzers and VLF receivers. Comparisons of some
of these observations are made and it is concluded that the
details of the plasmasphere boundary and the thermal plasma
density beyond the plasmasphere are more variable than the
idealized plasmasphere model would suggest. Author
N70-28003# Applied S',stems Corp., Freeport, N.Y.
INVESTIGATION O[: ELE('TRICAL STRUCT[.RE IN
THE NEAR EARTti REGION AS MEAS[_ REI) BY
ORBITING SPHERIC_,I. ELECTROSTATI( ANALYZ-
ERS, OR Iz'I.ASM _ PROBES Final Report, I Jul. 1968 -
31 Ocl'. 1969
B. R. Greene. A. l.ieberman, and W. J. Snapp 28 Nov.
1969 86 p refs
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IContract F 19628-68-C-0382)
(AD-700804: AFCRL-70-0017) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04/1
The report contains a study and anat!rsis of several
scientific experinaents for the study of the distribution of
charged particles in the near earth regions. The experiments
under study consist of spherical electrostatic anal}zers or
probes, flov, n on OGO satellites. Scientific and numerical
techniques for the study and anal2rsis of the data produced
by these experiments and a system of computer programs
for converting the recorded ray, data into the desired ph}sical
results are given. Author (TAB)
N70-28103"_ California Univ., Livermore. Lawrence
Radiation Lab.
THE LRL EI.E(TRON AND I'ROTON SPECTROMETER
ON NASA'SORBIFING GEOPH_SICAI. OBSERVAIOR_t
_E}: INS'FRUMENTATION AND CAI.IBRATION
R. M. Bogdanox_icz, R. G. Darcy, Jr., R. W. Hill, N. C.
Jensen, J. H. McQuaid, H. i. West, Jr., and J. H. Wujeek
2 Jun. 1969 110 p
(NASA Order S-70014-G)
(NASA-CR-109962: UCRL-50572) Avail: NTIS CSCL
20F
The design construction and calibration of the electron
and proton experiment on the OGO-V satellite are described.
A brief account of post-launch results is included. The
electron spectrometer consists of two small permanent
magnets used for energy analysis with electron detection
provided by solid-state detectors. Background detectors are
also provided. The energy range covered is approximately
60 to 2950 keV in 7 differential energy channels. The proton
spectrometer consists of a single solid-state detector and a
range-energy telescope of four solid-state detectors situated
in line with the entrance aperture of the larger of the electron
spectrometer magnets. The energy range is 0.1 to 94 MeV
in 7 differential energy channels. Data handling in the
experiment is primarily digital using a binary floating point
compressional scheme. The experinaent apertures are scanned
relative to the stabilized spacecraft for obtaining pitch-angle
distributions. Author
N70-29987"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight ,.._,,er,_".... Greenbelt. Md.
_['RORAI. I-_l.E( IRON I)RIFT AND PRECIPITATION:
CAUSE OF IHE MANTLE ALRORA
R. A. Hoffman Jan. 1970 42 p refs Submitted for
Publication
(NASA-TM-X-63941: X-646-70-205) Avail: NTIS CSCL
04A
Data from the Auroral Particles Experiment on OGO-D
were analyzed to determine the properties of the band region
of low energy electron precipitation in the late morning hours.
The existence of this precipitation is consistent with a scheme
involving a release of a body of electrons on closed magnetic
field lines in the vicinity of midnight at the time of a
magnetospheric substorm with a subsequent drift in local
time through the morning hours at least as far as noon.
While drifting the electrons encounter a strong pitch angle
diffusion mechanism which precipitates them into the
atmosphere to produce the mantle aurora. This mechanism
seems to exist independent of substorm magnetic activity.
The diffusion coefficient must be larger than 0.001/second
and the resulting lifetime of the electrons is about 6,000
seconds. The energy density of the source electrons in the
midnight region would not be unreasonably large if the source
is in the cusp. Author
N70-32928"# Stanford Univ., Calif. Radioscience Lab.
EXPERIMENTS (02lOGO 2) AND D02 lOGO 4) Final
Report, 2 Nm. 19¢,2 - 31 Jul. 1969
J. J. Angerami and R. A. Helliwell 31 Jui. 1969 109 p
refs
(Contract NAS5-30931
{NASA-CR-II06581 A_ail: NTIS CSC[. 20N
The main results arc summarized of the research data
from the experiment,, flown on OGO 2 and O(JO 4 to make
N70-42352
VLF measurements on propagation and wave-particle
interactions in the magnetosphere and ionosphere and to
sur_ey the ionospheric noise in a range of frequencies from
200 Hz to 100 kHz. The orbits and attitudes of both satellites,
and the main features of the experiments are briefly described,
and the calibration cur_es of the corresponding receivers
are given. A concise aceoum of the results obtained to date
on each of several topic.,, is given, and illustrated abstracts
of work in progress are included. Author
N70-33156"# Stanford Univ., Calif. Radioscience Lab.
EXPERIMENTS AI7 {{)GO I} AND BI7 lOGO 3) Final
Report, 16 Feb. 1962- 30 Jan. 1968
R. A. Helli_ell 30 Jun. 1968 81 p refs
(Contract NAS5-2131)
(NASA-CR-II0716) Avail: NTIS CSCL 12B
The main results of the research data form the VLF
experiments flown on OGO l (A 17) and OGO 3 (B 17)
are summarized. The orbits and attitudes of both satellites
are briefly described and the main features of the VLF
experiments A 17 and B 17 are presented. The calibration
curves of the corresponding receivers are given along with a
concise account of the results obtained to date in each of
several topics. Author
N70-33175"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md.
NEW RESULTS AND TECHNIQUES IN SPACE RADIO
ASTRONOMY
J. K. Alexander Jul. 1970 51 p refs Presented at the
IAU Syrup. no. 41, Munich, 10-14 Aug. 1970
{NASA-TM-X-63976; X-693-70-267) Avail: NTIS CSCL
03A
A summary of all space radio astronomy experiments is
presented. Major advances in space radio astronomy have
come mainly from experiments conducted on the satellites
Alouette-2, kuna-ll and 12. OGO-3 and 5, ATS-2, and
RAE-1. Among the most significant technological develop-
ments has been the continuing refinement in the accuracy
of absolute intensity measurements from approximately +
or - 50 percent in the early experiments to _- or - 15 to 25
percent in more recent ones. _Xnother important new technique
ha_ been the succes.-.fu! u,,e of 229 meter long traveling wave
V antennas on the RAI-'.-I to obtain directive observations
of a large portion of the ,,ky at i,.)v, frequencies. The planned
launching of a second RAE spacecraft into a hmar orbit
•_lll permit radm a_tronomi,:,il mcasaremcnts at frequencies
down to 30 kHz, facilitate use of the moon as an occulting
disk for source position measurements, and provide new
information on the cislunar noise environment required to
assess the feasibility of future lunar radio observatories.
Author
N70-42352"# Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Radio
Astronomy Observatory.
THE RED[CTION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM
THE LOW-FREQtEN(_ RADIO ASI'RONOMY EXPERI-
MENT ABOARD FILE OGO-4 SPACECRAFT Final
Report
W. H. Potter Jul. 1970 89 p refs
(Contract NAS5-3099: NGR-23-005-371)
(NASA-CR-II0796: UM/RAO-70-5) Avail: NTIS CSCL
22A
"l-he purpose of the OGO-D radio astronomy experi-
ment v, as to map the brightness temperature of the sky at
a frequenc_ of 2.5 MHz, using a short monopole antenna
on the spacecraft, and depending upon the ionospheric
focusing cffect to achieve angular resolution. The experinaent
operated for the life of the spacecraft returning data from
radiometers operating at 2.0 and 2.5 Ml-lz and measurements
of the complex impedance of the antenna at 2.5 MHz as
the spacecraft passed up and down through the ionm, phere.
Radio frequcnc._ intcrtercnce generated v, ithin the spacecraft
makes the interpretation of the radiometer data difficult.
and it appear._ to bc impractical to extract mapping
information. The antenna impedance ntea,,urements arc not
V!-93
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affected by the interference and represent a useful body of
data for the stud2_ of the properties of the ionosphere and
the behavior of antennas in plasma. Theoretical investigations
were carried out in such fields as the behavior of antennas
in plasma and the propagation of electromagnetic waves in
plasma. Author
N71-10358"# ADCOLE Corp., Waltham, Mass.
ELECTRONI( + INSTRUMENTATION FOR SOLAR
RADIATION MEASUREMENTS Final Report, ! Feb.
1965 - 31 Jul. 1909
R. S. Hills i Oct. 1969 189 p refs
(NASA Order S-35349-G; NASA Order S-99821-G:
Contract AF 19(628)-5042)
(NASA-CR-II0906: AD-700780: AFCRL-69-0450) Avail:
NTIS CSCL 03B
The report describes the design, construction, test and
flight use of the electronic portions of research instruments
used on rockets and satellites for the investigation of extreme
solar ultraviolet radiation. These instruments include grating
monochromators for measurements in the 30-1300 Angstrom
range and proportional counter spectrometers in the 1-10
Angstorm range. Also described is work done on retarding
potential analyzers used for analysis of environmental charged
particles. All the instruments are of a telemetering type.
Associated equipment used for calibration and testing of
the instruments in both the laboratory and the launch phases
is described. Automatic data reduction equipment was
developed and used successfully. Experiments were flown on
OSO and OGO satellites, and Aerobee-150 rockets.
Author (TAB)
N71-10588"# Texas Univ., Dallas.
OGO-F-06 ION M_.SS SPECTROMETER Final Report,
Mar. 1966- Jun. 1970
W. B. Hanson and J. F. Metrailer Aug. 1970 109 p
(Contract NAS5-93 I0)
(NASA-CR-111146) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20F
Covered is the theory of operation, design history, test
history, and post launch results of thc OGO-F-06 ion mass
spectrometer v, hich _as mounted in OPEP 1 (Orbital Plane
Experiment Package) of OGO-VI (Orbiting Geophysical
Obser_ator)) and launched on June 5, i969. This experiment
incurred a catastrophic failure early in the flight as a result
of high voltage arcing. With this failure there were no scientific
results obtained from the instrument. Author
N71-20207"# Faraday Labs., Inc., La Jolla, Calif.
SPACE MEASI_ REMENTS OF THE CONTAMINATION
OF SURFA('ES B_t OGO-60UTGASSING AND ]'HEIR
CLEANING B_¢ SPI, TTERING AND DESORPTION
W. E. Corbin, Jr. and D. McKeown Oct. 1970 15 p refs
In NBS Space Simulation Oct. 1970 p 113-127
(Contracts NAS5-11163; N00014-68-C-0373)
(NASA-CR-II7138) Avail: NTIS CSCL llF
Results of the contamination of surfaces by outgassing
of the OGO-6 satellite and the rates at which these surfaces
are now be(no, cleaned bv sputtering and desorption after
being in space for five months are given. It was found that
the primary source of outgassing on the satellite was its
two solar panels baking out in the sun. The time constant
for the exponential decay of the outgassing is 1.000 hours.
The maximum amount of contamination adsorbed b_ the
surfaces exposed to the outgassing was reached after five
months in orbit and is 96 mg/sq cm for the AI surface and
52 mg/sq m for the Au surface. The contamination has a
desorption activation energy of 26 kcal/g tool which falls
into the energ,,, range of materials, such as epoxies and vacuum
oils. The surfaces are undergoing cleaning b_ desorption and
sputtering b 3 upper atmospheric neutral impacts.
Author (TAB)
N71-20638'# Michigan Univ'., Ann ,Arbor. Dept. of
1 lectrical Engineering.
I'MI'IRI('Xl, MI)I)EI, OF I'OLAR ]tlERMOSPIIERE
",II')RM Final lcchnieal Report
D. R. Taeusch Jan. 1971 31 p refs
(Contract NAS8-26243)
(NASA-CR-103080; Rept-O3756-I-F) Avail: NTIS CSCL
04A
Satellite neutral atmospheric composition measurement
data are studied for: (I) the latitudinal extent of the neutral
response to the storm; i2) the magnitude of the response
versus quiet conditions: 13! the longitudinal variations in
the auroral oval, and (4) the time responses of the atmospheric
parameters to the solar aetixity as indicated by the solar-
geomagnetic indices. Author
N71-21544"# Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. High Altitude
Engineering Lab.
REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM OGO-4
EXPERIMENT 15 Final Report. I Nov. 1969 - 30 Nov.
1970
R. J. Leite, C. J. Mason, and J. Spencer Jan. 1971 19 p
refs
(Grant NG R-23-005-383)
(NASA-CR-117525; Rept-O33460-l-F) Avail: NTIS CSCL
09B
The procedures used to process the atmospheric composi-
tion data obtained through the use of a sweeping quadrupole
mass spectrometer on OGO-4 satellite are described. These
data v, ere stored in digital form on magnetic tape. Attitude-
orbital data were provided in digital form on magnetic tape
also. These two sets of data are correlated in time through
date-time comparison. A discussion of conclusions concerning
reduction of commutated spectral data and the difficulties
associated with interpretation of these data are included, it
is shown that use of an electronic computer of appropriate
capacity provides the only realistic approach to the processing
of commutated spectral data. Author
N71-23238"# Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. High Altitude
Engineering Lab.
PERTURBATIONS TOOBSERVED AMBIENT NEITTRAI+
DENSITIES DIE TO PRESENCE OF AN ORBITING
GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
B. B. Hinton and R. J. Leite Jan. 1971 22 p refs
(Grant NG R-23-005-383)
(NASA-CR-II7_97: .Repl-)3_,46-2-T'1 A_ail: NIIS CSCL
03B
The perturbatmn by a spacecraft in the density of ions
and neutral particles a_ it moves through the upper at-
mosphere was ,,tutiicd. ii,,timatcs are given for the resultant
perturbations on measured values of ambient neutral particle
densities for mass spectrometer experiments mounted in an
Orbital Plane Experiment Package of an Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory (OGO). Author
N71-25265"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
DIURNAL PHASE ANOMALY IN THE EARTH'S UPPER
.ViMOSPHERE
S. Chandra 1970 4 p In its Significant Accomplishments
in Sci. and Technol. at Goddard Space Flight Center 1970
p 41-44
Avail: NTIS CSCL IMB
Discrepancies between the phase and the diurnal ampli-
tude of the thermospheric temperatures inferred from satellite
drag and Thompson backscatter results are discussed. It is
shown that the introduction of a dynamic diffusion concept
for computing the temperature from density leads to a
reasonable agreement betv, een both sets of observational data
and that the assumption of an invariant boundary is not
valid. G.G.
N71-25207"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
I_ArlTIDINAI, I)ISPERSION OF (lASER IN THE UPPER
ATMOSPHERE
C. A. Reb,:r 1970 4 p In Its Significant Accomplishments
in Ski. and Technol. at Goddard Space Flight Center 1970
p -19-52
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A_ail: NTIS CSC! O4A
Mass spectrometer data from OGO-F satellite trajectory
through the s_mmetrical atmosphere establish a separation
of the densities of the major gases from the tte density°
with the He peak occurring later in the orbit. The pcrigree
v.as between the N2 and the O peaks, and the difference in
latitude between tile peaks of the major gases and the He
was about 50 degrees. G.G.
N71-25268"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md.
AIRGLO%% OBSERVATIONS FROM OGO 4
E. I. Reed 1970 5 p In Its Significant Accomplishments
in Sci. and Technol. at Goddard Space Flight Center 1970
p 53-57
Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
OGO 4 photometric airglow measurements on the 6300
A red line of atomic oxygen below 40 degrees of latitude
are related to neutral and charged components in the
atmosphere. This arc of the red airglow with intensities of
up to more than 1,000 rayleighs is closely related to the
ionospheric equatorial anomaly of the daytime F-region.
Absence of the southern arc over much of the Pacific is
attributed to energy loss through molecular collisions or
insufficient charge exchange reactions. G.G.
N71-25270"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md.
THERMAL PLASMA NEAR THE PLASMAPAUSE
J. M. GREBOWSKY 1970 3 p In Its Significant
Accomplishments In Sci. and Technol. at Goddard Space
Flight Center 1970 p 63-65
Avail: NTIS CSCL 04_
A schematic model of the mechanism responsible for
the formation of the plasmapause near the equatorial plane
is formulated. The rapid drop of electron density with
increasing altitude is associated with troughs in the latitudinal
distribution of light ions and electrons as well as with a
change in the plasma's state of motion along the magnetic
field lines. Ab, o incorporated into this model arc plasma
fluxes which con'inually move up_,ard as an ionospherically
produced plasma replenishes the plasma loss. Comparison
of model computations with OGO-D mcasuremen*.s on a H
-,- ion trough at 900 km sho,,_ed good agreement. G.G.
N71-25271"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md.
THE INFLATION OF THE INNER MAGNETOSPHERE
M. Sugiura 1970 3 p In Its Significant Accomplishments
in Sci. and Technol. at Goddard Space Flight Center 1970
p 66-68
Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
• OGO-B and OGO-E magnetic field measurements are
used to map magnetospheric field magnitudes and disturb-
ances in the geomagnetic noon-to-midnight meridian plane
for a slightly disturbed condition. Established is the existence
of a large positive field region at middle to high latitudes
and the large decrease of the field in the inner magnetosphere.
These phenomena are attributed to an inflation of the inner
magnetosphere by a ring of particles: intensities of the quiet
time ring currents are greater by a factor of 2 or 3 than
generally supposed and vary considerably, even during slight
disturbances. G.G.
N71-25272"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
AURORAL PARTICLE INJECTION AND IJRIFT
R.A. Hoffman 1970 4 p In Its Significant Accomplishments
in Sci. and Technol. at Goddard Space Flight Center 1970
p 69-72
Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
The source location of electrons that cause the aurora
in the auroral o_al is attributed to bombardment of the
upper atmosphere b> electrons _ith energies from about 1
t_ 10 kV. Mea,urcmcnts by satellite borne detectors in Io,_,
polar orbit> sho++ that electrons precipitate not only
N71-32436
at midnight but in a region extending from a few hours
before midnight through the morning hours to local noon.
These electrons are injected onto magnetic field lines
emanating from the earth during substorms and subsequently
drift on closed field line_ through the morning hours to
local noon where they are measured later precipitating into
the atmosphere. G.G.
N71-25273"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
OGO 5 MEAS[REMENTS OF ELECTRONS NEAR THE
MAGNETOPAUSE.
K. W. Oglivie 1970 3 p In Its Significant Accomplishments
in Sci. and Technol. at Goddard Space Flight Center 1970
p 73-75
Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
Observations of low energy electrons by OGO-E dif-
ferential electrostatic spectrometer show a sharp increase in
45 eV flux time conincident with the magnetopause crossing.
Flux curve evaluations indicate that the magnetopause does
not always move and that if it is stationary, a thickness at
the unstable region of about 100 km is the correct order of
magnitude. G.G.
N71-32190"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
DERIVATION OF TIlE INTERNATIONAL GEOMAG-
NETIC REFERENCE FIEI.D, IGRF(10/68)
J. C. Cain and S. J. Cain Washington Aug. 1971 38 p
refs
(NASA-TN-D-6237: G-I023) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20C
The results are summarized of the testing of the _arious
magnetic field models against the available World Magnetic
Survey data and details are given on the method by which
the first International Geomagnetic Reference Field /IGRF
(10/68)/ was derived. Fhe IGRF(10/68) was composed of
contributions from the field models derived by Goddard Space
Flight Center, Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories,
Royal Greenwich Observatory, Institute of Terrestrial
Magnetism and Radiowave Propagation (IZMIRAN), and
the U.S. Coast and Gct,detic Survey. IGRF(IO/68)is a set
of 80 intcrnai, spherical harmonic coefficients and their first
time derivatives, epoch i965.O, referenced to a _phere of
radius 6371.2 kin. The rm_ residuals to surface and airborne
magnetic-survey data taken between 1961 and 1965 a_erage
approximately 200 gamma. I he rmsdc_iations from _elccted
Cosmos 49 (1964.7) and POGO (1965.8-1967.9) satellite
observations of total field range from 30 gamma to 60
gamma. Author
N71-32436"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
PL.%SMA PAR.%MFTFR BETA IN "[HE .MIDNIGHT
MAGNETOSPHERE: FROM THE NEAR-EARTH
PLASMA SHEET TO ]HE PLASMAPAUSE
M. Sugiura Jul. 1971 20 p refs
INASA-TM-X-65640: X-645-71-280) Avail: NTIS CSCL
04A
Rb magnetometer observations on OGO-B and estimates
of plasma energy density based on proton and electron flux
measurements on the same satellite, were used to evaluate
plasma parameter beta (the ratio of plasma energy density
to the magnetic field energy density), in the magnetosphere
near midnight. The observations were made near the dipole
equator. It _as shov, n that near midnight, beta normally
exceeded unity just outside the plasmapause even during
magnetically quiet periods. Existence of a peak in beta near
the inner edge of the high beta region appeared to be a
part of the structure of this plasma region. The proton belt
was not the mare cause of the equatorial depression of the
magcntic field in the inner magnetosphere, because the
distribution of Delta B, delined as the deviation of the scalar
B from the magnitude of a reference field. _as entireh'
ttiffcrcnt from that expected from the proton belt. Both the
radial distribution and the magnitude of beta v, ere highly
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variable from one pass to the next over a time span of
approximately tv-o days. Author
N71-32519"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. Lab.
for Space Ph),ics.
ANALOGY BET%% EEN MAGNETOSPHERIC RE_'r_)-
N-_NCE AND THE %IBRAIION OFA STRINGED MUSI-
CAL INSTR[ MEN1"
M. Sugiura Jul. 1971 15 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-65644, X-645-71-279) Avail: NTIS CSCL
03B
The production of resonant oscillations of the earth's
magnetic field is discussed using as an analogy a violin playing.
The magnetosphere resonates as the body of the violin and
the solar wind acts as the bow. The frictional force assumed
to produce a drag that drives the convection in the magneto-
sphere is considered to be created by the solar wind. The
magnetosphere resonates differently depending on the solar
wind pressure, speed, and other factors creating the frictional
force on the magnetopaus¢. Satellite data in agreement with
the theory arc discussed. N.E.N.
N71-33768"# Temple Univ., Philadelphia, Pa.
OGO-3 DUST PARTICLE EXPERIMENT: DATA
REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS Final Report
J. L. Bohn 1971 82 p refs
{Contract NAS5-9352)
(NASA-CR-121477) Avail: NTIS CSCL 14B
The OGO 3 spacecraft contained an experiment to
measure various ph)sical parameters of picogram size dust
particles in cis-lunar and near earth space. Information
concerning the scientific objectives of the experiment, the
basic sensors and detector array, the sensor calibration,
electronic instrumentation, and experiment data are pre-
sented. Author
N71-3433._# Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Palo Alto,
Calif.
NIGHT GLO%% OF THE ATMOSPiiERE IN TIlE
WAVEI.ENGIH 1304 A OXYGEN I. INE AT LOW
GEOMAGNE IIC LATITUDES
E. K. Sheller 1971 8 p rcfs Transl. into ENGLISH
from Kosmich. Issled. Akad. Nauk SSSR (Mo.scow), v. 9,
no. 1, 1971 p 74-80
Avail: NTIS National Translations Center, John Crerar
Library, Chicago. I11. 60616
An analysis of nightglow in the 1225 to 1350 A range,
belonging to the triplet atomic oxygen lines, recorded in
equatorial domains during the flight of Cosmos-215 is
presented. A description is given of the orbital elements and
experimental equipment onboard the satellite. Peak values
of the glow intensity as a function of local observation time
are shown. The results from Cosmos-215 are compared v-ith
those obtained on the OGO-4 satellite. J.M.
N71-35437"# lnstituto Geofisico del Peru, Lima. Radio
Observatorio de Jicamarca.
COORDINATED SATELLITE AND INCOHERENT
SCATTER OBSERVATIONS Progress Report
R. F. Woodman and C. P. Lagos Aug. 1971 74 p refs
(Grant NG R-52-158-001)
(NASA-CR-121984) Avail: NTIS CSCL03B
Four t)pes of information are presented: (1) electron
density and temperature profiles collected at the Jicamarca
Radar Obserxator). Lima. Peru, located near the magnetic
equator coincident v, ith tv-enty near-overhead passes of
OGO-6: (2) films of Spread-F structure coincident v, ith seven
near-overhead pa_,es of OGO-6: (3) electron densit7 contours
and vertical pta,ma drifts coincident v-ith five 6300 A
nightglow emission intensities measured at the Huancayo
Observator): and _4i references to papers completed and
i,rcparcd for publication which arc connected v-ith nightglov-
..tt,,.ties _,nd _pcc_al c_ent_ such as a magnetic storm and a
solar eclipse. Author
N71-36131j National Physical Lab., New Delhi (India).
Radio Science Div.
IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS OF SOLAR FLARES. 5: THE
FLARE EVENT OF JANI AR_ 30, 1968 AND ITS
IMPLICATIONS
S. D. Deshpande, S. Ganguly, V. C. Jain, and A. P. Mitra
Apr. 1971 33 p refs
(RSD-63: PL-480-11) Avail: NTIS
From riometer and pulse absorption measurements on
three frequencies for the large X-ray flare event that occurred
on 30 January 1968, electron density profiles were derived
for the entire course of the flare. The time variation of the
electron production rate was obtained for the event from
satellite measurements of X-rays in the bands 0-3 A, 0-8 A
and 8-20 A. A comparison of the profiles with the electron
production rates deduced from the X-rays revealed a decrease
in the effective recombination coefficient or of the negative
ion to electron ratio which is in agreement with other
results. Author
N71-36136_ Aerospace Corp., El Segundo, Calif. Lab.
Operations.
A FLIGHT CALIBRATION DEVICE FOR ABSOLUTE
MEASUREMENTS AT THE LYMAN-ALPHA WAVE-
LENGTH
P. H. Metzger and M. A. Clark 12 Jun. 1971 18 p refs
{Contract FO471-70-C-0059)
(AD-726567: TR-0059(6260-10)-9: SAMSO-TR-71-36) Avail:
NTIS CSCL 20/6
A small device consisting of a lamp, filter, and external
photodiode has been u_ed successfully to monitor the
sensitivity of a Lyman-alpha photometer on OOO-b as v-ell
as a number of Air Force satellites, The operation ot this
calibration device is independent of lamp filter or window
decay. Author (GRA)
N72-11325"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
MAGNETIC FIEI.D FLi'CFI;ATIONS DURING SUB-
STORMS
D. H. Fairfield Sop. 1971 45 p refs Presented at the
Mu:,cow Syrup. on Magnctosphcric Substorms, Aug. 1971
Submitted for publication
(NASA-TM-X-65748: X-692-71-453) Avail: NTIS CSCL
03B
Before a magnetospheric _ubstorm and during its early
phases the magnetic field magnitude in the geomagnet:,c tail
increases and field lines in the nighttime hemisphere assume
a more tail-like configuration. Before the substorm onset a
minimum amount of magnetic flux is observed to cross the
neutral sheet which means that the neutral sheet currents
attain their most earthward locations and their greatest current
densities. This configuration apparently results from an
increased transport of magnetic flux to the tail caused by a
southv-ard interplanetary magnetic field. The field begins
relaxing toward a more dipolar configuration at the time of
a substorm onset v-ith the recovery probably occurring first
between 6 and 10 R sub E. This recovery must be associated
with magnetospheric convection _hich restores magnetic flux
to the dayside hemisphere. Field aligned currents appear to
be required to connect magnetospheric currents to the auroral
electrojets, implying that a net current flows in a limited
range of longitudes. Space measurements supporting current
systems are limited. More evidence exists for the occurrence
of double current _heets _hich do not involve net current
at a given longitude. Author
N72-14g08*# Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst. of Tech.,
Pasadena.
('OMI_I_TATION OF _)l. Xr %%1N1) PARAMETERS
FROM THE OGO-5 PLASMA SI'ECrROMETER I)ATA
[SING HERMIIE i'OIA NOM/_,I.S
M. Neugebauer 15 Dec, 1971 59 p refs
(Contract NAS7- It)0)
(NASA-CR-125063; JPL-TM-33-519) Avail: NTIS CSCL
03B
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The method used to calculate the velocity, temperature,
and density of the solar wind plasma is presented from
spectra obtained by attitude-stabilized plasma detectors on
the earth satellite OGO 5. The method. 'a hich used expansions
in terms of Hermite polynomials, is very inexpensive to
implement on an electronic computer compared to the
least-squares and other iterafive methods often used for similar
problems. Author
N72-18715"# Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge.
Center for Space Research.
OGO-i AND OGO-3 MIT PLASMA EXPERIMENTS $4903
Final Project Report
30 Jun. 1968 208 p refs
(Contract NAS5-2053)
(NASA-CR-122351) Avail: NTIS CSCL 201
Plasma proton and plasma electron prototype and flight
models were designed, fabricated, and tested. Ground
support equipment for the models was also prepared. The
flight models v, ere launched aboard the first and third Orbiting
Geophysical Observatories on 4 Sept. 1964 and 6 June 1966.
These experiments have generally functioned in accordance
with the design specifications and useful data are still being
received. K.P.D.
N72-22383" H TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.
Space Sciences Lab.
COMPLEX ELECTRIC FIELD EMISSIONS OBSERVED
BY OGO-5 ON !5 AUGUST 1968
C. F. Kennel, F. L. Scarf, F. V. Coroniti, R. W. Fredricks,
and J. H. MeGchee, Jr. Mar. 1971 l0 p refs In ESRO
The ESRO Geostationary Magnetospheric Satellite
p 91-100
(Contract NAS5-9278: Grant NGR-05-007-190)
(NASA-CR-126238) Avail: NTIS CSCL 03B
OGO-5 results from the first broad-band electric field
experiment to operate successfully beyond the plasmapause
are presented, indicating that processes similar to those
encountered in the laboratory may ab, o operate in the
magnetosphere. The wave electric and magnetic field data
are discussed from a eomp!ex event observed on 15 August
1968, in v, hich various types of electric field emissions a0ove
the electron c3clotron frequency, as well as electromagnetic
chorus activity, occurred near the geomagnetic equat_)r on
auroral lines of force near local midnight. Details of the
plasma wave detector and the dc and wave magnetic field
diagnostics are also given. Author (ESRO)
N72-23118"# Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Radio
Astronomy Observatory.
ANALYSIS OF TYPE 3 SOLAR RADIO BURSTS
OBSERVEI) AT KILOMETRIC _AAXELENGTHS FROM
THE OGO-5 SATELLITE Final Scientific Report
H. Alvarez Dec. 1971 301 p refs
(Contract NAS5-9099)
(NASA-CR-122393: UM/RAO-71-9) Avail: NTIS CSCL
20N
Research was conducted to analyze the data on solar
radio bursts obtained by the OGO-5 satellite. Since the
wavelengths corresponding to the three lowest frequencies
of observations exceeded one kilometer, the bursts detected
in those channels _ere designated as kitometer-_aves. The
data search covered approximately 9200 hours between March
1968 and Februar} 1970, and included the maximum of solar
cycle No. 20. The study concentrated on 64 Type 3 solar
radio events reaching frequencies equal or lower than
0.35 MHz. This selection criteria led to the choice of the
most intense radio e_ents. Measurements included: times of
start, times of deca._, and amplitudes of the 64 events. The
consistency of the results, within the accuracy of the
measurements, lend, support to some of the assumptions
made for the anah_is, notabl._, the _alidit_ of the local
pla:,ma hypothc_,is.-_he con,,tanc._ of the exciter particles
',elocity, and spiral _hape of their trajectory. Author
N72-25727
N72-23334" H National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
THE IONOSPHERE DURING A SUBAURORAL RED
ARC
E. J. R. Maier 1972 6 p In its Significant Accomplishments
in Sci., 1970 p 46-51
Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
The enhancements of the red 6300 A line in the mid-
latitudes during maximum solar activity are discussed. From
Explorer 31 and OGO-4 .-,atellite data, electron and ion
temperatures were obtained at altitudes of 880 km and
2500 km. It-was found that there is an increased plasma
temperature in the region of the optical emissions, a difference
of 1000 K between the plasma temperature at 880 km and
that at 2100 km, and the ion temperatures are less than the
electron temperatures. It is concluded that red arcs are
observed only when there is heat flow from above, combined
with decreased density caused by composition changes at
the lower boundary. F.O.S.
N72-23341"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
CRUSTAL ANOMALIES
J. Cain 1972 6 p ref In its Significant Accomplishments
in Sci., 1970 p 86-91 Original contains color illustrations
Avail: NTIS CSCL 08G
Crustal or magnetic anomaly component effects on
Cosmos-49 and POGO measurements of the ambient
geomagnetic field for North America are presented graphi-
cally. A.L.
N72-23429# Aerospace Corp., El Segundo, Calif.
SPECTRAL VARIATIONS OF THE L ALPHA SKY: A
FINAL REPORT OF OBSERVATIONS I'ROM OGO-6
Research Report, Jun. 1969 - Sep. 1970
P. H. Metzger and M. A. Clark 1 Mar. 1972 73 p refs
(Contract F0470 I-7 I-C-0172)
(AD-736816; TR-0172(2260-10)-4; SAMSO-TR-72-4) Avail:
NTIS CSCL 04/1
Data obtained in June 1969 from OGO-6 (400 x
1100 kin. inclination 82 deg) reveal a consistent pattern in
the observed varia'.i,,,.ns of the spectral v, idth of Lyman alpha
radiation as seen b_, a sk',-scanning photometer equipped
with a resonance [liter. l-i_e.,,e data have been interpreted in
terms of the diurnal ',a,iation of the exospl-,eric hydrogen
temperature showir_g a tcmpc_aturc maximum near 1800 hours
local time and a dawn-to-dusk difference of 20OK. E_,idcnce
is presented that indicates the major source of the observed
variation is local hydrogen. An analysis based on this
assumption is given. Sky maps are presented that show the
apparent temperature distribution across the sky, and, from
these, a region is identified that appears to be aligned with
the earth's magnetotail and consistently appears as a hot
region. The contribution of the external UV sources is
discussed. Author (GRA)
N72-25727"# California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena.
MAGNETOSPHERIC -_,('CESS OF SOLAR PARTICLES
AND THE CONEIGI'RATION OF THE DISTANT
GEOMAGNETIC FIELD, VOLUME 2 Ph.D. Thesis
L. C. Evans 1972 120 p refs
(Contract NAS5-3095)
(NASA-CR-122360) A_ail: NTIS CSCL 03B
A summary is provided of all proton events observed
with OGO-4 and observed flux profiles for several events.
Pertinent data are indicated relating to the orientation of
the interplanetary magnetic field. The events whose profiles
are presented are divided into three classes: EDP events
(normally associated v, ith co-rotating features), solar flare
c_cnts, and events having characteristics of both EDP events
and flare events (class C c_ents). A description of these classes
of events and the criteria used to distinguish betv, een EDP
events and flare events arc discussed. In addition, the
I December 1067 EDP cxcnt and the 2 Nmember 1967 solar
flare e_cnt are discu,,,cd in some detail. Accompanying the
profiles of cach event is a brief list of notable observational
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features of the event. Events are presented chronologically.
Author
N72-26309"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space t:light Center, Greenbelt, Md.
,AN ATLAS OF l.O_d, I..4TITUI)F 6300A (01) NIGHT
AIRGLO_ FROM 0(/0-4 OBSERVATIONS
E. I. Reed, W. B. Fowler (Centre Natl. de Rech. Sci.,
Verrieres-le-Buisson, France), and J. E. Blamont May 1972
52 p refs Submitted for publication
(NASA-TM-X-65913: X-625-72-171) Avail: NTIS CSCL
04A
The atomic oxygen emission line at 6300 A, measured
in the nadir direction by a photometer on the polar orbiting
satellite OGO-4, was plotted between 40 deg N and 40 deg
S latitude on a series of maps for the moon-free periods
between 30 August 1967 and l0 January 1968. The longitu-
dinal and local time variations which occur during the
northern fall-winter season are indicated. The northern
tropical are is more widespread while the southern arc is
not present at all longitudes. The conditions under which
the observations were made are described, and four airglow
maps were selected to show the local time variations.
Author
N72-27423"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
FUNCTIONAL CHAR_('TERISTICSOF "[HE OGO MAIN
BODY AIRGLO4_' PHOTOMETER
E. I. Reed, W. B. Fowler, and J. E. Blamont (Centre Natl.
de la Rech. Sci., Verrieres-le-Buisson, France) May 1972
24 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-65926:X-625-72-1741 Avail: NTIS CSCL
14B
The OGO-4 main body airglow photometer used a
trialkali cathode photomultiplier to sense light at selected
wavelengths between 2500 and 6300A corresponding to
important emissions in the aurora and night airglow" at
emission rates ranging from a few raqeighs to about 200
kiloray!eighs. The optical, electronic, and mechanical systems
are described in terms of their functional characteristics.
Author
N72-27829 California Inst. of Tech, Pasadena.
PROPAGATION OF 1-10 ME_' ,_)I,AR FLARE PROTONS
IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE Ph.I). Thesis
S. S. Murray' 1971 227 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms Order No. 72-479
Observations of I to l0 MeV solar flare protons
associated with the 7 June 1969 solar event were used in an
investigation of the physical processes affecting particle
propagation in interplanetary space. The observations were
made with the solar and galactic cosmic ray experiment on
board to the OGO-F, a low altitude polar-orbiting satellite.
it was found durin_ the decay of the event that the processes
of diffusion, convection, and energy change must be
considered to obtain satisfactory agreement betv, een the
observations and theoretical predictions. For this event, there
is clear evidence for energy change processes occurring in
interplanetary space. The observed energy change is not simply
due to adiabatic deceleration in a uniformly expanding solar
wind. During the decay the effects of diffusion are consistent
with an energy-independent diffusion coefficient from 1 to
10 MeV. Dissert. Abstr.
N72-28353"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md.
OGO-40BSERVgTII)NS OF THE 6300 .4 NI(ilIT
._.IR(;I.O_, FROM 411 I)F(; N TO 411 I)E(; S: A SFT O1"
19 COLOR MAPS
E. 1. Reed and J. E. Blamont (CNRS, Verrieres-le-Buisson.
France) May 1972 27 p Original contains color illustra-
tions
(N:\S,_-TM-X-6_,9=,4 - X-6__-7_-17.) \_ail: NTIS CSCI.
04A
Data for the 6300 A line of atomic ox3gen from the
main body airglow photometer on the OGO-D satellite are
summarized in a set ol 19 maps for various local times at
night between 30 August I967 and 10 January 1968.
Author
N72-28467" H Lockheed ,Missiles and Space Co., Palo Alto,
Calif. Research Labs.
MICROPHONE I)ENSIlr_ GAGE EXPERIMENT FOR
O(;O-F Final Report
Jul. 1972 87 p refs
(Contract NAS5-93341
(NASA-CR-130082; LMSC/L-73-72-1) Avail: NTIS CSCL
14B
A description is gi,ven of the fabrication, installation,
and operation of the microphone density gage instrument.
An analysis of the resulting problems and minor failures is
also given. The approach to the data analysis is discussed
and the significant results obtained are presented. Author
N72-28802*# McDonnd_l-Douglas Astronautics Co., Hun-
tington Beach, Calif. S_ace Sciences Dept.
ANAL_tSIS OF INNER _,ND OUTER ZONE: OGO-I AND
OGO-2 ELECTRON SPECTROMETER AND ION
CHAMBER DATA Final Report
K. A. Pfitzer 12 Ma_ 1972 46 p refs
(Contract NASw-220._)
(NASA-CR-127455; MDC-G2960) Avail: NTIS CSCL
03B
The dynamic proces.vzs governing the acceleration and
loss of electrons in the radiation zones are investigated. The
radial diffusion coefficient was determined for a Mdlwain
parameter between 1.6 and 2.2 for electrons having a first
adiabatic in',ariant of 12 MeV/gauss. The coefficient is larger
than earlier values and suggests that there exists a lower
limit to the fluxes in the inner zone. The a_,reement between
observed and calculated magnetic fields and particle fluxes
is improved by using solar bind pressure as input to the
magnetic field models. Changes in the plasma pressure can
cause apparent local time asymmetries in particle flux. A
cnmparison of the magnetic field models with observed
h)cation of the trapping boundary also indicates the need
,,,,¢,_-inPI,...... din,= distributed currents within the magnetosphere.
The high _aut_'.... ,4........"'_rr'-.,_;_" h._......ndarv is only weakly dependent
on A sub p, and the _rz,ppir_g boundarvdata are mmroved
b) including in the modes a stand-off distance which varies
with the plasma pressure. N.E.N.
N72-28812"# California Univ., Berkeley.
ENERGETIC RAI)iATION.% FROM SOLAR FL-\RES Final
Report, Mar. 1968- Aug. !'_71
K. A. Anderson Aug. 1971 42 prefs
(Contract NAS5-90941
(NASA-CR-122509; SSL-Ser-13-lssue 50) Avail: NTIS CSCL
03B
An experiment designed to measure energetic X-rays,
electrons, protons and alpha particles from solar flares
aboard OGO 5 is reported. A brief statement of the objectives
of the experiment is followed by a description of the
instrumentation it, eluding detector characteristics and
associated electronics. The data handling system is then
described and the operational history of the experiment is
discussed. This is followed by a description of the format
of the magnetic data tape._ and a summary of the major
computer processing programs. The measurements made with
this experiment within the _l}rst year of its operation have
led to severt, l basic rcsuhs regarding the role of non-thermal
electrons in the physics of solar flares. These results are
described in the papers list_l in the bibliography given at
the end of this report. Author
N72-29818"# California ln_. of Tech., Pasadena.
."_)L._R I-I,:_RE I)._R]I('I.I :_ PROP_(,.4I'ION: (OMP._,R-
IS(IN (IF _ SIC%% _,N_I._"I'IC S()I.l TION %%1"I-11
%1' _.(E(R t,F'l '_I[-:_.Y,I. REMFNTS Phi). Thcqs
J. E. Lupton 1972 I_ p _efs
(Contract NAS5-9312: Grams NGR-05-002-160;
O
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(NASA-CR-122406I Avail: NTIS CSCL03B
A new analytic solution has been obtained to the
complete Fokker-Planck equation for solar flare particle
propagation including the effects of con_ection, energy'-
change, corotation, and diffusion. It is assumed that the
particles are rejected impulsively at a singtc point in space,
and that a boundary, exists beyond v, hich the particles are
free to escape. Several solar flare particle events have been
observed _,ith the Caltech Solar and Galactic Cosmic Ray
Experiment aboard OGO-6. Detailed comparisons of the
predictions of the new solution with these observations of
i-70 MeV protons _how that the model adequately describes
both the rise and decay times. The model gives reasonable
fits to the time-profile of 1-10 MeV protons from classical
flare-associated e_ents. It is not necessary to invoke a
scatter-free region near the sun in order to reproduce the
fast rise times observed for directly-connected events. The
new solution also yields a time-evolution for the vector
anisotropy v, hich agrees well with previously reported
observations. Author
N72-30823"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
POGO OBSERVATIONS OF THE EQ[ ATORIAL
ELECTRO JET
J. C. Cain and R. E. S_eeney Aug. 1972 146 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-65995: X-645-72-299) Avail: NTIS CSCL
22C
During intervals in 1967 to 1970, the OGO-4 and 6
spacecraft made over 2000 traversals over the equatorial
etectrojet in the altitude range 400-800 km v, hen local times
were between 9 and 15 hours. These spacecraft carried
total field magnetometers making measurements to an
accuracy of 2 gamma with a sample rate greater than once
a second. Delta F values, the deviations from these observa-
tions, were formed from an internal reference model. The
results were plotted for a 30 deg band about the equator.
and the characteristics of the electrojet effect in the data
were investigated. This effect was characterized by a sharp
negative V-signature of some t6-19 deg in width and a variable
amplitude. The position of this minimum was found to lie
v, ithin 0.5 deg of the dip equator. A slight northv, ard shift
was noted at the loagitude of H,)aneavo._.. . The Yet amplitudes
were normalized to 400 km amplitudes and observed to he
highly _adablc in time. Amp)itudes over the longitude range
50 to 90 deg W averaged 60% higher than elsewhere, as
expected, due to the weaker main field. However, though
the scatter of amplitudes is high, the expected minima in
east Asia were not e_ident. [t was speculated that this could
be due to a less conducting upper mantle in this area.
Author
N72-32390"# Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Palo Alto,
Calif. Research Lab.
VARIATIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY NEAR
400 KM %VIT|! MAGNETIC ACTIVITY DURING THE
STORM PERIOD OF 28 SEPTEMBER TO 2 OCTOBER
1969
A. D. Anderson Apr. 1972 38 p refs
(Contract NAS5-9334)
(NASA-CR-122479; LMSC/D266900) Avail: NTIS CSCL
04A
Neutral density data were obtained near 400 km (1600 Lt)
from a microphone density gage on OGO-6 from 0 to
40 deg N geomagnetic latitude for 25 September through
3 October 1969. Sexeral geomagnetic storms occurred during
this period. Least squares fits were made to data points on
density scatter diagrams. An equation representing the least
squares fit _,as computed for each delay time. The equation
of best fit (and the corresponding time delay bct',_een the
density and the magnetic index _hich resulted in tbis best
fit) was found b_ choosing the equation that gave the
minimum standard error. The implications of the time
differences a_r-ociated _ith the best fit,, at _arious latitudes
at_d hmgitude_, arc di,cus_,cd _ith regard to the time delays
N73-10792
involved in geomagnetic h,zating of the neutral upper
atmosphere. Author
N73-10392"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight ('enter, Greenbelt, Md.
A S_N()P1"IC ST[DY ()F THE NATURE AND EFFECTS
OF FIELD ALIGNEI) I_OV¢ ENERGY ELECTRON
PRECIPITATION IN 111E -_[:RORAL REGIONS Ph.D.
Thesis- Catholic I_ni_. of ._merica
F. W. Berko Oct. 1972 IO8 p refs
{NASA-TM-X-66065: X-646-72-384) Avail: NTIS CSCL
04A
A synoptic study is presented of field-aligned precipitation
events observed during a 16-month period, representing a
full 4 pi precession of the satellite orbital plane in magnetic
local time. The morpholog._ of this type of precipitation, its
nature, and relationships between this phenomenon and other
geophysical events are discus.s,ed in the context of the 16-month
data base. Author
N73-10789" TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.
Space Sciences Lab.
ELECTRON PLASMA O%CILLATIONS IN THE NEAR-
EARTH SOLAR _AIND: PRELIMINARY OBSERVA-
TIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS
R. W. Fredricks, F. L. Scarf, and I. M. Green 1972 7 p
refs In NASA. Ames Res. Center Solar Wind p 353-359
(Contract NAS5-9278)
CSCL 03B
Preliminary results and conclusions of a study of electric
field oscillations in the upstream solar wind are reported.
The OGO-5 orbits are on the dusk (three) and on the dawn
(one) sides of the earth-sun line. It is concluded that there
are electron streams produced at or near the bow shock.
These streams penetrate the incoming solar wind plasma,
and generate quasi-electromagnetic waves. The streams (as
inferred from the wave levels) occur without regard to
day, n-dusk location, as opposed to the low-frequency MHD
upstream disturbances driven by backstreaming protons,
which show a definitely strong preference for the dawn-
noon sector. The presence of the suprathermal electron
_treams and associated v, ave turbulence indicates that some
near-earth electron di.qributions are probably not representa-
tive of true ,,dar v, ind dtstributions far av, ay from the
earth. Author
N73-t11791" California [_!nix,, Los Angeles. Inst. of
Geophysics and Planetary Physics.
COMMENI'S ON THE MEAStREMENT OF PO_gER
SPECTRA OF THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC
HELD
C. T. Russell 1972 l0 p refs In NASA. Ames Res.
Center Solar Wind p 365-374
(Contract NAS5-9098)
CSCL 03B
Examination of possible noise sources in the measurement
of the power spectrum of fluctuations in the interplanetary
magnetic field shows that most measurements by fluxgate
magnetometers are limited by digitization noise whereas the
search coil magnetometers is limited by instrument noise.
The folding of power about the Nyquist frequency or aliasing
can be a serious problem at times for many magnetometers.
but it is not serious during typical solar wind conditions
except near the Nyquist frequency. Waves in the solar wind
associated with the presence of the earth's bow shock can
contaminate the interplanetary spectrum in the vicinity of
the earth. However. at times the spectrum in this region is
the same as far from the earth. Doppler shifting caused by
the convection of _aves by the solar wind makes the
interpretation of interplanetary spectra difficult. Author
N73-10792" Califorma Univ., Los Angeles. Dept. of
Planetary and Space Science.
I'OVCER SPECTRA OF THE INTERPLANETARY
'MA(;NETi(" FIELD NEAR THE EARTH
1). D. Childers and ('. T. Russell 1972 7 p rcf._ /n
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N73-10795
NASA. Ames Res. Center Solar Wind p 375-381
CSCL 03B
Power spectra of Lhe interplanetary magnetic field
measured by near-earth satellites upstream from the earth's
bow shock are free from terrestrial contamination provided
the field at the satellite does not intersect the bow shock.
Considerable spectral enhancement for the range of frequen-
cies 0.01 to 1.00 Hz, due to turbulence caused by the shock,
may occur if the field observed at the satellite intersects the
shock. This turbulence occurs frequently in both the morning
and afternoon quadrants. In the frequency band from 0.07
to i Hz, this noise decreases in amplitude with radial distance
from the shock with an attenuation length of 4 R sub E.
Author
N73-10795" TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.
Space Sciences Lab.
COMPARISON OF DEEP SPACE AND NEAR-EARTH
OBSERVATIONS OF PLASMA TURBULENCE AT
SOLAR V¢IND DISCONTINUITIES
F. L. Scarf, R. W. Fredricks, and I. M. Green 1972 9 p
refs In NASA. Ames Res. Center Solar Wind
p 421-429
(Contracts NASw-2113; NAS5-9278; NAS2-4573)
CSCL 03B
Simultaneous observations of plasma waves from the
electric field instruments on Pioneer 9 and OGO 5 are used
to illustrate the difference between near-earth and deep space
conditions. It is shown that the experimental study of true
interplanetary v, ave-particle interactions is difficult to carry
out from an earth orbiter because the earth provides
significant fluxes of nonthermal particles that generate intense
plasma turbulence in the upstream region. Author
N73-10812" Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique,
Verrieres-le-Buisson (France). Service d'Aeronomie.
OBSERVATION OF LYMAN-ALPHA EMISSION IN
INTERPLANETARY SPACE
J. L. Bertaux and J. E. Blamont 1972 7 p refs ht NASA.
Ames Res. Center Solar Wind p 661-667
CSCL 03B
The extraterrestrial Lyman-alpha emission was mapped
by the OGO 5 _.atefiite, when it was outside the geocorona.
Three maps, obtained at different periods of the year, are
pre_ented arid anal',zed. The results suggest that at least
half of the emission takes place in the ,:olar _ystem. and
give strong support to the theory that in its motion tov, ard
the apex, the sun crosses neutral atomic hydrogen of
interstellar origin, giving rise to an apparent interstellar
wind. Author
N73-10813" Colorado Univ., Boulder. Dept. of Astro-
Geophysics.
PROPERTIES OF NEARBY INTERSTELLAR HYDRO-
GEN DED[CED FROM LYMAN-ALPHA SKY BACK-
GRO[ ND MEASLREMENTS
G. E. Thomas 1972 16 p refs in NASA. Ames Res.
Center Solar Wind p 668-683
(Contract NAS5-9327; Grant NGR-06-003-052)
CSCL 03B
For a sufficiently rapid relative motion of the solar
system and the nearby interstellar gas, neutral atoms may
be expected to penetrate the heliosphere before becoming
ionized. Recent satellite measurements of the Lyman alpha
emission abo_e the geocorona indicate such an interstellar
wind of neutral h)drogen emei-ging from the direction of
Sagittarius and reaching to within a few astronomical units
of the sun. A detailed model of the scattering of solar Lyman
alpha from the spatial distribution of neutral hydrogen in
!nterplanetar_ space is presented. This as.vmmetric distribution
,s established b_ solar v, ind and r,olar ultraviolet ionization
processes along the trajectories of the incoming hydrogen
atoms. The values of the interstellar density, the relative
_elocity, and the _zas temperature are adju,,ted to agree v, ith
the Lyman alpha measurements. The results may be
iaterpreted in term,_ of two models, the cold model and the
VI-100
hot model of the interstellar gas, depending on whether
galactic Lyman alpha emission is present at its maximum
allowable value or negligibly small. Author
N73-11345"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
SEA.',iONAL AND ALTITI_I)E XARIATIONS IN FIELD-
ALIGNED PRECIPITATION OCCURRENCE
F. W. Berko Oct. 1972 24 p rcfs
(NASA-TM-X-66099: X-646-72-405) Avail: NTIS CSCL
04A
Data from more than 7500 orbits of the polar-orbiting
satellite OGO-4 have been analyzed to determine the existence
of seasonal, altitude, or universal time differences in the
occurrence of field-aligned electrons. Unexpected variations
in frequency of occurrence have been found at different
altitudes and in different seasons. In particular, the probability
of observing this phenomenon at high latitudes was found
to be greatest in the winter months at the highest altitudes
attained by OGO-4. A localized parallel electric field
acceleration mechanism is presented which could account
for the particle observations. Author
N73-13376"# Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Space Physics
• Research Lab.
OGO-F-02 DATA ANALYSIS F'inal Report
A. F. Nagy, W. M. Silvis, and E. C. Foust Nov. 1972
37 p refs
(Contract NAS5-9306; ORA Proj. 078900)
(NASA-CR-130128) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
The OGO-6 satellite, ,,_hich v, as launched on June 5,
1969 carried a complement of tv, cnty-six experiments. One
of those instruments, the F-02 package, was a ,:y!indrical
Langmuir probe experiment whose primary purpose was to
measure ionospheric electron temperatures and densities. This
report briefly describes the F-02 experiment itself, outlines
the computer programs developed to analyze the raw data,
and gives a summary of the scientific information obtained,
with the aid of this experiment. Author
N73-15837"# California Inst. of Tech.i Pasadena.
._. QUANTITATIVE INVE%TIGATION OF I'IIE SOLAR
.X.IOD[rI._I'I()N OF ('OSMI('-RA_t PROION_ x.ND
IIEI.IUM N[ CLE! Ph.!). "!'he,fis
f. L. Garraid 19 Jan. I:)72 233 p refs
IContract NAS5-9312: Gra:_t NGR-05-002-160)
tNASA-CR-130298) ,-\_ail. NTIS CSCI 03B
The differential energ._ spectra of cosmic ray protons
and He nuclei were measured at energies up to 315 MeV/
nucleon using balloon-borne and satellite-borne instruments.
These spectra are presented for solar quiet times for the
years 1966 through 1970. The data analysis is verified by
extensive accelerator calibrations of _he detector systems and
by calculations and measurements of the production of
secondary protons in the atmosphere. The spectra of protons
and He nuclei in this energy range are dominated by the
solar modulation of the local interstellar spectra. Numerical
solutions to the transport equation are presented for a _,ide
range of parameters. Author
N73-15863"# California Univ., Los Angeles. Space Science
Center.
TRAPPED AND PRECIPFFATING ELECTRONS EXPERI-
NIENT (F-16) ON Tile ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL
OBSERVATORIES PR()(;RAM OGO-6 MISSION Final
Report, Mar. 1966-Jun. 1972
T. A. Farley 27 Nov. 1972 14 p
(Contract NAS5-9308)
(NASA-CR-130137) Avail: NTIS CSCL03B
An electron spectrometer instrument for the Orbiting
Geoph)sical Observatories program (OGO 6) was built. The
data reduction and analysis of the experiment data are
discu_,ed. Author
N73-16126"# Stanford Univ., Calif. Radioscience Lab.
ELF PROPAGATION IN "ltIE PLASMgSPIIERE B gSEI)
Z
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ON SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS OF DISCRETE AND
CONTINUOUS FORMS
J. L. R. Muzzio Dec. 1971 124 p refs
(Contract NAS5-3093: Grants NGR-05-020-288:
NG L-05-020-008)
(NASA-CR-130351: TR-3439-2; SU-SEL-71-055) Avail:
NTIS CSCL 20N
The propagation of electromagnetic wa_cs in a nonhom-
ogeneous anisotropic medium is examined from the point
of view of geometrical optics. In particular, the propagation
of ELF waves in the magnetosphere is described in terms
of the electron and ion densities and the intensity and
inclination of the earth's magnetic field. The analysis of the
variations of wave normal angle along the ray path is extended
to include the effects of ions. A comparison of the relative
importance of each of the above parameters in controlling
the orientation of the wave normals is made in the region
of the magnetosphere where most of the ion whistlers have
been detected. Author
N73-16344"# Stanford Univ., Calif. Radioscience Lab.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE MAGNETOSPHERE AS
DEDUCED FROM MAGNETOSPHERICALLY RE-
FLECTED _HISTLERS
B. C. Edgar Mar. 1972 195 p refs
(Contract NAS5-2131; Grants NGR-05-020-288:
NGL-05-020-008)
(NASA-CR-130352; SU-TR-3438-2: SU-SEL-71-070) Avail:
NTIS CSCL 04A
Very low frequency (VLF) electromagnetic wave phenom-
enon called the magnetospherically reflected (MR) whistler
was investigated. VLF (0.3 to 12.5 kHz) data obtained from
the Orbiting Geophysical Observatories 1 and 3 from October
t964 to December 1966 were used. MR whistlers are produced
by the dispersive propagation of energy from atmospheric
lightning through the magnetosphere to the satellite along
ray paths which undergo one or more reflections due to the
presence of ions. The gross features of MR whistler
frequency-time spectrograms are explained in terms of
propagation through a magnetosphere composed of thermal
ions and electrons and having small density gradients across
L-shells. Irregularities observed in MR _,pcctra ',_ere in-
terpreted in terms of propagation through field-aligned density
structures. Trough and enhancement density _tructures were
found to produce unique and easily recognizable signatures
in MR spectra. Sharp cross-field density dropoff produces
extra traces in MR spectrograms. Author
N73-16432"# Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Palo Alto,
Calif. Research Lab.
CONTINUED DATA ANALYSIS FOR EXPERIMENT E-18
ON OGO-5 Final Report
K. K. Harris Nov. 1972 36 p refs
(Contract NAS5-23106)
(NASA-CR-130156) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
The processing of all useful data acquired from the light
ion mass spectrometer experiment on OGO-E is reported
and results obtained from specific interpretations of the data
are discussed. The work was confined primarily to processing
the raw data to a form in v,hich the specific light ion densities
were obtained as a function of universal time. The data
were then reproduced on magnetic tape as a function of
both universal time and the important geomagnetic parame-
ters, such as, L. B, magnetic latitude, magnetic longitude,
geodetic latitude, geodetic longitude, altitude, etc. Author
N73-16436"# Pittsburgh Univ., Pa.
THE ALTITtI)E OF Tilt SCATTFRIN(; I.AYFR N[:AR
THE M["SOPA[SE OYER THE SIMMER I't)I.ES
T. M. Donahue and B. Guenther Dec. 1972 II p ref
(Contract NAS5-11077: Grant NSF GA-27638)
(NASA-CR-130271: SRCC-182) Avail: NTIS CSCL04A
The variation in radiance and altitude v, ith time and
iatitude i_, reported for the dense scattering layers observed
over the summer poles by the POP 6 airglo',_ photometer.
The average altitude was 84.3 km with a tendency for higher
N73-20498
values on the night side than on the day side of the polar
cap. The average radiance increased by a factor of 5 between
day 163 and day 180, 1969. but decreased thereafter.
Author
N73-16795"# McDonnell-t)ouglas Astronautics Co., Hun-
tington Beach, Calif. Sp_e Sciences Dept.
MDAC SOI,AR ('O.%MIC RAY EXI'ERIMENT ON OGO-6
Final Report, Mar. 1960- Jan. 1973
A. J. Masley Jan. 1973 47 p refs
(Contract NAS5-9324)
(NASA-CR-130155: MDC-G4351) Avail: NTIS CSCL
03B
The instrumentation of the OGO-F solar cosmic ray
experiment is described and results of data obtained during
the satellite lifetime from launch on June 5, 1969, through
September, 1970, are discussed. Author
N73.-17946" National Aeror_autics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
MAGNETIC CONTROl. OF THE HIGH LATITUDE
THERMOSPHERE
A. E. Hedin 1972 4 p I_ its Significant Accomplishments
in Sci., 1971 p 58-61
CSCL 04A
The thermospheric composition and density were
measured by a neutral mass spectrometer onboard OGO 6
satellite. The observations ",_cre made during a quiet magnetic
period in late August and early September 1969 when the
satellite perigee was near _he South Pole. Gas densities at
430 km altitude and contours ,Jf constant N2 and He densities
were plotted. J.A.M.
N73-17948" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
THE MAGNEIOSPHERI(" PLASMA TAIL
J. M. Grebowsky 1972 4 p In its Significant Accomplish-
ments in Sci., 1971 p 67-"_)
Thermal proton densi{v measurements by the RF ion
mas._ _pectrometer on the !_,_ altitude, polar orbiting, satellite
OGO 4 "_cre compared o,_ fi,,c consecutive nightslde passes
during the early _-ecovcr? >.:age of -:n ip_ense storm occurring
in September 1967. The ,,O.,,ct*ations showed !he existence
of an elongated plasma tail during the recovery phase of
the storm. J.A.M.
N73-19841"# New Hampshire Univ., Durham. Space Science
Center.
NEUTRON .MEASI'RE_,II-_NTS OF THE OGO-VI SPACE-
CRAFT Final Scientific R,eport
J. A. Lockwood Jan. 1973 60 p refs
(Contract NAS5-9313: Grant NGR-30-002-008)
(NASA-CR-130181) Avail: NTIS CSCL 03B
The neutron measurements with the OGO-6 spacecraft
are reported. Topics discussed include: the design and
calibration of a neutron r_'_onitor for measuring the cosmic
ray neutron leakages from ;the earth's atmosphere, determina-
tion of latitude depend*.:,r_ce of cosmic ray leakage flux,
determination of the angular distribution of neutron leakage
flux as deduced by measurements of the altitude dependence,
and verification of the solar modulation of the cosmic ray
source for the neutron lealkage. F.O.S.
N73-20498"# California t niv., Los Angeles.
A S[MMARY OF TIlE RESULTS FROM THE UCLA
OGO-5 FL[XGATE MAq[;NETOMETER Final Report, Feb.
1965- Dec. 1972
P. J. Coleman, Jr. and C. T. Russell Feb. 1973 42 p refs
(Contract NAS5-909_)
(NASA-CR- 130205: IGPP. Publ-1173-18) Avail: NTIS CSCL
14B
The OGO-5 fluxgatc magnetometer experinaent (E-14)
was de,,igned to measure _he ',ector magnetic field over the
full range of the OGO-5 _rbit. Thus, it ha_ a d)namic range
of _- or - 64,000 gamma '.et it maintained a precision of +
or - 1/16 gamma at all times. This enabled a broad spectrum
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of problems to be attached. Studies of the magnetospheric
waves, currents, v, aves-particle interactions, pitch angle
distributions and wave normal directions were made. The
structure of the magnetopause, the magnetotail, and bow
,,hock were probed, waves and discontinuities in the solar
wind were examined and the various phases of substorms
were examined in depth. Author
N73-20842"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md.
A MODEL OF THE STARFISH FLUX IN THE INNER
RADIATION ZONE
M. J. "league (KMS Technol. Center) and E. G. Stas-
sinopoulos Dec. 1972 66 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-66211; X-601-72-487) Avail: NTIS CSCL
03B
A model of the Starfish electrons injected into the
radiation belt in July 1962 was determined for epoch
September 1964. This model distinguishes between artificial
and natural electrons and provides the artificial unidirectional
electron flux as a function of equatorial pitch angle, energy,
and L value. The model is based primarily upon data from
the OGO-I, OGO-3, OGO-5, 1963-38C, and the OV3-3
satellites. Decay times for the Starfish electrons are given as
a function of energy and L value. These decay times represent
the best compromise between a number of independently
determined values. The times at which the artificial Starfish
flux component had become insignificant in comparison to
the natural flux component are determined as functions of
energy and L value. These times are determined by two
separate methods, and averaged values are presented. It is
shown that Starfish electrons, by the prcscnt time have
become insignificant for all energies and L values. Author
N73-208_*# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md.
THE EQUATORIAL ELECTRO JET SATELLITE AND
SURFACE COMPARISON
J. C. Cain, ed. and R. E. Sweeney, ed. Dec. 1972 87 p
refs A coUcction of Papers presented to the 4th Intern.
Syrup. on Equatorial Aeronomy Submitted for publication
(NASA-TM-X-602t8; X-645-73-5) Avail: NTiS CSCL 03B
The OGO 4 and 6 IPOGO) magnetic field results for
the equatorial electrojet indicate that while the present models
are approximately correct, the possibility of a _estv, ard
component must be incorporated. The scatter diagrams of
POGO amplitudes and surface data show a correlation. The
ratios between the amplitudes estimated from surface data
and those at 400 km altitude are as follows: India 5 to 8,
East Africa (Addis Ababa) 4, Central Africa 3, West Africa
(Nigeria) 3, South America (Huancayo) 5, and Philippines
5. The variation in the ratio is due to the conductivity structure
of the earth in various zones. Author
N73-21367"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md.
SIML'LTANEOUS PARTICLE ANI) FIELD OBSERVA-
TIONS OF FIELD-ALIGNED CLRRENTS
F. W. Berko, R. A. Hoffman, R. K. Burton (Calif. Univ.,
Los Angeles), and R. E. Holzer (Calif. Univ., Los Angeles)
Apr. 1973 34 p refs Submitted for publication
(NASA-TM-X-66224; X-646-73-45) Avail: NTIS CSCL
08N
Simultaneous measurements of low energy precipitating
electrons and magnetic fluctuations from the low altitude
polar orbiting satellite OGO-4 have been compared. Analysis
of the two sets of experimental data for isolated events led
to the classification of high latitude field-aligned currents as
purely temporal of purely spatial variations. Magnetic field
disturbances calculated u,,ing these simple current models
and the measured particle fluxes were m good agreement
_ith measured field values. While fluxes of greater than 1 keV
electrons are detected primarily on the nightside, magnetome-
ter disturbances indicative of field-aligned currents were seen
at all local times, both in the _isual auroral regions and
daysidc polar cusp. Thus electrons with energies tess than
approximately 1 keV are Ihc prime charge carriers in high
latitude dayside field-align¢_l currents. The satellite measure-
m_nts are in good agreeament with previously measured
field-aligned current values and with values predicted from
several models involving magnetospheric field-aligned
currents. Author
N73-22079"# Stanford Lniv.. Calif. Radioscience Lab.
BANDED _,_HISTI.ERS OBSERVED ON OGO-4
E. M. Paymar Jan. 1972 53 p refs
(Grant NG R-05-020-288)
(NASA-CR-131495: SU-SED71-054; SU-TR-3439-1) Avail:
NTIS CSCL 03B
Inspection of broadband VLF records from OGO-4
shows that some whistlers exhibit a banded structure in which
one or more bands of frequencies are missing from the
whistler's spectrum. The p_cnomenon is commonly observed
by satellites on midlatitud¢ field lines at all local times and
at _arious longitudes around the world. The dispersion of
banded whistlers (BWI is of mveral tens of sec to the I/2
power, indicating that they originated in the opposite
hemisphere and are propagating downward at the satellite.
BW are generally spread m time (tenths of seconds) rather
than sharply defined and tend to occur at random. The
frequency spacing of the t_ands may be either uniform or
irregular, and may vary radically between successive events.
Several possible explanatmns for BW are considered. In
particular, an analysis of the interaction of plane electromag-
netic v, aves traveling in an anisotropic plasma with a field
aligned slab of enhanced ionization is presented with
promising results. Author
N73-25868"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md.
DEPENDENCE {)F FIEI.I)-AI,IGNED ELECTRON
PRECIPITATION ON SEgSON, ALTITUDE AND PITCH
ANGLE
F. W. Berko and R. A. Hoffman May 1973 30 p refs
Submitted for publication
(NASA-TM-X-66260; X-646-73-153) Avail: NTIS CSCL
03B
The occurrence of field-aligned 2.3 keV electron precipita-
tion .was examined b) u_i_g data from more than 7500 orbits
of the polar-,,)rbitin_ _,atcilitc, OGO-4. Thc frequency of
occurrence of field aligned precipitation was highest at actual
pitch angles bctueen "7 :,rid 10 deg. being highest in the
t_inter months, at high_ _ltellite altitudes..Acceleration b3,
a localized parallel elemric field established by eiectrostatic
charge layers is proposed to explain particle observations.
Author
N73-25870"# Chicago Univ., 111. Lab. for Astrophysics
and Space Research.
DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS FROM THE
UNIVERSITY OF (HICAGO CHARGED PgRTICLE
EXPERIMENT ON THE OGO-5 SPACECRAFT Final
Report
J. A. Simpson 25 May 1973 5 p refs
(Contract NAS5-9366)
(NASA-CR-132761) Avail: NTIS CSCL 03B
The data processing and analysis performed for the
charged particle experiment are summarized, and the principal
scientific results obtained from the analysis are reported. A
bibliography is included of conference reports, and publica-
tions based on these results. Author
N73-31150# California Univ., Livermore. Lawrence
Li_ermore Lab.
LLL ELECTRON ANI) PROTON SPECTROMETER ON
NASA'S ORBITING (;EOPHYSI('Ai. OBSERVATORY 5,
THE DATA ISER'S GLIDE TO THE MICROFILM
RECORDS
H. I. West, Jr. 20 Dec. 1972 60 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
IUCRL-51307) A_ail: NTIS
Background is provided for using data from the energetic-
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particle experiment conducted on OGO-5. These data were
plotted on both 20-minute and 2-hour scales. Data from
the UCLA magnetometer experiment were plotted to the
20-minute scale for correlative purposes. In addition, tables
of pertinent attitude orbit data were plotted. Many of these
data are available on microfilm from the National Space
Science Data Center. Author (NSA)
N73-32286"# Texas Univ., Dallas.
OGO 6 ION CONCENTRATION IRREGULARITY
STUDIES Final Report
J. P. McClure SCp. 1973 91 p refs
(Contract NAS5-23184)
(NASA-CR-132814) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
Research is reported concerning the ionospheric F-region
irregularities. The results are based on in-situ OGO-6
measurements of the total ion concentration N sub i. A
proposed mechanism for the generation of equatorial F-region
irregularities and the morphological results, and the occurr-
ence of Fe(+) ions in the equatorial F-region are discussed.
Related research papers are included. F.O.S.
N73-32639 New Hampshire Univ., Durham.
NEUTRON MEAS[ REMENTS IN SPACE WITH OGO-6
Ph.D. Thesis
S. O. lfedili 1973 261 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms Order No. 73-16742
An experiment has been performed with a neutron
detector on the OGO-6 satellite to search for solar neutrons,
to measure the solar proton albedo neutron flux, and to
determine the flux, latitude dependence, angular distribution,
energy spectrum and the solar modulation of the cosmic
ray albedo neutrons. Solar proton albedo neutron fluxes.
both at high and low latitudes and for several solar proton
events, were measured. The total cosmic ray leakage flux
has been measured to be about 0.7 times the Lingenfelter
(1963) flux while the latitude dependence is in good agreement
v, ith that calculated by Lingenfelter (t963). The form of the
angular distribution of the cosmic ray albcdo neutrons at
the top of the atmosphere v, as deduced from the c_mparison
of the measured and calculated altitude dependence of the
cosmic ray albedo neutron flux. Finally, the solar modulation
of the cosmic ray albedo neutrons ha.,, been observed.
Dissert. Abstr.
N73-33320"# Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Space Physics
Research Lab.
OGO-6 NEUTRal. ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
EXPERIMENT Final Report
D. R. Taeusch Sep. 1973 7 p refs
(Grant NG R-23-005-561)
(NASA-CR-135798) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
The continued analysis of data obtained from the neutral
atmospheric composition experiment flown on OGO-V6 is
discussed. The effort was directed toward the study of five
specific areas of interest for which the OGO-V6 data were
especially useful. Author
N73-33321"# Texas Univ., Dallas.
INVESTIGAI"iON INTO "File MECHANISM ANI) RATES
OF ATMOSPHERIC MIXING IN "File LO%_,ER THER-
MOSPHERE Semiannual Status Report, period ending
15 Mar. 1973
F. S. Johnson et al 5 Oct. 1973 25 p refs
(Grant NG L-44-004-026)
(NASA-CR-135789) Avail: NTIS CSCL 04A
Three separate ,_tudies are reported which include: (1)
an analysis of ener,_,_ input to the Io,_er thermosphere, (2)
data anal3,ses of OGO-6 onboard retarding potential analyzer
measurements, and (3) an investigation of the sharp cutoff
in plasma density of the Venus ionosphere as observed by
Mariner 5. D.L.G.
\73-33777*# California last. of Tech., Pasadena.
A SATELLITE MEASURE*lENT OF COS'_II('-RA_
ABUNDANCES '-,ND SPECTRA IN THE CHARGE
0
RANGE 2 LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 7 LESS THAN
OR EQUAL TO 10 Ph.D. Thesis
J. W. Bro_'n Jan. 1973 118 p refs
(Contract NAS5-9312; Grant NGR-05-002-160)
(NASA-CR-135786: SRL-73-2) Avail: NTIS CSCL03B
The composition of the nuclear component of the
cosmic radiation ,,,,as studied to yield information concerning
the source, propagation, and confinement of cosmic rays
within the galaxy. The first comprehensive satellite measure-
ment is presented of cosmic-ray composition and spectra in
the charge range 2 equal to or less than Z equal to or less
than 10 using the geomagnetic field as a rigidity analyzer
through the entire range of vertical cutoffs. The results indicate
that the spectra of all the elements in the observed range
are similar, and thus that various ratios of elemental
abundances are nearly independent of rigidity over the range
2 equal to or less than P equal to or less than 15 GV.
Calculations of the propagation of cosmic rays through the
interstellar and interplanetary media predict that there
should be a variation with rigidity of ratios of various
elements, because of the charge-dependent effects of ionization
of the interstellar gas by the cosmic rays. The absence of
this variation can be explained by assuming a rigidity-
dependent confinemenl of the cosmic rays in the galaxy.
Author
N74-10255" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville, Ala.
THERMOELECFRIC%.I.I.Y-COOLED QUARTZ CRY.%-
TAL MICROBALAN(E
D. McKeown (Faraday. Eabs., Inc.), W. E. Corbin, Jr.
(Faraday, Labs., Inc.L and R. J. Naumann i973 t2 p
refs In its Space Simulation. 7th p 345-356
(Contracts NAS8-27879:NAS5-11163)
CSCL 14B
A quartz crystal microbalance is of limited value in
monitoring surface contamination on satellites or in space
simulation chambers because it operates several degrees above
ambient temperatures The amount of contamination
ab,_rbed on a ?,urface is hi_zhly temperature dependent and
the higher ',emperature of the microbalauce v, ill significantly
reduce the amount of c,_ataminatnon it absorb..,. To o'_crcomc
this problem a thermoelectrically cooled quartz crystal
microbalance ha.', been developed to monitor surface
contamination as a function of temperature. Author
N74-10366"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
DYNAMICS OF MII)LATITUDE LIGHT I()N TROUGH
AND PLASMATAI LS
A. J. Chen, J. M. Grebowsky, and H. A. Taylor. Jr. Aug.
1973 31 p refs Submitted for publication
(NASA-TM-X-70494; X-621-73-275) Avail: NTIS CSCL
03B
Light ion trough measurements near midnight made by
the RF ion mass spectrometer on OGO-4 operating in the
high resolution mode in Feb. 1968 reveal the existence of
irregular structure on the low latitude side of the midlatitude
trough. Using two different relations between the equatorial
convection electric field, assumed spatially invariant and
directed from dawn to dusk. and Kp (one based on
plasmapause measurements, the other on polar cap E field
measurements) a model development was made of the outer
plasmasphere. The model calculations produced multiple
plasmatail extensions of the plasmasphcre v, hich compare
favorably with the observed irregularities. Due to magnetic
local time differences betv, cen the Northern and Southern
Hemisphere along OGO's orbit, the time dependent irregular-
iu, structure observed is not symmetrical about the equator.
The model development produces an outer plasmasphere
boundary location 'ahich _aries similarly to the observed
minimum density poiat of the light ion trough. Ho_c_er,
the measurements are not extensive enou+,h to yield conclusive
proof that one of the electric field moclels is'better than the
other. Author
Vl-103
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N74-12109 Stanford Univ., Calif.
OGO..4 SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS OF _HISTLER-
.MODE PROPA(,ATION EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH
CA[STICS IN THE MAGNETOSPItERE l'h.D. Thesis
N. H. Dantas 1973 158 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms Order No. 73-14886
Whistler striations, a phenomenon observed aboard the
polar orbiting OGO-4 satellite, are described and interpreted.
The phenomenon is characterized either by amplitude
enhancements in bands of frequencies or by a high-frequency
cutoff of whistler signals received at low latitudes. The center
frequency of the bands or the cutoff frequency increases or
decreases as the satellite approaches the magnetic equator,
giving rise to a striated visual effect on frequency-vs-time
displays. The explanation for the occurrence of the striations
is based on the behavior of VLF ray patbs in the region of
the ionosphere characterized by the so-called equatorial
anomaly of electron distribution. Ray tracing studies in this
case predict the presence of caustic surfaces whose properties,
combined with absorption results, account for the several
details associated with the striations such as: local time of
occurrence, rate of change of the cutoff frequency with
latitude, minimum in cutoff frequency and its day-night
variation, etc. Dissert. Abstr.
N74-12459"# Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory,
Cambridge, Mass.
VARIATIONS IN THERMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION:
A MODEL BASED ON .MASS-SPECTROMETER AND
SATELLITE-DRAG DATA
L. G. Jacchia 30 Nov. 1973 28 p refs
(Grant NGR-09-015-002)
(NASA-CR-136192; SAO-Speciai-Rept-354) Avail: NTIS
CSCL 03B
The seasonal-latitudinal and the diurnal variations of
composition observed by mass spectrometers on the OGO 6
satellite are represented by two simple empirical formulae,
each of which uses only one numerical parameter. The
formulae are of a very general nature and predict the behavior
of these variations at all heights and for all levels of solar
activity: they yield a satisfactory representation of the
corresponding _ariations in total density as derived from
satellite drag. [t is suggested that a seasonal variation of
hydrogen might explain the abnormally low hydrogen
densities at high northern latitudes in July t964. Author
N74-12842"# Stanford Univ., Calif. Radioscience Lab.
MEASUREMENTS OF VLF POLARIZATION AND
WAVE NORMAL DIRECTION ON OC, O-F Final Report
R. A. Helliwell 1973 40 p refs
(Contract NAS5-9309)
(.NASA-CR-132882) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20N
A major achievement of the F-24 experiment on OGO 6
was a verification of the polarization of proton whistlers.
As predicted, the electron whistler was found to be right-hand
polarized and the proton _histler left hand polarized. The
transition from right- to left-hand polarization was found
to occur very rapidly. Thus it appears that the experimental
technique ma? allow great accuracy in the measurement of
the cross-over frequency, a frequency that provides informa-
tion on the ionic composition of the ionosphere. Author
N74-13165"# California Univ., Livermore. Lawrence
Livermore Lab.
LLL ELECTRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER ON
NASA's ORBITING GEOPH_SICAL OBSERVATORY 5
Final Report for Experiment 6
H. I. West, Jr., R. M. Buck, and J. R. Walton 29 May
1973 66 p refs
(NASA Order S-70014-G: Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(NASA-CR-136218: UCRL-51385) Avail: NTIS CSCL
14B
The LLL energetic electron and proton spectrometer on
NASA's Orbiting Geophysical Obserxator._ 5 (OGO-5)
operated succe_,fully from launch - March 4, 1968 - until
retirement in August 1971. Data recovery during this time
Vl-104
was about 95% of the orbit except for the last few months.
The electron spectrometer used a magnetic field for electron
momentum selection which served also as an electron broom
for a proton range-energ_ telescope. The energy range was
approximately 60 to 2950 keV for electrons (seven channels)
and 0.10 to approximately 94 MeV for protons (seven
channels). The experiment was scanned relative to the
stabilized OGO-5 for obtaining directional information.
Excellent data were taken throughout the magnetosphere and
i, the interplanetary region. Studies were carried out in the
areas of equatorial pitch-angle distributions, substorm
d_namics and field topology, particle spectra (time history),
particle spatial distributions, and solar particle events.
Author
N74-13566"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
YARIATION _t,lIH INTERPLANETARY SECTOR (.IF
THE TOTAL MAGNETIC HELD MEASURED AT THE
OGO 2, 4, AND 6 SATELI.ITES
R. A. Langel Nov. 1973 32 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-70531; X-645-73-356) Avail: NTIS CSCL
03B
Variations in the scalar magnetic field (delta B) from
the polar orbiting OGO 2, 4, and 6 spacecraft are examined
as a function of.altitude for times when the interplanetary
magnetic field is toward the sun and for times when the
interplanetary magnetic field is away from the sun. this
morphology is basically the same as that found when all
data, irrespective of interplanetary magnetic sector, are
averaged together. Differences in delta B occur, both between
sectors and between seasons, which are similar in nature to
variations in the surface delta Z found by Langel (1973c).
The altitude variation of deita B at sunlit local times together
with delta Z at the earth's surface, demonstrates that the
delta Z and delta B which _ aries with sector has an ionospheric
source. Langel (1973b) showed that the positive delta B region
in the dark portion of the hemisphere is due to at least two
sources, the westward electrojet and an unidentified non-
ionospheric source(s). Comparison of magnetic variations
between season/sector at the surface and at the satellite, in
the dark portion o! the hemisphere, indi,zate.,, that these
variations are caused by _ariations in the !ati!udinallv narrow
electrojet currents anti not by _ariations in tb, e non-
ionospheric source of delta B. &uthor
N74-15857# Develco. Inc., Mountain View, Calif.
THE FE._';IBILIT_ OF A St'B-LF SA'I'ELI.I'IE-TO-
SL'BMARINE ('OMXl[ NICArlON DOIA=NLINI_ VLF
NOISE LEVELS IN TtiE IONOSPHERE Technical Report,
13 Dec. 1971 - 27 Nm. 1972
N. Dunckel 27 Nov. 1972 15 p refs
(Contract N00014-72-C-0113)
(AD-769139; Rept-532-721127; TR-2) Avail: NTIS CSCL
t7/2
The electromagnetic noise environment of satellite-borne
ELF, VLF and LF receivers was investigated. Noise data
obtained from a number of satellite and rocket experiments
(maximum altitude 3000 km) have been reviewed and
summarized. The intensity of whistlers equatorial hiss, and
man-made signals as a function of latitude, time of day and
state of the ionosphere were examined and typical noise
environment curves were presented. These data suggest that
areas near the magnetic equator and over the polar cap
provide the lowest ionospheric noise environment.
Author (GRA)
N74-16064"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
IIIGH LATITtI)E MINOR ION ENHAN(ETMENTS: A
('LI_ E FOR sr[ I)IES OF M AGNEI'OSPEIERE-
ATMOSPIIERE ('Or I'I,ING
H. A. Ta_lor, Jr. Dec. 1973 25 p refs Submitted for
publication
(NASA-TM-X-705_2: X-621-74-28) Avail: NTIS CSCL
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Unexpectedly abrupt and pronounced distributions of the
thermal molecular ions NO(+), 02(*) and N2(.) _ere
observed at mid and high latitudes by the OGO-6 ion mass
spectrometer. These minor ions may reach concentration levels
exceeding 1000 ions/cu cm at altitudes as great as 1000 km,
suggestive of scale heights well in excess of those inferred
from low and mid-latitude measurements, under relatively
undisturbed conditions. The high latitude ion enhancements
were observed to be narrowly defined in time and space.
with molecular ion concentrations changing by as much as
an order of magnitude between successive orbits. Author
N74-16072_ Max-Planck-institut fuer Aeronomie, Lindau
Uber Northeim (West Germany). Inst. fuer Stratosphaer-
enphysik.
A MULTISATELLITE STUDY OF AURORAL-ZONE
PHENOMENA.
L. Possberg, E. Lammers (Brunswick Univ.), W. Riedler
(Tech. Hochschule, Graz), G. Skovli (Norweg. Defence Res.
Estab., Kjeller), F. Soeraas (Bergen Univ.), P. Stauning (Tech.
Univ., Lyngby, Den.), B. Theile (Brunswick Univ.), and G.
R. Thomas (Radio and Space Res. Sta., Slough, Engl.) Paris
ESRO May 1973 56 p refs Sponsored in part by Bundesmin.
fuer Forsch. und Technol., Danish Space Res. inst., Roy.
Norweg. Council for Sci. and Technol., Sci. Res. Council,
Engl., Space Res. Inst. of the Austrian Acad. of Sci., Swed.
Nat. Sci. Res. Council and ESRO
(ESRO-SR-23-Pt-I) Avail: NTIS
Multisatellite observations of particles and transverse
magnetic field variations in and near the auroral zone were
studied for moderately disturbed magnetic conditions
during I I November 1969. Particle and field data in the
outer magnetosphere and in interplanetary space were also
included in the study. The results show that. whereas most
but not all of the nightside auroral zone disturbances can
be related to changes in the distant magnetosphere, the dayside
disturbances are not easily interpreted in terms of such
changes. Author (ESRO)
N74-16940"# Analysis and Computer Systems, Inc.,
Burlington, ,',lass.
DATA PRO('ESSING SYSTEM FOR THE INTENSIT_
MONITORING SPECIROMETER FLOIAN ON THE
ORBITING GEt)PHYSICAl. OBSI_RVAI't)RY-F _()(;O-F_
SATELLITE l-inai Report. i JuL 1970 - 30 Jun. 1973
A. G. Cronin and J. R. Delaney Jul. 1973 87 p refs
(NASA Order S-99821: Contract FI9628-70-C-0298; AF
Proj. 6688)
(NASA-CR-136827; AFCRL-TR-73-0655) Avail: NTIS
CSCL 09B
The system is discussed which was developed to process
digitized telemetry data from the intensity monitoring
spectrometer flov, n on the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
(OGO-F) satellite. Functional descriptions and operating
instructions are included for each program in the system.
Author
N74-17058 Maryland Univ., College Park.
A STUDY OF IqlGH LATITUDE MAGNETIC DISTURB-
ANCE Ph.D. Thesis
R. A. Langel 1973 218 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms Order No. 73-28879
Variations in the total (i.e., scalar) magnetic field data
from the polar orbiting OGO 2, 4, and 6 spacecraft (altitudes
400-1510km.). with supporting vdctor magnetic field data from
observatories at the earth's surface, are analyzed for dipole
latitudes aboxe 55 dcg. Data from all degrees of magnetic
disturbance are included, but emphasis is placed on periods
when K sub p - 2(-) to 3(_). The principal total field
variations are: (1) a positive Delta B (Delta B - measured
field magnitude minus the field magnitude from a mathemati-
cal model of the quiet field) region between about 22(h)
and 10(hi magnetic local time (MLTI _ith its maximum
near 3(hi and 72 dog. and (2) a negative Dclta B region
l,et_cen about 101h}and 22(h) MLT with its, maximum near
5(hi and 75 dog. Individual satellite passes, at low altitudes.
indicate the presence of a wesl_ard electrojet at about 23-6(h)
MLT and eastward electro-let at about 19-2323(h) MLT.
Neither average Delta B patterns nor individual satellite passes
are consistent with clcctrojet currents as the primary
source. Dissert. Abstr.
N74-17126# Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Palo Alto,
Calif. Research Lab.
M._GNETOSPHERIC (HI'-_'MICAL RELEASE STUDY
Final Technical Report
B. M. McCormac, J. E. Ev'ans, S. B. Mende, and G. T.
Davidson I.Nov. 1973 IO7 p refs
(Contract N00014-73-C-0130: ARPA Order 2260)
(AD-769979) Avail: NTIS CSCL04/I
Wave particle interactions in the magnetosphere can
produce ULF and VLF amplication, affect the diffusion of
energy from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere, and may
affect the trapping of energetic electrons and protons.
Chemical releases of barium or lithium may modify the wave
particle interactions in the magnetosphere such that the
phenomena can be better investigated and may lead to
techniques for producing desired wave particle interactions.
Under this study results of a barium release in the outer
magnetosphere and OGO-5 salellite results have been reviewed
to obtain guidance in planning future satellite experiments.
The possibility of using cold plasma chemical releases to
reduce trapped betas from nuclear detonations has been
studied. Data on previous observations of e!ectrons and
protons in the magnetosphere have been collected. General
requirements for satellite experiments are given.
Author (GRA)
N74-18420"# Wyoming Univ., Laramie. Dept. of Physics
and Astronomy.
MAGNETOSPHERIC MODULATION EFFECTS ON
.'_)LAR COSMIC RAYS FROM SIMUI.TANEOUS OGO
I AND 3 ION CHAMBER DATA IN 1968 AND 1%9
D. J. Hofmann Oct. 1973 158 p refs
(Grant NGR-51-001-033)
(NASA-CR-137075) A_ail: NTIS CSCL 03B
Simultaneous observations by identical ionization
dlambcrs aboard the _ab:iiilc,, OGO-I and GGO-3 are utilized
to invcstigate spatial ;'ar_ati:_,_s in particle intensity near and
inside the magneto_,phetc dariag the solar cosmic ray events
of September i966. C_u_-,.,._rrclation of the ab,;Mute proton
flux computed fronl _hc ok,amber rate during three _,olar
particle events shows good agreement with the mea.,,uremcnts
by the IMP-F Solar Proton Monitor during the same e_ents.
The chamber has a dynamic range of over six orders of
magnitude. Before launch it was calibrated in the laboratory
with radiation dosages in the range I R/hr-6000 R/hr. The
OGO-I and OGO-3 chambers, which _,ere normalized in
the laboratory prior to the _aunch, are found to maintain
their normalization _ithin approximately equal to 1 per cent
during their flight. The high sensitivity and absolute
inter-comparability of the instruments allow small intensity
differences to be detected and it is established that the
observed differences can be explained by a magnetospheric
screening effect when an anisotropic beam of particles is
present m space. Evidence is presented to show that the
screening is at times complete for a duration of as much as
110 rain in the tail of the magnetosphere so that during
this period _.he solar cosmic rays (E approximately equal to
15 MeV) have virtuall) no access to that region of the
magnetosphere. Small intensity fluctuations of temporal
nature obserxed are found to be subjected to a damping
effect inside the magnetosphere. Author
N74-19023"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight (?enter, Greenbelt, Md.
ELE('TRI(" FIELI) ME_.NI_REMENTS A(ROSS THE
I-IARANG l)lS('() NH N I lr'_
N. C. Ma)nard Feb. 1974 41 p refs
{NASA-TM-X-70613: X-625-74-67) A_ail: NTIS CSCL
04 A
The Harang discontin,_ity, the area separating the
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positive and negative bay regions in the midnight sector of
the auroral zone, is a focal point for changes in behavior
of many phenomena. Through this region the electric field
rotates through the best from a basically northvard field in
the positive ba_ region to a basically south_ard field in the
negative bay region appearing as a reversal in a single axis
measurement. 32 of these reversals have been identified in
the OGO-6 data from November and December. 1969. The
discontinuity is d',namic in nature, moving southward and
steepening _ts latitudinal profile as magnetic activity is
increased. As activity decreases it relaxes poleward and
spreads out in latitudinal width. It occurs over several hours
of magnetic local time. The boundary in the electric field
data is consistent with the reversal of ground magnetic
disturbances from a positive to negative bay condition. The
discontinuity is present in the electric field data both during
substorms and during quiet times and appears to define a
pattern on which other effects can occur. (AUTHOR)
N74-19088" H Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis. Dept. of
Physics.
COSMIC RA_ TELESCOPE FOR OGO 2 AND 4
SPACECRAFT Final Report, 1 Jul. 1962 - Jul. 1969
W. R. Webber 26 Mar. 1974 4 p
(Contract NAS5-3096)
(NASA-CR-137238) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20F
The construction and subsequent flight are described of
a cosmic ray telescope aboard the OGO-2 and 4 spacecraft.
This instrument was a combination Cerenkov-scintillation
counter telescope designed to measure the cosmic ray energy
spectrum from 1-15 GV and charge composition from Z =
1-8. OGO-2 v, as launched in October 1965: hoverer, attitude
control problems caused a rapid loss control gas, so that
after approximately 2 weeks it was no longer possible to
point the spacecraft. This mission was officially declared a
failure. The cosmic ray instrument appeared to work well
during this time. OGO-4 was launched in July 1967, with a
similar telescope aboard. It operated successfully ap-
proximately one )ear. The details of the experiment, its
operation, and the results are given. Author
N74-20502"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Sr_ace Flight Center, Greenbelt, bid.
THE INNER Z()NE ELECTRON MODEL AE-5
M. J. Teague and J. I. Vcttc Nov. 1972 200 prefs
(NASA-TM-X-69987; NSSDC-72-10) Avail: NTIS CSCL
03B
A description is given of the work performed in the
development of the inner radiation zone electron model, AE-5.
A complete description of the omnidirectional flux model is
given for energ_ thresholds E sub T in the range 4.0 > E
sub T/(MeV) > 0.04 and for L values in the range 2.8 > L
> 1.2 for an epoch of October 1967. Confidence codes for
certain regions of B-L space and certain energies are given
based on data coxerage and the assumptions made in the
analysis. The electron model programs that can be supplied
to a user are referred to. One of these, a program for accessing
the model flux at arbitrary points in B-L space and arbitrary
energies, includes the lastest outer zone electron model and
proton model. The model AE-5, is based on data from five
satellites, OGO- 1, OGO-3 1963-38C, OV3-3, and Explorer 26,
spanning the period December 1964 to December 1967.
Author
N74-20503"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
A MODEL ENVIRONMENT FOR OtTER ZONE
ELECTRONS
G. W. Single,, and J. I. Vette Dec. 1972 127 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-69989: NSSDC-72-13) Avail: NIIS CSCL
03B
A brief morphology of outer zone electrons is _iven to
illustrate the nature of the phenomena that v,e are attemptim,
to model. Thi, i_ follov, ed b', a discusnion of the data
prucessin_ that v, as done ,aith the ',arious data rccei',cd from
the experimenters before incorporating it into the data base
VI-106
from which this model was ultimately derived. The details
of the derivation are given, and several comparisons of the
final model with the various expcrim©ntal measurements are
presented. Author
N74-20542"_ Texas Univ.. Dallas.
OGO-6 EXPERIMENT 1:-O3 I:ilml Report
W. B. Ilanson and S. Sanatani 15 Jul. 1973 IIp refs
(Contract NAS5-9311)
(NASA-CR-132943) Avail: NTIS CSCL 22C
The results obtained with the retarding potential analy-
zer on the OGO-6 satellite are discussed. The information
obtained during tha OGO-6 flight concerned the following
subjects: (1) measurement of electron flux density in the
pla_maphere, (2) latitudinal _arations of ion temperature,
(3) heating in the nighttime ionosphere by conjugate
photoelectrons, (4) longitudinal variation in equatorial ion
temperature at low altitude, and (5) identification of heavy
ions in the upper F region. Author
N74-20982"# National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
A GLOBAL MAGNETIC ANOMALY MAP
R. D. Regan (USGS, Silver Spring, Md.), W. M. Davis
(USGS, Silver Spring, Md.L and J. C. Cain Apr. 1974
24 p refs Submitted for publication Original contains
color illustrations
(NASA-TM-X-70628- X-922-74-98) Avail: NTIS CSCL
0BE
A subset of POGO :,atdh_.c magnetometer data has been
formed that is suitable for analysis of crustal magnetic
anomalies. Using a thirteenth order field model, fit to these
data, magnetic residuals ha',e been calculated over the v-orld
to latitude limits of plus 50 deg. These residuals averaged
over one degree latitude-longitude blocks represent a detailed
global magnetic anomaly map derived solely from satellite
data. Preliminary analysis of the map indicates that the
anomalies are real and of geological origin. Author
N74-21445" California Univ., Berkeley. Space Sciences
Lab.
CtIAR_CTERISTI('S OF "44)Nl'HER:_IAL ELECTRONS
A('CEI.FR-UI'ED Ill RIN(; THE I'LASH PHASE OF
SMALl. SOLAR FLARES
S. R. Kane 1973 23 prefs In NASA. Washington High
Energy Phenomena on the Stm p 55-77
(Contract NAS5-9094: Grant NGL-05-003-017)
CSCL 03B
Observations of impulsive hard X-rays and other flash
phase emissions from small solar flares are analyzed in
order to determine the characteristics of energetic electrons
accelerated during the flash phase. The electron spectrum
and its time variation are deduced from a model of the
X-ray source in which the electron injection is continuous,
and the electron energy loss is primarily due to collisions
with the ambient plasma and escape into the corona. The
instantaneous electron spectrum in the X-ray source, as well
as the acceleration spectrum, are found to be nonthermal.
The observations are consistent with a flare model having
the following properties: (1) the acceleration region is located
in the lover corona v, here the ion density is less than 10 to
the 9th po_er per cubic centimeter, (2) the total kinetic
energy of the nonthermal electron is approximately 10 percent
of the total flare energy, so that the efficiency of the
acceleration process is very high, (3) the nonthermal electrons
(and protons) pro',ide energ} for all flash phase emissions,
(4) the acceleration is a continuous process _ith a time
constant less than I ,4econd, ,._,.,a continuous series of impulses
each lasting less than 1 second and a total duration of
approximately 100 seconds, (51 the electron spectrum
continuously harden, during the increasing phase of the X-ray
burst and softens during the decreasing phase and, 16) the
more energetic flares to not necessarii._ produce a harder
electron .,,pectrum. Author
z
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N74-21466
N74-21450" American Science and Engineering, Inc.,
Cambridge, Mass.
POSSIBLE LO_V ENERGY iE LESS THAN KEV)
NONTHERMAL X-RA_ EVEN[S
S. W. Kahler 1973 8 p rcfs In NASA, Washington
High Energy Phenomena on the Sun p 124-131
CSCL 03B
A search of the 3-to 30-keV data from the N RL
proportional counter detector on the Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory-5 (OGO-5) satellite has yielded several events
which may be nearly completely nontherntal in the e greater
than 3 and less than 10 keV range. In each case an intpulsive
hard X-ray burst accompained by an impulsive microwave
burst was associated with a low energy X-ray burst whose
profile was a simple rise and fall. The lack of a two component
nature in the low energy range argues that the low energy
X-ray flux is due to a single physical mechanism, in this
case nonthermal bremsstrahlung from accelerated electrons.
However, the spectra and time profiles are quite consistent
with a thermal interpretation. Polarization measurements are
probably necessary to resolve the ph)sical origin of such
bursts. Author
N74-21458" Hale Observatories, Pasadena, Calif.
OPTICAL, HARD X-RAY, AND MICROWAVE EMIS-
SION DURING THE IMPULSIVE PHASE OF FLARES
J. A. Vorpahl 1973 7 p refs In NASA, Washington
High Energy Phenomena on the Sun p 221-227
(Contract NAS5-9094a Grants NGL-05-003-017;
NGL-05-002-034: NSF GA-31587)
CSCL 03B
A study was made of the variation in hard (E greater
than or equal to 10 keV) X-radiation, H-alpha, and microwave
emission during the impulsive phase of solar flares. Most
important, the observations showed that there is an optical
impulsive component in addition to the well-known hard
X=ray and microwave spikes. Properties of these H-alpha
kernels are given. Further analysis shows that the rise time
in the 20- to 32-keV X-ray spike depends on the slope in
the electron spectrum. A picture of the impulsive phase is
given that is t:unsistent with observations of the three above
emissions. Author
N74-21466" California Inst. of Tcch., Pasadena.
THE ISOTOPES OF H AND liE IN SOLAR (_)S%llC
RAYS
T. L. Garrard, E. C. Stone, and R. E. Vogt 1973 14 p
refs In NASA. Washington High Energy Phenomena on
the Sun p 341-354
(NAS5-9312; NG R-05-002-160)
CSCL 03B
The isotopic composition of H and He in solar cosmic
rays was studied with the solar galactic cosmic ray experiment
on the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory, OGO-6. Averaging
over 20 days of data seven flare events during 1969, the
ratios He-3/-He-4 = 0.10 -_ or - 0.02, D/H (76) .0003 and
T/H (76) .0001 in the 4 to 5 MeV/nucleon energy range
were obtained. In addition, large variations v, ere found in
the relative abundance of He-3 from event, with a maximum
ratio of He-3/He-4 = 0.26 ÷ or - 0.08 observed on
October 14 and 15, 1969. The relative abundance of He-3
and D during this event does not seem to be consistent
with existing calculations of the nuclear interaction origin
of these isotopes. Author
O
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C. Literature Cited in Other Series
The follo_ing"N" series citations identified by accession numbers N...-70001 lhrough N...-89999
for the years 1967 through the present }'ear represent technical reports that were relatively old at the
time of processing or those that contained preliminary or fragmentary infornlation.
N69-72494" Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst. of Tech.,
Pasadena.
EOGO TRIAXIAL SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER
FINAL ENGINEERING REPORT
N. Katz, G. Mohler, R. Reynolds, D. Sassa, and G. Takahashi
Pasadena, Calif. JPL I Jun. 1964 82 p Prepared by JPL
(Contracts NAS7-100" JPL-950257)
(NASA-CR- ILU9619; M L/TN-2000.341)
N74-74623" TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.
ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORIES, 1, 2,
AND 3 Final Report
19 Dec. 1966 474 p
(Contract NAS5-899 NASA-CR-139254;
TRW-00063-6009- R0-00)
Avail: NTIS
N74-74624" Rice Univ.. Houston. rex.
RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENT _NI) RAI)IA1iON OF
AN IONIZATION CH._.\IBER -_NI) 3,1A [CHED GEIGER
TUBE USED ON SPA(ECRAFT
H. R. Anderson, L. G. Despain, and H. V. Neher 2 Jul.
1966 9 p refs Repr. from Nucl. Instrum. Methods
(Netherlands), v. 47, 1967 p 1-9 Sponsored by NASA
(NASA-CR-139255) Avail: NTIS
,N74-74625 _- Aerospace Corp., El Segundo, Calif. Space
Physics lab.
INSTRUMENT REPORT FOR LYMAN-ALPHA EXPERI-
MENT (OGO-F-12)
M. A. Clark 31 Mar. 1969 23 p
Avail: NTIS
N74-74626" TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.
Space Sciences Dept.
DISTRIBUTIONS OF HIGH FREQI EN('Y %II(A_tES
UPSTREAM FROM EARTH'S BO%% SHO('K
R. W. Fredricks, F. L. Scarf. and I. M. Green 1 Ju[. 1971
21 p refs
(NAS5-9278l
(NASA-CR-139256" TRW-05402-6029-RO-00) Avail: NTIS
N74-74627" National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
REPLY
J. P. Heppner 21 Feb. 1973 2 p refs Repr. from J.
Geophys. Rcs., _. 78. no. 19, I Jul. 1973 p 4003-4004
(NASA-TM-X-70215_ Avail: NTIS
N74-74628" National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
OGO-4 AURORAl, PARTICLES EXPERIMENT AND
CALIBRATION
R. A. Hoffman and D. S. Evans Dec. 1967 59 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-70216; X-611-67-632) Avail: NTIS
N74-74629 Catholic Univ. of America, Washington, D.C.
Graduate School of Art, _, and Sciences.
CORONAL ELECTRON TEMPERATURE ASSOCIAIED
%%11tl SOI,AR FI,%RES Phi). The,,b,
D. M. HORAN 1970 133 p refs
(OGO-4-67-100A-06; OGO-4-67-73A-21) Avail: NTIS
N74-74630" National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md.
SHADES OF O(/O-B iS-49_t
H. E. Montgomer_ and C. Itcrro!_ :'_pr. 1965 18 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-702!4: X-640-65-150) Avail: NTIS
N74-74631" Miclfigan Univ..Xnn Arbor. Dept. of
Astronomy.
INSTRUMENTATION FOR RAI)IO ASTRONOMY
MEAStREMENTS ABO.%RD TIlE OGO-! _ND OGO-3
SPACECRAFT. PART 2: IE(IINICAL Final Report
F. T. Haddock and R. G. Peltzer 31 Dec. 1969 186 p
refs
(Contract NAS5-2051)
(NASA-CR-139257) Avail: NTIS
N74-74632" California Uni_., Los Angeles.
COMMENTS ON A PAI'ER B% J. P. HEPPNER, P()LAR
CAP ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBI_;TIONS REI.ATEI) TO
INTERPLANETAR$" MAGNETIC FIELD DIRECTION
C. T. Russell and G. Atkinson 21 Feb. 1973 2 p refs
Repr. from J. Geophys, Res.. _. 78, no. 19, 1 Jul. 1973
p 4001-4002
(Grant NG R-05-007-004)
(NASA-CR-139259)
N74-74633" California Univ., Los Angeles. Inst. of
Geophysics and PlanctaD Ph_ics.
OGO-5 ORBITAl. I,I.OIS (_ENERATED BY THE UCLA
FIAXGATE MA(;NErOMETER GROtP
C. T. Russell Sop. 1969 24 p rcfs
(Cont ra,:t NAS5-9098)
(NASA-CR-139260: Publ+792) A'_ail: NTIS
i
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N74-76911
N74-74034"National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
OGO-5 OBSERVATIONS OF DISCRETE _HISTLERS
AND EMISSIONS DURING A LARGE MAGNETIC
STORM
F. L. Scarf, R. W. Fredricks, E. J. Smith, A. M. A. Frandsen,
and G. P. Serbu Aug. 1971 48 p refs Prepared jointly
with TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif. and
JPL.
(Contract NAS5-9278)
(NASA-TM-X-70213: TRW-05402-6031-RO-00) Avail:
NTIS
N74-74635 Pittsburgh Univ.. Pa. Space Magnetism.
A MODEL IONOSPHERE FOR MID-DAY AND MID-
LATITUDE DURING SUNSPOT MINIMUM
D. L. Shaeffer and Y. inoue Jul. 1968 43 p refs
(SMUP-4) Avail: NTIS
N74-74636" National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
THE REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF ELECTRON
DATA FOR OUTER ZONE ELECTRON MODEL AE-4.
VOLUME 3: OGO-I AND 3 UNIVERSITY OF MIN-
NESOTA EXPERIMENT DATA
G. W. Single) Mar. 1971 52 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-70212: NSSDC-71-08) Avail: NTIS
N74-74637" Battelle Memorial Inst., Richland. Wash.
OGO-4 STUDY Final Report, Jun. 1968 - Jul. 1970
Ju!. 1970 31 p refs
(NASA Order Y-40670)
(NASA-CR-139261) Avail: NTIS
N74-74638" Institute for Telecommunication Sciences and
Aeronomy, Boulder, Colo.
A SATELLITE ION-ELECTRON COLLECTOR: EXPER-
IMENTAL EFFECTS OF GRID TRANSPARENCY,
PHOTOEMISSION, AND SECO\I)AR_ EMISSION
E. C. Whipple, Jr., J. W. Hirman, and R. ROSS 1970
40 p refs
(NASA Order S-9919-G)
(NASA-CR-139262) Avail: NTIS
N74-74639" Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis. School of
Physics and Astronomy.
ELECTRON SPECTROMETER AND INTEGRATING ION
CHAMBER FOR THE OGO-I .'_ND OGO-3 MISSIONS
Final Report, 6 Feb. 1962 - 30 Jun. 1968
,J. R. Winckler Dec. 1969 23 p refs
(Contract NAS5-207 l)
(NASA-CR-139263; CR-148) Avail: NTIS
N74-74659" Faraday Labs., Inc., La Jolla, Calif.
REMOVAl. OF SURFACE CONTAMINATION BY
PLASMA SPUTTERING
D. McKeown and W. E. Corbin, Jr. 1971 18 p Presented
at AIAA 6th Thermophys. Conf., Tullahoma, Tenn.,
26-28 Apr. 1971
(Contract NAS5-11163)
(NASA-CR-139264) Avail: NTIS
N74-74660 Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Radio Astronomy
Observatory.
INITIAL RESULTS FROM RADIO ASTRONO.MY-
EXPERIMENT NO. 18, OGO-3
T. E. Graedel 1967 24 p
(UM/RAO-67-9) Avail: NTIS
N74-74661 California h_st, of Tech.. Pasadena.
Radiation Lab.
OGO-C ORIENTATION S'I'UDY
P. E. Dimotakis 1972 61 p
(Rept-9; OGO-2) Avail: NTIS
Space
N74-74662" California Univ., Livermore. Lawrence
Radiation Lab.
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS .AND PROTONS OBSERVED
ON 0(;0-5, MAR(H O,-10, 1970
H. I. West, Jr.. J. R. Walton, R. M. Buck, and R. G.
Darcy, Jr. 1970 6 p
(NASA Order S-70014-G)
(NASA-CR-139265) A'_ail: NTIS
N74-74663" California Univ., Livermore. Lawrence
Livermore Lab.
ENERGETIC ELECTRON AND PROTON SOLAR
PARTICLE OBSERV XTIONS ON OGO-5, JAN-
UARY 24-30, 1971
H. I. West, Jr., R. M. Buck, J. R. Walton, and R. G.
Darcy, Jr. 1971 7 p
(NASA Order S-70014-G)
(NASA-CR-139266) Avail: NTIS
N74-74765" Stanford Research Inst.. Menlo Park, Calif.
INSTRUMENTS FOR THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY/
STANFORD RESEARCH INSTFFUTE VLF EXPERI-
MENT (4917) ON THE EOGO SATELLITE
L. H. Rorden, L. E. Orsak, B. P. Ficklin. and R. H. Stehle
May 1966 ii2 p
(Contract NAS5-2131: S-142)
(NASA-CR-139258) Avail: NTIS
N74-76907' Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Dept. of
Astronomy.
DATA USER's NOTES: OGO-3 EXPERIMENT NO. 18
L()V_ r FREQUENCY RADIO ASTRONOMY, AP-
PENDIf'ES A AND B
T. E. Graedcl 1969 73 p Sponsored by NASA
(NASA-CR- !40526: IJ M / RAO-oO-8-API_-A:
UM/RAO-69-8; APP B) Avail: NTIS
N74-76909" Iowa Univ., iowa City. Dept. of Physics
and Astronomy.
OGO-2 EXPERIMENT 5010 AND OGO-4 EXPERIMENT
5010A Final Report
R. H. Gabel, ed. and J, A. VanAllen Aug. 1972 67 p
refs
(Contract NAS5-3097)
(NASA-CR-140527) Avail: NTIS
N74-76910" Bendix Field Engineering Corp., Columbia,
Md.
PROGRAM DES('RIPTION OF THE DATA REDUCTION
PROGRAM FOR EXPERIMENT 19 OFOGO-D
W. K. Michael I Apr. 1970 60 p
(Contract NAS5- 11720)
(NASA-TM-X-70372) Avail: NTIS
N74-76911" State Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City. Dept. of
Physics and Astronomy.
INSTRt MENT REI'ORT FOR A TRAPPED RADIATION
EXPERIMENT FOR EGO (._-491 _OGO-i)
J. A. VanAilen and G. Crossett. Jr., ed. 29 Jan. 1963
36 p
(Contract NAS5-2054)
(NASA-CR-140528) A_ail: NTIS
z
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\ 74-76912
N74-70912" National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
OGO ATTITLDE CONIPUTATIONS
W. D. Wiard Mar. 1966 80 p
(NASA-TM-X-63373: X-564-66-90) Avail: NTIS
N74-76913" National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion, Washington. D.C.
ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORIES S-49,
S-50
1 May 1962 54 p
(NASA-TM-X-50488) Avail: NTIS
N74-76914" Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Palo Alto,
Calif. Research Labs.
A LIGHT ION .MASS SPECTROMETER EXPERIMENT
FOR OGO-E Yinal Report
1971 242 p refs
(NAS5-9092)
(NASA-CR-122291; LMSC/D243393) Avail: NTIS
N74-76923" Rice Univ., Houston, Tex.
REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM
OGO-C,D ION CHAMBER EXPERINIENT Final Report
H. R. Anderson Nov. 1969 30 p refs
(Contract NAS5-9317)
(NASA-CR-107184) Avail: NTIS
N74-76932" TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.
ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORIES Final
Report
1 Sep. 1969 415 p refs
(NAS5-3900; NAS5-899)
(NASA-CR-140524; TRW-02648-6088-RO-00) Avail: NTIS
N74-77109" TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.
DATA ANAL_SIS PROGRAM FOR THE ()GO E-24
PLASXIA WAVE I)ETECTOR Prngress Report
G. M. Crook_ F. L. Scarf, R. W. Frcdricks, and I. M.
Green 25 Mar. 1970 20 p refs
(Contract NAS5-9278)
(NASA-CR-140523; TRW-05402-6020-RO-00) Avail: NTIS
N74-77446" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
A DOUBLE GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETER TO
SEARCH FOR POSITRONS IN SPACE
. T. L. Cline, P. Serlemitsos, and E. W. Hones, Jr. Jun.
1962 6 p In Inst. of Radio Engr. IRE Trans. on Nucl.
Sci., Vol. NS-9, No. 3 p 370-375
N74-77515 Tokyo Univ. (Japan).
MAGNETOSPHERIC SUBSTORM, 1972
1972 113 p Partly in JAPANESE and partly in ENG-
LISH
Avail: NTIS
N74-77537" Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Dept. of
Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering.
NEUTRAL AND ION MASS SPECTROMETER EXPERI-
MENT $5015
R. J. Leite, C. J. Mason, and R. D. Kistler 15 May 1964
78 p
(Contract NAS5-3098)
(NASA-CR-96663) Avail: NTIS
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D. Literature Not Cited in the NASA S)stem
There were a number of articles deemed suitable for the OGO Bibliography which were not in
the NASA system. The "'B'" series citations presented here were provided by the NSSDC TRF. As
opposed to the "'A'" and "N'" numbers, the "'B'" number serves merely as an accession number for
the TRF. In the interest of having the bibliography as up-to-date as possible, the major journals
v,ere searched up through the February 1, 1975 issues. Since a number of weeks are required to
process documents into the NASA system, many of the journal articles listed here will have "'A"
numbers in the near future. Hov, ever, there are certain documents which will never get a NASA
number. These documents will be pointed out by the use of the word "'No" at the end of the
citation. The two main reasons for this are that NSSDC did not have a suitable copy or microfiche
to provide to the NASA Facility for processing or that the Facility did not break down a document
into its component parts written by separate authors and assign individual numbers to each part. In
this latter case, the citation will always indicate the "A'" or "N" numbered document in which the
article can be found.
There are four articles listed in VI.B which have recently appeared as journal articles. The
citations for these should now read:
N73-21367: J. Geophys. Res. 80, 37_46, Jan.1975
N74-16064: J. Atmos. Terr. Phys. 36, 1815-1823, Nov. 1974
N74-19023: J. Geophys. Res. 79, 4620-4631, Nov. 1974
N74-13566: Planet. Space Sci. 22, 1413-1425, Oct. 1974
B00570-000 Martin Co., Denver, Colo.
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF LONGITUDINAL OSCILLA-
TIONS OF SM-68B STAGE I {POGO)
F. E. Bikle and J. B. Rohrs Mar. 1964 NO.
B00969-000 Iowa Univ., Iowa City.
REDUCING RADIO-FREQUENCY-INTERFERENCE
FROM SPACECRAFTS IN THE FREQUENCY RANGE
FROM 201-1z TO 200 KHz
D. A. Gurnett Jun. 1967 NO.
B01263-000 Stanford Univ., Calif.
_LMMAR't OF DIGITAL DATA-PROCESSING
S$SIEMS FOR THE OGO SU/SRI
VER_-LOV_-FREQUENCY EXPERIMENTS Summary
Report
W. E. Blair and B. P. Eicklin Jul. 1967 NO.
B01265-000 Stanford Research Inst., Calif.
INSTRt. MENTATION FOR THE STANFORD
UNIVERSITY/STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITITE VLF
EXPERIMENT (B-171 ON THE OGO-3 SATELLITE
Supplemental Report
B. P. Ficklin, R. H. Stehle, C. Barnes, and M. E. Mills
May 1967 NO.
B01634-000 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
EARTH SATEI.LITE EXPERIMENT FOR MEASt RING
THE CHARGE AND ENERGY SPECTRA OF THE
PRIMARY (OSMIC RAYS
G. H. Ludv, ig Nov. 1963 NO.
(B_-611-63-2531
B03710-0Ot} Chicago Univ., III.
DES(RII'IION OF OGO-I ANI) O(;O-3 COINTING
RATE I'RO('ESSING AND RESt L'FING I)ATA. ('()SMI("
RA'I SPE('TRA ._.NI) FLUXES EXi'ERIMFNI" ON O(;O-I
.i, N I) OGO-3
W. Mixon and B. McKibben Feb. 1969 NO.
B03937-000 California Univ., Berkeley. Space Science
Lab.
SOLAR COSMIC RAY EXPERIMENT FOR TIlE FIRST
ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORIES
Consolidated Progress Report, Ser. 9, Issue 50, p 134-135
K. A. Anderson Oct. 1968 NO.
B03940-000 California Univ., Berkeley. Space Science
Lab.
ENERGETIC RADIATION FROM SOLAR FLARES
Consolidated Progress Report, Ser. 9, Issue 50, p 142
K. A. Anderson Oct. 1968 NO.
B03t)43-O00 California Univ., Berkeley. Space Science
Lab.
EXPERIMENT DATA kNALYSIS REPORT OGO-3:
EXPERIMENT NO. I
K. A. Anderson Dec. 1_)o_ NO. Ser. 9. l_suc 55
B03944-000 California Univ., Berkeley. Space Science
Lab.
EXPERIMENT DATA .ANALYSIS REPORT OGO-A:
EXPERIMENT NO. I
K. A. Anderson Jun. 1968 NO. Ser. 9, Issue 30
B04201-000
MICROMETEOROID EXI'ERIMENT ON THE OGO 4
SATELLITE
C. S. Nilsson, F. W. Wright, and D. Wilson Jul. 1969
Presented in SAO, p 907-132, Jul. 1969 NO.
B05000-000 Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. High Altitude
Et_g_t_cering Lab.
EXPERIMENT DAI'A ANALYSIS REPORT FOR THE
OGO-4 NE[TR_I. AND ION MASS SPECTROMETER
EXPERIMENT
R. J. Leite, B. B. Hinton, and C. J. Mason Oct. 1969
NO.
(Rept-05465-2-F)
B07587-1_i_ National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. Boulder, Colo. World Data Center A.
ENI'[R(;EI'I(" I"I.ECIRONS AND PROTONS OBSERVED
ON OG()-5, 3,1 _R('tl 6-10, 19711 Data on Solar-(;coph)_ics
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Asymmetry of the nng current
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ATMOSPHERIC CIRCt LATION
Theoretical model for the latitude dependence of the
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Description of satellite instrumentation for
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experiment
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Atmospheric neutral density measurement near 400
km d uring daytime by microphone den sity gage on OGO
6
p0058 A72-26407
Maguetic control of near equatorial neutral
thermosphere, calculating F region ionization anomaly
and mok'¢ular nitrogen and atomic oxygen density
latitudinal variations
p0069 A73-26997
The relation between low-latitude neutral density
variations near 400 km and magnetic activity indices.
p0075 A74-14219
Observed variations of the exospheric hydrogen
density with exospheric temlxraturc
[B22614-000] p0114
Fabrication. installation, and operation of
microphone density gage eXlXriment onboard OGO-F
[N ASA-CR-i30082] p4_a N72-28467
Neutral density data from OGO-F and _-eomagneoc
_torms
[NASA-CR-12247ql p0099 N 72-3230_)
*.TMOSPHERIC DIFT[ SION
Energy and d_ffusi',c r_a_s _ransport relation to
thermospheric circulation, composition, temperature
and mass density from three dimensional two
constituent magnetic storm model
p0070 A73-29975
VI%IOSPHE RIC ELECTRICITY
Ionospheric electric fields variations in ELF-VLF,
confirming OV-I satellite measurements with OGO 6
data
p0033 A70-30082
Magnetospheric VLF electric field emissions above
SUBJECT INDEX
ATMOSIPtlERIC IONIZATION
Maltmmospberic ionization distribution determined
by duceed and nonducted whistler propagation modes
and eelig_ctson as observed by 0(30 I
i_010 A61D 17728
High latitude ionization spikes observed by POGO
spacocrarft, noting frequency correlation with magnetic
diuurbaaoes and development by high energy electron
inj¢cti_'_s
p0021 A69-28950
Hy_eresis effect on cosmic ray modulation and
gradient ionization near solar minimum from
measurements made near earth with OGO I and 3 ion
chambexs
130028 A70-15 lob
Quiet time cosmic ray ionization altitude dependence
over polar regions from measurements by integrating
ionization chamber on OGO-2
p0034 A70-31902
M:,_gaetic control of near equatorial neutral
thcrm,_:_pbere, calculating F region ionization anomaly
and m.ol¢cular nitrogen and atomic oxygen density
latit uekmal variations
130069 A73-26997
Atx,_lute cosmic ray ionization measurements in
upper.and lower atmosphere
[NAS,A-CR- 1040681 pO090 N69-34536
Au_ra formation by electron injection and drift in
upper atmospber©
p0095 N71-25272
ATMO._Zl4ER IC MODELS
Magnetosphere temperature distribution model
noting heat fluxes due to low electron density, large
mean: f-tee path, turbulent heat transfer, etc.
pOOl5 A68 38423
Hy_,v.gen Lyman alpha nightglow models, discussing
.,,o|ar _'hoton scattenng in geocorona and hydrogen
verticagl distribution
pO022 A69-30191
_olaltr cosmic rays entry into magnetosphere, showing
entran_._ on smoothwy connected field lines
p0032 A70-30059
Innt._ magnetosphere magnetic field mapping.
den_.ir,r_ pogo model
p0038 A70-39349
Thern, nal plasma model along magnetic field lines
oul..ide plasmasphere with sharp density gradient in
equatorial plane, using OGO-4 ion composition
,m..eas,-,e- me n ts
pLY)38 A70-41057
golaa: Uare particles entrance into geomagneuc tail.
rm-_iify ng diffusion model
p0040 A71-11494
Hort._ntal fie distribution in upper atmosphere from
OGO t_ rmass spectrometric data normalitation for
ahitud_ _y Jacchia model atmosphere
p004.6 A71-21647
Geommgnetic lield models validity from satellite
data
p_O49 A71-29903
Sea.._,_x'_al density variations in thermosphere and
exospl_:t'_ obtaining model from Explorers 19 and 39
electron cyclotron f'_quency from
at magnetic equator
pOO41 A71-11500
Ionospheric electric and electromagnetic waves
broadband characteristics, investigating auroral hiss
and LHR noise
pO05l A71-3395 I
The global distribution of natural and man-made
ionospheric electric fields at 200 kHz and 540 kHz as
observed by OGO-6.
pO080 A74-34020
ATMOSPHERIC HEATING
Magnetic storm effects in atmospheric neutral
composition, noting thermospheric wind circulation
role due to Joule heating within auroral zone
p0058 A72-24957
Thermospheric composition variations in south polar
regions during magnetically quiet periods from OGO-6
ohser_ations, considerir_g atmospheric heating by
etectron precipitation c)clic variations
pO0_O A72-32964
Auroral heating and Ihe composition of the neutral
atmosphere.
p0069 A73-27602
Heatii_g of the high-latitude thermosphere during
magnetically quiet p_riods.
pOOgO -_ 74-3 s027
Meghanism and rates of atmospheric mixing m lower
thermosphere including heat input
[NASA-CR-1357891 pOI03 N73-33321
OGO 5 observation drag _rements for comparison with OGO-6 mass
spectro_apy
pO051 A71-33802
OGO 41. satellite observed band limited ELF hiss
characrex_ics explanation by model based on
generat.aam at large wave normal angle in equatorial
region
p0057 A72-23008
Plastr_nlpause nightside, dayside and bulge positive
ion co_r_centration measurements with OGO 5 mass
spectrometer compared with magnetospheric
co n_ cot i_'rn model
p0061 A72-39544
Tber_r, ospheric atomic oxygen and molecular
nitrog¢'r_ densities from 0(30 6 neutral atmospheric
compose,ninon experiment, comparing with prediction by
Jacchia _w,_odels
p0062 A72-4243 I
Solar wind interaction with geomagnetic field,
di_ussir_g magnetosphere polar cusp region and
geomat_tic tail neutral sheet structure
p0065 A73-13871
S*_l,tr proton intensity, structures in the
magnctc._phere during interplanetary ani_otropics.
pO0_6 A73-14962
Th_..,,t_tical model for the latitude dependence of the
ther_eric annual and ,zmiannual ',ariations.
p0066 A73-15538
Z
O
<
St_'BJECT INDEXEquatorial ionospheric anomaly related neutral
thermospheric composition variation observation from
0(30-6 mass R_ctro_opi¢ data. notiq static difluslon
model limitations
p0070 A73-31767
POGO satellite obsgrvation of electtojet profiles
compared v.ith H _ariation around measurements,
interpreting data by classical band current model
p0070 A73-31773
Satellite studies of magnetosphenc substorms on
August 15, 196g. 9: Phenomenological model for
substorms.
p0072 A73-33457
A magnetospheric field model incorporating the
0(30-3 and 5 magnetic field observations.
p0074 A73-43693
The magnetotad and substorms. -- magnetic flux
transport model
p0076 A74-17742
Empirical model of global thermospheric temperature
and composition based on data from the 0(30-6
quadrupole mass spectrometer.
p0076 A74-18376
Global temperature distributions from OGO-6 6300
A airglow measurements.
p0077 A74-23679
OGO-D atmospheric composition data for polar
thermospheric storm model
[NASA-CR- 103080] p0094 N71-20638
Atmospheric model for thermal plasma neat
equatorial plasmapause
p0095 N71-25270
A model ionosphere for mid-day and mid-latitude
during sunspot minimum
[SM U P-4I pOI09 N74-74635
ATMOSPHERIC Pl.i't SICS
Measurements of the atmospheric neutron leakage
fate
1_O76 A74-15356
The air composition in the thermosphere.
p0078 A74-29960
ATMOSPHERIC R_DIATION
Atmospheric VLF electromagnetic emissions and
electron instabilities data from satellite observation,
detailing source regions, large amplitude electrostatic
waves and wave-particle correlation.
p0049 A71-30952
Asymmctncal giobat O I airglow emission pattern
with respect to magnetic equal.or from t_f30 4
observations, notmg poor correlation ",,,ith ionospheric
electron denstty
p(1073 A73-38939
Satellite ultraviolet mcasurcn',cnts of nitric oxide
fluorescence with a diffusive transport model.
p0074 A73-41925
Plasmaspheric hiss intensity variations during
magnetic storms.
pO080 A74-34038
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING
Disposition of scattering layers over polar-regions as
observed by OGO.-6 airglow photometer
{NASA-CR- 13027 I] 130101 N73-16436
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
Magnetosphere temperature distribution model
noting heat fluxes due to low electron density, large
mean free path. turbulent heat transfer, etc.
p0015 A68-38423
Exospheric neutral hydrogen temperature diurnal
variation from satellite resonance filter data, suggesting
Lyman alpha source external to g¢ocorona
pO040 A70-43852
Empirical model of global thermospheric temperature
and composition based on data from the OGO-6
quadrupole mass spectrometer.
p0076 A74-18376
Global characteristics in the diurnal variations of the
thermospheric temperature and composition.
p0077 A74-21693
Observed variations of the exospheric hydrogen
density with cxospheric temperature
[B22614-000] p0114
_t_TMOSPHERI('S
Magnetosphcri¢ ELF noise, discussing OGO 3
spectrum annie, sis
p0019 A69-18834
Magnetic equator ELF noise examined with OGO
3 magnetometer, indicating unique signals in
plasmaspherc
p0030 A70-21380
Broadband and htghpass LF norse in distant
magnetosphere detected by VLF/LF experiment on
OGO l satellite
pO031 A70-27183
BOLTZN1ANN 'iRA NSPORT EQUATION
Magnetosphere Alfven vel_ity profile relation to AI'RORatS
ELF chorus and hiss, indicating unstable wave
getmration by cyclotron resonance
p0039 AT0-43&$ I
Postmidntght chorus: A substorm phenomenon. --
outer magnetosphere
p0076 A74-18364
The feasibdity of a sub-LF satellite-to-submarine
communication downlink VLF noise levels in the
ionosphere
[AD-769139] 130104 N74-15857
ATOM CONCENTRATION
Comparison of atomic oxygen measurements by
incoherent scatter and satellite-borne mass spectrometer
techniques,
p0078 A7.$-27713
ATOMIC EXCITATIONS
O 1 1304-A airglow, observing conjugate excitation
with OGO 4 spacecraft
p0043 A71-17279
ATOMIC RECOMBINATION
Radiative recombination of atomic oxygen ions in
nighttime F region UV radiation detected by
polar-orbiting OGO 4 satellite
p0023 A69-34957
Oxygen atom recombination reactions with solid
surfaces for mass spectr0meter atomic oxygen
composition correction in upper atmosphere
[NASA-CR- 106805] p0091 NTO-11727
ATS
OGO 3 search coil magnetometer data correlated with
magnetopause crossing by ATS I satellite, discussing
OGO 3 crossing of outer magnetosphere into
interplanetary medium
p0017 A68-41693
ATS 5
Magnetopause crossing observation of ATS 5 satellite
during magnetic storm
p0043 A71-17258
AUDIO FREQUENCIES
Continuous and triggered audio frequency noise
bands associated with ionospheric lower hybrid
resonance frequency observed on OGO 2
p0018 A69-16257
Studying whistlers and audio frequency emissions
with receiving system on POGO satellite in conjunction
with ground based observing stations
[NASA-CR-97605] p0088 N69-17928
Xt'ROR_L s, RCS
Aurora! arctl far UV 0bscr_atmns by OGO 4,
disco>sing luminosity, morphology, positron, t:tc.
pO030 A70-23493
[he Harang discontinuity in auroral bch iunosphcric
currents.
p0_l A72-39980
_URORAL SPE CI"ROSCOPY
Auroral electron energy spectra measured from 180
to 250 km using electrostatic analyzer and channehron
detector, discussing electron flux
p0012 A68-25969
Auroral spectrum analysis in 1200-4000 A band,
obtaining photon emission rates
p0058 A72-26402
Observations of the conjugate SA R arcs of September
28-30. 1967. --- subaurorat red arcs
pO080 A74-34042
AURORAL TEMPERAT[ RE
Auroral heating and the composition of the neutral
atmosphere.
pO069 A73-27602
AURORAL ZONES
VLF and LF emission characteristic features and
origin mechanism in auroral regions of ionosphere,
discussing satellite observation of noise slxctrum in
space
p0025 A69-38495
High latitude regions of low energy electron
precipitation from OGO 4 satellite auroral particle
experiment
p0049 A71-30032
Magnetic storm effects in atmospheric neutral
compositmn, noting thermospheric bind circulation
role due to Joule heating within auroral zone
p0058 A72-24957
The Harang discontinuity in auroral belt ionospheric
currents.
p(_l A 72-_99,_0
Distributtons and charactcrtsttcs of high-latitude
field-allgned electron precipttation.
V0069 A73-2698g
A muhisatellite study of auroral-zone phenomena.
[ESRO-SR-23-PT-I] p0;O5 N74-16072
El¢¢lron measurements near weak aurora during
rocket flight
p0008 A67-33595
LF and VLF wideband noise called auroral hiss
observed b) Byrd ground station and 0(30 2, proposing
incoherent Cerenkov radiation from 1 key electrons
pO011 Aog- 19752
Polar ionosphere auroral oval position detection by
satellite observations of naturally occurring VLF and
man-made HF plasma waves
p0032 A 70-29924
Far UV equatorial airglow and aurora intensities and
occurrence frequencies from satellite observation
p0041 A71-11504
Propertics of higher latitude region of structured low
energy electron precipitation in noon hemisphere,
relating radiation with optical emissions in dayside
auroral o_al
p0048 A71-27911
Low en¢ rgy electron and proton fluxes in geomagnetic
tail of equatorial magnetosphere forming plasma sheet
related to auroral oval
p0049 A71-30029
VLF auroral hiss comparison with low energy
electron precipitation, using 0(30 4 data
p0056 A72-19149
Type 3 solar burst distinction from auroral type high
pass noise via spectrum analysis
p0062 A72-42043
Mantle aurora caused by auroral electron drift and
pjeclpltatlon
[NASA-TM-X-6394 II p0093 N 70-29997
Aurora formation by electron injection and drift in
upi_r atmosphere
p0095 N71-25272
Synoptic study of field-aligned electron precipitation
in auroral regions
[NASA-TM-X-660651 p0099 N73-10392
Electric field measurements across the Harang
discontinuity -- of the auroral zone
[NASA-TM-X-70613] p0105 N74-19023
OGO-4 auroral particles experiment and calibration
[NASA-TM-X-70216] p0108 N74-74628
_ZINIUTH
Shaaowing o! electron azimuthal-drift motions near
the noon magnetopause.
pOO65 A73-12442
B
BACKGROI:ND RADIATION
Lyman alpha sky background measurements by OGO
5 satellite, discusstng absolute emission rate, spatial
variations and origin
p0047 A71-24439
Neutral hydrogen interstellar wind parameters from
Lyman alpha sky background measurements outside
get.x'orona by photometers on 0(30 5
pO05l A71-338M
OGO-5 measurements of the Lyman-alpha sky
background in 1970 and 1971.
p0077 A74-22345
BALL(]4)N _)l. NDING
Skyhook balloon flight Geiger counter cosmic ray
monitor measurements of energy and charge spectra
of galactic rays at solar minimum
pO006 A66-34847
B A'FI'_R'Y (HARGERS
Orbiting Geoph3,sical Observatory electric power
_ub_y-s_cm design innovations including power supply,
solar array output and battery charge control
p0003 A65-1952g
BETA PARTICLES
Beta particle observations hetween inner edge of
plasma sheet to plasmapause in midnight earth
magnetosphere
[NASA-TM-X-65640] p0095 N71-32436
BIBIH)(,RAPHIES
E_[x:rlment data analysis report OGO-A: Experiment
no, I
[B039_-0001 p0111
B()I.IZM _.%'N IR._',,SIN)RT E(.)I-_TIf)N
{)i_'fcrc:ltial ¢lterg', _,pet2lfLi of cosmic ra_ protons and
hc_um nuclei dominated by solar modulation o[ local
inter-.t ellar spectra, and numerical _olutions to transport
equ:at mn
[NASA-CR- 1302981 pOI00 N73-15837
VII-3
BOUNDARY LAYERS
'BOUNDARY LAYERS
MallnCtic field measurements in outer
magnetosphere, emphasizing bounda_ re$ioaa and
shock front characteristics
pOOlO A68-12172
Plasmapause position measurements by ion mass
spectrometers and broadband VLF receivers on OGO
1 and 0(30 3 and by broadband recordings at
Antarctica
pOO21 A69-25153
ROW WAVES
Magnetic field obser-.ations by OGO-1, with profiles
of bow shock and magnetopause encounters
pOOl{) A68-1 I011
IMP-2 and O(30-1 in'.estigations of bow shock large
scale motions during magnetic storms result from
magnetosphere-magnetosheath compression by solar
wind dynamic pressure
pO01l A68-17768
Detection of electric field turbulecce in earth bow
shock, noting wave amplitude correlation with magnetic
field structure
pOOlS A69-1468 I
Magnetic fluctuations in various frequency ranges.
assoaated with earth bow shock, detected with search
coil magnetometer on OGO 3
130O26 A69-40501
Fluctuating electric fields relations to MHD bow
shock structure, using LF fluxgate magnetometer
aboard OGO 5
p0026 A69-42693
Initial deceleration of solar wind positive ions
upstream of earth bow shock determined from OGO
5 high time resolution plasma measurements
pO030 A70.21377
Fast timc-reso!ved spectra of earth bow shock
electrostatic turbulence based on broadband analog
electric data from 0(/0°5
pO031 A70.291 II
Electrostatic turbulence in bow shock magnetic
structures observed by OGO 5, explaining turbulence
as ion acoustic or Buneman mode due to two stream
instability
p0035 A70-36006
Magnetic and electric field changes across earth bow
shock and magnetosheath, discussing Pioneer 8 and
0(30-5 data
pOO36 A70-37483
Directed pJoton fluxes measu._'ments in bow shock.
magnetosheath and solar v, ind by (9(;0 5 satellite ion
npcctrometer
pO0.40 A71-11491
Solar wind ion thermalization in earth bow shock
by counterstreaming instability related to interplanetary
magnetic field
pO050 A71-31774
Earth bow shock internal structure based on
correlated observations of magnetic field, ELF magnetic
fluctuations and suprathermal electrons by OGO 5
satellite
pO05l A71-33943
Suprathermal electron beam induced HF wave
instability in solar wind upstream from earth bow shock,
interpreting OGO 5 observations
p0053 A71-43158
Earth bow shock magnetic field data correlation with
0(30 5 flux gate magnetometer, using
Tidman-Northrop theory
p0056 A72-19145
Earth bow shock laminar profileat low Mach number
by crossing satellites on 12 February 1969, determining
mean elocity along normal
p0057 A72-23004
Electron plasma oscillations distribution upstream
from earth bow shock, e_aluating 0(30-5 plasma wave
detector data
p0057 A72-23019
Earth-solar wind bo'_ shock structure from OG0-5
observations during passage from interplanetary
medium into magnetoshcath
ptrd58 A72-29379
Weak electrostatic turbulence observation in earth
bow shock magnetic field gradient, suggesting cyclotron
drift in_,lability role
p0063 A72-44523
Proton _attering m the region near the earth's boy,
,hock.
p0067 A73-22054
Solar wind and magnctosheath electron temperature
measurements by triaxlal electron analyzer onboard
0(30-5. presenting data for bow shock
p0075 A73-45112
VII-4
Structure of the quasi-perpendicular laminar bow
shock
1B22612-0001 pOl i4
Distribution_ of high frequency waves upstream from
earth's bow shock
[NASA-Ca-1392561 pOlO8 N74-74626
BRENISS]'RAHI.[ NG
Highest differential energy range of X rays during
July 1966 solar flare suggests nonthermal
bremsstrahlung origin of hard flare X rays
pOO[I A68-17769
Center to limb variation of solar hard X ray bursts,
suggesting inverse Compton effect and bremsstrahlung
from anisotropic electrons
p0023 A69-33055
Impulsive solar flare X rays spectral characteristics,
examining electron energy, bremsstrahlung, microu, ave
bursts and particle escape, collisions and rejection
p0043 A71-15937
BRIGHTNESS TEM PERATI:RE
Reduction and analysis of data on low frequency
brightness temperature of sky from OGO-4 radio
astronomy experiment
[NASA-Ca- 1107961 pOO93 N 70.-42352
BRO JtDBAND AMPLIFIERS
Nonducted very low frequency propagation in
magnetosphere from broadband VLF receivers on OGO
2 and OGO 4 polar satellites
[NASA-Ca- 1076141 pO091 N70.15525
C
CALIBRATING
In-flight radiomctric calibration of low brightness
0(30 4 airglow photometer
p0029 A70-15645
Flight calibration device for absolute measurements
of photometer at Lyman alpha v.avelength on OGO-6
and other satellites
[AD-7265671 p0096 N71-36136
CATIONS
Earth satellite sweeping mass spectrometer for
measuring atmospheric neutral particle and positive ion
concentration
p0025 A69-3668 I
Initial deceleration of solar wind positive ions
op_rream of earth bow she,,:k determined from t_O
5 high Ume resolution plasma mea:,uremcnts
p0030 A 70-2i377
Plasmapause irregular structure and position
indicated by measured chstributions of h3,drogen and
hc!ium thermal putative ions in du:_kside
magnetospbere
p0031 A70.29185
( ERENKOV RADIATION
LF and VLE wideband noise called auroral hiss
observed by Byrd ground station and 0(30 2, proposing
incoherent Cerenkov radiation from 1 key electrons
p0Ol I A68-19752
CHARGE DISTRIBUTION
Earth satellite experiment for measuring the charge
and energy spectra of the primary cosmic rays
[B01634-0001 pOII I
Multiple parameter analysis of galactic and solar
cosmic rays for chemical composition and charge
distribution
pOO91 N69-38984
CHARGED PARTICLES
Measurement of differential energy spectra of
protons, helium nuclei and heavy nuclei by cosmic
radiation telescopes mounted on POGO and Pioneer
satellites
p0004 A66-23684
Skyhook balloon flight Gciger counter cosmic ray
monitor measurements of energy and charge spectra
of galactic rays at solar minimum
pO006 A66-34847
Solar and galactic particle spectra and composition
measured with cosmic ray telescope mounted on
satellite
p(JOO8 Afi7-27249
Charged particles of extraterrestrial ring current
during geomagnetic storms, v, ith O(iO 3 measurements
of proton and electron differential energy spectra
p(XXN _,67-37401
Primary cusntic re;, energy _pcctra and charge
umlposilion during 1968 solar modulation minimum,
using scintillator photomulttplier detector on 0(.30 1
p0016 A68-41431
Low energy charged particles in earth magnetosphere
ob_rved by 0(30 satellite
pO019 A69-i9358
SUBJECT INDEX
Chmlged panicl_,_ injection into captured radiation
zone o4[ Van Allen belts during main phase of magnetic
stoma indicated by proton data analysis
p0025 A69-37967
Low energy charged particle distribution within earth
magnetosphere and environs, sugge:iting solar origin for
storm time ring current protons
190033 A 70-30089
Low energy galactic cosmic radiation energy spectra
and charge composition in 2-14 Z range by OGO-5.
suggesting two component model for origin
p0037 A70.38127
Proton energy change effects on charged particles
propagating in interplanetary spaoe, using low energy
solar flare proton fluxes observations
p0046 A71-228OI
Satellite charged particle observations and polar cap
riometer absorption measurements during solar cosmic
ray c_,,ents, noting electron and proton contributions
130059 A72-31965
Cbart_d particle distribution study in near earth
region using orbiting spherical electrostatic analyzers
or plasma probes
[A D-7008041 p0092 N70-28003
Deign of OGO-E expsriment to measure energetic
X-rays, electrons, protons, and alphaparticl¢ emissions
from solar flares
[NASA-Ca-122509] p0098 N72-28812
Data processing and analysis of charged particle
experiment on OGO-5 spacecraft
[NASA-Ca- 132761] pOlO2 N73-25870
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
Low energy galactic cosmic radiation energy spectra
and charge composition in 2-14 Z range by 0(3005,
suggesting two component model for origin
p0037 A70.38127
C, N and O nuclei abundances in radiation belt near
geometric equator, using data obtained by OGO-5
satellite in 1968
pOO41 A71-13475
Multiple parameter analysis of galactic and solar
cosmic rays for chemical composition and charge
distribution
pO091 N69-38984
CHEMICAL ELEMENTS
Chemical abundances and energy spectra of nuclei
in galactic radiation measured in interplanetary space
by + OG0-I satellite
pO006 A66-M833
Fnergy spectra and abundance_ of elements He
through Si of Ralactic cosmic ray above 20 Mev per
nucleon in nuclear charge range between 2 and 26
pO006 A67-11687
( HFNII(AL ENERG_f
Magnetospheric chemical release study ---
modifications of wave particle interactions in
magnetosphere
1AD-769979] pOI05 N74-17126
(HIRP SIGNALS
A correlated study of ELF waves and electron
precipitation on OGO-6.
p0077 A74-24766
CtlROMOSPHERE
Soft X-ray and microwave observations of hot regions
in solar flares.
p0060 A72-35089
CINEMATOGRAPHY
Cinematographic display o[ obseruations of low
energy proton and electron spectra m terrestrial
magnetosphere
[NASA-CR-g1871] 130087 N68-15232
CIRCULAR POLARIZATION
Whistler-mode waves circular polarization
measurement by OGO 6 satellite, noting application
to hiss. chorus and ion density studies
p0042 A71-14538
CISLUNAR SPACE
Earth:sun relationship data obtained by Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory experiments concerning the
atmosphere of the earth, the magnetosphere, and
cislunar space
pO(X)l A63-21527
Velocities of dust particles in cislunar space
pOOO4 A66-15266
Zodiacal dust particle flux measurements from OGO
t and Mariner 4spacecraft in cislunar and interplanetar)
space
p0O13 A68-29457
Picogram dust particle flux measurements in
sclenocentric, cislunar and interplanetary space by
Mariner 4, OGO 3 and Explorer 35
pO041 A71-14OI4
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;I 'BJECT I.VDEA
Four years of dust particle measurements in cislunar
and _k:nocenthc space from Lunar Explo_r 35 and
0(30 3
[B13918-0001 poll2
OGO 3 experiment to measure physical parameters
of plcogram sizedust part=tics in cislunar and near earth
space
[NASA-CR-121477] p0096 N71-33768
CLOUDS tMETEORO I.t)G _ )
Satellite mull/spectral photometry data in airglow
bands correlated '_ith cloud characteristics and surface
albedo variations
p002g A70-15522
COILS
POGO triaxial search coil magnetometer
[B21207-000] pO113 B75-21207
COLD PLASMAS
Satellite measurements of cold plasma density and
plasmapause in magnetosphere, comparing whistler,
Langmuir probe and ion trap data
p0049 A71-3095 I
COLLISION LESS PLASMAS
Collision free earth shock wave gross and fine
structure deduced from 0(30 5 plasma diagnostics
[AIAA PAPER 69-676] p0023 A69-33452
Collisionless plasma spherical probe RF sheath model
based on quasi-static approximation and electrostatic
theory
p0057 A72-23520
COMET TAILS
Determination of the solar Lyman-alpha flux
independent of calibration by ultraviolet observations
of Comet Iknnctt)
p0076 A74-15496
COMETS
Comet Bennett /1969 i/ spectrograms, discussing
linear diameter, trajectory, Lyman alpha emission and
hydrogen mass
p0039 A 70-.42468
COMPRESSION g'AVES
IMP-2 and OGO-I in_c_tigatioos of bow shock large
scale motions during magnetic storms result from
otagnetosphere-magnetosheath compression by solar
wind dynamic pressure
p0011 A68-17768
Resonant compression waves in geomagnetic tail
estimated for frequency and spatial distribution by
single ia)ercd two d_me_sional model
p0028 A70-15127
COM P'I_N EFEE(-i"
Center to limb _arlation of solar hard X ray bursts,
suggesting inverse ( ompton effect and brcmsstrahlung
from anlsotropic clot.trOll>
p0023 A69-33055
COMPUTER PROGR s, MMING
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory programming
system consisting of real time quick-look monitor and
data processors
[AIAA PAPER 64-218] 130002 A64-24447
Programmer manual for Polar Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory
[IS-769] p0082 N64-13388
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Analytical determination of earth visibility from
orbiting satellite - OGO and POGO
|NASA-TM-X-550021 p0082 N64.-23517
F-02 experiment onboard OGO-6, and computer
program for anat3.sis of raw data
[NASAoCR-1301281 pOI00 N73-13376
The inner zone electron model AE-5
INASA-TM-X-699871 pOI06 N74-20502
Program description of the data reduction program
for experiment 19 of OGO-D
[NASA-TM-X-70372] pOlO9 N74-76910
CONJUGATE POINTS
O I 1304-A airglow, observing conjugate excitation
with 0(30 4 spacecraft
p0043 A71-17279
Whistler mode signals ob_r'.ation in conjugate region
of 200 kHz broadca,,t station by satellite-borne narrow
hand receiver, con_bdering field-aligned ducted and
nonducted propagahon
p0059 A72-29384
(1)NJUGATES
Obser', ations of the conjugate SAR arcs of September
28-30. 1967. --- subauroral red arcs
p{X_g0 A74-34042
ONT_MINATION
Ther mt_lect rical[._ -co_)led quartz crystal
microbalance --- monitor of surface contamination as
function of temperature
pOI03 N74-10255
CONTROL SIML L-_TION
Single axis test program and simulator for vehicle
dynamics in free space to test attitude control system
of Orbitinl Geophysical Obscr,,atory (OGO)
p0002 A64-27303("O N VEC-I'IO N
Cosmic ray electrons solar modulation, considering
diffusion-convection theory
pOO40 A70-45769
(ONVF(_TION CURRENTS
Injun 5 satellite measurements of magnetospheric
convection electric fields via double probe technique,
discussing substantiation v, ith 0(30 6 results
[AD-7502211 p0063 A72-42901
CONVECrlVE FLOg' p
Satellite studies of magnet0spberic substorms on
August 15. 1968. 3: Some features of magnetospberic
convection.
p0072 A73-33451
Diffusion-convection theory for solar cosmic ray
propagation in interplanetary magnetic field
pO090 N69-29659
COORDINATE. TRANSFORMATIONS
Coordinate transformations for 0(30 satellite data
reduction
[NASA-TM-X-638261 p0092 N70-19313
CORPUSCULAR R S,DI.ATION
Hysteresis effect on cosmic ray modulation and
gradient ionization near solar minimum from
measurements made near earth with 0(30 I and 3 ion
chambers
pOO2g A70-15106
Initial d¢celeration of solar wind positive ions
upstream of earth bow shock determined from OGO
5 high time resolution plasma measurements
pO030 A70-21377
CORRELATION
Oxygen ion anticorrelation to molecular ion
concentrations from OGO 6 observations m F 2
region
p0062 A72-42016
COSMIC DUST
Temperature gradient and thermal effects on ceramic
transducer seosors used on spacecraft for cosmic dust
experiments
p00t3 A68-29467
Sensors used in cosmic dust experiments studied for
response to microparticle hypcrvelocity impacts, noting
relationship to velocity
p(X)l 3 A t_8-2q468
0(30 3 experiment to mea_u=_ ph3,slcal parameters
of picogram size dust particles in cislunar ,rEid ficar cart,h
space
INASA-CR- 121477] p00% N7 !-33768
COSMIC NOISE
O(30 radio astronomy instrument for _.o_mic noise
sky brightness distribution mapping b?, electrically short
antenna ionospheric focusing
p0048 A71-2614.4
Design considerations and performance
characteristics for radio astronomy instrumentation
system aboard OGO-5 spacecraft
[NASA-CR-986701 p0088 N69-14392
Data reduction and analysis report for radio
astronomy experiment aboard 0(30-2 spacecraft
{NASA-CR-98669] p_088 N69-14393
COSMIC PLASMA
Low altitude electric and magnetic measurements of
plasma v,avcs in space from OV3-3, Pioneer 8 and 0(30
5 satellite observations
p0029 A70-17376
Neutral hydrogen interstellar wind parameters from
Lyman alpha sky background measurements outside
geocorona hy photometers on 0(30 5
p0051 A71-33834
COSMI(" R-_Y ALBEDO
Cosmic ra3, albcdo neutron flux latitude and altitude
dependence, using 0(30-6 polar orbiting satellite
p0037 A70-39326
COSMI( R_.YS
Cosmic ray experiments for Explorer 12 and the
Orbiting Geoph3,sical Ob_r',atory using GcigerMuller
counter,: ' nd _-intdlation counter tele_opes
p0001 A63-20022
Orbiting Geoph)sical Ob_r',atory 117.)130)for cosmic
ray radio astronomy, and Gegenschein experiments
including satellite dc_,criptioa and orha data
I 0_0 _ &65-2243 I
Differential re_pon_ _,_r_c_ and mean rigidit) of
respon_ of ion chambers aboard balloons and satellites
in free space during long-term costa crav _ar at on from
1960 to 1905
p0003 A65-33664
COSMIC RAYS
Mea_.utemcm of differential energy spectra of
protons, h¢tium nuclei and heavy nuclei by cosmic
radiation telescopes mounted on POGO and Pion_:r
satellites
pO004 A66-D684
Explorer 18 _atcllite measurements of proton energy
spectra in region corotating with sun. noting modulation
of galactic cosmic radiation and source of continuous
particle accelerations
pO005 A66-34754
Encrg) spectra and abundances of elements He
through Si of galactic cosmic ray above 20 Mev per
nucleon in nuclear charge range between 2 and 26
pO006 A67-11687
Solar modulation of galactic protons and He nuclei
dunng last solar cycle analyzed according to Parker
theory
130007 A67-19913
Solar and galactic particle spectra and composition
measured with cosmic ray telescope mounted on
satellite
p4_08 A67-27249
Hydrogen and helium cosmic ray nuclei isotopic
composition measured to clarify abundance ratios
energy dependence below 75 McV/nocleon
pOOl5 A68-41421
Low eocrgy interplanetary positrons detection by
O(30 satellites, discussing possible existence of
equilibrium charge ratio
pOOl5 A68-.41427
Lo,_ eoergy cosmic ray nuclei propagating in
interstellar space analyzed by telescope onboard OGO
I
pOOl6 A68.-41434
Balloon and satellite measurement of quiet time
cut-off rigidities [or cosmic ray particles
pOOl6 A68-41562
OGO-6 neutron monitor for measuring cosmic ray
neutron flux near earth, locating sensor on boom to
minimize spacecraft produced neutrons
p0024 A69-36678
Hysteresis effect on cosmic ray modulation and
gradmnt ionization near solar minimum from
measurements made near earth with OGO I and 3 ion
chambers
p0028 A70-15106
Quiet time cosmic ray ionization altitude dependence
over polar regions from measurements hy integrating
ionlzauon chamber on 0430-2
p0034 A 70-3i902
C_mic ray knee interpretation using polar orbiting
ionization chambers data from 0(30-2/4
p_34 A70-319_3
C_mic ray electron and positron dilfcrcntla[ energy
spectra during solar quiet times from OGO5 satellite
observations in interplanetary space
p0036 A70-38096
Interplanetary cosmic ray positrons energy spectral
component with origin different from interstellar
mesons decay
p0036 A70-38098
Long term variations of cosmic ray electron spectrum
above 500 McV from balloon and satellite observations.
noting reduction during Forhush decreases
p0037 A70-38105
Interstellar cosmic ray electron spectrum flattening
below 3 GcV from 0(30-5 observations
p0037 A70-38106
Low ¢nergy galactic cosmic radiation energy spectra
and charge composition in 2-14 Z range by 0(30-5,
suggesting two component model for origin
p0037 A70-38127
Cosmic ray electrons solar modulation, considering
diffusion-convection theory
p(X)40 A70-45769
Quiet time fluxes and differential energy spectra of
protons and alpha particles at 2-20 MeV measured by
cosmic ray detectors on OGO-3
pO0_.4 A71-1g127
Lov, energy cosmic rays modulation and heliocentric
gradient during solar minimum, comparing 0(30 1and
2 ion chamber measurements v, ith other space and
ground observations
p0044 A71-18128
! orbush decreases and long term cosmic ra_ particle
intensity changes, investigating spectral _ariahons
p0044 A71-18137
Cosmic ray neutron leakage flux and energy spectrum
measurements in 0.01-10 MeV range by OGO 6
',atellite-born¢ neutron detector
p0054 A72-1O877
VII-5
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COSMOSSATELI.ITES
Heavy nuclei enrichment in solar accelerated
particles, discussing differemial energy spcct_.
photospheric and coronal abundances, satellite
observation and qroemnt with IplblcU¢ cosmic rays
po055 A72-15366
OGO-5 measurement of 10-200 M©V cosmic ray
electron energy sp_tra, discussing quiet time flux
intensity
p0055 A72-16719
Electron scattering effects on response of cosmic ray
particle telescopes from pulse height and counting rate
measurements
p0057 A72-21510
Cosmic ray electron search and study, comparing near
earth to interstellar spectrum
pO060 A72-33869
Geomagnetic cutoffs for cosmic-ray protons for seven
energy intervals hetween 1.2 and 39 Mev
pO061 A72-38728
Cosmic-ray scintillations. I: Inside the
magnetosphere.
p0066 A73-15526
Energy dependent time lag in the long-term
modulation of cosmic rays.
p0067 A73-19252
The 1972 cosmic ray electron spectrum above 0.5
GeV. --- mechanism for distortion by solar
modulation
p0078 A74-27700
Short-term intensity fluctuation of cosmic-ray
electrons between 0.5 and 10 GeV.
pO079 A74-31903
Cosmic gamma*ray burst detected with an instrument
on board the OGO-5 satellite.
po080 A74-31942
Description of OGO-I and OGO-3 counting rate
processing and resuhing data. Cosmic ray spectra and
fluxes experiment on OGO-I and OGO-3
{B03716-0001 pOl I I
Energy spectrum of cosmic-ray electrons from 0.5
to 1OGeV
(B 14744-0001 pO112
Observation of cosmic-ray electrons with the OGO-5
satellite
[B 14745-0_] pO112
Absolute cosmic ray ionization nw.asurements in
upper and lower atmosphere
[NASA-CR- 104068l po090 N69-34536
Cosmic ray electrons and solar flare particles from
OGO-E and Explorer 33 data for identifying solar flare
elect rnn_
poOgO N69-38983
Differential energy spectra of cosmic ray protons and
helium nuclei dominated by solar modulation of local
interstellar spectra, and numerical so_utious to transport
equation
[NASA-CR- 130.-_8] pOI00 N73-15837
Satellite measurement of cosmic ray abundances and
spectra in charge range 2 equal to or less than 7 equal
to or less than 10
[NASA-CR-135786) p0103 N73-33777
Cosmic ray telescope for OGO 2 and 4 spacecraft
-- construction and flight of cosmic ray telescope on
0(30-2 and 4 spacecraft
[NASA-CR-137238] pOI06 N74-190gg
Response to environment and radiation of an
ionization chamber and matched geiger tube used on
spacecraft
[NAS.,-CR-139255] 130108 N 74-74624
COSMOS SATELLITES
Comparison of Cosmos-215 and OGO-D
observations of nightglow in 1225 to 1350 A range at
IOw geomagnetic latitudes
po096 N71-34333
COUNTING RATE CD%IPt TERS
Description of OG0-1 and OGO-3 counting rate
processing and resulting data. Cosmic ray spectra and
fluxes experiment on OGO-I and OGO-Y
[B03716-_0] polll
CRITICAL FREQE ENCIES
ISIS.- I satellite ob_r',ations of the ionosphere at high
southern latitudes.
po068 A73-25753
('U RRENT SHEETS
Magnetopause current layer deflection during 0(30
5 crossungs, noting independence on sun-earth-satellite
angle
p0053 A71-43161
Magnetic field strength change in equatorial
pla_masphere, considering qu*et ring current as
equatorial sheet current exten,,ion of neutral sheet
current in magnetospheric tail
p0064 A73-11732
VIi-6
Field-aligned currents, plasma waves, and anomulous
resistivity in the disturbed polar cusp.
pO:)69 A73-29964
A magnctospheric field model incorporating the
OGO-3 and 5 magnetic field observations.
p_)74 A73-43693
CtSPS
OGO 5 polar cusp observations showing dayside
magn¢tosheath plasma penetratlon during magnetic
storm
p0053 A71-43162
Dependence of the polar cusp on the north-south
component of the interplanetary magnetic field.
p_72 A73-36273
OGO-5 observations of the physical processes
occurring in the disturbed polar cusp and the
cusp-magnetosheath interface
[B 18269-000] p0113
Ct T-OFF
Balloon and satellite measurement of quiet time
cut-off rigidities for cosmic ray particles
pool6 A68-41562
CYCLOTRON FREQUENCY
Magnetospheric VLF electric field emissions above
electron cyclotron frequency from OGO 5 observation
at magnetic equator
pod41 A71-11500
Weak electrostatic turbulence observation in earth
bow shock magnetic field gradient, suggesting cyclotron
drift instability role
p0063 A72-44523
CYCLOTRON RADIATION
Turbulence of electrostatic electron cyclotron
harmonic waves observed by OG0-5.
p0060 A72-35599
CYCLOTRON RESONANCE
Harmonic ion cyclotron resonances associated with
proton whistlers observed from OGO-4 satellite VLF
recordings
pO030 A70-19630
Relativistic electron precipitation during magnetic
storms, showing cyclotron resonances with
electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves
p0051 A71-33948
The origin and propagation of chorus in the outer
magnetosphere.
p0078 A74-24767
D
D_tTA ACQUISITION
Geomagnetic survey by polar-orbiting 0(30 2 and
4, duscussing data acquisitio, and rcd*_c_ion result_ and
accuracy
I_054 A72-1208 I
Equatorial electroj¢t characteristics observation
during 196%1970 with POGO satellite-borne
magnetometers, noting anomaly characterized by sharp
negative V-signature in width and _ariable amplitude
p0070 A73-31768
DATA CORRELATION
OGO-5 plasmapaus¢ crossing correlation with
ground observations of Pi geomagnetic
micropulsations
PO056 A72-21223
The relation between low-latitude neutral density
variations near 400 km and magnetic activity indices.
p0075 A74-142 [9
Correlation of satellite estimates of the equatorial
¢lectrojet intensity with ground observations at Addis
Ababa
[B 15846-0001 p0112
DATA PROCESSING
Main geomagnetic field data, discussing data
conversion to computer-readable form
pO009 A67-36901
Summary of digital data-processing s)stcms for the
OGO SU/SRI very-low.frequency experiments
[B01263-000l pO I I I
Experiment data analysis report OGO-3: Experiment
no. I
[B03943-000] p0111
Experiment data anal)sis report OGO-A: Exper;mcnt
no. I
[B03944-000] p01 I I
Experiment data analysis report for the OG0-4
neutral and ion mass spectrometer Cxl_r*ment
{a050_.-000t po111
Production processing of the data obtained by the
UCLA OGO-5 fluxgate magnetometer
[B 12880-0001 POI 12
SUBJECT INDEX
Geocoronal h)drogen measurement experiment on
OGO-E - methods of obtaining orbital and spac=crah
parantelers for data analysis
[NASA-TM-X-552761 p_g3 N65-3065 I
Processing of total field magnetometer data from
0(30-2 satellite
[NASA-TM-X-55822] PO085 Nb7-30147
Display and processing program Ior data from
gegenschcin photometry ¢xpernment from OG0-B
[NASA-TM-X-559071 130086 N67-35595
Digital data processing system for very low frequency
radio noise and propagation experiment aboard
OGO-I
[NASA-CR-88618[ p0086 N67-3702 I
Solar burst time profiles and dynamic spectra for
calculating theoretical values for Type 3 burst
characteristics
[NASA-CR-10703 I] p0091 N70-12221
Reduction and analysis of data on low frequency
brightness temperature of sky from OG0-4 radio
astronomy experiment
[NASA-CR-II0796] PO093 N70-42352
Procedures [or processing atmospheric composition
data obtained through use of sweeping quadrupole mass
spectrometer on 0(30-4 satellite
[NASA-CR- 117525] po094 N71-21544
Reduction and analysis of trapped and precipitating
electron data from 0(30 6 spectrometer experiment
F-16
[NASA-CR- 1301371 pOIl_ N73-15863
Analysis of light ion mass spectrometer data from
OG0-E experiment
INASA-CR- 1301561 p0101 N73-16432
Data processing and analysis of charged particle
experiment on OGO-5 spacecraft
[NASA-CR- 1327611 polO2 N73-25870
Data processing s_,stem for the intensity monitoring
spectrometer flown on the Orbiting Geophysical
Ohw.r',atory-F <C',GO-F) satellite
[NASA-CR- 1368271 pOI05 N74-16940
Data analysis program Ior the OGO E-24 plasma
wave detector
[NASA-CR- 140523] pOliO N74-77109
DATA PROCE._SING EQEIPMENT
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory programming
system consisting of real time quick-lobk monitor and
data processors
[AIAA PAPER 64-218] p0002 A64-24447
DATA RECORDING
Harmonic ion c)rc]otron resonances associated with
proton =hist!e_ ob_rved from 0(30-4 satellite VLF
recordings
19OO3O A70-19630
DATA RED! ('lION
Main _eomagnetic field data, discussing data
conversion to _uJ_iputcr readable form
p0(X)9 A67-36901
OGO 4 satellite micrometeoroid flux detection,
emphasiling noise control procedures for data
correlation
p0048 A71-28700
Geomagnetic survey by polar-orbiting 0(30 2 and
4, discussing data acquisition and reduction results and
accuracy
p0054 A72-12081
Rok of gas-surface interactions in the reduction of
OGO-6 neutral particle mass spectrometer data.
p0073 A73-3894 I
G¢ocoronal hydrogen measurement experiment on
OGO-E - methods of obtaining orbital and spacecraft
parameters for data analysis
[NASA-TM-X-552761 p0083 N65-30651
Data reduction methods for OGO airglow
photometer measurements
[NASA-TM-X-557941 PO085 N67-27576
Processing of total field magnetometer data from
0(30-2 satellite
[NASA-TM-X-558221 p0085 N67-30147
Design considerations and performance
characteristics for radio astronomy instrumentation
s_stem aboard (XiO-5 spacecraft
[NASA-CR-986701 130088 N69-14392
Data reduction and analysis report for radio
astronomy experiment aboard OG0-2 spacecraft
[NASA-CR-986691 POO88 N69-14393
Solar burst hme profiles and dynamic spectra for
calculating theorclical values for Type 3 burst
ch;trzlcterl_c_
[NASA-CR- 107031] pill N70-12221
Samples of electron spectro,,copy and ionization
chamber data plots from OGO-I and OGO-3
[NASA-CR- 107885] pO0_2 N70-17624
Z
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_ UBJEC T IN DE)tCoordinate transformations for (}GO uttellite data
reduction
[NASA-TM-X-63826] 1_0@2 N70-19313
Reduction and anal}_ls of trapped and precipitating
electron data from OGO 6 spectrometer experiment
F-16
[NASA-CR-130137] pOI00 N73-15863
The reduction and analysis of electron data for outer
zone electron model AE-4. Volume 3: OGO-I and 3
University of Minnc_,ota experiment data
[NASA-TM-X-70212] pOlO9 N74-74636
Program description of the data reduction program
for experiment 19 of OGO-D
[NASA-TM-X-70372] [30109 N74-76910
Reduction and analysis of data from OGO-C,D ion
chamber experiment
[NASA-CR- 107184] poll0 N74-76923
DATA SYSTEMS
OGO structure and systems covering thermal and
attitude controls, power plant, communications,
tracking and data handling
p(_02 A65-14349
DAWN CHORUS
Banded chorus. VLF discrete emissions in
magnetosphere in single variable frequency band with
frequency depending on equatorial electron
gyrofrequency
pO023 A69-3198 I
The origin and propagation of chorus in the outer
magnetosphere.
130078 A74-24767
Intensity variation of elf hiss and chorus during
isolated substorms
[B22603-(X)01 pO114
DAYTIME
Plasma waves m the dayside polar cusp. 2:
Magnetopaus¢ and polar magnetosheath.
p0077 A74-2 f680
DECAMETRIC _'AVES
A new model for the high-frequency decametric
radiation from Jupiter
1_081 A74-43688
PDECAY RATES
Soft solar X-ray bursts characteristics, discussing
temporal and intensity differential distributions, flux
measurements and decay time
p0048 A71-27654
Decay time o[ type 3 solar bursts observed at
kilometric wavelengths
p0074 A73-41497
DECEI.ERA I ION
Initial deceleration of solar v, ind pt_sitive ions
upstream of earth bow shock determined from OGO
5 high time resolution plasma measurements
p0030 A70-21377
DECIMETER WAVES
The role of energetic electrons in the correlation of
meter and decimeter type Ill bursts with 4 keV X-ray
emission.
p0064 A73-11391
DEL-'ONTAM f NATION
OGO-6 surface contamination by outgassing in space
environment and decontamination by sputtering and
desorption
[NASA-CR-117138] p0094 N71-20207
DEGRADATION
Continuous-channel electron multipliers degradation
in spacecraft environment simulation laboratory
equipment
pOOH A69-29565
DEMAGNETIZATfON
Digital offset field generator foJ dynamic range
extension Of magnetometers
pO090 Nb9-33963
DENSE PLASMAS
Electron concentrations calculated from the lower
hybrid resonance noise band observed by 0(30-3
pO074 A73-41912
DENSITY t MASS/_,OLUME)
An upper limit to the product of NO and O densities
from 105 to 120 Km
[B2260_-0001 p0114
f)ENSfT_ i)ISTRIB[ TION
Interpretation of OG0-5 Lyman alpha measurements
m the upper geocorona
p0066 A73-19233
An dssocialton of magnetospheric whistler disper,,ion
charactcrlstics with changes in local plasma dCnsLty.
p0069 A73-26985
The relation between low-latitude neutral density
variations near 400 km and magnetic activity indices.
p0075 A74-14219
Spatial and temporal behavior of atomic oxygen
determined by OGO 6 airglow observations.
p0079 A74- 30670
Latitudinal dentity di_fibution of gas¢_ in upper
atmosphere
p0094 N71-25267
DENSITY MEASUREMENT
Satellite measurements of cold plasma density and
plasmapause in magnetosphere, ¢onlparing whistler,
Langmuir probe and ion trap data
p0049 A71-30951
Gum Nebula size, density and electron temperature
data from RAE-I and OG0-5 satellites and ground
based telescopes observations, correlating with Vein X
supernova outburst /
p0052 A71-35409
Atmospheric neutral density measurement near 400
km during daytime by microphone density gage on OGO
6
p0058 A72-26407
Electron concentrations calculated from the lower
hybrid resonance noise band observed by OCJ0-3
130074 A73..41912
Effect of satellite potential on direct ion density
measurements through the plasmapause.
p0076 A74- f8372
The measurement of cold ion densities in the plasma
trough
[B22610-000] pot 14
Fabrication, installation, and operation of
microphone density gage experiment onboard OGO-F
[NASA-CR- 130082] p0098 N72-28467
DETECTORS
Data analysis program for the OGO E-24 plasma
wave detector
[NASA-CR- 140523] pOllO N74-77 !09
DIGITAL DAI-A
Summary of digital data-processing systems for the
0(30 SU/SRf very-low-frequency experiments
[B01263-000J pOIll B75-01263
Digital data processing system for very low frequency
radio noise and propagation experiment aboard
OG0-1
[NASA-CR-88618] f_086 N67-37021
DIODES
Low energy solar cosmic ray experiment for OG0-6
using double diffused depk:tcd silicon diodes
p0012 A68-27616
DIPOLE ANTENNAS
Resonances in driving point iml_dance of e!ecthc
dipole antenna in ionosphere
[NASA-CR-91b20I p0087 N6R- 14025
DfPOLE MOMEN IS
Geomagnetic dipole field disturbances by trapped
particles, calculating self consistent equilibrium
configuration for ring current dipole moments
p0034 A70-31905
DIRECTIVITY
Center to limb variation of solar hard X ray bursts,
suggesting inverse Compton effect and bremsstrahlung
from anisotropic electrons
p0023 A69-33055
DISPLAY DEVICES
Visual presentation of motion and orientation of
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
[NASA-TN-D*2918] p0083 N65-29296
Display and processing program for data from
gegenschein photornetry experiment from OGO-B
[NASA-TM-X-55907] p0086 N67-35595
DIURNAL VARIAHONS
Ionospheric elect rc n density response to geomagnetic
storms at midlatitudes, noting diurnal variations
detected by ATS 3 VHF signah
p0038 A 70-40479
Exospheric neutrai hydrogen temperature diurnal
_ariation from satellite resonance filter data, suggesting
Lyman alpha source e_:tel'nal to geoeorona
p_40 A70-43852
Properties of low energy particle impacts in the polar
domain in the dawn and dayside hours.
plJ061 A72-39541
Plasmapaus¢ nightside, dayside and bulge positive
ion concentration measurements v,ith OGO 5 mass
_,pectrometer compared v.ith magnetospheric
convection model
pO061 A72-39544
Diurnal latitudinal composmon variations in light
ion trough from OGO mass spectrometric ob_rvatiofs,
noting magnetic storm effects
p0065 A73- 11904
EARTH ALBEDO
POGO satellite observed electroject signature data
comparison with daily geomagnetic variation amplitude
measueem©nt at equatorial ground station in India
p0070 A73-31769
Global characteristics in the diurnal vanatioos of the
thermospheric temperature and composition.
p0077 A74-21693
Diurnal _,ariation of the neutral thermospheric winds
determined from incoherent scatter radar data
[B22601-0001 pO114
Dynamic diffusion concept tot calculating diurnal
thermospheric temperature characteristics
p0094 N71-25265
Beta particle observations between inner edge of
plasma sheet to plasmapause in midnight earth
magnetosphere
[NASA-TM-X-65t>IOI p0095 N71-32436
Diurnal variation of Lyman alpha spectral width as
measured by 0(30-6 sky-scanning photometer
[A D-7 ._b8161 p0097 N72-23429
Variations in thermospheric composition: A model
based on mass-spectrometer and satellite-drag data
[NASA-CR-136192] pOlO4 N74-12459
DOPPLER EFEECT
Nondueted VLF walking trace whisti¢rs and Doppler
shifts in fixed frequency transmissions identified on
OGO midlatitude spectrographic records
p0028 A70-15116
Protonospheric electron concentration profiles based
on Doppler and Faraday effects
[NASA-CR- 1007781 p0089 N69-24521
DRIFT RATE
Electron intensities and substorm drift effects in outer
radiation belt using two satellite technique
p0026 A69-43172
Solar wind density model from kin-wave type 3
bursts.
p007l A73-32965
Mantle aurora caused by auroral el¢ctrnn drift and
precipitation
[NASA-TM-X-639411 p0093 N 70-29987
DU(I"S
Whistler ducts as enhanced ionization from OGO 3
satellite observations near magnetic equator, noting
magnetospheric ionization hydrostatic model and
predicted cut-off
pr.J041 A71-11499
DYNAMIC (HARAE-1-ERISTI CS
Dynamic analysis of longitudinal o_illations of
SM-_tB stage I (PO_O)
[BOOSro4Jo01 ;_ii l
Dynamical characteristics of pulsating subs:orm,
PS6
{B 14":,804)O01 pO112
DYN _'vllC MDDELS
Plasma proton and plasma electron prototype and
flight models
[NASA-CR-122351] p0097 N72-18715
E
E REGfON
Magnetic dip equator position at E layer and gradient
with time and altitude, using geomagnetic field
models
p0026 A69-42428
Solar X ray contribution to E layer ionization
[NASA-CR-73884] p0088 N69-17412
EARLY STARS
Early type stars radiant flux observation from OGO
6 satellite
p0044 A7 f-17975
EARTH t PLANET)
Analytical determination of earth visibility from
orbiting satellite - OGO and POGO
[NASA-TM-X-550021 p0082 N64-235 f7
Micrometcoroids in earth dust cloud obtained from
OGO-B satellite
[NA SA-CR- I00e,831 p0089 Nb9-23367
Po,,,.er spectra of mterp!anetary magnetic field near
earth bo_, ',hock
p0099 N73-10792
EARTH _ f.BEfK}
Satellite multlspcctral photometry data in airgiov,
bands c,*rrelated v.ith cloud characteristics and surface
albedo _arialionx
pOO2g A70-15522
Biduectlonat reflectance at several wavelengths from
moonlit earth observations by airglow photometer on
OGO-I satellite
p0055 A72-1342g
Vii-7
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EARTH ATMOSPHERE
I. ARTH ATMOSPHERE
FAtrth-sml relationship data obta,m=d by Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory experiments concerning the
atmosphere of the earth, the magnetosphere, and
cislunar space
pO001 A63-21527
Thermospheric wind effects on the distribution of
helium and argon in the earth's upper atmosphere.
p0071 A73-33441
Beta particle observations between inner edge of
plasma sheet to plasmapause in midnight earth
magnetosphere
[NASA-TM-X-65640] p0095 N71-32436
A double gamma-ray spectrometer to search for
positrons in space
pO110 N74-77446
EARTH CRUST
Effects of crustal anomalies on satellite measurements
of ambient geomagnetic field
p0097 N72-23341
EARTH MANTLE
POGO satellite observed elcctrojet current data
comparison with ground measurement at lbadan,
discussing data ratios _ariation by upper earth mantle
conductivity structure
1:)0070 A73-31772
The detection of 'intermediate' size magnetic
anomalies in Cosmos 49 and OGO-2, 4, 6 data.
1_073 A73-41374
EARTH MOTION
Magnetic fluctuations in various frequency ranges.
associated with earth bow shock, detected v, ith search
coil magnetometer on OGO 3
p0026 A69-405OI
EARTH ORBITS
Instrumentation and calibrations of low- energy
proton and electron experiment for Orbiting
Geophysical Observatories
[NASA-CR-685581 p_084 N66-13640
Effects of energetic particles on photomultipliers in
earth orbits up to 1500 km
[NASA-TM-X-63419l p0088 N69-18074
EARTH SATELLITES
Rubidium vapor magnetometer used for near earth
orbiting spacecraft, instrumentation and in-flight
performance
pO008 A67-36513
Earth satellite sv, ccping mass spectrometer for
measuring atmospheric neutral partldc and positive ,on
concentration
p0025 A69-36681
ELECTRI( LQt IPNIENT
Orbiting geoph)_ical observatory ,pacecraft and its
qualification and acceptance testing
p0002 A63-23249
ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH
Fluctuating electric fields relations to MHD bow
shock structure, using LF fluxgate magnetometer
aboard OGO 5
130026 A69-42693
Geomagnetic tail magnetic and electric fields ULF.
VLF and ELF fluctuations, considering relationship to
s'ubstorm processes
p0064 A72--44857
Recent studies of magnetospheric electric field
emissions above the electron gyrofrequency.
p0067 A73-19254
Electric field measurements across the Harang
discontinuity --- of the auroral zone
[NASA-TM-X-706131 p0105 N74.19023
ELECTRIC FIELDS
High latitude electron bursts observed by OGO 4,
postulating electric field acceleration mechanism
beyond 3 earth radii for ambient thermal plasma
electrons
pOOl7 A68-43443
Detection of electric field turbulence in earth bow
shock, noting wave amplitude correlation with magnetic
field structure
pO018 A69-1468 I
OGO 5 spacecraft detector instrumentation for
measuring electrostatic and electromagnetic waves
electric fields with coupled antennas, describing in-flight
operation
1:10025 A69-36683
Satellite plasma diagnostics for electric and magnetic
fields and fine structure of colli,lonlc_ _hocks in solar
wind plasma flows and mterptanetar) _hocks
p0032 A 70- 3f'JObq
Ionospheric electric h¢Id_ _ariations in ELF-VLF,
confirming OV.I sat¢lhte measurements with 0(30 6
data
p0033 A70-30082
Vii-8
Plasma wave particle interactions in outer
magnetosphere, magnetosheath and solar wind, noting
role of AC ek:ctrtc fields
pG033 A70-30_$
Magnetospheric VLF electric field emissions above
electron cyclotron frequency from OGO 5 obuer-,ation
at magnetic equator
p0041 A71-11500
Pioneer 9 space probe clectric field experiment and
near earth observations of noise spectra variations
related to diffusive plasma layer
p0046 A71-23711
Electric field fluctuations in magnetospheric plasma
at multiples of local electron gyrolrequcncy due to
plasma instability
p0052 A71-37368
Plasma wave measurements during OGO-5 dayside
magnetosphere polar cusp encounters, discussing U LF
magnetic field wave levels and VLF electric field
amplitude ranges
p0059 A72-29380
Polar-cap electric field distributions related to the
interplanetary magnetic field direction.
p0062 A72-42432
Injun 5 satellite measurements of magnetospheric
convection electric fields via double probe technique.
discussing substantiation with OGO 6 results
[A D-750221] p0063 A72-4290 I
Electric field variations during substorms: 0430-6
measurements.
p0064 A72-44854
Electromagnetic wave observation in interplanetary
medium and in magnetosphere, emphasizing magnetic
and electric field measurements
p0065 A73-13855
Equatorial spread F formation convective electric
fields generation by neutral v.inds and conductivity
caused by metallic ion concentrations
130070 A73-29988
Additional results from an OGO-6 experiment
concerning ionospheric electric and electromagnetic
fields in the range 20 Hz to 540 kHz.
pOOH A73-33438
Results from an experiment on 0(30-6 to study
electric and electromagnetic fields in the range 20 Hz
- 540 KHz
[B 17973-U00] pO113
OGO-E study of dectric field emissions at
geomagnetic equator
[NASA-CR- 12623_] pOO97 N72-22383
Elcctri_ field u_ciHatio,_ m upstream solar v. ind.
using OGO-5 observations
p0099 N73-10789
Simultaneous observations of plasma v, aves from
electric field instruments on Pioneer 9 and OGO 5 to
illustrate difference between near-earth and deep space
conditions
pOI00 N73-10795
Seasonal, altitude, and universal time differences in
field-aligned electrons
[NASA-TM-X-660991 pOI00 N73-11345
Comments on a paper by J. P. Heppner. Polar cap
electric field distributions related to interplanetary
magnetic field direction
[NASA-CR-1392591 pOlO8 N74-74632
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
Electron trap behavior on charged spacecraft,
obtaining expressions for current to aperture and
internal retarding electrodes for all apertures and
spacecraft potentials
p0022 A69-31976
Retarding potential analyzer errors and performance
degradation due to grid plane potential depressions
p0058 A72-26411
Encrgy distribution of photoelectrons cmdted from
a surface on the 0(3,::)-5 satellite and measurements
of satellite potential.
130076 A74-1764g
EI.E(q'RICAI IMPFD stNCE
Resonances in driving point Lmpedance of electric
dipole antenna in mno_phere
[NASA-CR-916201 p0087 N68-14025
Applying impedance data to plasma wake of spinning
OGO-C _atelltte
[NASA-CR-1004571 p0092 N70- 23999
EI.Efl"RILAI, MLASt REXlENr
lnjun 5 satellite mca>aremcnts of magnetosphenc
convection electric fidds _ia double probe technique.
discussing substantiation v.ith OGO 6 results
[AD-750221] p0063 A72-42901
SUBJECT INDEX
ELECIIlICAL RESISllVITY
Fidkl-aligned currenta, plasma waves, and anomalous
resistiv,ity in the distnrbed polar cusp.
p0069 A 73-29964
E LECYROM _GNETIC ABSORPTION
Ionospheric absorption relation to solar X-ray flux
¢nhantx:ment during short wave fade-outs from OGO-4
and Solrad 9 salelbtes
p0045 A71-20318
ELECTI_)MAGNE I It" FIELDS
Additional results from an OGO-6 experiment
concerning ionospheric electric and electromagnetic
fields in th© range 20 Hz to 540 kHz.
pOO71 A73-3M38
Results from an experiment on OGO-6 to study
electrk: and electromagnetic fields in the range 20 Hz
- 540 KHz
[B 17973-OOOI pOI 13
E LECTi[ONIAGNETIC INTEREERENCE
OGO spacecraft EMI in 50 kHz to 4 MHz range
p0089 N69-25437
E LECrROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
OGO-6 electric and electromagnetic ficlds
measurement for ionosphere using dipole antenna,
emphasizing broadband observation covering whistler
mode waves
p0024 A69-36677
Low altitude electric and magnetic measurements of
plasma waves in space from OV3-3, Pioneer 8 and OGO
5 sateUite observations
130029 A70-17376
ELE_NIAGNETIC NOISE
Sattqlite observation of natural VLF phenomena in
ionosl_¢re and magnetosphere stressing radio noise
frequency-time characteristics
p0010 A68-14098
wr _ _ _ nhen _mena ob_rved with satellite electric
dipole antennas compared '._ith Io'_er hybrid resonance
frequency of ionospheric medium in vicinity
p0029 A70-18534
OG_-5 obscl*ation of lov, er hybrid resonance noise,
bursts. VLF hiss and whistlers near plasmapaus¢ during
large magnetic storm
1oOO58 A72-26399
Typ_ 3 solar burst distinction from auroral type high
pass mols¢ via spectrum analysis
p0062 A72-42043
Gm._aagactic tail magnetic and electric fields ULF,
VLF and ELF fluctuations, considcriog relationship to
substorm processes
pO064 A72-44857
OC.'O-_ a._d OGO-3 VLF emission records ol
mag_n_nheric electromagnetic noise
{NA_4:R- 107653] pO091 N7(Y t5678
E LECTRONI _k(;NE I1(" RADIATION
Ele.r-'_romagnetic emissions in vicinity of proton
gyrof¢_quency from OGO 2 satellite measurements.
noting sweep frequency receiver PCM and Rayspan
special purpose data
pOOl3 A68-31481
OGO 5 observations of quasi-trapped
electre_magnetic v, ayes in solar wind at 70 kHz
p0035 A 70-36005
Atmospheric VLF electromagnetic emissions and
electron instabilities data from satellite observation.
detailung source regions, large amplitude electrostatic
waves and wave-parlicle correlation.
p0049 A71-30952
Ele.=_romagnetic "_aves in interplanetary space and
elfects on magnetosphere, considering solar wind
chat'a_'teristics due to v,ave interactions
p0050 A71-30956
Io_.ospheric electric and electromagnetic waves
broadband characteristics, investigating auroral hiss
and I_.HR noise
p0051 A71-33951
Eloclromagnetic v, ave observation in interplanetary
medium and in magnetosphere, emphasizing magnetic
and etectric field measurements
pOOh5 A73-13855
histler propagation in magnetospheric ducts studies
based on ray t_acmgs verified by ground and _a ellite
obscr_ ations
p_O87 N68-17981
O(_O-I and OGO-3 VLF emission records of
magr,c_o,pheri, electromagnetic noise
[NASA-( R-107(',3] pOOgl N70-1567g
ELECllI4INIAGNETIC SCATTERING
OGO 5 satellite measurements of intensity and width
of tyman alpha liac _attered by hydrogen geocorona
p0022 A69-31412
Z
O
<
S('BJECT INDEA
_ ELECTROMAGNETIC _,AVE TRANSMISSION
Satellite observations of equatorial erosion and
_k:locLtsing of VLE v.a_cs propagating at low magnetic
latitudes
p0029 A70-18532
OGO-D electromagnetic *ave propagation
measurements with _histler and hiss formations in
plasmasphcre
[NASA-CR* 13035 I] p0100 N73-16126
ELECTRON ACCELER _TORS
Risa time in 20-32 keV impulsive X-radiation.
p0080 A74-38468
ELECI'RON BEAMS
Suprathermal electron beam induced HF wave
instability in solar bind upstream from earth bow shock,
interpreting OGO 5 obsarvations
p0053 A71-43158
E LECI"RON BOMBARDMENT
Aurora formation by electron injection and drift in
upper atmosphere
1_O95 N71-25272
ELECTRON COUNTERS
Low energy electrons on day side of magnetosphere
observed with MIT electron detector on OGO 3
satellite
130018 A69-14027
Electron detector for OGO-E to measure flux and
energy spectrum of electrons in primary cosmic rays
[IEEE PAPER 3C-41 pO019 A69-19198
Solid state detector for electron spatial distribution
measurements on 0(30-6 satellite, discussing design
emphasizing reliability
p0024 A69-36676
Electron intensity long term variations above 500
MeV by 0(30-5 satellite-borne cosmic ray electron
detector, supporting diffusion-convection theory of
solar modulation
ELECTRON DECAY R.ttTE p0036 A70-37522
Model of electrons artificially injected into inner
radiation belt by Starfish nuclear explosion
i [NASA-TM-X-66211] 130102 N73-20842
ELECrRON DENSIT_ (CONCENTRATION)
Low energy electron spatial distribution in
magnetosphere obtained with 0(30 1 and 3 indicate
lower energies and higher densities occur during
geomagnetic disturhanees
pOOl2 A68-28348
Low energy electrons on day side of magnetosphere
observed with M!T electron detector on OGO J
_atellite
pOOl8 Aug- 14027
Electron densities between tuner edge plasma sheet
and plasmasphere as function of geocentric radial
distance from 0(30-3 electrostatic measurements
p0039 A70-43834
The prevalence of second harmonic radiation in type
3 bursts observed at kilomelric wavelengths.
p0071 A73-3296,1
Solar wind density model from kin-wave type 3
bursts.
pO071 A73-32965
Electron concentrations calculated from the lower
hybrid resonance noise band observed by OG0-3
p0074 A73-41912
Measurement of ior_ospheric and exospheric electron
content using radio beacons on orbiting geophysical
observatories: Compilation of data and final report
[B 18548-0_01 pO I 13
A model environment for outer zone electrons
[NASA-TM-X-69989] pOlO6 N74-20503
0(30-6 experiment F-d3 --- analysis of data obtained
_,ith retarding potential analyzer
[NASA-CR-1329431 pOI06 N74-20542
FLECq'RON DENSIT_ PROEII.ES
Flux, energy distribution and density of ions and
electrons in magnetosphere plasma during solar activity
period determined by OG0-3 electrostatic probes
pOOl2 A68-2942 I
Magnetosphere low energy proton and electron
density spatial di_tr_butlons and temporal variations
from 0(30 3 satellite ob_rvations
pOOl3 A68-34245
Magnetospheric plasmapause shape, changes of
electron density and _ave phenomena
pOOl4 A68-37940
Solid state detector for electron spatial distribution
mcasurerncnts on OGO-6 satellite, discussing design
emphasiting reliability
p0024 A69-36676
Solar X ray contribution to E layer ionization
[NASA-CR-738841 p0088 N69-17412
Protonospberic electron con'_:ntration profiles based
on Doppkr and Faraday effects
[NASA-CR- 100778] p00g9 N69-2452 I
Jicaraarca radio observations of temperature and
electron density profiles, films of Spread F structure.
and nightglow emission intensities
[NASA-CR- 1219841 p0096 N71-3M37
E LECI"RON DIFEI'SION
Electron in)cotton and diffusion into electron inner
radiation belt after solar flare, measuring electron fluxes
by OGO 3 spectrometer
pO017 A68-41697
Cosmic ray electrons solar modulation, considering
diffusion-convection theory
pO040 A70-45769
Pitch-angle diffusion of radiation belt electrons within
the plasmasphere.
pO060 A72-35597
ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION
Drift shell splitting in aondipolar distorted
magnetosphere tested with data from electron
spectrometer on ATS I and 0(30 3 satellites
p0026 A69-40508
Van Allen radiation belts energetic electrons injection
and distribution due to magnetic storms, using
satellite-borne spectrometers
p0033 A70-30090
High latitude observation of precipitating electron
spikes by polar orbiter OGO 4 satellite, noting
population dependcno: on local trapping limit
p0060 A72-35591
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15, 1968. 6: OGO 5 energetic electron
observations. Pitch angle distributions in the nighttime
magnetosphere
,r_O72 A73-33454
Temporal variations of 40 key electrons in
magnetosphere during and after magnetic storm on
April 18. 1965
[NASA-CR-85905] p_86 N67-31362
ELECTRON EMISSION
Emission structure of large electron active region
McMath plage 8905 mapped by 40 keY solar flare
electrons
p0044 A71-17918
Type 3 radio bursts correlation with solar flares and
electron events from OGO 5, IMP 5 and Explorer 35
observations
_O66 A73-170,17
ELECTRON ENERGY
Electron energy spectra analyzed in earth
magnetosphere using OGO 3. noting relation to radial
Ji_tance
pO007 A_7-19_26
Auroral electron energy spectra measured from 180
to 250 km using electrostatic analyzer and channeltron
detector, discussing electron flux
p0012 A68-25969
Low energy electron spatial distribution in
magnetosphere obtained with 0(30 I and 3 indicate
lower energies and higher densities occur during
geomagnetic disturbances
pOOl2 A68-28348
Solid state detector system for electron measurements
on 0(30-6
1_014 A68-34540
Ambient electron energy spectrum secondary peak
determined from unducted magnetospbencally reflected
whistler mode radiation measurements
p0015 A68-38428
Low energy interplanetary positrons detection by
OGO satellites, discussing possible existence of
equilibrium charge ratio
p0015 A68-41427
Low energy electrons in magnetosphere from OGO- I
and OGO-3 observations, discussing plasma sheet.
magnetic bay activity, electron pressure, temperature
and density gradient
130019 A69-19373
Low energy electron precipitation data at northern
high latitudes obtained from satellit c Iov. altitude polar
orbit
pO021 A69-28964
Quiet time primary cosmic ray electron flux and
energy spectrum from 10 to 200 Mev in intt:rplanetary
>pace observed by (XiO 5 ,,atcllite
p0027 ._.70-12902
Hydrogen. He and oxygen ion density, and ion and
electron temperatures in upper ionosphere from 0(30
4 observations
pO035 A70-36OI6
ELECTRON FLt'X DENSITY
Electron intensity long term variations above 500
MeV by OG0-5 satellite-borne cosmic ray electron
detector, supporting diffusion-convection theory of
solar modulation
p_036 A70-37522
Impulsive _olar flare X rays spectral characteristics.
examining electron energy, bremsstrahlung, microwave
bursts and particle escape, collisions and injection
p0043 A71-15937
Suprathermal electron temperature and ion
compbsition as function of geomagnetic latitude in polar
ionosphere, using Explorer 31 mass spectrometer
measurements
p0049 A71-30037
Gum Nebula size, density and electron temperature
data from RAE-I and 0(30-5 satellites and ground
based telescopes observations, correlating with Vein X
supernova outburst
p0052 A71-35409
0(30-5 measurement of 10-200 MeV cosmic ray
electron energy spectra, discussing quiet time flux
intensity
p0055 A72-16719
Measurements of electron detection efficicncics in
solid state detectors.
p_O61 A72-39401
The role ol energetic electrons in the correlation of
meter and decimeter type I11 bursts with 4 keV X-ray
emission.
p0064 A73-11391
Comparison of Tc and Ti from OG0-6 and from
various incoherent scatter radars.
p0067 A73-19241
OGO-6 measurements of supercooled plasma in the
equatorial exosphcre.
p0068 A73-22066
Errors in ion and electron temperature measurements
due to grid plane potential, nonuniformities in retarding
potential analyzers
p0071 A73-33436
Effects of interheminpherc transport on plasma
temperatures at tow iatitudes.
130074 A73-41919
Solar wind a_d magnctosheath electron temperature
measurements by triaxial electron analyzer onboard
OG0-5. presenting data for bow shock
p0075 A73-45112
Energy distribution of photoelectrons emitted from
a surface on the 0(30-5 satellite and measurements
of satellite potential
i_76 A74-!7648
The 1972 cosmic ray electron _pcctrum above It
GeV. --- mochanl_m for distortion by solar
mo_ uiatlOll
p0078 A 74-27700
The cosmic ray eiectl0n spectrum and its modulation
from 1968 through 1972.
p0079 A74-30204
Acceleration of electrons in solar flares.
130079 A 74-30908
Rise time in 20-32 keV impulsive X-radiation.
pO080 A74-38468
Energetic electrons and protons observed on OG0-5,
March 6-10, 1970
[B07587-0_O1 pOll I
Instrumentation and calibrations of low energy
proton and electron experiment for Orbiting
Geophysical Observatories
[NASA-CR-685581 p0084 N66-13640
Trapped electron environment in inner and outer
radiation belts - tables and graphs
[NASA-SP-3024-VOL-21 p0084 N66-35685
Cinematographic display of observations of low
energy proton and electron spectra in terrestrial
magnetosphere
[NASA-CR-9187 II p0087 N6g- 15232
Energetic electron intensities in outer radiation zone
of earth measured by O(30-1 satellite
p0088 N69-12899
F-02 experiment onboard OGO-6, and computer
program for analysis of raw data
[NASA-CR. 130128] p0100 N73-13376
Coronal electron temperature associated with solar
flares
[OGO-4-67-100A-061 pOl08 N74-74629
EI.E(qRON FEIX DENSITY
Electro, i_,jection and diffusion into electron inner
radiatlon b_ll after solar flare, measuringelectron fluxes
by O(_O _ _c!rometer
pOOl7 'k6,";-41697
LO_' eHefgy electron precipitation data at northern
high latitudes obtained from satellite to_, altitude polar
orbit
pO021 A69-28964
VII-9
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ELECTRON PLASMA
Quiet time primary co,.mlc ray electron flux and
energy spectrum from l0 to 200 Mcv in interplanetary
space observed by 0(30 5 _ltdlite
pO027 A70-12902
Electron intensity long term variations above 500
MeV by OGO-5 satellite-borne cosmic ray electron
detector, supporting diffusion-convection theory of
solar modulation
pOO36 A70-37522
Inner Ixtlt electron flux variations following
geomagnetic storms from batcllite instrument data
p0042 A71-14212
Low energy electron and proton fluxes in geomagnetic
tail of equatorial magnetosphere forming plasma sheet
related to auroral oval
100049 A71-30029
Solar wind IO-9900 cV electron flux. evaluating energy
transport in plasma rest frame
p_55 A72-13507
OGO-5 measurement of 10-200 MeV cosmic ray
electron energy spectra, discussing quiet time flux
intensity
p0055 A72-16719
Electron polar cap and the boundary of open
geomagnetic field lines.
p0063 A72-44522
Evidence for a common origin of the electrons
responsible for the impulsive X-ray and type 3 radio
bursts.
p0067 A73-20766
Short-term intensity fluctuation of cosmic-ray
ekctrons between 0.5 and 10 GeV.
pO079 A74-31903
Temporal variations of 40 kcV electrons in
magnetosphere dunng and after magnetic storm on
April 18, 1965
[NASA-CR-85905] p0086 N67-31362
OGO outer zone observational data on electron
intensities of earth geomagnetic field
[NASA-CR-896521 p0087 N67-40126
Photoclect ton flux measurements in topside
ionosphere uaing retarding potential analyzers
[NASA-TM-X-633581 p0087 N68-35999
Energetic electron intensities in outer radiation zone
of earth measured by OGO-I satellite
p0088 N69-12899
Co'_mic ray electrons and solar flare panicles from
_O-E and Explorer 33 data for identifying _olar flare
electrons
p0Og0 N69-38983
OI30-E electro,4atic spectrometer measurements on
electron flux near magnetopau_
p0095 N71-25273
ELECTRON PLASNIA
Low energy elect tons in magnetosphere from OGO-1
and OGO-3 observations, discussing plasma sheet.
magnetic bay activity, electron pressure, temperature
and density gradient
pOOl9 A69-19373
Magnetic field and electron plasma observations near
dawn magnetopaus¢ hy triaxial spectrometer and
fluxgate magnetometer on satellite OGO 5
pCO50 A71-31754
Nonthermal electrons interaction with electron
plasma oscillations and HF transverse waves in
upstream solar "*ind,
p0052 A71-37353
Electron plasma oscillations distribution upstream
from earth bow shock. ¢',alaating OGO-5 plasma wave
detector data
p0057 A72-23019
l_tection of solar-v.ind ¢tectron plasma frequency
fluctuations in an oblique nonlinear
magnetoh)drod) namic _ ave.
pO061 A72-35610
Nonlinear frequency correction to plasma instability
at half harmonics of electron gyro[requency as observed
by OGO 5 near geomagnetic equator outside
plasmapause
p0Ob8 A73-22069
FI.ECTRON PRECIPIT _TION
Low energy electron precipitation data at northern
high latitudes obtained from satellite tow altitude polar
orbit
1_O21 A69-2891M
Pr,,p:rtie_ of higher latitude region of structured low
energy electron precipltahon in noon hemisphere,
relating radiation with optical emissions in dayside
auroral oval
p0048 A71-27911
VII-10
High latitude regions of low enemy electron
precipitation from OGO 4 satellite auroral particle
experiment
p0049 A71-30032
A:mospheric VLF electromagnetic emissions and
electron instabilities data from satellite observation.
detailing source regions, large amplitude electrostatic
waves and wave-particle correlation.
p0049 A71-30952
Relativistic electron precipitation during magnetic
_.torms. shov, ing cyclotron resonances with
electromagnetic ion cyclotron ,,_a_es
p0051 A71-33948
VLF auroral hiss comparison with low energy
electron precipitation, using OGO 4 data
pOO56 A72-19149
Thermospheric composition variations in south polar
regions daring magnetically quiet periods from OGO-6
observations, considering atmospheric heating by
electron precipitation cyclic variations
pO060 A72-32964
High latitude observation of precipitating electron
spikes by polar orbiter OGO 4 satellite, noting
population dependence on local trapping limit
p_060 A72-35591
Pitch-angle diffusion of radiation belt electrons within
the plasmaspbere.
p_O60 A72-35597
Properties of low energy panicle impacts in the polar
domain in the dawn and dayside hours.
pO061 A72-3954 I
Precipitation of low-c nergy electrons at high latitudes:
Effects of interplanetary magnetic field and dipole tilt
angle.
p0066 A73-15531
Distrihutions and characteristics of high-latitude
field-aligned electron precipitation.
p0Ob9 A73-26988
Latitude and local time dependence of precipitated
tow-energy electrons at high latitudes.
pO074 A73-41914
A correlated study of ELF waves and electron
precipitation on OGO-6.
p0077 A74-24766
Electron precipitation patterns and substorm
morphology
[816756-0110] pO112
Synoptic study of field-aligned electron precipttahon
in auroral regions
[NASA-TM-X-6,hO65] pO099 N73- IO392
Reduction and analysis of trapped and preopitatmg
electron data from O(30 6 _peetrometer expertmc.t
F-16
[NASA-CR-130137] pOl00 N73-15863
Effects of season altitude and pitch angle on electron
precipitation from OGO-D data
[NASA-TM-X-6626OI pOlO2 N73-25868
ELECTRON PROBES
Triaxial electron spectrometer, mounted on OGO-5
spacecraft, measures flux and energy distributions of
electrons, noting electron multiplier
pOOO5 A66-23689
ELECTRON RADIATION
LF and VLF widcband noise: called auroral hiss
observed by Byrd ground station and 0(30 2. proposing
incoherent Cerenkov radiation Irom I key electrons
pOOll A68-19752
High latitude electron bursts observed by OGO 4.
postulating electric field acceleration mechanism
beyond 3 earth radii for ambient thermal plasma
electrons
p0017 A68-43443
Cosmic ray electron search and study, comparing near
earth to interstellar spectrum
pOO60 A72-33869
Electron pitch angle distributions throughout the
magnetosphere as observed on O(JO-5.
p0068 A73-24732
Solar electrons, galactic electron radiation
modulation and spectrum of high energy cosmic ray
• electrons.
p0071 A73-33293
Samples of electron spectroscopy and ionization
chamber data plots from O(iO-I and OGO-_
[NASA.C R- IO7,_5] pt_)92 N70-17,524
I{ I.ECTRON SCATTERING
Interplanetary electron associations with typo 3 solar
bursts, u_.ing decantetric
observations
SUBJECT INDEX
Electt'on tcattering effects on response of cosmic ray
pmfick _ from pulse lu:ight and counting rate
measurements
pOO57 A72-21510
Electromagnetic hiss and relativistic electron
in the inner zone
[B22613-o001 po114
E I.E('TR(_ N SOURCES
High latitude electron bursts observed by OGO 4.
IX_Ulatmg electric field acceleration mechanism
beyond 3 earth radii for ambient thermal plasma
ekOrons
130017 A68-43443
E LEC1 RON TRAJECTORIES
Shadowing of electron azimuthal-drift motions near
the noon magnetopause.
p0065 A73-12442
The reduction and analysis of electron data for outer
zone electron model AE-4. Votum¢ 3: OGO-I and 3
UnivePmy of Minnesota experiment data
[NASA-TM-X-70212] pOI09 N 74-74636
EI£CTRONIC EQUIPMENT TESTS
EOGO triaxial search coil magnetometer Final
Er,,gin,_:rin g Report
INASA-CR- 100619) pOlO8 N69-72494
EIAE(_fI_)N IC SPECTRA
Long term variations of cosmic ray electron spectrum
abo_e 500 MeV from balloon and satellite observations,
not_ll reduction during Forbush decreases
p0037 A70-38105
In=rstellar cosmic ray electron spectrum flattening
3 GeV from OGO-5 observations
p0037 A70-38106
Solatt flare electron spectra in interplanetary space
and within earth magnetosphere, investigating
s,_"..u.h.aneous observations by satellite-borne magnetic
e_t,'_ n spectrometers
p0046 A71-21037
Nonlhermal electron spectra hardness limit during
flash phase of solar flares from 0(30-5 observation
pO055 A72-14561
ELECTRONS
Electron and proton spectrometer detector mounted
on OGO-5, measurements cover seven differential
energy channels
130005 A66-23690
Elcctron spectra, pitch angle distributions and total
ionization measured throughout radiation belts by
sat,t'llile magnetic _pectromctcr and integrating
ie_izatlon chamber
pOOO8 A67-23gG7
OGO 3 observation of low energy protons and
e!eetrons in earth magnetosphere, noting narrow peak
of relatively high tow-energy particle i=itcnsi!ies
pO_8 A67-20312
Electron measorem¢nts near v, eak aurora daring
rocket flight
pO_08 A67-33595
Auroral electron energy spectra measured from 180
to 250 km using electrostatic analyzer and channeltron
detector, discussing electron flux
p0012 A68-25969
Electron detector for OGO-E to measure flux and
energy spectrum of electrons in primary cosmic rays
[IEEE PAPER 3C-41 130019 A69-19198
HF electrostatic waves generation by electrons in
magnetosphere
p0033 A 70-3OO83
Cosmic ray electron and positron differential energy
spectra during solar quiet times from OGO5 satellite
observations in interplanetary space
p0036 A70-38096
Earth bow shock internal structure hased on
correlated observations of magnetic field. ELF magnetic
fluctuations and suprathermal electrons by OGO 5
satellite
pOO51 A71.33943
Measurements of the primary cosmic ray electron
spectrum between 20 MeV and 20 GeV and its changes
•,_ith time
1BO8373-0OOI pO I 12
Relah_Jstic electrotLs ill space
[B 13262-000] pO112
Energy spectrum of cosmic-ray electrons from 0.5
to IO GeV
[B 14744-000] poll2
Obse_atlon of cosmic-ray electrons v.ith the 0<30-5
satellite
O(iO 3 and solar geoph),,ical [BI4745-000| poll2
Relativistic electron events in interplanetary space
pO054 A71-43176 IB 176654_O1 poll3
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SCBJEC7 I.VDEX
Ao_lemtion of ¢lectron_ in tl_ al_'n_ of dctoetabk
optical flares deduced from type 3 nldio bursts, H-alpha
activity and tolt X-ray emi.s_on
[822607-0001 pO114
Models of trapped eleclron environment of tuner
radiation belt at s)nchronous orbit attitudes
[NASA-SP-3024-VOL-31 p0085 N67-19999
Laboratory tests on interference sensitivity of polar
OGO airglo_ photometer
[NASA-TM-X-55791] 130085 N67-27578
Effects of energetic particles on photomultlpliers in
earth orbits up to 1500 km
[NASA-TM-X-63419] pOO_itl N69- 18074
Electron fluxes from 50 key to 4 MeV in inner
radiation belt by spectrometer on OGO I and 3
[NASA-CR- 1006481 pOOS9 N69-1989q
Local time asymmetries m increase of electron fluxes
in outer Van Al'.len zone during substorms
[NASA-CR-100419] pOOg9 N69-20849
Plasma proton and plasma electron prototype and
flight models
[NASA-CR-122351] p0097 N72-18715
OGO I and 3 spectrometer and ion chamber data
on dynamic processes governing electrons in radiation
belts, and applicability of diffusion theories and
magnetic field models
[NASA-CR-1274551 pOOqg N72-28802
Comparison of simultaneous particle detector and
search coil magnetometer measurements of precipitating
panicles and field aligned currents from OG0.D
|NASA-TM-X-662241 pOI02 N73.21367
User guide to microfilm records of data obtained in
energetic panicle experiment with 0(30-5
[UCRL-51307] pOI02 N73-31150
The inner zone electron model AE-5
[NASA-TM-X-699871 p0106 N74-20502
Energetic electrons an" _,rot_ns observed on 0_0-5,
March 6.-10. 1970
[NASA-CR- I _92651 pOlO9 N74-74662
En©rgetie electron and proton solar particle
observations on OGO-5, January 24-30. 1971
[NASA-CR-1392661 pOI09 N 74-74663
ELECTROSTATIC GENERATORS
HF electrostatic waves generation by electrons in
magnetosphere
p0033 A70-30083
ELECTROSTATIC PROBES
Electron depletion in the wake oI ionospheric
spacecraft- A comparison between results from
Langmuir probes and antennas.
p0072 A73-34783
Energy di,tribution of photoelectrons emitted from
a surface on the OGO-5 sateihte and measurements
of satellite potenttal.
p0076 A74-17648
Instrumentation and calibrations of low energy
proton and electron experiment for Orbiting
Geophysical Observatories
[NASA-CR-68558] pOOg4 N66-13640
OGO-E electrostatic spectrometer measurements on
electron flux near magnetopause
p0095 N71-25273
A satellite ion-electron collector: Experimental effects
6f grid transparency, photoemission, and secondary
emission
[NASA-CR-139262] pOI09 N74-74638
ELECI'ROSTATIC Ih, AYES
Fast time-resolved spectra of earth bow shock
electrostatic turbulence based on broadband analog
electric data from OGO-5
pO03l A7(g29111
HF electrostatic waves generation by electrons in
magnetosphere
p0033 A70-30083
Electrostatic turbulence in bow shock magnetic
structures obser',ed b) OGO 5, explaining turbulence
as ion acoustic or Buneman mode due to two stream
instability
190035 A 70-36006
Atmospheric VLF electromagnetic emissions and
electron instabilities data from satellite observation.
detailing source regions, large amplitude electrostatic
waves and _a_e-particl¢ correlatzo,
p0049 A71-30%2
Turbulence of electrostatic electron cyclotron
yarmonic _,a,,es obscr'*ed by OGO-5.
pO060 A72-35599
Magneto',phcric obser,,ation_ in 0(30 5 plasma v,a_e
experiment, emphasizing electrostatic .v.a_e particles
interaction with plasma
pO065 A73-13883
Field-ahgned currents, pld,:,ma v, a',es, and anomalous
resistivily in the disturbed polar cusp.
pOOh9 A73-.'_)964
ELECTROSTATICS
Weak electrostatic turbulen_ observation in earth
bow shock magnetic field gradicm, sui_¢sting cyclotron
• dnlt instul_lity role
p0063 A72-44523
Charged particle distribution stud) in near earth
region using orbiting spherical electrostatic analyzers
or pla:,ma probes
[A D-7008041 p0092 NTO- 28003
EMISSION SPE(q'RA
Electromagnetic emissions in vicinity of proton
gyrofrequency from 0(30 2 _atellite measurements.
noting sweep frequency receiver PCM and Rayspan
special purpose data
pOOl3 A68-31481
Magnetospheric VLF banded emissions spectral
analysis, investigating OGO-5 data by high time
resolution spectral techniques
p0047 A71-24788
Global nitric oxide and gamma emission
measurements with Eben-Fastie scanning spectrometer
onboard polar ojbiting 0(30 4 satellite
p0064 A73-10878
Atomic oxygen emission line at 6300 A for low
latitudes observed by OGO-D satellite
[NASA-TM-X-65913] pO098 N 72-26309
Possible low energy (E less than keV) nonthermal
X-ray events --- analysis of proportional counter
detector data from OGO-5
p0107 N74-21450
Optical, hard X-ray, and microwave emission during
the impulsive phase of flares --- analysis of optical
impulsive component in solar flares
pOI07 N74-21458
ENERGY ABSORPTION
Quiet-time solar neutron flux upper limit from
0(30-6 neutron detector, esaluating solar cosmic ray
acceleration, nuclear reaction and energy region
130074 A73-41498
ENERGY DISSIPATION
Measurements of e!ectron detection efflciencies in
solid state detectors.
p0OSl A 72-39401
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
Triaxial electron spectrometer, mounted on 0(30.5
spacecraft, measures flux and energy distributions of
electrons, noting electron multiplier
pO005 A66-23689
OGO _ observation of lov, energy protons and
electrons in earth magnetosphere, noting narrow peak
of relatively high low-energy particle mtcnsitte_
pOt_ A07-2O312
Flux. energy distribution and density of ions and
electrons in magnetosphere plan, me during :,_lar ;tCtiwty
period determined by 0(30-3 electrostatic probes
pO0i2 A68-29421
Energetic radiation from solar flares
[B03940-0001 pOI I I
ENERGY LEVELS
Low energy cosmic rays modulation and heliocentric
gradient during solar minimum, comparing OGO I and
2 ion chamber measurements with other space and
ground observations
p0044 A71-18128
ENERGY SPECTRA
Measurement of differential energy spectra of
protons, helium nuclei and heavy nuclei by cosmic
radiation telescopes mounted on POGO and Pioneer
satellites
pO004 A66-23684
Primary cosmic ray charge and energy spectra for
helium through oxygen during 1965 minimum solar
modulation effect
pO005 A66-26348
Explorer 18 satellite measurements of proton energy
spectra in region corotatiag with sun. noting modulation
of galactic cosmic radiation and source of continuous
particle accelerations
pO005 A66-34754
Chemical abundances and energy spectra of nuclei
in Ralactie radiation measured in interplanetary space
b) O(30-I satelhte
pO006 A66-34g33
Sk)hook balloon flight Geiger counter cosmic ray
monitor measurements of energy and charge spectra
of galactic rays at solar minimum
pig)06 %66_34847
Energy spectra and abundances of elements He
through Si of galactic cosmic ray above 20 Mev per
hue!con in nuclear charge range betv, een 2 and 26
p00OS A67-11697
ENERGY SPECTRA
Electron energy spectra analyzed in earth
magnetosplmr¢ using OGO 3, noting relation to radial
distmm¢
p(gl07 A67-19926
N tK.'kar abundances of galactic and solar cosmic rays,
di,.cus, sing detector electronics system for measultrnent
of panicle energy spectrum
pO008 A67-25852
0(30 3 observation of low energy protons and
electrons in earth magnetosphere, noting narrow peak
of relatively high low-energy particle intensities
p0008 A67-26312
Solar and galactic particle spectra and composition
measured with cosmic ray telescope mounted on
satellite
pO008 A67-27249
Efcl:lron measurements near weak aurora during
rocket flight
p0008 A67-33595
Charged particles of extraterrestrial ring current
during geomagnetic storms, with OGO 3 measurements
of proton and electron differential energy spectra
pO009 A67-37401
Highest differential energy range of X rays during
July 1966 solar flare suggests nonthermal
brems_trahlung origin of hard flare X rays
p0Oll A68-17769
Differential energy spectra of low energy protons and
positive ions in earth inner radiation zone, using
electrostatic analyzers aboard 0(30-3 satellite
pOOll A68-17771
Auroral electron energy spectra measured from 180
to 2.¢,0 km using electrostatic analyzer and channehron
detector, discussing electron flux
p0012 A68-25969
Ltw. energy solar cosmic ray experiment for 0(30-6
u_iag double diffused depleted silicon diodes
p0012 A68-27616
Ambient electron energy spectrum secondary peak
determined from unducted magnetospherically reflected
whist_r mode radiation measurements
pOOl5 A68-38428
Proton and He nuclei differential energy spectra and
intensity variations in interplanetary space in 1-20 MeV
per nucleon energy range
p0015 A68-41420
Primary cosmic ray energy spectra and charge
composition during 1965 _olar modulation minimum,
u-inS _intiliator photomuitipiier detector on O(JO I
pO016 A6g-4i431
Lov, energy cosmic ray nuclei propagating in
,;itcrr.tcllar space analyzed by telescope onboard OGO
pOOl6 A68-41434
Electron detector for OG0-E to measure flux and
energy spectrum of electrons in primary cosmic rays
[IEEE PAPER 3C-41 pOOl9 A69-!919g
Cosmic ray nuclei energy spectra and abundances
above 20 Mev/nueleon determined by OGO-I satellite
experiment, considering He, B, C. N. O, Ne, Mg. St.
Mn. F¢. Co and Ni
pOOl9 A69.20067
Solar protons in magnetospberic tail after flare of
July 7, 1966 with isotropic pitch angle distribution,
expressing energy sl_ctrum as exponential in rigidity
pO020 A69-21699
Quiet time primary cosmic ray electron flux and
energy spectrum from l0 to 200 Mev in interplanetary
space observed by OGO 5 satellite
p0027 A70-12902
Cosmic ray electron and positron differential energy
spectra during solar quiet times from OGO5 satellite
observations in interplanetary space
p0036 A70-38096
Interplanetary cosmic ray positrons energy spectral
component with origin different from interstellar
mesons decay
p0036 A70-38098
Long term variations of cosmic ray electron spectrum
abo_e 500 MeV from balloon and satellite observations.
noting reduction during Forbush decreases
p0037 A70-_g 105
Low energy galactic cosmic radiation energy spectra
and charge eomposLtion in 2-14 Z range by OGO-5.
,uggesting two component model for origin
p0037 A 70--38127
Dtrecttonal differential energy spectra for proton
intensities in outer radiation zone near magnetic equator
from satellite observations
p0043 A71-17261
Vii-li
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J ENERGY STORAGE
Quiet time fluxes and differential energy spectra of
protons and alpha panicles lit 2-20 MeV m_uured by
cosmic ray dctectors on 0(;0-3
p0044 A71-18127
Solar flare electrons at 10-200 MeV region, discussing
energy spectra and time history'
p0044 A71-1SI70
Cosmic ra) neutron le,Jkage flux and energy spectrum
measurements in 0.01-10 MeV range by OGO 6
satellite-borne neutron detector
130054 A72-10877
Nonthermal etectron spectra hardness limit during
flash phas¢ of solar flares from OGO-5 observation
p0055 A72-14561
Heavy nuclei enrichment in solar accelerated
particles, discussing differential energy spectra,
photospheric and coronal abundances, satellite
observation and agreement _ith galactic cosmic rays
p0055 A72-15366
OGO-5 measurement of 10-200 MeV cosmic ray
electron energy spectra, discussing quiet time flux
intensity
130055 A72-16719
Behavior of outer radiation zone and a new model
of magnctospheric substorm.
p_063 A72*44850
The 1972 cosmic ra) electron spectrum above 0.5
GeV. --- mechanism for distortion by solar
modulation
130078 A74-27700
On the origin of low energy heavy nuclei below
approximately 30 MeV per nucleon observed in
interplanetary space during quiet times, 1968-72.
p0078 A74-30156
,'!_,,e cosmic ray electron SlX'ctrum and its modulation
from 1968 through 1972.
p0079 A74-30204
Earthsatellite experiment for measuring the charge
and energy spectra of the primary, cosmic rays
[BO 1634-000] pOl I I
Energy spectrum of cosmic-ray electrons from 0.5
to I0 GeV
[B 14744-000] pO112
Trapped electron environment in inner and outer
radiation belts - tables and graphs
bNASA-SP-3024-VOL-2] p0084 N66-35685
Propagation of high energy solar protons as ob_rved
by OC, O C _pacecraft
p00g9 Nb9-23730
Differential ¢nerg} _pectra of cosmic ray protons and
helium nuclei dominated by solar modulation of local
interstellar speet.ra, and numerical soiutions to transport
equation
[NASA-CR- 130298] p0100 N73-15837
Satellite measurement of cosmic ray abundances and
spectra in charge range 2 equal to or less than 7 equal
to or less than 10
[NASA-CR-135786] pO103 N73-33777
ENERGY STORAGE
Magnetic storm effects on neutral atmospheric
composition abos¢ 400 kin, discussing energy
deposition
1_055 A72-13518
ENERGY TRANSFER
Probe for measuring energy transfer between satellite
and upper atmosphere
pO004 A66-15922
Gas-surface energy transfer experiment on OG0-6
satellite, measuring upper atmosphere kinetic energy
flux to determine accommodation and drag coefficients,
density, etc.
p0024 A69-36680
Solar v.ind 10-9900 e V electron flux, evaluating energy
transport in plasma rest frame
p0055 A72-13507
Energy and diffusive mass transport relation to
thermospheric circulation, composition, temperature
and mass densit.', from three dimensional tv, o
constituent magnetic storm model
i_070 A73-2Oq7S
Gas-surface interacuon studies
[B20296-0_OI pO I 13
Bombardment of 0(30-6 _urfaces by high-energy
panicles
1B20297-00)1 pO113
Instrument report for de,ign of the gas-surfao: energy
Ira: _fcr experiments for CK;0-F
[B20'953-000] pO113
ENVIRONMENT MODEI.S
Models of trapped e_cctron environment of inner
radiation belt at s) nchronous orb t altitudes
INASA-SP-3024-VOI.-31 pOOg5 N67-19899
Vii-12
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH SATELLITES
Magnetic property tests on OGO and environmental
research satellites
p0090 N69-33977
EN_ IRONMENTAL TESTS
Continuous-channel electron multipliers degradation
in spacecraft environment simulation laboratory
equipment
I',0021 A69-29565
EQU _TORIAI. EI.ECTROJET
Equatorial electrojet characteristics obser',ation
during 1967-1970 "_.ith POGO satellite-borne
magnetometers, noting anomaly characterized by sharp
negative V-signature in width and variable amplitude
p0070 A73-31768
POGO satellite observed electroject signature data
comparison with daily geomagnetic variation amplitude
measurement at equatorial ground station in India
pO070 A73-31769
POGO satellite observed ¢lectrojet current data
comparison with ground measurement at Ihadan.
discussing data ratios variation by upper earth mantle
conductivity structure
p0070 A73-31772
POGO satellite observation of electroj¢t profiles
compared with H variation around measurements.
interpreting data by classical band current model
pO070 A73-31773
Correlation of satellite estimates of the equatorial
electrojet intensity with ground observations at Addis
Ababa
[B 15846-CO0] pO112
Results of OGO 4 and 6 spacecraft observations of
equatorial electroj¢t
[NASA-TM-X-659951 p0099 N72-30823
EQUATORIAL ORBII_
C, N and O nuclei abundances in radiation belt near
geometric equator, using data obtained by OGO-5
satellite in 1968
pO041 A71-1M75
EQUATORS
Far UV equatorial airglow and aurora intenssties and
occurrence frequencies from satellite observation
pO041 A71-11S(M
ESCAPE VELOCITY
Measurements of the atmospheric neutron leakage
rate
p0076 A74-15356
EXOSPHERE
Response of ionospheric and exosphertc electron
contents to partial solar eclipse, using OGO I satellite
p0015 ._.68-3R430
Latitudinal variations in exosphere thermal ion
composition, examining evidence of solar and
geomagnetic control of ion distribution
p0016 A68-41673
Ion depletion in high latitude exosphere, considering
OGO 2 simultaneous observations of posJtbe ion
concentration. VLF signal propagation and whistlers
p0023 A69-34939
Exospberic neutral hydrogen temperature diurnal
variation from satellite resonance filter data. suggesting
Lyman alpha source external to geocorona
p0040 A70-43852
Lyman alpha radiation scattering obser-,ation by
satellites, obtaining g¢ocoronal atomic hydrogen
distribution in thermosphere and exosphere
p0042 A71-14028
Seasonal density variations in thermosphere and
exosphere, obtaining model from Explorers 19 and 39
drag measurements for comparison _,lth OGO-6 mass
spectroscopy
pO051 A71-33802
0(30-6 measurements of supercooled plasma in the
equatorial exosphere.
p0068 A73-22066
Measurement of ionospheric and exospheric electron
content using radio Ixacons on orbiting geophy,,ical
obser',atories: Compilation of data and final report
{B i 8548-0001 pt) t 13
Observed variations of the exospherlc h)drogen
densit) with exospheric temperature
[B22614-0001 p0114
Evaluation of radio beacon data from satellite
observation of earth exosphere - data '<ahng
techniques
[NASA.CR-68307] p0084 N66-12993
EXPERIMENTAL I)ESIGN
0(30 triaxial _earch coil magnetometer for measuring
earth magnetic fluctuations, discussing design rationale
and observation results
p0024 A69-36675
SUBJECT I.VDEX
So, m" cosmic ray experiment for the first Orbiting
Geophysical Observatode=
1B03937-0001 pOIII
Expc'vanent data analysis report OGO-3: Experiment
no. 1
IB03_3-OCOI pOI I I
Experiment data analysis report OGO-A: Experiment
no. l
1803q.44-0001 pOI 11
Mi_-ometeoroid experiment on the 0(30 4 satellite
[B04 L't_*,l-000] pOI I 1
Unv,.er_,ity of Michigan radio astronomy experiment
aboard the OGO-5 spacecraft
[B 147 IS-000] p0112
Sutnmary and future work (OGO-4 and OGO-6)
[B 1584_-00OI pO112
The Orbiting Geophysical Observatory - tool for
space testa rch
[NAS.A-TN-D-1450] p0082 N62-15053
Small Explorer and large orbiting observatory classes
of _ttfic satellites
[NA_A-TM-X-5526 I1 p0083 N65-29783
Rcs.p,_nse characteristics ol ionization chamber and
spe.cttntml¢ter experiments aboard Orbiting Geophysical
Obser_ atory (0(30)
[CR-_7| p0084 N67-13710
Dc,,,_n of OGO-E experiment to measure energetic
X-ray_. electrons, protons, and alphapanicle emissions
from _olar flares
[NASA-CR-122509] p0098 N72-28812
EXPDDRER SATELLITES
Smadl Explorer and large orbiting observatory classes
of scmntific satellites
[NA_A-TM-X-55261] p0083 N65-29783
EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE
Cosmic ray experiments for Explorer 12 and the
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory using GeigerMulier
counters, a.d scintillation _ot_n_er telescopes
p0001 A63-20022
EXPLORER Ig SATELLITE
Explorer 18 satellite measurements of proton energy
spectra in region corotating v, ith sun, noting modulation
of galactic cosmic radiation and source of continuous
particle accelerations
pO(_5 A66.-34754
EXPLORER 31 SATELLITE
Enhancements of red arc during maximum solar
acti_ It_
p(_)07 N72-23334
EXPLORER 33 SATELLITF
Costal*; t,_y e:cctrons and solar flare particles from
CKiO--E and Explorer 33 data for identifying solar flare
cl_t r_c,s
p0090 N69-38983
Reply
[NASA-TM-X-70215] pO108 N74-74627
EXPLORER 35 SATELLITE
Four years of dust particle measurements In cislunar
and mlcnocentric space from Lunar Explorer 35 and
OGO 3
IBI5918-0001 pO112
EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION
Fluxgat¢ magnetometer for OGO-E spacecraft in
observing MHD waves and magnetic field structures
in space
pO007 A67-15724
Extraterrestrial hydrogen Lyman alpha emission
source, investigating interstellar wind with OGO 5
,,atellite
p0047 A71-24438
New interpretations of extraterrestrial Lyman-alpha
ohservalions.
p0065 A73-12323
Extraterrestrial ultraviolet radiation and the
parameter of the HI medium near the sun.
p0073 A73-39974
Integrating type ionization chamber applied to
measurements of radiation in space
[NA SA-CR-90060] pO087 N68-11M22
Measurement of extraterrestrial Lyman alpha
emission by 0(30 5 satellite while out_.id¢ geocorona
pOlO0 N73-10812
l)evelopment of model of scattering of solar L)man
alpha from spatial distribution of neutral hydrogen m
interplanetary space
pOl00 N73-10813
-x model environment for outer zone electrons
[NASA-TM-X-699891 pOl06 N74-20503
EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIO WAVES
Magnetic fluctuations in ELF and VLF waves in
_,pac¢. dis_u_ing whistler phenomena and applications
tn magnetospheric probes
p0056 A72-21189
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SUBJECT INDEX
EXTREMELY Li)_ FREQUENCIES
OGO 5 ol_¢rvatioa ol ULF pomagneuc fluctuation
at polar cusp boundaries in terms of ionospheric drift
wave and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities
p0068 A73-24744
Postmidnight chorus: A substorm phenomenon. ---
outer magnetosphere
p0076 A74-18364
Intensity variation of elf hiss and chorus during
isolated subslorms
[B22603-000] pO114
OGO-D electromagnetic wave propagation
measurements with whistler and hiss formations in
plasmasphere
[NASA-CR-13035 II pOI00 N73-16126
EXTREMELY LOW R_DIO FREQUENCIES
Magnctospheric ELF noise, discussing OGO 3
spectrum analysis
pOOl9 A69-18834
OGO 4 satellite observed band limited ELF hiss
characteristics explanation by model based on
generation at large wave normal angle in equatorial
region
p0057 A72-23008
A corrclatod study of ELF waves and electron
precipitation on OGO-6.
p0077 A74-24766
F
F REGION
Radiative recombination of atomic oxygen ions in
nighttime F region UV radiation detected by
polar-orbiting 0(30 4 satellite
p0023 A69-34957
Geomagnetic effect on the neutral temperature of the
F region during the magnetic storm of September
1969.
p0060 A72-35603
Atomic oxygen green line emission in nightglow from
OGO-F photometer _kma, _
F region electron dcnaity spatial distribution
p0060 A72-35604
Theoretical L-alculations of the F-reglon tropical
ultraviolet airglow* intensity,
p0062 A72-42418
Source and Identiflcatiun of heavy ion_ in the
equatorial F layer.
p0063 A72-44516
0(30-6 measurements of supercoolod plasma in the
equatorial exosphere.
p(X)68 A73-22066
OGO 6 retarding potential analyzer observation of
vertical and longitudinal gradients in ion concentrations
below F region peak near magnetic equator
p0068 A73-24738
Magnetic control of near equatorial neutral
thermosphere, calculating F region ionization anomaly
and molecular nitrogen and atomic oxygen density
latitudinal variations
p0069 A73-26997
A catalog of ionospheric F region irregularity
behavior based on 0(30-6 retarding potential analyzer
data
p0075 A74-12640
Geophysical properties of the ionospheric
irregularities responsible for radio scintillation.
[AIAA PAPER 74-53] p0077 A74-18754
In situ measurements of the spectral characteristics
of F region ionospheric irregularities.
p0078 A74-27695
OGO-6 ion concentration irregularity studies
[NASA-CR-132814] pOlO3 N73-32286
0(30-6 experiment F-03 -*. analysis of data obtained
vdth retarding potential analyzer
[NASA-CR- 1329431 pOlO6 N74-20542
F 2 REGION
Meteoric metallic ions above F 2 peak. discussing
current density and transport mechanisms
p0039 A70-43841
Oxygen ion anticorrelation to molecular ion
concentrations from OGO 6 observations in F 2
region
p0062 A72-42016
ISIS-I satellite obser-.atlons of the ionosphere at high
southern latitudes.
p0068 A73-25753
I-.'k(I IAE
Emission structure of large electron active region
McMath plage 8905 mapped by 40 keV solar flare
electrons
p0044 A71-17918
FAILURE ANALYSIS
Design, test evaluation, and performance failure
anelysis of ion mass sp¢ctromcU;r for OG0-F
[NASA-CR-I 111461 p0094 N71-10558
FAR UI.TRAVIOLET RADIATION
Auroral arcs far UV observations by OGO 4,
discussing luminosity, morphology, position• etc.
p0030 A70-2M93
Far UV equatorial airglow and aurora intensities and
occurrence frequencies from satellite observation
pO041 A71-11504
Impulsive hard X ray and far UV emission during
solar flares
p0045 A71-19825
Auroral spectrum analysis in 1200-4000 A:band.
obtaining photon emission rates
p0058 A72.26402
Theoretical calculations of the F-region tropical
ultraviolet airglow intensity.
p0062 A72-42418
FARADAY EFFECT
Protonospheric electron concentration profiles based
on Doppler and Faraday effects
[NASA-CR-100778] p0089 N69-24521
FIELD EMISSION
OGO-E study of electric field emissions at
geomagnetic equator
[NASA-CR- 126238] p0097 N72-22383
FIELD STRENGTH
Fluxgat¢ and Ru vapor magnetometers for space
measurements over wide field intensities, reducing
electronic phase shift and experiment weight
p0032 A 70-30045
FIELD THEORY (PHYSICSI
Solar cosmic raysentry into magnetosphere, showing
entrance on smoothly connected field lines
p0032 A 70-30059
Effects of season altitude and pitch angle on cl¢_,tron
precipitation from OGO-D data
[NASA-TM-X-662001 1",OI02 N73-25868
FINE STRUCTURE
Collision free earth shock wave gross and fine
structure deduced from OGO 5 plasma diagnostics
IAIAA P_ER 69-6761 p0023 A69-33452
Satellite plasma dfagnmtics for electric and magnetic
fields and fine structure of collisionless shocks in solar
wind plasma flows and interplanetary shocks
p0032 A70-30069
FLUORESCENCE
Satellite ultravioiet mca_urcmen',s of n0nc oxide
fluorescence with a diffusive transport mode!.
p0074 A7_ 41925
FLUX (RATE)
Explorer 18 satellite measurements of proton energy
spectra in region corotating with sun, noting modulation
of galactic cosmic radiation and source of continuous
particle accelerations
p0005 A66-34754
Electron spectra, pitch angle distributions and total
ionization measured throughout radiation behs by
satellite magfetic spectrometer and integrating
ionization chamber
p0008 A67-25807
Electron measurements near weak aurora during
rocket flight
pO008 A67-33595
Auroral electron energy spectra measured from 180
to 250 km using electrostatic analyzer and channehron
detector, discussing electron flux
p0012 A68-25969
Solid state detector system for electron measurements
on 0(30-6
p0014 A68-34540
Electron detector for OG0-E to measure flux and
energy spectrum of electrons in primary cosmic rays
[IEEE PAPER 3C-4] p0019 A09-19198
Description of OGO-I and 0(30-3 counting rate
processing and resuhir, g tara. Cosmic ray spectra and
fluxes experiment on O(30-I and 0(30-3
[B037 t 6-0001 pO I I I
Models of trapped electron environment of inner
radiation belt at synchronous orbit altitudes
[NASA-SP-3024-VOL 3! p(_)85 Nf_7-19899
• Electron fluxes from 50 key to 4 McV in inner
radiation belt by spectrometer on CK;O I and 3
[NA SA-CR. 1006481 ptlll_l N69-19899
Local time asymmetries in increaw.: ,,f ciectron fluxes
in outer Van AIh.n zone tUrlrlg sub,t,,rnl_
[NASA-CR- 1004191 pOOg9 N69-20849
Electron density profiles and production rates
associated with 30 Jan. _968 large X ray flare event
[RSD-631 p0096 N71-36131
The inner zone electron model AE-5
[NASA-TM-X-699871 pOlO6 N74-20502
GALACTIC RADIATION
FLUX DENSITY
Meteors and micrometeoroids influx near earth
( 1965-1967)
pOOl4 A68-35397
Production processing of the data obtainod by the
UCLA OGO-5 fluxgate magnetometer
{B 12880-0001 pOll2
Digital offset field generator for dynamic range
extension of magnetometers
pO090 N69-33963
FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION
Solar flare particle propagation: Comparison of a
new analytic solution with spacecraft measurements.
p0068 A73-24727
Analytic solution to complete Fokker-Planck
equation for solar flare particle propagation
[NASA-CR- 122406] p0098 N72-2981g
FORBUSH DECREASES
Long term variations of cosmic ray electron spectrum
above 500 McV from balloon and satellite observations,
noting reduction during Forbush decreases
p0037 A70-38105
Forbush decrea_s and long term cosmic ray particle
intensity changes, investigating spectral variations
p0044 A71-18137
Short-term intensity fluctuation of cosmic-ray
electrons hetwcen 0.5 and 10 GeV.
p0079 A74-31903
FREE ELECTRONS
Solar flare injection and propagation of low energy
protons and electrons in 7-9 July 1966 solar particle
event
p0014 A68-37148
FREQ[ ENCY DISTRIBUTION
Magnetic fluctuations in various frequency ranges,
associated _,tth earth how shock, detected with _arch
cod magnetometer oi_ C'G-O 3
p0026 A69-4050 I
FREQUENCY RANGES
0(30-6 electric and electromagnetic fields
measurement for ionosphere using dipole antenna.
emphasizing broadband observation covering v, histler
mode waves
p0024 A69-36677
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Drifting whis_tler frequency cutoff phenomena
(striations) observation in low latitude by POGO
_atelhtes. di,.cussing interpretatmn based on
propagatiun effect
p0052 A71-39746
FHEQUENC't SIIIFT
Nonducted _, I F ,_alking trace whistlers and Doppler
_,hift_ in fixed frequency transmissions identified on
OGO midlatitudc spectrographic records
p0028 A70-15116
G
GALACTIC RADIATION
Differential response curves and mean rigidity of
response of ion chambers aboard balloons and satellites
in free space during long-term cosmicray variation from
1960 to 1965
pO003 A65-33664
Chemical abundances and energy spectra of nuclei
m galactic radiation measured in interplanetary space
by OGO-I satellite
pO006 A66-34833
Skyhook balloon flight Geiger counter cosmic ray
monitor measurements of energy and charge spectra
of galactic rays at solar minimum
pO006 A66-34847
Energy spectra and abundances of elements He
through Si of galactic cosmic ray above 20 Mev per
nucleon in nuclear charge range between 2 and 26
pC_06 A67-11687
Solar modulation of galactic protons and He nuclei
during last solar cycle analyzed according to Parker
theory
pO007 A67-19913
N uclear abundances of galactic and solar cosmic rays.
discussing detector electronics, system for measurement
of particle energy spectrum
p0008 A67-25852
_tar and galactic particle spectra and composition
measured v, ith cosmic ray telescope mounted on
_atcllite
p000_ A67-27249
OGO cosmic ray measuring device involving charged
particle detectors to measure spectra and chemical
composition over selected energy inter_,als
pOOl2 A68-27615
Vii-13
Z
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GAMMA RA_(S
Low enemy galactic cosmic radiation cncrl|y spectra
and charge compbsition in 2-14 Z range by OGO-S.
suggesting two component _ lot" orglin
PO03? ATO-3g I_
High energy galactic gamma rays search onboard
0(30-5. tabulating results
p0038 A 70-40690
Galactic gamma ray intensity near Cygnus by OGO-5
spacecraft-borne telescope with acoustic spark chamber.
discussing source intensity
p0038 A70-4069 I
Heasy nuclei enrichment in solar accelerated
particles, discussing differential energy spectra,
photospheric and coronal abundances, satellite
observation and agreement v, ith galactic cosmic rays
130055 A72-15366
Solar electrons, galactic electron radiation
modulation and spectrum of high energy cosmic ray
electrons.
po071 A73-33293
Multiple parameter analysis of galactic and solar
cosmic rays for chemical composition and charge
distribution
p_91 N69-38984
GAMMA RAYS
High energy galactic gamma rays search onboard
0(30-5, tabulating results
poo3g A70-40690
Galactic gamma ray intensity near Cygnus by 0(30-5
spacecraft-borne telescope with acoustic spark chamber,
discussing source intensity
p0038 A70-4069 I
Global nitric oxide and gamma emission
measurements with Ebcrt-Fastie scanning spectrometer
onboard polar orbiting OGO 4 satellite
• p0064 A73-10878
Search for brief celestial X-ray burstS. -- supernovae
or gamma ray flare stars origins
p0078 A74-30149
Cosmic gamma-ray burst detected with an instrument
on board the OG0-5 satellite.
p0Ogo A74-31942
OGO-$ spark-chamber _ iar gamma_ay
astronomy
IB 18277-0(]0] pOt 13
A double gamma-ra_, spectrometer to search for
positrons in space
GAs DENSIi¥ pOliO N74.-77446
Thermospheric atom,c ox)gen and molecular
nitrogen dem, itic_ from 0430 6 neutral atmospheric
_ompo_itiul_ ¢.xpcrlr_ent, comparing with prediction by
Jacchia models
po062 A72-42431
Spatial and temporal behavior of atomic oxygen
determined by OGO 6 airglow observations.
p0079 A74-30670
Latitudinal density distribution of gases in upper
atmosphere
poO94 N71-25267
GAS-METAL INTERACTIONS ,
' Gas-surface energy transfer experiment on 0(30,-6
satellite, measuring upper atmosphere kinetic energy
flux to determine accommodation and drag coefficients.
density, etc.
130024 A69-36680
GAS-SOLID INTERFACES
Role of gas-surface interactions in the reduction of
0(30-6 neutral particle mass spectrometer data.
p0073 A73-38941
GASES
Gas-surface interaction studies
[B20296-000] pO113
Instrument report for design of thegas-surfaceenergy
transfer experiments for OGO-F
[B20953-0OO1 pO113
Initial results from OGO-6 gas-surface experiment
[B20954-0001 pO113
GEGENSCHEIN
Orbiting Ge_,ph) _icat Observatory (OGO) for cosmic
ray. radio astronom) and Gegenschein experiments
including satellite de,,cription and orbit data
pO003 A65-22431
Display and processing program for data from
gegenschein photometr? experiment from OG0-B
[NASA-TM-X-559071 p0086 N67-35595
_,I;_IGER COUNTERS
Cosmic ray experiments for Esplorer 12 and the
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory using GeigcrMuller
counters, and scintillation counter telescopes
130001 A63-20022
Vii-14
Skyhook balloon flight Geiger counter cosmic ray
monitor mealun=menLt of energy and chaql¢ spectra
of galactic rays at solar minimum
pO006 A66-34847
Response to environment and radiation of an
ionization chamber and matched gelger tube used on
spacecraft
[NASA-CR-1392551 130108 N74-74624
GENIINID METEOROIDS
Geminid meteoroid dust particles detection.
determining velocity and orbital elements from OGO
3 flux measurements
190050 A71-33741
GEOCENTRIC COORDINATES
Position and shape of neutral sheet in gcocentiic solar
magnetospheric coordinate system from geomagnetic
tail measurements
pOOl0 A68-13469
Electron densities between inner edge plasma sheet
and plasmasphere as function of geocentric radial
distance from 0(30-3 electrostatic measurements
p0039 A70-43834
GEOCORONA L EMISSIONS
Solar Lyman-alpha radiation observed by OGO 4
spacecraft showing short term fluctuatuons
superimposed with monthly variation
p0028 A70-15128
Exosphenc neutral hydrogen temperature diurnal
variation from satellite resonance filter data. suggesting
Lyman alpha source external to gcocorona
p0040 A70-43852
Lyman alpha radiation scattering observation by
satellites, obtaining geocoronal atomic h_,drogen
distribution in thermosphere and exosphere
po042 A71-14028
Neutral hydrogen Lymaa alpha measurements in
outer geocorona and in interplanetary space by two
channel photometer on 0(30 5
130059 A72-32955
Interpretation of OGO-5 Lyman alpha measurements
in the upper gcocorona.
p0066 A73-19233
Geoc0_nal hydrol_ measurement experiment on
OG0-E - methods of obtaining orbital and spacecraft
parameters for data analysis
[NASA-TM-X-55276} po083 N65-3(365 I
Development of model of scattering of solar Lyman
alpha from spatial dtstiabution of neutra! hydrogen nn
interplanetary space
pOIGO N73-IO8 t3
GEOE LE(_rRICI1
High latitude electron bur_tb ,_h_¢r--,ed hv 0430 4,
postulating electric field acceleration mechanism
be)ond 3 earth radii for ambient thermal plasma
electrons
pOOl7 A68-43443
Magnetic and electric field changes across earth bow
shock and magnetosheath, discussing Pioneer g and
OGO-5 data
p0036 A70-37483
GEOMAGNETIC HOLLOW
OGO-B and OGO-E measurements on
magnetospheric field magnitudes and disturbances
caused by ring currents
130095 N71-25271
GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE
Suprathermal electron temperature and ion
composition as lunct Lon olgeomagnetic latitude in polar
ionosphere, using Explorer 31 mass spectrometer
measurements
pO049 A71-30037
Rate of erosion ol dayside magnetic flux based on
a quantitative study of the dependence of polar cusp
latitude on the interplanetary magnetic field.
p0075 A74-14274
Latitudinal density distribution of gases in upper
atmosphere
p0094 N71-25267
GEOMAGNETIC MICROPU LSATIONS
Pc i miLropulsation _nurce region relation to
• plasmapause, using amplitude and polarization
measurements
p0043 A71-17263
Geomagnetic micropulsalions distribution in
magnetosphere, u_.ing 0(30 3 and 5 data
pO(M6 A71-23635
Band limited micropul_ations observed in space
during magnetospheric substorm by fluxgat¢
magnetometer on OGO 5
pO048 A71-27913
SUBJE('T INDEX
Ntgbttim¢ piasmapause and thermal ion plasma
stru_turq_ mlationshtp to micropulsations, considering
excitation in post storm recovery and diurnal plasma
bulge regions
POO56 A72-17453
OGO-5 plasmapaus¢ crossing correlation with
ground obser_ alions of Pi geomagnetic
micropulsations
po056 A72-21223
Correlation of ground-based measurements of
structured Pc I micropulsations with OG0-V
plasmapaus¢ ob-.c r-,ations.
p0067 A73-20652
GEOMAGNETIC PULSATIONS
Magnetic fluctuations in various frequency ranges,
assocaated v, ith earth bow shock, detected with search
coil magnetometer on OGO 3
p0026 A69-40501
OGO 5 observation of ULF geomagnetic fluctuation
at polar cusp boundaries in terms of ionospheric drift
wave and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities
pO_8 A73-24744
Postmidnight chorus: A substorm phenomenon. --
outer magnetosphere
p0076 A74-18364
GEOMAGNETIC TAIL
Resonant compression waves in geomagnetic tail
estimated for frequency and spatial distribution by
singhe la)ered two dimensional model
p0028 A70-15127
Solar flare particles entrance into geomagnetic tail,
modifying diffusion model
p0040 A71-11494
Subgtorm related magnetic li¢ld variations in near
geomagnetic tail from OGO 5 inbound pass
p0046 A71-21643
Solar _xnd compressed magnetic field in sunward
magneto,,phere and extended geomagnetic tad
obser,,atlon by Pioneer 7 spacecraft
poO49 A71-30028
Lo_ energy electron and proton fluxes in geomagnetic
tail of equatortal magnetosphere forming plasma _heet
related to auroral oval
pO049 A71-3(KI29
Magaetotail changes relationship to solar wind
magnetic field and magnetospheric substorms from
ground and satellite data
pO051 A71-33944
_arth corotating plasma tail e' idence in plasmapause
arlat_on_ from high resolution proton dlstrlhution data
obtain, ca by OGO 4 satclllte during magnetuc storm
p0053 A71-43166
Magnetunphcre and adjacent regions magnetic
s=r_c;._ by 0(30 ! and 3 _atellites. di_ussing
magn¢_opausc, bow _hock, magnetnsneath.
geomagnetic tail. ring current and I_dar substorms
p0055 A 72-12084
Outer magnetosphere near midnight at qunet and
disturbed times.
pOOh3 A72-44513
Substorm related changes in the geomagnetic tail:
The growth phase.
p0064 A72-44856
Geomagnetic tail magnetic and electric fields ULF.
VLF and ELF fluctuations, considering relationship to
substorm processes
p(X)64 A72-44857
Magnetic field strength change in equatorial
plasm.asphere, considering qmet ring current as
equatorial sheet current extension of neutral sheet
current in magnetospheric tail
p0064 A73-11732
Solar wind interaction with geomagnetic field,
di_ussing magnetosphere polar cusp region and
geomagnetic tail neutral sheet structure
pO065 A73-13871
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15. 1968. I: State o[ the magnetosphere.
130071 A73-33449
Synoptic survey for the neutral lil¢ in the magnetotail
during the substorm expansion phase.
p0073 A73-36275
The magnetotail and substorms. --- magnetic flux
transport model
p0076 A74-17742
Ob,,ervations of '_be internal structure of the
magnetopause.
p0077 A74-2167_
Plasma tail interpretations of pronounced detached
pta_ma regions measured with OG0-5
[8."O951-0001 pO113
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)SUBJECT INDEX
Substorm and interplanetary, magnetic field _1
on the geomagnetic Iml lobes
[B22611-0001 pOt 14
Magnetosphenc plasma tail study, using thermal
proton density measurements from OGO 4
[70101 N73- i7948
G EO M A G N ETI SM
IMP-2 and OGO-I measurements on plasma
characteristics in transition region between solar wind
and geomagnetic field
p(_03 Ab5-25921
Geomagnetic field _alues obtained from OGO-2
satellite-mounted rubidium vapor magnetometer
p0007 A67-23244
Main geomagnetic field data, discussing data
conversion to computer-readable form
pO009 A67-36901
Alpha panicle proton ratio of geomagnetic field from
data from charged-particle telescope on OGO 1
satellite
p0009 A67-37412
Magnetic field obser-,ations by OGO-1, with profiles
of bow shock and magnctopause encounters
130010 A68-11011
Magnetic field measurements in outer
magnetosphere, emphasizing boundary regions and
shock front characteristics
pOOl0 A68-12172
International geomagnetic reference field model
described by spherical harmonic coefficients with first
and second time derivatives
t)0012 A68-26625
Plasmasphere thermal positive ion structure,
determining distribution of hydrogen and helium
positive ions in magnetosphere from O(50
pOOl4 A68-37114
Latitudinal variations in cxosphere thermal ion
composition, examining evidence of solar and
_omagnetic control of ion distribution
pOOl6 A68-41673
Geomagnetic field minimum m r.maheta Brazil,
comparing satellites data _ .....
110017 A68-42_3
Sudden magnetic field increase associated with July
8, 1966 sudden commencement observed by OGO 3
satellite in magnetotaii
p@318 A69-11226
0(30 t riaxial search COil magnetometer for measuring
earth magnettc fluctuations, discussing design rationale
and obser',ation _c_ults
p0024 A69-36675
Geomagnetic field model (POGO) to confirm
eccentric dipole v.est_ard velocity secular decrease
predicted by day length changes
p0025 A69-37490
Magnetic dip equator position at E layer and gradient
with time and altitude, using geomagnetic field
models
p0026 A69-4242g
' Ion temperature gradient along magnetic field lines
in outer plasmasphere by thermal diffusion equations
compared with electron temperature observations
130031 A70-26568
Geomagnetic field distortion in high beta
magnetosph¢,ic regions from 0(30 observations for
quiet and slight_,y disturbed conditions
p0032 A70-30076
Geomagnetic dipole field disturbances by trapped
particles, calculating self consistent equilibrium
configuration for ring current dipole moments
130034 A70-31905
Magnetic and electric field changes across earth bow
shock and magnetosheath, discussing Pioneer 8 and
0430-5 data
p0036 A70-37483
Inner magnetosphere magnetic field mapping,
deriving pogo model
p0038 A70-39349
Solar geomagnetic seasonal ionization control of
upper ionosphere longitudinal composiUon vanahons
from polar satellite observations
p0047 A71-24555
Geomagnetic field models _alidity from satellite
data
1_)049 A 71-29903
Earth bob shock internal structure based on
correlated observations of magnetic fickl. E LF magnetic
fluctuations and suprathermal electrons by 0(30 5
satellite
p0051 A71-33943
Magnetospheric magnetic field distortions under
quiet and slightly disturbed conditions, obtaining scalar
intensity with OGO 3 and 5 rubidium vapor
magnetometer
p0054 A72.10886
Earth bow _hock magnetic field data correlation with
O(30 5 flux gate magnetometer, using
Tidman-Northrop theory
p0056 A72-19145
HEAVY NUCLEI
GIIDt' ND STATIONS
M agnetic field data from OGO-2 spacecraft and
sm_aee magnetic ob_rvatone_ noting magnetic storm
_..uzrcnc¢ and magnetosphere inflation and detection
of polar ionosphe.ri¢ currents
p0OIg A69- I 1125
f_orrelation of satellite estimates of the equatorial
¢k_rojet intensity with ground observations at Addis
stbaba
Geomagnetic cutoffs for cosmic-ra3, protons for sesen [B15946-000]
energy intervals between 1.2 and 39 Mev
p0061 A72-38728
ULF _ave observation b_ satellite, considering
geomagnetic activity control of magnetospheric wave
occurrence
p0063 A72-42902
Electron polar cap and the boundary of open
geomagnetic field lines.
pOOh3 A72-44522
Weak electrostatic turbulencx observation in earth
bow shock magnetic field gradient, suggesting cyclotron
drift instability role
p0063 A72-44523
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15, 1968. 2: Solar wind and outer
magnetosphere.
pO071 A73-33450
Quiet time magnetospheric field depression at 2.3-3.6
earth radii.
p0072 A73-33464
A magnetospheric field model incorporating the
OG0-3 and 5 magnetic field observations.
p0074 A73-43693
Near-earth magnetic disturbance in total field at high
latitudes. I: Summary of data from OGO-2, 4. and
6, 2" Interpretation of data from 0(30-2. 4, and 6.
pO080 A74-34019
World magnetic survey (WMSb method for
minimizing limitations of mathematical and graphical
descriptions of earths magnetic field
[NASA-RP-277] p0082 N64-27355
Geomagnetic secular variations, 1900-!O6 ¢,
[NASA-TM-X-559441 p0086 N67-37398
OGO outer zone observational data on electron
int_siti_ Of _ geomagnetic field
[NAgA*CR-896521 p0087 N67-40126
Cinematographic display of observations of low
energy proton and electron spectra in terrestrial
magnetonphcrc
[NASA-CR-91gTI! p0087 N68-15232
Derivation nf International Lieomagnctic Reference
t:ieid _ith tables of spherical harmonic coeffiOcnts and
test results of ".arious magnetic field mocieln
[NASA-TN-D-62371 p0095 NTI-321qO
Resonant c*_cdiations of gcom._gorhc field in
magnetosphere caused by' solar wind
[NASA-TM-X-65644] p0096 N71-32519
Effects of crustal anomalies on satellite measurements
of ambient geomagnetic field
p0097 N72-23341
GEOMORPHOLOG Y
Morphology of thermal and energetic particles in
inner magnetosphere during geomagnetic disturbances
and solar cycles
p0034 A70-30358
GEOPHYSICAL SATELLITES
OGO-2 experiment 5010 and OGO-4 experiment
5010A
[NASA-CR- 140527] p0109 N74- 76909
Orbiting Geophysical Obser'_atories S-49, S-50
[NASA-TM-X-504881 pOI l0 N74-76913
Orbiting Geophysical Observatories
[NASA-CR-140524] poll0 N74-76932
GEOPHYSICS
Detection of electric field turbulence in earth bo_
shock, noting v, ave amplitude correlation with magnetic
field structure
130018 A69-14681
G RAPtlS ( CHARTSI
World raagnetic survey (WMSb method for
minimizing limitations of mathematical and graphical
descriptions of earth_ magnetic field
[NASA-RP-2771 pOOg2 N04-27355
Trapped electron environment il_ in_;cr and q_uter
radiation belts - tables and graphs
INASA-SP-3024- VOL-2] p0084 N66-35685
Graphical and tabular summaries of iomzation rates
in _p:tce recorded by O(iO _pacecrah ;on chambers
[NASA-CR- 107_,_61 pt_)g2 N70-17_4_;
GRAllNGS (SPFfWRA)
Nonfocusing grazing incidence monochromator
which utilizc_, planar grahngs and collimating slit
systems
p0005 A66-27326
poll2
Ob,_rvations of whistler mode signal propagation by
OGO satellites from very low frequency ground station
transmitters
INASA-CR-848691 130085 N67-30831
A study of high latitude magnetic disturbance--- from
magnetic field data obtained with OGO spacecraft and
ground observatories
p0105 N74-17058
G_'ROI- REQUENCY
Electromagnetic emissions in vicinity of proton
gyrofrequency from OGO 2 satellite measurements,
noting s_otp frequency reo:iver PCM and Rayspan
_al purpose data
pOOl3 A68-31481
Banded chorus, VLF discrete emissions in
magnetosphere in single variable frequency band with
frequency depending on equatorial electron
gyrofrcquency
p0023 A69-3198 I
Elccmc field fluctuations in magnetospheric plasma
at multiples of local electron gyrofrequency due to
plasma instability
p0052 A71-37368
Nonlinear frequency correction to plasma instability
at half harmonics of electron gyrofrequency as observed
by OC__dD 5 near geomagnetic equator outside
plasmapguse
pO068 A73-22069
H
il .ALPHA LIME
Extral_'restrial hydrogen Lymaa alpha emtssion
source, iavestigating interstellar wind with OGO 5
satellil_
p0047 A71-24438
H alptka subflare associated X-ray burst of 10 October
tVTO observed by balloon-borne scintillator and OGO
s and SOLRAD 9 sateititen
p0064 A73-11389
X-radiation (E greater than i0 kcVL H alpha and
microwave emtsslon during the impulsi',e phase of solar
,qa re_
p0066 A73-17;_1
Acc.d_ation of electrons in the absenoe of detectabi¢
optical _res deduced from type 3 radio bursts. H-alpha
activity xad soft X-ray emission
[B22607_O01 pO114
HALL GE%ERATORS
Mag_tic Hall probe developed for use in
spectro_mter system aboard OG0-E satellite
[UCRL-b,%50-T] p0086 N67-30930
HA RMO%IC RADIATION
Tu_nce of electrostatic electron cyclotron
harmom_ waves observed by 0(30-5.
pO060 A72-35599
Noa_ar frequency correction to plasma instability
at haft l_amnonics of electron gy rofrequency as observed
by OGO 5 near geomagnetic equator outside
plas_s¢
p0068 A73-22069
The l_tvalence of second harmonic radiation in type
3 burstt ebserved at kilometric wavelengths.
pO071 A73-32964
HA_A All
0(30-4; study
[NASA-_R-1392611 pOlO9 N74-74637
lie S.T Etl:X
Comlmtation methods and results for orbital data,
space_ angle, and heat input for OGO and
s_.cific._ly for EGO
[NASA-IM-X-554281 130084 N66-21006
lie AVY 1ONS
Sour_ and identification of heavy ions in the
equatc_ud E layer.
p0063 A72-44516
III- _,_ _(CLEI
Clmmat'al abundances and energy spectra of nuclei
in gahua_ radiation measured in interplanetary space
by O_'I satellite
pO006 A66-34833
VII-15
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C. N and O nuclei abundlnc_l in radiation I_lt near
i_'omctric equator, using data obtained by OGO-5
satellite in Iq6g
p0(MI A71-13475
Heavy nuclei enrichment in solar accelerated
particles, discussing differential energy _pectra,
photospheric and coronal abundances. _ateflite
observation and agreement v.ith galactic cosmic rays
p0055 A72-15366
Measurements of the iron-group abundance in
energetic solar particles.
pO068 A73-23538
On the origin of Io_, energy heavy nuclei below
approximately 30 McV per nucleon observed in
interplanetary space during quiet times, 1968-72.
pO078 A74-30156
HELII*M
Explorer 18 satellite measurements of proton energy
spectra in region corotating '*ith sun, noting modulation
of galactic cosmic radiation and source of continuous
panicle accelerations
pO005 A66-34754
Horizontal He distribution in upper atmosphere from
OGO 6 mass spectrometric data normalization for
altitude by Jacchia model atmosphere
p0046 A71-21647
Distribution of hydrogen and helium in the upper
atmosphere.
p0064 A72-45593
Thermospheric wind effects on the distribution of
helium and argon in the earth's upper atmosphere.
pO071 A73-334.4 I
The solar cycle variation of the solar wind belium
abundance
_22609-000] pO114
HELIUM IONS
Light ion abundance measurements of OGO satellites
and field aligned diffusive equilibrium theory with
temperature and concentration latitudinal variations
pOO21 Ab9-25157
Hydrogen and He ion distribution measurements,
_oting s_tsonal and toP.at magnetic time variability
A6_.31_6
Ot30 5 ion Sl_ctromct_" for _ attaint, ih,
and hydrogen ion concentration, noting functions as
energetic particle analyzer and proton energy
distribution measurement capabilit)
p0024 A69-3667q
Plasma:,pher/c ambiem hydrogen and hcltum atomic
cations density measurement by OGO 5 ton mass
_peetrometer during magnetic storm, noting
relationship to auroral red arcs
p0053 A71-39833
The equatorial helium ion trough and the
geomagnetic anomaly
[B22334-0001 pO 114
HELIUM ISOTOPES
Hydrogen and helium cosmic ray nuclei isotopic
composition measured to clarify abundance ratios
energy dependence below 75 MeV/nucleon
, pOOl5 A68-41421
The isotopes of H and He in solar cosmic rays ---
as observed by OGO-6
pOlO7 N74.21466
HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS
Energetic solar proton and electron event observed
in July 1966 by Explorer 33 and OGO-3, noting
association with invisible solar hemisphere flare
130020 A69-22181
Van Allen radiation belts energetic electrons rejection
and distribution due to magnetic storms, using
satellite-borne spectrometers
p0033 A 70-3UO90
Solar flare electrons at IO-200 MeV region, discussing
energy spectra and time history
p0044 A71-18170
Relativistic electrons associated with solar particle
events, measuring occurrence frequency, electron
propagation and diffu,ion anisotropy.
p0048 A71-29057
Relativistic electron precipitation during magnetic
storms, shov, ing c._clotron resonances v, ith
electromagnetic ion c)c[otron "*ayes
pO051 A71-33948
Nonthermal electron ,p_ctra hardness limit during
flash phase of solar flares from 0(30-5 observation
p0055 A72-14561
High latitude ob_nation of precipitating electron
spikes by polar orbiter 0(30 4 satellite, noting
population dependence on local trapping limit
pO060 A72-355ql
Vii-16
High energy electron spatial dislhbution in plasma
sheet from 0(30 5 magnetometer experienmnts
p0062 A72..42406
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15, 1968. 5: Energetic electrons, spatial
boundaries, and v,a_,e-parlicIe mtcracuons at 0(30-5.
p0072 A73-33453
Satellite studies o[ magnetospheric substorms on
August 15. 1968. 6: OGO 5 energetic electron
obser,,ations. Pitch angle distributions in the nighttime
magnetosphere
pO072 A73-3M54
Acceleration of electrons during the flash phase o[
solar flares.
p0079 A_4-30287
HIGH ENERGY INTERACTIONS
Bombardment of OGO-6 surfaces by high-energy
particles
1820297-000] pO113
Characteristics of nonthermal electrons accelerated
during the flash phase of small solar flares
pOlO6 N74-21445
Optical, hard X-ray. and microwave emission during
the impulsive phase of flares --- analysis of optical
impulsive component in solar flares
pOlO7 N74.-21458
HIGH FREQUENCIES
HF electrostatic waves generation by electrons in
magnetosphere
p0033 A70-30083
Distributions of high frequency waves upstream from
earth's bow shock
[NASA-CR- 1392561 pOl08 N74-74626
HISS
LF and VLF wideband noise called auroral hiss
oh_rved by Byrd ground station and 0(30 2. proposing
incoherent Cerenkov radlati0n [rom l kc; electron_
pOOl I A68-19752
VLF auroral hiss comparison _,ith low energy
electron precipitation, using 0(30 4 data
p0056 A72-i9i49
OGO 4 satellite observed band limi!ed ELF hiss
_nanmterisUcs explanation by model based on
putatloa at laql¢ wave normal angle in equatorial
ream
p0057 A72-230_
OGO-5 observation of to*or hybrid resonance noise,
borsts. VLF hiss and whistlers near plasmapause during
large magnetic storm
l_Sg A72-263t_
Ptasmaspheric hiss inlen_ity _,_r_atlons during
magnetic storms.
pOO80 A74-34038
Intensity variation of ell hi_ and chorus during
isolated sabstorms
[B22603.0001 pO114
Electromagnetic hiss and relativistic electron losses
in the inner zone
[B22613-00OI pO114
OGO-D electromagnetic wave propagatmn
measurements v, ith whistler and hiss formations in
plasmasphere
[NASA-CR-130351] pOlO0 N73-16126
HORIZON SCANNERS
High-altitude or small-earth limitations for advanced
horizon sensor of Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
/OGO-A/
[NASA-CR-83567] p0085 N67-22257
li_rDROGEN
Hydrogen Lyman alpha nightglow models, discussing
solar photon scattering in geocorona and hydrogen
vertical distribution
p0022 A69-30191
Solar Lyman-alpha radiation observed by OGO 4
spacecraft showing short term fluctuations
superimposed with monthly variation
pO028 A70-15128
L3,man alpha intensity and h_,drogen concentration
at 5 to 19 earth radii deternained from 0(30 3 spacecraft
measurements
pOO31 A70-2718 I
OGO 4 observations of hydrogen Lyman-alpha
airglow surrounding earth, measuring dependen_.e on
solar zenith angle
p0035 A70-35764
[-xo_pheric neutral h_,drogen temperature diurnal
_arldii,m from _atellite resonance filter data. _uggestlng
I 3nl:irl alpha source e_ternal In gcocorona
p(_ _10 A70-43_52
Neutral hydrogen interstellar wind parameters from
Lyman alpha _k) background measurements outside
gcocorona by photometers on OGO .5
p0OSI A71-338.'g.I
SUBJECT INDEX
Neutral hydrogen Lyman-alpha measurements in
omtnr B¢ocorona and in interplanetary space by two
chan_ll photometer on OGO 5
p0059 A72-32955
Dislvi_ution of hydrogen and helium in the upper
utmosoher¢.
p0064 A72-45593
Observed variations of the exospberic hydrogen
density v, ith exospheric temperature
1822_ _ 4-00OI pO114
Get_oronal hydrogen measurement experiment on
O(30-!: - methods of obtaining orbital and spacecraft
parameters for data analysis
[NASA-TM-X-552761 p0083 N65-3065 I
H +IrDR()(gEN ATOMS
UV OGO observations of atomic hydrogen and
oxygen in airglow, comparing results to exospheric
models of hydrogen geocorona
p0022 A69-3 I..100
tyman alpha radiation scattering observation by
satellites, obtaining g¢ocoronal atomic hydrogen
distribution in thermosphere and exospbere
p0042 A71-14028
Neutral H concentration in upper atmosphere during
solar minimum, using ion thermal energies from rocket
and satellite mass spectrometric, radio and proton
_histicr measurements
p(g)54 A72-10361
Interpretation of OGO-5 Lyman alpha measurements
m the upper geocorona.
p0066 A73-19233
Extraterrestrial ultraviolet radiation and the
parameter of the HI medium near the sun.
p0073 A73-39074
HYDROGEN IONS
Light ion abundance measurements of OGO satellites
and field aligned diffusive equilibrium theory with
letup,stature and concentration latitudinal variations
p_21 A69-25157
Hydrogen and He ion distribution measurements,
noting seasonal and local magnetic time variability
pO022 A69-31326
0(30 5 ion spectrometer for measuring oxygen, He
and hydrogen ion concentration, noting functions as
¢ncrgmic partich: analyzer and l_roton energy
distribution mcasurem¢nt capability
p0024 A69-36679
Plasmaspher¢ bulge region morphology from
h)drogen ion concentration measurement by mass
_pec'_rometer on OGO 5 satellite
p0035 A70-36014
Simultaneous hydrogen ion composition
n:ca_-urements by upper ionospheric polar orbiting
OC, O 4 and eccentric orbiting magneto_,phcric OGO 3
at midlatitud¢
p0037 A 70-3_377
Hydrogen ion concentration measurements by OGO
5 in plasmasphere during intense magnetic storms
accompanied by stable auroral red arcs
p0047 A71-24787
Plasmaspheric ambient hydrogen and helium atomic
cations density measurement by OGO 5 ion mass
spectrometer during magnetic storm, noting
relationship to auroral red arcs
p0053 A71-39833
Hydrogen ions concentration in dayside region of
plasmasphere from OGO 5 satellite mass spectrometry,
noting plasmapause position as function of magnetic
activity -
p0054 A72-10892
HYDROGEN I_TOPES
Hydrogen and helium cosmic ray nuclei isotopic
composition measured to clarify abundance ratios
energy dependence below 75 MeV/nucleon
130015 A68-41421
The isotopes of H and He in solar cosmic rays ---
as ob_rved by OGO-6
130107 N74-21466
IIYI)ROGEN PLASMA
Electron concentrations calculated from the lower
h-,brid resonance noise band observed by OGO-3
p0074 A73-41912
!t_1PERS()NIC _, AKES
Complex impedance measurements for monopole
antenna for electron densities in/out of OGO satellite
v, ake in upper ionosphere
p0035 A70-35771
II_ PERX I-IJ)CITY INIP +t(-l-
S_n_ots used in cosmic dust experiments studied for
response to micropattich_ hypcrvelocity impacts, noting
tclatiom, hip to velocity
pOOl3 A6.g- 29468
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SUBJECT INDEX
IYSTERESIS
Hysteresis atilt on cosmic ray modulation and
gradient ionization near solar minimum from
measurements made near earth with OGO I and $ ion
chambers
p002g A70-15106
IMP
IMP-2 and O(30-I measurements on plasma
characteristics in transition region between solar wind
and geomagnetic field
p0O03 A65-25921
IMPEDANCE MEASISREMENTS
Complex impedance measurements for monopole
antenna for electron densities in/out of OGO satellite
wake in upper ionospbere
130035 A70-3577 I
Electron depiction in the wake of ionospheric
spacecraft: A comparison between results from
Langmuir probes and antcnnas.
p0072 A73-M783
IN-FLIGHT MONITORING
In-flight radiometric calibration of low brightness
OGO 4 airglow photometer
130029 A70-15645
INCOHERENT SCA_ERING
Geomagnetic equatorial ionospheric ion temperature.
comparing incoherent scatter radar and OGO-D
retarding potential analyzer values
p0052 A71-33956
Comparison of Te and Ti from OGO-6 and from
arious incoherent scatter radars.
pO_7 A73-1924 I
Comparison of atomic oxygen measurements by
incoherent scatter and satellite-borne mass spectrometer
tc.ehniqucs.
p0078 A74-27713
Diurnal variation of the neutral thermospheric winds
determined from incoherent scatter radar data
[B22601-0001 p0t 14
INNER RADIATION BELT
Differential energy spectra of Iowe_qD, pmW_aad
positive ions in earth inner radiation zone, using
electrostatic anat.',zers aboard 0(30-3 satellite
pOOl I A68-17771
Electron injection and diffusion into e!ectron inner
radiation belt after solar flare, recapturing electron fluxes
by 0430 3 spectrurueter
p0017 A68-41697
Inner belt electron flux variations following
geomagnetic storms from satellite instrument data
po042 A71-14212
Models of trapped electron environment of inner
radiation belt at %'.nchronous orbit altitudes
INASA-SP-3024-VOL-31 p0085 N67-19899
Electron fluxes from 50 keV to 4 MeV in inner
radiation belt by spectrometer on OGO I and 3
[.NASA-CR- 1006481 p0089 N69-19899
The inner zone electron model AE-5
[NASA-TM-X-dq'9871 pOlO6 N74-20502
INSTRUMENT ERRORS
Retarding potential analyzer errors and performance
degradation due to grid plane potential depressions
p0058 A72-26411
Errors in ion and electron temperature measurements
due to grid plane potential, nonuniformities in retarding
potential analyzers
p0071 A73-3M36
I NTERAC]'IONS
Gas-surface interaction studies
[820296-0001 PO113
INTERFACES
OGO-5 observations of the physical processes
ockurring in the disturbed polar cusp and the
cusp-magnetosheath interface
[BI8269-0001 PO113
INTERNATIONAl. QI lET SIN _EAR
Orbiting Geoph} _ical Observatory ((M, JO) for cu,mtc
ray, radio astronomy and Gegenschein experiments
including satellite descrtption and orbit data
pO003 A65-22431
INTERPI.ANETAR_I DI ST
Velocities of du_t particles in cislunar space
110004 A66-15266
Pieogram dust particle flux me,_utcments in
selenocentric, cislunar and interplanetary space by
Mariner 4, 0(30 3 and Explorer 35
pO041 A71-14014
Four years of dust particle measurements in cislunar
and s¢lenocentric space from Lunar Explorer 35 and
O(30 3
1615918-0001 poll2
Speeds, directions of arrival, and mast of dual.
particles measured from OGO-I satellite to determine
orbits of dust particles
p0086 N67-32070
INTERPLANETARY GAS
Extraterrestrial ultraviolet radiation and the
parameter of the ttl medium near the sun.
p0073 A73-39074
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELI)S
Explorer 18 satellite measurements of proton energy
spectra in region corotating with sun. noting modulation
of galactic cosmic radiation and source of continuous
particle accelerations
pO005 A66-34754
Interplanetary magnetic field measurements from
Mariner and 0(50 satellites at various paths, regions
and intervals, finding dominant polarity effect
dependent on sun latitude
p0027 A70-13980
Magnetopause inward motion before substorm.
showing association with interplanetary field vertical
component reversal
p0042 A71-14515
Solar wind compressed magnetic field in sunward
magnetosphere and extended geomagnetic tail
observation by Pioneer 7 spaotcrafi
p0049 A71-30028
Solar wind ion thermalization in earth bow shock
by counterstreaming instability related to interplanetary
magnetic field
p0050 A71-31774
Magnetotail changes relationship to solar wind
magnetic field and magnetospheric _ubstorms from
ground and satellite data
p0051 A71-33944
Large amplitude interplanetary solar wind
discontinuities observed by 0(30-5 plasma
spectrometer and magnetometers, considering magnetic
drift waves mechanism for plasma turbulence
generation
p0058 A72-29378
1_l_.4:ltp _ _ distributions related to the
interplanetary magnetic field direction.
p0062 A72-42432
Precipitation oflow..¢nergy electrons at high latitudes:
Effects of interplanetary magneuc field and dipole tilt
angle.
p0066 A73-15531
Det_ndenc¢ of the polar cusp on the north-south
_ompo=_cnt _f ',he interplanelary magnetic field.
p_O72 A73-36273
Rate of erosion of dayside magnetic flux based on
a quantitative study of the dependence of polar cusp
latitude oil the interplanetary magnetic field.
po075 A74-14274
Substorm and interplanetary magnetic field effects
on the geomagnetic tail lobes
[B22611-0001 pO114
Diffusion-convection theory for solar cosmic ray
propagation in interplanetary magnetic field
pCOgO N69-29659
Possible noise sources in power spectra measurement
of interplanetary magnetic field
p0099 N73-10791
Power spectra of interplanetary magnetic field near
earth bow shock
p0099 N73-10792
Variation with inlerplanetary sector of the total
magnetic field measured at the 0(50 2, 4. and 6
satellites
[NASA-TM-X-7053 I} pOI04 N74-13566
Reply
[NASA-TM-X-70215] pOI08 N74.74627
Comments on a pal_:r by J. P. Heppner. Polar cap
electric field distributions related to interplanetary
magnetic field direction
{NASA-CR-1392591 pOI08 N74-74632
INTERPI ANETARY MEDIUM
Interplanetary cosmic ra) posttrons enezg) spectral
component with origin different from interstellar
mesons decay
p0036 A70-380q8
Solar _ind microscopic structure, examining
tntcrplanetary wave.parti,.le inlcracthons
p0042 A71-14068
Upstream di_rele wave packets propagation
interplanetary medium from 04"3,0 5 ob_rvation
p0045 A71-19656
INTERSTELLAR RADIATION
Interplanetary electron associations with type 3 solar
bursts, using d¢can_tric OGO 3 and solar geophysical
ob_rvalloos
p0054 A71-43176
Larl_ amplitude interplanetary solar wind
discontinuities observed by OGO-5 plasma
sbectrometer and magnetometers, considering magnetic
drift ,*ayes mechanism for plasma turbulence
generation
p0058 A72-29378
Earth-solar wind bow shock structure from 0(50-5
observations during passage from interplanetary
medium into magnetosheath
pG058 A72-29379
Electromagnetic wave observation in interplanetary
medium and in magnetosphere, emphasizing magnetic
and electric field measurements
p0065 A73-13855
Direct measurements of solar-wind fluctuations
between 0.0048 and 13.3 Hz.
p0068 A73-23539
Differential energy spectra of cosmic ray protons and
helium nuclei dominated by solar modulation of local
interstellar spectra, and numerical solutions to transport
equation
[NASA-CR- 1302981 POI00 N73-15837
INTERPLANETARY SPACE
Zodiacal dust particle flux measurements from 0(30
3 and Mariner 4 spacecraft in cislunar and interplanetary
space
pO013 A68-29457
Proton and He nuclei differential energy spectra and
intensity variations in interplanetary space in 1-20 MeV
per nucleon energy range
p0015 Adg--41420
Low energy interplanetary positrons detection by
OGO satellites, discussing possible existence of
equilibrium charge ratio _"rv_15 A68..41427
Quiet lime primary cosmic ray electron flux and
energy spectrum from lO to 200 May in interplanetary
space ob_:rved by O(30 5 satellite
p0027 A70-12902
Solar flare electron spectra in interplanetary space
and within earth magnetosphere, investigating
simultaneous observations by satcllite-bort_ magnetic
electron spectrometers
po046 A71-21037
Proton energy change effects on charged particles
propagating in interphmetary space, u_i_lg lov. energy
solar fl_tlC _@ton f]_es observations
p0046 A71-22_0i
Elc,=tr,_,magneli, • _,aves in interplanetary space and
cffc_,t_ on magnetosphere, considering solar wind
characteristic,,, due to :_ave interactions
130050 A71-30956
Neutral hydrogen Lyman-alpha measurements in
outer geocorona and m interplanetary space _y two
channel photometer on OGO 5
p0059 A72-32955
On the origin of low energy heavy nuclei below
approximately 30 MeV per nucleon observed in
interplanetary spac'¢ during quiet times. 1968-72.
poo7g A74-30156
Relatisistic electron events in interplanetary space
[B 17665-0001 pO113
Multiple parameter analysis of galactic and solar
cosmic rays for chemical composition and charge
dist ribotion
pO091 N69-38984
Solar flare protons and physical processes affecting
par'tick propagation in interplanetary space
PO098 N72-27829
I NTE R.'.'.'NTEI.LA R (;AS
Do, elopment of model of scattering of solar Lyman
alpha from spatial distribution of neutral hydrogen in
interplanetary _pace
pOI0() N73-10813
INTERSTELI,AR 'MATTER
Neutral hydrogen interstellar wind parameters from
Lyman alpha sky background measurements outside
geocurona by photometers on 0430 5
pO051 AT!-3aX34
Nay, interpretations of extraterrestrial Lyman-alpha
observations.
p0065 A73-12323
INIFR%l'EI,I,_tR R _,DI ItTION
Extraterrestrml h_drogen L3, man alpha emission
source, investigating iutcrst©ilar wind with OGO 5
satelli_
p0047 A71-2443g
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INTERSTELLAR SPA('E
The elemental abundance ratios of interstellar
secondary and primary cosmic rays.
1:)0079 A74-30190
I NTER._rELLAR RPACIE
Interstellar cosmic ra) electron spectrum flattening
below 3 GeV from 0(50-5 observations
p0037 A70-38106
Low frequency space radio astronomy
[NASA-TM-X-63976] p0093 N70-33175
ION CONCENTR _TION
Latitudinal variations in cxosphcrc thermal ion
composition, examining evidence of solar and
geomagnetic control of ion distribution
pOOl6 A68-41673
OGO 5 ion spectrometer for measuring oxygen, He
and hydrogen ion concentration, noting functions as
energetic particle anal._zer and proton energy
distribution mcasuremcnt capability
p0024 A69-36679
Plasmapause observations by ion spectrometer
aboard OGO-5 vehicle for carly orbits, obtaining O,
He and H ion concentration profiles for geomagnetic
parameter
p0029 A'/O- 18546
Hydrogen ion com._ntration measurements by OGO
5 in plasmaspherc during intense magnctic storms
accompanied by stable auroral red arcs
p0047 A71-24787
Hydrogen ions concentration in dayside region of
plasmasphere from OGO 5 satellite mass spectrometry,
noting plasmapause position as function of magnetic
activity
p0054 A72-10892
Oxygen ion anticorrelation to molecular ion
concentrations from OGO 6 observations in F 2
region
p0062 A72-42016
" OGO-6 ion concentration irregularity studies
[1NASA-CR-132814] pOI03 N73-32286
ION CURRENTS
Spacecraft sheath structure, potential and velocity
effects on ion current measurements by traps and mass
spectrometers
p0038 A70-41087
, ION ,CYCLOTRON RADIATION
Relativhttic electron ixe_itatioa dmial,_
storms, showing kyclotron _m_a_l
electromagnetic iOn cyclotron waves
pO051 A71-33948
Ion cyclotron waves observed in the polar cusp.
_71 A73-33437
ION DENSITY ((()NCENTRATION)
Light ion abund,mcc m.ea:.uremen t, of 0430 _.atellite_
and field allgncd diffusive equilibrium theory with
temperature and concentration latitudinal variations
pOO21 A69-25157
Plasmapause position and density profile from ion
concentration measurements by OGO-5. determining
reaction to magnetic variations
p0032 A70-30074
Magnetosphere thermal ion dcnsity and temperature
in dawn and morning quadrants from OGO 5 satellite
measurements
p0040 A71-11498
Thermal positive ion densities measurement in outer
ionosphere and magnetosphere by OGO I satellite.
relating plasmapause distribution and magnetic activity
level
[AD-742186] p0057 A72-23011
Effect of satellite potential on direct ion density
measurements through the plasmapause.
p_76 A74-18372
In situ measurements of amplitude and scale size
characteristics of ionospheric irregularities: 0(30-6 ion
concentration irregularity studies
[B20340-00OI pO I 13
High latitude proton precipitation and light ion
density profiles during the magnetic storm initial
phase
[B22333-000] pO113
The measurement of cold ion densities in the plasma
trough
[B22610-000] pO114
Perturbations in density of ions and neutral particles
in upper atmosphere due to OGO
[NASA-CR-117897} 190094 N71-23238
Analysis of light ion mass spectrometer data from
OGO-E experiment
[NASA-CR-130156] pOlOt N73-16432
High latitude minor ion enhancements: A clue for
studies of magnetosphere.atmosphere coupling --- using
OGO 6 ion mass _pectromcter
[NASA-TM-X-705821 pOlO4 N 74-1606,4
Vii-18
ION DISTRIBUTION
OGO-I first results on mass SlX-ctrometry
measurements of thermal positive ion composition at
high ahit udes
p(_04 A66-14781
Differential energy spectra of 1o_, energy protons and
positive ions in earth inner radiation zone. using
electrostatic analyzers aboard OGO-3 satellite
pCOII A68-17771
Response of ionospheric and exosphertc electron
contents to partial solar eclipse, using OGO 1 satellite
pOOl5 Ah8-38439
Latitudinal variations in exosphere thermal ion
composition, examining evidence of solar and
geomagnetic control of ion distribution
pOOl6 A68-41673
Earth thermal plasmasphere cofltractlon subsequent
to solar flare obtained from ion mass spectrometers
on 0(30 satellites
130020 A69-23777
Hydrogen and He ion distribution mcasurements.
noting seasonal and local magnetic time variability
p0022 A69-31326
Plasmapause irregular structure and position
indicated by measured distributions of hydrogen and
helium thermal positive ions in duskside
magnetosphere
pO031 A70-29185
Seasonal and annual longitudinal variations in
ionospheric ion distribution, stressing solar geomagnetic
control importance
pO050 A71-33762
Plasmasphcre hydrogen, hclium, oxygcn and nitrogen
ions inbound and outbound profiles from OOO 5 mass
spectrometric measurements
p0065 A73-12320
ION INJECTION
Solar flare injection and propagation of tow energy
protons and electrons in 7-9 July 1966 solar particle
event
_q014 A68-37148
Active experiments, magnetospheric modification.
and a naturally occurring analogue
p0075 A74-14283ION_OOUCnON RAT_
POGO ion dlltlalmt- ntmumrement of ionization by
penetrating radiation, discussing spike intensity
pOOl7 A68-43450
Graphical and tabular _ummaries of ionization rates
in space recorded by OGO spacecraft to, _hambers
[NASA-CR- 1078961 pOO'42 N7_ 17448
ION RECOMBINATION
Radiative recomhl.qatlon ol ,tto_q_ic oxygen iOn_ in
nighttime F region UV _adiatlon ,re ected by'
polar-orbiting 0(30 4 satellite
p0023 A69-34957
UV oxygen nightglow observation by OGO-4,
examining ion-ion neutralization and radiative
recombination production mechanisms
pO037 A70-39344
ION SOURCES
Source and identification of heavy ions in the
equatorial F layer.
p0063 A72-44516
ION TEMPERATURE
Ion temperature gradient along magnetic field lines
in outer plasmasphere by thermal diffusion equations
compared with electron temperature observations
pO031 A70-26568
Hydrogen. He and oxygen ion density, and ion and
electron temperatures in upper ionosphere from OGO
4 obser.ations
p0035 A70-36OI6
Ionospheric ion temperature measurements by
retarding potential analyzer on OGO-6 satellite
p0039 A70-43840
Magnetosphere thermal ion density and temperature
in dawn and morning quadrants from OGO 5 satellite
measurements
pO040 A7I-11498
Solar wind ion thermalization in earth bow shock
by counterstreaming instability related to interplanetary
magnetic flc_d
pO050 A71-31774
Geomagneticequaturial ionospheric ion temperature.
comparing incoherent scatter radar and OGO-D
retarding potential analyzer _alues
p0052 A71-33956
Nighttime plasmapau_e and thermal ion plasnla
structures relationship to micropulsattons, considering
excitation in post storm recovery and diurnal plasma
bulge regions
190056 A72-17453
SUBJECT INDEX
Compari_,:,n of Te and Ti from OGO-6 and from
vav,_i_. _'_,:oherent scatter radars.
p0067 A73-- 1924 I
OGO.4b measurements of supercookd plasma in the
eq_tmaal caosphere.
p0(_8 A73-22066
ErroTx m ion and electron temperature measurements
duttogrtd plane potential, nonuniformities in retarding
potcnt_d analyzers
pOO71 A73-33436
ION TR _,I_S (INSTRUMENTATION)
Elect,ton trap behavior on charged spacecraft.
obt_mirt.g expressions for current to aperture and
int:rna'l retarding electrodes [or all apertures and
spat.x'cr:,dt potentials
p0022 A69-31976
Spacz_raft sheath structure, potential and velocity
clients _,'an ion current measurements by traps and mass
spent trimeters
pO038 A70..41087
Elfe,_'t o[ satellite potential on direct ion density
n_asur',t:rments through the plasmapause.
p0076 A74-18372
satellite ion-electron collector: Experimental effects
of grid lransparency, pbotocmission, and secondary
em -_sio_a
[NASA-CR-1392621 pOlO9 N74-74638
IONIC" DIFFUSION
light ion abundance measurements of OGO satellites
and field aligned diffusive equilibrium theory with
temperature and concentration latitudinal variations
pO021 A69-25157
IOMC _.lOBI LITY
Plasmasphcre hydrogen, helium, oxygen and nitrogen
ions inbound and outbound profiles from OGO 5 mass
spectrometric measurements
pOO65 A73-12320
IONIZATION CHAMBERS
Differential respon,¢ curve_ and mean rigidity of
respons_ of ion chambers aboard 6aiioo.s and _ate!lites
in free space during long-term cosmicray variation from
1960 to 1965
pO003 A65-33664
Studies of primary cosmic rays with ionization
chambers. --- rigidity response of ionization chambers
in high atmosphere and deep space for study of rigidity
dcpmdcmm of solar cycle modulation of primary cosmic
ray
p0006 A66-34768
Electron spectra, pitch angle distributions and total
,snization measured throuehout radiation belts hy
,atcJlite magnetic spectrometer and integrating
ionization chamber
pO008 A67-25g07
Solar flart: c.crgetic X ray e',e,ts detected by on board
_t_iiltc ionization chamberx, studyin_ relationship to
radio burst and space particle emission
pO009 A67-41232
Cosmic ray knee interpretation using polar orbiting
ionization champers data from OGO-2/4
pOO34 A70-31903
Response characteristics of ionization chamber and
spectrometer experiments aboard Orbiting Geophysical
Obscrv'atory (0(30)
|CR-871 p0084 N67-13710
Integrating type ionization chamber applied to
measurements of radiation in space
{NASA-CR-90060] p0087 N68-10422
Absolute cosmic ray ionization measurements in
upper and lower atmosphere
[NASA-CR- 104068] p0090 N69-34536
Graphical and tabular summaries of ionization rates
in space recorded by 0<30 spacecraft ion chambers
[NASA-CR- 1078861 pOO92 N70-17448
Samples of electron spectroscopy and ionization
chamber data plots from OGO.1 and OI30-3
[NASA-CR- 1078851 p0092 N70-17624
OGO I and 3 spectrometer and ion chamber data
on dynamic processes governing electrons in radiation
belts, and applicability of diffusion thcorics and
magnetic field models
[NASA-CR- 127455] p0098 N72-28802
Magnetospheric modulation effects on solar cosmic
ra:,_ from simultaneous OGO I and 3 ion chamber data
in 1968 and 1969
INASA-CR-1370751 130105 N74-18420
Respon,,¢ to environment and radiation of an
sore/alton chamber and matched gelger tube u_d on
_pa_ccraft
[NASA-CR- 139255] pOlO8 N74-74624
Ekctron sl_:ctrometer and intcgratmg ion chamber
for the OGO-I and OGO-3 missions
[NASA-CR- t39263] pOI09 N74-74639
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SUBJECT INDE.t
Reduction and analysis of data from OC_d2bC.O ion
chamber expehn_nt
[NASA-CR-I07184| pOliO N74-76923
IONIZATION CROSS SF(IlONS
Quiet time cosmic ra) ionization altitude dependence
over polar regions from measurements by integrating
ionization chamber on OGO-2
pOOM A70-3 t902
IONIZATION F'REQL'ENCIES
High latitude ionization spikes observed by POGO
spacecraft, noting frequency correlation _,ith magnetic
disturbances and development by high energy electron
injections
pOO21 A69-28950
Ionization rate profiles from solar flare X rays
observed by ion chambers aboard OGO I and OGO
3
[NASA-CR-944291 po087 N68-23026
IONIZED GASES
Plasmapaus¢ irregular structure and position
indicated by measu_-d distributions of hydrogen and
helium thermal positive ions in duskside
magnetosphere
p0031 A70-29185
IONOSPHERE
OGO-I first results on mass spectrometry
measurements of thermal positi¢ ion composition at
high altitudes
p0004 A66-14781
Thermal positive ion densities measurement in outer
ionosphere and magnetosphere by 0(30 I satellite,
relating plasmapause distribution and magnetic activity
level
[AD-742186] p0057 .A72-23011
Additional results from an OGO-6 experiment
concerning ionospheric electric and electromagnetic
fields in the range 20 Hz to 540 kHz.
pO071 A73-33438
Measurement of ionospheric and exospheric electron
content using radio beacons on orbiting geophysical
observatories: Compilation of data and final report
[elS_4t_00l p0113
Is the red arc a lloed iodi=W¢ ol
ionosphere-magnetosphere conditions
[B22605-0001 po114
An upper limit to the product of NO and O densities
from 105 to 120 Km
1B22606-0_1 pO! !4
Electromagnetic hiss and relativistic electron losses
in the Inner zone
tB22613-0001 POI 14
A model ionosphere for mid-day and mid-latitude
during sunspot minimum
[SM U P-41 polO9 N74-74635
A light ion mass spectrometer experiment for
OGO-E
[NASA-CR-122291] pOliO N74-76914
IONOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
Ion cut-off whistlers observed during VLF experiment
aboard OGO 2 and 0(30 4. noting possible application
to relative ionospheric proton concentration
determination
pOOl8 A69-14029
Hydrogen. He and oxygen ion density, and ion and
electron temperatures in upper ionosphere from OGO
4 observations
p0035 A70-36OI6
Suprathermal electron temperature and ion
composition as function of geomagnetic latitude in polar
ionosphere, using Explorer 31 mass spectrometer
measurements
po049 A71-30037
Seasonal and annual longitudinal variations in
ionospheric pon distribution, stressing solar geomagnetic
control importance
PO050 A71-33762
Thermospheric atomic oxygen and molecular
nitrogen densities from OGO 6 neutral atmospheric
composition experiment, comparing with predictton b3,
Jacchia models
p0Ob2 A72-4243 I
Diurnal latitudinal composition variattons in light
ion trough from O(30 mass spectrometric observations.
noting magnehc storm effects
p_5 A73-11904
The light-ion trough, the mam trough, and the
ptasmapause
p0066 A73-15533
Parametric description of thermospheric ion
composition results
pooh7 A73-19255
Auroral heating and the composition o| the ncotral
atmosphere.
p0069 A73-27602
Solar X ray contribution to E layer ionization
[NA SA-CR-738841 p0088 N69-17412
OGO-6 experiment F-03 --- anal) sis of data obtained
_ith retarding potential analyzer
[NASA-CR- 132943] p010_ N74-20542
A model ionosphere for mid-day and mid-latitude
during sunspot minimum
[SM U P-4I pOlO9 N74-74635
IONOSPHERIC CL'RRENTS
Magnetic field data from OGO-2 _pacecrafi and
surface magnetic observatories, noting magnetic storm
occurrence and magnetosphere inflation and detection
of polar ionospheric currents
p0018 A69-11125
Ionospheric electric and electromagnetic waves
broadband characteristics, investigating auroral hiss
and LHR noise
po051 A71-33951
The Harang discontinuity in auroral belt ionospheric
currents.
po061 A72-39qgo
POGO satellite observed ¢lectrojet current data
comparison with ground measurement at Ibadan,
discussing data ratios variation by upper earth mantle
conductivity structure
p0070 A73-31772
IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
Power-law wavenumber spectrum deduced from
ionospheric scintillation observations.
p0062 A72-42416
In situ measurements of the spectral characteristics
of F region ionospheric irregularities.
p0078 A74-27695
Neutral wind velocities calculated from temperature
nteasurements during a magnetic _torm and the
observed ionospheric effects
[B 19920-000] pO113
In _itu measurements of amplitude and scale size
characteristicsofionosphericirregularities: OGO-6 ion
concentration irregularity studies
[B20340-0001 pOI 13
IONOSPHERIC DRIFT
OGO $ obwl'_tti_ o| ULF geomagnetic fluctuation
at polar cusp boundaries in terms of ionospheric drift
v,ave and Kelvin-Hclmholtz instabilities
pO0_8 ATL24744
IONOSPHERIC i_I,EC'TRON DENSITY
Radio propagation cxp,:rimcnt us=ng transmitted
VHF waves Irom O_O-| lo dcdu_c electron density
in ionosphere and m_gactosphere
pOO04 A66-10892
Response of Ionospheric and cxosphcric electron
contents to partial solar eclipse, using O(30 I satellite
pOOl5 A68-38439
Complex impedance measurements for monopole
antenna for electron densities in/out of OGO satellite
_,ak¢ in upper ionosphere
p0035 A70-35771
Ionospheric electron density response to geomagnetic
storms at midlatitudes, noting diurnal variations
detected by ATS 3 VHF signals
p0038 A 70-40479
Atomic oxygen green line emission in nightglow from
OGO-F photometer observations, calculating tropical
F region electron density spatial distribution
pOOr0 A72-35604
The light-ion trough, the main trough, and the
plasmapause.
pO0_ A73-15533
Electron depletion in the wake of ionospheric
spacecraft: A comparison between results from
Langmuir probes and antennas.
p0072 A73-34783
Asymmetrical global O I airgio_ emission pattern
_ith respect to magnetic equator from 0(30 4
observations, noting poor correlation _ith ionospheric
electron density
po073 A73-38939
Gcop.hysical properties of the ionospheric
irregularities responsible Ior radio scintillahon.
[AIAA PAPER 74-53] p0077 A74.18754
Photoelectron flux measurements in topside
ionosphere using retarding potential anal)ter_
[NASA-TM-X-63358_ p L'_)87 Nhg-35999
Protonospheric electron concentration profiles ba>.ed
on Doppler and Faraday effects
[NASA-CR-100778] pOOg9 N69-2452 I
Atmospbenc model for thermal plasma near
equatorial plasmapaus¢
pO095 N71225270
IONOSPItERIC PROPAGATION
Eiectron density profiles and production rates
associutod with 30 Jan. 1968 larl_ X ray flare _ent
[RSD-63] p0096 N71-36131
IONOSPHERIC ION DENSITY
Ion depletion in high latitude exosphere, considering
OGO 2 simultaneous observations of positive ion
concentration, VLF signal propagation and v, histlers
p0023 A69.34939
Hydrogen, He and oxygen ion density, and ion and
electron temperatures in upper ionosphere from 0(30
4 obser_ ations
pO035 A70-36016
Simultaneous hydrogen ion composition
measurements by upper ionospheric polar orbiting
0(30 4 and eccentric orbiting magnetospheric OGO 3
at midlatitude
p0037 A70-38377
Positive F¢ ion concentration relationship to
equatorial spread F from OGO 6 sateUit¢ observation
neat magnetic equator
p0054 A72-10902
Source and identification of heavy ions in the
equatorial F layer.
p0063 A72-44516
Diurnal latitudinal composition variations in light
ion trough from OGO mass spectrometric observations.
noting magnetic storm effects
p0065 A73-11904
OGO 6 retarding potential analyzer observation of
vertical and longitudinal gradients in ion concentrations
below F region peak near magnetic equator
p0068 A73.24738
Equatorial spread F formation convective electric
fields generation by neutral winds and conductivity
caused by metallic ion concentrations
pOO70 A73-29988
Effects of interhemisphere transport on plasma
temperatures at low latitudes.
p0074 A73-41919
A catalog of ionospheric F region irregularity
behavior based on OGO-6 retarding potential analyzer
data
p0075 A74-12640
In situ rneasuren_nts of tire Sl_traJ characteristics
of F region ionospheric irregularities.
p0078 A74-27605
I()'_0%PHERI(N() IS,E
Con!iom_tts and iriggercd aud,o frequency noise
bands .ts,_ociated v.lth ionospheric lower h_,bnd
rc_)nance frequency observed on OGO 2
p0018 A69-16257
V LF and LE emission charactcrisilc features and
origin mechanism in auroral regions of ionosphere,
discussing satellite observation of noise spectrum in
space
1o0025 A69-38495
VLF data [tom OGO 2 and OGO 4 on propagation,
_ave-particle interactions, and noise in ionosphere and
magnetosphere
[NASA-CR-II06581 p0093 N70-32928
IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
Satellite observation of natural VLF phenomena in
ionosphere and magnetosphere stressing radio noise
frequenc)-time characteristics
pOOl0 A68-14098
Sudden magnetic field increase associated with July
8, 1966 sudden commencement observed by OGO 3
satellite in magnetotail
p0OI8 A69-11226
Latitudinal cut-off of manmad¢ VLF signals in short
path _hrough ionosphere to OGO 2 satellite, noting
strong noise [ollov, ing signal cut-off
pO021 A69-28958
Nonducted VLF walking trace whistlers and Doppler
shifts m fixed frequency transmissions identified on
OGO midlatitude spectrographic records
pOO2g A70-15116
VLF noise phenomena observed with satellite electric
dipole a.-.te_na_ compared with lower hybrid resonance
frequent_', of ionospheric medium in vicinity
130029 ATO- 18534
Magnch_spheric sudden impulses amplitude and rise
time dt.trtbutions observation by OGO 3 and 5
sate[lllc_
p0043 A71-17686
Ionospheric absorption r_lation to solar X-ray flux
enhancement during short wave fade-outs from 0(}0-4
and Solrad 9 satellites
po045 A71-20318
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IONOSPHERIC SOUNDING
Drifting whistler frequency cutoff ph©nomcna
(striattoaa) ol_ervation in low latitude by POGO
satellites, discussing interpretation based on
propagation effect
p0052 A71-3974h
OGO 6 ionospheric measurement of proton whistlers
wave-normal vector, in_,estigating propagation modes
p0056 A72-19148
Geophysical properties of the ionospheric
irregularities responsible for radio scintillation.
[AIAA PAPER 74-531 p0077 A74-18754
Resonances in driving point impedance of electric
dipole antenna in ionosphere
[NASA-CR-916201 p0087 N68-14025
Very low frequency signals observed by OGO--4
measured and interpreted, and global ionospheric
propagation study
[NASA-CR- 107654] p0092 N70-15768
VLF data from OGO 2 and 0(30 4 on propagation.
wave-patrick: interactions, and noise in ionosphere and
magnetosphere
[NASA-CR-110658] p0093 N70-32928
IONOSPHERIC SOt NDING
OGO-6 electric and electromagnetic fields
measurement for ionosphere using dipole antenna,
emphasizing broadband observation covering v,histler
mode waves
p0024 A69-36677
Polar ionosphere auroral oval position detection by
satellite observations of naturally occurring VLF and
man-made HF plasma waves
p0032 A70-29924
Ionospheric electric fields variations in ELF-VLF,
confirming OV-I satellite measurements with OGO 6
data
p0033 A70-30082
Magnctospheric thermal plasma electron density
measurement during solar flare by OGO-5 satellite
p0036 A70-37513
Ionospheric ion temperature measurements by
retarding potential analyzer on 0(30-6 satellite
p0039 A70-43840
Subauroral red arcs phenomenon hypotheses based
measurements
p0045 A71-19663
Geomagnetic effect on the neutral temperature of the
F region during the magnetic storm of September
1969.
p0060 _.72-35603
M tdlatitudc red arc obser,,ation_ by satellite and
ground station, suggesting thermal conduction theory
of formation from ionospheric electron and ion
temperatures and densities
p0061 A72-35989
ISIS- I satellite obscr'.ations of the ionosphere at high
southern latitudes.
p0068 A73-25753
IONOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
Supratherrnal electron temperature and ion
composition as [unction of geomagnetic latitude in polar
ionosphere, using Explorer 31 mass spectrometer
measurements
p1_49 A71-30037
Geomagnetic equatorial ionospheric ion temperature,
comp',rin 8 incoherent scatter radar and OGO-D
retarding potential analyzer va[oes
p0052 A71-33956
Geomagnetic effect on the neutral temperature of the
F region during the magnetic storm of September
1969.
pO060 A72-35603
Global temperature distributions from OG0-6 6300
A airglow measurements.
p0077 A74-23679
IONOSPHERICS
The global distribution of natural and man-made
ionospheric ¢tectric fields at 200 kHz and 540 kHz as
observed by OGO-6.
pO080 A74-34020
IONS
J
JUPITER (PLANET)
A new model for the high-frequency decametric
radiation from Jupiter
pO081 A74-43688
K
KINETIC ENERGY
Gas-surface energy transfer experiment on 0(30-6
satellite, measuring upper atmosphere kinetic energy
flux to determine accommodation and drag coefficients,
density, etc.
poe24 A69-36680
L
LAMINAR FlOW
Structure of the quasi-perpendicular laminar bow
shock
[B22612-000] pO114
LATITUDE
Properties of higher latitude region of structured low
¢nergy electron precipitation in noon hemisphere,
relating radiation with optical emissions in dayside
auroral oval
p0048 A71-27911
Theoretical model for the latitude dependence of the
thermospheric annual and semiannual variations.
p0066 A73-15538
Latitude and local time dependence of precipitated
low-energy electrons at high iautudes.
p0074 A73-41914
LATITUDE MEASUREMENT
Rcldtionship of perigee motion of satellite orbit to
latitude and local tlm¢
[NASA-TM-X-557031 p0085 N67-18763
LEAKAGE
Ml_rml_ of the atmospheric neutron leakage
rate
p0076 A74-15356
lIGHT EMISSION
LF and VLF wideband no=_ called auroral hiss
observed by B3,rd ground qation and (X;O 2, proposing
incoherent Ccrenkov radiation from I key electrons
pEOII A68-19752
Pzupcr:ics of higher latitude region of structured low
energy electron precipitation in noon hem=sphere.
relating radiation with optical emissions in dayside
auroral oval
p0048 A71-27911
Auroral spectrum analysis in 1200-40(_ A band,
obtaining photon emission rates
p0058 A72-26402
Distributions and characteristics of high-latitude
field-aligned electron precipitation.
p0069 A73-26988
LIGHT SCATTERING
Extraterrestrial ultraviolet radiation and the
parameter of the HI medium near the sun.
p0073 A73-39074
LINES OF FORCE
Ion temperature gradient along magnetic field lines
in outer plasmasphere by thermal diffusion equations
compared with electron temperature observations
p0031 A70-26568
Thermal plasma model along magnetic field lines
outside plasmasphere with sharp density gradient in
equatorial plane, using OGO-4 ion composition
measurements
p0038 A70-41057
Electron polar cap and the boundary of open
geomagnetic field lines.
p0063 A72-44522
IX)NG TERM FFFECFS
Experiment data analysis report for the OGO-4 ,
neutral and ion mass spectrometer experiment
[8o5ooo-o¢o1 pOl I I
IRON
Positive [-¢ ion concentration relationship to
equatorial spread F from (}GO 6 satellite observation
near magnetic equator
p0054 A72- IO902
Measurements of the iron-group abundance in
energetic solar particles.
p0068 A73-23538
Forbush decreases and long term cosmic ray particle
intensity changes, investigating spectral variations
p0044 A71-18137
I.ON(;I r[ DINAL STABII.IT_
Seasonal and annual longitudinal _ariattons in
ionosphericton di_trlbuticn, stres_i ng ',din r geomat,.netic
control importance
pO050 A71-33762
Dynamic analysis of longitudinal oscillations of
SM-68B stage I (PO_O)
IBO0570-0001 pOIII
VIi-20
SUBJECT INDEX
LOW FREQUENCIES
Broadband and highpa_t LF noise in distant
magnetosphere detected by VLF/LF exl_riment on
OGO I satellite
p0031 AT0-27193
The prevalence of second harmonic radiation in type
3 bursts obser',ed at kilometric wavelengths.
pO071 A73-32964
Low frequency space radio astronomy
[NASA-TM-X-639761 pO093 N70-33175
lo_,' FREQUENC_ BANDS
[)¢cay time of type 3 solar bursts observed at
kilometric wavelengths
p0074 A73.-41497
lo _t_,ER ATMOSPHERE
Absolut¢ cosmic ray ionization measurements in
upper and lower atmosphere
[NASA-C R-1040681 pOOqO N69-34536
LUMINOUS INTENSITY
Electron measurements near weak aurora during
rocket flight
p0008 A67-33595
Far UV equatorial airglow and aurora intensities and
occurrence frequencies from satellite observation
pO041 A71-11504
LUNAR DUST
Four years of dust particle measurements in cislunar
and selenocentric space from Lunar Explorer 35 and
OGO3
[a 15918-0oOI p0112
LUNAR LIMB
Lunar limb shock wave observed by Explorer 35
satellite defined with respect to solar wind flow
direction, discussing formation mechanism
p0031 A70-27594
LYMAN ALPHA RADIATION
Hydrogen Lyman alpha nightglow models, discussing
_olar photon scattering in geocorona and h)drogen
vertical distribution
p0022 A69-3019 I
OGO 5 satellite measurements ol intensity and width
of Lyman alpha line scattered by hydrogen geocorona
p_22 A69-31412
Solar Lyman-alpha radiation observed by 0(30 4
spacecraft showing short term fluctuations
supeximposed with monthly variation
pG028 ATO- 15128
Lyman alpha intensity and hydrogen concentration
at 5 to 19 earth radii determined from 0(30 3 spacecraft
mcasurcmen',s
1__10"_I A70-27181
OGO-4 ob_r'_ations of" hydrogen Lyman-alpha
airglow surrounding earth, measuring dependence .n
solar zenith angh=
r/JO35 A70-35764
Comet Bennett /1909 i/ spe_;trograms, discussing
linear diameter, trajectory. Lyman ,alpha emission and
hydrogen mass
pOO39 A70-4246_
Exospheric neutral hydrogen temperature diurnal
variation from satellite resonance filter data. suggesting
Lyman alpha _tlrce external to geocorona
p0040 A70-43852
Lyman alpha and atomic oxygen 1304 A airglow
depressions over poles from OGO 4 satellite
observations
pod41 A71-11503
Lyman alpha radiation scattering observation by
satellites, obtaining geocoronal atomic hydrogen
distribution in thermosphere and ¢xospher¢
p0042 A71-14028
Extraterrestrial hydrogen Lyman alpha emission
source, investigating interstellar wind with OGO 5
satcibte
p0047 A71-24438
Lyman alpha sky background measurements by OGO
5 satellite, di_ussing absolute emission rate, spatial
variations and origin
p0047 A71-24439
Neutral hydrogen interstellar wind parameters from
Lyman aipha sky background measurements outside
geocorona by photometers on O(iO 5
pod51 A71-33834
Neutral h3,drogen Lyman-alpha measurements in
outer geocorona and in interplanetary space by two
channel photometer on OGO 5
p0059 A72-32955
Ne_, i_ticrprctations of extraterrestrial Lyman-alpha
ob_r,_atloll$.
p0065 A73-12323
Interpretation of 0<30-5 Lyman alpha measurements
in the upper geocorona.
p0066 A73-19233
SUBJECT I,VDEX
I_termination of the solar Lyman-alpha flux
independent of calibration by ultraviolet oblcn-ations
of Comet D_nctt)
i_O't6 A'M- 15496
OGO-5 measurements of the Lyman-alpha sky
background in 1970 and 1971.
p0077 A74-22345
Flight calibration de,ice for absolute measurements
of photometer at lyman alpha wavelength on 0(30-6
and other satellites
[AD-726567] p0096 N71-36136
Diurnal variation of L_,man alpha spectral width as
measured by OGO-6 sk_,-scanning photometer
[AD-736816] pOOq7 N72-23429
Measurement of ¢_traterrestrial Lyman alpha
emission by 0(30 5 satellite while outside geocorona
pOl00 N73-10812
Development of model of scattering of solar Lyman
alpha from spatial distribution of neutral hydrogen in
interplanetary space
pOI00 N73-10813
Instrument report for Lyman-alpha experiment
(OGO-F-12)
pOlO8 N74-74625
LYMAN SPECTRA
Diurnal variation of Lyman alpha spectral width as
measured by 0(30-6 sky-scanning photometer
[AD-736816] p0097 N72-23429
M
MAGNETIC ANOMALIES
Geomagnetic field minimum tn southern Brazil,
comparing satellites data maps
p0017 A6842083
Equatorial electrojet characteristics observation
during 1967-1970 with POGO satellite-borne
magnetometers, noting anomaly characterized by sharp
negative V-signature in width and variable amplitude
p0070 A73-31768
Electrostattc turbulence in bow shock magnetic
struetu_*s observed by OGO 5, explaining turbulence
as ion acoustic or Buneman mode due tO two stream
instability
p0035 A 70-34_06
Earlh boy, shock internal structure based on
correlated ob_rvations of magnetic field. ELF magnetic
fluctuations aad suprathermal electrons by 0(30 5
satellite
pO051 A71-33943
High latitude sudden impulses, calculating transverse
h)dromagnetic wa_,es propagation from magnetosphere
equatorial plane
p0052 A71-34777
Neutral atmospheric composition and density
variations during geomagnetic disturbances from
OGO-6 satellite quadrupol¢ mass analyzer
measurements
p0052 A71-39711
The Harang discontinuity in auroral belt ionospheric
currents.
p0061 A72-39980
Outer magnetosphere near midnight at quiet and
disturbed times.
p0063 A72-44513
Geomagnetic tail magnetic and electric fields ULF,
VLF and ELF fluctuations, considering relationship to
substorm processes
p0064 A72-44857
Near-earth magnetic disturbance in total field at high
latitudes• I: Summary of data from 0(30-2. 4. and
6. 2: Interpretation of data from OGO-2, 4, and 6.
pO080 A74-3'4019
A multisatellite study of auroral-zone phenomena.
[ESR0-SR-23-PT- I] p0105 N74-16072
A study of high latitude magnetic disturbance -- from
magnetic field data obtained v.ith OGO spacecraft and
ground observatories
p010.5 N 74- i 7058
Electric field measurements across the Harang
discontinuity --- of the auroral zone
_ASA-TM-X-70613] 00105 N74-19023
MAGNETIC EFFECTS
Magnetic activity effect on magnctosphcric
detection of "in_med_" _ mallna.tc plasmapause position, measuring ion concentrations as
anomalies in Cosmos 49 and OGO.Z 4, 6 data. ,_ function of local _ from OGO 5 observations
p0073 A73-41374
The equatorial helium ion trough and the
geomagnetic anomaly
[B22334.-0001 pO 114
Effectsofcru_t,d ar, omalies on satellite measurements
of ambient gcomagncttc field
pO097 N72-23341
A global magnetic anomaly map -- obtained from
POGO satellite data
[NASA-TM-X.70628] p0106 N74-20982
MAGNETIC CONTROL
Seasonal and annual longitudinal _ariations in
ionospheric ion distribution, stressing solar geomagnetic
control importance
pO050 A71-33762
• Magnetic control of near equatorial neutral
thermosphere, calculating F region ionization anomaly
and molecular nitrogen and atomic oxygen density
latitudinal variations
p0069 A73-26997
Digital offset field generator for dynamic range
extension of magnetometers
p0090 N69-33963
MAGNETIC DIPOLES
Geomagnetic field model (POGO) to confirm
eccentric dipole westward velocity secular decrease
predicted by day length changes
p0025 A69-37490
MAGNETIC DISTURB _NCES
Sudden magnetic field increase associated with July
8, 1966 sudden commencement observed by 0(30 3
satellite in magnetotail
p0018 A69-11226
High latitude ionization spikes observed by POGO
_pauecraft, noting frequency correlation v, ith magnetic
disturbances and development by high energy electron
rejections
pO021 A69-28950
Morphology of thermal and energetic panicles in
tuner magnetosphere during geomagnetic disturbances
and solar cycles
p0034 A70-30358
Geomagnetic dipole field disturbances by. trapped
particles, calculating _lf consi:,tent equilibrium
configuration for ring current dipole moments
pO034 A70-31905
p0029 A70-18530
Soft solar X rays cyclic variation from satellite
observation, noting relation to sunspot group magnetic
field complexity
p0039 A70-41 _01
Geomagnetic effect on the neutral t_mpcrature of the
F region during the magnetic storm of September
1969.
p0060 A72-35603
Geomagneticcutoffs for cosmic-ray protons for _vcn
energy intervals between 1.2 and 39 Me_
p0061 A72-38728
Polar-cap electric field distributions related to the
interplanetary magnetic field direction.
p0062 A72-42432
U LF wave observation by satellite, considering
geomagnetic activity control of magnetospheric wave
occurrence
p0063 A72-42902
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15. 1968. 1: State of the r.lagnetosphere.
p0071 A73-33449
Dependence of the polar cusp on the north-south
component of the interplanetary magnetic field.
p0072 A73-36273
Heating of the high-latitude thermosphere during
magnetically quiet periods.
p0080 A74-34027
M _GNETIC EQUATOR
Geomagnetic field minimum m southern Brazil.
comparing satellites data maps
pO017 A68-42083
Magneticdipcquator position at E layer and gradient
with time and altitude, using geomagnetic field
models
p0026 A69-42428
Satellite observations of equatorial erosion and
• defocusing of VLF _aves propagating at low magneuc
latitudes
p0029 A70-18532
Magnetic equator EL[ = noise examined _.ith O(30
3 magnetometer, indicating unique _,lgnals in
plasmasphere
p0030 A70-21380
Low energy protons omnidirectional intensity
contours in outer radiation zone at magnetic equator
pO030 A70-23491
MAGNETIC FIELDS
'Whistler ducts as enhanced ionization from 0430 3
satellite ob_rvations near magnetic equator, noting
magnetospheric ionization hydrostatic model and
predicted cut-off
pO041 A71-11499
Magnetospheric VLF electric field emissions above
electron c_clotron frequency from OGO 5 observation
at magnetic equator
pO041 A71-11500
Directional differential energy spectra for proton
intensiti_ in outer radiation zone near magnetic equator
from satellite ob:,cDations
p0043 A71-17261
Plasma sheet proton ring current, trapping boundary
and plasmapause interrelations near magnetic equator
and local midnight by satelliteborne analyzer array
p0047 A71-24781
Geomagnetic equatorial ionospheric ion temperature,
comparing incoherent scatter radar and OGO-D
retarding potential analyzer values
p0052 A71-33956
Positive F'e ion concentration relationship to
equatorial spread F from 0(30 6 satellite observation
near magnetic equator
p0054 A72-10902
OGO-6 measurements of supercooled plasma in the
equatorial exosphere.
p0Ob8 A73-22066
OGO 6 retarding potential analyzer observation of
_ertical and longitudinal gradients in ion concentrations
below F region peak near magnetic equator
p0068 A73-24738
Magnetic control of near equatorial neutral
thermosphere, calculating F region ionization anomaly
and molecular nitrogen and atomic oxygen density
latitudinal variations
p_O69 A73-26997
Equatorial ionospheric anomaly related neutral
thermo,,pheric composition variation observation from
0(30-6 ma,,s spectroscopic data. noting static diffusion
model limitations
p0070 A73-31767
Asymmetrical global O 1 airglow emission pattern
with respect to magnetic equator from OGO 4
observations, noting poor correlation ",,,ith ionospheric
electron density
p0073 A73-38939
The equatorial helium ion trough and the
geomagoctic anomaly
[B2233 :l_w_] p0114
_'_'-_O-E _ludy of electric field emissions at
gctm_.zg:_elic equator
[NI A'qA-CR- 12623g] p0097 N72-22383
M AG%F:TI( FIELDS
Mag_:tlc ,resign of OGO a.d Pioneer _o!ar pn_be
including data on instrumentation, mechanical
equipment, permanent magnets, test methods, etc
pO004 A66-15919
Flu_tgate magnetometer for OGO-E spacecraft in
obser..ing MHD waves and magnetic field structures
in spaor
pOOO7 A67-15724
Rapid magnetic field variations observed in
magnetosheath e,.aluated in terms of transverse modes
of plasma wave propagation
[JPL-TR-32-1 log] p0009 A67-40804
Magnetic field data from OGO-2 spacecraft and
surface magnetic observatories, noting magnetic storm
occurrence and magnetosphere inflation and detection
of polar ionospheric currents
pOOl8 A69-11125
Satellite plasma diagnostics for electric and magnetic
fields and fine structure of collisionlcss shocks in solar
_,ind plasma flows and interplanetary shocks
p0032 A70-30069
Thermal plasma model along magnetic field lines
out_.ide plasmasphere with sharp density gradient in
equatt..rial plane, using OGO-4 ion composition
measurements
130038 A70-41057
Magnetic field and electron plasma observations near
dawn magnetopause by triaxial spectrometer and
fluxgate magnetometer on satellite 0(30 5
pO050 _,,7 I-31754
Plasma wave measurements during 0¢.30-5 dayside
magnetosphere polar cusp encounters, di..cussing U LF
magneltt: field wave levels and VLF electric field
amplitude ranges
p(X)59 A72-29380
Solar wind interaction with geomagnetic field.
discussing magnetosphere polar cusp region and
geomagnetic tail neutral sheet structure
p0065 A73-13871
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MAGNETIC I-LL X
Proo_saing of total field magnetonu:tcr data from
OGO-2 satellite
[NASA-TM-X-55_22] 130085 N67-30147
0(30-8 and O(30-E measu_'ments on
magnetospheric field magnitudes and disturbances
caused b_ ring currents
p0095 N71-25271
Seasonal altitude, and universal time differences in
field-aligned electrons
[NASA-TM-X-060991 #1130 N73-11345
OGO-5 fluxgate magnetometer for measuring
magnetic field o',er range of OGO-5 orbit
[NASA-CR-1302051 pOlOI N73-2049g
OGO D and F magnetic field results and surface
data comparison
[NASA-TM-X-662181 pOlO2 N 73-20866
MAGNETIC FLEX
Magnetospheric magnetic field distortions under
quiet and slight b disturbed conditions, obtaining scalar
intensity with OGO 3 and 5 rubidium vapor
magnetometer
p0054 A72-10886
Magnetic field strength change in equatorial
plasmasphem, considenng quiet ring current as
equatorial sheet current extension of neutral sheet
current in magnetospheric tail
p0064 A73-11732
Quiet time magnetospberic field depression at 2.3-3.6
earth radii.
p0072 A73-33464
Rate of erosion of daysid¢ magnetic flux based on
a quantitative study of the dependence of polar cusp
latitude on the interplanetary magnetic field.
p0075 A74-14274
The magnetotail and substorms. -- magnetic flux
transport model
100076 A74-.17742
Comparison of simultaneous particle detector and
search coil magnetometer measurements of precipitating
particles and field aligned curcents from OGO-D
[NASA-TM-X-662241 pOI02 N73-21367
MAGNETIC ME't._I RE%lENT
OGO 3 search coil magnetometer data correlated with
mqnctopau_ crossing by ATS I satellite, discussing
()GO 3 truing of ouW nu_netoq_ imo
interplanetary medium
p0017 A68-41693
Interplanetary magnetic field measurements from
Mariner and 0(30 satellites at variou,, paths, regions
and intervals, finding dominant polarity effect
dependent on sun _atitude
pt-J027 A70-13980
(Jeomagncti¢ field 4istortion in high beta
magnetospheric regions from 0(30 observations for
quiet and slightly disturbed conditions
p0032 A70-3OO76
Electromagnetic wa'.e observation in interplanetary
medium and in magnetosphere, emphasizing magnetic
and electric field measurements
p0065 A73-13855
Satellite studies of magnetospherie substorms on
August 15. 1968. 4: 0(30-5 magnetic field
observations.
poo72 A73-33452
Near-earth magnetic disturbance in total field at high
latitudes, h Summary of data from 0(30-2, 4, and
6. 2: Interpretation of data from 0(30-2, 4. and 6.
p0og0 A74-34019
World magnetic sur",ey (WMSF method for
minimizing limitations of mathematical and graphical
descriptions of earths magnetic field
[NASA-RP-2771 p0082 N64-27355
Magnetic property tests on OGO and environmental
research satellites
pOO00 N69-33977
MAGNETIC PROBES
Magnetic Hall probe developed for use in
spectrometer system aboard OGO-E satellite
[UCR L-14650-TI poo86 N67-30930
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
Magnetic propert:, tests on 0(30 and environmental
research satellites
p0090 N69-33977
MAGNETIC RIG II)lT_t
Differential response cur',es and mean rigidity of
response of ion chambers aboard balloons and satellites
in free space during long-term cosmicra3, variallon from
1960 to 1965
p0_)3 A65-33664
Balloon and satellite measurement of qmet time
cut-off rigidities for cosmic ray particles
p001O A68-41562
%11-22
MAGNETIC ,WI'O RM'S
Charged particles of extraterrestrial ring currant
during geomaBnetic storms, with 0(30 3 mcasurenmnts
of proton attd ¢ie,t:tron differential encrg) spectra
poo09 A67-37401
IM P-2 and OGO- I investigations of bow shock large
scale motions during magnetic ,torms result from
magnetosphere-magnetosheath compression by solar
wind d)namic pressure
p0011 Are-17768
Plasmasphere behavior during solar flare events
compared _,ith satellite data from storm-time and
plasmapause
p0011 A68-19744
Directional differential intensities of protons injected
into outer radiation zone coincident v, ith initial phase
of geomagnetic storm and monitored by 0(30 3
pOOl6 A6g-41684
Magnetic field data from OGO-2 spacecraft and
surface magnetic observatories, noting magnchc storm
occurrence and magnetosphere inflation and detection
of polar ionospheric currents
pOOl8 A69-11125
Charged particles injection into captured radiation
zone of Van Allen belts during main phase of magnetic
storm indicated by proton data analysis
p0025 A69-37967
Electron intensities and substorm drift effects in outer
radiation belt using two satellite technique
130026 A69-43172
Extraterrestrial ring current proton intensities
asymmetric increases in outer radiation belt during
magnetic storms
p0030 A70-2Mgo
Van Allen radiation belts energetic electrons injection
and distribution due to magnetic storms, using
satellite-borne spectrometers
poo33 A 70-30090
Ionospheric electron density response to geomagnetic
storms at midlatitudes, noting diurnal variations
detected by ATS 3 VHF signals
p0038 A70-40479
Inner belt electron flux variations follov, ing
geomagnetic storms from satellite instrument data
p0042 A71-14212
Magnetopaus¢ inward motion before substorm,
showing association with interplanetary field vertical
component reversal
I_2 A71-t4515
Magnetopause crossing obser_ atlon ,_f ATS 5 satelhte
during magnetic slorm
poo43 A71.17258
Substorm related maguetic field ',:_r!ations in near
geomagnetic tail front OGO _ h_bound pa,_s
p0046 ATl 216-13
Hydrogen ion concentration measurements by OGO
5 in plasmasphere during intense magnetic storms
accompanied by stable auroral red arcs
p0047 A71-24787
Band limited micropulsations observed in space
during magnetospheric substorm by fluxgat¢
magnetometer on OGO 5
'poo48 A71-27913
Magnetotail changes relationship to solar wind
magnetic field and magnetospherie substorms from
ground and satellite data
pooSl A71-33944
0(30-2 rubidium vapor magnetometer measurements
comparison with surface magnetic obser',atory data
during geomagnetic storms, considering asymmetric
ring current
pO051 A71-33946
Relativistic electron precipitation during magnetic
storms, shov, ing cyclotron resonances with
electromagnetic ion cyclotron v, aves
pooSl A71-3394g
Plasmaspheric ambient hydrogen and helium atomic
cations density measurement by OGO 5 ion mass
spectrometer during magnetic storm, noting
relationship to auroral red arcs
p0053 A71-39833
OGO 5 polar cusp observations shov, ing da',sid¢
magnctt,shcath plasma penetration during magnetic
storm
p0053 A71-43162
Earth corotating plasma tail e_ idcm.'e in plasmapause
_ariations from high resolution proton distribution data
obtained b_ OGO 4 ,atcllltc during nlagllcti,.: _torm
p(_l_ '_71-431h6
Magnetic storm effects on neutral atmosphen,_
composition above 400 km. discussing encrg3,
deposition
p0055 A72-1_51_
SUBJECT INDEX
Magnetic storm effects in atmospheric neutral
Omml_)-_ition, noting thermospheric wind circulation
dbm to Jou_ heating within auroral zorm
p0058 A72-24957
OCd3-5 observation of lower h,_brid resonance noise.
bersts., VLF hiss and whistlers near plasmapaus¢ daring
large magnetic storm
pO058 A72-26399
Geomagnetic effect on the neutral temperature of the
F me$_on during the magnetic storm of September
lq_.
poor0 A72-35603
Behavior of outer radiation zone and a new model
of magnetospheric substorm.
poo63 A72..4.4850
Electric field variations during substorms: OGO-6
measurements.
p0064 A72-44854
Diurnal latitudinal composition variations in light
ion trough from OGO mass spectrometric observations.
noting magnetic storm effects
p(]065 A73-11904
Field-aligned currents, plasma waves, and anomalous
resistivity in the disturbed polar cusp.
poo69 A73-29964
Energy and diffusive mass transport relation to
thermospheric circulation, composition, temperature
and mass density from three dimenaional two
constituent magnetic storm model
pO070 A73-29975
Ion cyclotron waves observed in the polar cusp.
pO071 A73-33437
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
.August 15. 1968. I: State of the magnetosphere.
PO071 A73-33449
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
%ugust 15, 1968. 2: Solar wind and outer
magnetosphere.
p0071 A7_t-33450
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15, 1968. 3: Some features of magnetospherie
convection.
p0072 A73-33451
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15. 1968. 4: OGO-5 magnetic field
observations.
p0072 A73-JM52
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorm$ on
August 15, 1968. 5: Energetic electrons, spatial
b,_undaries, and wave-particle interactions at OGO-5.
poo72 A73-3Yt53
Satellite: s;udies of ma_netospheri¢ sub_torms on
August t5. 1968. 6: OGO 5 energetic electron
ob_r'.ations. Puch angle distributions in the nightume
mag_eh._phere
pO072 &73-33454
Satellite studies of magnetospheric sunstorms on
August 15. 1968. 7: 0(30-5 energetic proton
observations. Spatial boundaries
poo72 A73-33455
Satellite studies of magnetospherie substorms on
August 15, 1968. 8: 0(30-5 plasma wave
observations.
130072 A73-33456
Satetlrte studies of magnetospherie substorms on
August 15, 1968. 9: Phenomcnological model for
substotms.
po072 A73-33457
Synoptic survey for the neutral line in the magnetotail
during the substorm expansion phase.
poo73 A73-36275
The relation between low-latitude neutral density
variations near 400 km and magnetic activity indices.
p0075 A74-14219
The magnetotail and substorms. --- magnetic flux
transpon model
130076 A74-17742
Postmtdnight chorus: A substorm phenomenon. ---
outer magnetosphere
p0076 A74-18364
Plasmaspberic hiss intensity variations during
magnel_ storms.
poogo A74-34038
Energetic electrons and protons obser_,ed on OGO-5.
March 6-10, 1970
[B07587-0_O] pOll I
I)_nam_cal characteristics of pulsating substorm,
P%
_a i45_O-400OI pO112
Plasma wave-particle interaction inside the _u=uttaJ
sheet (ia lapanese)
iB14593-oo01 p0112
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Neutral wind velocities calculated from tcml_ratur¢
measurements during a magtmi¢ ttorm and the
obser,,ed ionospheric effects
|B 19920o0001 po I 13
High latitude proton precipitation and light =on
density profiles during the magnetic storm initial
phase
IB22333-0001 pO113
Intensity variation of elf hiss and chorus during
isolated substorms
[B22603-0001 pO114
Substorm and interplanetary magnetic field effects
on the geomagnetic tail lobes
[B22611-0001 pO114
Temporal _.ariations of 40 keV electrons in
magnetosphere during and after magnetic storm on
April 18. 1965
[NASA-CR-859051 po086 N67-31362
OGO outer zone obser',ational data on electron
intensities of earth geomagnetic field
[NASA-CR-89652] po087 N67-40126
Local time as_,mmetries in increase of electron fluxes
in outer Van Allen zone during substorms
[NASA-CR- 100419] poO89 N69-20849
Propagation of high energy solar protons as observed
by 0(30 C spacecraft
p0089 N69-23730
OGO-D atmospheric composition data for polar
thermospheric storm model
[NASA-CR- 1030801 p0094 N71-20638
Magnetic field fluctuations during magnetospheric
substorms and field aligned currents in magnetosphere.
based on satellite obscr,.ations
[NASA-TM-X-657481 p0096 N72-11325
Enhancements of red arc during maximum solar
activity
po097 N72-23334
Neutral density data from OGO-F and geomagnetic
storms
[NASA-C R-122479] p0099 N72-32390
OGO-5 observations of discrete whistlers and
emissions during a large magnetic storm
[NASdt-TM-X-702131 p0109 N74-74634
Magnetospberic substorm. 1972
pOliO N74-77515
MAGNETIC SURVEYS
Geomagnetic sur_ey by polar-orbiting O130 2 and
4, discussing data acquisition and reduction results and
accuracy,
p(X)54 A72-12081
Magnetosphere and adjacent region_ magnetic
surveys by OGO I and 3 satellites, discussing
magnetopaus¢, bow shock, magnetosheath.
geomagnetic tail. ring current and polar substorms
p0055 A72-120_4
World magnetic sur,,ey (WMS)- method for
minimizing limitations of mathematical and graphical
descriptions of earths magnetic field
[NASA-RP-277] p0082 N64-27355
Derivation of International Geomagnetic Reference
Field with tables of spherical harmonic coefficients and
test cesults of various magnetic field models
[NASA-TN-D-62371 p0095 N71-32190
MAGNETIC VARIATIONS
Rapid magnetic field variations observed in
magnetosheazh e'.aluated in terms of transverse modes
of plasma wa_e propagation
[JPL-TR-32-11991 p0009 A67-40804
OGO triaxial search coil magnetometer for measuring
earth magnetic fluctuations, discussing design rationale
and observation results
p0024 A69-36675
Geomagnetic field model (POGO) to confirm
eccentric dipole v.est_ard velocity secular decrease
predicted by day length changes
p0025 A69-37490
Plasmapause position and dens ty profile from ion
concentration measurements by OGO-5, determining
reaction to n_agnetlC ",arlations
#32 A70-30074
Geomagnetic field distortion m high beta
magnelospheric regions from OGO observations for
quiet and slightl) disturbed conditions
p0032 A70-30076
Magnetic fluctuations ob_r_ed b_ ground
obser,,atories, suggesting large amplitude _a_es as field
line resonances driven b) magnctopause motion
_033 A 70-30078
Magnetic and electric field cbange_, acro_ earth boy.
shock and magnetosheath, discussing Pioneer 8 and
0(30-5 data
p0036 A70037483
Substorm roland magnetic field variations in near
geomagnetic tail from OGO 5 inbound pass
p0046 A71-21643
Magnetic fluctuations in ELF and VLF waves in
_pa_.a:. discussing _hi_.tler phenomena and applications
to magnetospheric pr'Jbes
p0056 A72-21189
POGO satellite observed electroject signature data
comparison v.ith daily geomagnetic variation amplitude
measurement at equatorial ground station in India
p0070 A73.31769
POGO satellite observation of etectrojet profiles
compared with H variation around measurements,
interpreting data by classical band current model
p0070 A73-31773
Hear-earth magnetic disturbance in total field at high
latitudes. I: Summary of data from OGO-2, 4. and
6. 2: Interpretation ol data from OGO-2. 4. and 6.
pO080 A74-34019
Geomagnetic secular variations. 1900-1965
[NASA.TM-X-559441 p0086 N67-37398
MAGNETICALLY TRAPPED PARTICLES
Beta particle observations betv.¢en inner edge of
plasma sheet to plasmapause in midnight earth
magnetosphere
[NASA-TM-X-65640] 190095 N71-32436
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC FLOW
Lunar limb shock wave observed by Explorer 35
satellite defined with respect to solar wind flow
direction, discussing formation mechanism
p0031 A70-27594
M._G N ETOHYDRODYN.AMIC STABILITY
HF electrostatic waves generation by electrons in
magnetosphere
p0033 A70-30083
Electric field fluctuations ill magnetospheric plasma
at multiples of iot;al c|cctron gyrofrequency due to
plasma instability
p0052 A71-37368
Suprathermal electron beam induced HF v, ave
instability in solar wind upstream from earth bow shock.
interpreting OGO 5 observations
p0053 A71-43158
Nonlinear frequency correction to plasma instability
at half harmoniet of electron gyrofrequeno/as observed
by OGO 5 near geomagnetic equator outside
plasmapausc
p0068 A73-22069
OGO 5 ob_rvation of ULF geomagnetic fluctuation
at polar cusp boundaries m _crm:_ of ionospheric drift
_.a','e and Kelvin-Helmhohz in_t.tbi]itie,_
p00_8 X73-24744
t)b,,ervation of a current-driven plasma instability at
the outer zone-plasma sheet bouadar3..
p0069 A73-29966
M A(j N ET()tl _DROD_I N AM I C _, A VES
Fluxgatc magnetometer for OGO-E spacecraft in
observing MHD waves and magnetic field structures
in space
pO007 A67-15724
Fluctuating electric fields relations to MHD bow
shock structure, using LF fluxgate magnetometer
aboard OGO 5
p0026 A69-42693
Magnetosphere Alfven velociU, profile relation to
ELF chorus and hiss. indicating unstable wave
generation b3, c_,clotron resonance
p0039 A7004385 I
High latitude sudden impulses, calculating transverse
hydromagnetic waves propagation from magnetosphere
equatorial plane
p0052 A71-34777
Detection of solar-_,ind electron plasma frequency
fluctuations in an oblique nonlinear
magnetohydrodynamic wave.
p0061 A72-35610
ULF wave observation by satellite, considering
geomagnetic activit3, control of magnetospheric v, ave
occurrence
p0063 A72-42902
_,1 kG Nl._l'O M ETF RS
Magnetopause location, boundar3, pos]iion_ and
• magnetic noise spectral data obtained v.ith triaxial
search coil magnetometer aboard OGO I satellite
pO004 A66-23148
I-luxgate magnetometer for OGO-[ spacecraft it_
observing MIlD ,_a_es and magnetic field structures
in space
p0007 A67-15724
Geomagnetic field _alues obtzfined from OGO-2
natellite-mounted rubidium _apor magnetometer
pO007 A67-23244
MAGNETOPAUSE
Electron spectra, pitch angle distributions and total
ionization measured throughout radiation belts by
mtdlilm magnetic spectrometer and integrating
chamber
p0_08 A67-25807
Rubidium vapor magnetometer used for near earth "
orbiting, spacecraft, instrumentation and in-flight
p_ort,.1 ante
po0_ A67-36513
Rapid magnetic field variations observed in
mag netosheath evaluated in terms of transverse modes
ol pla..ma wave propagation
IJPI_-TR-32-11991 pO009 A67-40804
C_O triaxial search coil magnetometer for measuring
earth magnetic fluctuations, discussing design rationale
and observation results
p0024 A69-36675
Eluxgate and Ru vapor magnetometers for space
measurements over wide field intensities, reducing
cl_tronic phase shift and experiment weight
p0032 A70- 30045
OGO-2 rubidium vapor magnetometer measurements
comparison with surface magnetic observatory data
during geomagnetic storms, considering asymmetric
ring current
p0051 A71-33946
Earth bow shock magnetic field data correlation with
OGO 5 flux gate magnetometer, using
_rkiman-Northrop theory
p0056 A72-19145
Quiet time magnetospheric field depression at 2.3-3.6
e-art h radii.
p0072 A73-33464
Production pro_ssing of the data obtained by the
UCLA 0(30-5 fluxgat¢ magnetometer
{B 12_O-(X_OI pO112
P(X30 triaxial search coil magnetometer
IB21207-0001 p01 ! 3
Processing of total field magnetometer data from
OCiO- 2 satellite
|NASA-TM-X-55822] po085 N67-30147
Digital offset field generator for dynamic range
extension of magnetometers
pO0_ N69-33963
(X3,O-5 fluxgat¢ magnetometer for measuring
magoeti¢ field over range of OGO-5 orbit
[NASA-CR-1302051 pOlOl N73-20498
Comparison of simultaneous parllcle detector and
_earch coil magnetometer measurements of precipitating
p_rhcles and field aligned currents from INLIO-D
[N ASA-TM-X-662241 p01O2 N73-21367
EOGO triaxial search coil mag-etometer Final
E n__ineermg Report
['_ .xSA-t_ R- i00619] pOt08 N69.72494
M _GNETOPAI SE
Magnetopause location, boundary positions and
magnetic noise _pectral data obtained _.ith triaxial
search coil magnetometer aboard OGO I _,atellite
pO004 A66-23148
Magnetospberic plasmapause shape, changes of
electron density and wave phenomena
p0014 A68-37940
OGO 3 search coil magneto meter data correlated with
magnetopause crossing by ATS 1 satellite, discussing
OGO 3 crossing of outer magnetosphere into
interplanetary medium
po017 A68-41693
Magnetic fluctuations observed by ground
observatories, suggesting large amplitude waves as field
line resonances driven by magnetopausc motion
p0033 A 7003007g
Magnetopause inward motion before substorm,
showing association with interplanetary field vertical
component reversal
p0042 ATI- 14515
Magnetopause crossing observation of A TS 5 satellite
during magnetic storm
p0043 A71-17258
Multiple magnetopause crossings in equatorial plane
by (M.JO 5. sho_,ing magnetopause motion composed
of two oscillations
p0046 A71-21631
_.Izgnetic field and electron plasma obser-.ations near
da_,n magnetopause b) triax_al spectrometer and
fluxgale magnetometer on _tellite 0(30 5
p0050 A71-31754
Magnetopause current [a3,er deflection during OGO
5 cro_mgs, noting independence on sun-earth-satellite
,Ingh:
p0053 A71-43161
Shmiowing of electron azimuthal-drift motions near
the noon magnetopause.
pO0_5 A73-12442
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MAGNETOSPHERE
Correlation of ground-based measurements of
structured Pc ! micropulsations with OGO-V
plasmapause observations.
p0067 A73-20652
Observations of the internal structure of the
magnetopause.
pO077 A74-21679
Plasma waves in the daysidc polar cusp. 2:
Magnetopause and polar magnctosheath.
p0077 A74-21680
Magnetopause rotational [orms
[B22604-000] pO i 14
OGO-E electrostatic spectromcter mcasurcmcnts O n
electron flux near magnetopause
pO095 N71-25273
MAGNETOSPHERE
Radio propagation experiment using transmitted
VHF waves from O<30-I to deduce electron density
in ionosphere and magnetosphere
p_O04 A66-10892
OGO-I first results on mass spectrometry
measurements of thermal positive ion composition at
high altitudes
pO004 A66-14781
Fluxgat¢ magnetometer for OGO-E spacecraft in
observing MHD _a_es and magnetic field structures
in space
p0_7 A67-15724
Electron energy spectra analyzed in earth
magnetosphere using O<30 3, noting relation to radial
distance
p0007 A67-19926
OGO 3 observation of low energy protons and
electrons in earth magnetosphere, noting narrow peak
of relatively high low--energy particle intensities
pO008 A67-26312
Magnetic field measurements in outer
magnetosphere, emphasizing boundary regions and
shock front charac!eristicx
pOOlO A6a- 12172
Position and shape of neutral sheet in geocentric solar
magnetospheric coordinate system from geomagnetic
tail measurements
p0010 A68-13469
Satellite obser, ation of natural VLF phenomena in
ionosphere and magnetosphere stressing radio noise
frequency-time characteristics
130010 A68-14098
Magnetospheric ionizatmn distribution determined
by ducted and uonducted ',.,histler propagation modes
and reflection as obscr-,_d by 0(30 t
p0010 A68- !7728
Plasmasphere behavior during solar flare evenl._
compared with satellite data from storm-time and
plasmapause
p0011 A68-19744
Low energy electron spatial distribution in
magnetosphere obtained with OGO l and 3 indicate
lower energies and higher densities occur during
geomagnetic disturbances
p0012 A68-28348,
Flux, energy distribution and density o[ ions and
electrons in magnetosphere plasma during solar activity
period determined by OGO-3 electrostatic probes
p0012 A68-29421
Maqnetospherc low energy proton and electron
density spatial distributions and temporal variations
from 0(30 3 satellite observations
p0013 A68-34245
Magnetosphere temperature distribution model
noting heat fluxes due to low electron density, large
mean free path, turbulent heat transfer, etc
pO015 A68-38423
Ambient electron energy spectrum secondary peak
determined from unducted magnctosphcricalty reflected
whistler mode radiahon measurements
I-,0015 A68-38428
Spatial variations m particle intensity near and inside
magnetosphere during September 1966 solar cosmic re3,
events, noting magnetosphere screening effectiveness
Log. cnerg) electrons in magnetosphere from OGO- I
and OGO-3 observations, discussing plasma sheet.
magnetic bay activity, electron pressu_, temperature
and density gradient
p001q A6q- 19373
Solar protons m magnctoxpheric tail after flare of
July 7. 1966 with isotropic pitch angle distribulion,
expressing energ3, spectrum as exponential in rigidity
p0020 Ab9-21699
Earth thermal plasmasphere contraction subsequent
to solar flare obtained from ion mass spectrometers
on 0(30 satellites
p0020 A69-23777
Plasmapause position measurements by ion mass
_pectrometers and broadband VLF receivers on (3(;0
I and OGO 3 and by broadband recordings at
Antarctica
pod21 A69-25153
Light ion abundance measurements of CK30 satellites
and field aligned diffusive equilibrium theory with
temperature and concentration latitudinal variations
130021 A69-25157
Banded chorus, VLF discrete emissions in
magnetosphere in single variable frequency band with
frequency depending on equatorial electron
gyrofrequency
p0023 A69-31981
Drift shell splitting in nondipolar distorted
magnetosphere tested with data from electron
spectrometer on ATS I and OGO 3 satellites
p0026 A69-40508
Magnctospheric observations of whistler mode
emissions by OGO I satellite over VLF and LF
ranges
pOO2g A70-15117
Plasmapause observations by ion spectrometer
aboard 0(30-5 vehicle for early orbits, obtaining O,
He and H ion concentration pnffiles for geomagnetic
parameter
p0029 A70-18546
Magnetic equator ELF noi_ examined with 0(30
3 magnetometer, indicating unique signals in
ptasmasphere
1)0030 A70-21380
Plasmapause irregular structure and position
indicated by measured distributions of hydrogen and
helium thermal positive ions in duskside
magnetosphere
pU03i A70-29185
Solar cosmic raysentry into magnetosphere. :.ho_.ing
enlr:tn_c On _moothly connected field lines
p0032 A 7_ "_Of)59
Plasmapause position and density profile from ion
concentration measurements by 0(30-5. determining
reaction to magnetic variations
p0032 A70-30074
Geomagnetic field distortion in high beta
magnetospheric regions from 0(30 obser',ations for
quiet and slightly disturbed conditions
p0032 A70-30076
HF electrostatic waves generation by electrons in
magnetosphere
p0033 A 70-30083
Plasma wave particle interactions in outer
magnetosphcre, magnetosheath and solar wind. noting
role of AC electric fields
p0033 A70-30085
Low energy charged particle distribution within earth
magnetosphere and t n,,irons, suggesting solar origin for
storm time ring current protons
p_O33 A70-30089
Morphologs of ttermal and encrgetic particles in
tuner magnetosphere daring geomagnetic disturbances
and solar cycles
p_)34 A70-30358
Trapped particle population changes associated with
solar e_ents, dlscussinv solar wind discontinuity effects
on magnetosphere
p0036 A70-37487
p0018 A69-12740 Inner magnetosphere magn,:tic field mapping.
Low energ) electrons on day side of magnetosphere , deri_ing pogo model
observed with MIT electron detector on OGO 3 p0038 A70-39349
satellite Electron densities between inner edge plasma sheet
pooIg A69-14027 and pla_masphere as function of geocentric radial
Magnetospheric ELF norse, di_.cus_ing 0(J0 3 distance from OGO-3 cleztro_tatic measurements
spectrum analysis p(X)39 A_'0-43834
pOOl9 A69-1ggM Magnetosphere Atl,,cn *,elocily profile relation to
Lo.... energy charged particles in earth magnetosphere ELF chorus and hiss. indicating unstable wave
obser'.cd by O4JO satellite generation b) cyclotron resonance
pOOl9 A69-19358 p0039 A70-43851
V!!-24
SUBJECT INDEX
Directed proton fluxes measurements in bow shock.
magnetoshcath and solar wind by 0(30 5 satellite ion
attl_tron_ter
p0040 A71-11491
Magnetosphere thermal ion density and temperature
in dav, n and morning quadrants from 0(30 5 satellite
measurements
p0040 A71-11498
Magnetospheric VLF electric field emissions above
electron c_.clotron frequency from 0(30 5 observation
at magnetic equator
pod41 A71-11500
Magnetospberic sudden impulses amplitude and rise
time distributions observation by OGO 3 and 5
satellites
p0043 A71-17686
Solar flare electron spectra in interplanetary space
and within earth magnetosphere, investigating
simultaneous observations by satellite-borne magnetic
electroo spectrometers
p0046 A71-21037
Geomagnetic micropulsations distribution in
magnetosphere, using OI30 3 and 5 data
p0046 A71-23635
Magnetospheric VLF banded emissions spectral
analysis, investigating OGO-5 data by high time
resolution spectral techniques
p0047 A71-24788
Solar wind compressed magnetic field in sunward
magnetosphere and extended geomagnetic tail
ohservation by Pioneer 7 spacecraft
p0049 A71-30028
Low energy electron and proton fluxes in geomagnetic
tail of equatorial magnetosphere forming plasma sheet
related to auroral oval
p0049 A71-30029
Satellite measurements of cold plasma density and
plasmapau_ in raagneto'_phere, comparing whistler.
Langmuir probe and ion trap data
p0049 A71-30951
Electromagnetic waves in interplanetary space and
effects on magnetosphere. _.onsidering _olar wind
characteristics due to _,ave interactions
pO050 A71-30956
Magnetotail changes relationship to solar wind
magnetic field and magnetospheric substorms from
ground and satellite data
p0051 A71-33944
I llgh !atirude sudden impulses, calculating transverse
hydromagneti_= _aves propagation from magnetosphere
equatorial piano
p00'_2 A71-34777
Electric field fluctuations in magnetospheric plasma
at muit;f_lcs _¢ It_al electron gyrofrequency due to
plasma instabtht>
p0052 A71-37368
(3.[30 5 polar cusp observations showing dayside
magnelosbeath plasma penetration during magnetic
storm
p0053 A71-43162
Magnetospheric magnetic field distortions under
quiet and slightly disturbed conditions, obtaining scalar
intensity with OCJO 3 and 5 rubidium vapor
magnetometer
p0054 A72-10886
Magnetosphere and adjacent regions magnetic
_urveys by OCJO 1 and 3 satellites, discussing
magnetopause, bow shock, magnetosheath,
geomagnetic tail. ring current and polar substorms
p0055 A72-12084
Magnetic fluctuations in ELF and VLF waves in
space, discussing whistler phenomena and applications
to magnelospheric probes
p0056 A72-21189
Thermal positive ion densities measurement in outer
ionosphere and magnetosphere by 0(30 I satellite.
relating plasmapause distribution and magnetic activity
level
IAD-7421861 130057 A72-23011
Earth-solar wind bow shock structure from 0(;0-5
observations during passage from interplanetary
,re.odium into magnetosheath
p0058 A72-29379
Plasma wave measurements during (2K30-5 dayside
magnetosphere polar cusp encounters, discussing U LF
magnctLc field wa',e le',els and VLF electric field
amphtude ranges
p0059 A72-29380
Piteh-angle diffusion of radiation belt electrons within
the ptesmasphere.
p0060 A72-35597
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Turbulence of ¢lcctrogatic electron cyclotron
harmonic waves observed by OGO*$.
A72-35599
Injun 5 satellite measurements of magnetospherlc
convection electric fields via double probe technique,
discussing substantiauon v, ith 0(30 6 results
[AD-750221] p0063 A72-429OI
ULF wave observation by satellite, considering
geomagnetic activity control of magnetospheric wave
occurren_
pO063 A72-42902
Outer magnetosphere near midnight at quiet and
disturbed times.
p0063 A72-.44513
Behavior of outer radiation zone and a new model
of magnetospheric substorm.
p0063 A72-44850
Electromagnetic _a',e observation in interplanetary
medium and in magnetosphere, emphasizing magnetic
and electric field measurements
130065 A73-13855
Solar wind interaction with geomagnetic field.
discussing magnetosphere polar cusp region and
geomagnetic tail neutral sheet structure
p0065 A73-13871
Magnetospheric observations in 0(30 5 plasma wave
experiment, emphasizing electrostatic wave particles
interaction with plasma
130065 A73-13883
Solar proton intensity structures in the
magnetosphere during interplanetary anisotropies.
pO066 A73-14962
Cosmic-ray scintillations. I: Inside the
magnetosphere.
p0066 A73-15526
• Re, cent studies of magnetospheric electric field
emissions above the electron gyrofrequency.
p0067 A73-19254
Electron pitch angle distributions throughout the
magnetosphere as obsened on 0(30-5.
pO068 A73-24732
• An associat ion of magnetospheric whistler dispersion
characteristics with changes in local plasma density•
. p0069 A73-26985
Satellite studies of magnetmpbcric =ubsmrms or=
August 15, 1968. 2: Solar wind and outer
magnetosphere.
p0071 A73-33450
Satellite studies of magnetospheric sub_torms on
August 15, 1968. 4: OG0-5 magnetic field
observations
p0072 A73-33452
Satelitt¢ _tudics of magnetnspberic substorms on
August 15. 1968. 5: Energetic clectrong, gpatiai
boundaries, and u,a',¢-particle interactions at OG0-5.
p0072 A73-33453
Satellite studies of magnetosphcric substorms on
August 15, 1968. 6: OGO 5 energetic electron
observations. Pitch angle distributions in the nighttime
magnetosphere
p0072 A73-33454
Satellite studies of magnctosphcric substorms on
August 15, 1968. 9: Phenomcnological model for
substorms.
p0072 A73-33457
Quiet time magnctospheric field depression at 2•3-3.6
earth radii.
p0072 A73-33464
Dependence of the polar cusp on the north-south
component of the interplanetary magnetic field.
p0072 A73-36273
A magnctospheric field model incorporating the
0(30-3 and 5 magnetic field observations.
pO074 A73-43693
Solar wind and magnctosheath electron temperature
measurements by triaxlal electron analyzer onboard
0(30-5. presenting data for bow shock
pO075 A73-45112
Rate of erosion of da.ssidc magnetic flux based on
a quantitative study of the dependence of polar cusp
latitude on the interplanetary magnetic field•
p0075 A74-14274
The magnetotail and substorms. --- magnetic flux
transport model
p0076 A74-17742
A correlated study of ELF v, aves and electron
precipitation on 0(30-6.
p0077 _,74-24766
The origin and propagation of chorus in the outer
magnetosphere.
pOOTg A74-24767
Plasmaspheric hiss intensity variations during
magnetic storms.
130080 A74-34038
Dynamical charactcristics of pulsating suhstorm,
PS6
[B 14580-0001 pO112
O130-5 observations of the ph_,_,ical processes
occurring in the disturbed polar cusp and the
cusp-magneto,;heath interface
[B Ig269-0001 pO113
A multi-satellite study' of the nature of v, avclike
structures in the magnetosphere plasma
{B22600-0001 pO114
Is the red arc a good indicator of
ionosphere-magnetosphere conditions
[B22605-00OI pO114
Cinematographic display of observations of low
energy proton and electron spectra in terrestrial
magnetosphere
[NASA-CR-91871] pOOg7 N68-15232
Whistler propagation in magnetospheric ductsstudics
based on ray tracings verified by ground and satellite
observations
pOOg7 N68-17981
OGO-I and OGO-3 VLF emission records of
magnetosphenc electromagnetic noise
[NASA-CR-1076531 pOOgl N70-15678
Comparison of observation data by whistlers and
mass spectrometers of plasmapause
INASA-TM-X-639OSI p0092 N70-27302
VLF data from OGO 2 and 0(30 4 on propagation,
v, ave-particle interactions, and noise in ionosphere and
magnetosphere
[NASA-CR-II06581 p0093 N70-3292g
Resonant oscillations of geomagnetic field in
magnetosphere caused by solar v, ind
[NASA-TM-X-656441 p0096 N71-32519
Magnetic field fluctuations during magnetospheric
substorms and field aligned currents in magnetosphere,
based on satellite observations
[NASA-TM-X-657-181 p0096 N72-11325
Observation of magnetosphencaii', reflected "_,hk, tlers
made by OGO-A and OGO-C
[NASA-CR- 130352] p0101 N73-16344
OGO-4 satellite observations of whistler-mode
propagation effects associated with caushcs in the
magnetosphere
pOlO4 N74-12109
Variation with interplanetary sector of the total
magnetic field measured at the OGO 2, 4, and 6
satellites
[NASA-TM-X-70531] pOI04 N74-13566
Magnetospherie chemical release study --
modifications of wa_c panicle mleractlons in
magnetosphere
[,s, D-769q791 _010 '_ N'r4-17126
MagnetonphcrLc moduh or, effects, on solar cosmic
ra_s from simuk:tnc,._u_ OGO I and 3 ion chamber data
in 1968 and 1909
[NASA-CR- t37075] pOI05 N74-18420
Instruments for the Stanford Uni',ersity/Stanford
Research Institute V LF experiment_(4917)on the EOGO
satellite
[NASA-CR- 139258] pOlO9 N74-74765
Magnetospheric substorm, 1972
pOliO N74-77515
MAGNETOSPHERIC ELE(1-RON DENSITY
Electron intensities and substorm drift effects in outel
radiation beh using two satellite technique
p0026 A69-43172
Spacecraft surface secondar3, ele :tron emission effects
on electron trap measurements in magnetosphere and
solar v, ind, noting agreement with positive ion
densities
p0027 A70-13994
Magnetospheric thermal plasma electron density
measurement during solar flare by OGO-5 satellite
p0036 A70-37513
Magnetic field and electron plasma obser',ations near
dawn magnetopause by triaxial spectrometer and
fluxgate magnetometer on satellite 0(30 5
pO050 A71-3175.1
Properties of low energy particle impacts in the polar
domain in the dav, n and da3,side hours•
p0061 A 72-39._I I
Precipitation of Iov,-energ) electrons at high latitudes:
Effects of interplanctar?, magnelic field and dipole tdt
• angle.
p0066 A73-15531
The plasmasphere during a magnetic recovery period:
A combined stud} of the fXiO-4 and OGO-5 _atelldc
data and of v, histlcrs rccc_cd at !he ground.
p0072 A73- 33_;"6
Temporal variations of 40 keV electrons in
magnetosphere during and after magnetic storm oa
April 18, 1965
[NASA-CR-85905] p0086 N67-31362
MAGNETOSPHERIC ION DENSITY
Mitotic aurora caused by auroral electron drift and
prem, lpatation
[NASA-TM-X-639,4 I1 p0093 N70-29987
M AC.'_IETOSPHERIC INSTABILITY
Malgnctoaphcric plasmapausc shape, changes of
elcctron density and wave phenomena
pOOl4 A68-37940
Droadband and highpass LF noise in distant
magrtctosphere detected by VLF/LF experiment on
OGO I satellite
p0031 A70-27183
Obs¢_'ation of a current-driven plasma instability at
the outer zone-plasma sheet boundary.
p0069 A73-29966
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15, 1968. I: State of the magnetosphere•
pO071 A73-33449
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15, 1968. 3: Some features of magnetospheric
convoction.
p0072 A73-3345 I
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15, 1968. 7: OG0-5 energetic proton
obse_'ations. Spatial boundaries
p0072 A73-33455
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15, 1%8. 8: 0(30-5 plasma wave
observations.
p0072 A73-33456
Active experiments, magnetospheric modification,
and a naturally occurring analogue.
p0075 A74-14283
Postmidnight chorus: A substorm phenomenon. ---
outer magnetosphere
pO076 A74-18364
OGO-B and OGO-E measurements on
magnetosphenc field magnitudes and disturbances
caused by ring currents
p(X)95 N71-25271
Beta particle observations between inner edge of
plasma sheet to plasmapause in midnight earth
magnetosphere
|NASA-TM-X-65640] p0095 N71-32436
MAGNETOSPHERIC ION DENSITY
Plasmasphere thermal positive ion structure.
determininB distribution of h2,drogen and helium
positive ions in magnetosphere from 0(30
p0014 A68-37114
Magnetic activity effect on magnetospheric
pla_,mapau_ position, measuring ion concentlations as
funcUon of local tim_ froth3 _,30 5 ob,ervatlons
p0029 A70-18530
Plasmasphere bulge region morphology from
iL_drog¢ll ion Coneentr;llion measurement by mass
spectrometer on O(JO 5 satellltc
pO035 A70-36014
Simultaneous hydrogen ion composition
measurements by upper ionospheric polar orbiting
OGO 4 and ¢c_ntric orbiting magnetospheric OGO 3
at midlatitud¢
pO037 A70-38377
Whistler ducts as enhanced ionization from 0(30 3
satellite observations near magnetic equator, noting
magnetospheric ionization hydrostatic model and
predicted cut-off
pO041 A71-11499
Hydrogen ion concentration measurements by OGO
5 in plasmasphere during intense magnetic storms
accompanied by stable auroral red arcs
p0047 A71-24787
Plasmaspheric ambient hydrogen and helium atomic
cations density measurement by OGO 5 ion mass
_pectromcter during magnetic storm, noting
relationship to auroral red arcs
p0053 A71-39833
tl_drogen ions concentration in dayslde region of
plasmaspher¢ from 0(30 5 satellite mass spectrometry.
noting plasmapause position as function of magnetic
activity
p0054 A72-10892
Plasmapause nightside, dayside and bulge positive
ion concentration measurements v, ith OGO 5 mass
',peer rometer compared "_.ith magnetospheric
convection model
pO061 A72-39544
Plasmasphere h_,drogen, helium, ox)gun and nitrogen
ion_ inbound and outbound profiles from O(30 5 mas_,
spcet romct rio measurenlcnt:,
p0065 A73-12320
The light-ion trough, the main trough, and the
pta'imapause.
p0066 A73-15533
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MAGNETOSPltERI(" PROTON i)ENSIT_"
The plasmaspher¢ during a magn_ic recovery period:
A combined ILudy o| the O(iO-4 and OGO-5 satellite
data and of v,histlers received at the ground.
p0072 A73-33876
Dynamics of mldlatltude light ion trough and
plasmatails --- from data obtained on 0(30-4
[NASA-TM-X-70494] p0103 N74-10366
MAGNETOSPHERIC PROTON DENSITY
Solar protons in magnetospheric tail after flare of
July 7, 1966 ',_ith I_otropic p=tch angle distribution.
expressing energ) >pectrum as exponential in rigidity
p0020 A69-21699
MANAGEMENT PLANNING
Discussion of a management program for evaluation
of aerospace s)stems design - Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory (OGO) is used as an example
p0001 A63-13537
MAPPING
Inner magnetosphere magnetic field mapping,
derivingpogo model
p0038 A70-39349
A global magnetic anomaly map -- obtained from
POGO satellite data
[NASA-TM-X-70628] pOI06 N74-20982
MAPS
Geomagnetic field minimum in southern Brazil,
comparing satellites data maps
p0017 A68--,12083
MASS SPECTRA
Analysis of light ion mass spectrometer data from
OGO-E experiment
[NASA-CR-130156J p0101 N73-16432
MASS SPECTROMETERS
OGO- I first results on mass spectrometry
measurem©nts of therma! positive ion composition at
high altitudes
p0004 A66-14781
Earth satellite sv, eeping mass spectrometer for
measuring atmospheric neutral particle and positive ion
concentration
p0025 A69-36681
Spacecraft sheath structure, potential and velocity
effects on ion current measurcracnts by traps and mass
spectrometers
p0038 A70-41087
Rote of gas-surface interactions in the reduction of
OGO-6 neutral pa_ic!¢ mas_ _pectrometer data.
p0073 A73-38941
Experiment ddta analysi_ report fnr the OGO-4
neutral and ior, m_ss _p_ftrometer experiment
[B05000-0_] pOl I I
Global empirical model of thermospheric
composition based on OGO-6 mass spectrometer
measurements
[BI6248-000] pO112
Comparison of obser-,ation data by _,histlers and
mass spectrometers of pIasmapaus¢
[NASA-TM-X-63905] p0092 N70-27302
Design, test e_aluation, and performance failure
analysis of ion mass spectrometer for OGO-F
['NASA-CR- I I 1146] p0094 N7 I- 10588
Thermospheric composition and density, measured
by neutral mass spectrometer onboard OGO-6
satellite
pOlOl N73-17946
High latitude minor ion enhancements: A clue for
studies of magnetosphere-atmosphere coupling --- using
0(30 6 ion mass spectrometer
INASA-TM-X-70582] pOI04 N74-16064
A light ion mass spectrometer experiment for
OGO-E
[NASA-CR-1222911 pOl I0 N74-76914
Neutral and ion mass spectrometer experiment
$5015
[NASA-CR-96663] pO110 N74-77537
",lASS SPECTROS(OP_
Empirical model of global thermo,,pheric temperature
and composition based on data from the OGO-6
quadrupole mass spectrometer.
pO076 A74-183"76
Comparison of dtlon31c oxygen measurements b)
incoherent scatter and satelhle-bornc mass spectrometer
techniques.
p0078 A74-27713
Ox)gen atom rc,;ombinatlon reaction,, with solid
_urfaces for ma-,s ,,p¢ctromcter _tomlc ox)gcn
composition correction In upper armor.photo
{NASA-CR-IOO_uSI pOOgt N7e- 11727
Statistical anal_si_ of neutral and ion mass
spectroscopy data for O(]O-2
[NASA-C R- 107-108] p0091 N70-14425
VII-26
MASS TRANSFER
Energy and diffusive mass transport relation to
thermospher_ circulation, composition, temperature
and mass density from three dimensional two
ConMlluent magnetic storm model
p0070 .A73-29975
_,1ATItEMATICAI. "MODELS
International geomagnetic reference field model
described by spherical harmonic coefficients v,i;h first
and second time derivatives
p0012 A68-26625
Resonant compression waves in geomagnetic tail
estimated for frequency and spatial distribution hy
single layered two dimensional model
p(_)28 A70-15127
Collisionless plasma spherical probe RF sheath model
based on quasi-static approximation and electrostatic
theory
p0057 A72-23520
Global empirical model of thermospheric
composition based on OGO-6 mass spectrometer
measurements
[BI6248-0001 pO112
Resonances in driving point impedance of electric
dipole antenna in ionosphere
[NASA-CR-916201 p0087 N68-14025
The inner zone electron model AE-5
[NASA-TM-X-699871 pOlO6 N74-20502
The reduction and analysis of electron data for outer
zone electron model AE-4. Volume 3: OGO-I and 3
University of Minnesota experiment data
[NASA-TM-X-70212] pOlO9 N 74-74636
MATRIX METHODS
Coordinate transformations for OGO satellite data
reduction
[NASA-TM-X-63826] p0092 N70-19313
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Retarding potential analyzer errors and performance
degradation due to grid plane potential depressions
p0058 A72-26411
MESONS
Interpla_tary cosmic ray positrons energy spectral
component with origin different from interstellar
mesons decay
p0036 A70-38098
MESOP _.t SE
D spos t on of _altering ]a)er,_ o',er polar-regions as
observed by OGO-6 airglo_ photometer
[NASA-CR-1302711 pO _. N73-10436
ME I AL IO%S
Meteoric recta!he ion_ abo',e F 2 l_ak. discussing
current density and transport r,;c_:hanisms
p0039 A70-4384 I
Positive Fe ion concentration relationship to
equatorial spread F from 0(30 6 satellite obmr_ation
near magnetic equator
p0054 A72-10902
Equatorial spread F formation convective electric
fields generation by neutral winds and conductivity
caused by metallic ion concentrations
pO070 A73-29988
METAL SL'REACES
Oxygen atom recombination reactions v, ith solid
surfaces for mass spectrometer atomic oxygen
composition correction in upper atmosphere
[NASA-CR- 1068051 pO091 N70-11727
METEOR TRAILS
Meteors and micrometeoroids influx near earth
( 1965-1967)
pO014 A68-35397
METEOROID CONCENTRATION
Meteors and mtcrometeoroids influx near earth
( 1965-1967)
pO014 A68-35397
METEOROli) DLST CLOI I)S
Micrometeoroid experiments on OGO 2 and OGO
4 satellites, measuring _clocit', mas_es and particle
orbits in earth dust cloud
p0027 A70- 10444
Gcminid meteoruid dust particles dcteclion,
determining _etocity and orbital element_ from OGO
3 flux measuremenls
p0050 A71-33741
Micrometcoroids in earth du_t cloud obtained from
OGO-B _ateIhtc
[NASA-CR- 1_0683] pOO_9 N69-23367
MFTEOROI.OGY
Is the red arc a good indicator o[
Ionosphere-magnetosphere condltion_,
1B22605-0001 pO114
SUBJECT LYDEX
M I(_OB k LANCES
l[hcnno¢l¢ct rically-coolcd quartz crystal
mkarobalanc¢ _ monitor of surfao_ contamination as
ftmctmm of temperature
I)0103 N74-10255
MI('ROEILMS
L'_cr guide to microfilm records of data obtained in
energetic particle experiment with OGO-5
[UCR L-51307] pOI02 N73-31150
MICRONI ETEOROIDS
lnconclusivene_ of satellite measurements of
m_c_ometcoroid fluxes using piezoelectric microphone
detectors in supporting hypothesis ol cloud of dust
surrounding earth
p0006 A66-41213
Meteors and micromet¢oroids influx near earth
( 1965-1967)
pO014 A68-35397
Micromet¢oroid experiments on OGO 2 and 0(30
4 satellites, measuring velocity, masses and particle
orbits in earth dust cloud
p0027 A70-10444
Meteoric metallic ions above F 2 peak. discussing
current density and transport mechanisms
p0039 A 70..43841
OGO 4 satellite micrometeoroid flux detection,
emphasizing noise control procedures for data
correlation
p0048 A71-28700
Micrometeoroid experiment on the OGO 4 satellite
1B04201-0001 pOt ll
Micrometeoroids in earth dust cloud obtained from
OGO-B satellite
[NASA-CR- 1006831 p0089 N69-23367
MI(ROPHONES
Fabrication. installation, and operation of
microphone density gage experimeot onboard OGO-F
[NASA-CR- 130082] pO098 N72-28467
NII(ROSTRUCTURE
Solar wind microscopic _tructure. examining
interplanetary wave-particle interactions
pO042 A7 !- 140_8
MI('RO_ AVE EMISSION
X-radiation (E greater than t0 keVI, H-alpha and
microwave emission during the impulsive phas_ of solar
flares.
p0066 A73-17041
Possible low energy (E less than kcV) nonthermal
X ray events --- analysis of proportior_al counter
dc=cctor data from OGO-5
pOlO7 N74-21450
MI¢ RII_.V _tVE SPECTRA
qofl X-ray and microwave ob_rvat_ot_nof hot regions
ill _,_._'i_rflares.
p00_O A 72-35089
Evidence for a common origin of the electrons
responsible for the impulsive X-ray and _ype 3 radio
bursts.
p0067 A73-20766
M IlYI.ATITUDE ATMOSPHERE
Simultaneous hydrogen ion composition
mear, urements by upper ionospheric polar orbiting
OGO 4 and eccentric orbiting magnetospheric OGO 3
at midlatitudc
p0037 A70-38377
Midlatitud¢ red arc observations by satellite and
ground station, suggesting thermal conduction theory
of formation from ionospheric electron and ion
temperatures and densities
pO061 A72-35989
Dynamics of midlatitude light ion trough and
plasmatails --- from data obtained on 0(30-4
[N ASA-TM-X-704941 pOI03 N74-10366
A model ionosphere for mid-day and mid-latitude
during sunspot minimum
[SM U P-41 pOI09 N 74-74635
MISSION PLANNING
OGOs design evolution with respect to scientific
mission requirements
p0034 A70-35303
Orbiting Geophysical Obs,¢rvatories S-49, S-50
[NASA-TM-X-50488] f_)l I0 N74-76913
MOI)ELS
Transport of solar flare protons: Comparison of a
he',,, anal)tic model with spacecraft measurements
[B IO763-00OI pO112
'MOI.['([ LAR IONS
Oxygen ion ant_correlation to molecular ion
concentrations from OGO 6 observations in F 2
region
p0062 A72.-42016
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_ MONITORS
Orbitin| Geophysical Observatory programming
system consistin 8 of real time quick-look monitor and
data procetsots
[AIAA PAPER 64-218] p0002 A64-24447
MONO('II ROM ATORS
Nonfocusing grazing incidence monochromator
which utilizes planar gratings and collimating slit
systems
pO005 A66-27326
Ultraviolet solar radiauon research instruments for
space _ehicles
[AFCR L-64-773] p0083 N65-14504
Telemetry instruments aboard space vehicles for st udy
of solar ultraviolet radiation monochromator,
spcctromet©r, and radlat[on counter
[N ASA-C R-640"/4] 1:',0083 N65-29678
MONOPOLE ANTENNAS
Complex impedance measurements for monopol¢
antenna for electron densities in/out of OGO satellite
wake in upper ionosphere
p0035 A70-35771
MORPHOLOGY
Electron precipitation patterns and substorm
morphology
[B 167564_0] pO112
A model environment for outer zone electrons
lNASA-TM-X-69989] pOI06 N74-20fO3
N
NASA PROGRAMS
NASA electrostatic solar plasma instruments for
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory and Interplanetary
Monitoring Platform mcasunng flux, energy spectrum,
etc.
p0_03 A65-29239
NEAR WAKES
Electron depletion in the wake of ionospheric
spacecraft: A comparison between results from
Langmuir probes and antennas.
p0072 A73-34783
NEBULAE
Gum Nebula size, deputy and dectton t_nia:rature
data from RAE-I and 0430-5 satellites and ground
based t¢le_opes observations, correlating with Vda X
•supernova outburst
p0052 A7!-35409
NEUTRAL PARTICLES
Earth satellite sweeping mass spectrometer for
measuring atmospheric neutral particle and positive )on
concent ration
p0025 A69-36681
Neutral atmosphcric composition and density
variations during geomagnetic disturbances from
(3(30-6 satellite quadrupoi¢ mass analyzer
measurements
p0052 A71-39711
Atmospheric neutral density measurement near 400
km duff ng daytime by microphone density gage on OGO
6
p0058 A72-26407
Auroral heating and the composition of the neutral
atmosphere.
p0069 A73-27602
Experiment data analysis report for the 0(30-4
neutral and ion mass spectrometer experiment
[eos0_o-00Ol pOl i i
NEUTRAL SHEETS
A magnctospheric field model incorporating the
OG0-3 and 5 magnetic field observations.
130074 A73-43693
NEUTRON COL' NTERS
OGO*6 neutron monitor for measuring cosmic ray
neutron flux near earth, locating _ensor on boom to
minimize spacecraft produced neutrons
p0024 Ab9-36678
Neutron measurements on OGO-6 spacecraft
[NASA-CR- 13018 I] pOI01 N73-19841
NEUTRON FLUX DENSITY
OG0-6 neutron monitor [or measuring cosmic ray
neutron flux near earth, locating sensor on I_)om to
minimize spacecraft produced neutrons
p0024 A69-36678
Cosmic ray albedo neutron flux latitude and altitude
dependence, using _0-6 polar orbiting _atcllitc
p(_)37 A70-39326
Cosmic ray neutron leakage flux and energy spectrum
measurements in 001-10 MeV range by OGO 6
satel!ite-borne neutron detector
p_054 A72-10877
Neutron flux and energy spectra measurements in
space related to theoretical predictions, di_u_ing
neutron leakage flux. solar neutron observations and
radiation detector configurations
p0073 A73-366,15
Quiet-time solar neutron flux upper limit from
0(.30-6 neutron detector, evaluating solar cosmic ray
acceleration, nuclear reaction and energy region
130074 A73-41498
NEUTRON SPECTRA
Neutron flux and energy spectra measurements in
space related to theoretical predictions, discussing
neutron leakage flux, solar neutron observations and
radiation detector configurations
p0073 A73-36645
NEUTRONS
Measurements of the atmospheric neutron leakage
rate
p0076 A74-15356
A search for solar neutrons during _olar flares
{B22608-0001 p0114
0(30-6 measurements of solar neutrons
130103 N73-32639
NIGHT SKY
Radiative recombination of atomic oxygen ions in
nighttime F region UV radiation detected by
polar-orbiting OGO 4 satellite
p0023 A69-34957
Nighttime plasmapause and thermal ion plasma
structures relationship to micropulsations, considering
excitation in post storm recovery and diurnal plasma
bulge regions
p0056 A72-17453
Outer magnetosphere near midnight at quiet and
disturbed times.
p0063 A72-44513
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15, 1968. 6: OGO 5 energetic electron
observations. Pitch article distributions in the nighttime
magnetosphere
p0072 A73-33454
Effects of interhemisphere transport on plasma
temperatures at low latitodes.
pO074 A73-41919
Local time asymmetries in increase of electron fluxes
in outer Van Allen zone during substorms
[NA,_A,4::R- 100419J p0089 N69-20849
NIGHTGLOW
Hydrogen Lyman alpha nightglow models, discussing
solar photon scattering in geocorona and hydrogen
vertical distribution
00022 A69-3019 I
Tropical UV nightglow measurement bv Ogo-4
spectrometer, considering ionospheric recombination
excitat mn mechanism
p0037 A70-39338
UV oxygen nightglow observation by OGO-4,
examining ion-ion neutralization and radiative
recombination production mechanisms
p0037 A70-39344
Atomic oxygen green line emission in nightglow from
OGO-F photometer observations, calculating tropical
F region electron density spatial distribution
pO060 A72-35604
Spatial and temporal behavior of atomic oxygen
determined by OGO 6 airglow observations.
130079 A74-30670
Comparison of Cosmos-215 and OGO-D
observations of nightglnw in 1225 to 1350 A range at
low geomagnetic latitudes
p0096 N71-34333
Jicamarca radio obser',.ations of temperature and
electron density profiles, films of Spread F structure.
and nightglow emis:don intensities
[NASA-CR-121984] p0096 N71-35437
NITRIC OXIDE
Global nitric oxice and gamma emnssion
measurements v,ith Ebert-Fastie scanning spectrometer
onboard polar orbitir,g OGO 4 satellite
p0OM A73-10878
Satellite ultraviolet measurements of nitric oxide
fluorescence with a diffusive transport model.
p0074 A73-41925
NITROGEN
Thermospheric atomic oxygen and molecular
nitrogen densities from OGO b neutral atmospheric
composition experiment, comparing v, ith prediction by
Jacchia models
p0062 A72-4243 I
NI] ROGEN OXIDES
An upper limit to th_ product of NO and Odensiti_
from 105 to 120 Km
[B 22606-0_01 pO114
OR BIT CA LCU LATION
NOISE (_[)t ND
Digital data processing sys',em for very Io_, frequency
raeho noise and propagation experiment aboard
O(30-I
[NASA-CR-g8618] p0086 N67-3702 I
NOISE INTENSITY
Intensity variation of etf hiss and chorus during
isolated substorms
[B22603-0_O1 pO114
NOISE SPECTRA
Magnetopause location, boundary positi,.,n_ and
magnetic noise spectral data obtained with triaxial
_arcb cod magnetometer aboard 0(30 I satellite
p0004 A66-23148
Continuous and triggered audio frequency noise
bands associated with ionospheric Iov, er hybrid
resonance frequency observed on 0(30 2
p001g A6q- 16257
Magnetosphcric ELF noise, discussing OGO 3
spectrum analysis
p0019 A69-18834
VLF and LF emission characteristic features and
origin mechanism in auroral regions of ionosphere,
discussing satellite observation of noise spectrum in
space
130025 A69-38495
Broadband and highpass LF noise in distant
magnetosphere detected by VLF/LF experiment on
0(30 I satellite
pO031 A70-27183
Pioneer 9 space probe electric field experiment and
near earth observations of noise spectra variations
related to diffusive plasma layer
p0046 A71-23711
NONUNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELDS
blagnetospheric magnetic field distortions under
quiet and sflghtb disturbed conditions, obtaining scalar
intensity with OGO 3 and 3 rubidiurr, vapor
magnetometer
p0054 A72-108g6
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE
Low energy electron precipitation data at northern
high latitudes obtained from satellite low altitude polar
orbit
p002! A69-28964
NUCLEAR EXPI_)SIONS
Model of electrons artificially injected into inner
radiation belt by Starfish nuclear explosion
[NASA-TM-X-662111 ptH02 N73-20842
NI (-LEI i NI.'CI,E tR PIIYSICS_
Energy spectra and abundances of elements He
thr,,ugh Si ot galactic cosmic ray a0ove 20 Me_ per
nucleon in nuclear charge range between 2 aud 26
i¢c'_)_ AS7 116_7
_-OMIliC [d} ilu,.lc/ cF,3rg? ..pectra _,nO (thundan_s
abo',e 20 Mev/nucleon determined by C_30-[ _atclli_e
experiment, considering tte, B, C. N, O. Ne, Mg, Si,
Mn, Fe, Co and Ni
pO020 _.69- 20067
Low energy multiply charged cosmic ray nuclei
propagation and source characteristics, considering two
component model based on OGO satellite
measurements
p0020 A69- 20068
The abundances of solar accelerated nuclei from
carbon to iron.
pO065 A73.13719
0
OBSERVATORIE.'_
The Orbiting Geophysical Observatory - tool for
space research
[NASA-TN-D-14501 p0082 N62-15053
OPERATIONA I, PROBI.EMS
Operational performance of radiometer antenna on
OGO-A
[NASA-CR- 10332i] p0090 NO9-31345
OPTICal, EQI IPMENT
Photoelectric optical imaging s,,_tem sur',i_ al in earth
radiation belt. noting noise le',el and total energy
absorption
p0007 A67-12055
OPTI(-'_ I. R E ._,A')N AN ('1-_
Solar flare model, computing thermal X ray
emission
pOt)4_ A71-20945
ORBIT (_,1.(I I '_ rlo'_
Computahoa methods and results [or ,)rhttal data,
spac_ralt angle, and heat input for 0(30 and
specifically for EGO
[NASA-TM-X 554281 pO084 N66.21006
VII-27
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ORBITAl. ELEMENTS
OGO-5 orbital plots generated by the UCLA fluxgate
magnetomctc¢ group
{NASA-Ca- 139260] pOlOg N74-74633
ORBITAL ELEMENTS
Geminid meteoroid dust particles detection,
determining velocity and orbital elemlcnla from OGO
3 flUX measurements
p0050 A71-33741
ORBITAL MECHANICS
0(30 attitude computations
[NASA-TM-X-63373] pO110 N74-76912
OSCILLATIONS
Multiple magnetopause crossings in equatorial plane
by 0(30 5, sho_ing magnetopause motion composed
of two o_:illations
p0046 A71-21631
OUTER RADIATION BELT
Directional differential intensities of protons injected
into outer radiation zone coincident ",_ith initial phase
of geomagnetic storm and monitored by OGO 3
pO016 A68-41684
POGO ion chamber measurement of ionization by
penetrating radiation, discussing spike intensity
pO017 A68-43450
Electron intensities and substorm drift effects in outer
radiation belt using two satellite technique
p0026 A69-43172
Extraterrestrial ring current proton intensities
asymmetric increases in outer radiation belt during
magnetic storms
pO030 A70-23490
Low energy protons omnidirectional intensity
contours in outer radiation zone at magnetic equator
pO030 A70-2349i
Directional differential energy spectra for proton
intensities in outer radiation zone near magnetic equator
from satellite observations
p0043 A71-17261
Plasmaspheric hiss intensity variations during
magnetic storms.
p00g0 A74-34038
Trapped electron environment in inner and outer
radiation belts - tables and graphs
[NASA-SP-3024-VOL-2] I",0084 N66-35685
OGO outer zone observational data on electron
intensities of earth geomagnetic field
[NASA-Ca-g96521 p0087 N67-40126
Ener_tic electron intensities in outer radiation zone
of earth measured by OGO-I satellite
p0088 N69-12899
Local time asymmemes in increase of electron fluxes
in oilier Van &!!en zone during _uhgtorm ¢,
{NASA-Ca- IcO41q] p0089 N69-20849
OUTG _SSING
0(30-6 surface contamination by outgassing in space
environment and decontamination by sputtering and
desorption
[NASA-CR-117138] p0094 N71-20207
OV-I SATELLITES
Ionospheric electric fidds _ariations in ELF-VLF.
coffirming OV-I satellite measurements with OGO 6
data
p0033 A70-30082
OXYGEN
OGO 5 ion spectrometer for rr.easuring oxygen. He
and hydrogen ion concentration, noting functions as
¢nergchc particle anal)zer and proton energy
distribution measurement capability
p0024 A69-36679
An upper limit to the product of NO and O densities
from 105 to 120 Km
[B22606-0_] pot 14
Atomic oxygen emission line at 6300 A for low
latitudes observed b_ OGO-D satellite
[NASA-TM-X-659131 p0098 N72-26309
Airglow maps for atomic oxxgen 6300 A line from
OGO-D satellite
[NASA-TM-X.65954] p0098 N72-28353
OXYGEN ATOMS
UV 0(30 obser, ations of atomic hydrogen and
oxygen in airglow, comparing results to exospheric
models of hydrogen gcocorona
p0022 A69-31400
Radiative recombination of atomic ox)gen ions in
nighttime F region UV radiation detected b_,
polar-orbiting 0(30 4 satellite
pO323 A69- 34957
Thermospheric atomLc o_?gen and molecular
.l=tr:,gcn dcn,itie_ from (X_O 6 neutral atmospheric.
composihon c_perimcnt, comparing with prediction by
Jacchia models
p0062 A72-42431
VII-28
Distribution of atomic 0Lvgcn m the upper
atmosphere deduced from OGO-6 airglow
observations.
1_075 A73-45121
Comparison of atomic oxygen measurements by
incoherent scatter and satellite-borne mass slyer rometer
techniques.
p0078 A74-27713
Spatial and temporal behavior of atomic oxygen
determined by OGO 6 airglow observations.
p0079 A74-30670
Ox.',gen atom recombination reactions v, ith solid
surfa_s for mass spectrometer atomic oxygen
composition correction in upper atmosphere
[NASA-CR- 106805] pO(_l N70y11727
OXYGEN SPE('rRA
UV oxygen nightglow observation by OGO-4.
examining ion-ion neutralization and radiative
recombination production mechanisms
p0037 A70-39344
Lyman alpha and atomic oxygen 1304 A airglow
dcpressions over poles from 0(30 4 satellite
observations
p0041 A71-11503
O 1 1304-A airglow, observing conjugate excitation
with OGO 4 spacecraft
p0043 A71-17279
Atomic oxygen green line emission in nightglow from
OGO-F photometer observations, calculating tropical
F region electron density spatial distribution
p0060 A72-35604
Theoretical calculations of the F-region tropical
uhravtolet airglow intensity.
pO062 A72-42418
Asymmetrical global O I airglow emission pattern
with respect to magnetic equator from OGO 4
observations, noting poor correlation v.ith ionospheric
electron density
p0073 A73-38939
OZONE
Ozone vertical distribution in upper stratosphere
determined from 0(30 4 observations, describing
calibration of satellite data and onboard
instrumentation
p0023 A69-32645
Stratospheric ozone vertical distribution as
determined by ultraviolet spectrometer on polar orbiting
OGO-4 satellite
p9099 N69-26549
P
PARTICLE ACCELERATION
Heavy nuclei enrichment in solar accelerated
particles, discussing differential energy spectra,
photospheric and coronal abundances, satellite
ohservation and agreement with galactic cosmic rays
p0055 A72-15366
The abundances of solar accelerated nuclei from
carbon to iron.
p0065 A73-13719
Quiet-time solar neutron flux upper limit from
0(30-6 neutron detector, evaluating solar cosmic ray
acceleration, nuclear reaction and energy region
p0074 A73-41498
Acceleration of electrons during the flash phase of
solar flares.
p0079 A74-30287
Acceleration of elettrons in solar flares.
p0079 A74-30908
Acceleration of electrons in the absence of detectable
optical flares deduced from ty_ 3 radio bursts, It-alpha
acti',ity and soft X-ray emission
(B22607-000] pO114
PARTICLE DENSITY ((ONCENTRAI-ION)
Lov, energy charged particle di_tributton '_ithin earth
magnetosphere and environs, suggesting _.oIar origin for
_torm time ring current pr3tons
p0033 A70- 30089
P-_R] It I.E DIFFI MON
Dtffusion-convectlon theor3, for ,t>lar cosmic ra_,
propagation in interplanetary magnetic field
p(X_O N 69- 2965q'
P _RFI( 1 F E'MISSI()N
So[Jr flzlrc energetic _-ra', c_¢n[_ dctc_tcd b._ orlboard
_atclht_ toni/alton chamber_, _tud._ing rclattonship to
radio burst and space particle emission
p0009 A67-41232
S(.BJECT INDEX
PARTICLE ENERt;_
OGO 3 observation of low energy protons and
electrons in earth magnetosphere, noting narrow peak
of relatively high Iow-¢neqff particle intensities
p0008 A67-26312
Magnctosphe_ low energy proton and electron
density spatmt distributions and temporal variations
from OGO 3 satellite observations
pOOl3 A68-34245
Low energy charged particles in earth magnetosphere
observed by OGO satellite
pOOl9 A69-19358
CosnllC ra_, _uclei energy spectra and abundances
above 20 Mev/nucleon determined by O(30-I satellite
experiment, considering He. B, C, N. O. Ne, Mg. St.
Ma, F¢. Co and Ni
pOOl9 A69- 20067
Lo'a, energy charged particle distribution within earth
magnetosphere and environs, suggesting solar origin for
storm time ring current protons
p0033 A70-30089
Properties of low energy particle impacts in the polar
domain in the dawn and daysid¢ hours.
pOO61 A72-39541
On the origin of low energy heavy nuclei below
approximately 30 MeV per nucleon observed in
interplara:tary space during quiet times. 1968-72.
pOO7g A74-30156
PARTICLE F-I.I:X DENSITY
Spattal variations in particle intensity near and inside
magnetosphere durtng September 1966 solar cosmic ray
events, noting magnetosphere screening effectiveness
t_OI8 A69-12740
Trapped particle population changes associated with
solar events, discussing solar wind discontinuity effects
on nlagnetosphcre
13O036 A70-37487
Picogram dust part:cl¢ flux measurements in
,,elenocentric, cislunar and interplanetary space by
Mariner 4, OGO 3 and Explorer 35
pO041 A71-14014
Quiet time fluxes and differential energy spectra of
protons and alpha particles at 2-20 MeV measured by
co_,mic ray detectors on 0(30-3
p0044 A71-18127
OGO 4 satellite micrometeoroid flux detection,
emphasizing noise control procedures for data
correlation
p0048 A71-28700
High I_,ud¢ regions of low energy electron
precipitation from 0(30 4 _atellite auroral particle
expet-ln'_nt
p0049 A71-30032
Gemimd meteoroid dust particles detection,
determining ,,etooty and orbttai elements from 0(30
3 flux measurements
pOO50 A71-33741
Beha,ior of outer radiation zone and a new model
of mag_c:ospheric suhstorm.
pO063 A72-44850
Direct measurements of solar-wind fluctuations
betv, een 00048 and 13.3 Hz.
p0068 A73-23539
Distributions and characteristics of high-latitude
field-aligned electron precipitation.
p0069 A73-26988
Measurements of the atmospheric neutron leakage
rate
p0076 A74-15356
PA RTICI.E INFENSIT¥
Forbu_h decreases and long term cosmic ray particle
intens=q, changes, in,,estigating spectral variations
pOO44 A71-18137
P _t R'rl( IE? I N rFRAC-i'IONS
Solar ',_ind microscopic structure, examining
interplanetary wave-particle interactions
p0042 A71-14068
Nonthermal electrons interaction with electron
plasma o,.cillations and HF transverse v, aves in
upstreana solar ",_ind.
pO052 A71-37353
Plasma wave-particle interaction inside the neutral
_heet (il_ Japmle_e)
IB 1458343001 pO112
Bombardment of 0(30-6 surfaces by high..¢nergy
particle,,
[ B 202vY-t_l pO I 13
Mag:etospheric chemical relea_ _tudy --
mtMtfications of wave particle interactions in
magnetosphere
[AD-7699791 p0105 N74-17126
O
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._;l. BJE('T I.'_ DEX
Characteristics O| nonthermal electrons accelerated
during the flash pha_ of small solar flares
pOl(_ N74-21445
P.I, RTICLE MOTION
Sensors used in ¢o_mtc dust experiments studied for
response to micropart=cle hyper_elocity impacts, noting
relationship to velo_it)
p0013 A68-29468
Drift shell splitting in nondipolar distorted
magnetosphere tested with data from electron
,pectrometrr on ATS I and (960 3 satellites
p0026 A 69-.4050g
Gaminid meteoroid dust panicles detection,
determining velocity and orbital elements from OGO
3 flux measurements
p0050 A71-33741
PARTICLE I"ELESCOPES
Electron and proton spectrometer detector mounted
on OGO-5. measurements cover seven differential
energy channels
pOG05 A66-23690
Low energy cosmic ray nuclei propagating in
interstellar space analyzed by telescope onboard 0(30
I
pOOl6 A68-41434
Electron scattering effects on response of cosmic ray
particle telescopes from pulse height and counting rate
measurements
p0057 A72-21510
Nuclear composition telescope measurements
onboard OGO 5 satellite, observing presence of
geomagnetically trapped carbon, nitrogen and oxygen
nuclei
p0059 A72-32959
PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
Speeds. directions of arrival, and mass of dust
particles measured from OG0-1 satellite to determine
orbits of dust particles
p0086 N67-32070
PARTICLES
Energetic electron and proton solar panicle
observations on 0(30-5. 24-34 January 1971
[B 15152-000] pO112
PAYLOADS
Orbiting geophysical observatories
p0001 A63-10333
PERIGEES
Relationship of perigee motion of sateil,te orbit to
ia_-itudc and local time
[NASA-TM-X-33703] p0085 N67-18763
PERIODI( VARI _tTIONS
Solar Lyman-aloha radiation observed by OGO 4
spacecraft shov.ing short term fluctuations
superimposed v,ith monthly variation
p0028 A70-15128
PERTURBATfON THEOR_
Perturbations in density of ions and neutral particles
in upper atmosphere due to OGO
[NASA-CR- 117897] p0094 N71-23238
PHOTOELE(q'RIC EMISSION
Energy distribution of photoelectrons emitted from
surface on the OGO-5 satellite and measurements
of satellite potential.
p0076 A74-17648
A satellite ion-electron collector: Experimental effects
of grid transparency, photoemission, and secondary
emission
[NASA-CR-1392621 pOlO9 N74-74638
PHOTOELECTRICIT¥
Photoelectric optical imaging system survival in earth
radiation belt. noting noise level and total energy
absorption
p0007 A67-12055
PHOTf)E I.ECi'RO NS
Photoelectron flux measurements in topside
ionosphere using retarding potential analyzers
[NASA-TM-X-633581 p0087 N68-35999
PHOTOMETERS
Airglow lines measured through photometers on
OGO-2 satellite, noting nadir and zenith airglow
pO007 A67-23278
In-flight radiometric cahbratlon of Io_, brightness
OGO 4 airglow photometer
p0029 A70-15645
Global temperature: distributions from OGO-6 6300
A airglow measurements.
i,_)077 A74-23679
Data reduction methods for 0(30 airglov.
photometer measurements
[NASA-TM-X-55794t pO0_5 N67-27576
Laboratory te,,ts on interference sensitivity of polar
OGO airglow photometer
[NASA-TM-X-557qll p0085 N67-27578
Flight calibration device for absolute measurements
of photometer at Lyman alpha wavelength on OGO-6
and other satellites
[A D-7265671 p0096 N7 I-,_136
Diurnal variation of L',man alpha _pectral v.idth as
measured by OGO-6 sky-,canning photometer
[AD-736816| p0097 N72-23429
Functional characteristics of OGO-4 main body
airglow photometer utilizing cathode photomultiplier
to _nse light at selected v, avelengths
[NASA-TM-X-659261 p0098 N72-27423
PHOTOMETRY
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory satellite/OGO 3/
photometric measurements, establishing daytime sky
brightness upper limit
pOOl0 A68-12548
Display and processing program for data from
gegenschein photometry experiment from OGO-B
[NASA-TM-X-55907] p0086 N67-35595
PHOTOM U LTIPLIER TUBES
Triaxial electron spectrometer, mounted on OGO-5
spacecraft, measures flux and energy distributions of
electrons, noting electron multiplier
pO005 A66-23689
Continuous-channel electron multipliers degradation
in spacecraft environment simulation laboratory
equipment
p0021 A69-29565
Effects of energetic panicles on photomultipliers in
earth orbits up to 1500 km
[NASA-TM-X-63419] p0088 N69-18074
PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTALS
Inconclusiveness of satellite measurements of
micrometeoroid fluxes using piezoelectric microphone
detectors in supporting hypothesis of cloud of dust
surrounding earth
pO006 A66-41213
PIONEER SPACE PROBES
Magnetic design of 0(30 and Pioneer solar probe
including data on instrumentation, mechanical
equipment, permanent magnets, test methods, etc
pO004 A66-15919
Measurement of differential energy spectra of
protons, helium nuclei and heavy nuclei by cosmic
radiation telescopes mounted on POGO and Pioneer
_atellites
pO004 A66-23684
PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
Solar wind comprc_d magnetic field in _unward
magnetosphere and extended gcomagnet;c tail
observation by Pioneer 7 spacecraft
p0049 A71-_0028
PIONEER 9 SPACE PROBE
Pioneer 9 space probe electric field experiment and
near earth observations ol noise spectra variations
related to diffusive plasma layer
p0046 A71-23711
Simuhan¢ous observations of plasma _aves from
electric field instruments on Pioneer 9 and OGO 5 to
illustrate difference between near-earth and deep space
conditions
p0100 N73-10795
PITCH (INCLINATION)
Drift shell splitting in nondipolar distorted
magnetosphere tested with data from electron
spectrometer on ATS I and OGO 3 satellites
p0026 A69-4050g
Pitch-angle diffusion of radiation belt electrons within
the plasmasphere.
p0060 A72-35597
Shadov, ing of electron azimuthal-drift motions near
the noon magnetopause.
p0065 A73-12442
Electron pitch angle distributions throughout the
magnetosphere as observed on OGO-5.
p0068 A73-24732
Effects of season altitude and pitch angle on electron
precipitation from OGO-D data
• [NASA-TM-X-662601 pOI02 N73-25_6_
PI.._,NET_R_ R _I)IATION
A new model for the high-frequency decametric
radiation from Jupiter
p0081 ._.74-43_g
PL ltS_.l I ('ONI)I (_1_, I I'_
Equatorial spread E formation convective electric
fields generation b:, neutral winds and conductivit,.
caused by metallic ion concentrations
pO070 A73-29qgg
PLASMA LAYERS
PI._SNIA (ONTRI)L
N at:te._ r composition telescope measurements
onboard OGO 5 satellite, observing presence of
ge, om_eta:all) trapped carbon, nitrogen and oxygen
nuclei
p0059 A72-32959
Shadowing of electron azimuthal-drift motions near
the noon magnetopause.
p0065 A73-12442
PI.ASNI A I)ENSITY
Satellite measurements of cold plasma density and
piasmapau,.e in magnetosphere, comparing "whistler.
Langmutr probe and ion trap data
130049 A71-30951
PL&S%IA I)IAGNOSTICS
0(30-5 plasma spectrometers for measuring total flux
below 12 keV and energy (spectral density) of plasma
pOOl7 A68..42739
Collision free earth shock wave gross and fine
slructure deduced from OGO 5 plasma diagnostics
(AIAA PAPER 69-6761 p0023 A69-33452
Satellite plasma diagnostics for electric and magnetic
f,:Ids and fine structure of collisionless shocks in solar
_ind plasma flows and interplanetary shocks
p0032 A70-30_69
Ionospheric ion temperature measurements by
retarding potential analyzer on OG0-6 satellite
p0039 A70-43940
Pionoer 9 space probe electric field experiment and
near e,,arth observations of noise spoctra variations
related to diffusive plasma layer
p0046 A 71-2371 I
High energy electron spatial distribution in plasma
_t from OGO 5 magnetometer experiments
pO062 A72.42406
Correlation of ground-based measurements of
stria:tared Pc I micropulsations with OGO-V
plasmapause observations.
p0067 A73-20652
Active experiments, magnetospheric modification.
and a naturally occurring analogue.
130075 A74-14283
PLASMA DIEFUSION
Pioneer 9 space probe electric field experiment and
near earth observations of noise spectra variations
related to diffusive plasma layer
00046 A71-23711
PI._tNMA ELUX MEASt RI./_,IENTS
P_a_masphere thermal posit n,e ion stru_.iu f_:,
dctermimng distribution of h__drogen and helium
po'dtive ions in magnetosphere from 0(30
p0014 x,6_- 37 .4
OGO-5 plasma spectrometers for measuring total flux
below. 12 keV and energy (spectral density) of plasma
p0017 A68-42739
Obser,,ations of the internal structure of the
magnetopause.
p0077 A74-21679
PL t.SM-_ FREQUENCIES
I_tection of solar-wind electron plasma Irequency
fluctuations in an oblique nonlinear
magnrtohydrodynamic wave.
p0061 A72-35610
Nonlinear freqoencv correction to plasma instability
at half harmonics of electron gyrofrequency as obser_,ed
by 0(30 5 near geomagnetic equator outside
plasmapausc
p006g A73-22069
PLASMA INTERACTIONS
Detection of solar-wind electron plasma frequency
fluctuations in an oblique nonlinear
magnetohydrod_ namic v, ave.
pO061 A72-35610
Solar "_,ind interaction with g¢omagnetic field.
di,,cussing magnetosphere polar cusp region and
geomagnetic tail neutral sht,'.¢t structure
p0065 A73-13871
PI. _S'_,l _. LAYERS
Pioneer 9 space probe electric field e,_periment and
near earth observations of noise spectra _ariations
related to diffusive plasma la_er
p004O A71-23711
I'la_ma ';heel proton ring current, trapping boundar3,
a:ld plasmapau.,e interrelations near magnetic equator
and local midnight by satellitcborne atlal_,zer arra',
p0(M7 A71-247,_1
ftigh energy electron spatial distribution in plasma
sheet from OGO 5 magnetometer exp_..nments
p0062 A72-42406
V!!-29
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IPLASMA OSCII.I.ATI()NS
PLANMA OSCILLATIONS
Nonthermal electrons intern, orion with electron
plasma osc;llations and HF traflsver's_ wives in
upstream solar wind.
po052 A71-37353
Electron plasma oscillations distribution upstream
from earth bow shock, e'.aluating OGO-5 plasma wa_,e
detector data
130057 A72-23019
PLASMA PHYSICS
Electric field fluctuations in magnetospheric plasma
at multiples of local electron g_.rofrequency due to
plasma instability
po052 ATI-3736g
Solar wind 10-9900 eV electron flux. evaluating energy
transport in plasma rest frame
p0055 A72-13507
Plasma proton and plasma electron prototype and
flight models
[NASA-CR-1223511 po097 N72-18715
PLASMA POTENTIALS
Energy distribution of photoelectrons emitted from
a surface on the 0(50°5 satellite and measurements
of satellite potential.
p0076 A74-17648
Effect of satellite potential on direct ion density
measurements through the plasmapause.
p0076 A74-18372
PLASMA PROBES
IMP-2 and O(3001 measurements on plasma
characteristics in transition region between solar wind
and geomagnetic field
pO_3 A65-2592 I
Flux, energy distribution and density of ions and
electrons in magnetosphere plasma during solar activity
period determined by 0(30°3 electrostatic probes
pOOl2 A68-29421
Electron trap beha_,ior on charged spacecraft,
obtaining expressions for current to aperture and
internal retarding electrodes for all apertures and
spacecraft potentials
p0022 A69-31976
Collisionless plasma spherical prob_ RF sheath model
based on quasi-static approxm_tion and electrostatic
theory
po057 A72-23520
Charged particle distribution study in near earth
region using orbiting _pherical electrostatic analyzers
or plasma probes
[A D-70og041 p0092 N70-28003
PLASMA RE_ClON _,%CE
Reso;mnc.es in driving point impedance of electric
dipole antenna in ionosphere
[NASA-CR-916201 p0087 N68-14025
PLASMA SHEA [HS
Magnctospberic piasmapause shape, changes of
electron density and wa'.e phenomena
p0014 A68-37940
Spacecraft sheath structure, potential and velocity
effects on ion current measurements by traps and mass
spectrometers
p0038 A70-41087
Electron densities between inner edge plasma sheet
and plasmaspbere as function of geocentric radial
distance from OGO.-3 electrostatic measurements
p0039 A70-43834
OGO 5 polar cusp obser, ations showing dayside
magnetosheath plasma penetration during magnetic
storm
p0053 A71-43162
Collisionless plasnta spherical probe RE sheath model
based on quasi-static approximation and electrostatic
theory
p0057 A72-23520
Plasma wa_,es in the daysid¢ polar cusp. 2:
Magnetopause and polar magnetosheath.
po077 A74-21680
PLASMA SPE(_I'R A
OGO-5 plasma spectrometers for measuring total flux
below 12 keV and energ_ (spectral density) of plasma
p0017 A08-42739
PLASMA SPRA_ ING
Removal of surface contamination by plasma
sputtering
[NASA-CR-1392641 p0100 N74-74659
PI _._,M A H-'XlPI-'R _tTI RE
OCJO-o me;a_ure,_,,er_t_ of supercooled plasma in the.
equatorial exor, phere
p0068 A73.22066
Effects of interhemispher¢ transport on plasma
temperatures at low latitudes.
1:)0074 A73..41919
VII-30
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PLASMA TURBULENCE
Large amplitude interplanetary solar wind
di._..ontin uitics observed by OGO-5 plasma
spectrometer and magnetometers, considering magnetic
drift waves mechanism for plasma turbulence
generation
p0058 A72-29378
Turbulence of electrostatic electron cyclotron
harmonic waves observed by OGO-5.
p0060 A72-35599
Weak electrostatic turbulence obser_,ation in earth
bow shock magnetic field gradient, suggesting cyclotron
drift instability role
p0063 A7Z-44523
Observation of a current-driven plasma instability at
the outer zone-plasma sheet boundary.
p0069 A73-29966
PI.ASNEA VCAYES
Rapid magnetic field variations observed in
magnetosheath evaluated in terms of transverse modes
of plasma wave propagation
[JPL-TR-32-11991 pO009 A67-40804
OGO 5 spacecraft detector instrumentation for
measuring electrostatic and electromagnetic waves
electric fields with coupled antennas, describing in-flight
operation
p0025 A69-36683
Low altitude electric and magnetic measurements of
plasma waves in space from OV3-3. Pioneer 8 and OGO
5 satellite observations
p0029 A70-17376
Polar ionosphere auroral oval position detection by
satellite observations of naturally occurring VLF and
man-made HF plasma waves
p0032 A70-29924
Plasma wave particle i,iteractlons in ouler
magnetosphere, magnetosbeath and solar wind, noting
role of AC electric fields
p0033 A70-30085
0(50 5 observations of quast-t rapped
electromagnetic waves in solar wind at 70 kHz
p0035 A70-36005
Large amplitude upstream wave solar wind event of
10 March 19_ with suprathermal protons, correlating
magnetometer plasma probe and Lepedea proton
data
p0043 A71-14550
Electron plasma oscitlatinn_ distribution upstream
from earth bow shock, evaluating OGO-5 plasma _ave
detector data
p0057 A72-2301_
Plasma wa_¢ measutc_c_i_ during OGO-S dayside
magnetosphere polar cusp encounters, discussing U LI
magnetic field wa_e levels and VLF .:lectric field
amplitude ranges
p0059 A72-29380
Magnetospberic observations in O(50 5 plasma wave
experiment, emphasizing electrostatic wave particles
interaction "*ith plasma
p0065 A73-13883
Ion cyclotron waves observed in the polar cusp.
po071 A73.33437
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15, 1968, 8: OGO-5 plasma ,*ave
observations.
p0072 A73-33456
Plasma waves in the dayside polar cusp. 2:
Magnetopause and polar magnetosheath.
p0077 A74-21680
Plasma wave-particle interaction inside the neutral
sheet lin Japanese)
[B 14583-0001 pO112
A multi-satellite study of the nature of wavelike
structures in the magnetosphere plasma
(B22600-0001 p0t 14
Data analysis program for the OGO E-24 plasma
wave detector
[NASA-CR- 140523} p0110 N74-77109
PLASM St-ELECTR()Xl A(;NETI(" INFERA('I'ION
Magnetospheric sudden impulses amplitude and ri_c
time distributions observation by OGO 3 and 5
satellites
poOa3 A71-17686
Observation of a current-dri',cn plasma in,tabilit_ at
the outer zone-plasma sheet boundary
pO_9 A73-29_66
P I.ASM _,-P._, R [I( I.E INTER _([lONS
Plasma wave particle interactions in outer
magnetosphere, magnetosheath and solar bind. noting
role of AC electric fields
p0033 A70-30085
SUBJECT INDEX
Morplaology of thermal and energetic particles in
im_r ma_a_tosl_¢m during geomagnetic disturbances
and _,olar c_cles
p0034 A70-30358
l_tch-lt _gle diffusion of radiation belt electrons within
tbe pla,anasphcre.
pod60 A72-35597
Mag_'tospheric observations in OGO 5 plasma *,ave
experiment, emphasizing electrostatic wave particles
in_ractit_n witb plasma
p0065 A73-13883
Obser_,ation of a current-driven plasma instability at
tbe ouUer zone-plasma sheet boundary.
po069 A73-29966
P I.-tS.NI A,P t(: SE
Pc I micropulsation source region relation to
plmanapams_, using amplitude and polarization
measunr rltlc'nis
p0043 A71-17263
Plasr_,_ -_.heet proton ring current, trapping boundary
and plat_aa,mpause interrelations near magnetic equator
and local midnight by satelliteborn¢ analyzer array
p0047 A71-24781
Sa_lhte fneasurements of cowd plasma density and
ph_.anapau_ in magnetosphere, comparing whistler.
Latngmui_" prol:_ and ion trap data
p0049 A71-30951
Stable auroral red arcs on 29 September 1967. 31
October :.rod I November 1968, comparing OGO 2and
(]_O 4 VLF data on plasmapause crossings
pO050 A71-31757
Earth corotating plasma tail evidence in plasmapaus¢
vanatior, s from high resolution proton distribution data
ol_ained by OGO 4 satellite during magnetic storm
p0053 A71-43166
flyd_'n ions _:oncentration in dayside region of
p_srna_..Oherefrom OGO 5 satellite mas_ spectrometry.
noting platsmapause position as function of magnetic
a_ity
p0054 A72-10892
Xighltime plasmapause and thermal ion plasma
str_xures relationship to micropulsations, considering
ex_a_tion in post storm recovery and diurnal plasma
bu_ negions
pO056 A72-17453
OGO-5 plasmapause crossing correlation with
grotmal observations of Pi geomagnetic
mierc_ul_tions
p0056 A72-21223
Thernt_tl oosit ve ion densities measurement in outer
ion_sphere and magnetosphere by O(JO I satellite.
reiatin_ plasmapause distribution and magnetic act v_ty
ie_et
lAD 7421861 p0057 A._--.01l
OGO-5 observation of lower hybrid resonance noise.
bur_ts, VLF hiss and whistlers near plasmapause during
large magnetic storm
130058 A72-26399
Plasmapause nightside, dayside and bulge positive
ion concentration measurements with OGO 5 mass
spectrometer compared with magnetospherie
convection model
p0061 A72-39544
The light-ion trough, the main trough, and the
plasmapausc.
p0066 A73-15533
An association of magnetospheric whistler dispersion
characteristics with changes in local plasma density.
p0069 A73-26985
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15, 1968. 3: Some features of magnetospheric
convection.
p0072 A73-3345 I
The plasmasphere during a magnetic recovery period:
A combined study of the 0(30-4 and 0(7,0-5 satellite
data and of whistlers recei_,ed at the ground.
p0072 A73-33876
Active experiments, magnetospheric modification.
and a naturally occurring analogue.
p0075 A74-14283
Effect of satellite potential on direct ion density
mea',urements through the plasmapause.
p0076 A74-18372
Atmospheric model for thermal plasma near
equatorial plasmapause
p0095 N71-25270
l)}namtcs of midlatitudc light ion trough and
pla_matalls --- from data obtained on OGO-4
[NASA-TM-X-70494] pOI03 N74-10366
A light ion mass spectrometer experiment for
OGO-E
[NASA-CR-12229 I1 pOliO N74-76914
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"LASM _-'_ i PH5 SICS+
Plasmapause ob+erx.Hions by iDn spe._trometcr
aboard 0(30-5 +chicle for earl)' orbits, obtaining O.
He and H ion concentration profiles for tceomqneti¢
param¢_r
I_0_ A?O-lg546
Plasma tail interpretatLon_ of pronounced detached
plasma regions measured x_lth OGO-5
[B2095 I-OO0] p_113
A multi-satelllte stud_, of the nature of wavelike
structures in the magnetosphere plasma
[B22600-0001 pO114
The measurement of cold ion den`'ities in the plasma
trough
[B226tO-O00] pot t4
Applying impedance data to plasma wake of spinning
OGO.-C satellite
[NASA-CR-1094571 p0092 N70-23999
Comparison of ob_r'.ation data by whistlers and
mass spectrometer, of plasmapacse
[NASA-TM-X-63905] p0092 N70-27302
POLAR CAP ABSORPTION
Satellite charged particle observations and polar cap
riometer absorption mea`'urements during solar cosmic
ray events, noting electron and proton contributions
p0059 A72-31965
POLAR CAPS
Polar-cap electric field distributions related to the
interplanetary magnetic field direction.
pO062 A72-42432
Electron polar cap and the boundary of open
geomagnetic field lines
p0063 A 72--44522
POLAR ORBITS
Cosmic ray knee interpretation using polar orbiting
ionization chambers data from OGO-2/4
pO034 A70-31903
Geomagnetic su,n.ey by pnlar-orbiting O430 2 and
4. discussing data acquisition and reduction results and
accuracy
p0054 A72-12081
Global nitric oxide and gamma emission
_¢asurcments with Ebcrt-Fastie scanning spectrometer
onboard polar orbiting O<30 4 satellite
p0064 A73-10878
POLAR REGIONS
High latitude electron bursts observed by (3GO 4.
postulating electric field acceleration mechanism
beyond 3 earth radii for ambient thermal plasma
electrons
r_--_9.17 A68-.13443
Solar proton_ uonumformity over polar caps
observed b) OGO 2 !o_izatlon chamber during 24
March t964_ ._olar proton e_ents
p0022 A69-3 It)67
Ion depletion in high latitude exosphere, considering
OGO 2 simultaneous observations of positive ion
concentration, VLF signal propagation and whistlers
pO023 A69-34939
Solar protons dela)ed access into polar regions during
2 November 1967 solar particle event, discussing
north-south asymmet r2."
p0027 A69-43183
Polar ionosphere auroral oval position detection by
satellite observations of naturally occurring VLF and
man-made HF plasma _aves
pO032 A70-29924
Quiet time_osmic ray ionization altitude dependence
over polar regions from measurements by integrating
ionization chamber on OGO-2
1o0034 A70-31902
Lyman alpha and atomic oxygen 1304 A airglow
depressions over poles from 0<30 4 satellite
observations
p(X)41 A71-11503
High latitude regions of low energy electron
precipitation from 0(30 4 satellite auroral particle
experiment
p0049 A71-30032
Suprathermal electron temperature and ion
composition as function of geomagnetic latitude in polar
ionosphere, using Explorer 31 mass spectrometer
measurements
p0049 A71-30037
High latitude sudden impuhes, calculating transverse
hydromagnelic v.a_es propagation from magnetosphere
equatorial plane
p(XI52 .X71-34777
(XiO 5 polar cu,p _,,cr_atton`' _hov, ing da?side
magncto_heath pla_nla penctratlon during magnetic
,torm
p0053 A71-43162
Plasma wave measurements during OGO-5 da_side
magnetosphere polar cusp encounters, discussing U LF
magnetic field wa',e levels and VLF electric field
amplitude ranges
p0059 A72-29380
High latitude observation of precipitating electron
spikes by polar orbiter O<30 4 satellite, noting
population dependence on local trapping limit
p00(KI A72-35591
Properties of low energy particle impacts in the polar
domain in the dawn and daysidc hours.
p0061 A72-3954 I
Precipitation of low-energy electrons at high latit udes:
Effects of interplanetary magnetic field and dipole tilt
angle.
pOlO A73-15531
OGO 5 observation of U LF geomagnetic fluctuation
at polar cusp boundaries in terms of ionospheric drift
wave and Kelvin-Helmhohz instabilities
p(X_b8 A73-24744
Distributions and characteristics of high-latitude
field-aligned electron precipitation.
pO069 A73-26988
Field-aligned currents, plasma waves, and anomalous
resistivity in the disturbed polar cusp.
pOOh9 A73-29964
Ion cyclotron waves observed in the polar cusp.
pO071 A73-33437
Dependence of the polar cusp on the north-south
component of the interplanetary magnetic field.
p0072 A73-36273
Latitude and local time dependence of precipitated
low-energy electrons at high latitudes.
p0074 A73-41914
Rate of erosion of dayside magnetic flux based on
a quantitative study of the dependence of polar cusp
latitude on the interplanetary magnetic field.
p0075 A74-14274
Plasma waves in the da2,_ide polar cusp. 2:
Magnetopause and polar magnetosheath.
p0077 A74-21680
Near-earth magnetic disturbance in total field at high
latitudes. I: Summary of data from OGO-2, 4+ and
6. 2: Interpretation of data from OGO-2. 4, and 6.
pOOg0 A74-34019
Heating of the high-latitude thermosphere during
magnetically quiet periods.
pO080 A74-34027
OGO-5 observations of the physical processes
o_¢urring in the dl_turl_d polar cusp and the
cusp-magnetosbeath interface
IB 18269-00OI p01 t 3
High latitude proton precipitation a.d light ion
densHy profiles during the magr_et!e ,tots initial
phaye
[B22333-0001 pOi t3
OGO-D atmospheric composition data for polar
thermospheric storm model
[NASA-C R- 103080] p0094 N71-20638
Disposition of scattering layers over polar-regions as
observed by 0(30-6 airglow photometer
[NASA-CR-1302711 p0101 N73-16436
POLAR S[ BSTORMS
Magnetosphere and adjacent regions magnetic
surveys by OGO I and 3 satellites, discus,sing
magnctopause, bow shock, magnetosbeath.
geomagnetic tail, ring current and polar substorms
p0055 A72-12084
Behavior of outer radiation zone and a new model
of magnetospheric substorm.
p0Ob3 A72-44850
Substorm related changes in the geomagnetic tail:
The growth phase.
p0Ob4 A 72-4,4856
Precipitation of low-energy electron_ at high latitudes:
Effects of interplanetary magnetic field and dipole tilt
angle.
p0066 A73-15531
Synoptic survey for the neutral line in the magnetotail
during the substorm expansion phase.
p0073 A73-36275
I_)I.ARIZATION _ _d, _._ KS)
Measurements of VLF polarization and v_ave normal
direction on OGO-F
[NASA-CR- 1328821 pOlO4 N74-12842
I_)L _RIZ _TION (1t _, R _('IE R I NI'I(S
Pc 1 micropulsatlon ,nurse r¢_:_on relatio_ to
pla_mapause, using amphtudc and polarization
measurements
p0043 A71-17263
I'RIMARY COSMIC RAYS
POI.ES
Geomagnetic dipole field disturbances b) trapped
particlo;, calculating self consistent equilibrium
configuration for ring current dipole moments
p00M A70-3 L905
POSITION/, LOCATIO N)
Plasmapaus¢ position measurements by ion mass
spectrometers and broadband VLF receivers on OGO
I and O<30 a and by broadband recordings at
AntarcUca
pO021 A69-25153
Magr_etic dipequator position at E layer and gradient
•_ith time and altitude, using geomagnetic field
models
p0026 A69-42428
Location and scheduling of operation of Eccentric
Geophysical Observatory /EGO/ in gegensehein
reference system
[NASA-TM-X-55032] p0082 N64-27813
POSITRONS
Low energy interplanetary positrons detection by
OGO satellites, discussing possible existence of
equilibrium charge ratio
pOOl5 A68-41427
Cosmic ray electron and positron differential energy
spectra during solar quiet times from OGO5 satellite
observations in interplanetary space
p0036 A70-38096
Interplanetary cosmic ray positrons energy spectral
component with origin different from interstellar
mesons decay
p0036 A70-38098
A double gamma-ray spectrometer to search for
positrons in space
p0110 N74-77446
POSTFIJ(;HT ANALYSIS
Datz¢ reduction and analysis report for radio
a_tror_omv experiment aboard OGO-2 _pacecraft
[NASA-CR-98669] pOO88 No9-14393
I_)I'EN rIAL FIELDS
Retarding potential anal)act errors and performance
degr,+dation due to grid plane potential depressions
pO058 A72-26411
Photoelectron flux measurements in topside
ionosphere using retarding potential analyzers
[NAS-A-TM-X-633581 p0087 N6g-35999
PO_ER EFFICIENCY
Orbiting Geoph}sicat Observatory electric power
,_bsy_,tem design innovations including power supply.
,_o!ar array output and battery charge; ,;ur_trol
pO003 A65-19528
P(Yd,, E R SPECq'R _t
Rapid magnetic field _ariations observed in
mafnetosheath evaluated in terms of transverse modes
of pla_.ma wa_¢ propagation
IJPL-TR-32-11991 pOlO9 A67-4Og04
Phdrogen and helium cosmic ray nuclei isotopic
composition measured to clarify abundance ratios
energy dependence below 75 MeV/nucl_on
pOOl5 A68..4142 I
Cosmic-ray scintillations. I: Inside the
magnetosphere.
p0066 A73-15526
Direct measurements of solar-wind fluctuations
bet'_¢¢n 0.0048 and 13.3 Hz.
p006g A73+23539
Rise time in 20-32 keV impulsive X-radiation.
130080 A74-38468
Possible noise sources in power spectra measurement
of interplanetary magnetic field
p0(O9 N73-10791
Power spectra of interplanetary magnetic field near
earth bow shock
p0099 N73-10792
PO_A ER SIPPLIES
OGO structure and systems covering thermal and
attitude controls, power plant, communications.
tracking and data handling
pO002 A65-14349
PRI'_I-_R_ COSMIC R_tYS
Primary cosmic ray charge and energy spectra for
helium through ox)gen during 1965 minimum solar
modulation effect
pO005 A66-26348
Studies of prm_ary cosmic rays with ionization
chambers. --- rigidity response of ionization chambers
_n h_gh atmo_pbere arid deep ,.pace for stud,, of rigldtt_
dependence of solar c) cle modulation oi priniar_ cosmic
ra_
pOOC6 A66-34768
Vii-31
Z
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PROGRAMMERS
Cbemical abundances and energy _mtctta of nuclei
in I_llactic radiation measured in interplanetary space
by O(30-I satellite
pO006 A66-34833
Primary cosmic ra) energy spectra and charge
composition during 1965 solar modulation minimum,
using scintillator pholomultiplier detector on 0(30 l
p0Olb A08-41431
Electron detector for OGO-E to measure flux and
energy spectrum of electrons in prlmar_ co,mic rays
[IEEE PAPER 3C-4] pOO2t) A69-19198
Cosmic ra) nuclei energ) spectra and abundances
above 20 Mev/nucleon determined by OGO-I satellite
experiment, considering He. B, C, N. O. Ne. Mg. Si,
Mn, Fe, Co and Ni
p0020 A69- 20067
Low energy multiply charged cosmlc ray nuclei
propagation and source characteristics, considering two
component model based on OGO _atetlit¢
measurements
pO020 A69-20068
Quiet tirnc primary cosmic ray electron flux and
energy spectrum from 10 to 200 Mev in interplanetar_
space observed by OGO 5 satellite
p0027 A70-12902
Solar electrons, galactic electron radiation
modulation and spectrum of high energy cosmic ray
electrons.
p@071 A73-33293
The elemental abundance ratios of interstellar
secondary and primary cosmic rays.
p0079 A74-30190
The cosmic ray electron spectrum and its modulation
from 1968 through 1972.
p0079 A 74-30204
Earth satellite experiment for measuring the charge
and energy spectra of the primary cosmic rays
[1101634-0001 p0111
Measurem¢nts of the primary cosmic ray electron
spectrum between _ McV and 20 GeV and its changes
with time
[B08373-0001 pO112
PROGRAMMERS
Programmer manual for Polar Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory
[I S-769] p0082 N64-13388
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Discu_,sion of a management program for evaluation
of aerospace sy,_tems design - Orbiting Geophysical
Obser'.'atory t,_C__,O) is used as an example
pO001 Ab3-i3537
PROPAGATION
Solar flare protons and physical processes affecting
particle propagation in interplanetary _pacc
p0098 N72-27929
PROPAGATION MODES
Magnetospheric ionization distribution determined
by ducted and nonducted whistler propagation modes
and reflection as obser.ed by OGO 1
pOOl0 A68-17728
Low energy multipl) charged cosmic ray nuclei
propagation and source characteristics, considering two
component model based on OGO satellite
measurements
pO020 A69-20068
Nonducted VLF v.alking trace whistlers and Doppler
3hilts in fixed frequency transmis_,lons identified on
0(3,0 midlatitud¢ spectrographic records
p0028 A70-15116
OGO 6 ionospheric measurement of proton whistlers
wave-normal vector, investigating propagation modes
p0056 A72-19148
Whistler mode signals observation in conjugate region
of 200 kHz broadcast station by satellite-borne narrow,
band receiver, considering field-aligned ducted and
nonducted propagation
p0059 A72-29384
PROPAGATION _, E I.O(ITY
Magnetosphere .AIf_.en velocity profile relation to
ELF chorus and hiss, indicating unstable wa',e
generation by c)clotron resonance
i_039 A70-4385 I
PROTON BI'_AN! _
Electromagnetic eml.,ions in vicinity of proton
gyrolrequenc._ from OGO 2 satetlite measurements.
noting sweep frequency, recei'.er PCM and Rayspan
special purpose data
pl_) 13 .'k68-3148 I
I'Rt) I-0% DEN_d l 'I _(0%( I- %TR _t 1'10%)
Directional dtffcren!lal ,iten_ittes of protons rejected
into outer radiation zone coincident with initial phase
of geomagnetic storm and momtored by 0(30 3
pOOl6 A68-41684
Vil-32
Don cut-off whistlers observed during V LF experiment
aboard OI30 2 and OGO 4, noting po_ible application
to relative ionospheric proton concentration
determination
pOOlg A60-140_-_ t
Directional differential energy spectra for proton
intensities in outer radiation zone near magnetic equator
from satellite observations
p0043 A71-17261
Earth corotating plasma tail e_ident.'e in plasmapause
_ariations from high resolution proton distribution data
obtained by 0(30 4 satellite during magnetic storm
p0053 A71-43166
Magnetosphcric plasma tail study, using thermal
proton density measurements from OGO 4 .
pOlOI N73-1794g
PROTON ENERGY
Proton and Hc nuclei differential energy spectra and
intensiU, variations in interplanetary space in 1-20 MeV
per nucleon energy range
p0015 A68-41420
Charged particles injection into captured radiation
zone of Van Allen belts during main phase of magnetic
storm indicated by proton data analysis
p0025 A69-37967
Low energy protons omnidirectional intensity
contours in outer radiation zone at magnehc equator
p0030 A70-23491
Directional differentia[ energy spectra for proton
intensities in outer radiation zone near magnetic equator
from satellite observations
p0043 A71-17261
Proton energy change effects on charged particles
propagating in interplanetary space, using low energy
_lar flare proton fluxes obser,'ations
p0046 A71-22801
Geomagnetic cutoffs for _o_.'fic-ra) protons far seven
energy intervals between 1.2 and 39 Mev
pOO61 A72-38728
Energetic electrons and protons observed on OGO-5,
March 6-10, 1970
IBO7587-00OI pOII I
Instrumentation and calibrations of low energy
proton and electron experiment for Orbiting
Geophysical Observatories
[NASA-CR-685581 p0084 N66-13640
Cinematographic display of observations of low
energy proton and electron ,,pectra in terrestrial
magnetosphere
[NASA-CR-9187 I1 pO0g7 N6g- !5237
PROTON FI.I'X DENSI I
Differential energy spectra of l,_'_, energy pr,_tons and
positive ions ill ca-rib _nncr fadi:ttion ;one, using
electrostatic analyzers aboard O(JO-3 satellite
pOOll A68-1777 I
Magnetosphere low energ 3, proton and electron
density spatial distributions and temporal variations
from 0(30 3 satellite observations
p0013 A68-34245
Proton and He nuclei differential energy spectra and
intensity variations in interplanetary space in 1-20 MeV
per nucleon energy range
pOOl5 A68-41420
Extraterrestrial ring current proton intensities
asymmetric increases in outer radiation belt during
magnetic storms
p0030 A70-23490
Low energy protons omnidirectional intensity
contours in outer radiation zone at magnetic equator
pO030 A70-2M91
Directed proton fluxes measurements in bow shock,
magnetosheath and solar wind by O(30 5 satellite ion
_pectrometer
pO040 A71-11491
Quiet time fluxes and differential energ3, spectra of
protons and alpha particles al 2-20 MeV measured by
cosmic ray detectors on 0(50-3
p0044 A71-18127
Proton energy change effects on charged particles
propagating in interplanetary space, using Inv, energy
:,olaf flare proton fluxes observations
pO(gl,0 .,k7 i-22801
• Lov, energy electron and proton fluxes in geomagnetic
tail of equatorial magncto,,pherc forming plasma sheet
related to auroral oval
pOO4q ,_t 71-3002q
Solar proton irltcn_it_ ,truclures m the
magnetu_pherc during interpl;tllelar_ alli_o_ ropier.
pOO_5 A73-14962
Proton scatlerlng i_ the region near the earth's bow
shock.
p0067 A73-22054
SUBJECT INDEX
Satclhle ,.tudies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15, 1968. 7: OGO-5 energetic proton
ob_r_ations. Spatial boundaries
p_72 A73-33455
Proton events observed with OGO-D and some
observed flux profiles
INASA-(-R-122360] p0097 N72-25727
PRO 10% IRRAI)I A lION
Explorer 18 satellite measurements of proton energy
_p¢ctra in region corotating with sun, noting modulation
of galactic cosmic radiation and source of continuous
particle accelerations
pO005 A66-M754
PROTO% PRECIPITATION
High latitude proton precipitation and light ion
density profiles during the magnetic storm initial
phase
1B22333-0_01 pO113
Measurements of VLF polarization and wave normal
direction on OGO-F
[NASA-CR-1328821 pOlO4 N74-12842
PROTON [*_UA'I-fE R I NG
Proton scattering in the region near the earth's bow
shock
p0067 A73-22054
PROTON-PROTON REACF1ONS
Hydrogen and helium cosmic ray nuclei isotopic
composition measured to clarify abundance ratios
energy dependence below 75 MeV/nucleon
pOOl5 A68-41421
PROTO%S
Electron and proton spectrometer detector mounted
on OGO-5, measurements cover seven differential
energy channels
p0005 A66-23690
OGO 3 observation of low energy protons and
dcctrons in earth magnetosphere• noting narrow peak
of relati.'ely high low-energy particle intensities
p0008 A67-26312
Alpha particle proton ratio of geomagnetic field from
data from charged-particle telescope on OGO 1
.a_llite
pO009 A67-37412
Energetic protons from March 24. 1966 solar flare
observed with O_O I satellite scintillation counter
pOOl0 A67-41233
Geomagnetically trapped protons and alpha particles.
analyzing OGO 4 data
p0027 A69-43184
0(30 6 ionospheric nlca_urcment of proton v.histlers
_,_*.e-normal vector, investigating propagation modes
pOO._a A72-19148
lran_port of _olar flare protons: Comparison of a
new analytic model with spacecraft mcanurements
[810763 000] p0112
Effects of energetic particles on photomuhrpiiers in
earth orbits up to 1500 km
{NASA-TM-X-63419] p0088 N6O. 18074
Plasma proton and plasma electron prototype and
flight models
[NASA-CR-1223511 p0097 N72-18715
Proton events observed with OG0-D and some
observed flux profiles
[NASA-CR-122360] p0097 N72-25727
User guide to microfilm records of data obtained in
energetic particle experiment with 0(30-5
[UCRL-5 t307] pOI02 N73-31150
PI I.SE AMPLITUDE
High latitude ionization spikes observed by POGO
spacecraft, noting frequency correlation with magnetic
disturbances and development by high energy electron
injections
pO021 A69-28950
Pit I-_ED RADIATION
Hard X-ray pulse identification with formation o[
brilliant kernel (ll-12 September 1968) flare by
comparison with optical data
p0030 A70-25746
Q
QI _.DRI PI)LES
Empirical mtxlet of global thermospheric temperature
and composition based on data from the OGO-6
quadrupole mass spectrometer.
p0076 A74-19376
t)l _,RIZ (R_tST_,I..'4
[hcrmoelect ricall) -cooled quartz crystal
microbalanc¢ -- monitor of surface contamination as
function of temperature
pOlO3 N74.- 10255
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RADAR DATA
Diurnal _ariation of the neutral thermospheric winds
determined from incoherent scatter radar data
IB 22f',01-0001 pO114
RADAR NIEASI. RE%lENT
Geomagnetic equatorial ionospheric ion temperature.
comparing incoherent scatter radar _,:_d O,.JO-D
retarding potential analyzer values
p0052 A/1-33956
RADAR SCA'ITERING
Comparison of Te and Ti from OGO-6 and from
various incoherent scatter radars.
p0067 A73-19241
Diurnal variation of the neutral thermospheric winds
determined from incoherent scatter radar data
[B22601-0_01 pO114
RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
Lyman alpha intensity and hydrogen concentration
at 5 to 19 earth radii determined from OGO 3 spacecraft
measurements
p0031 A70-2718 I
Galacticgamma ray intensity near Cygnus by OGO-5
spacecraft-borne telescope with acoustic spark chamber.
discussing source intensity
p0038 A70.4069 I
Soft solar X-ray bursts characteristics, discussing
temporal and intensity differential distributions, flux
measurements and decay time
p0048 A71-27654
Plasmaspheric hiss intensity variations during
magnetic storms.
A74-34038
RADIATION BELTS
Photoelectric optical imaging system survival in earth
radiation belt, noting noise level and total energy
absorption
p0007 A67-12055
Electron spectra, pitch angle distributions and total
ionization measured throughout radiation belts by
satellite magnetic spectrometer and integrating
ionization chamber
p0008 A67-25807
Alpha particle proton rand of geomagnetic field from
data from charged-particle telescope on OCGO 1
_atellite
p0[_9 A67-37412
Magnetosphere low energy prot(m and electron
density spaiiai di:,tributions and temporal variations
from 0(30 3 satellite observations
pO013 A68-34245
Charged particles injection into captured radiation
zone of Van Allen belts during main phase of magnettc
storm indicated by proton data analysis
p0025 A69-37967
Geomagnetically trapped protons and alpha particles,
analyzing OGO 4 data
p0027 A69-43184
• Van Allen radiation behs energetic electrons injection
and distribution due to magnetic storms, using
satellite-borne spectrometers
p0033 A70-30090
C. N and O nuclei abundances in radiation belt near
geometric equator, using data obtained by O(10-5
satellite in 1968
pO041 A71-1M75
Pitch-angle diffusion of radiation belt electrons within
the plasmasphere.
pO060 A72-35597
Energy dependent time lag in the long-term
modulation of cosmic rays.
p0067 A73-19252
Cinematographic display of observations of low
energy proton and electron spectra in terrestrial
magnetosphere
[NASA-CR-q1871] p0087 N68-15232
OGO 1 and 3 spe_;trometer and ion chamber data
on dynamic protests governing electrons In radiation
belts, and applicabilit', of diffusion theories and
magnetic field models
[NASA-CR- 1274551 pO098 N72-28802
Model of electrons artificially injected into Inner
radiation b<h h) StarfNh nuclear exploston
[NASA-TM-X-b62111 pill02 N73-20842
R %1il %TION COl NIERS
Triaxial electron _pectromctcr, mounted on (_JO-5
spacecraft, measures flux and energy distributions of
electrons, noting electron multiplier
pO005 A66-23689
inconclusiveness of satellite measorements of
micrometeoroid fluxes using piezoelectric microphone
det¢ctot_ in supporting hypothesis of cloud of dust
surrounding earth
p0006 A66-41213
Ground based riometer and satellite-borne particle
detector data on May 23 and 28. 1967 solar cosmic
ray events
pO013 A68-31924
ko,* energy interplanetary positrons detection by
OGO satellites, discussing possible existence of
equilibrium charge ratio
p0015 A68-41427
Latitude and local time dependence of precipitated
low-energy electrons at high latitudes.
p0074 A73-41914
Cosmic gamma-ray burst detected _ith an instrument
on board the 0(30-5 satellite.
p0080 A74-31942
Telemetry instruments aboard space vehicles for study
of solar ultraviolet radiation monochromator,
spectrometer, and radiation counter
[NASA-CR-64074] p0083 N65-29678
Comparison of simultaneous particle detector and
search coil magnetometer measurements of precipitating
particles and field aligned currents from OGO-D
[NASA-TM-X-662241 pOlO2 N73-21367
RADIATION DAMAGE
Photoelectric optical imaging system survial in earth
radiation belt, noting noise level and total energy
absorption
p0007 A67-12055
RADIATION DETECI'O RS
Measurement of differential energy spectra of
protons, helium nuclei and heavy nuclei by cosmic
radiation telescopes mounted on POGO and Pioneer
satellites
pO004 A66-23684
OGO cosmic ray measuring device invol,,ing charged
particle detectors to measure spectra and chemical
composition over selected energy intervals
pOOl2 Ab8-27615
Low energy electrons on day side of magnetosphere
observed with MIT electron detector on OGO 3
satellite
pOOl8 A69-14027
Solar X-ray flare temperature and emission measure
profiles using OGO 5 satellite detector, interpreting
cncrg) dispersion of peak times
pO040 A 70-45768
Measurements o[ dcct_o_ detec _n efficicncies in
_olid state detectors.
p0061 %72-39401
Recc.t studies of magneiospheric electric field
emissions above the e ectron g)rofrequency
p0067 A73-19254
RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
Center to limb ',ariation of solar hard X ray bursts,
suggesting inverse Compton effect and bremsstrahlung
from anisotropic electrons
p0023 A69-33055
Electron pitch angle distributions throughout the
magnetosphere as observed on 0(30-5.
p0068 A73-24732
A model environment for outer zone electrons
[NASA-TM-X-6998ql pOI06 N74-20503
RADIATION NIEASL REMENT
OGO-6 neutron monitor for measuring cosmic ray
neutron flux near earth, locating sensor on boom
minimize spacecraft produced neutrons
p0024 A69-36678
Hysteresis effect on cosmic ray modulation and
gradient ionization near solar minimum from
measurements made near earth '.,,ith OGO 1 and 3 ion
chambers
p0028 A70-15106
Cosmic ray knee intezpretation using polar orbiting
ionization chambers data from 0(30-2/4
p0034 A70-31903
High energy galactic gamma ra_,s search onboard
OGO.5. tabulating resul:s
p0038 A 70-40690
Cosmic ray neutron leakage flux and energ_ _p_ctrum
measurements in 0.01..10 MeV range b) OGO 6
satellite-borne neutron detector
p0054 A72-10877
Absolute cosmic ra) ionl/alion measurements in
upper and lower atmosphere
INASA-CR- 10.4(_] pt_0 Nbq-34536
Design of OGO-E cxl:erimcnt to measure energetic
X-rays, electrons, protons, and alphaparticle emissions
from solar flares
[N ASA-CR-122509] p0098 N72-28812
RADIO AURORAS
hislrumcntatzon and measurement data of OGO-F
solar cosmic ray experiment
[NASA-CR- 1301551 pOlOI N73-16795
RADIAllON MEASI RING INSTRUMENTS
Integrating type ionization chamber applied to
measurements of radiation In space
INASA-C R-9006OI p0087 N68-10422
Instrumentation and measurement data of OGO-F
solar cosmic ray e,_pcrimcnt
[NASA-CR-1301551 pOlOI N73-16795
RA DIAlrIO N PRES_,I RE
New interpretations of extraterrestrial Lyman-alpha
obs¢_'ations.
p0065 A73-12323
RADIATION SOl. R( ES
Low energy muhiply charged cosmic ray nuclei
propagation and source characteristics, considering two
componcnt model based on OGO satellite
measurements
p0020 A69- 21_68
Galactic gamma ray intensity near Cygnus by OIOO-5
spacl_craft-borne telescope with acoustic spark chaml_r,
discu__.smg source intensity
11_}38 A 70-4069 I
Extraterrestrial hydrogen Lyman alpha emission
source, investigating interstellar wind with 0(30 5
satellite
p0047 A71-24438
Lyman alpha sky background measurements by OGO
5 satellite, discussing absolute emission rate, spatial
variations and origin
p0047 A71-24439
RADIAIlON SPE('ERA
Dynamic spcctra of type 3 solar bursts from OG0-3
antenna/radiometer obser,'ations
p0034 A70-34835
Lon E term variations of cosmic ray electron spectcum
above 500 MeV from balloon and satellite obscr-, ations.
noting reduction during Forbush decreases
p0037 A70-38105
Cosmic ,a) electron search and study, comparing near
earth to interstellar spectrum
pO060 A72-33869
RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION
Radiative recombination of atomic oxygen ions in
nighttime F region UV radiation detected by
polar_rbiting OGO 4 satellite
p0023 A69-34957
U V nxygen mgiltglo_, observation by OGO-4.
examinir_g .m-ion neutralizahon and radiative
rc_z_bir, a_r_ production mechanisms
p0037 A 70-39344
R %111o _t54"IRONOMY
Oi_,iting Ge,;physlcal Ob_t_,ator) (0(30) fl_r cosmic
ray, radio astronomy and Gegenschein experiments
including satellite description and orbit data
p0003 A65-22431
0(30 radio astronomy instrument for cosmic noise
sky brightness distribution mapping by electrically short
antenna ionospheric focusing
p0048 A71-26144
Elcliographic longitude distribution of the flares
associated w_th type 3 bursts observed at kilometric
v,a_ elengths
p0076 A74-14811
University of Michigan radio astronomy experiment
to aboard the C'K30-5 spacecraft
[Bi47184)00] pO112
IX-sign considerations and performance
characteristics for radio astronomy instrumentation
,,)stem aboard OGO-5 spacecraft
[NASA-CR-98670] p0088 N69-14392
Data reduction and analysis report for radio
astro¢_om) experiment aboard 0(}0-2 spacecraft
[NAS %-CR-986691 p0088 N69-14393
l_ov, frequency space radio astronomy
lNASA-TM-X-639761 p0093 N70-33175
ln..trumentation for radio astronom) measurements
aboard the O(30-I and OGO-3 spacecraft. Part 2:
Techmcal
[NASA-CR-139257] pOI08 N74-74631
|nitial results from radio astronomy-experiment no.
IlL OG0-3
It M R %O-67-ql pollY') N 74-74660
Data userN notes: OGO-3 experiment no. 18 low
frequent? radio astronomy, appendices ,,%and B
IN "iS %-( R 14(Is261 p010q N74-76907
R%I)IO %( Rlit',%_,
Ihe global di>tribution of nalural and man-made
mnospberic electric fields at 200 kHz and 540 kHz as
obser*cd by OGO-6.
p0080 A 74-34020
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RADIO BEACONS
RADIO BEACONS
Evaluation of radio beacon data from satellite
obser'_ation of earth exosphere - data scaling
techniques
[NASA-CR-68307] p0084 N66-12993
RADIO BURSTS
Solar flare X ra) bursts detected by OGO spacecraft
correlated with radio em*ssion and solar flare electron
and proton events
pOOl I A68-22450
RADIO COMMUNIC S.TION
The feasibility of a sub-LF satellite-to-submarine
communication downlink VLF noise levels in the
ionosphere
[AD-769139] pot04 N74-15857
RADIO ECHOES
Ambient electron energy spectrum secondary peak
determined from unducted magnetosphcrically reflected
whistler mode radiation measurements
pool5 A68-3M28
RADIO EMISSION
Solar flare X ray and radio wave emission
measurement by OGO-4 and Solrad-9 satellites
p0042 A7I- 14046
Solar flare model, computing thermal X ray
emission
p0046 A71-20945
Studying whistlers and audio frequency emissions
v,ith receiving system on POGO satellite in conjunction
with ground based observing stations
[NASA-CR-97605] p0088 N69-17928
RADIO FREQUENCIES
Nonductcd _,ery low frequency propagation in
magnetosphere from broadband V LF receivers on OGO
2 and OGO 4 polar satellites
[NASA-CR- 107614] po091 N70-15525
Analysis of data on Type 3 bursts measured by 0(50°5
satellite
[NASA-CR- 122393l p0097 N72-23118
Neutral and ion mass spectrometer experiment
S5015
[NASA-CR-_3] pOliO N74-77537
RADIO FREQUENC_ INTERFERENCE
Reducing radio- frequency-interference from
spacecrafts in the frequency range from 20Hz to 200
KHz
iB_69-000] p011 l
RADIO OBSERVATION
Jicamarca radh, i_b_x:r, ations of temperature and
electron density profiles, films of Spread b structure.
and ntghtgio_, emission intensities
[NASA-CR-121984] p0096 N71-35437
RADIO SIGNALS
The global distribution of natural and man-made
ionospheric electric fields at 200 kHz and 540 kHz as
observed by 0(3006.
100080 A74-34020
Observations of whistler mode signal propagation by
OGO satellites from '.cry low frequency ground station
transmitters
[NASA-CR-84869] p0085 N67-3083 I
RADIO SPECTRA
Power-law wavenumber spectrum deduced from
ionospheric scintillation observations.
p0062 A72-42416
RADIO TRANSMISSION
Whistler mode signals observation in conjugate region
of 200 kHz broadcast station by satellite-borne narrow
band receiver, considering field-aligned ducted and
nonducted propagation
p0059 A72-29384
A correlated stud_ of ELF waves and electron
precipitation on 0(3006.
p0077 A74-24766
The origin and propagation of chorus in the outer
magnetosphere.
pO078 A74-24767
Observations of v. histier mode slgual propagation by
0(30 satellites from _er) low frequency ground station
transmitters
[NASA-CR-84869] 130085 N67-30831
Digital data processing system for very tow frequency
radio noise and propagation cxpertmem aboard
OG001
[NASA-CR-88filg] pO(_b N67- t7021
R *,Did TRAN%M I ITERS
Observations of v.hi,tier mode signal propagation by
OGO satellites from _er'. low frequency ground station
transmitters
[NASA-CR-84869] p(]085 N67-30831
V!I-34
RADIO WAVES
Radio propagation experiment using transmitted
VHF waves from OGO-I to deduce electron density
in ionosphere and magnetosphere
p0004 A66-10892
Solar flare X ray and radio wave emission
measurement by 0(30-4 and Soirad-9 satellites
p0042 A7 I- 14046
RAI)IOMETERS
Operational performance of radiometer antenna on
OG00A
[NASA-CR- 103321] p0090 N69-31345
RANGE I EXTREMES)
Nonthermal electron spectra hardness limit'during
flash phase of solar flares from 0(3005 ob_rvation
p0055 A72-1456 I
Quiet-time solar neutron flux upper limit from
OG006 neutron detector, ¢',aluating solar cosmic ray
acceleration, nuclear reaction and energy region
p0074 A73-41498
RAY TRACING
Whistler propagation in magnetospheric ducts studies
based on ray tracings verified by ground and satellite
observations
p0087 N68-1798 I
REACTION KINETICS
Oxygen atom recombination reactions with solid
surfaces for mass spectrometer atomic oxygen
composition correction in uplxr atmosphere
INASA-CR- 106805] p0091 N70-11727
REAL TIME OPERATION
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory programming
system consisting of real time quick-look monitor and
data processors
[AIAA PAPER 64 218] pO002 A64-24447
RECEIVERS
Nonducted very low frequency propagation in
magnetosphere from broadband V LF receivers on OGO
2 and OGO 4 polar satellites
[NASA-CR-107614] p0091 N70-15525
RECOMBINATION REACIIONS
Tropical UV nightglow measurement by den-4
spectrometer, considering ionospheric recombination
excitation mechanism
p0037 A70-39338
RED _RCN
Subauroral red arcs phenomenon hypothcs_s based
on associated ionospheric plasma properties
measurements
p0OA5 ATI- 19663
Hydrogen ion concentration measurements by O()O
5 in plasmasphere during intense magnetic storms
accompanied by stable auroral red arcs
pOO_7 A71-24787
Stable aurora[ red arcs on 29 September 1967. 31
October and I November 1968. comparing OGO 2 and
OGO 4 VLF data on plasmapause crossings
p0050 A71-31757
Plasmaspheric ambient hydrogen and helium atomic
cations density measurement by OGO 5 ion mass
spectrometer during magnetic storm, noting
relationship to auroral red arcs
p0053 A71-39833
Midlatitud¢ red arc obscr_ati.ms by satellite and
ground station, suggesting thermal conduction theory
of formation from ionospheric electron and ion
temperatures and densities
pod61 A72-35989
Observations of the conjugate SAR arks of September
28-30. 1967. -- subauroral red arcs
p0080 A 74-34042
Is the red arc a good indicator of
ion osphere-magnctosphere conditions
[B22605-000] pot 14
Enhancements of red arc during maximum solar
activity
p0097 N72-23334
REFFRENCE ATNIOSPIIERES
Parametric description of thermospheric ion
composition results
• p0067 A73-19255
REFFREN(E SYSTEMS
Location and scheduling of operation of Eccentric
Geoph',sical Ob_,er_atory :'EGO/ in __.cgensch¢in
reference s_ stem
IN ASA-TM-X-550321 p0O_2 N64-2?X I _
RELATIVISTIC PARrI( I.ES
Relativistic electrons a_s,,;ciated with solar particle
events, measuring occurrence frequency, electron
propagation and diffusion anisotropy.
p0048 ATI- 29057
SUBJECT INDEX
tclati_)stic electron precipitation during magnetic
_tamts. tihowing cyclotron resonances with
dattt, olalV_:ttc ion cyclotron v.aves
p0051 A71-33948
_clatr_ t_tiC electrons in space
lit _,3262-000 ] pO 112
Relau_kstic electron events in interplanetary space
[IHT665-OODI p0113
Electromagnetic hiss and relativistic electron losses
hi the mnce zone
_g._61 3_OI p01 ;4
REMOTE .%lESSORS
Flight calibration device for absolute measurements
at photometer at Lyman alpha wavelength on OG006
a_ otb,_:r satellites
|.kD-726SO7] p0096 N71-36136
RFSI)N _NT FREQUENCIES
Continuous and triggered audio frequency noise
hmdi assOCiated wdh ionosph¢ric lower hybrid
=v,.onance: frequency observed on OGO 2
pOOl8 A69-16257
R,mbooant compression waves in geomagnetic tail
c_auted for frequency and spatial distribution by
layered two dimensional model
pod28 A70-15127
WI..F noise phenomena observed with satellite electric
antennas compared with lower hybrid resonance
ftt-qa¢_,_ of ionospheric medium in vicinity
p0029 A70-18534
RE_'SONA N,T VIBRATION
Resonant oscillations of geomagnetic field in
rn_r_tosphere caused by solar wind
I_.ASA-] M-X-656441 p0Oq6 N71-32519
RING Ct RRENTS
Cha._cd particles of extraterrestrial ring current
due;rig geomagnetic storms, with 0(30 3 measurements
of proton and ©lectton differential energy sixctra
p0009 A67-37401
Extraterrestrial ring current proton intensities
a_ymmetric increases in outer radiation belt during
magnet_ storms
p0030 A70-23490
Geomagnetic dipole field disturbances by trapped
partic..h_ calculating self consistent equilibrium
configuration for ring current dipole moments
p0034 A70-31905
Plasma *heet proton ring current, trapping boundary
and plasmapause mterrelation_ near m:tgnetlC equator
zad !'.._.:z! midnight by _atclliteborne analyzer array
p0047 A71-247gl
i K;O.2 rubidium vapor magnetometer measurements
:.t_mpari_on with surface magnetic ob_r_atory data
duzing geomagnetic _torms. considering a_)mmetric
ring currtmt
po051 A71-33946
Magnetosphere and adjacent regions magnetic
sur, eys by 0(30 I and 3 satellites, discussing
magnelopaus¢, bow shock, magnetosheath,
geomagr_tic tail. ring current and polar substorms
p0055 A72-12084
Magretic field strength change in equatorial
plasma_aere, considering quiet ring current as
equatorial sheet current extension of neutral sheet
current ia magnetospheric tail
p0OM A73- 11732
Asymmetry of the ring current
[B 1837_O01 poll3
Near _w of the ring current
In 1990641001 p0113
OG00B and OG00E measurements on
magneto.,_heric field magnitudes and disturbances
caused _ ring currents
p0095 N71-25271
RIONIETERS
Groomt based riometer and satellite-borne particle
detector data on May 23 and 28. 1967 solar cosmic
ra) cvem._
p0013 A68-31924
Satel_.e_ charged particle observations and polar cap
riomet_ ._bsorption measurements during _olar cosmic
ra) evem*, noting electron and proton contributions
p0059 A72-31965
RO( KFI %OtNDING
F lectT,On measurements near weak aurora during
r_.ckel fhgflt
p000g A67-33595
ROCKET.-W)RNE INSTRUMENTS
Ultra_i_¢t solar r_diation research instruments for
space veh_lcs
[AFCRI.-64-773] po083 N65-14504
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ROT-_,TING PI.ASMAS
_tth ¢orotatin$ plasnm tml cvidcnce in plasmapause
variations from high resolution proton diqxtti_alion data
obtained by OGO 4 satelldc during magnetic storm
130053 A71-43166
ROTATION
Magnetopaus¢ rotational forms
1B22604-OO01 pOI I4
RUBIDIUM
Rubidium vapor magnetometer used for near earth
orbiting spacecraft, instrumentation and in-flight
performance
p0008 A67-36513
OGO-2 rubidium _, apor magnetometer measurements
comparison with surface magnetic observatory data
during geomagnetic storms, considering asymmetric
ring current
pOOSI A71-33946
S
SATELLITE ANTENN _S
OGO-6 electric and electromagnetic fields
measurement for ionosphere using dipole antenna,
emphasizing broadband observation covering whistler
mode waves
p0024 A69-36677
Complex impedance measurements for monopole
antenna for electron densities in/out of OGO satellite
wake in upper ionosphere
I)0035 A70-35771
Electron depletion in the wake of ionospheric
spacecraft: A comparison between results from
Langmuir probes and antennas.
p0072 A73-34783
Evaluation of radio beacon data from satellite
observation of earth exosphere - data scaling
techniques
[NASA-CR-68307] p0084 N66-12g)93
Operational performance of radiometer antenna on
OGO-A
[NASA-CR-1033211 pO090 N69-3 IM5
SATELLITE A'rI'ITL DE CONTROl.
t.M:sign of a simple attitude positioning control system
for an orbiting geophy_mat observatory
130002 A64-10864
Single axis test program attd simuta.or for vehicle
dynamics in free space to test attitude control %.,stem
of Orbmng Geopil.'.Mcal Obserx atory _,t)GOt
pooP2 A64-27303
OGO structure and systems co_,ering thermal and
attitude controls, po_,er plant, communications.
tracking and data handling
pO002 A65-14349
High-altitude or small-earth limitations for advanced
horizon sensor of Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
lOGO-A/
[NASA-CR-83567] p0085 N67-22257
VLF experiments flo,.,,n on OGO 1 (AI7) and O430
3' (BI7) including orbits and attitudes of both
satellites
[NASA-CR-1107161 p0093 N70-33156
OGO-C orientation study
[REPT-9I pOI09 N74-7466 I
SATELLITE DLSIGN
Orbiting geoph)sical observatories
pO001 A63-10333
Earth-sun relationship data obtained by Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory experiments concerning the
atmosphere of the earth, the magnetosphere, and
cislunar space
p0001 A63-21527
Magnetic design of OGO and Pioneer solar probe
including data on instrumentation, mechanical
equipment, permanent magnets, test methods, etc
pO004 A66-15919
OGO for conducting dbersified measurements to
...tud_, earth atmosphere, earth-sun relationship, etc,
p0024 Ab_-3t, h74
OGO.6 design, re.arch program, orbits and
instrumentation, empha,=zing relationship bet'_,een
particle acti_,ity, aurora and airglow,, geomagnetic field.
atmosphericx and solar energy interrelations
p0026 A69-43132
'_x[EI I.ITF DR _(;
_ea_onal density _,ari_tions m thermosphere and
exosphere, obtaining model from Explorers 19 and 39
drag measurements for comparison v.ith OGO-6 mass
spectroscopy
pO051 A71-33802
.I
SATELLITE INSTRI_'NIE NTN
Description of instrumentation on the Orbiting
C__..ophysical Observatory (OGO)
pO001 A63-13629
Cosmic ra)experiments for Explorer 12 and the
Orbiting Geophysical Observator_ using GeigerMuller
counters, and scintillation counter telescopes
p0OOl A63-20022
Pov. er requirements for satellites or spacecraft
carrying communications or data-processing
equipment
pOOP2 A64- I 1240
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory IOGOI for cosmic
ray. radio astronomy and Gegensehein experiments
• including satellite description and orbit data '
pO003 A65-22431
NASA electrostatic solar plasma instruments for
Orbiting Geophysical Observator) and Interplanetary
Monitoring Platform measuring flux energ', spectrum
etc.
pO003 A65-29239
Differential response curves and mean rigidity of
response of ion chambers aboard balloons and satellites
in flee space during long-term cosmicray variation from
1960 to 1965
p0003 A65-33664
Velocities of dust particles in cislunar space
p0004 A66-15266
Magnetic design of OGO and Pioneer solar probe
including data on instrumentation, mechanical
equipment, permanent magnets, test methods, etc
pO004 A66-15919
Magnctopause location, boundary, positions and
magnetic noise spectral data obtained with triaxial
search coil magnetometer aboard OGO I satellite
00O04 A66-23148
Airglow lines measured through photometers on
OGO-2 satellite, noting nadir and zenizh airglow,
pOOP7 A67-23278
Nuclear abundances of galactic and solar cosmic rays.
discussing detector electronics s)stem for measurement
of particle energy spectrum
pOP08 A67-25852
Alpha particle proton ratio of geomagnetic field from
data from charged-particle telescope on 0(30 I
satellite
p0(_9 A67-37412
_dar flare energetic X-ray e_ents detected by onboard
_atellite ionization chamoers. _tud_ing relationship to
radio burst and space particle emission
pC/2"_39 '_67-41232
OGO-6 design, rcsearch program. _rhits and
instrumentauon, emphasizing r_lnt.,n_hip bet_,een
parttcie deficit), atirora and lir_li_'_, geoma_net C [ e d.
atmospherics and solar energy mtcHclations
p0026 A69-43132
In-flight radiometric calibration of low brightness
O(30 4 airglow, photometer
p0029 A70-15645
Instrumentation for the Stanford
University/Stanford Research Institute VLF
experiment In-17) on the OGO-3 satellite
[B01265-OOO1 p011 I
Instrument report for design of the gas-surface energy
transfer experiments for OGO-F
[B20953-0OO1 p0113
High-altitude or small-earth limitations for advanced
horizon sensor of Orbiting Geophysical Obser',atory
toGO-A/
INASA-CR-83567] p0085 N67-22257
Data reduction methods for OGO airglow
photometer measurements
[NASA-TM-X-557941 pO085 N67-27576
Laboratory tests on interference sensitivity of polar
OGO airglo_ photometer
[NASA-TM-X-55791] pOOg5 N67-27578
Magnetic Hall probe de'.eloped for use in
_pectrometer s_stem aboard OGO-E satellite
[UCR L- 14650-T] pop86 N67-30930
Instrument report for Lyman-alpha experiment
lOGO-F-12)
pOlO8 N74-74625
A light ion mass spectrometer experiment for
• (_30-E
[NASA-CR- 1222911 pOliO N74-76914
N VI El LITE OBSERV _t [ION
Orbiting gcoph? _ical ohser_ atorie_
p(IOO I :k63 10333
Earth-sun rclahondHp data obtamed b) Orbiting
(.;euph_,sical Obser_ator) experiments concermng the
atmosphere of the earth, the magnetosphere, and
cislunar space
pOOOI A63-21527
SA'iT_LLITE OBSERVATION
NASA electrostatic solar plasma instruments for
Orbiti_ Gcoph)sical Observatory. and Interplanetary
Monitoring Platform measuring flux, energy spectrum,
¢t¢.
pO003 A65-29239
OGO- I first results on mass spectrometry
measurements of thermal positwe ion composition at
high altitudes
pOCO4 A66-1478 I
Magnetopause location, boundary positions and
magnettc noise spectral data obtained with triaxial
search c-oil magnetometer aboard OGO I satellite
pO004 A66-23148
Electron energy spectra analyzed in earth
magnetosphere using OGO 3. noting relation to radial
distance
pO007 A67-19926
Geomagnetic field values obtained from OGO-2
satellite-mounted rubidium vapor magnetometer
pop07 A67-23244
Airgkw, lines measured through photometers on
OGO-2 satellite, noting nadir and zenith airglow
pop07 A67-23278
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory satellite/OGO 3/
photometric measurements, establishing daytime sky
brighm_ess upper limit
pOOl0 A68-12548
Satd_izc observation of natural VLE phenomena in
ionosl_ere and magnetosphere stressing radio noise
freq uetncv-time characteristics
130010 A68-14098
Magc.etospheric ionization distribution determined
by ducted and nonducted whistler propagation modes
and refection as observed by OGO 1
pO010 A68-17728
IMP-2 and O(30-I investigations of bow shock large
_alc r.;_tions during magnetic storms result from
magnc_-osphere-magnetosheath _:omprcssion by solar
_ind d_namic pressure
p0OI I A6g-17768
Plaamasphere beha_,ior during solar flare events
compared with satellite data from storm-time and
plasma.pause
pOOl I A68.19744
Solar flare X ray bursts detected by OGO spacecraft
correlated "*ith radio emission and solar flare electron
and proton events
pfiOI I A68-22450
Low energy eiectron _pazlal dir;I rihution m
m_:gr_cto-_phere obtained _,dh OGO I and 3 indicate
'._cr energies and higher densities occur during
ge,.n_.,¢,;ctic disturbances
poOl2 A68-28348
Zodt_c:ll du_t particle flux iltcu_rc_e_ _ from tX;O
3 and Mariner 4 spacecraft in cislunar and interplanetary
space
poOl3 Abg-29457
Electromagnetic emissions in vicinity of proton
gyrofrequency from OGO 2 satellite measurements.
noting sv.eep frequency receiver PCM and Rayspan
special purpose data
pOOl3 A68-3148 I
Ground based riometer and satellite-borne particle
detector data on May 23 and 28. 196"_ solar cosmic
ray events
p0Ol3 A68-31924
Magnetosphere low energy proton and electron
density spatial distributions and temporal variations
from OGO 3 satellite observations
130013 A68-34245
Response of ionospheric and exospheric electron
content* to partial solar eclipse, using OGO I satellite
pO015 A68-38439
Lo_, energy cosmic ray nuclei propagating in
mterstetlar space anal)zed by telescope onboard 0(30
I
pOOl6 A68-41434
Directional differential intensities of protons injected
into outer radiation zone coincident with initial phase
of geomagnetic storm and monitored by OGO 3
pont6 A68-41684
Electron injection and diffusion inlo electron inner
radiation t_it after solar flare, measurmg electron fluxcs
by OGO 3 spectrometer
pOOl7 A68-41697
Geomagnetic field minimum in southern Brazd,
conlparing satellites data maps
p0OI7 .Xt,8-42083
Magnetic field data from O(JO-2 spacecraft and
_ufface magnetic observatories, noting magnetic storm
occurrence and magnetosphere inflation and detection
of polar ionospheric currents
130018 A69-11125
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_A I'ELLITE OBSERVATION
Sudden magnetic field increase associated with July
8. 1966 sudden commencement observed by OGO 3
satellite in magnetotail
p00111 A69-11226
Low ¢nerg) electrons on da) side of magnetosphere
observed with MIT electron detector on OGO 3
satellite
p0018 A69- ]4027
Continuous and triggered audio frequency noise
bands associated "*ith ionospheric lower hybrid
resonance frequent) observed on OGO 2
pO018 A69-16257
Low energy electrons in magnetosphere from OGO- I
and OGO-3 observations, discussing plasma sheet.
magnetic bay aeti'.ity, electron pressure, temperature
and density gradient
pOOl9 A69-19373
Spectral intensity of high energy solar X rays observed
during July 7. 19¢'.6 polar event with satellite OGO 3.
suggesting nonthermal bremsstrahlung origin
pod20 A69-23753
High latitude ionization spikes observed by POGO
spacecraft, noting frequency correlation v,ith magnetic
disturbances and development by high energy electron
injections
pO021 A69-28950
UV OGO observations of atomic hydrogen and
oxygen in airglow, comparing results to exospheric
models of hydrogen geocorona
p0023 A69-31400
OGO 5 satellite measurements of intensity and width
of Lyman alpha line scattered by hydrogen geocorona
p0023 A69-31412
Solar protons nonuniformity over polar caps
observed by OGO 2 ionization chamber during 24
March 1966 solar proton events
pOO23 A69-31967
Banded chorus. VLF discrete emissions in
magnetosphere in single variable frequency band with
frequency depending on equatorial electron
gyrofrequ©ncy
pO023 A69-31981
Ozone vertical distribution in upper stratosphere
dct©rmined from OGO 4 observations, describing
calibration of satellite data and onboard
instrumentation
p0023 A69-32645
Collision free earth shock wave gross and fine
structure deduced from OGO 5 plasma diagnosucs
[AIAA PAPER 69-b761 00023 A69-33452
Ion depletion in high latitude exosphere, considering
OGO 2 simultaneous observations of positive ion
concentration. VLF s_gnal propagatio, and whistler:.
pO023 A69-34939
OGO for conducting diversified measurements to
study earth atmosphere, earth-sun relationship, etc.
p0024 A69-36674
OGOtriaxial search coil magnetometer for measuring
earth magnetic fluctuations, discussing design rationale
and observation results
p0024 A69-36675
Solid state detector for electron spatial distribution
measurements on 0(30-6 satellite, discussing design
emphasizing reliability
p0024 A69-36676
0(30 5 ion spectrometer for measuring oxygen. He
and hydrogen ion concentration, noting functions as
energetic particle analyzer and proton energy
distribution measurement capability
p0024 A69-36679
Satellite obsar_ ations of solar proton events with halo
structure or energetic storm proton event and SSC.
noting similarity in origin
p0025 A69-37555
VLF and LF emission characteristic features and
origin mechanism in auroral regions of ionosphere.
discussing satellite observation of noise spectrum in
space
190025 A69-38495
Drift shell _phtting in nondipolar distorted
magnetosphere tested v.lih data from electron
spectrometer on ATS I and OGO 3 satellites
p0026 A69-40508
Solar X ray detector aboard 0(30 5 _ate[htc observing
tyro components _n energetic .olaf X ra_ hursls.
._ttributing impul,_e component to brems,trahlung
p0026 Ah9-40775
Fluctuating ¢1¢¢tr_ fields relations to MHD bow
shock structure, using LF fluxgate magnetometer
aboard OGO 5
pOO26 A69-42693
V!i-36
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OGO-6 design, research program, orbits and
instrumentation, emphasizing relationship between
particle artistry, aurora and airglow, geomagnetic field.
atmospherics and solar energy interntlations
p0026 &69-43132
Electron intensities and substorm drift effects in outer
radiation belt using two satellite technique
130026 A69-43172
Geomagnetically trapped protons and alpha particles.
analyzing O430 4 data
p0027 A69-43184
Solar X ray flux measurements from 0(30 4.
comparing peak fluxes before, during and after flares
with IQSY data
p0027 A6_'-43611
Micrometeoroid experiments on OGO 2 and OGO
4 satellites, measuring velocity, masses and particle
orbits in earth dust cloud
p0027 A70-10444
Quiet time primary cosmic ray electron flux and
energy spectrum from I0 to 200 Mev in interplanetary
space observed by OGO 5 satellite
p0027 A70- I.-X_02
Interplanetary magnetic field measurements from
Mariner and 0(30 satellites at various paths, regions
and intervals, finding dominant polarity effect
dependent on sun latitude
p0027 A70-13980
Magnetospheric observations of whistler mode
emissions by OGO I satellite over VLF and LF
ranges
p0028 A70-15117
Solar Lyman-alpha radiation observed b) OGO 4
spacecraft showing short term fluctuations
superimposed with monthly variation
p0028 A70-15128
Satellite mtiltispectral photometry data in airglow
bands correlated with cloud characteristics and surface
albedo variations
p0028 A70-15522
Low altitude eleemc and magnetic measurements of
plasma waves in space from OV3-3. Pioneer 8 and OGO
5 satellite observations
p0029 A70-17376
Magnetic activity effect on magnetospberic
plasmapause position, measuring ion concentrations as
function of local time from OGO 5 observations
p0029 A70-18530
Satellite ob-.crvadon_ of equatorial erosion and
dclocusmg of VLF waves propagating at ]o_ magnetic
latttudes
p0029 AT0-18532
VLF :.disc phcr_L_rue_a oh_r_cd v.ith _atcilite electric
dipole antennas compared wtth lower h)brid rcsonam:e
frequency of ionospheric medium in vicinity
p0029 A70-18534
Plasmapaus¢ observations by ion spectrometer
aboard OGO-5 vehicle for early orbits, obtaining O.
He and H ion concentration profiles for geomagnetic
parameter
p0029 A70-18546
Harmonic ion cyclotron resonances associated with
proton _,histlers observed from 0(30-4 satellite VLF
recordings
pO030 A70-19630
Magnetic equator ELF noi_ examined with OGO
3 magnetometer, indicating unique signals in
plasmasphere
pO030 A70-21380
Auroral arcs far UV observations by OGO 4.
discussing luminosit:, morphology, position, etc.
p0030 A70-23493
Lyman alpha intensity and hydrogen concentration
at 5 to 19 earth radii determined from O(30 3 spacecraft
measurements
pOO3t A70-2718 I
Broadband and hlghpass LF noise in distant
magnetosphere detected by VLF/LF experiment on
OGO I satellite
pO031 A70-27183
Lunar limb shock wa.:e observed by Explorer 35
satellite defined with respect to _oiar v. ind flu'*
direction, discussing forn-ation nlcchani-.m
p(g)31 A70-27594
Polar ionosphere aurolal o_al position detection b)
_atcllite obser'.ations of raturally ,_ccurrirlg VLF and
man-made Ill plasma v._xes
p0_)32 A 70-29924
Plasmapause ponltlon and denhtty ptoltle from ion
concenlration measuremenls b_. OG0-5. determining
reactien to magnetic variations
p0032 A70-30074
SUBJECT I.VDEX
Geomagnetic field distortion in high beta
magnett, spheric regions from 0(30 observations for
quiet _ slightly disturbed conditions
pO032 A70-30076
Van A1t_ radiation belts energetic ©leerrons injection
and d_.qribution due to magnetic storms, using
sateHite-_rne sleet rometers
pOO33 A70-30090
Quiet l:nie cosmic ray ionization altitude dependence
over p,_gat_ regions from measurements by integrating
ionization chamber on OG0-2
pO034 A70-31902
Cosmsc ray knee interpretation using polar orbiting
ionizat_t._n chambers data from OG0-2/4
pO034 A70-31903
Dynama_c spectra of type 3 solar bursts from OGO-3
antenna _rndiometer observations
p0034 A70-34835
OGO--I observations of hydrogen Lyman-alpha
airglow _urrounding earth, measuring dependence on
solar z_._b angle
p_135 A70-35764
OGO 5 observations of quasi-trapped
electromatgnetic waves in solar wind at 70 kHz
pO035 A 70-36005
Plas,ta._phere bulge region morphology from
hydrogen ion concentration measurement by mass
spectrow_e_er on OGO 5 satellite
p0035 A70-36OI4
Magn,=tospheric thermal plasma electron density
measurmm_nt during solar flare by OG0-5 satellite
pO036 A70-37513
Electron iutensity long term variations above 500
MeV bs 0(30-5 satellite-borne cosmic ray electron
detector, supporting diffusion-convection theory of
solar m_%'_ala t ion
p0036 A70-37522
Sim_:..=_icous hydrogen ion compositi_m
measurc_u.-nts by upper ionospheric polar orbittng
OGO 4 ._r_d eccentric orbiting magnetospheric OGO 3
at midFat_:_rude
p0037 A70-38377
Cosm_- ray albedo neutron flux latflude and altitude
depentk..x_:c, using OG0-6 polar orbiting satellite
p0037 A70-39326
Tropical UV nightglow measurement by Ogo-4
speetro_r_ter, considering ionospheric recombination
e_clt_t_. _ mechanism
p0037 A70-39338
High _uc_gy galactic gamma rays search onboard
OGO-5..i_uiating results
p0038 A70-406%
Gaia_.*_ L.anlma ra) ia_en ;fly near Cygnus by OGO-5
_p._.:ccr:._f _or_e!elescope v, itn ac!_tl_tic_;ptlrk chamP_r.
diseussF_tf source intensity
p0038 A70-40691
!ono_¢'treric ion temperature measurements by
retardir.g ootential analyzer on OGO-6 satellite
pOO39 A70-43840
Direc-_c£1 proton fluxes measurements in bow shock.
magnet,._.heath and solar wind by OGO 5 satellite ion
speet ror_"_ter
pod40 A71-11491
Whistler ducts as enhanced ionization from OGO 3
satellite observations near magnetic equator, noting
magnet_'_pberie ionization hydrostatic model and
predicre,5 cut-off
pod41 A71-11499
Mag_-'.:_ospheric VLF electric field emissions above
eleclron _3clotron frequency from OGO 5 observation
at magr_i_: equator
pO041 ATlo11500
L._ma: alpha and atomic oxygen 1304 A airglow
depress_s over poles from OGO 4 satellite
p0041 ATI-11503
C. N _nd O nuclei abundances in radiation belt near
geometric equator, usmg data obtained by OGO-5
_atellile ir_ 1968
pO041 A71-13.175
P_cog_am dust particle flux measurements in
_elen,_. _r_lric. cislunar and iuterplanetar_, space by
Marine- 4.0(30 3 and Explorer 35
p0041 A71-14014
L__m.ert alpha radiation scattering observation by
..alct}i_ "_. obtaining geocoronal atomic h_,drogen
di>trlb:.:soll ill thermosphere and e_t_..phere
p_L_42 _.71-14028
kVht _:_r-mode wa',cs .'ircular polarizatton
measuPe.s'_nt by 0_0 6 satellite, noting application
to hiss. dsorus and ion density ntud_¢n
p0042 A71-14538
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Magnctopau_ _ro_in8 observation of ATS 5 satellite
during magnetic storm
1101143 A7 I-172.58
Magnctospheric sudden impulses amplitude and rise
t=me distributions obser',ation b s OGO 3 and 5
satellites
p0043 A71-17686
Early tyf_ stars radiant flux obser',ation from OGO
6 satellite
p0044 A71-17975
Quiet time fluxes and differential energy spectra of
protons and alpha parlicles at 2-20 MeV measured by
cosmic ray detectors on 0(30-3
p0044 A71-18127
Upstream discrete ,a,av¢ packets propagation
interplanetary medium from OGO 5 observation
pO045 A71-19656
Solar optical flares as,_iation with type 3 bursts from
0(30-3 observations, suggesting temporary creation or
enhancement of electron stream propagation by
filament or sunspot structure change
p0045 A71-19724
Solar geomagnetic _asonal ionization control of
upper ionosphere longitudinal composition variations
from polar satellite observations
pO047 A71-24555
Plasma sheet proton ring current, trapping boundary
and plasmapause interrelations near magnetic equator
and local midnight by satelliteborne analyzer array
p0047 A71-24781
Band limited micropulsations observed in space
during magnctospheric substorm by fluxgat¢
magnetometer on OGO 5
p0048 A71-27913
OGO 4 satellite micrometeoroid flux detection.
emphasizing nolo: control procedures for data
correlation
• p(IO48 A71-28700
Geomagnetic field models validity from satellite
data
- pOO49 A71-29903
Satellite measurements of cold plasma density and
plasmapause in magnetosphere, comparing whistler,
Langmuir probe and ion trap data
p0049 A71-30951
Atmospheric VLF electromagnetic emissions and
electron instabilities data from satellite ob_rvation.
detailing source regions, large amplitude electro_,tatic
waves and wave-particle correlation.
p0049 _,71-30952
Earth bow shock internal structure based on
correlated observation s of magnetic field, E LF magneuc
fluctuations and suprathermal electrons by OGO 5
satellite
pO051 A71-33943
Geomagnetic equatorial ionospheric ion temperature,
comparing incoherent scatter radar and OGO-D
retarding potential anal-,zer values
p0052 A71-33956
Drifting whistler frequency cutoff phenomena
(striations) observation in low latitude by POGO
satellites, discussing interpretation based on
propagation effect
p0052 A71-39746
Plasmaspherlc ambient hydrogen and helium atomic
cations density measurement by OGO 5 ion mass
spectrometer during magnetic storm, noting
relationship to auroral red arcs
pO053 A71-39833
Earth corotating plasma tail evidence in plasmapause
variations from high resolution proton distribution data
obtained by OGO 4 satellite during magnetic storm
p0053 A71-43166
Cosmic ray neutron leakage flux and energy spectrum
measurements in 0.01-10 MeV range by OGO 6
satellite-borne neutron detector
p0054 A72-10877
Positive Fe ion concentration relationship to
equatorial spread F from OGO 6 satellite obser',ation
near magnetic equator
pO054 A72-10902
Magnetosphere and adjacent region_ magnetic
surveys by 0(30 I and 3 satellites, discussing
magnctopause, bo',_ _hock, magnetosheath,
geomagnetic tail, ring current and polar substorms
p0055 A72-12084
Bidirectional reflectance at several v,a_elength,, from
moonlit earth ob-,cr'*atiol;,, b) airglow, photometer on
OGO-4 _atcllitc
p0055 A72-1342g
0(30 6 ionospheric measurement of proton whistlers
wave-normal vector, investigating propagation modes
p0056 A72-19148
Earth bow shock laminar profile at Io,,,, Much number
by crossing satellites on 12 Eebruary 1909, d_termining
mean velocit) along normal
p0057 A72-2._04
OGO 4 satellite observed band Imfited ELF hiss
characteristics explanation by model based on
generation at large '_a',e normal angle in equ:ltorial
region
p0057 A72-23008
Atmospheric neutral density measurement near 400
km during da.stime by microphone den,.ity gage on OGO
6
pO058 A72-26407
Whistler mode signals observation in conj ugat¢ region
of 200 kHz broadcast station by satellite-borne narrow
band receiver, considering field-aligned dueled and
nonducted propagation
p0059 A72-29384
Satellite charged particle observations and polar cap
riometer absorption measurements during solar cosmic
ray events, noting electron and proton contributions
p0059 A72-31965
High latitude observation of precipitating electron
spikes by polar orbiter 0(30 4 satellite, noting
population dependence on local trapping limit
pOO60 A72-35591
Turbulence of electrostatic electron cyclotron
harmonic waves observed by OGO-5.
p0060 A72-35599
Atomic oxygen green line emission in nightglow from
OGO-F photometer observations, calculating tropical
F region electron density spatial distribution
pO060 A72-35604
Midlatitud¢ red arc observations by satellite and
ground station, soggcsting thermal conduction theory
of formation from ionospheric electron and ion
temperatures and densities
p0061 A72-35989
Geomagnetic cutoffs for cosmic-ray protons for seven
energy intervals between 1.2 and 39 Mev
pO061 A72.3872B
High energy electron spatial distribution in plasma
sheet from OGO 5 magnetometer experiments
p0062 A72-42406
Thcrmospheric atomic oxygen and molecular
nitrogen densities from 0(30 6 neutral atmospheric
composition exl_riment, comparing ',_ith proOfs:lion by
Jacchia models
p0062 A72-4243t
Injun 5 _atellit¢ measurements of magnctospncric
_on_ection electric fields via double probe techmqu¢,
discussing substanttation _Ith tKsO 0 results
[AD-7502211 pU_63 AT2 42901
ULF wave observation by satellite, considering
geomagnetic activity control of magnetospheric ,_,ave
occurrence
p0063 A72-42902
Outer magnetosphere near midnight at quiet and
disturbed times.
p0Ob3 A72-44513
Sonrc¢ and identification of heavy ions in the
equatorial F layer.
p0063 A72-44516
Electron polar cap and the boundary of open
geomagnetic field lines.
p0063 A72-44522
Electric field variations during substorms: O(iO-6
measurements.
1:)0064 A72-44854
Plasmasphere hydrogen, helium, oxygen and nitrogen
ions inbound and outbound profiles from OGO 5 mass
spectrometric measurements
p0065 A73-12320
New interpretations of extraterrestrial l.yman-alpha
observations.
p0065 A73-12323
Magnetospheric obser',ations in 0(30 5 plasma wave
experiment, emphasizing electrostatic wave particles
interaction v, ith plasma
p01_5 A73-13883
• Type 3 radio bursts correlation with solar flares and
electron events from 0(30 5, IMP 5 and Explorer 35
observations
p0Ob6 A73-17047
Interpretation of OGO-5 L)man alpha measurenlem,,
_n the upper geocorona
p(X._b A73-19233
Recent studies of magnelospheric electric field
emissions above the electron gyrofrequency.
p0067 A73-19254
,"iAI'E L LITE OBSERVATION
COlrelation of ground-based measurements of
stru_;tua_.d Pc I micropulsations with OGO-V
plasmapa_lse observations.
p0067 A73-20652
Evidence for a common origin of the electrons
rcsporRs_ble for the impulsive X-ray and type 3 radio
bursts.
p0067 A73-20766
Proton scattering in the region near the earth's bow
shock.
pO067 A73-22054
Nonlinear frequency correction to plasma instability
at hall" harmonics of electron gyrofrequency as observed
b) (.}(30 5 near geomagnetic equator outside
plasmapause
p0068 A73-22_9
Direct measurements of solar-wind fluctuations
between 0.004g and 13.3 Hz.
p0068 A73-23539
Solar flare particle propagation: Comparison of a
new analytic solution with spacecraft measurements.
pOO6g A73-24727
OGO 6 retarding potential analyzer observation of
vertical and longitudinal gradients in ion concentrations
belo,._ F region peak near magnetic equator
p0068 A73-24738
OGO 5 observation of ULF geomagnetic fluctuation
at polar cusp boundaries in terms of ionospheric drift
wave and K¢lvin-Helmholtz instabilities
p0068 A 73-2474.4
ISIS- I satellite observations of the ionosphere at high
southern latitudes.
p0068 A73-25753
Dt__tributions and characteristics of high-latitude
field-aligned electron precipitation.
p0069 A73-26988
Aa,,-_._ral heating and the composition of the neutral
atmo'_phere.
p0069 A73-27602
Ob-,crvation of a current-driven plasma instability at
the outer zone-plasma sheet boundary.
p0069 A73-29966
Equatorial ionospheric anomaly related neutral
thern_'_pheric composition variation observation from
OGO.-6 mass spectroscopic data. noting static diffusion
model bmitations
p0070 A73-31767
I-q_t_loriat ei¢ctrojet characteristics observation
dt_ring 1967-1970 with POGO satelhte-borne
m_gl?_=_._?lll_ters, notirlg anoma!y ch:_r:_c_-r'rt_ed by sharp
negat_,,c V-_ignaturc in width and ;:_riahle _lmptitude
pO070 A73-31768
PC_.:-O _ate!lite nb,_erved electrolect _ignature data
comparison with dull? geomagnetic _ariation amplitude
measurement at equatorial ground station in India
p0070 A73-31769
POGO satellite observed electrojet current data
comparison with ground measurement at Ibadan,
di_cus_ng data ratios variation by upper earth mantle
condu_ti_ ity structure
p0070 A73-31772
POGO satellite observation of el¢ctrojet profiles
compa_-d with H variation around measurements,
interpreting data by classical band current model
p0070 A73-31773
Ion cyclotron waves observed in the polar cusp.
pO071 A73-33437
Additional results from an OGO-6 experiment
concerning ionospheric electric and electromagnetic
fields in the range 20 Hz to 540 kHz.
p0071 A73-33438
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15, 1968. 2: Solar wind and outer
magnetosphere.
p0071 A73-33450
SatdlJte studies of magnetospheric substorms on
Augusl 15, 1968. 4: OGO-5 magnetic field
ohserx ations.
p0072 A73-33452
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
Augu_ 15, 1968. 5: Energetic electrons, spatial
boundaries, and wa_e-pa_ticle interactions at OGO-5.
p0072 A73-33453
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
_.ugu,_t 15. 1968. 6: OGO 5 energetic electron
oh_r_,attons. Pitch angle distributions m Ihe nighttime
Irl_l_[I):_! _phere
p0072 A73-33454
Satellite studies of magneto',pheric sobstorms on
August 15, 1968. 7: 0(30-5 energetic proton
observations. Spatial boundaries
p0072 A73-33455
V!i-37
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Satellite studies of magnetosphcric substorma on
August 15, 1968. 8: OGO-5 I_lmm wave
obser* ations.
p0072 A73-53456
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15. 1968. 9: Phenomcnological model for
substorms.
p0072 A75-33457
Quiet time magnetospheric field depression at 2.5-5.6
earth radii.
p0072 A75-35464
The plasmasphere during a magnetic recovery period:
A combined study of the 0430-4 and 0430-5 satellite
data and of whistlers received at the ground.
p0072 A73-33876
The detection of "intermediate" size magnetic
anomalies in Cosmos 49 and 0(30-2. 4, 6 data.
p0073 A75-41374
Electron concentrations calculated from the lower
hybrid resonance noise band observed by 0430-5
p0074 A73-41912
Latitude and local time dependence of precipitated
low-energy electrons at high latitudes.
p0074 A73-41914
A magnetospheric field model incorporating the
OG0-3 and 5 magnetic field observations.
p0074 A73-45695
Distribution of atomic oxygen in the upper
atmosphere deduced from OG0-6 airglow
observations.
p0075 A73-45121
Shock system of February 2, 1969 -- solar wind
ob_rvations
p0075 A74-12627
A catalog of ionospheric F region irregularity
b_havior based on OG0-6 retarding potential analyzer
data
p0075 A74-12640
The relation between low-latitude neutral density
variations near 400 km and magnetic activity indices.
p0075 A74-14219
• Heliographic longitude distribution of the flares
associated with type 3 bursts observed at kilometric
w_vclcngths
p0076 A74-14811
Determination of the solar Lyman-alpha flux
independent of calibration by ultraviolet observations
of Comet Bennett)
p0076 A74-15496
Observations of the internal structure o[ the
magnetopaus¢.
p0077 A74-21679
Plasma waves in the daysJd¢ poiar cusp. 2:
Magnetopaus¢ and polar magnetosheath.
p0077 A74-21680
Global characteristics in the diurnal variations of the
thermospheric temperature and composition.
p0077 A74-21695
OGO-5 measurements of the Lyman-alpha sky
background in 1970 and 1971.
p0077 A74-22345
' A correlated study of ELF waves and electron
precipitation on OG0-6.
p0077 A74-24766
The origin and propagation of chorus in the outer
magnetosphere.
p0078 A74-24767
In situ measurements of the spectral characteristics
of F region ionospheric irregularities.
p0078 A74-27695
The air composition in the thermosphere.
p0078 A 74-29960
Search for brief celestial X-ray bursts. --- supernovae
or gamma ray flare stars origins
p0078 A74-30149
On the origin of low energy heavy nuclei below
approximately 50 MeV per nucleon observed in
interplanetary space during quiet times. 1968-72.
p0078 A74-30156
The elemental abundance ratios of interstellar
secondary and primary cosmic ra)s.
p0079 A74-30190
Simultaneous satellite and riometer studies. --- for
solar cosmic ray e_ents
p0079 A74-30263
Spatial and temporal behavior of atomic oxygen
determined b) O_O 6 airglov, oh,er'.atiom..
p0079 A 74-30_70
Acceleration of electrons in solar flares.
p0079 A 74,- 30908
Short-term intensit) fluctuation of cosmic-ras
electrons between 0.5 and 10 GeV.
130079 A 74- 31903
V!i-38
Near-earth magnetic disturbance in total field at high
latitudes. I: Summary of data from OGO-2. 4, and
6. 2: Interpolation of data from OGO-2, 4, and 6.
p0080 A74-34019
The global distribution of nalural and man-made
ionospheric electric fields at 200 kHz and 540 kHz as
observed by 0(30-6.
pO0_O A 74-34020
Heating of the high-latitude thermosphere during
magnetically quiet periods.
p0080 A74-34027
Transport of solar flare protons: Comparison of a
new analytic model with spacecraft measurements
[BI0763-0001 pO112
Solar cosmic ray observations
[BI 1181-0GO] pO112
Observation of cosmic-ray electrons _,ith the 0(30-5
_atellite
[BI4745-000} pO112
Correlation of satellite estimates of the equatorial
elcctrojct intensity with ground obser'.ations at Addis
Ababa
[B 15846-000] pO 112
Summary and future work (OGO-4 and 0(30-6)
[B 15849-000] pO112
Observations of whistler mode signal propagation by
OGO satellites from very. low frequency ground station
transmitters
[NASA-CR-84869] p0085 Nb7.3085 !
Photoelectron flux measurements in topside
ionosphere using retarding potential analyzers
[NASA-TM-X-63358] p0087 N68-55999
Magnetic field fluctuations during magnetospheric
substorms and field aligned _:urrents in magnetosphere,
based on satellite observations
[NASA-TM-X-65748] p_)96 N72-I 1525
Satellite measurement of cosmic ray abundances and
spectra in charge range 2 equal to or less than 7 equal
to or less than 10
[NASA-CR-1557861 pOI05 N73-33777
A multisatellit¢ study of auroral-zone phenomena.
[ESR0-SR-23-PT- I1 pOlO5 N74-16072
OGO-5 observations of discrete "*histters and
emissions during a large magnetic storm
[NASA-TM-X-70213] pOI09 N74-74634
OGO_ study
[NASA-CR- 139261] pO_OO N 74.-74657
SATE ! I.ITE OR BITS
OGO-6 design, research program, orbits and
instrumentation, emphasizing relationship betv, een
particle activity, aurora and atrgiow, geomag*,:tlc field,
atmospherics and solar energy ii_B:lrcl.z[iOri_
p0026 A69-43132
Electron depletion in the wake oi ionospheric
spacecraft: A comparison between results from
Langmuir probes and antennas.
p0072 A75-34783
Analytical determination of earth visibility from
orbiting satellite - OGO and POGO
[NASA-TM-X-550021 p0082 N64-23517
Shadow and heat input data for S-50 (POGO)
[NASA-TM-X-551551 p0083 N65-18269
Geocoronal hydrogen measurement experiment on
OG0-E - methods of obtaining oLbital and spacecraft
parameters for data analysis
{NASA-TM.X-55276] p0085 N65-30651
Computation methods and results for orbital data,
spacecraft angle, and heat input for OGO and
specifically for EGO
[NASA-TM-X-554281 p0084 N66-21006
Relationship of perigee motion of satellite orbit to
latitude and local time
[NASA-TM-X-557031 p0085 N67-18763
VLF experiments flov, n on OGO I (AI7) and OGO
3 (BIT) including orbits and attitudes of both
satellites
[NASA-CR-1107161 p0095 N70-33156
0(30-5 fluxgate magnetometer for measuring
magnetic field over range of 0(30-5 orbit
[NASA-CR- 130205] p0101 N73-20498
• OGO-5 orbital plots generated by the UCLA fluxgate
magnetometer group
INASA-CR-1392601 pOlO8 N74-74633
S_TE I.I.ITE ORIEN'I _, I10%
l)csign of a _implc Jttl!ud_ petitioning _.ontrol ,,)<cm
for an orbiting gcoph)_ical observatory,
pt_)02 A64- I08e,4
Visual presentation of motion and orientation of
Orbiting G¢oph)sical Ob',er',atory
[NASA-TN-D-2918] p0083 N65.29296
OGO-C orientation study
[R EPT-91 pOlO9 N74-74661
SUBJECT INDEX
SATELI,ITF RO F_tTION
Ev._:tation of radio beacon data from satellite
obs_rl,.m_n ol earth exosphere - data scaling
techrt_ques
[NASA-CR-685071 pOO84 N66-12993
SgTI-:I IIJ IE-BORNE INSTRE MENTS
M_:,a_urement of differential energy spectra of
protc_¢,_s, helium nuclei and heavy nuclei by cosmic
radiation telescopes mounted on POGO and Pioneer
pO004 A66-23684
Tnaxlal electron spectrometer, mounted on 0(30-5
spacecraft, measures flux and energy distributions of
elet_tro,ns, noting electron multiplier
p0005 A66-23689
Eh:ctron and proton spectrometer detector mounted
on OGO-5, measurements cover seven differential
energy channels
pO005 A66-23690
lncomclusivencss of satellite measuremcnts of
micro_neteoroid fluxes using piezoelectric microphone
detectors in supporting hypothesis of cloud of dust
surrounding earth
pO006 A66-41213
Geomagnetic field values obtained from OG0-2
salable-mounted rubidium vapor magnetometer
pO007 A67-25244
Elc,:tron spectra, pitch angle distributions and total
ioniza_.ion measured throughout radiation belts by
satelh_ magnettc spectrometer and integrating
ionizmion chamber
pO008 A67-25807
S_-A.ar and galactic particle spectra and composition
measured with cosmic ray telescope mounted on
salel|ii_
pO008 A67-27249
Rubidmm vapor magnetometer used for near earth
orbiting spacecraft, instrumentation and in-flight
perfo,_amancc
pO008 A67-36515
Co_,_mic ray neutron leakage flux and energy spectrum
mea_,t_remcnts in 0.01-10 MeV range by OGO 6
satellit:e-borne neutron detector
p0054 A72-10877
Glol_dl nitric oxide and gamma emission
measurements with Ebcrt-Fasti¢ scanning spectrometer
onboa_L[ :polar orbiting OGO 4 sate!litc
p0064 A7Y 10878
R-3.-¢: of gas-surface interactions i='_ the reduction of
OGO 6, _:utral particle ma_s spec;rometer data.
pf'_73 A73-38941
'_:lre]l_[¢= ultraviolet measurementn of nllrlc oxide
fluores,,_.=_ace _,ith a diffusive transport model.
p0074 A73-41925
Globati temperature distributions from 0(30-6 6500
A airgh:_, measurements.
p0077 A74-23679
Coml_arison of atomic oxygen measurements by
incohermr.t scatter and satellite-borne mass spectrometer
tech nioeu_s.
p_078 A74-27713
Cosmim.gamma-ray burst detected with an instrument
on boar_ the OG0-5 satellite.
p0080 A74-3 |942
The Orbiting Geophysical Observatory - tool for
space n.'_ea rch
[NASA2£N-D- 1450] p0082 N62-15053
V*'orla_ magnetic survey (WMS)- method for
• minimiining limitations of mathematical and graphical
descripti,,_ns of earths magnetic field
[NASA-RP-2771 p0082 N64-27355
Loca.ta_on and scheduling of operation of Eccentric
Geophy-,ical Observatory /EGO/ in gegenschein
referencte _.ystem
[NASA-TM-X-550321 p0082 N64--27813
Ultra_,i_'det solar radiation research instruments for
space ve:l_icle s
[A FC R L-6,t.-7731 p0083 N65-14504
Tclem_'t ry instruments aboard space ",chides for study
of sol._r ultraviolet radiation monochromator,
spectrormeter, and radiation counter
[NASA-_CR-64074] p0083 N65-29678
In,.tru._mentation and calibrations of Iou. energ_
proton and electron expertment for Orbttmg
(;o_ph_,._al Obser'. atones
IN XSA-_--R-685581 p0084 N 66-13640
Respom._e characteristics of ionization chamber and
spectrometer experiments aboard Orbiting Geophysical
Obser_ory (0(30)
[CR-87_ p0084 N67-13710
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SL 'BJECT INDEX
Speeds. directions of arri',al, and mass of dust
particles measured from O130-I satellite to determine
orbits of duet I_rtictes
peo_ N67-320"IO
OGO outer zone obser',ational data on electron
intensities of earth geomagnetic field
[NASA-CR-g96521 pOO87 N67-40126
OGO-6 measurements of solar neutrons
pOlO3 N73-32639
SCHEDU LING
Location and scheduling of operation of Eccentric
Geophysical Observatory /EGO/ in gegenschein
reference system
[NASA-TM-X-550321 190082 N64-27813
SCIENTIFIC SATELLII'ES
OGO for conducting diversified measurements to
study earth atmosphere, earth-sun relationship, etc.
pO024 A69-36674
Small Explorer and large orbiting observatory classes
of scientific satellites
[NASA-TM-X-5526 II pOdS3 N65-29783
Design, construction, test and flight use of electronic
portions of research instruments on rockets and
satellites for solar uhra',iolet radiation
[NASA-CR-1109061 p0094 N71-10358
SCINTILLATION
Power-law wavenumber spectrum deduced from
ionospheric scintillation observations.
pO062 A72,.42416
Cosmic-ray scintillations. I: Inside the
magnetosphere.
p0066 A73-15526
Geophysical properties of the ionospheric
irregularities responsibi¢ for radio scintillation.
[AIAA PAPER 74-531 p0077 A74-18754
SCINTILLATION COL NTERS
Cosmic ray experiments for Explorer 12 and the
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory using GeigcrMuller
counters, and scintillation counter telescopes
pO001 A63-20022
Energetic protons from March 24. 1966 solar flare
observed with OGO I satellite scintillation counter
pOOl0 A67-41233
SECONDARY COSMIC RAvIS
The elemental abundance ratios of interstellar
secondary and primary cosmic rays.
p0079 A7_30190
SECONDAR_ EM i."iSiO N
Spacecraft surface secondary electron cmi_ion cffect_
on electron trap me,:tnurcmcnts in magnet,_pher¢ and
_01at _,ind. noting a_gr_ment wilh positive ion
densities
p0027 A70-1399,:1
A satellite ion-elect ton collector: Experimental effects
of grid transparency, photoemission, and secondary
emission
[NASA-CR- 139262] pOI09 N74-74638
SECULAR VARIATIONS
Geomagnetic secular _ariations. 1900-1965
[NASA-TM-X-55944] p0086 N67-37398
SELENOLOGY
Four years of dust particle measuFements iR cislunar
and selenocentric space from Lunar Explorer 35 and
O(30 3
[B15915-000] pO112
SENSORS
Sensors used in cosmic dust experiments studied for
response to micruparticl¢ hypervelocity impacts, noting
relationship to velocity
pOOl3 A68-29468
SHADOWS
Shadow time and heat input of EGO satellite
[NASA-TM-X-55014] pOOg2 N64-27251
Shadow and heat input data for S-50 (POGO)
[NASA-TM-X-551531 p0083 N65-18269
Solar cell array angle to provide maximum power
for spin stabilized Orbiting Geoph.',sical Observatory
[NASA-TM-X-55 IS61 p0083 N65-21656
Shades of OGO-8 (S-49Al
{NASA-TM-X-70214J p0108 N74-74630
SHEATHS
OGO-5 obser',atlons of the physical processes
occurring in the disturbed polar cusp and the
cusp-magnetosheath mterface
[B 18269-0001 p0113
"q_g)CK FRONTS
Magnetic field measurements In outer
magnetosphere, emphasizing boundary regions and
',hock front characteristics
130010 A68-12172
SHOCK SPE(q'RA
Collision free earth shock ',_ave gros_ and fine
structure deduced from OGO 5 plasma diagnostics
[AIAA PAPER 69-676J p0023 Ab9-3M52
SHOCK WAVE INTERA('rlON
Proton scattering in the region =tear the earth's bow
shock.
p0067 A73-22054
SilO('K _t_r.AvE PROEILES
Magnetic field observations b) OGO-I. _,ith profdes
of bow shock and magnetopause encounters
p0OI0 A68-11011
Electrostatic turbulence in bov, shock magnetic
structures observed by OGO 5, explaining turbulence
as ion acoustic or Buneman mode due to t',,,o stream
instability
131)035 A70-36006
Earth bow shock laminar profile at low Math number
by crossing satellites on 12 February 1969, determining
mean velocity along normal
pO057 A72-23004
StlOCK Vl, A VES
I M P-2 a nd 0(30-1 investigations of bow shock large
scale motions during magnetic storms result from
magnetospbere-magnetosheath compression by solar
wind dynamic pressure
pOOII A68-17768
Detection of electric field turbulence in earth bow
shock, noting wave amplitude correlation with magnetic
field structure
p0018 A69-1468 I
Magnetic fluctuations in various frequency ranges.
associated with earth bo'* shock, detected with search
coil magnetometer on OGO 3
p0026 A69-40501
Fluctuating electric fields relations to MHD bow
shock structure, using LF fluxgate magnetometer
aboard 0(30 5
p0026 A69-42693
Initial deceleration of solar wind positive ions
upstream of earth bow shock determined from 0(30
5 high time resolution plasma measurements
pO030 A70-21377
Lunar limb shock wave observed by Explorer 35
satellite defined with respect to solar wind flow
direction, discussing formation mechanism
pod31 A70-27594
Fast time-resolved spectra of earth bow shock
electrostatic turbulence based on broadband analog
electric data from OGO-5
pO031 A7_291 _!
Electrostatic turbulence in bow shot.k mag.ctic
structures observed by OGO 5, ._xplaining turbuience
as ion acoustic or Buncman rnodc due to t_o _lream
instability
p0035 A 70-36006
Magnetic and electric field changes across earth bow
shock and magnetosheath, discussing Pioneer 8 and
0(30-5 data
p0036 A70-37..183
Directed proton fluxes measurements in bow shock.
magnetosheath and solar wind by 0(30 5 satellite ion
spectrometer
pO040 A71-11491
Solar ,,,,ind ion thermalization in earth bow shock
by counterstreaming instability rela_ed to interplanetary
magnetic field
p0050 A71-31774
Earth bow shock internal structure based on
correlated observations of magnetic field. ELF magnetic
fluctuations and suprathermal electrons by 0(30 5
satellite
p0051 A71-339,13
Earth bow shock magnetic field data correlation v.ith
0(30 5 flux gate magnetometer, using
Tidman-Northrop theory
p0056 A72-19145
Electron plasma oscillations distribution upstream
from earth bow shock, e_aluating 0(30-5 plasma _,ave
detector data
p0057 A72-23019
Earth-solar v.ind bo'* shock _tructure from OGO-5
observations during passage from interplanetary
medium into magnetoshealh
p0058 A72-29379
Weak electrostatic turbulence obser,.atiou in earth
bow shock magnettc fie_d gradient, suggesting c),clotron
drift in_tabilit), role
pO063 A 72-4-1523
Shock system of February 2, 1969 --- solar wind
observations
p0075 A74-12627
h_)i.AR ACTIVITY EFFECTS
Strw.:_rc of the quasi-perpendicular laminar bow
shock
1822612411_1 pO114
Distr-_butions of high frequency waves upstream from
earth's _ _ock
[NA SA-(2R-1392 _,61 pOlO8 ,"474-74626
SHORT _ gVE r _DIO tRANSMISSION
lono%,_heric absorption relation to solar X-ray flux
enhaocemcnt during short v.ave fade-outs from 0(30-4
and Sohrad 9 ,,,lellitcs
p0045 A71-20318
SIGNAl. i" :_DING
Lhtitt,dtnal cut-off of manmad¢ VLF signals in short
path tkr.-.',ugh ionosphere to OGO 2 satellite, noting
strong _*t,_se following signal cut-off
pO021 A69-28958
SI(; N A L 1PRO( ES*SI NG
Ver_ toy. frequency signals observed by OGO-4
measut_.d and interpreted, and global ionospheric
propagartion study
IN AS,A,-4U R- 107654] p0092 N70-15768
SIZE DETERMINATION
Gum Nebula size, density and electron temperature
data from RAE-I and OGO-5 satellites and ground
based l_tescopes observations, correlating with Vela X
su pcrn_¢_ outburst
pO052 A71-35409
SKY BRig. ItIN E.¢,x_
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory satellite/OGO 3/
photor_*_a.ric measurements, establishing daytime sky
brighta-_, uppor limit
p0010 A68-12548
OGO radio astronomy instrument for cosmic noise
sk) brigh.'ness distribution mapping by electrically short
antenr_a ,,w_ospheric focusing
pO(Ng A71-26144
OGO -_" measurements of the Lyman:a!pha sky
backgrc, L._d in 1970 and 1971.
pO077 A74-22345
Rcd_-ctmn and analysis of data on low frequency
brighme_s temperature of sky from OGO-4 radio
aslrono.,._ ) experiment
[NASA-CR-110796] p0093 N70-42352
SKY R ADSATION
Lyma_._ alpha sky background measurements by 0(30
5 sate!T_,e, discussing absolute emission rate. spatml
', anati ..... and origin
p0047 A71-24439
_t! xK _,(11VITY
Fh_,_ --'_,ergy distribution and density of ions and
c{cclro:_ _l magnetosphere plasma during solar activity
periled .-_.:tcrmined by OGO-3 electrostatic probes
pf.'dl2 A68 2_421
Primary cosmic ray energy spectra and charge
compo_tion during 1965 solar modulation minimum,
using :.,.mtitlator photomt, hiplier detector on O(30 I
pOOl6 A68-41431
Lat_t_inal variations in exosphere thermal ion
compo_xion, examining evidence of solar and
georn _gc_etic control of ion distribution
p0016 A68-41673
Neut .,.-al H concentration in upper atmosphere during
solar msnimum, using ion thermal energies from rocket
and sal¢llit¢ mass spectrometric, radio and proton
whistler measurements
p0054 A72-10361
Simultaneous satellite and riometer studies. --- for
solar oa, sm_e ray events
pO079 A74-30263
Enhancements of red arc during maximum solar
acti',ity
pO097 N72-23334
NOIAR t('TIVITY EFFECTS
Printary cosmic ray charge and energy spectra for
helium through oxygen during 1965 minimum solar
mtvJ ulalion effect
p0005 A66-26348
.solar modulation of galactic protons and He nuclei
during last solar cycle analyzed according to Parker
theory
pO007 A67-19913
II__tcr_:sis effect on cosmic ray modulation and
gradient ionization near solar minimum from
measurements made near earth v, ith 0(30 I and 3 ion
th ,n:b,ers
p_128 A70-1510_
1 rapg_-"d particle population changes associated v, tth
solar events, discussing solar wind discontinuity effects
on ma_netosphere
p0036 A 70-37487
V!1-39
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Cosmic ray electron and positron differential energy
spectra during solar quiet times from OGO5 _teilitc
obser, ations in interplanetary space
p0036 A70-38096
Cosmic ray electrons solar modulation, considering
diffusion-convection theory
pO(M0 A70-45769
Quiet time fluxes and differential energy spectra of
protons and alpha particles at 2-20 MeV measured by
cosmic ray detectors on OGO-3
p0044 A71-18127
Lov, energy cosmic ra)s modulation and heliocentric
gradient during solar minimum, comparing 0(30 I and
2 ion chamber measurements with other space and
ground observations
p0044 A71-18128
Solar geomagnetic seasonal ionization control of
upper ionosphere longitudinal composition variations
from polar satellite observations
pOOl7 A71-24555
Energy dependent time lag in the long-term
modulation of cosmic rays.
p0067 A73-19252
The 1972 cosmic ray electron spectrum above 0.5
GeV. -- mechanism for distortion by solar
modulation
p0078 A74-27700
The cosmic ray electron spectrum and its modulation
from 1968 through 1972.
p0079 A74.30204
Short-term intensity fluctuation of cosmic-ray
¢l_trons between 0.5 and l0 GeV.
p0079 A74-31903
Solar X ray indication of flare activity
[A D-686662] p0090 N69-32730
SOLAR ARRAYS
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory electric power
subsystem design innovations including power supply,
_olar array output and battery charge control
p0003 A65-19528
Location and scheduling of operation of Eccentric
Gepphysical Observatory /EGO/ in gegenschein
reference system
[NASA-TM-X-55032] p0082 N64-278 f3
Solar cell array angle to provide maximum power
for spin stabilized Orbiting Geophysical Observato_
[NASA-TM-X-55186] p0083 N65-21656
_hades of OGO-B i S-49A)
[N ASA-TM-X-7f)214./ pOlO8 N74-74030
SOLAR CEIL_
Solar cell array angle to prov+de maximum power
for spin stabd_zed Orbiting Geoptl_,_icai Ob_l_,ttoE,
[NASA-TM-X-55186] p0083 N65-21656
SOLAR CO RON _,
Solar burst time profiles and d3,namic spectra for
calculating theoretical values for Type 3 burst
characteristics
[NASA-CR-10703 I] pOOgl N70-12221
Coronal electron temperature associated with solar
flares
[OGO-4-67-100A-06] p0108 N74-74629
SOLAR CORPUSC[ L_R RADIATION
Relati_,istlc electrons associated with solar particle
events, measuring occurrence frequency, electron
propagation and ddfusion anisotropy.
p0048 A71-29057
Heavy nuclei enrichment in solar accelerated
particles, discussing differential energy spectra.
photospheric and coronal abundances, satellite
observation and agreement with galactic cosmic rays
p0055 A72-1536_
The abundances of solar accelerated nuclei from
carbon to iron.
p0065 A73-13719
Measurements of the iron-group abundance in
energetic solar particles.
p006g A73-23538
Solar flare particle propagation: Comparison of a
new analytic solution v,ith spacecraft measurements.
p0068 A73-24727
Acceleration of electrons during the flash phase of
,,olaf flares.
p0079 A74-30287
Sk',hook balloo'l ft_ght (.iciger counter co'm_;c ra)
,}._rfitor mca_urcnacr, t_ _,f energy, and charge _pectra
_f galactic ray_ at solar minimum
p0006 A66-34847
Nuclear abundance_ of galactic and solar cosmlc rays,
di_usslng detector electronics ,,)stem for measurement
of particle energy spectrum
pO008 A67-25852
VII-40
OGO cosmic ray measuring device involving charged
particle detectors to measure Sl_ctra and chemical
composition over r,¢lected energy intervals
pOOl2 A68-27615
Low energy solar cosmic ra3, experiment for OGO-6
umng double diffu_d depleted silicon diodes
pOOl2 A68-27616
Ground ba_d riometer and satellite-borne particle
detector data on May 23 and 28. 1967 solar cosmic
ra) events
pOOl3 A68-31924
Spatial variations in particle intensity near and inside
magnetosphere during September 1%6 ",olar cosn'dc ray
events, noting magnetosphere .,crcening effectiveness
pOOl8 A69-12740
Peaks and time intensity profile of energetic X rays
and cosmic rays observed by OGO-3 ion chamber on
May 23. 1967 flare event
pO020 A69-22182
Solar cosmic rays entry into magnetosphere, sho,.ving
entrance on smoothly connected field lines
p0032 A 70-30059
Solar cosmic ray activity near sunspot maximum,
discussing events of 18 November 1968 and I1 April
1969
p0044 A71-18158
Proton energy change effects on charged particles
propagating in interplanetary space, using Iov, energy
solar flare proton fluxes observations
p0046 A71-22801
Satellite charged particle observations and polar cap
riometer absorption measurements during solar cosmic
ray events, noting electron and proton contributions
p0059 A72-31965
Measurements of the ir0n-group abundance in
energetic solar particles.
p0068 A73-23538
Solar electrons, galactic electron radiation
nlodulation and spectrum of high energy cosmic ray
electrons.
p0071 A73-33293
Quiet-time solar neutron flux upper limit from
OGO-6 neutron detector, evaluating solar cosmic ray
acceleration, nuclear reaction and energy region
p0074 A73-41498
Simullaneous _atellite and riometer studies. --- for
solar cosmic ray events
p0079 A74-30203
Solar cosmic ray experiment for the first Orbiting
Geoph_ _ical Obser_ atorle_
[B039 _7-('_O1 poll I
Solar cosmic ray ob_r',a[iol_
[BI 1181-0001 pO112
Diffusion-convection theory for solar cosmic ray
propagation in interplanetar,', magnetic field
p(X)9(I N69-29659
Multiple parameter analysis of galactic and solar
cosmic rays for chemical composition and charge
distribution
p0091 N69-38984
Instrumentation and measurement data of OGO-F
solar cosmic ray experiment
[NASA-CR- 1301551 pOI01 N73-16795
The isotopes of H and He in solar cosmic rays ---
as observed by OGO-6
pOlO7 N74,-21466
SOLAR C_'('LE S
Morphology of thermal and energetic particles in
inner magnetosphere during geomagnetic disturbances
and solar cycles
p0034 A70-30358
Soft solar X rays cyclic variation from satellite
observation, noting relation to _unsput group magnetic
field complexity
p0039 A70-4331) I
Solar cosmic ra_ activity near sunspot maximum.
discussing events of 18 Novemt_er 1968 and I I April
1969
p0044 A71-18158
The solar cycle ",ariation of the solar wind helium
abundance
[B22609-0OO] pO114
_01, _.R ECLIPSES
Response of ionospheric and exespheric electron
content_ to partial solar eclipse, using CKIO I satclhte
pOOl5 A68-38439
F,()I.A R I'll.E( ]RONS
Solar electrons, galactic electron radiation
modulation and spectrum of high energy cosmic ray
electrons.
pod71 A73-33293
Acceleration of electrons in solar flares.
p0079 A 74-30908
SUBJECT INDEX
En¢_l$c_i¢ electron and proton solar partich:
obscrv'a"crons on OGO-5, 24-34 January 1971
[B 15152-_1001 pO112
Non-_,_elativistic solar electrons
IB2260241t10] pO113
!';() I._ R fi._tRES
Sotarr _!a re energetic X-ray even ts detected by on board
satellite: r.mization chambers, studying relationship to
radio b,_r_.t and space particle emission
p0009 A67-41232
Ener'_etic protons from March 24, 1966 solar flare
ob_trvc,d v, ith O(30 I satellite scintillation counter
pOOl0 A67-41233
Fligl-_.st differential energy range of X rays during
July _9Ob solar flare suggests nonthermal
brem>._Arahlung origin of hard flare X rays
p0011 A68-17769
Sotatt flare X ray bursts detected by 0(30 spacecraft
correla__.xl with radio emission and solar flare electron
and proton events
p0011 A68-22450
10-50 key solar flare X ray bursts observed by OGO
sat¢li'i_¢s and correlated _,ith radio bursts and energetic
panicle emission
pOOl4 A68-35480
Solar flare injection and propagation of low energy
protons and electrons in 7-9 July 1966 solar particle
ewnt
pOOl4 A68-37148
Electron injection and diffusion into electron inner
radiat_ot_ t_lt after solar flare, measuring electron fluxes
b) O_ 3 spectrometer
pOOl7 A68-41697
Sola.r protons in magnetospheric tail after flare of
Jul.,, 7. I'.R_ with isotropic pitch angle distribution.
cxprc:s._$ energy spectrum as exponential in rigidity
pO020 A69-2 |699
Energetic solar proton and electron event observed
in Jury 1966 by Explorer 33 and OGO-3, noting
associ..tt_.,_n with invisible solar hemisphere flare
pO020 A69-22181
Peaks and time intensity profile of energetic X rays
and ce-sxnic rays observed by 0(30-3 ion chamber on
May 23. _967 flare event
pO020 A09-22182
Spectral intensity of high energy solar X rays observed
during July 7, 1966 polar event with satellite 0(30 3,
_u_est_,n= nonthermal brems_trahlung origin
ptX)20 A69-23753
Earth ,;hermal plasmasphere contraction _ubscquent
to solar l-lal_ obtained from ion mass _p_.tromctcrs
on OGO satellites
p0020 A69-23777
C,con't._netic cro_=hct_ time rclation_ !o _olar X rays,
radio buffets and flares
p0023 A69-34227
Solar X ray flux measurements from 0(30 4.
comparir_g peak fluxes before, during and after flares
with IQSY data
pO027 A69-43611
}lard X-ray pulse identification with formation of
brilliant kernel (11-12 September 1968) flare by
compan_'_ with optical data
pO030 A70-25746
Magm.-_ospheric thermal plasma electron density
measurement during solar flare by OGO-5 satellite
p0036 A70-37513
Solar X-ray flare temperature and emission measure
profiles =_ing OGO 5 satellite detector, interpreting
energy _%_ersion of peak times
pOO40 A70-45768
Solar F_,are particles entrance into geomagnetic :all.
modifyin_ diffusion model
pO040 A71-11494
Solar flare X ray and radio _,ave emission
cneasurement by 0(30-4 and Solrad-9 satellites
pOO42 A71-14046
hnpuL_ve solar flare X rays spectral characteristics.
examining electron energy, bremsstrahlung, m=crowav¢
bursts at._d particle escape, collisions and injection
pOO43 ATl-15q37
En|issl,c._i structure of large electron active region
McMatb plage 8905 mapped by 40 keV solar flare
electron_:
p0044 A71-17918
%lar f_are electrons at 10-200 MeV region, discussing
cnerg_ _,.cctra and tlmt: hi,for)
p0044 A71-i8t70
Solar _,'ptical flares association v.ith type 3 bursts from
OGO-3 o_rvations, suggesting temporary creation or
enharr_t of electron stream propagation by
filament _+r sunspot structure change
p0045 A71-19724
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I_rlpM,i_e hard X ra? and far L;V emission during
.._tar flu r¢_.
p0046 A7f-19825
Solar flare model, eomputiq thermld X ray
emission
pO046 A7 I-._945
Solar flare electron spectra in interplanetary space
and _,ithin earth magnetosphere, in_,esttgating
s]multaneou,, obser',ations b) satellite-borne magnetic
electron spectrometers
p0046 A71-21037
Proton energy change effects on charged particles
propagating in interplanetary r _pace. using low energy
solar flare proton fluxes observations
p0046 A71-22801
Relativistic electron_ associated with solar particle
events, measuring occurrence frequency, electron
propagation and diffusion anisotropy.
pOO48 A71-29057
Nonthermal electron _pectra hardness limit during
flash phase of solar flares from OGO-5 observation
p0055 A72-14561
Soft X-ray and microv, av¢ observations of hot regions
in solar flares.
pO060 A72-35089
H alpha subflare associated X-ray burst of 10 October
1970 observed by balloon-borne scintillator and 0(30
5 and SOLRAD 9 satellites
p0064 A73-11389
The abundances of solar accelerated nuclei from
carbon to iron.
p0065 A73-13719
X-radiation (E greater than 10 kcV), H-alpha and
microwave emission during the impulsive phase of solar
flares.
p0066 A73-17041
Type 3 radio bursts correlation with solar flares and
electron events from OGO 5, IMP 5 and Explorer 35
observations
130066 A73-17047
Solar flare particle propagation: Comparison of a
new analytic solution v, ith spacecraft measurements.
p0068 A73-24727
Heliographic longitude distribution of the flares
Lssociated with type 3 bursts observed at kilometric
wavelengths
p0076 A74-14811
_eeeteration of electrons during the flash phase of
_olar flares.
#30_ 79 A 74-30287
Ac_ieration of clc,_trons in solar flares
p0079 A 74-30908
Rise time in 20-]2 keV impulsive X-radiation,
pOO_O A 74-38408
Energetic radiation from solar flares
[B03940-0001 pOIII
Transport of solar flare protons: Comparison of a
new analytic model v, ith spacecraft measurements
[B 10763-00OI pO I 12
Acceleration of electrons in the absence of detectable
optical flares deduced from type 3 radio bursts, H-alpha
activity and soft X-ray emission
[B22607-0001 pO114
A search for solar neutrons during solar flares
[1322608-00OI pO 114
Propagation of high energy solar protons as observed
by OGO C spacecraft
pO089 N69-23730
Solar X ray indication of flare activity
[AD-6866621 p0090 N69-32730
Cosmic ray electrons and solar flare particles from
OGO-E and Explorer 33 data for identifying solar flare
¢kctrons
pOOgO N69-38983
Electron density profiles and production rates
associated _.ith 30 Jan. 1968 large X ray flare event
[RSD-631 p0096 N71-36131
Solar flare protons and physical processes affecting
particle propagation m interplanetary space
pOOq8 N72-27829
Design of OGO-E experiment to measure energetic
X-rays, eleclrons, protons, and alphaparricle emissions
from _,olar flares
[NASA-CR-12250q I pOOq8 N72-28812
Analytic solution to complete Fokker-Planck
equation for solar flare particle propagation
[NASA-CR. 1224061 pOOqg N72-2981g
Characteristics of nonthcrmal electrons accelerated
_uring the flash pha',_ o1 _mall ,,olar flares
p_} Iq_6 ",,74-21445
Optical, hard X-ra?, and mlcro_,a_e cm_sxlon daring
the. inlpulst_¢ pha:,¢ of flares --- anal?sis of optical
impulsive component m solar flares
pOI07 N74-21458
Coronal electron temperature a_sociated _Ath _dar
flares
[OGO-4-bT- IOOA-06I pOlO8 N74-74629
SOLAR HEATING
Shadow time and heat input of EGO satellite
[N ASA-TM-X-55014] pt)O82 N64-2725 I
Shadow and heat mput data for S-50 (POGO)
[NASA-TM-X-551531 p00_3 N65-18209
Y_)LAR M_GNETIC FIELD
Soft solar X rays c?clic variation from satellite
observation, noting relation to sun,pot group magnetic
field complexity
p0039 ._t70-4330 I
Seasonal and annual longitudinal variations in
ionospheric ion distribution, stressing solar geomagnetic
control importance
pOObO A7i-33762
Substorm related changes in the geomagnetic tail:
The growth phase.
p0064 A 72..44850
Reply
[NASA-'I'M-X-702151 pOlOS N74-74627
SOLAR PHYSICS
Characteristics of nonthermal electrons accelerated
during the flash phase of small solar flares
pOI06 N74-21445
SOLAR PROMINENCES
Characteristics of nonthermal electrons accelerated
during the flash phase of small solar flares
pOlO6 N74-21445
SOLAR PROTONS
10-50 key solar flare X ray bursts observed by OGO
satellites and correlated v, ith radio bursts and energetic
particle emission
pOOl4 A68-35480
Solar flare injection and propagation of low energy
protons and electrons in 7-9 July 1966 solar particle
e',ent
pOOl4 A68-37148
Solar protons in magnetospheric tail after flare of
July 7, 1966 with isotropic pitch angle distribution,
expressing energy spectrum as exponential in rigidnt?
pUO20 A69-21699
Energetic solar proton and electron event obser,,ed
in July 1966 by Explorer 33 and OGO-3, noting
association with invisible solar hemisphere flare
p0020 A69-22181
Spectral intensityof high energy solar X rays observed
during July 7, 1966 polar event v.ith _atellite 0(30 3.
suggesting nonthermat bremsstrahlung origin
p(_20 Ae,9-237_3
Solar protons no.u_iiformity over polar caps
observed by O(JO 2 lo.lzatioll ,.hamher during 24
March 1966 _lar proton ever_t.
p0022 A69-31967
Satellite observations o[ soiar plotOrl C¥CIIIS with halo
structure or energetic storm proton event and SSC.
noting similarity in origin
p0025 A69-37555
Solar protons delayed access into polar regions during
2 November 1967 solar particle event, discussing
north-south asymmetry
p0027 A69-43183
Low energy charged particle distribution within earth
magnetosphere and environs, suggesting solar origin for
storm time ring current protons
p0033 A70-30089
Large amplitude upstream ",,,ave solar wind event of
10 March 1908 with suprathermal protons, correlating
magnetometer plasma probe and Lepedea proton
data
pOO43 A71-14550
Solar proton intensity structures in the
magnetosphere during interplanetary anisotropies.
p0066 A73-14962
Simultaneous satellite and riometer studies --- for
solar cosmic ray events
o0079 A74-30263
Energetic electron and proton solar particle
obser,,ations on OGO-5.24-34 January 1971
[BI5152-0001 p0112 B75-15152
Propagation of high energy solar protons as observed
by ()GO C spacecraft
pO0_9 N69-2373t)
Solar flare protons and ph3._ical proces,,es affecting
particle propagation in interplanetary space
p0098 N72-27829
Anal?tic _olution t_ complete Fokker-Planck
equatlorl [or _olar flare oJrtii te _rop;t2atlon
[N-%SA-CR- 12240_j p(YY}8 N72-29_ IX
Energetic electrons and protons observed on OGO-5,
March O-I0, i970
[NASA-CR- 1392651 pOlO9 N74-74662
SOLAR RAI)IO EMISSION
t:ll¢CgctlC electron and proton solar particle
ob',e_'_ahons on OGO-5, January 24-30. 1971
INAS_R- 1392661 pOlO9 N 74-74663
SOl. tt1_ R _,.DI _tTION
._mlatr Lyman-alpha radiation obscr-*ed by OGO 4
_pactr.zraft showing short term fluctuations
_upen_'_aposed with monthly variation
p0028 A70-15128
Ne,._tron flUX and energy spectra measurements in
sp;icx.- related to theoretical predictions, di_.cussing
neutron leakage flus, solar neutron ob,.crvations and
radiaeion detector configurations
pO073 A 73-36645
Fxtraterrestrial ultraviolet radiation and the
param'teter of the HI medium near the sun.
pO073 A73-39074
Detmrmination of the solar Lyman-alpha flua
indepetra:lent of calibration by ultraviolet observations
of Correct Bennett)
pO076 A74-15496
Ene:_,getic radiation from solar flares
IB039,a0-0001 pOI I I
Ene._etic electron and proton solar particle
obser_ations on 0(30-5.24-34 January 1971
IBI5152_001 poll2
Non _qativistic solar electrons
{B 226_2-,O_O1 pO113
Accefieration of electrons in the absence of detectable
optical:flares deduced from type 3 radio bursts. H-alpha
acti'.it_ .and soft X-ray emission
[B2260_,743OO1 pO114
A se.._rch for solar neutrons during solar flares
IB2260g-OOOI p0114
Shad.,ar= time and heat input o[ EGO satellite
[NASA-I-M-X-550141 p0082 N64-2725 I
Ultr_*_iotet solar radiation research instruments for
_pace ",,t._al,cle S
[AFCR t-_-7731 p00_S 3 N65-14504
Shad_w and heat input data for S-50 (PCO .O)
[NASA-I'M-X-55153] p00_3 N65-18269
Tclen_t r_ instruments aboard space vehicles for study
of solar ultraviolet radiation monochromator,
spectroL'r?cter, and radiation counter
[NASA CR-640741 00083 N65-29678
Comwaatation methods and results for orbital data.
,pacecrah angle, and heat input for OGO and
specifi,,.,-ally for EGO
[NASA,-1-M-X-554281 p0084 N66-21006
Dcsig'.'c. construction, test and flight use of electronic
pOrllOl_.s o[ r_bcarch _nstrument_ on rockets and
.atvllitc,, for solar ultraviolet radiation
[ NASA-_R- 11L_O6] pO(_4 N7 I- i11358
Mar::_:_:._heric modulaticm effects on solar cosmic
: a)- f_,,,-_ ._multaneous OGO I and 3 ion chamber data
_n !96_ 2_d 1969
[N ASA-CR-1370751 o0,05 N74-18420
Possibk: low energy _E less than keV) nonthermal
X-ray e_ents --- analysis of proportional counter
detector data from 0(30-5
pOlO 7 N74-21450
Optical. hard X-ray, and microwave emission during
the impulsive phase of flares --- analysis of optical
impulsive component in solar flares
pO107 N74-21458
_)I.AR RADIO B[ RSTS
Solar flare energetic X-ray e,,ents detected by onboard
satellite ionization chambers, studying relationship to
radio bu_t and space particle emission
pO009 A67-41232
10-50 key solar flare X ray bursts observed by OGO
_azellilcs and correlated with radi_ hursts and energetic
particle ,:.mission
pOOl4 A68-35480
Geomagnetic crochets time relations to solar X rays,
radio bursts and flares
p0023 A69-34227
Iomzation rate profiles from solar flare X rays
ob.ev, ed hy ion chambers aboard OGO I and 0(30
3
[NASA-CR-94429] p0087 N68-23026
Design considerations and performance
eharactertMtcs for radio astronomy instrumentation
_.__tem aboard 0(30-5 spa,.'ecraft
IN XSA-CR-986701 p0088 N69-14392
Dala collected by 0(30-3 in detecting solar hursts
IN _,SA-CR-1066401 pOOgl N70-11147
SOl _R R_DI{) EMISSION
Pe:_ks and time intensity profile of energetic X rays
and _,_1_}:¢ ra?s observed h_, O(_O-3 ion thaw, her on
Mas 23, i9h7 flare e*,ent
p0020 A69-22182
Soft X-ra_ and miero,,,,ave observations of hot regions
in solar flares.
O0060 A72-35089
VII-41
Z
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%OLAR SPECTRA
_OLAR SPECI"R A
Solar and galactic particle spectra and composition
measured with cosmic ray telescope mounted on
satellite
pO008 A67-27249
Impulsive solar flare X rays spectral characteristics,
examining electron energ.'., bremsstrahlung, microwave
bursts and particle escape, collisions and injection
p0043 A71-15937
Solar flare electron spectra in interplanetary, space
and within earth magnetosphere, investigating
simultaneous obse_ations by satellite-borne magnetic
electron spectrometers
p0046 A71-21037
Determination of the solar Lyman-alpha flux
independent of calibration by ultraviolet observations
of Comet Bennett)
p0076 A74-15496
Possible low energy {E less than keV) nonthermal
X-ray events --- analysis of proportional counter
detector data from OGO-5
p0107 N74-21450
SOLAR STORMS
Satellite observations of solar proton events with halo
structure or energetic storm proton event and SSC.
noting similarity in origin
p0025 A69-37555
SOLAR TEMPERATU RE
Solar X-ray flare temperature and emission measure
profiler, using OGO 5 satellite detector, interpreting
energy dispersion of peak times
pO040 A70-45768
Solar flare model, computing thermal X ray
emission
p0046 A71-20945
SOLAR WIND
Orbiting Geoph3, steal Observatory (0(30) for cosmic
ray, radio astronomy and Gegenschein experiments
inciuding satellite dea_ription and orbit data
pO003 A65-2243 I
IMP-2 and OGO-I measurements on plasma
characteristics in transition region between solar wind
and geomagnetic field
13O0O3 A65-25921
NASA electrostatic solar plasma instrumcnts for
Orbiting Gcophs_ical Observatory and Interplanetary'
Monitoring Platform measunng flux. energ_ spectrum,
ell;.
nO_O3 A65-29239
Solar modulation of galactic protons and He nuclei
clurir_g tast solar c'.cle analyzed according to Parker
theory
pO007 A67-19913
Position and shape of neutral sheet in geocentric solar
magnetospheric coordinate system [rom geomagnetic
tail measurements
p0OlO A68-13469
IMP-2 and O(30-I investigations of bow shock large
scale motions during magnetic storms result from
magnetosphcre-magnetosheath compression by solar
wind dynamic pressure
p0Oll A68-17768
Spacecraft surface secondary electron emission effects
on electron trap measurements in magnetosphere and
solar wind. noting agreement with positive ion
densities
p0027 A70-13994
Magnetic activity effect on magnetospberic
plasmapause position, measuring ion concentrations as
function of local time from 0(30 5 observations
p0029 A70-18530
Initial deceleration of solar wind positive Ions
upstream of earth bow shock determined from 0(30
5 high time resolution plasma measurements
pod30 A70-21377
Lunar limb shock ".*a_e observed by Explorer 35
satellite defined v. tth respect to solar wind flow
direction, discussing formation mechanism
p003! A70-27594
Satellite plasma diagnostics for electric and magnetic
fields and fine structure of collisionless shocks in solar
wind plasma flov.s and interplanetary shocks
p_3032 A 70-30069
Plasma v, ave particle interactions in outer
magnetosphere, mJg-,¢hl,heath and _olar v. ind. ilOtlng
role of AC electric f_elds
p0033 A70-30085
0(30 5 ob,,¢r-, at ions of quasi-trapped
electromagnetic v,a_¢s in _olar wind at 70 kHz
pOO35 A70-36005
V!1-42
Trapped particle population changes associated with
solar events, discussing solar wind discontinuity effects
on magnctosphcm
p0036 A70-37487
Directed proton fluxes measurements in buy. shock.
magnctosheath and solar wind b> OGO 5 _.ateltite ion
spectrometer
p0040 A71-11491
,_:dar wind microscopic structure, examining
interplanetary v,a',e-particle interactions
p0042 A7 I- 14068
Large amplitude upstream v, ave solar wind event of
10 March 1968 with suprathermal protons, correlating
magnetometer plasma probe and Lepedea_proton
data
p0043 A71-14550
Solar wind compressed magnetic field in sunward
magnetosphere and extended geomagnettc tail
observation by Pioneer 7 spacecraft
p0049 A71-3002g
Solar wind ion thermalization in earth bow shock
by counterstreaming instability related to interplanetary
magnetic field
pO050 A71-31774
Magnetotail changes relationship to solar wind
magnetic field and magnetospheric substorms from
ground and satellite data
pO051 A71-33944
Nonthermal electrons interaction with electron
plasma oscillations and HF transverse waves in
upstream solar wind.
pO052 A71-37353
Suprathermal electron beam induced HF wave
instability in solar wind upstream from earth bow shock.
interpreting OGO 5 observations
pOO53 A71.-43158
Solar wind 10-9900eV electron flux, evaluating energy
transport in plasma rest frame
pOO55 A72-13507
Large amplitude interplanetary solar wind
discontinuities observed by 0(30-5 plasma
spectrometer and magnetonteters, considering magnetic
drift waves mechanism for plasma turbulence
generation
p0058 A72-29378
Earth-_o]ar v.'ind boy. ghoek structure hum OGO-5
observations during passage from interplanetary
medium into magnetosheath
pOOSg A72-29_Tq
Detection of solar-whirl electron pla_,ma frequent',
fluctuations in an ,_hlique nonlinear
magnetohydrodynamlc wave.
pO061 A72-35610
Substorm related changes in the geomagnetic tail:
The growth phase.
p006.4 A72-44856
Solar wind interaction with geomagnetic field,
discussing magnetosphere polar cusp region and
geomagnetic tail neutral sheet structure
p0065 A73-13871
Direct measurements of solar-wind fluctuations
between 0.0048 and 13.3 Hz.
p0068 A73-23539
The prevalence of second harmonic radiation in type
3 bursts observed at kilometric v, avelengths.
p0071 A73-32964
Solar wind density model from kin-wave type 3
bursts.
p0071 A73-32965
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15. 1968. 2: Solar _,ind and outer
magnetosphere.
pO071 A73-33450
Solar wind and magnetosheath electron tentperature
measurements by triaxial electron analyzer onboard
0(30-5. presenting data for bow shock
p0075 A73--t.5112
Shock system of February 2. 1969 --- solar wind
ob_r', atio_s
p0075 A74-12627
The solar c)cle ",ariation of the solar wind helium
abundance
[B 22609-0fl01 pO114
(ompula;ton of _.eIoctt'.. temperature, dud dcnslU,
of _olar '*Jn.d plasma, u_llsg dti!lUd¢-_.thh,'ed plasma
detector,, on 0(30-5
[NASA-CR-1250631 p00_6 N72-1480g
Electric field oscdlations in upstream solar wind.
using OG0-5 obser_atlom,
p0099 N73-10789
SUBJECT ISDEX
Dc_ck_pment of model of scattering of solar Lyman
alpha from spatial distribution of neutral hydrogen in
interplanetary space
pOI00 N73-10813
I)tffcrc ntial energy spectra of cosmic ray protons and
helium nuclei dominated by solar modulation of local
interstellar spectra, and n umerical solutions to transport
equation
[NAS_.-CR- 1302981 pOlO0 N73-15937
Reply
INASA-TM-X-702151 pOI08 N74-74627
SOI.A R X-RAYS
Sola,r flare energetic X-ray events detected by onboard
_atellite ionization chambers, studying relationship to
radio burst and space particle emission
pO009 A67-41232
Highest differential energy range of X rays during
July 1966 solar flare suggests nonthermal
bremsstrahlung origin of hard flare X rays
pOOl I A68-17769
Solar flare X ray bursts detected by OGO spacecra[t
corrtqated with radio emission and solar flare electron
and proton events
pOOl I A68-22450
tO-50 key solar flare X ray bursts observed by 0(30
satelfi.tes and correlated with radio bursts and energetic
particle emission
pOOl4 A6g-354g0
Peaks and time intensity profile of energetic X rays
and oasmic rays observed by OGO-3 ion chamber on
May Z3, 1967 flare event
p0020 A69-22182
Spo.:tral intensity of high energy solar X rays observed
during July 7. 1966 polar event with satellite 0(30 3.
suggez.aing nonthermal bremsstrahlung origin
pO020 s.69-23753
Center to limb _ariation of solar hard X ray bursts.
suggesting reverse Compton effect and bremsstrahhJng
from anisotrqpic electrons
p0023 A69-33055
Geomagnetic crochets time relations :.o solar X rays,
radio bursts and flares
pO023 A69-34227
Solar X ray detector aboard OGO 5 satellite observing
t'._o components in energetic solar X ray bursts,
attributing impulsive component to bremsstrahlung
p0026 A69-40775
Solar X ray flux measuremc,ts frcm OGO 4.
comparing peak fluxes before, during and after flares
•_.ith IQSY data
p0027 A,6_-4361 I
Hard X-ray pulse idcntifica!iof_ v.ith formation of
brllii,tnt kernel (tl-t2 Se?tember tq6S) flare by
comparinon with optical data
pO030 A70-25746
Soft solar X rays cyclic variation from satellite
observation, noting relation to sunspot group magnetic
field complexity
p0039 A70-43301
Solar X-ray flare temperature and emission measure
profiles using OGO 5 satellite detector, interpreting
energy dispersion of peak times
p0040 A70-45768
Solar flare X ray and radio wave emission
measurement by OGO-4 and Solrad-9 satellites
p(X)42 A7 I- 14046
Impulsive solar flare X rays spectral characteristics.
examining electron energy, bremsstrahlung, microwave
bursts and particle escape, collisions and injection
p0043 A71-15937
Impulsive hard X ray and far UV emission during
solar flares
p0046 _71-19825
Ionospheric absorptmn relation to _lar X-ray flux
enhancement during short wave fade-outs from 0(30-4
and Solrad 9 satellites
p0046 A71-20318
,_lar flare model, computing thermal X ray
emission
p0046 A71-20945
Soft solar X-ray bursts characteri,tt_:_., discussing
temporal and intensity differential distributions, flux
measurements and decay time
p0048 A71-27654
.%_ft X-ray and microv.a,,e obser_ ations of hot regions
ill ,,olar flares.
p0060 _72-35089
It alpha subflare associated X-ray bur_,t of 10 October
1970 ob_r_cd by balloon-borne _cintillator and OGO
5 and SOLRAD 9 satellttes
p0064 A73-11389
Z
O
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Fhe role of energetic electrons in the correlation of
meter and decimeter type' Ill bursts with 4 kcV X-ray
emission.
p0[_4 A75- 11391
X-radiation (E greater than I0 keY), H-alpha and
imcro,_.a_e emission during the impulsive phase of solar
flares.
pOO66 A73-17041
E',idem.-e for a common origin of the electrons
responsible for the impulsive X-ray and type 3 radio
bursts.
p0Ob7 A73-20766
Acceleration of electrons during the flash phase of
solar flares.
p0079 A74-30287
Rise time in 20-32 keV impulsive X-radiation.
p0080 A74-38468
Solar X ray contribution to E layer ionization
[NASA-CR-73884] p0088 N69-17412
Solar X ray indication of flare activity
[AD-6866621 p0090 N69-32730
Electron density profiles and production rates
associated with 30 Jan. 1968 large X ray flare event
[RSD-63] p0096 N71-36131
SOLID STATE DEVICES
Energy spectra and abundances of elements He
through Si of galactic cosmic ray abovc 20 Mev per
nucleon in nuclear charge range between 2 and 26
pOOOb A67-11687
Solid state detector for electron spatial distribution
measurements on 0(30-6 satellite, discussing design
emphasizing reliability
p0024 A69-36676
Measurements of electron detection efficiencics in
solid state detectors.
pO06l A72-39401
.?.dYE7N DI NG ROCKETS
Design, construction, test and flight use of electronic
portions of research instruments on rockets and
satellites for solar ultraviolet radiation
[NASA-CR- 1109_6] p0094 N71-10358
Neutral and ion mass spectrometer expcriment
S5015
[NASA-CR-96663] pO110 N74-77537
SPACEENVIRONMENT SIMI[rLATION
Continuous-channel electron multipliers degradation
in spacecraft environment simulation laboratory
equipment
p0021 A69-29565
SPACE EX PLOR S.TION
The Orbiting Geophysical Observatory - too! for
space research
[NASA-I-N-D-1450] p0082 N62-15053
Small Explorer and !argo orbiting observatory classes
of scientific satellites
[NASA-TM-X-55261] p0083 N65-29783
SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOiT PROGRAM
Orbiting geophysical observatory spacecraft and its
qualification and acceptancc testing
pO002 A63-23249
SPACECRAFT COMXII NICATION
Description of instrumentation on the Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory (OGO)
pO001 A63-]3629
OGO structure and systems covering tbermal and
attitude controls, pov, er plant, communications,
tracking and data handling
pO002 A65-14349
Latitudinal cut-off of manmade VLF signals in short
path through ionosphere to OGO 2 satellite, noting
strong noise follo_,ing signal cut-off
pCO21 A69-28958
Reducing radio-frequency-in ter ferenc¢ from
spaceccafts in the frequency range from 20Hz to 200
KHz
[B00969-0001 pOII 1
The feasibility of a sub-LF satellite-to-submarine
communication do_,nlink VLF noise levels in the
ionosphere
[AD-7691391 pOlO4 N74-15857
SPACE('R _FT" (ONT g_,llN gTIO%
0(30-6 surface contamination by outgassing in space
environment and decontamination by sputtering and
desorption
[NASA-CR-117138] p0094 N71-20207
Remo*.al of surface contamination by plasma
sputtering
[NASA-CR-1392641 p0109 N74-74659
_,P _.(E(R _ F'T Ill- >,II,N
Orbiting Gcoph?-_al Oh.cr_atoric_. I. 2. and 3
p010_ N74-74623
%PA('ECR._.Fq" EI.EC'IRONI(" EQt IPMENT
OGO spacecraft EMI in 50 kilt to 4 MHz range
p00g9 N69-25437
0(30 3 experiment to measure ph_.',ical parameters
of picogram size dust particles in cislunar and near earth
space
[NASA-CR- 121477] p0096 N71-33768
SPACECRAFI" ENVIRONMENTS
Continuous-channel electron multipliers degradation
in spacecraft environment simulation laboratory.
equipment
p0021 A69.29565
Energy distribution of phottn:lectrons emitted from
a surface on the OGO-5 satellite and m_:asurements
of satellite potential.
p0076 A74-17648
SPACECRA F-I" INSTREMENTS
Description of satellite instrumentation for
atmospheric composition measurements
pO001 A63-12209
0(30 cosmic ray measunng device iw, olving charged
particle detectors to measure spectra and chemical
composition over selected energy intervals
pOOl2 A68-27615
Temperature gradient and thermal effects on ceramic
transducer sensors ased on spacecraft for cosmic dust
experiments
pOOl3 A68-29467
Electron trap behavior on charged spacecraft.
obtaining expressions for current to aperture and
internal retarding electrodes for all apertures and
spacecraft potentials
p0022 A69-31976
OGO 4 UV airglow spectrometer consisting of
Ebert-Fasti¢ monochromator and photomuhipliers with
cesium telluride and cesium iodide channels
p0025 A69-36682
OGO 5 spacecraft detector instrumentation for
measuring electrostatic and electromagnetic waves
electric fields with coupled antennas, describing in-flight
operation
p0025 A69-36683
Spacecraft surface secondary electron emission effects
on electron trap measurements in magnetosphere and
solar wind. noting agreement with positive ion
densities
p0027 ATO- 13994
Fluxgate and Ru vapor magnetometers for space
measurements over wide fidd intensities, reducing
electronic phase shift and experiment ,,,,'eight
p0032 A70- 301M5
Spacecraft sheath structure, potential and velocity
effects on ion current measurements by trap_ and mass
spectrometers
pLY38 A70-4 log7
ECKJO triaxial _arch c0il magnetometer Final
E.ginccring Report
L._ASA .CR- toK)61q] pOI08 N69-72494
Instrumentation for radi0 a_tronomy measurements
aboard the O(30-1 and OGO-3 spacecraft. Part 2:
Technical
[NASA-CR- 139257] pOt08 N 74-7463 I
SPACECR _FT LAtNCHING
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory vibration
magnitude and spectra due to launch acoustic
environment determined from simulation tests
p0002 A65-19503
Shadow and heat input data for S-50 (POGO)
(NASA-TM-X-551531 p0083 N65-18269
SPACECRAET NI()TION
Spacecraft sheath structure, potential and velocity
effects on ion current measurements by traps and mass
spectrometers
p0038 A70-41087
Visual presentation of motion and orientation of
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
[NASA-TN-D-29181 p0083 N65-29296
Relationship of perigee motion of satellite orbit to
latitude and local time
[NASA-TM-X-557031 p0085 N67-18763
SPACECRAFT P()_ ER NI. PPI.IES
Power requirements for satellites or spacecraft
carrying communications "or data-processing
equipment
p0002 A64- I 1240
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory electric pov.er
subsystem design innovations including power supply.
solar array output and battery charge control
pO003 A65-19528
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory lOGO) for cosmic
ra:,. radio a_tronomy and Gcgen_cheln c,_perimcnts
ii)c]utJli]g satellite description afld orbit data
p_J03 A65-2243 I
Solar cell array angle to pro',idc maximum power
for spin stabilized Orbiting Geoph,,sical Obser,,ator',
[NASA-TM-X-551861 p0083 N65-21656
SPECTROMETERS
SP ItRK ( it '_MBERS
OGO-5 spark-chamber telescope for gamma-ray
ast ro&_o_ li y
1818277000| p0113
SPATIAl. DISI-RIBUTION
[o',_ energy electron spatial distribution in
magnct..,phere obtained v.ith OGO I and 3 indicate
[o_er energies and higher densities occur during
geomagnetic disturbances
pOOl2 A68-28348
SpatAal variations in particle intensity near and inside
magnetosphere during September 1966 solar costriic ray
events, noting magnetosphere screening effectiveness
p0018 A69-12740
Re.,_onant compression wa',es in geomagnetic tail
estimated for frequency and spatial distribution by
single fayered two dimensional model
p0028 A70-15127
Lo_, energy protons omnidirectional intensity
contour_ in outer radiation zone at magnetic equator
p0030 A70-23491
Mab'metospheric sudden impulses amplitude and rise
time distributions observation by OGO 3 and 5
satellites
p0043 A71-17686
HorLrontal He distribution in upper atmosphere from
OGO 6 mass spectrometric data normalization for
altitude by .lacchia model atmosphere
p0046 A71-21647
L:, man alpha sky background measurements by 0(30
5 sat,:ltite, discussing absolute emission rate, spatial
variations and origin
p0047 A71-24439
High energy electron spatial distribution in plasma
_heet from OGO 5 magnetometer experiments
p0062 A 72-42406
Diurnal latitudinal composition ',ariatinns in light
lull tl_ tsom _O [_ _ %rmctrometric obser'.atlons.
noting' rmagnetic storm effects
130065 A73-11904
Therrisosph¢ric wind effects on the distribution of
helium and argon in the earth's upl_r atmosphere.
pO071 A73-33441
SPECTR_
Desc_ption of OGO-I and OGO-3 counting rate
prtxxssi_g and resulting data. Cosmic ray spectra and
fluxes experiment on O(30-I and O_O-3
[B03716. OI3_] pOII I
Measurements of the primary c_-;m_c ray electron
_p_trum between 20 MeV and 20 tieV and its changes
v. ith first:
[ B_ 37 __t)tn)] ;',tt ! 12
>,I'ECTR XL BANDS
_:_d.ed ch,wu_, VLF di_crere emissions in
magneto',photo m single _ariablc frequency ba,_d with
frequency' depending on equatorial electron
g) to frequency
p0023 A69-31981
SPE('I'RAL LINE WIDTH
OGO 5 satellite measurements of intensity and width
of L)man alpha line scattered by hydrogen geocorona
p0022 A69-31412
SPECTRAl. REFLECTANCE
Bidirectional reflectance at se,,eral v.avelengths from
moonlit earth observations by airglow photometer on
OGO-4 satellite
p0055 A72-13428
SPECTRAL RESOLUTION
Dynamic spectra of type 3 solar bursts from OGO-3
antenna/radiometer observations
p0034 A70-34835
SPEC'I'ROHELIOG RA PHS
Heliographic longitude distribution of the flares
a_,_ociated with type 3 bursts ohserved at kilometric
v. a',elengths
190076 A74-14811
SIq':(q'RONI ETER S
Triaxlal electron spectrometer, mounted on 0(30-5
_pacecraft, measures flux and energy distributions of
electrons, noting electron multiplier
pO005 A66-23689
Electron and proton spectrometer detector mounted
on OGO-5, measurements cover seven differential
energ_ channels
i',0005 A66-23690
Non focusing grazing mcidence monochromator
v. htch utihzes planar gratings and colhmaHng _lit
p0_05 A66-27326
OGO-5 plasma spectrometers |or measuring total flux
below t2 keV and energy Ispectral density) of plasma
pO017 A68-42739
V11-43
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_PECTROPtlOTOMETERS
0(30 5 ion spectrometer for mca,uring oxygen, He
and hydrogen ion concentration, noting funclion_, as
cmerll_tic part,It anal)zcr and proton coot&)
distribution measurement capability
p0024 A69-36679
Ultraviolet solar rad=ation research instruments for
space vehicles
[AFCR L-64-773] p0083 N65-14504
Response chara¢lensttcs of ionization chamber and
spectrometer experiment_ aboard Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory lOGO)
[CR-87] p0084 N67-13710
Magnetic Hall probe developed for use in
spectrometer system aboard OGO-E satellite
[UCR L- 14650-T] p0086 N67-30930
Electron fluxes from 50 keV to 4 MeV in inner
radiation bell by _pectrometcr on OGO I and 3
[NASA-CR- 100648] p 00,_9 N69-19899
Systems analysis of electron and proton _-pectrometer
tm OG0-E
[NASA-CR- 109962] p0093 N70-28103
Computation of _elocity, temperature, and density
of solar wind plasma, using attitude-stabilized plasma
detectors on OGO-5
[NASA-CR- 125063] p0096 N72-14808
OGO I and 3 spectrometer and ion chamber data
on dynamic processes governing electrons in radiation
belts, and applicability of diffusion theories and
magnetic field models
[NASA-CR-127455] p0098 N72-28802
LLL electron and proton spectrometer on NASA's
Orbiting Gcoph)_ical Observatory 5
[NASA-CR- 136218] pOlO4 N74-13165
Data processing s_stem for the intensity monitoring
spectrometer [Io_,n on the Orbiting Geophysical
Obscrvatory-F (OGO-F) satellite
[NASA-CR- 136827] pOlO5 N74-16940
Electron spectrometer and integrating ion chamber
for the OGO-I and OGO-3 missions
[NASA-CR-139263] p0109 N74-74639
A double gamma-ray spectrometer to search for
positrons in space
p0110 N74-77446
SPECTROPHOTOM ETERS
Ultraviolet solar radiation research instruments for
_pace vehicles
[A FCR L-64-773] p0083 N65-14504
SPECTROPHOTOM ET R
Satellite multi_pectral photometry data in airglow
hands correlated v.ith ,:loud characteristics and surfat:¢
albcdo variations
p0028 A70-15522
"_PE(-| RLM ANAI.'_ StS
Fast time-resolved spectra of earth bow shock
electrostatic turbulence hased on broadband analog
electric data from 0(30-5
pOP31 A70-2911 l
Forbush decreases and long term cosmic ray particle
intensity changes, investigating spectral variations
p0044 A71-18137
Magnetospberic VLF banded emissions spectral
analysis, investigating OGO-5 data by high time
resolution spectral techniques
p0047 A71-24788
Auroral spectrum analysis in 1200-4000 A band,
obtaining photon emission rates
p0058 A72-26402
Type 3 solar burst distinction from auroral type high
pass noise via spectrum analysis
p0062 A72-42043
Solar electrons, galactic electron radiation
modulation and spectrum of high energy cosmic ray
electrons.
pOP71 A73-33293
Geophysical properhes of the ionospheric
irregularities respon_Jble for radio scintillation.
[AIAA PAPER 74-53} p0077 A74-18754
In situ measurements of the spectral characteristics
of F region iono',phenc irregularities
p0078 A74-27695
Compari_m of Co_mo_-2t_ and OGO-D
obser'.ations of ntghtglo_, in 1225 It) 1350 A range at
h)w geomagnehc latntudes
p(X)96 N71-34333
%PHERI(A I. If _t R'M()NICN
Geomagnetic field _alucs obtained from OGO-2
.atcllite-mounted rublomm _ apor magnetometer
p_JO7 A07-23244
International geomagnetic reference field model
described by spherical harmomc coefficients _,dh first
and second time derivatives
p0012 A68-26625
V I i-44
6
Derivation of International Geomagnetic Reference
Field v.ith tables of spherical harmomc coefficients and
test results of _ arious magnetic f_cld models
[NAfA-TN-D-6237] p_O95 N71-32190
SPIKE POTENTIAI.S
POGO ion chamlxr measurement of ionization by
penetrating radiation, discussing spike intensity
pOOl7 A68-43450
SPIKES
High latitude ionization spikes ohser',ed by POGO
_pac¢craft. noting frequency correlation with magnetic
disturbances and development h) high energy electron
injections
pO021 A69-28950
SPIN STABILIZATION
Solar cell array angle to provide maximum power
for spin stabilized Orbiting Geophysical Ohservatory
[NASA-TM-X-55186] p0083 N65-21656
SPREAD F
Positive F¢ ion concentration relationship to
equatorial spread F from 0(30 6 satellite ohservation
near magnetic equator
p0054 A72-10902
Equatorial spread F formation convective electric
fields generation by neutral _inds and conductivity
caused by metallic ion concentrations
p0070 A73-29988
Jicamarca radio observations of temperature and
electron density profiles, films of Spread F structure,
and nightglov, emission intensities
[NASA-CR-121984] p0096 N71-35437
SPI_ lq-ERI NG
Removal of surface contamination by plasma
sputtering
[NASA-CR-139264} pOI09 N74.74659
STxTIS]IC _tL _t N AL't SIS
Data collected by OGO-3 in detecting solar bursts
[NASA-CR- 106640] p0091 NT0-11147
Statistical analysis of neutral and ion mass
spectroscopy data for OGO-2
[NASA-CR- 107408] p0091 N70-14425
Cosmic ray telescope for OGO 2 and 4 spacecraft
--- construction and flight of cosmic ray teJescope on
OGO-2 and 4 spacecraft
[NASA-CR- 137238} p0106 N74-19088
Reduction and analysis of data from OGO-C.D ion
ch,mlber experiment
[NASA-CR-1071841 p0110 N74-76923
ST _,!"IST!Ct. !. (I)RRYI.ATIO%
Cdrrc!_io_ of _r,,_und-h_ed measurements of
-tr,Jctured Pc I micropul_ations with OGO-V
phtsmapause obser',ations.
pit)67 A ;3-20652
STELLAR I.[ MINOSIT_
Early type stars radiant flux obser',ation from OGO
6 satellite
p0044 A71-17975
STELLAR R _DIAI'ION
Early t3,pe stars radiant flux observation from OGO
6 satellite
p0044 A71-17975
STORMS
Electron precipitation patterns and suhstorm
morphology
{B 16756-0001 pO112
STRATOSPHERE
Ozone vertical distribution in upper stratosphere
determined from OGO 4 observations, describing
calibration of satellite data and onboard
instrumentation
p0023 A69-32645
STRIATION
Drifting ".,,histler frequency cutoff phenomena
Istriationsl observation in low latitude by POGO
satellites, discussing interpretation based on
propagation effect
p0052 A71-39746
SIR[ (qlt R _i, DESIGN
Design. test e_alualion, and performance failure
analyst:,.of ion mass spectrometer for OGO-F
[NASA-CR-I 111461 p00'44 N71-105_8
S[ I)lJE% IONOSPIIfRI(" I)lSll RB_tN(EN
Sudden magnettc field increa_ a_sociated with Jul.',
g, 1966 sudden commencement oh_er_ed b_. 0(30 3
sat¢lhtc In magnetotall
p(lIl_; _bq-11226
Geomagnetic crochct_ time rclalion_ to ',olar X ra}s.
radm bursts and flares
#.)023 Ab9-34227
Magnetospheric substorm, 1972
p0110 N74:77515
SUBJECT INDEX
st %."iN)l' ("t ('i.E
Studies of primary cosmic rays with ionization
chamber',. --- rigidity response of ionization chambers
in blBh atmosphere and deep space for _.tudy of rigidity
dependence of solar cycle modulation of primary cosmic
ray
p0006 A66-34768
A n_'.,.lel ionosphere for mid-day and mid-latitude
during sunspot minimum
[SM UP4I pOlO9 N74-74635
SIN Sl_ 1_T%
Soft ,,_)tar X rays cyclic variation from satellite
ohser'.auon, noting relation to sunspot group magnetic
field complexity
p0039 A70-43301
Solar cosmic ray activity near sunspot maximum,
di_cusmng events of 18 November 1968 and II April
1%9
p0044 A71-18158
Solar optical flares association with type 3 bursts from
0(30-3 observations, suggesting temporary creation or
enhanoement of electron stream propagation by
filament or sunspot structure change
p0045 A71-19724
A nit, el ionosphere for mid-day and mid-latitude
during sunspot minimum
[SM U P-4] 100109 N74-74635
St PER(I)O LING
0430-6 measurements of supercooled plasma in the
equatorial exosphere.
p0068 A73-22066
SI_:PE R ?'dDV A E
Gum Nebula size. density and electron temperature
data from RAE-I and OGO-5 satellites and ground
based telescopes observations, correlating with Vein X
supernova outburst
I:10052 A71-35409
_arch for brief celestial X-ray bursts. --- supernovae
or gamma ray flare _tars origins
130078 A74-30149
St RI'_CE REACTIONS
Probe for measuring energy transfer between satellite
and upper atmosphere
p0004 A66-15922
Gas-surface energy transfer experiment on OGO-6
,,atellite, measuring upper atmosphere kinetic energy
flux to determine accommodation and drag coefficients,
density, etc.
p0024 A69-36680
Role of gas-surface interactions m the reduction of
0(;0-6 neutral particle mass spectrometer data.
p0073 A73-38'MI
Gas-surface interacoon _tudies
( B20296-0001 pO! ! 3
i,_i_otcnt rcpurt for design of _be gas--urface energy
transfer expertments for OGO-F
[B20953-000] pOI 13
Initial results from 0(30-6 gas-surface experiment
[ B20954-0_01 p0113
Oxygen atom recombination reactions wilh solid
surfaces for mass spectrometer atomic oxygen
composition correction in upper atmosphere
[NASA-CR-1068051 pO091 N70-11727
S'_NOPTI C MEASUREMENT
Synoptic survey for the neutral line in the magnetotail
during the suhstorm expansion phase.
p0073 A73-36275
%$ NOPTIC METEOROLOGY
Global characteristics in the diurnal variations of the
thermospheric temperature and composition.
p0077 A74-21693
S_I STEMS ANALYSIS
Systems analysis of electron and proton spectrometer
on OGO-E
[N .'_SA-C R- 109962] p0093 N70-28103
S_ STI'TMS ENGINEERING
DGcus_ion of a management program for evaluation
of aerospace systems design - Orbiting Geophysical
Obser'.atory (OGO) is used as an example
pOOOI A63-13537
Design of a simple attitude positioning control system
Ior an orbiting geophysical obser',ato D
pO002 A64-10864
Orbiting Geophysical Observatories, I. 2. and 3
p0108 N74-74623
T
I _BLES _ DATA)
Trapped electron environntent in inner and outer
radiation belts - tables and graphs
[NASA-SP°3024°VOL-21 p0084 N66-35685
Z
O
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St BJECT 13,DE._
Graphical and tabular summaries of ionization rates
In space recorded b) O(JO _pacccraft ion chambers
[NASA-CR- 107886] pO0_2 N70-17448
Derivation of International G_omal;nCti¢ Kc|erc_ce
Field with tables of spherical harmonic coefficients and
test results of various magnetic field model_
[NASA-TN-D.6237] p0095 N71-32190
TEI,EMETR_
Description of instrumentation on the Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory (OGO)
pO00t A63-13629
Recent studies of magnetospheric electric field
emissions above the electron gyrofrequency.
p0067 A73-19254
Ultraviolet solar radiation research instruments for
space vehicles
|A FCR L-64-773] p0083 N65-14504
Processing of total field magnetometer data from
0(30-2 satellite
[NASA-TM-X-55822] p0085 N67-30147
TEMPERATE REGIONS
Ionospheric electron density response to geomagnetic
storms at midlatitudes, noting diurnal variations
detected by ATS 3 VHF signals
p0038 A 76-4(_79
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
OGO structure and s_stems covering thermal and
attitude controls, pov, er plant, communications,
tracking and data handling
p0002 A65-14349
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
Magnetosphere temperature distribution model
noting heat fluxes due to low electron density, large
mean free path, turbulent heat transfer, etc.
pOOl5 A68-38423
Global temperature distributions from 0(30-6 6300
A airglow measurements.
p0077 A74-23679
Dynamic diffusion concept for calculating diurnal
thermospheric temperature characteristics
p0094 N71-25265
TEMPERATURE EFFECq'S
Temperature gradient and thermal effects on ceramic
transducer sensors used on spacecraft for cosmic dust
experiments
pOOl3 A68-29467
Soft X-ray and microv_ave observations of hot regions
in solar flares.
pO000 A72-35089
TE_,!PERATI_ RF C,R tDIENTS
Temperature gradient and thermal effects on ceramic
Iran_ducer sensors u_ed on spacecraft for cosmic dust
experiments
pO013 A6_;-29407
TEMPERATURE ME_S[ REMENT
Ionospheric ion temperature measurements by
retarding potential anal)zer on OGO-6 satellite
p0039 A70-43840
Solar X-ray flare temperature and emission measure
profiles using 0<30 5 satellite detector, interpreting
energy dispersion of peak times
p0040 A70-45768
" Errors in ion and electron temperature measurements
due to grid plane potential, nonuniformities in retarding
potential analyzers
p0071 A73-33436
Solar wind and magnetosheath electron temperature
measurements by triaxial electron analyzer onboard
OGO-5, presenting data for bow sho_k
p0075 A73-45112
Neutral wind velocities calculated from temperature
measurements during a magnetic storm and the
observed ionospheric effects
[B 19920-0001 pO113
TEMPERaTe RE PROFILES
Jicamarca radio observations of temperature and
electron density profiles, films of Spread F structure,
and nightglow eml,sion intensities
[NASA-CR-1219_4I p0096 N71-35437
TERRESTRIAL l)l %T BELT
Inconclusiveness of satellite measurements of
micrometeoroid fluxes using piezoelectric microphone
detectors in supportmg hypothesis of cloud of du,,t
surrounding earth
p0006 A66-41213
• Micrometeoroid experiments on OGO 2 and OGO
4 satellites, mea,urlng ',elocity. masses and particle
orbits in earth du>t cloud
p0027 A?0- I0444
EQI IPMENT
Orbiting geoph_,,=_.al obser',atory spacecraft and its
qualification and a_-¢ptance testing
p0_02 A63-23249
Single axis test program ahd simulator for _ehicle
d',namics in free space to test attitude control system
of Orbiting Geophysical Obscr, atory (OGO)
pO002 A64-27303
1TST FACILITIES
Orbiting Geoph_ sical Obser_ atory _ibration
magnitude and spectra due to launch acoustic
en',ironment determined from simulation tests
pUOO2 A65-19503
THERMAL CONDICTIVITY
Midlatitud¢ red arc ob_r',ations by satellite and
ground station, suggesting thermal conduction theory
of formation from ionospheric electron and ion
temperatures and densities
pO061 A72-35989
THERMAL DIEFUSION
Ion temperature gradient along magnetic field lines
in outer plasmasphere by thermal diffusion equations
compared with electron temperature observations
pO031 A70-26568
THERMAL EMISSION
Solar flare model, computing thermal X ray
emission
p 0046 A 7I- 20945
THERMAL PLASMAS
Earth thermal plasmasphere contraction subsequent
to solar flare obtained from ion mass spectrometers
on OGO satellites
p0020 A69-23777
Plasmapaase irregular structure and position
indicated by measured distributions of hydrogen and
helium thermal positive ions in duskside
magnetosphere
pO031 A70-29185
Magnetospheric thermal plasma electron density
measurement during solar flare by 0(30-5 satellite
p0036 A70-37513
Thermal plasma model along magnetic field lines
outside plasmaspher¢ with sharp density gmadient in
equatorial plane, using OGO-4 ion composition
measurements
p0038 A70-41057
Nighttime plasmapause and thermal ion plasma
structures relationship to micropulsations, considering
excitation in post storm recovery and diurnal plasma
bulge regions
p0056 A72-17453
Atmospheric model for thermal plasma near
equatorial plasmapaus¢
oOO95 N71-25270
THERMAL R-_DI _TI()N
Shadow time and heat input of EGO sate!!ite
[NASA-IM-X-55014] pLX)_2 Nr, a ?'_2_t
TIIERMALIZ _tllt)'% tENFR(;'_ ABF, ORPTION)
._lar v.lnd ion thermalization in earth boy, shock
by counter_treamlag instahilit) related tt_ interplanelary
magneuc field
p0050 A71-31774
THERMODYNAMIC EQI II.IBRIUM
Light ion abundance measurements of OGO satellites
and field aligned diffusi',e equdibrium theory with
temperature and concentration latitudinal variations
p0021 A69-25157
THERMOELECTRIC COOLING
Thermoelectrically-cooled quartz crystal
microbalance --- monitor of surface contamination as
function of temperature
pOI03 N74-10255
THERMOSPHERE
Lyman alpha radiation scattering observation by
satellites, obtaining geocoronal atomic hydrogen
distribution in thermosphere and exosphere
p0042 A71-14028
Seasonal density variatmns in thermosphere and
exosphere, obtaining model from Explorers 19 and 39
drag measurements for comparison v, ith 0*30-6 mass
spectroscopy
pO051 A71-33802
Magnetic storm effects in atmospheric neutral
composition, noting thermospheric v, ind circulation
role due to Joule heating v,tthin auroral zone
p0058 A72-24957
Thermospheric composition _ariations in south polar
regions during magneticall) quiet periods from OGO-6
observations, considering atmospheric heating by
electron precipitation cyclic variations
p0060 X72-3_64
Theoretical model for the latnude dependence of the
_hermo_phcric annual and ,enliannual _arlaIion,,
p(X}_6 X73-155_8
Parametric description of thermospheric ion
,.;ore posttio n results
p0067 A73-19255
TRANSDUCERS
M..Wrt_tlc control of near equatorial neutral
thcrt_,,-.phere, calculating F region ionization anomaly
and :,_olecular nitrogen and atomic oxygen density
lot it ,,._m al variations
p0069 A73-26997
•'t_.roral heating and the composition of the neutral
at n_,.a._phere.
p0069 A 73-27602
Ii_x-rgy and diffusive mass transport relation to
ther::-_ospheric circulation, composition, temperature
and mass density from three dimensional two
co*i_=,Iuent magnetic storm model
pOO70 A73-29975
Equatorial ionospheric anomaly related neutral
thermospheric composition variation observation from
OGO-6 mass spectroscopic data, noting static diffusion
mc_kel limitations
pO070 A73-31767
Errtpirical model of global thermospheric temperat ure
and .composition based on data from the 0<30-6
qua_rupol¢ mass spectrometer.
p0076 A74-18376
Gh,=daal characteristics in the diurnal variations of the
thetmm_heric temperature and composition.
p0077 A74-21693
Tl_= a_r composition in the thermosphere.
p0078 A 74-29960
H_g of the high-latitude thermosphere during
magn_ally quiet periods.
pO080 A74-34027
G h,_al empirical model of thermospheric
composition based on OGO-6 mass spectrometer
measuzleme n ts
IB 1624_,-O00] pO112
Diua"_al variation of the neutral thermospheric winds
deterr_vned from incoherent scatter radar data
IB220Ot -0001 pO 114
A. _,7,pcr limit to the product of NO and O densith:s
from fO5_ to 120 Km
1822606-OOOI pO114
Dy,_amic diffusion concept for calculating diurnal
Iherm..ospheric temperature characteristics
p0094 N71-25265
Thermospheric composition and density, measured
by neutral mass spectrometer onboard OGO-6
satellite
p0101 N73-17946
Met:'hanism and rates of atmospheric mixing in lower
thermo-,phere including heat input
tLN%SA-CR- 135789_ pOlO3 N73-33321
Va_atiofs in therm_pherac compo_ltlon: A model
b,z',.:d ._ mass-,;pectrc_meter and satellite-drag data
['_ x _..'_-t- R- 1361921 pOlO4 N74-12459
II _,1[-_I)I'_PENI)E NCE
Ge=_mzgnetic crochets time relations to solar X ra)s,
radio bursts and flares
p0023 A69-34227
Magnetic activity effect on magnetospheric
plasmapaus¢ position, measuring ion concentrations as
function of local time from 0(30 5 oh_rvations
p0029 A70-18530
tatitude and local time dependence of precipitated
Io_,-¢n©rgy electrons at high latitudes.
p0074 A73-41914
1-1ME El %CTIONS
Relationship of perigee motion of satellite orbit to
lahtud¢ and local time
[NASA-TM-X-557031 p0085 N67-18763
TIME L_(.
Solar protons delayed access into polar regions during
2 No,-ember 1967 solar particle event, discussing
north-south asymmetry
p0027 A69-43183
Energy dependent time lag in the long-term
modulation of cosmic rays.
p0067 A73-19252
IIME RENPONSE
._olar flare electrons at 10-200 MeW region, discussing
energ} spectra and time history
p0044 A71-18170
TR _JE(-TORY -_N _,L'l SIS
Comet Bennett /1969 i/ spectrograms, discussing
linear diameter, trajectory, L}man alpha emission and
h_drogcn mass
p0039 A70-42468
Shadc, v,mg of electron azimuthal-drift motions near
the nooll magnetopause
p(X)65 A73-12442] R _%Sl)I (EBS
[em,_rature gradient and thermal effects on ceramic
Iron',darer sensors used on spacecraft Ior cosmic dust
experiments
pO013 A68-29467
V!1-45
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TRANSPOR [ PROPERTIES
TR%NSPORT PRO PI" RTI I"S
Transport of solar flare protons: Comparison of a
nov, analytic model v, ith spacecraft measuremcms
[B10763-000] pO112
TRANSVERSE WAVES
Nonthcrma[ electrons interaction with electron
plasma oscillations and HE transverr_ _,aves in
upstream solar wind,
p0052 A7 |-37353
TRAPPED P%RTICI ES
Alpha particle proton ratio of geomagnetic field from
data from charged-particle telescope on OGO I
satellite
p0009 A67-37412
Geomagnetically trapped protons and alpha particles,
analyzing OGO 4 data
p0027 A69-43184
Spacecraft surface secondary electron emission effects
on electron trap measurements in magnetosphere and
solar v, ind, noting agreement with positive ion
densities
p0027 A70-13994
Geomagnetic dipole field disturbances by trapped
particles, calculating self consistent equilibrium
configuration lot ring current dipole moments
p0034 A70-31905
Trapped particle population changes associated v, ith
solar events, discussing solar wind discontinuity effects
on magnetosphere
p0036 A70-37487
High latitude observation of precipitating electron
spikes by polar orbiter OGO 4 satellite, noting
population dependence on local trapping limit
pO060 A72-35591
Electron polar cap and the boundary of open
_tomagnetic field lines.
p0063 A72-44522
• Trapped electron environment in inner and outer
radiation belts - tablc:_ and graphs
[NASA-SP-3024-VOL-21 p0084 N66-35685
Models of trapped electron environment of inner
radiation belt at synchronous orbit altitudes
[NASA-SP*3024- VOL-3] p0085 N67-19899
Temporal variations of 40 keV electrons in
magnetosphere during and after magnetic storm on
April 18, 1965
[NASA-CR-85905] p0086 N67-31362
Reduction and analysis of trapped and precipitating
electron data from OGO 6 spectrometer experiment
F-16
[NASA-CR-130137J pOl00 N73-15863
Instrument report for a trapped radiation experiment
fur EGO (S-491 ¢OGO-I)
[NASA-CR- 1405281 p0109 N74-76911
TRI.-%X I g L STRESSES
POGO triaxial _carch coil magnetometer
[B21207-0001 pOI 13
TROPICAL METEOROLOGY
Effects of interhemisphcre transport on ptasma
temperatures at low latitudes.
p0Q74 A73-4|919
TROPICAL REGIONS
Tropical UV nightglow measurement by Ogo-4
spectrometer, considering ionospheric recombination
excitation mechanism
p0037 A70-39338
C, N and O nuclei abundances in radiation belt near
geometric equator, using data obtained by OGO-5
satellite in 196_1
p004i A71-13475
Multiple magnetopause crossings in equatorial plane
by OGO 5o showing magnetopause motion composed
of two oscillations
p0046 A71-21631
Atomic ox)gen green line emission in nightglov, from
OGO-F photometer ob_r',ations, calculating tropical
F region electron densit.s spatial distribution
p0060 A72-35604
Theoretical calculations of the F-region tropical
ultraviolet airglow, intensity
p0062 A72-42418
Magnetic field strength change in equatorial
plasmasphere, considering quiet ring current as
equatorial sheet current extension of neutral sheet
current in magnetospheric tail
p0064 A73- 11732
TROUGHS
The equatoriM helium ion trough and the
geomagnetic anomal.'.
[ B22334-0001 pO 114
The measurement of cold ion densities in the plasma
trough
1B22610-0001 po114
V!!-46
TURBULENCE
Fast time-resolved spectra nI earth be'* shock
electrostatic turbulence based on broadband analog
electric data from 0(30-5
pO03l A70.-29111
T_. II.IGHT G LO V_.
Satellite ultraviolet measurements of nitric oxide
fluorescence with a dilfusive transport model.
p0074 A73-41925
"I'%PE 3 BURSTS
Dynamic spectra of type 3 solar bursts from OGO-3
antenna/radiometer observations
p0034 A70-34835
Solar optical flares association with type 3 bur_s from
0(30-3 observations, suggesting temporary creation or
enhancement of electron stream propagation by
filament or sunspot structure change
p0045 A71-19724
Interplanetary electron associations with type 3 _flar
bursts, using decametric OGO 3 and solar geophysical
observations
13005.4 A71-43176
Type 3 solar burst distinction from auroral type high
pass noise via spectrum analysis
p0062 A72-42043
The role of energetic electrons in the correlation of
meter and decimeter type III bursts _ith 4 ke'V X-ray
emission.
p0064 A73-11391
Type 3 radio bursts correlation with solar flares and
electron events from OGO 5. IMP 5 and Explorer 35
observations
pOOOb A73-17047
E_.idence for a common origin of the electrons
responsible for the impulsive X-ray and type 3 radio
bursts.
p0067 A73 207_%
The prevalence of second harmonic radiation in type
3 bursts observed at kilometfic v.avelengths.
pC071 A73-32964
Solar wind density model from kin-wave type 3
bursts.
p_071 A 73- 3--_965
Decay time of type 3 solar bursts observed at
kilometric v, avelengths
p0074 A73-41497
fleliographic longitude distribution of the flares
associated "with type 3 bursts ob_et-,ed at kdomettic
wavelengths
p0076 A74.!4g I I
Acceleration of e_ectron_ i_ _he ab..ence of detectable
:_ptical flares deduced from type 3 radio bursts, If-alpha
activity and soft X-ray cmissloa
[B 22607-t_01 p0t 14
Solar burst time profiles and dynamic spectra for
calculating theoreucal values lot T_pe 3 burst
characteristics
[NASA-CR- 1070311 p0091 N70-12221
Analysis of data on Type 3 bursts measured by 0(30-5
satellite
[NASA-CR- 1223931 p0097 N72-23118
U
ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY
Determination of the solar Lyman-alpha flux
independent of calibration by ultraviolet observations
of Comet Bennett)
p0076 A74-15496
I'LTRAVIOLET RADI.&TION
Nonfocusing grazing incidence monochromator
v. hich utilizes planar gratings and collimating slit
s sstems
p0005 A66-27326
UV oxygen nigbtglo_, observation by OGO-4.
examining ion-ion neutrahzation and radiative
recombination production mechanisms
p0037 A70-3u344
Exlr at.arrest rial ultraviolet radiation _lnd the
parameter of the HI medium near the sun.
p0073 A73-39074
Uhraviolet solar radiation research instruments for
space _¢hicles
[AFC R L-8.-1-7731 p0083 N65-1 l%M
Design. construction, tc.t and flight u_e of electronic
portions o[ research instruments on rocket_ and
satellites for solar ultraviolet radiation
[NASA-CR- 110906} pOO94 N71-10358
SUBJECT INDEX
I' LTR%% IOI_ET SPECTRA
UV OGO observations of atomic hydrogen and
oxyge_n in airglow, comparing results to exospheric
modL-%,_ Of hydrogen geocorona
SPECTROMETER _=_1022o A69-31400I.'LTRA%'IOI.ET
drip 4 UV airglow spectrometer consisting of
Ebert.Fa_tic monochromator and photomultipliers with
cesium telluride and cesium iodide channels
p0025 A69-36682
Satellite ultraviolet measurements of nitric oxide
fluore...o:nce with a diffusive transport model.
p0074 A73-41925
Telemetry instruments aboard space vehicles for study
of solar ultraviolet radiation monochromator.
spectrometer, and radiation counter
[NASA-C R-64074] p0083 N65-29678
St raJ.ospheric ozone vertical distribution as
dcterrra'_ned by ultraviolet spectrometer on polar orbiting
O(30--1 satellite
p0090 N 69- 26549
U LTRA%'IOLET SPECTROSCOPY
Tropncal UV nightglow measurement by Ogo-4
spectrometer, considering ionospheric recombination
excitation mechanism
p0037 A70-39338
UPPER S.TMOSPHERE
Probe for measuring energy transfer between satellite
and u_q'_r atmosphere
p0004 A66-15922
Hydrogen and He ion distribution measurements.
noting seasonal and local magnetic time variability
p0022 A60-31326
Gas.-sorlace energy transfer experiment on OG0-6
satellt_.¢, measuring upper atmospbere kinetic energy
flux to. determine accommodation and drag coefficients.
density, etc.
p0024 ,%6%366g0
llorr._onta! He distribution in upper atmosphere from
OGO _. mass spectrometric data normalization for
altitude by Jacchia model atmosphere
p0046 A71-21647
Neutral H concentration in upper atmosphere during
sJalar mamimum, using ion thermal energies from rocket
and safe, re mass spectrometric, radio and proton
v, histler measurements
p0054 A72-10361
Distrifa_ution of hydrogen and helium in the upper
at mosplr.cre.
p0064 ..%72-45593
Therrt_,3heric wind effects on the distribution of
helium _ _t_.on in the earth's upper atmosphere.
p0071 A72-33441
D;strib_tion of atomic oxygen ,n the upper
_! m_ph ...'ere deduced from OGO-6 airglow
observat_as.
p0075 's73-45121
The re'lation between low-latitude neutral density
xariations near 400 km and magnetic activity indices.
p0075 A74-14219
Absolu.s¢ cosmic ray ionization measurements in
upper and lower atmosphere
{N ASA-CR- 1040681 p(_90 N69-34536
Charged particle distribution study in near earth
region using orbiting spherical electrostatic analyzers
or plasma probes
[A D-70(_O41 p0092 N70-28003
Perturbations in density of ions and neutral particles
in upper atmosphere due to 0(30
[NASA-C R- 1178971 p(D94 N71-23238
Latitudinal density distribution of gases in upper
atmosphet_
p0094 N71-25267
Aurora formation by electron injection and drift in
upper atmosphere
p0095 N71-25272
Neutral density data from OGO-F and geomagnetic
storms
IN %SA-CR- 1224791 p0099 N72-32390
I PPYR IO%.OSPHERE
Ion temperature gradient along magnetic field lines
in outer plasmasphere by thermal diffusion equations
compared "*ith electron temperature observations
p0031 A70-26568
H)drogen. He and or.ygen ion density, and ion and
electron temperatures in upper ionosphere from O(30
4 obser', aliens
p0035 A70-36016
Solar geomagnetic _asorlal Ionizauon control of
upper tonosphere longitudinal composition variations
from polar satellite observations
p0047 A71-24555
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SUBJECTINDE._
Atmospheric neutral density measurement near 400
km during daytime by microphorm dcmlity Ilall¢ on OOO
6
pOOSg A72-26407
USER MANI'ALS (CO'MPI. TER PBOGRStXISt
Programmer manual for Polar Orbiting Geoph._sical
Obsersatory
[IS-769] p0Og2 N64-13388
VARIABLE STARS
Search for brief celestial X-ray bursts. --- supernovae
or gamma ray flare stars origins
p0078 A74-30149
VELOCITY DISTRIB[ TION
Earth bow shock laminar profile at low Mach number
by crossing satellites on 12 February 1969, determining
mean velocity along normal
p0057 A72-23004
VELOCITY NIEASIL REMENT
Velocities of dust particles in cislunar space
pO004 A66-15266
Geminid meteoroid dust particles detection,
determining velocity and orbital elements from 0(30
3 flux measurements
p_OS0 A71-33"/41
Speeds, directions of arrival, and mass of dust
particles measured from O(30-1 satellite to determine
orbits of dust particles
p0086 N67-32070
VERTICAL DISTRIBt TION
Hydrogen Lyman alpha mghtglow models, Oiseussing
solar photon scattering in geocorona and hydrogen
vertical distribution
p0022 A69-30191
Ozone vertical distribution in upper stratosphere
determined from OGO 4 observations, describing
calibration of satellite data and onboard
instrumentation
p0023 A69-32645
Cosmic ray knee interpretation using polar orbiting
ionization chambers data from OGO-2t4
p0034 A70-31903
Distribution of hydrogen and helium in the upper
at mo_phere.
p0064 A72-45593
Stratospheric ozone _ertical distribution as
determined b_, ultra_ iolc_ _pec!rometer on polar orbiting
0(30-4 satellite
pO090 "469-26549
VERb LOW EREQE EN('IES
Satellite obscr'.at_on of natural VLF phenomena in
ionosphere and magnetosphere stressing radio noise
frequcocy-timc characteristics
p0OI0 A68-14098
Latitudinal cut-off of manmade VLF signals in short
_ath through ionosphere to OGO 2 satellite, noting
strong noise following signal cut-off
p9021 A69-2895g
Nonductcd VLF _ alking trace whistlers and Doppler
shifts in fixed frequency transmissions identified on
0(30 midlatitude spectrographic records
p0028 A70-15116
Magnctospheric observations of whistler mode
emissions by OGO I satellite over VLF and LF
ranges
p0028 A70-15117
Satellite observations of equatorial erosion and
defocusing of VLF wa_es propagating at low magnetic
latitudes
p0029 A70-18532
VLF noise phenomena observed v, ith satellite electric
dipole antennas compared with lower hybrid resonance
frequency of ionospheric medium in vicinity
p0029 A70-18534
Magnetic fluctuations observed h_ ground
observatories, suggesting large amphtude v,a_es as field
line resonanoes driven b_ magnetopause motion
pO033 A70-30078
Magnetospheric VLF banded emissions spectral
anal>sis, in_e,,tlgattr_g OGO-5 data b> high time
resolution _pectra[ te_hr_lque_
p0047 .s,71-247;_8
Atmospheric VLE electromagnehc emissions i.uld
electron instabihties data from satellite obs_rvallon,
detailing source reglon_, large amplitude electro_tatic
waves and we'.e-particle correlation.
p0049 A71-30952
Stable auroral red arcs on 29 September 1967, 31
October and I November 1968, comparing 0(30 2and
0(30 4 VLF data on plasmapausc crossings
p0050 A71-31757
Geomagnetic tail magnetic and electric fields ULF,
VLF and ELF fluctuations, considering relationship to
substorm processes
p0OM A72-44857
Summary of digital data-processing systems for the
0(30 SU/SRI ver)-Iow-frequency experiments
[BO1263-0_O1 poll 1
Instrumentation for the Stanford
University/Stanford Research Institute VLF
experiment (8-17) on the 0(30-3 satellite
[B01265-0001 - pOll I
Digital data processing system for very low frequency
radio noise and propagation experiment aboard
O(30-I
[NASA-CR-886181 p0086 N67-37021
Nonductcd very low frequency propagation in
magnetosphere from broadband VLF receivers on OGO
2 and (::)GO 4 polar satellites
[NASA-CR- 1076141 p0Ogl N70-15525
Very low frequency signals observed by OGO-4
measured and interpreted, and global ionospheric
propagation study
[NASA-CR- 1076541 p0092 NT0-1576g
VLF experiments flown on OGO I (AI7) and O(30
3 (Bl7) including orbits and attitudes of both
satellites
[NASA-CR-110716] pO093 N70-33156
0(30-4 observation of handed whistlers using
broadband VLF instrumentation
tNASA-CR-131495] pOlO2 N73-22079
Measurements o[ VLF pnlarization and wave normal
direction on OGO-F
INASA-CR-132882] pOlO4 N74-12842
The feasibility of a sub-LF satellite-to-submarine
communication downlink VLF noise levels in the
ionosphere
[AD-7691391 pOlO4 N74-15857
Instruments for tb¢ Stanford University/Stanford
Research Institute VLF experiment (4917) on the EOGO
satellite
[NASA-CR- 1392581 pOlO9 N74-74765
_. IBRA lION MODE
Rapid magnetic held variation_ observed in
magnetn_heatb evaluated in term_ of trans*ers¢ modes
t)f plasma wave propagation
[JPL.TR-32-11991 pO(g)9 A67-4(_O4
VIBRATION I E_YS
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory vd_ration
magnitude and spectra due to laanch acoustic
environment determined from _imulation tests
p0002 A65-19503
VISIBILITY
Analytical determination of earth visibility from
orbiting satellite - OGO and POGO
[NASA-TM-X-550021 p0Og2 N64-23517
VISUAL PHOTOMETRY
Observations of the conjugate SA R arcs of September
28-30, 1967. --- subauroral red arcs
p0080 A74-34042
VLE EMISSION RECORDERS
OGO-I and OGO-3 VLF emission records of
magnetospheric electromagnetic noise
[NASA-CR- 107653] p0Ogl N70-15678
VOLT-AMPERE CHARACTERISTICS
Electron trap behavior on charged spacecraft,
obtaining expressions for current to aperture and
internal retarding electrodes for all apertures and
spacecraft potentials
p0022 A69-3 Iq76
V_ _tKE_'
-Xppiying impedance data to plasma wake of spinning
OGO-C _atellit¢
[NASA-CR-1094571 p0092 N70-23999
xA _t_, I': I)II" FR _t(q!ON
Pos_cr-law _*a_enunlher sp¢ctrunl d_du_ed from
ion_p_cric scintillation oh_cr_ations
pO0_2 A72-42416
_,AVE DISPERSION
.S,n association of magnetospheric v*histler dispersion
characteristics v.ith changes in local plasma density.
p0069 A73-26985
WHISTLERS
9,, AVE (;I-:'_I':RATION
Magnetosphere Alfven velocity profile relation to
ELF d_oras and hiss, indicating unstable wave
generation by cyclotron resonance
pOO3q A70-43851
The origin and propagation of chorus in the outer
magnetosphere.
p0078 A74-24767
WAVE IN I LRACTION
SoLar _.ind microscopic structure, examining
interplanetary wave-particle interactions
p0042 A7 I- 1406g
Electromagnetic waves in interplanetary space and
effect_ on magnetosphere, considering solar wind
characteristics due to wave interactions
pOO50 A71-30956
Magnetospheric observations in OGO 5 plasma wave
experiment, emphasizing electrostatic wave particles
inter,_fion with plasma
p0065 A73-13883
Magnctospheric chemical release study ---
modifications of wave particle interactions in
magr,_tosphcre
[AD-7_9791 130105 N74-17126
WAVE PROPAGATION
Radio propagation experiment using transmitted
VHF waves from OGO-I to deduce electron density
in ionosphere and magnetosphere
pOO04 A66-10892
Rapid magnetic field variations observed in
magnetosheath evaluated in terms of transverse modes
ol plasma wave propagation
IJPL-TR-32-11991 p0009 A67-40804
Magnetic equator ELF noise examined with OGO
_1 magnetometer, indicating unique signals in
pl:l_,masphere
t_030 A70-21380
Upstream discrete wave packets propagation
interplanetary medium from OGO 5 observation
p0045 A71-19656
High latitude sudden impulses, calculating transverse
h_dromagnetic waves propagation from magnetosphere
equatorial plane
pOO52 A71-34777
Whistler propagation in magnetosphcric ducts studies
based on ray tracings verified by ground and satellite
observations
p0087 N68-17981
Very low frequency signals observed by OGO-4
measurL-d and interpreted, and globe! ionnspheric
propagation study
[NAbA-CR-i076541 p(_)q2 N70-15768
OGO-4 satelIite observations of whistler-mode
propagatmn effects a_sociated with caus_c_ _n the
magnetosphere
p0104 N74-12109
V,, _ £(;IIDES
Whistler ducts as enhanoed ionization from 0(30 3
satellite observations near magnetic equator, noting
magnetosph©ric ionization hydrostatic model and
predicted cut-off
p0041 A71-11499
WHISTLERS
Magnetospheric ionization distribution determined
by dueled and nonducted v, histler propagation modes
and relk_tion as observed by OGO 1
p0010 A68-17728
Ambient electron energy spectrum secondary peak
determined from unducted magnetosphencally reflected
whistler mode radiation measurements
p0015 A68-38428
Ion cul-off whistlers observed during VLF experiment
aboard 0(30 2 and 0(30 4. noting possible application
to relative ionospheric proton concentration
determination
pOOl8 A69-14029
0(30-6 electric and electromagnetic fields
measurement for ionosphere using dipole antenna,
emphasizing broadband observation covering whistler
mode waves
p0024 A69-36677
Nonducted VI.F walking trace whistlers and Doppler
shifts in fixed frequency transnussions identdied on
0(30 midlatitude spectrographic records
p0028 A70-151t6
Magnetospheric observations of v, histler mode
cmi-_l_ns by OGO I satellite over VLF and LF
ranges
p0028 A70-15117
Ifarmonic ion cyclotron resonances associated with
proton _histlers observed from 0(30-4 satellite VLF
recordings
1o0030 A70-19630
V11-47
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_ IND (METEOROI.OGY)
Whistler ducts as enhanced ionization from 0(50 3
r_teilit¢ ob_rvations near magnetic equator, noting
magnetospheri¢ ionization hydrostatic model and
predicted cut-off
p004I A71-11499
_.'histler-mod¢ _aves circular polarization
measurement by OGO 6 satellite, noting application
to hiss, chorus and ion density studies
p0042 A71-14538
Drifting whistlcr frequency cutoff phenomena
(striations) observation in low latitude by POGO
satellites, discussing interpretation based on
propagation effect
p0052 A71-39746
0(30 6 ionospheric measurement of proton whistlers
wave-normal vector, investigating propagation modes
p0056 A72-19148
Magnetic fluctuations in ELF and VLF waves in
space, discussing v, hisder phenomena and applications
to magnetospheric probes
p0056 A72-21189
0(30-5 observation of lower hybrid resonance noise,
bursts, VLF hiss and _ histlers near plasmapause during
large magnetic storm
p0058 A72-26399
Whistler mode signals observation in conj ugat¢ region
of 200 kHz broadcast station by satellite-borne narrow
band receiver, considering field-aligned ducted and
nonducted propagation
p0059 A72-29384
An association of magnetospheric whistler dispersion
characteristics with changes in local plasma density.
p0069 A73-26985
The plasmasphcre d uring a magnetic recovery period:
A combined study of the OGO-4 and OGO-5 satellite
_ata and of whistlers received at the ground.
p0072 A73-33876
The global distribution of natural and man-made
ionospheric electric fields at 200 kHz and 540 kHz as
observed by 0(30-6.
pOO80 A74-34020
• Observations of whistler mode signal propagation by
OGO satellites from very low frequency ground station
transmitters
[NASA-CR-84869] p0085 N67-3083 I
Whistler propagation in magnctospheric ducts studies
based on ray tracings ;trifled by ground and satellite
observations
pG087 N68-17981
Studying _.hlstlcrs and audio frequency emissions
_ith receiving %_stem on POGO satellite in conjuncuon
_.h ground based observing stations
[NASA-CR-97605] p0088 N69-17928
Comparison of observation data by whistlers and
mass spectrometers of plasmapaus¢
[NASA-TM-X-639051 p0092 N70-27302
OGO-D electromagnetic wave propagation
measurements with ¢,hisder and hiss formations in
plasmasphere
[NASA-CR-13035 |] pOI00 N73-16126
Observation of magnetospherically reflected whistlers
made by OGO-A and OGO-C
[NASA-CR- 130352] pOI01 N73-16344
OGO-4 observa_:ion of banded whistlers using
broadband VLF instrumentation
[NASA-CR-131495] p0102 N73-22079
OCO-4 satellite observations of "._,histler-mode
propagation effects associated v, ith caustics in the
magnetosphere
p0104 N74-12109
Measurements of VLF polarization and wave normal
direction on OGO-F
[NASA-CR-132882] pOlO4 N74-12842
OGO-5 observations of discrete whistlers and
emissions during a large magnetic storm
[NASA-TM-X-70213] p010g N74-74634
WIND (METEOROUDG_ _
Equatorial spread F formation convective electric
fields generation by neutral v, inds and conductivity
caused by metallic ion concentrations
p0_70 A73-29988
Diurnal ,,ariation of the neutral thermospheric winds
determined from incoherent scatter radar data
[B22601-000] pO114
_. IND EFFECTS
Magnetic storm effgcts in atmospheric neutral
compo,.ihon, not*ng Ihcrmo,,phcric v.md circulation
role duc to Joule hcah_g v.ithin auroral zone
p0058 A72-24957
Thermospheric v, ind effects on the distribution of
helium and argon in the earth's upper atmosphere.
p0071 A73-33441
V!1-48
_,IND VEI.OCITY ME-_SL REMENT
Neutral wind velocities calculated from temperature
measurements during a magn,.'tic storm and the
observed iono_heric effects
[B 19920-0001 p0113
X
X RAY ASTRONOMY
Solar flare X ray bursts detected by OGO spacecraft
correlated with radio emission and solar flare electron
and proton events
p0011 A68-22450
X RAY DENSITY MEASUREMENT
Solar X ray flux measurements from 0GO 4,
comparing peak fluxes before, during and after flares
with IQSY data
p0027 A69-43611
g RAY SOURCES
Search for brief celestial X-ray bursts. --- supernovae
or gamma ray flare stars origins
p0078 A74-30149
X RAY SPECTROSCOPY
Spect ral intensity of high energy solar X rays observed
during July 7, 1966 polar event ',_ith satellite 0(30 3,
suggesting nonthermal bremsstrahlung origin
p0020 A69-23753
X I:AYS
Acceleration of electrons in the absence of detectable
_ptical flares deduced from type 3 radio bursts, H-alpha
activity and soft X-ray emission
[B22b07-0001 p0114
Ionization rate profiles from solar flare X rays
observed by ion chambers aboard OGO I and OGO
3
[NASA-CR-94429] p0087 N68-23026
Possible h)w energy (E lc_ than keY) nonthermal
X-ray events --- analysis of proporhonal counter
detector data from OGO-5
p0107 N74-21450
Optical, hard X-ray, and micro',_a_e emission during
the impulsive phase of flares --- analysis of optical
impulsive component in solar flares
p0107 N74-21458
Z
ZODIACAl, IILS'[
Zodiacal du_t particle flux nteasurcments from 0(30
3 and Mariner 4 gpacecra ft in cislunar and interplanetary
space
I",00i3 A68-29457
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AGGSON, T. L.
Satellite and ground-based observations of a red
arc,
00061 A72-35989
AHN|ED, M.
Thermal positive ions in the outer ionosphere and
magnetosphere from OGO 1.
[AD-742186] poo57 A72-2301 i
AITKEN, C. W
Some effects of Me'v electrons o, the OGO 2 (POGO)
airglow photometers
[NASA-TM-X-557911 p0085 N67-27578
ALCA_ DE, D.
Comparison of atomic oxygen measurements by
incoherent scatter and satellite-borne mass spectrometer
techniques.
p0078 A74-27713
ALEXANDER, J. K.
• The Gum Nebula: Further cvidcnoe from spacecraft
and ground-based instruments.
p0052 A71-35409
New results and techniques in space radio
astronomy
[NASA-TM-X-63976] p0093 N70-33175
ALEXANDER, W. M.
Measured velocities of interplanetary dust particles.
pO004 A66-15266
Zodiacal dust measurements in cis-lunar and
interplanetary space from OGO-3 and Mariner 4
experiments bet'acen June and December 1966.
p0013 A68-29457
Results of studies of thermal gradient effects on
ceramic transducer sensors used in cosmic dust
experiments.
pOOl3 A68-29467
Results of recent mtcroparticle h)pervelocity mlpact
studies related to sensors of cosmic dust experiments
pOOl3 A68-29468
Picogram dust particle flu_,: 1967-196_ measurements
in selenoccntric, cislunar and interplanetary _pace.
pod41 A71-14014
Results of a 1970 Geminid dust particle rocket
e_tperiment and anal)si_ of OGO Ill dust particle
_ elocii _, measurements
ptX)50 A71-33741
A solar and galactic cosmic ray satellite
experiment.
pO012 A68-27615
gLV 'sREZ, H.
Exidcnce for electron excitation of type 3 radio burst
emission.
p0066 A73-17047
The prevalence of second harmonic radiation in type
3 bursts observed at kilomemc wavelengths.
pO071 A73-32964
Solar wind density model from kin-wave type 3
bursts.
i,0071 A73-32965
Decay time of type 3 solar bursts observed at
kilometri¢ wavelengths
p0074 A73-41497
Heliographic longitude distribution of the flares
associated with type 3 bursts observed at kilometric
wavelengths
130076 A74-1481 I
Analysis of type 3 solar radio bursts observed at
kilometric wavelengths from the OGO-5 satellite
[NASA-CR- 1223931 p0097 N72-23118
AMMAR, A.
OGO-5 determination of the local interstellar wind
parameters.
pOO5t A71-33834
ANDER_)N. A. D.
Neutral density measurements near 400 kilumctcrs
by a microphone density gage on 0(30°6 during July
12-15. 1909.
pO058 A72-26407
The relation between low-latitude peutral density
_ariations near 400 km and magnetic activity indices.
p0075 A74-14219
Variations of atmospheric density near 400 km v.ith
magnetic activity during the storm period of 28
September to 2 October 1969
[NASA-CR- 1224791 p0099 N72-32390
.ANDERSON, O. N.
Theoretical calculations of the F-region tropical
ultraviolet airglow intensity.
p0062 A72-42418
ANDERSON° G. P.
Satellite observations of the vertical ozone
distributior in the upper stratosphere.
p0023 A69-32645
The vertical distribution of ozone between 35 and
55 km as determined from satellite ultraviolet
measurements
p0090 N69-26549
gNDERSON, H. R.
Observations of POGO ion chamber experiment in
the outer radiation zone.
p0017 A68-43450
Nonuniformity of solar protons over the polar caps
on March 24, 1966.
p0022 A69-31967
Response to environment and radiation of an
ionization chamber and matched ge]ger tupe used on
spacecraft
[NASA-CR-1392551 pOI08 N74-74624
Reduction and anal)_is of data from OGO-C,D ion
chamber exp.zrlment
[N ASA-CR- 107184] pOll0 N74-76923
ANDERSON, K.
Energetic protons from the solar flare of March 24,
1966.
p0010 A67-41233
Entry of solar cosmic rays into the earth's
magnetosphere
t_J032 A70-30059
Spectral characteristics of impulsive solar-flare X-rays
greater than or approximately 10 keV.
p0043 A71-15937
Solar cosmic ray experiment for the first Orbiting
Geophysical Observatories
[B03937-000] pOI I I
Energetic radiation from solar flares
IBO39404JO01 pOI I I
Experiment data analysis report 0(30-3: Experiment
no. I
[BO3943-OGOI pOI I I
Experiment data analysis report OGO-A: Experinmnt
no. I
IB03944-O001 pO! I !
Energetic radJations from solar flares
[NASA-CR-1225091 p0098 N72-28812
ANGI'-'R _MI, J. J
Magnetospheric properties deduced from OGO-I
observations of ductcd and nonducted whistlers.
pO010 A68-17728
Nonductcd mode of VLF propagation between
conjugate hemispheres: Observations on OGO's 2 and
4 of the "walking-trace" whistler and of Doppler shifts
in fixed frequerwy transmissions.
p0028 A70-15116
Whistler duct properties deduced from VLF
observations made with the OGO-3 satellite near the
magnetic equator.
pO041 A7 l-11499
OGO-4 observations of extremely low frequency
hiss_
p0057 A72-23008
Whistler propagation in magnetospheric ducts
p0087 N68-17981
F._.p_illlcnlg C02 ((_(_O 2) and D02 4OGO 4)
[NASA-CR-IIt_5_] p0093 N70-32928
_RNOLI)Y, R. I..
Response of ion chambers In free space to the
long-term cor.mic-ray variation from !960 to 1065
pOP03 '_6S-33664
Studies of primary cosmtc rays with ionization
chambers.
pO006 A66-34768
A study of energetic solar flare X-rays.
pO009 A67-41232
Energetic solar flare X-rays observed by satellite and
their correlation with solar radio and energetic panicle
emission.
pCOl I A68-22450
The observation of 10-50 kev solar flare X-rays by
the OGO satellites and their correlation with solar radio
and energetic particle emission.
p0014 A68-35480
An atlas of 10-50 keV solar flare X-rays observed
by the OGO satellites, 5 September 1964 to 31 December
1966
[NASA-C R-94429} p0087 N68-23026
_tRTtlt R, ('. W.
Picogram dust particle flux: 1967-1968 measurements
in selenocentric, cislunar and interplanetary space.
pO041 A71-14014
Results of a 1970 Geminid dust particle rocket
experiment and analysis of OGO Ill dust particle
velocit } mea,,u rements.
pod50 A71-33741
Four year_ of dust particle measurements in cislunar
and ',elcnocentric space from Lunar Explorer 35 and
OGO 3
[B15918-000] poll2
_TKIN_)N, (;.
Dissipation mechanisms in a pair of solar-wind
dis..=on t hi u itics.
p0058 A72-29378
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A('BRY, M. P.
Comments on a pal_r by J. P. Hcppner. Polar cap
electric field distributions related to interplanetary
magnetic field direction
[NASA-CR- 139259] pOlO8 N 74-74632
AUBRY, M. P.
Inward motion o| the mag_tol_ma¢ I_.Jom a
suhstorm.
p£_42 A71-14515
Motion and structure of the magnetopause.
p0046 A71-21631
Magnetotail changes m relation to the solar v, ind
magnetic field and magnetospheric substorms.
pO051 A71-33944
Outer magnetosphere near midnight at quiet and
disturbed times.
p0063 A72-44513
Satellite studies of magnetospberic substorms on
August 15, 1968. 4: OGO-5 magnetic field
observations.
p0072 A73-33452
Satellite studies of magnetospheric substorms on
August 15. 1968. 5: Energetic electrons, spatial
boundaries, and v, ave-panicle interactions at OGO-5.
pO072 A73-33453
Satellite studies of magnetospberic substorms on
August 15, 1968. 9: Phenomenological model for
substorms.
p0072 A73-33457
B
BAILEY, G. J.
Effects of interhemisphere transport on plasma
temperatures at low latitudes.
pO074 A73-41919
BAKER, B. R.
Research related to measurements of atomic species
in the earth's upper atmosphere
[NASA CR-!Dr805] .00091 N70-11727
BAKER, M. B.
Simultaneous satellite and riometer measurements of
panicles during solar cosmic ray events.
pod59 A72-31965
Simultaneous satellite and riometer studies.
p0079 A74-30263
BALASUBRAHMAN_I AN. V. K.
The multiply charged primary cosmic radiation at
solar minimum, 1965.
130005 A66-26M8
Galactic cosmic rays at solar minimum, 1965.
pO006 A66-34847
Solar modulation of galactic cosmic rays.
p_X_7 A67- lq'.q 3
The composttion of io_,-cncrg3, cosmic rays in
1965.
pOOl6 A68-41431
Spectra and charge _ontposition of the low energy
galactic cosmic radiation from Z equals 2 to 14.
p0037 A70-38127
Spectral variations in short term Eorbush decreases
and in long term changes in cosmic ray intensity.
p0044 A71-18137
BALL, R. H.
Prediction of geomagnetic secular change
,confirmed.
p0025 A69-37490
BARNES, C.
Instrumentation for the Stanford
University/Stanford Research Institute VLF
experiment (t$-17) on the OGO-3 satellite
[B01265-0001 pOI I I
BARON, M.
Comparison of Te and Ti from 0(30-6 and from
arious incoherent scatter radars.
pO067 A73-19241
BARTH. C. A.
Satellite obser',ations of the vertical ozone
distribution in the upper stratosphere.
p0023 A69-32645
OGO-4 ultraviolet airglow spectrometer.
1:)0025 A69-36682
OGO-4 spectrometer measurements of the tropical
ultraviolet airglow
p0037 A70-39338
BARTJ. C..k.
Global satellite measurements of nitric oxide.
p0064 A73-10878
BAUER. P.
Molecular ions m the F2 la_er
pO_ _',2 ,'_72-42016
Compari_)n of Tc and TI fr,_rn O_;O-6 and from
_artou_ incoherent ,carter radars.
p0067 A73-19241
V11-50
Bs.['ER, S. J.
Temperature and composition studies in the polar
ionosphere.
p0049 A71-30037
Satellite measurements of the cold plasma in the
magnetosphere.
p0049 A71-30951
BEACHLE_. N. H.
Testing OGO's attitude controls.
p(X)02 A64-27303
BECK. C. W.. II
Solar wind measurement techniques. 2: Solar plasma
energy spectrometers.
pO003 A65-2923q
BEDO, D. E.
Collimating grating monochromators for the vacuum
ultraviolet. /
130005 A66-27326
BEI.L F. T.
Observations of naturally occurring VLF and
man-made hf plasma waves in auroral regions of the
ionosphere.
p0032 A70-29924
BENJAMIN, ('. R.
A magnetic field instrument for the OGO-E
spacecraft.
pOlO7 A67-15724
BERG, O. E.
Measured velocities of interplanetary dust particles.
pO004 A66-15266
BERKO, F. W.
Primary electron influx to dayside auroral oval.
p0048 A71-27911
Distributions and characteristics of high-latitude
field-aligned electron precipitation.
p0069 A73-26988
A synoptic study of the nature and effects of field
aligned low energy electron precip at on n the auroral
regions
[NASA-TM-X-660651 p0099 N 7)- 10392
Seasonal and altitude variations in field-aligned
precipitation occurrence
[NASA-TM-X-660991 pOI00 N73-11345
Simultaneous particle and field observations of
field-aligned currents
[NASA-TM-X-662241 p0102 N73-21367
Dependence of field-aligned electron precipitation on
season, altitude and pitch angle
[NASA-TM-X-66260] pOlO2 N73-25868
BERTAUD. CH.
Ob_rvattons of the comet Bef, actt (1969i).
p0039 A 70-42468
BERTAUX. J, L
OGO-5 measurements of l__man-alpha inten_iry
distribution and linewidth up to 6 earth radii.
p0022 A69-31412
Evidence for a source of an extraterre,,trlal hydrogen
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Four years of dust particle measur_:ments in cislunar
and selenocentric space from Lunar Explorer 35 and
OGO 3
1BI5918-0001 pO112
Global empirical model of thermospheric
composition based on OGO-6 mass spectrometer
measurements
[B |6248-0_01 p0112
Electron precipitation patterns and substorm
morphology
[B 16756-0001 pO112
Relativistic electron events in interplanetary space
[B 17665-0001 pO113
occurring in the disturbed polar cusp and the
cusp-magnetosheath mtertac¢
[BI8269-0001 pO113 -
OGO-5 spark-chamber telescope for gamma-ray
astronomy
[BI8277-0_O1 pO113
Asymmetry of the ring current
[B 18378.000] pO113
Neutral _.ind ' " "" .... temperature
measurements during a magnetic ntorm and the
observed ionospheric effect_
[B 19920-000] p0! !3
?!asma region_ me:_ured with ()(i0-5
[B20951-000] pO t t3
No_-rclati_,i..;_ic ;dlar cicctr_ns
IB22602-0001 pO113
High latitude proton precipitation and light ion
density profiles during the magnetic storm initial
phase
[1122333-0001 pO113
The equatorial helium ion trough and the
geomagnetic anomaly
[B22334-0001 pO114
Diurnal variation of the neutral thermospheric winds
determined from incoherent scatter radar data
[B226OI-0001 pO 114
Intensity variation of elf hiss and chorus during
isolated suhstorms
1B22603-0001 pO 114
Magnetopause ro ationa[ forms
[1322604-000] p0114
Is the red arc a good indicator of
ionosphere- mag net o-phere conditions
IB22605-0001 pO114
An upper limit to the product of NO and O densities
from 105 to 120 Km
1B2260_0001 pO114
,Acceleration of electrons tn the absence of detectable
optical flares deduced from t_pe 3 radio bursts, H-alpha
activity and soft X-ray emission
[B22607-000] poI !4
.A search for solar neutrons during ,.olar flares
1B22608-0001 pO114
The solar c)cle variat un of the solar '_.lnd helium
abundance
[B22609-000] pill 14
The mcat.urcnleot of co_d IOn dcll_ltic_ in the plasma
trough
[B226 I0-0001 pO114
Substorm and interplanetary magnetic field effects
on the geomagnetic tail h)b_s
[R22611-0001 p0114
CORPORA TE SOLRCE INDEX
Structure of the quasi-perpendicular laminar bow
shock
[B22612-00OI pO114
Electromagnetic hiss and relativistic electron Io_s
in the inner zone
[B22613-_] pO114
Observed variations of the exosphcric hydrol_n
density _..ith exospheric temperature
[B22614-0001 pO114
Z
VIII. GLOSSARY OF
ABBREVIATIONS
ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
The abbreviations and acronyms listed in this section are some
of the more common ones used in the context of space science
and spacecraft experiments and include those u_ed in all sections
of this Summary except in Section VI. The list includes spacecraft
name acronyms, experiment affiliation acronyms and abbreviations,
agency acronyms and abbreviations, etc., which may be useful in
reading this Summary. Note that the same abbreviation or acronym
may indicate two different definitions, these are separated b} 7 a
semicolon.
A
ABMA
ACAD
ACIC
ACS
a/d
AE
AEC
AEROPROPUL
AEROSAT
AEROSP
AFB
AFCRL
AFO
AFSC
AGC
AGCY
AIM
AIMP
ALOSYN
ALPO
A
angstrom; atomic weight
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
Academy
Aeronautical Chart and Information Center
attitude control system
analog to digital
Atmn_phere F_p!orer (_ateHitz,
NASA-GSFC)
Atomic Energy Commission
aeropropulsion
A_unauticai Sateiiite (NASA-ESRO)
aerospace
Air Force Base
Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories
Announcements of Flight Opportunities
Air Force Systems Command
automatic gain control
agency
Automated Internal Management (File)
Anchored Interplanetary Monitoring
Platform (satellite, NASA-GSFCI
Alouette topside sounder synoptic (data)
Apollo Lunar Polar Orbiter (satellite,
NASA): Association of Lunar and
Planetary Observers
Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package
(NASA)
altitude
amplitude modulation
ampere
Atmosphere, Magnetosphere, and Plasmas
in Space (satellite, NASAl
Arm) Map ScBice(nov, l)efcnse Mapping
Agency Topographic Center
Radio Amateur Satellite Corporation
ALSEP
alt
am
amp
AMPS
XMS
AMSAT
ACRONYMS AND
ainu
ANIK
ANNA
ANS
AOSO
Ap ..
APL
APPL
apt
a/r
ARC
arc-rain
arc-see
ARDC
ARPA
ARSP
AS&E
ASOS
ASTP
ASTROPHYS
AT
ATCOS
a,l-& I
\TDA
ATM
illmos
ATS
au
AVCS
avg
AVHRR
AWRE
bcd
BE
BERK
BeV
BIC
BIOS
BLH
hpi
bps
BTL
BUV
by
b/w
atomic mass unit; astronaut maneuxering
Canadian Telecommunications Satellite:
also referred to as TELESAT
Army, Navy, NASA. Air Force Geodetic
Satellite
Astronomical Netherlands Satellite
(Netherlands - NASA joint project)
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory
magnetic activity index Ap
Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns
Hopkins University
application
automatic picture transmission
acquisition/reference
Ames Research Center (NASA)
drc-nliil LiLt
arc-second
Air Research and Development Comn_and
(now AFSC)
Advanced Research Projects Agency
Aerospace Research Support Program
(USAF)
American Science & Engineering, Inc.
antimony-sulfide oxy-sulfide
Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (USSR-NASA,
joint project)
astrophysics
atomic
Atmospheric Composition Satellite
(NASA): also referred to as OV3-5,
,\mcrican Telephone & Telegraph
Ai;____,,_,._ i -_rget Docking Adapter
Apollo Tc!rqcope ,Mo_mt
atmo:;phcrc
Applications Technology Satellite (NASA)
astronomical unit
advanced vidicon camera system
average
advanced very high resolution radiometer
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment
B
binary coded decimal
Beacon Explorer (satellite, NASA)
Berkele)
billion electron volts
barium iodide cloud
Biological Satellite (NASA)
band-limited (ELF) hiss
bits per inch
bits per second
Bell Telephone Laboratories
backscatter ultraviolet
billion volts
black and white
Vlll-I
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AbbreHafions and Acronyms
BWF
c
cal
calsphere
Cal Tech
CAS
CAV
cc
CDA
CDC
CDS
CENS
CHEM
cm
CM
CMD
CNES
CNET
CNRS
COMM
COMS
COMSAT
Co_lt-
CORSA
COS
COSPAR
COUNC
CPKF
cps
cpu
CRC
CRPL
CRREL
CRS
crt
Csl
CSM
CTS
CTR
CZCS
DAC
DADE
Bundesministcr fur Wissenscha[tliche
Forschung (Fed Rep of Germany)
C
centigrade
calorie
calibration sphere
California Institute of Technology
Cooperative Applications Satellite
(France-NASA); also referred to as
EOLE
composite analog video
cubic centimeter
command and data acquisition (station)
Control Data Corporation
cadmium sulfide
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay
chemical
centimeter
command module
command
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales
Centre National d'Etudes des
Telecommunications
Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique
commission
see COMSAT
Communications Satellite Corporation
Comision Nacionai dc i.vc,,iigacion del
Fspacio (Spain)
Cosmic-Ray Satellite (Japan)
Chemic-Ray _:_e!!ite (ESRO): _osmic
Committee on Space R.-.c._.d:
Cape Kennedy, Florida {also referred to as
the Eastern Test Range)
cycles per second
central processing unit
Communications Research Centre
Central Radio Propagation Laboratories
(later ITSA; formerly part of ESSA; now
a subdivision of NOAA)
Cold Region Research & Engineering
Laboratories
Commission for Space Research (Italy)
cathode ray tube
cesium iodide
command service module
Canadian Telecommunications Satellite
center
coastal zone ocean color scanner
D
data acquisition camera
Dual Air Densit_ Explorer (satellite,
NASA)
VIII-2
DANISH INST
SPACE RSCH
DAPP
DASA
DATS
db
dc
DCP
DCS "
DEE
deg
DENPA
DEV
DFVLR
DIAL/MIKA
DIAL/WIKA
diam
DIAPO
DIT
DMAAC
DMATC
DME
DME-A
DMSP
DOD
DODGE
DRID
DRIR
DRTE
DSAP
DSCS
DSIR
DSN
DV
DYN
E
EASEP
ECS
EDS
EGO
Danish Institute for Space Research
Defense Acquisition and Processing
Program (DOD)
Defense Atomic Support Agency
Despun Antenna Test Satellite (DOD)
decibel
direct current
data collection platform
direct couple system; data collection system
defense
degree
Density Phenomena (satellite, Japan)
development
Deutsche Forschung und Versuchzanstalt
fur Luft-und Raumfahrt; English
translation, Research Laboratory for
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Germany
Diamant Allemand/Mini Kapsel (satellite,
Germany-France, joint project)
Diamant Allemand/Wissenschaftliche
Kapsel (satellite, Germany-France, joint
project)
diameter
Diapason (satellite, France)
Drexel Institute of Technology
Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center
Defense Mapping Agency Topographic
Center
Direct Measurements Explorer (satellite,
NASA)
Direct Mea_uremen!_ Exp!orer A (satcllke,
NASA)
Defense Military S:_.te!!ite Program (DOD)
Department of Defense
D,apart.,_.t o[ Defense Gravity Experiment
(satellite, DOD)
direct readout image dissector (camera
system)
direct readout infrared radiometer
Defense Research Telecommunications
Establishment (now CRC)
Defense System Applications Program
(DOD)
Defense Satellite Communications System
(DOD)
Department of Science and Industrial
Research
Deep Space Network
digital video
dynamic
E
energy
Early Apollo Scientific Experiment Package
Experimental Communications Satellite
(NASA)
Environmental Data Service {NOAA)
Eccentric {Orbiting) Geophysical
Observatory (satellite, NASAl
z
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EGRS
el
ELDO
ELEC
ELECTR
ELECTRO-OPT
SYS
ELF
EME
ELMS
EMR
ENVIRON
ENV RSCH &
TECH |NC
EOF
EOGO
EOS
EP
EPE
E/Q
ERB
ERDC
ERGS
ERL
EROS
ERS
ERT
_RTS
ES(JEO
ESMR
ESOC
ESRO
ESSA
ESTABL
ESTEC
ETR
ETS
eDV
eV
EVA
EVM
EXOS
EXOSAT
EXTRATERR
FARO
FED
Engineers Satellite (DOD)
electric
European Launch Development
Organization
electric
electronics
Electro-Optikal Systems, Inc.
extremely low frequency
environmental measurement experiment
Earth Limb Measurement Satellite
(NASA-USAF)
Electromechanical Research (Company,
England)
environment; environmental
Environmental Research & Technology,
Inc.
end-of-file
Eccentric Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
Earth Observation Satellite (NASA)
Experiment Package
Energetic Particle Explorer (satellite,
NASA)
energy per unit charge
earth radiation budget (experiment)
Earth Resources Data Center
Earth Geodetic Satellite (USAF)
Environmental Research Laboratory
(NOAA)
Earth Resources Observation System
Envifo,-m_.tui Research Sateime ,'.C,_AI-)
extended range telegcnpe
Earth Resources Technology Satellite
(NASA)
see GEOS
electrically scanning microwave radiometer
European Space Operations Centre
European Space Research Organization
Environmental Science Services
Administration (now NOAA)
establishment
European Space Technology Center
Eastern Test Range (also referred to as
Cape Kennedy)
Engineering Test Satellite
extreme ultraviolet
electron volts
extravehicular activity
Earth viewing (equipment)module
Exospheric Satellite (Japan)
European X-ray Observation Satellite
(ESRO)
extraterrestrial
F
Flare-Activated Radiobiological
Obscrx atory
Federal
FLT-SAT
FM
FMRT
FOUND
FOV
FPR
FR
FRC
FSC p
FSK
FWHM
FWS
gamma
GARP
GCA
GD
GE
.ge.
GEMS
GEOPHYS
GEOPHYSICS
CORP
GEOS
GES FUR
_&ELTRAUMFO
RSCH
G.E.T.
G,:¢
: '_f, _,L:
GGTS
gHz
GISS
gm
GM
GMS
GMT
GOES
GP
GRAVR
GRE
GREB
GRI
GROC
GRS
Abbreviations and Acronyms
Fleet Satellite (USN)
frequency modulation
final meteorological radiation tape(s)
foundation
field of view
flat plate radiometer
French Research (satellite, France)
Flight Research Center (NASA)
FLEETSATCOM (satellite, USN-USAF)
frequency shift key
full width at half maximum
filter wedge spectrometer
G
l0 5 gauss
Global Atmospheric Research Program
Geophysics Corporation of America
General Dynamics Corp.
General Electric (Company)
greater than or equal to
Geostationary European Meteorological
Satellite (ESRO)
geophysical
Geophysics Corporation of America
Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite (NASA);
Geostationary Earth-orbiting Satellite
(ESRO)
Gesell_chaft fur Weltraumforschung (Center
for Space Research, Fed Rel9 of
(_erm;_::y)
ground elapsed time
gigaelectron volts
_tavity gradient stabilization experiment
Gravity Gradient Test Satellite (NASA)
gigahertz
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
(NASA)
grant
Geiger-Mueller (tube)
Geostationary Meteorological Satellite
(Japan)
Greenwich Mean Time
Geosynchronous Operational
Environmental Satellite (NASA) (also
called SMS)
Gravitational Redshift Space Probe "
(NASA)
Gravitational Redshift Space Probe
(NASA)
ground reconstruction equipment
Galactic Radiation Experiment Background
(Navy transit satellite)
Groupe de Recherche lonospherique
Netherlands Committee for Geophysics and
Space Research
German Research Satellite
(NASA-Germany)
VIII-3
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GSCHAFT FUR
WELTFORSCH
GSD
GSE
GSFC
GSM
.gt.
GUGMS
gV
GVHRR
H
HAO
HCMM
HCMR
HCO
HDRSS
He
HEAO
HED
HEOS
HETS
ill L
Hg
Hq
hr
HRIR
HRIRS
H.S.
HYDROMET
Hz
IAA
lAP
IBM
ICBM
ICSU
ID
IDA
IDC
IDCS
IDCSP
IDSCS
IDT
IE
VIII-4
Acron._ ms
Gcsellschaft fur Weltraumforschung (Center
for Space Research. Germany)
Grid Sphere Drag (satellite, DOD)
geocentric solar ecliptic (coordinate s_stem)
Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA)
geocentric solar magnetospheric
greater than
Glavnoye Upravleniye
Gidrometeorologicheskoi Sluzhby (Main
Administration of the
Hydrometeorological Service, USSR)
gigavolt
geosynchronous very high resolution
radiometer
H
hydrogen
• High Altitude Observatory
Heat Capacity Map Mission (satellite,
NASA)
Heat Capacity Mapping Radiometer
Harvard College Observatory
high data rate storage system
helium
High-Energy Astronomical Observatory
(NASA)
high-energy detector
High-Eccentricity Earth-Orbiting Satellite
(ESRO)
high-energy telescope system
heat-Uov, cxpe_'hneqt" "ca_-flo_ clectr,mics
mercury
headquarters
h;,.h rpetnh:t_O, q. h .....
• .:&:: ....... , , ,ivul
]iigh-i cbL)lut!on incr. ,4• ' " .,,,,are. radlonieter
h,gh resolution infrared _adiation sounder
high school
hydrometeorological
hertz (cycles per second)
1
International Aerospace Abstracts
Institute of Atmospheric Physics
International Business Machines
intercontinental ballistic missile
International Council of Scientific Unions
identification
Institute of Defense Analyses
image dissector camera
image dissector camera _,,,_,tem
Initial (or Intcrinl) Defense Communication
Satellite Program (or Proi_:ct) (DOD)
Initial Defense Satellite Communication
S_stem (DOD)
instrument definition team
hmosphcric Iixplorcr (satellite,
NASA-NBS)
IEEE
IFOV
IGRF
IGY
IME
IMP
INDASAT
INOP
INSAT
Inst
INTA
INTASAT
INTELSAT
ION COMP
IPA
IQSY
IR
IRBM
IRIG
IRIS
IRLS
IRR
IRTRN
[gAS
iSEE
ISRO
ISS
ITCZ
ITOS
ITPR
ITR
ITSA
IU
IUE
IUWDS
IZMIRAN
JGR
JHU
JOB
JPL
Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers
instrument field of view
International Geomagnetic Reference Field
International Geophysical Year
International Magnetospheric Explorer
(satellite, NASA-ESRO)
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform
(satellite, NASA)
Indian Scientific Satellite (ISRO-USSR)
inoperable
Indian National Satellite (ISRO-USSR)
institute
Instituto Nacional de Tecnica Aeronautica
(Spain); the National Institute of
Aeronautical Science
Satellite (INTA, Spain)
International Telecommunications Satellite
(NASA-COMSAT)
Ionospheric Composition (satellite-see
DIAPO)
Institute for Physics of the Atmosphere
(SAS)
|ntcrnational Quict Sun Year
infrared
intermediate range ballistic missile
Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
infrared-interferometer spectrometer
interrogation, recording, and location
system
infrared radiometry
infrared tran._miss{on
Institute of Space & Aeronautical Science
(Japan)
International Sun-Earth Explorcr (satdllte.
NASA-ESRO)
!,iter_,_tionai Sateiiite for Ionospheric
Studies (NASA-Canada)
Indian Space Research Organization
Ionospheric Sounding Satellite (Japan)
intertropical convergence zone
Improved Tiros Operational Satellite
(ESSA)
infrared temperature profile radiometer
incremental tape recorder
Institute for Telecommunication Sciences
and Aeronomy (formerly a subdivision of
ESSA; now NOAA)
instrument unit
International Ultraviolet Explorer (satellite,
NASA-UK-ESRO. joint project)
International URSlgram and World Day
Service
Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism and
Aeronomy of the Academy of Sciences
(USSR)
J
Journal of Geophysical Research
Johns Hopkins University
Johannesburg. South Africa
Jet Propulsion Laboratories (NASA}
Z
O
O
JSC
K
kb
kbs
keV
kg
kHz
km
Kp
KPNO
KSC
LA
LAB
LACATE
LAGEOS
t_AS
LASL "
LCS
.le.
LED
LEM
LEPEDEA
LeRC
LES
LETS
! lID
LL
LM
LMD
LOCKHEED
LOFT!
LOGACS
LPSP
LRC
LRIR
LRL
LRV
LST
.It.
LTV
nl
M ..s,
M A I)
Johnson Space Center (NASA)
K
Kelvin
kilobit
kilobits per second
kiloelectron volt
kilogram
kilohertz
kilometer
magnetic activity index
Kitt Peak National Observatory
John F. Kenned) Space Center (NASA)
L
.Los Angeles
laboratory
lower atmosphere composition and
temperature
Laser Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite
(NASA-MSFC)
Large Astronomical Satellite (ESRO)
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (ESRO)
Lincoln Calibration Sphere
less than or equal to
low-energy detector
lunar excursion module
lov,'-energy proton and electron differential
energy analyzer
i ewis Research (enter (NASA)
• ..,,_l. Experimental S_tcliite i DOD_
low-energy telescope system
iower hybrid resonance
Lincoln Laboratory (MIT)
lunar module
Laboratory of Meteorological Dynamics
Lockheed Paid Alto Research Laboratory
Low-Frequency Trans-ionospheric Satellite
(USN-NRL)
Low-G Accelerometer Calibration System
(USAF)
Laboratoire de Physique Stellaire et
Planetaire (CNRS)
Langley Research Center (NASA)
limb radiance inversion radiometer:
low-resolution infrared radiometer
Lunar ReceMng Laboratory (JSC)
lunar ro_ing vehicle
Large Space Telescope (satellite, NASA)
less than
Ling-Temco-Vought (company)
M
meter, milli- (prefix)
Mercury Atlas
Madrid, Spain
MAPS
MARENTS
MAS
MASC
MATER
MB
mc
MD
m/e "
MED
METEC
METEOSAT
MeV
mg
MHz
MIDAS
min
MIT
MJS
mm
MOL
M-P
MPI, GARCHING
MPI, HEIDELBG
MPI, LINDAU
M R
MRIR
MSC
msec
MSFC
MSN
MSS
MSSCC
MTS
MULLARD SS
MUSE
mw
NA
NACE
NADUC
Nal
NASA
Abbreviations and Acronyms
measurement of air pollution from satellite
Modified Advanced Research
Environmental Test Satellite (USAF)
Ministry of Aviation Supply, UK
magnetic attitude spin coil
material
millibar
megacycle
McDonnell-Douglas (Corporation)
mass/energy
medicine; medical
Meteoroid Technology (satellite, NASA)
Meteorological Satellite (ESRO)
million electron volts
milligram
megahertz
Missile Defense Alarm System (USAF)
minute
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Mariner Jupiter/Saturn (spacecraft, NASA)
millimeter
Manned Orbiting Laboratory (satellite,
DOD)
minus to plus
Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial
Physics
Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics
Max Planck Institute for Aeronomy---Max
Planck lr!cti!!i_¢ for Stratosphc_i,. Phs_;,.
magncto:,phcricaily *eftected: medium
resolution
medium-resolution infrared radiometer
microsecond
Manned Spacecraft Center (now Johnson
Space Center)
millisecond
Marshall Space Flight Center (NASA)
mission
Magnetic Storm Satellite (AFCRL-NASA);
multispectral scanner
multicolor spin-scan cloudcover camera
Meteoroid Technology Satellite (NASA)
Mullard Space Science Laboratory,
Dorking, Surrey, UK
monitor of ultraviolet solar energy
milliwatt
N
not applicable; Nora Alice (satellite, DOD)
neutral atmosphere composition experiment
Nimbus/ATS Data Utilization Center (now
NESS)
sodium iodide
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
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Abbreviationsand Acronyms
NASA OFFICES:
NASA-OA
NASA-OART
NASA-OAST
NASA-OMSF
NASA-OSS
NASA-OSSA
NASA-OTDA
NASA Office of Applications
NASA Office of Advanced Research and
Technology
NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space
Technology
NASA Office of Manned Space Flight
NASA Office of Space Science
NASA Office of Space Science and
Applications (now two separate offices)
NASA Office of Tracking and Data
Acquisition
NASA Research Centers:
NASA-ARC
NASA-FRC
NASA-GISS
NASA-GSFC
NASA-JPL
NASA-JSC
NASA-KSC
NASA-LeRC
NASA-LRC
NASA-MSFC
NASA-WS
NASC
NASDA
NATL
NATL RSCY
CNCL, ITALY
NATO
NBS
_'_CAR
NCC
NDRE
NEMS
NESC
I_IESS
NGSP
NE'IHERLANDS
INST
NHC
NIH
NMC
NMRT
NNN
NNSS
NOAA
NOMSS
NORAD
NORWEGIAN
INST
NOS
NASA-Ames Research Center
NASA-Flight Research Center
NASA-Goddard Institute for Space Studies
NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA-Jet Propulsion Laboratory
NASA-Johnson Space Center
NASA-John F. Kennedy Space Center
NASA-Lewis Research Center
NASA-Langley Research Center
NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center
' NASA-Wallops Station
National Aeronautics and Space Council
National Space Development Agency
national
National Research Council, Italy
North AtlliiiLk. Tr_ai_y Or_anizat,on
Nalionai Bureau of Standards
National Center for Atmospheric Research
National Climatic Center
Norwegian Defense Research Establishmem
Nimbus-E Microwave gpeetrometer:
Near-Earth Magnetospheric Satellite
(ESRO)
National Environmental Satellite Center
(now NESS)
National Environmental Satellite Service
(NOAA)
National Geodetic Satellite Program
Netherlands Institute of Nuclear Physics
Research
National Hurricane Center
National Institutes of Health
National Meteorological Center
Nimbus meteorological radiation tape
no national name
Navy Navigational Satellite System
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration (formerly ESSA)
National Operational Meteorological
Satellite System
North American Air Defense Command
Norwegian Institute of Cosmic Physics
National Ocean Survey (NOAA)
Viii-6
NOTS CHLAKE
NRC
NRL
NSA
nsec
NSF
NSSDC
NUCL
NWt,,
NwRc
OA
OAO
OAR
OART
OAST
OBS
OCC
OFO
OGO
OI
OMN!
¢)MSF
ONR
OPFP
OPLE
OP OFF
ORBIS
ORS
OSCAR
OSO
OSS
OSSA
OSTARE
OT
OTDA
OV
PAC
PAET
Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake
National Research Council
Naval Research Laboratory
National Security Agency
:aanosecond
National .Science Foundation
National Space Science Data Center
nuclear
Naval Weapons Laboratory
National Weather Records Center
(presently NCC)
O
Office of Applications (NASA)
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
(satellite, NASA-GSFC)
Office of Aerospace Research (USAF)
Office of Aerospace Research and
Technology
Office of Aeronautics and Space
Technology (NASA)
observatory
OPWE Command Center
Orbiting Frog Otolith (NASA experimental
spacecraft)
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (satellite,
NASA)
other investigator
_ow-resolution omnidirectional radiometer
(on Explorer 7)
Office of Manned Space Flight (NASA}
Office of Na_al Re_earch
:zrbita!-planc _xperiment package
Omega position and location experiment
operational off
Orbiting Radio Beacon Ionospheric
Satellite (NASA)
Octahedral Research Satellite (NASA);
Orbiting Research Satellite
Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio
Orbiting Solar Observatory (satellite,
NASA-GSFC)
Office of Space Science (NASA)
Office of Space Science and Applications
(NASA; now two separate offices)
Old Scientific Technical Aerospace Reports
Extended
Operational Tiros (satellite, NASA-GSFC)
Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition
(NASA)
Orbiting Vehicle (satellite, USAF)
P
Package Attitude Control (satellite,
NASA-GSFC)
Planetary Atmosphere Experiment Test
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PAGEOS
PAM
PCM
PE
PEP
PFM
PHASR
PHYS
PI
PIXEL
PL
PM
PMR
PMT
p-n
POGO
pps
PROT
PS
PSE
PTL
QOMAC
QU[
R&D
RA
rad
RADCAT
RADOSE
RAE
RAM
RBV
RC
RCA
_. R E
REP
-. RES
REXS
rf
RM
rm$
ROS
RPA
rpm
3
rps
RRL
RSCH
Passive Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite
{NASA)
pulse amplitude modulation
pulse coded modulation
Planetary Explorer
platform electronic packages
pulse frequency modulation
Personnel Hazards Associated with Space
Radiation (satellite, USAF)
physics
principal investigator
picture element
prelaunch; pro-longitudinal (whistler mode)
pulse modulation; photomultiplier {tube)
pressure modulation radiometer; Pacific
Missile Range
photomultiplier tube
positive-negative {junction)
Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
(satellite, NASA)
pulse per second
protection
pressure sensor
passive seismograph experiment
Photographic Technology Laboratory
Q
quarter-orbit magnetic attitude control
{system)
Quito, Ecuador
R
research and development
Ranger
radian, radiation
Radar Calibration Target (satellite, ARPA)
Radiation Dosimeter (satellite, DOD)
Radio Astronomy Explorer (NASA-GSFC)
random access measurement (system)
return beam vidicom (camera)
resistance capacitor
Radio Corporation oI America
Earth radius
republic
research
Radio Exploration Satellite (Japan)
radio frequency
Radiation Meteoroid (satellite.
NASA-OART)
root mean square
Rosman, North Carolina
retarding potential analyzer
revolutions per minute
revolutions per second
Radio Research Laboratories
research
RSRS
RTD
RTG
WITS
SAR
SAM
SAMOS
SAMS
SAMSO
SAO
SAS
SATAR
SATELL
SATS
SBRC
SCAMS
SCEL
SCH
SCI
SCMR
SCORE
SCR
SE
SEA
SEASAT
seC
SEC
SECOR
SEM
SERT
SESP
SESPO
SHS
SIBS
SIDS
SIM
SIRS
SKA
SM
SMMR
SMS
SNAP
Abbreviations and Acronyms
Radio and Space Research Station (now
Appleton Laboratory)
Research Technology Division (USAF)
radioisotope thermoelectric generator
real-time transmission system
Subauroral red (arcs) .........
stratospheric aerosol measurement
Satellite Mission Observation System
stratospheric and mesospheric sounder
Space and Missile Systems Organization
(USAF)
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Small Aeronomy Satellite (NASA); Soviet
Academy of Sciences
Satellite for Aerospace Research (NASA);
OVI-2
satellite
Satellite Antenna Test System (NASA)
Santa Barbara Research Center
scanning microwave spectrometer
Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories
School
science
surface composition mapping radiometer
Signal Communication by Orbiting Relay
Equlvrnent (sateihte, DOD)
selective chopper radiometer
Solar Explorer (satellite, NASA)
spherical electrostatic ana!yzcr
Ocean Dynamic Satellite (NASA)
second
secondary electron conduction (vidicon
tube)
Sequential Collation of Range (sat©ilit¢,
USAF-USA)
space environment monitor
Spinning Satellite for Electric Rocket Test
(NASA-LERC)
Space Experiment Support Program
Space Environmental Support Project
Office
Soviet Hydrometeorological Service
Sulk Institute for Biological Studies
Space Investigations Documentation System
(NASA)
scientific instrument module
satellite infrared spectrometer
Fairbanks, Alaska
San Marco (satellite, NASA-Italy)
.scanning multispectral microwave
radiometer
Synchronous Meteorological Satellite
(NASA)
systems for nuclear auxiliary power
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PAGEOS
PAM
PCM
PE
PEP
PFM
PHASR
PHYS
PI
PIXEL
PL
PM
PMR
PMT
p-n
POGO
pps
PROT
PS
PSE
PTL
QOMAC
QUI
R&D
RA
rad
RADCAT
RADOSE
RAE
RAM
RBV
RC
RCA
RE
REP
RES
REXS
rf
RM
rms
ROS
RPA
rpm
rps
RRL
RSCH
Passive Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite
(NASA)
pulse amplitude modulatiol_
pulse coded modulation
Planetary Explorer
platform electronic packages
pulse frequency modulation
Personnel Hazards Associated with Space
Radiation (satellite, USAF)
physics
principal investigator
picture element
prelaunch: pro-longitudinal (whistler mode)
pulse modulation; photomultiplier (tube)
pressure modulation radiometer; Pacific
Missile Range
photomultiplier tube
positive-negative (junction)
Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
(satellite, NASA)
pulse per second
protection
pressure sensor
passive seismograph experiment
Photographic Technology Laboratory
Q
quarter-orbit magnetic attitude control
(system)
Quito, Ecuador
R
research and development
Ranger
radian, radiation
Radar Calibration Target (satellite, ARPA)
Radiation Dosimeter (satellite, DOD)
Radio Astronomy Explorer (NASA-GSFC
random access measurement (system)
return beam vidicom (camera)
resistance capacitor
Radio Corporation of America
Earth radius
republic
research
Radio Exploration Satellite (Japan)
radio frequency
Radiation Meteoroid (satellite,
NASA-OART)
root mean square
Rosman, North Carolina
retarding potential analyzer
revolutions per minute
re_olutions per second
Radio Research Laboratories
research
Abbreviations and .-_cronyms
RSRS Radio and Space Research Station (now
Appleton Laboratory)
• RTD Research Technology Division (USAF)
RTG radioisotope thermoelectric generator
RTTS real-time transmission system
S
SAR Subauroral red (arcs)
SAM -_" stratospheric aerosol measurement
SAMOS Satellite Mission Observation System
SAMS stratospheric and mesospheric sounder
SAMSO Space and Missile Systems Organization
(USAF)
SAO Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
SAS Small Aeronomy Satellite (NASA); Soviet
Academy of Sciences
SATAR Satellite for Aerospace Research (NASA);
OVI-2
SATELL satellite
SATS Satellite Antenna Test System (NASA)
SBRC Santa Barbara Research Center
SCAMS scanning microwave spectrometer
SCEL Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories
SCH School
SCI science
<
SCMR surface composition mapping radiometer
SCORE Signal Communication by Orbiting Relay
Equipment (satellite, DOD) O
SCR _elective chopper radiometer
SE Solar Explorer (satellite, NASA} ,.,q_
SEA _gherical electrostatic an:_dvzer
SEASAT Ocean Dyr_amic S..tel!ire (N-_,SA_
sec second
SEC _eoandaty electron conduction (vlOlcon
tube)
_;FCOR Sequential Collation of Range (sateiiite, __. f
)..,.......______._ USAF-USA)
[_ Sequentml-C'011at,on of Range (satel W52_-.-....___.....___ USAF-USA)
SEM space environment momtor
SERT Spinning Satellite for Electric Rocket Test
(NASA-LERC)
SESP Space Experiment Support Program
SESPO Space Environmental Support Project
Office
SHS Soviet Hydrometeorological Service
SIBS Salk Institute for Biological Studies ,
SIDS Space Investigations Documentation System
(NASA)
SIM scientific instrument module
SIRS satellite infrared spectrometer
SKA Fairbanks, Alaska
SM San Marco (satellite, NASA-Italy)
SM M R scanning multispectral microwave
radiometer
SMS Synchro_:ous Meteorological Satellite
(NASA)
SNAP systems for nuclear auxiliary pov, er
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
SNT Santiago, Chile TDRSS
SOEP solar-oriented experinaent package tec
SOLRAD Solar Radiation (satellite, NASA) TEC
SPHINX Space Plasma High Voltage Interactive
Experimenter (satellite, NASA) TECH
TEl
SPM solar proton monitor
TELESAT
SR Solar Radiation (satellite, NASA); scanning
radiometer temp
SRATS Solar Radiation and Thermospheric TET
Structure (satellite, Japan)
SRC Space Research COuncil, UK TETR
THIR
SRi Stanford Research Institute
THORAD-AGE
SRT supporting research and technology
SSCC spin-scan cloudcover camera T1MATION
SSD Space Sciences Division (Jet Propulsion TIP
Laboratory)
SSS Small Scientific Satellite (NASA) TIROS
SST satellite-to-satellite tracking
STADAN Space Tracking and Data Acquisition TL
Network TLI
STAR Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports TM
STARAD Starfish Radiation (satellite, NASA) TOMS
STD standard TOPO
STDN Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network TOPS
(NASA)
ster steradian TOPSI
STL Space Technology Laboratories (now TRW TOS
Systems Group)
STN station TOVS
t. STP Solar Terrestrial Probe (also known as TRAAC
HELIOCENTRIC or IME-4, satellite,
NASA-GSFC) TRANET
STRATOS stratosphere TRANSP
STUD studies TRF
SUI State University of Iowa (now University TRS
of Iowa)
SURCAL Surveillance Calibration (satellite, TRW
DOD-N R L) ,"ITS
sVC ......... service
- TWERLE
"' SWiCTR ADV'i Southwest Center for Advanced Studies
STUDIES . -'
.................. .t
SW southwest
SWRF Sine Wave Response Filter (program)
SYNCOM Synchronous Communication Satellite U
(NASA-GSFC) U OF CALIF,
SYST system BERK
. X u OF CALIF, LA
U OF CALIF,
T&DR tracking & data relay RIVER
TAC Technology Application Center U OF CALIF, SD
TACOMSAT Tactical Communications Satellite (DOD) UCLA
TACSAT Tactical Communications Satellite (DOD) UHF
TAT Thrust-augmented Thor UK
TATS Test and Training Satellite (NASA) ULF
TATSACOM Tactical Satellite Communications
(program, DOD) US
TD Thor-Delta (satellite, ESRO); launch vehicle USA
: (NASA-USAF) USA TOPO COM
TDP Tracking Data Processor (program)
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tracking and data relay satellite system
total electron content
telemetry and command; transearth coast
(Apollo program)
technical
transearth injection
Canadian Telecommunications Satellite;
also referred to as ANIK
temporal; temperature
telescope and electron telescope
Test and Training (satellite, NASA)
temperature-humidity infrared radiometer
Thor Augmented Delta Agena (launch
vehicle)
Time Location System (USN)
Tracking Impact Prediction (satellite,
DOD)
Television and Infrared Observation
Satellite (NASA)
team leader
translunar injection
team member
total ozone mapping system
topographic
Thermal Noise Optical Optimization
Communication System (NASA)
topside (sounder) (satellite, NASA)
Tiros Operational Satellite (or System)
(NASA)
Tiros operational vertical sounder
Transit Research and Attitude Control
(satellite, USN)
Doppler Tracking Network (USN)
transportation
Technical Reference File
Tetrahedral Research Satellite (USAF)
TRW Systems Group
Test and Training Satellite (NASA); also
called TATS, TETR
tropical wind energy conversion and
reference level experiment
U
university
University of California at Berkeley
University of California at Los Angel_
University of California at Riverside
University of California at San Diego
University of California at Los Angeles
ultra-high frequency
United Kingdom
ultra-low frequency
United States
United States Army
United States Army Topographic
Command
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SNT
SOEP
SOLRAD
SPHINX
SPM
SR
SRATS
SRC
SRI
SRT
SSCC
SSD
SSS
SST
STADAN
STA R
STARAD
STD
STDN
ster
5TL
STN
STP
STRATOS
STUD
SUI
Ir----------_U R CA L
:i 5_ S_CTR ADV
• STUDIES
SW
SWRF
SYNCOM
SYST
T&DR
TAC
TACOMSAT
TACSAT
TAT
TATS
TATSACOM
TD
TDP
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Acronyms
Santiago. Chile
solar-oriented experiment package
Solar Radiation (satellite. NASA)
Space Plasma High Voltage Interactive
Experimenter (satellite, NASA)
solar proton monitor
Solar Radiation (satellite, NASA); scanning
radiometer
Solar Radiation and Thermospheric
Structure (satellite, Japan)
Space Research Council. UK
Stanford Research Institute
supporting research and technology
spin-scan cloudcover (:amera
Space Sciences Division (Jet Propulsion
Laboratory)
Small Scientific Satellite (NASA)
satellite-to-satellite tracking
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
Starfish Radiation (satellite, NASA)
standard
Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network
(NASA)
steradian
Space Technology Laboratories (now TRW
Systems Group)
station
Solar Terrestrial Probe (also known as
HELIOCENTRIC or tME-4, satellite,
NASA-GSFC)
stratosphere
studies
State University of Iowa (now University
of Iowa)
Surveillance Calibration (satellite,
DOD-NRL)
Southwest Center for Advanced Studies
service..,,)
southwest
Sine Wave Response Filter (program)
Synchronous Communication Satellite
(NASA-GSFC)
system
T
tracking & data relay
Technology Application Center
Tactical Communications Satellite (DOD)
Tactical Communications Satellite (DOD)
Thrust-augmented Thor
Test and Training Satellite (NASA)
Tactical Satellite Communications
(program, DOD)
[hor-Delta (satellite, ESRO); launch vehicle
(NASA-USAF)
Tracking Data Processor (program)
TDRSS
tec
TEC
TECH
TEl
TELESAT
temp. S
TET
TETR
THIR
THORAD-AGE
TIMATION
TIP
TIROS
TL
TLI
TM
TOMS
TOPO
TOPS
TOPSI
TOS
TOVS
TRAAC
TRANET
TRANSP
TRF
TRS
TRW
TTS
TWERLE
U
U OF CALIF,
BERK
U OF CALIF, LA
U OF CALIF,
RIVER
U OF CALIF, SD
UCLA
UHF
UK
ULF
US
USA
USA TOPO COM
tracking and data relay satellite system
total electron content
telemetry and command; transearth coast
(Apollo program)
technical
transearth injection
Canadian Telecommunications Satellite;
also referred to as ANIK
temporal; temperature
telescope and electron telescope
Test and Training (satellite, NASA)
temperature-humidity infrared radiometer
Thor Augmented Delta Agena (launch
vehicle)
Time Location System (USN)
Tracking Impact Prediction (satellite,
DOD)
Television and Infrared Observation
Satellite (NASA)
team leader
translunar injection
team member
total ozone mapping system
topographic
Thermal Noise Optical Optimization
Communication System (NASA)
topside (sounder) (satellite, NASA)
Tiros Operational Satellite (or System)
(NASA)
Tiros operational vertical sounder
Transit Research and Attitude Control
(satellite, USN)
Doppler Tracking Network (USN)
transportation
Technical Reference File
Tetrahedral Research Satellite (USAF)
TRW Systems Group
Test and Training Satellite (NASA); also
called TATS, TETR
tropical wind energy conversion and
reference level experiment
L:
university
University of California at Berkeley
University of California at Los Angeles
University of California at Riverside
University of California at San Diego
University of California at Los Angeles
ultra-high frequency
Uniled Kingdom
ultra-lo_ frequency
United States
[:nitcd States Army
Llnited States Army Topographic
Command
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Abbre_iafions and Acronyms
I SAt-COM WWW World Weather Watch
/s_)- Z
I S_l.
•\ E ROPROPU L Z atomic n umber
ISAF MAT LAB
I 'S.\I: MDE
USAF SAMSO
USAF SCH OF
\FROS MED
USN
USN AEROS
MID RSCH
I.AB
IJSSR
US TOPO CMD
tiT
(ITD
UV
UVNO
UVS
,It
tlF
VttRR
VISSR
VI.F
VNBC
VTPR
WALl
WBVTR
WDC
WI)C-A-R&S
_, }- F A X
V_FC
V,GSPR
WKG C;RP SPC
PIIYS RSCH
_ MO
%_,NK
_t p nl
\I RESAT
_AS
WSM R
?A'T
]'R
United States Army Electronics Command
United States Air Force
United States Air Force Aeropropulsion
Laboratory
United States Air Force Materials
Laboratory
United States Air Force Medicine, Wright
Patterson AFB
United States Air Force Space and Missile
Systems Organization
United States Air Force School of
Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB
United States Navy
United States Navy Aerospace Medicine
Research Laboratory
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
United States Army Topographic
Command
universal time
University of Texas at Dallas
ultraviolet
ultraviolet nitric-oxide experiment
ultraviolet spectrometer
V
volt
variation
very high frequency
very high resolution radiometer
visible infrared spin-scan radiometer
very low frequency
Vandenberg AFB, California (also referred
to as WTR, Western Test Range)
vertical temperature profile radiometer
_V
watt
Wallops Island
wideband video tape recorder
World Data Center
World Data Center A for Rockets and
Satellites
weather facsimile
Wallops Flight Center (NASA)
Working Group for Space Physics R,:search
Working Group for Space Physics Rt:search
World Meteorological Organization
Winkfield, England
words per minute
Weapons Research Establishment Satellite
(Australia)
Wallops Station (NASA)
White Sands Missile Range
walking-trace
Western Test Range (also referred to as
Vandenbcrg AFB)
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